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NOTES ON THE TRANSLATION

In more specific contexts, I translated kalbơjimo aktas as either
“act of speech” or “act of speaking,” and in broader contexts simply as
“speech”; “speech act,” of course, has a different meaning in English
linguistic usage.
In most works in English, priegaidơ is rendered “tone,” but
Girdenis emphasizes a distinction between “pitch accent” languages
(such as Lithuanian) and “tone” languages (in the narrow sense). The
term “intonation” would not have been suitable here (although the
equivalent is found in Russian and German), since it typically
suggests sentence or phrasal intonation. I therefore chose “pitch
accent” as the general term, with the particular expressions “circumflex accent” and “acute accent” (as well as “rising accent” and “falling
accent”).
For lǌpinis, I used “labial” for reference to consonants and
“rounded” for reference to vowels. Although this splits up the uniform
Lithuanian term, “labial” or “labialized” seems unusual with reference
to vowels, where the English linguistic tradition has “rounded” and
“lip-rounding” (“labialized” is used for labializuotas, with reference
to consonants).
The term junginys = Ru. ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɟ (or ɩɨɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɶ) =
Germ. Verbindung also presented a challenge. In cases where
reference is to the linear arrangement of phonemes, I generally
followed the American descriptivists in using “sequence”: “sequence
of vowels,” “phoneme sequence,” etc. Where reference is to a true
non-linear “combination” (say of prosodic and segmental features),
I used “combination.” I also followed the descriptivists in using
“cluster” in most cases for (priebalsiǐ) grupơ = Ru. ɝɪɭɩɩɚ (ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ).
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Notes on the Translation

I generally used “(syllable) nucleus” for skiemens centras =
Ru. ɰɟɧɬɪ ɫɥɨɝɚ = Germ. Silbenkern, and “onset” and “coda”
for eksplozinơ (grupơ) = Ru. ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɚɹ (ɝɪɭɩɩɚ) and implozinơ
(grupơ) = Ru. ɢɦɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɚɹ (ɝɪɭɩɩɚ).
For liežuvio priešakinis and liežuvio užpakalinis (= Ru. ɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɹɡɵɱɧɵɣ and ɡɚɞɧɟɹɡɵɱɧɵɣ), I used “apical” and “dorsal” respectively, for want of equivalent terms, although “apical” is more restricted in meaning than liežuvio priešakinis. In addition, alveolinis is
sometimes used in the original where it clearly means “alveolar” (and
I have translated it that way); elsewhere, it is used to describe what are
typically referred to as palato-alveolars in English linguistic literature.
In these cases, I used the latter term (cf. Girdenis’s discussion of
dental “hissing” sibilants as opposed to “alveolar” = palato-alveolar
“hushing” sibilants).
For the major dialect terms žemaiþiǐ and aukštaiþiǐ, I used
“Žemaitic” and “Aukštaitic,” rather than the alternative “Žemaitian”
(or Samogitian) and “Aukštaitian,” since I have always found the
latter terms a bit awkward—it seems unclear how to pronounce the -tihere in English.
Since most grammatical meaning is lost in English glosses,
I generally used interlinear-type glossing abbreviations and conventions
to represent grammatical categories of word forms where this is
important (for example, vıլ ̖rsi [vࡏ ıࡆ ܂ғ sࡏ i ] ‘boil-2SG.FUT’). A list of glossing
abbreviations has been included.
A number of typographic and citation errors in the original text
have been corrected. Abbreviations of dialect names (like Dkš >
Daukšiai and Gž > Gižai) have been expanded to make the references
more convenient for non-Lithuanian readers. Occasional brief translator interpolations are enclosed in square brackets.
My special thanks to Aleksey Andronov (St. Petersburg) for his
valuable comments on a draft of this translation.
Steven Young
University of Maryland, Baltimore County
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Abbreviations

ABBREVIATIONS OF LANGUAGES
AND DIALECTS
Akkad. – Akkadian
Arab. – Arabic (Classical)
Bel. – Belarusian (Byelorussian)
Chin. – Chinese
Cz. – Czech
Dan. – Danish
Du. – Dutch
EAukšt. – East Aukštaitic
Eng. – English
Est. – Estonian
Fi. – Finnish
Fr. – French
Ger. – German
Gk. – Greek
Ha. – Hawaiian
Icel. – Icelandic
It. – Italian
Lat. – Latin
Latv. – Latvian
Lith. – Lithuanian

Norw. – Norwegian
NŽem. – North Žemaitic
OCS – Old Church Slavic (Old
Bulgarian)
OInd. – Old Indic
OPr. – Old Prussian
PIE – Proto-Indo-European
Pol. – Polish
Rom. – Romanian
Ru. – Russian
SAukšt. – South Aukštaitic
SCr. – Serbo-Croatian
Skt. – Sanskrit (Old Indic)
Sp. – Spanish
Swed. – Swedish
SŽem. – South Žemaitic
Ta. – Tahitian
WAukšt. – West Aukštaitic
Žem. – Žemaitic

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN GLOSSES
1, 2, 3 – first, second, third person
ABL – ablative
ACC – accusative
DAT – dative
DEF – definite (adjective)
DU – dual
F – feminine
FUT – future tense
GEN – genitive
IMP – imperative
INF – infinitive
SHORT-INF – short form (apocopated)
infinitive (-t)
SHORT-LOC – apocopated form of the
locative
INS – instrumental
LOC – locative
xii

M – masculine
N – neuter (predicate

adjective and
participle)
NOM – nominative
PAP – past active participle
PL – plural
PNL – pronominal adjective
PPP – past passive participle
PRS – present tense
PRS-AP – present active participle
PST – past tense
REFL – reflexive
SBJV – subjunctive mood
SG – singular
SUPE – superessive
VOC – vocative

FOREWORD

The present work is a new, somewhat expanded and revised version of Teoriniai fonologijos pagrindai ‘Theoretical Foundations of
Phonology’ (Vilnius, 1995).
We have attempted to maintain the structure of the basic text,
including the system of paragraphs and footnotes. Only obvious proofreading errors have been corrected; some formulations have been
extended and refined, and recent works by Lithuanian phonologists,
which fortunately have seen an increase in recent years, have been
taken into account, among them valuable dissertations devoted to
various aspects of dialectal phonology (for example, [Atkoþaitytơ
2000; Baceviþiǌtơ 2001; Kazlauskienơ 1998; Leskauskaitơ 2001;
Murinienơ 2000]) and publications based on these. More recent works
on theoretical phonology have been utilized only in so far as they are
consistent with the main principles of classical phonology. The list of
references has been increased to some 950 titles.
Continuing a tradition begun in Kalbotyros darbai ‘Studies in
Linguistics’ (Vilnius, 2000–2001; see [Girdenis 2000b; 2000c; 2001]),
I have included a table of contents, a foreword, and a summary in
another language (on this occasion, German*); the Russian summary
has been left as it was.
I am grateful to Dr. Skaidra GIRDENIENƠ and Vida KAROSIENƠ,
who helped prepare the German texts. Many thanks to Dr. Žaneta
MARKEVIýIENƠ, the publication’s official reviewer, to editor Agota
SRIUBIENƠ, and to the State Commission on the Lithuanian Language
for their financial support of the book.
Vilnius, January 2002
*

Aleksas Girdenis

The present translation does not include the German summary—TRANS.
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FOREWORD TO THE 1995 EDITION

1. The present work discusses and offers solutions to key issues
in the synchronic phonology of standard Lithuanian and its dialects,
and also sets forth a synthesized theoretical model of classical
(autonomous) phonology, crystallized over many years of reflecting
on the phonological nature of Lithuanian and its dialects.
The book limits itself to classical synchronic phonology, since
generative phonology is undoubtedly only an updated version of morphonology, and should therefore be assigned to grammar (see, for
example, [Kuryáowicz 1968b: 79; Linell 1977; 1979: 142; Dressler
1985: viii, 1ff.]; cf. [Achmanova 1966: 52; Klimov 1967: 75;
Reformatskij 1975: 88ff.]).1 This, of course, does not prevent us from
applying certain phonetic results of generative studies and several
formal methods. We also take some account of more recent versions
of generative phonology—so-called autosegmental and metrical phonology—although these seemingly represent a return to the classical
roots of phonology.
From a formal standpoint, the concept of general linguistics presented in this work is close to the well-known views of the Prague
Linguistic Circle (on the vitality of this school’s theoretical principles,
see, for example, [Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 401–402]), but in no way
coincides with them. First, greater emphasis is placed here on technical aspects of identifying phonological units; it therefore seemed quite
1

For a detailed critical analysis of the principles and methods of the generative school, see [Linell 1979; Kodzasov, Krivnova 1981 and references] (cf. also
[Klimov 1967: 10; Vinogradov 1976: 292; Anttila 1977]). As a kind of oddity
we might mention the highly subjective, scathing criticism of generative phonology found in the article [Hammarström 1971]. We might add that from the
beginning, generativists have used the term morphonology, rather than phonology (see, for example, [Chomskij 1965: 260 et passim]).
xiv
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appropriate to draw on the experience of descriptive linguistics, which
in its essence (though not of course in form) does not contradict
Prague School principles, already formulated in nuce by Saussure (see
[Sljusareva 1975: 83–84]). Secondly (and perhaps most importantly),
this book treats syntagmatic, rather than paradigmatic, relations as the
basis for distinguishing phonemes and their distinctive features, and
therefore makes broad and consistent reference to the Scandinavian
region, especially the achievements of the Copenhagen School in
theoretical ideas (see, for example, [Fischer-Jørgensen 1972 and references; Sigurd 1955; 1965: 39; El’mslev 1960c: 59]), as well as the
works of the distinguished Polish linguist Jerzy Kuryáowicz (for
example, [Kuryáowicz 1960 = Kuriloviþ 1962]), quite close in spirit to
the Copenhagen School.2 The numerous works of Russian phonologists have also been considered, especially those which provide a
comprehensive and sober assessment of the above-mentioned major
schools of modern linguistics (for example, [Ivanov 1962; Bulygina
1964; Arutjunova, Klimov, Kubrjakova 1964; Murat 1964; Postovalova
1972; Stepanov 1966; 1975a; 1975b; Stepanov, Ơdel’man 1976: 207];
see also fn. 1).
Reference to the ideas and methods of various schools should
not be viewed as a kind of eclecticism, since it has been apparent for
some time that all phonological theories have more in common than
they have differences (“ɜɨ ɜɫɟɯ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɬɟɨɪɢɹɯ ɝɨɪɚɡɞɨ
ɛɨɥɶɲɟ ɨɛɳɟɝɨ, ɱɟɦ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɨɝɨ” ‘all phonological theories have far
more similarities than differences’ [Zinder 1972: 134]), so that a synthesis of various views very much suggests itself. Moreover, it has
long been observed that the major schools of classical phonology
harmoniously complement one another precisely because they focus
attention on diverse aspects of the expression plane (cf. [Maþavariani
1965: 135–136; Klimov 1967: 49]).
The work also includes diachronic digressions; an indirect diachronic orientation can also be found in certain typological comparisons. There is no question that Baltic linguistics has been and always
2

But too perfunctory an approach to the material aspect of language and a
certain schematicity in this connection, characteristic of both glossematics and
some of Kurylowicz’s work (cf. [Ivanov 1954: 133, 135, etc.]), is scarcely
acceptable in a theoretical work wholly devoted to the living “substance” of the
standard language and its dialects.
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will be a historical discipline par excellence, and the present work is
essentially only a preliminary stage in contemporary diachronic
research. But it is perhaps not necessary to dwell in detail on diachrony, especially since it is covered in sufficient breadth and depth by
Lithuanian linguists themselves (see, for example, [Steponaviþjus
1973–1975; 1982a; 1982b]).
2. Existing attempts at analyzing the phonology of the Baltic
languages and dialects reflect diverse approaches, often not explicitly
formulated, and are therefore in many cases not directly comparable
(for an overview of earlier studies, see [Klimas 1970], cf. also
[Schmalstieg 1958; Matthews 1958; Lelis 1961; Augustaitis 1964;
Ulvydas 1965; Kazlauskas 1966; Girdenis 1971b (= Girdenis 2000b:
211ff.); Toporova 1972; Sudnik 1975; Garšva 1977a; 1977b; 1977c;
1982; Kosienơ 1978; Kaþjuškene 1984; Ambrazas 1985; 1997
(= Girdenis 2001: 200ff.); Jasiǌnaitơ 1993], also [Heeschen 1968;
Kenstowicz 1969; 1970; 1972]). Moreover, some of these works (for
example, [Schmalstieg 1958; Matthews 1958; Augustaitis 1964]) are,
we might say, only a reinterpretation of written texts and traditional
superficial phonetic descriptions, rather than the result of independent
observations of living language. Unfortunately, in almost all cases,
these studies lag far behind the classical interpretations found, for
example, in the works of Nikolai Trubetzkoy (see [Girdenis 1970b;
1977b (= Girdenis 2000c: 79ff.)]). Diachronic convictions and conjectures often adversely affect synchronic interpretations, promoting
the acceptance and defense of precisely those phonological treatments
which seem more easily derived from an imagined prehistoric situation (cf., for example, [Kazlauskas 1968a] and [Girdenis, Žulys 1972
(= Girdenis 2000b: 355ff.)]). A general theoretical foundation is thus
imperative for further progress in diachronic phonological research in
Baltic linguistics; key issues in the phonological structure of the Baltic
languages and especially Baltic dialects must also be addressed, at
least in a preliminary fashion. Also in need of serious theoretical reevaluation is the abundant research in experimental phonology (unfortunately, hopelessly fading in recent years) being done by Lithuanian
and Latvian linguists (see the major survey works [Ceplitis 1974;
Pakerys 1982] and their reviews [Girdjanis 1976 (= Girdenis 2000c:
367ff.); Vitkauskas 1983a; Girdenis, Stundžia 1983 (= Girdenis 2000c:
400ff.)]). Finally, it is now obvious that without serious phonological
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analysis even an adequate recording of dialects is impossible (cf.
[Ringgaard 1965; Vitkauskas 1983b]).
3. An extensive list of bibliographic references (926 titles) and a
summary in Russian can be found at the end of the book. It was
decided not to include a summary in other languages; the exhaustive
German review of Fonologija ‘Phonology’ published in Baltistica
[Tekorius 1984] more than makes up for this. The Appendix presents
several supplementary tables and the more important phonostatistical
data.
4. As noted above, the present work is essentially only a new,
now fully scholarly, version of Fonologija ‘Phonology’, published in
1981. I am therefore grateful to all colleagues mentioned in the foreword to that publication [Girdenis 1981a: 5]. It is unfortunate that not
all of them will be able to read my appreciation… . Once again, I
would like to thank all of the book’s reviewers: Elvyra BUKEVIýIǋTƠ,
Valerijus ýEKMONAS [1983], Simas KARALIǋNAS, William R.
SCHMALSTIEG [1983], Bonifacas STUNDŽIA [1981; 1982; 1983],
Alfonsas TEKORIUS [1984], Vladas ŽULYS, and also the notable
Russian linguists Tatjana BULYGINA-ŠMELIOVA, Viaþeslav IVANOV,
Jurij STEPANOV, Oleg ŠIROKOV, and Vladimir ŽURAVLIOV, who
thoroughly evaluated both the book itself and the dissertation prepared
on its basis. I have tried to take their critical remarks into account,
though not always directly. I thank the orientalist Dalia ŠVAMBARYTƠ
for the Japanese examples and Oleg POLIAKOV, who carefully read
and corrected the first version of the summary.
The preparation of this work benefitted greatly from the advice
and subtle observations of its editor, Bonifacas STUNDŽIA, and also
Lina MURINIENƠ; the bibliographic references were carefully handled
by Rǌta BAGUŽYTƠ and Giedrơ SUCKELIENƠ. A large portion of the
complex text was painstakingly entered onto a computer by Liucija
BUTKǋNAITƠ. The book could not have appeared without the special
linguistic fonts designed by Mindaugas STROCKIS and Petras
SKIRMANTAS; the latter also managed the publication’s layout. I thank
them all sincerely, well aware that even the utmost gratitude will not
compensate for such immense, selfless, and dedicated work.
Vilnius, 1995

Aleksas Girdenis
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I. THE PLACE OF PHONOLOGY
IN LINGUISTICS

1. BASIC CONCEPTS
§ 1. Phonology (Gk. ĳȦȞ‘ ޤsound’, ȜިȖȠȢ ‘word, study’) is the
component of contemporary structural linguistics which studies the
sound aspect of language.
Phonology arose as an independent discipline in the 1920s, especially through the efforts of Nikolai Trubetzkoy and Roman
Jakobson, Russian-born members of the Prague Linguistic Circle (see
[Vachek 1966: 18; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 19–20; Zinder, Maslov
1982: 48]). Nevertheless, some key principles of phonology had been
formulated earlier. The Polish scholars Baudouin de Courtenay and
Mikoáaj Kruszewski, founders of the so-called Kazan School, as well
as the great Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, are almost universally considered the pioneers of phonology (see [Bulygina 1964: 48–
49, 59–60; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 1; Šaradzenidze 1980: 53–61, 119
and others]).1 It could be said that phonology was born when
Trubetzkoy and Jakobson brought together certain concrete phonological ideas stemming from Baudouin de Courtenay’s school2 and the
1
For a brief overview of the history of phonology and its main directions (in
addition to those noted above), see [Achmanova 1966: 8–25; Reformatskij 1970;
Žuravlev 1979; Voronkova 1981: 76–113].
We might note here that the first Lithuanian to use the term phonology (not in
the meaning of true phonology, of course, but rather scientific phonetics) was
Antanas Baranauskas, as early as 1876, in a letter to Weber: “Tai prisieis perkratyti rusiszka fonologija ir su lëtuviszką sulyginti” ‘So Russian phonology
(our emphasis—A. G.) will have to be sorted through and put on a par with
Lithuanian’ [Baranauskas 1931: 69].
2
It could be said that the influence of this scholar is now acknowledged by all
schools of phonology; cf. [Šaradzenidze 1980: 11–12, 119–120].

1
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new principles of general linguistics set forth in Saussure’s Course in
General Linguistics (Cours de linguistique générale, first published in
1916 [Saussure 1967]). Nevertheless, the principles of phonology
were intuitively grasped and even applied much earlier (see, for
example, [Benediktsson 1972: 35–38; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 141;
Girdenis, Piroþkinas 1977–1978: 32–33 (= Girdenis 2000c: 29–31);
Jakobson, Waugh 1979: 29]). In the early twentieth century, several
more progressive linguists were already thinking phonologically; we
need only recall Lev Šþerba’s study of Russian vowels, published in
1912 [Šþerba 1983], or the third chapter of Edward Sapir’s Language
[Sapir 1949: 42–53 = Sepir 1993: 57–67].
Of great importance for theoretical phonology are the works of
the Copenhagen School, or glossematics, especially those of its most
distinguished theoretician, Hjelmslev (for example, [El’mslev 1960a;
1960b; 1960c; Hjelmslev 1936; 1936–1937; 1938; 1959; 1963]). This
linguistic school especially promoted the significance of syntagmatic
relations and neutralization for the classification of phonological units
(and linguistic units in general), and demonstrated in actual studies
how to investigate language (and its phonological system) almost
without considering its material aspect. Directly or indirectly, almost
all works of Scandinavian phonologists are connected with the
Copenhagen School (see [Koefoed 1967]); the great Polish linguist
Kuryáowicz relied on their ideas [Kuryáowicz 1960; Kuriloviþ 1962;
etc.]. Stratificational linguistics (for example, [Lamb 1966; Lockwood
1972a; 1972b]) and the distinctly original theory of two-level phonology [Šaumjan 1962] may be considered updated versions of glossematics.
The methodology for establishing phonemes was perfected for
the most part by the American structuralists, adherents of so-called
descriptive linguistics, often simply called the descriptivists (see, for
example, [Bloomfield 1935 = Blumfild 1968; Pike 1947; Hockett
1955; Glison 1959; Harris 1963; etc.]). From this school there split off
generative linguistics, which somewhat later gave rise to generative
phonology (for its classical model, see [Chomsky, Halle 1968; Harms
1968]). There later arose many distinctive varieties of generative
phonology—natural phonology (for example, [Schane 1972; Schane,
Bendixen 1978]), autosegmental and metrical phonology (for example,
[Clements 1977; Hulst, Smith 1982; Goldsmith 1995]), and others.
2
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Only the more recent branches are close to classical schools of
phonology; “pure” generative phonology, as already noted, should
rather be considered a highly formalized morphonology.
§ 2. Structural linguistics differs from so-called traditional (or
classical) linguistics in several essential features. First, as the name
itself shows, it studies language not as a mechanical accumulation of
individual facts and expressions, but as a structure, in other words, as
a system in which everything is interconnected, in which every element or linguistic phenomenon depends on other elements or phenomena (see, for example, [Martine 1960: 90]; regarding this in
Baudouin de Courtenay’s theory, see [Šaradzenidze 1980: 38–43]).
Thus the object of study in structural linguistics is first of all not
individual facts, but their totality and interrelations, which create socalled linguistic structure (cf. [Stepanov 1966: 5; 1975b: 228–229]).
Secondly, structural linguistics, more consistently than other schools
of linguistics, defines and studies language as a system of signs, rather
than, say, a source of history, or a reflection of the psychology of
people and nations, or an aesthetic value [Vachek 1964: 115;
Sacharova 1974: 230]. Thirdly, structural linguistics vindicates the
synchronic (descriptive, ahistorical) study of language, considering it
not just equal to a diachronic (historical) study, but even more
important, since as a system of signs language can function only in
real time: speakers encounter only a single synchronic “slice” of an
actual language [Saussure 1967: 117 = Sossjur 1977: 114–115; Tezisy
1960: 69; Bulygina 1964: 49–50]. As we know, linguistics was
dominated in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by the
view (perhaps most categorically formulated by the Neogrammarian
theoretician Hermann Paul [Paul’ 1960: 42–43]) that only historical
linguistics is scientific.
§ 3. The “primer” of the structural approach to language, already
formulated by Saussure and in part by Baudouin de Courtenay (later
essentially only refined and made more specific), can be concisely
summarized by a few twinned concepts or antinomies, all of which
seem logical and easily understood if we keep in mind that language is
a system of signs.
§ 4. If we consider language as a system of signs, we must
strictly distinguish the concepts of linguistic system and act of speech.
These were clearly distinguished by Saussure [Saussure 1967: 23–31],
3
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who applied the French term langue for the first and parole for the
second (in Russian the corresponding distinction is ɹɡɵɤ and ɪɟɱɶ
[Sossjur 1977: 46–53 et passim], in German Sprachgebilde and
Sprechakt or Sprache and Rede [Trubetzkoy 1977: 5; Heike 1972: 4–5;
Meinhold, Stock 1982: 11], in Polish jĊzyk and mowa [Saussure 1961:
24–32]. English usually uses Saussure’s French terms (for example,
[Hockett 1955: 176]), but language and speech are also found. Italian
linguists do not translate these terms either (for example, [Muljaþiü
1973: 27 et passim]; cf. Spanish lengua and habla [Alarcos Llorach
1975: 261]). Mechanically translating these terms into Lithuanian, we
have the artificially-formed equivalents kalba and šneka (first used,
apparently, in translation [Reformatskis 1963: 27ff.]), but they do not
suggest the essential meaning of these concepts: Lithuanian kalba has
the meanings of both langue (Ru. ɹɡɵɤ) and parole (Ru. ɪɟɱɶ):
“Gimtąja kalba (langue) pasakyta Vilniaus mero kalba (parole)
domino ne visus priơmimo dalyvius” ‘Not all participants at the
reception were interested in the speech (parole) delivered by the
mayor of Vilnius in his native language (langue)’ [Lietuvos rytas,
1997-09-08, p. 2]. The artificial narrowing of the meaning of an
everyday word is not the best approach for creating terms. Since it is
necessary to distinguish these concepts only in special cases, word
collocations formed on the basis of the above German terms Sprachgebilde and Sprechakt are quite acceptable. The term kalba can
remain for the undifferentiated expression which Saussure termed langage, i.e., language in general. In certain cases, the terms kalba and
kalbơjimas (the latter corresponding to speech, parole), suggested by
Vincas Urbutis [1978: 41], are appropriate.
A linguistic system consists of rules and abstract elements on the
basis of which we are able to speak and understand language. Speech
is the actual stream of sounds or the symbols which substitute for
them (for example, letters, logograms, etc.), together with the concrete
information which they convey [Saussure 1967: 23–31 = Sossjur
1977: 46–53; Sljusareva 1975: 9–29; Kaseviþ 1977: 10–18].3 This
concept could also be rendered quite nicely by the term text, suggested
3

V. Solncev maintains, on the basis of information theory, that language
should not be identified with a system, since speech (or more accurately, every
concrete example of speech: a text) also forms a system [Solncev 1977: 64]. In
this case, the meaning of system is undoubtedly not the usual one.
4
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by Polish linguists (for example, Tadeusz Milewski [1965: 61], Leon
Zawadowski [1966: 59–71] and others; cf. [Muljaþiü 1973: 30]), if we
include here those concrete stretches of speech which are not recorded
by instruments or graphically (though of course they could be; on the
possibility of this interpretation, see also [Sljusareva 1975: 23–25]).
Generative linguistics uses the terms competence and performance in more or less the same meanings, and characterizes competence (i.e., linguistic system) figuratively as the apparatus residing in
the human brain which enables one to create (generate) and understand acts of concrete performance (i.e., speech) or texts [Chomsky,
Halle 1968: 3; Kaseviþ 1977: 108; Kodzasov, Krivnova 1981: 8]. For
our further presentation, this simplified account is quite sufficient, but
it is far from being the only one (opinions on Saussure’s concept of
parole are particularly varied).
It is quite clear that a linguistic system and act of speech cannot
exist without one another; they are simply two different aspects of the
same phenomenon (cf. [Serebrennikov 1983: 11–16]).
§ 5. In addition to linguistic system and act of speech, so-called
language norm is now sometimes distinguished (see, for example,
[Koseriu 1963: 173–175; Stepanov 1966: 5ff.; Sljusareva 1975: 27;
Verbickaja 1979]), an intermediate concept characterizing the material
properties shared by all (or more accurately, nearly all) acts of speech
within a language community, but not necessary for communication;
sometimes norm and system (or structure) are justifiably considered
two aspects, concrete and abstract, of a linguistic system (langue)
[Stepanov 1966; Alarcos Llorach 1975: 26]. For example, the norm
for standard Lithuanian requires that the consonant [r] be pronounced
as an alveolar trill with one or two strokes, but speech will be comprehensible and the linguistic system will remain intact if we pronounce a
trill of several strokes (like the Spanish [rr] in the word rato
‘moment’) or even a uvular trill. Norm, understood in this way (it is
close to the term uzus used by other linguists, cf. [El’mslev 1960c:
59])4 must be distinguished from codification (prescription)—the
4

This concept is already found in the works of the Neogrammarians (for
example, [Paul’ 1960: 51–54]).
It should be mentioned here that Hjelmslev also attributed to norm material
properties and phenomena which are usually (and undoubtedly should be) con5
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intentionally formulated rules of a standard language, also sometimes
called norm (or norms; cf. [Girdenis, Pupkis 1978 (= Girdenis 2000c:
97ff.) and references]).
A linguistic system is more abstract than its norm, and a norm,
in turn, is more abstract than speech; the latter is always concrete,
connected with a certain time and place, and is distinguished by
unique, non-repeating, and in principle unrepeatable properties [Avram
1958] (cf. [Andreev, Zinder 1963: 21]). Nevertheless both language
norm and linguistic system can only be recognized from acts of
speech, in recording and analyzing texts of the corresponding language.5 Children also learn a linguistic system by observing and imitating concrete manifestations of speech and accompanying actions
and reactions; deliberate instruction and correction by adults means
little here.
§ 6. As a system of signs, language has two planes—the content
plane ([Lith. turinio planas], Fr. signifié, Ru. ɨ(ɛɨ)ɡɧɚɱɚɟɦɨɟ ‘that
which is signified’) and the expression plane ([Lith. išraiškos planas],
Fr. signifiant, Ru. ɨ(ɛɨ)ɡɧɚɱɚɸɳɟɟ ‘that which signifies’) [Saussure
1967: 97–100 = Sossjur 1977: 98–100; El’mslev 1960b: 305ff.;
Sljusareva 1975: 34; Serebrennikov 1983: 55–76] (cf. Ger. bezeichnete and bezeichnende [Trubetzkoy 1977: 5]). Other Lithuanian terms
are signatas and signantas or žyminys and žymiklis [Urbutis 1978: 56];
the latter term seems inconvenient because of its formation: derivations with the suffix -iklis are most often names of instruments.
All signs, linguistic and non-linguistic, exist on two planes.
Content is the information conveyed by a sign (a mental image, a concept, etc.), its meaning; a sign’s expression consists of its material
embodiment—physical objects, their properties, location, etc. For
example, the content of a certain road sign consists of the warning
“Danger!” “Caution!” and its expression is a large black dot on a
white triangular panel.* The content of a traffic signal which stops
sidered elements of a linguistic system. As we know, for glossematics (and
stratificational linguistics, which developed from it), language and its system (its
“schema”) is a “network” of pure relations [Hjelmslev 1959: 27ff.; El’mslev
1960b: 308 et passim].
5
One of the most interesting contemporary theories of language development,
especially its phonological aspect, is based on this fact (see [Andersen 1978]).
*
A road sign found in Lithuania—TRANS.
6
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traffic is “Stop!” “Do not go!” and its expression is a red light. The
content of the root of the word ͅglơ ‘fir’ is the familiar coniferous tree
and its expression is the sound sequence [e.glࡏ -]; the content of its
ending is “nominative singular” and the expression is the vowel [-eࡡ .].6
It is not difficult to understand that a sign is, by its very nature,
bilateral; it necessarily has both content and expression [Saussure
1967: 97–100 = Sossjur 1977: 98–100] (for another view, see
[Zawadowski 1966: 33; Solncev 1977: 105–106 and references]; for a
critical review, see [Serebrennikov 1983: 63ff., 314]). A red light in a
photographer’s laboratory is only an ordinary physical event and not a
sign. Nor would the command “Stop!” which arises in someone’s
thoughts be a sign until it is embodied as some physical event comprehensible to some person (a sound sequence, a light, etc.). Nor
would we consider the sound sequence [sprá.ikšáa] (or Ru. ɤýɡɞɪɚ
[kúzdrԥ]) a Lithuanian sign, although it sounds like a real word.
§ 7. The connection between the content and expression of signs
(for example, words) is unmotivated, as if by convention [Boduơn de
Kurtenơ 1963: vol. 1, 261–262; Saussure 1967: 100–103, 180–184 =
Sossjur 1977: 100–102, 163–166; Sljusareva 1975: 40–44; Milewski
1965: 21; Koefoed 1967: 8–9] (cf. also [Šaradzenidze 1980: 37–38,
105 and references]). This is most clearly shown by words of different
languages which have the same meaning, for example Lith. arklͿs,
Latv. zirը gs, Ru. ɥɨ̗ɲɚɞɶ, Cz. kĤĖ, Ger. Pferd, Eng. horse, Lat. equus,
Gk. ݬʌʌȠȢ, Skt. aĞvas, Sp. caballo, Dan. hest, Hindi gho܀Ɨ, Est.
hobune, Chin. m (cf. Meje 1938: 49]), and by homonyms—words of
the same language having the same expression but different meaning,
for example: bandà ‘herd, flock’ and ‘loaf of bread’, svıլ ̗estas ‘thrown’
and ‘butter’, and synonyms—words having the same meaning but
different expression: alsúoti and kvơpúoti ‘breathe-INF’, mơ̗ tyti and
sváidyti ‘throw-INF’. Nor are derived words an exception here, since
there is no necessary connection between form and meaning for their
smallest (“terminal”) components. For example, we can explain the
meaning of the word arklıլ ̖ dơ ‘stable’ from the meanings of the basic
word arklͿs ‘horse’ (or the root [a܂klࡏ -]) and the suffix -id(ơ), but in the
6

This example may not be quite correct; cf. the interesting view of Sliusareva
that morphemes (or, more accurately, morphs) are not signs, but only sign-like
formations (ɡɧɚɤɨɩɨɞɨɛɧɵɟ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɧɢɹ [Sljusareva 1975: 39–40 and 60]).
7
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contemporary language there are no rational grounds for why arklͿs
(or more accurately, its root) and -id(ơ) have in fact this content, rather
than some other. Often there is even no connection between the
meaning of the components of a derived word and the content of the
entire word, cf. Žem. gaıլ d˾ kojơ ‘chanterelle’ : gaıլ d˾ žio kója ‘rooster
foot’, kalıլ ̖kơ ‘footman (part of a spinning wheel)’ : kalıլ ̖kơ ‘bitch
(dim.)’, sáulašarơ ‘sundew (plant)’ : *sáulơs ãšara ‘sun tear’ (the sun
does not cry!), etc. It is true that in every language we can find words
whose content seems quite connected with their expression. These are
various imitations of natural sounds (so-called onomatopoeia), for
example, áu ‘woof’, bͅ ‘baa’, mǌ˾ ‘moo’, tàkšt ‘tap!’, etc. But even in
this case there is no strict connection between content and expression,
cf. Lith. švil˾pti ‘whistle-INF’ and Pol. gwizdaü, Ger. pfeifen, Eng.
whistle, Dan. fløjte, Fr. siffler, Est. vilistama; or Lith. kakariekǌ˾, Hindi
kukarǌ˾-kǌ˾, Eng. cock-a-doodle-doo ['kܧkԥduޝdl'du]ޝ, Chin. wǀ-wǀ.
However, words of this type are not quite normal, since their content
consists of the sound itself (cf. [Saussure 1967: 102 = Sossjur 1977:
102]). They occupy in language the same marginal place as, for
example, words used in “communicating” with domestic animals: trrr
[tr.Ѻ ] ‘whoa!’, škàc ‘shoo!, scat!’, tprùka tprùka ‘sound used in calling
a cow’, etc., which are generally not considered true elements of language [Pazuchin 1963: 101]. In describing a linguistic system such
words are usually not considered or they are presented as special secondary members of the system [Trubetzkoy 1977: 230 = Trubeckoj
1960: 286] (see also § 168 and references).7
7

Of course, words in the system of a specific language are related in quite
diverse and complex ways, and therefore the arbitrary nature of their content and
expression may be quite limited (cf. [Stepanov 1975a: 304; 1975b: 264–265]).
Hence recent studies which in all seriousness attempt to demonstrate the organic
nature of a connection between content and expression are apparently not accidental (for example, [Žuravlev 1974; Voronin 1982], among works of Lithuanian linguists: [Zabarskaitơ 1994]; for critical remarks, see [Solncev 1977:
129–136], cf. [Hockett 1968: 343–345]). Many of the facts and pieces of
evidence presented in works of this sort do not raise serious doubts, but we can
say quite confidently that so-called phonetic (phonosemantic) meanings are only
connotational nuances, reminiscent of the expressive properties of sentence
intonation and so-called emphatics (see § 17–18 and 66). Therefore, the
existence of such meanings would scarcely compel one to reject the view that
the relationship between non-expressive referential content and expression is
8
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The fact that there is no motivated, organic connection between
the content and expression of linguistic signs now seems self-evident.
But arriving at such an understanding is by no means as easy as it
might seem. In Ancient Greece, for example, quite a few philosophers
and linguists were convinced that the linguistic connection was
organic (Gk. ĳުıİȚ ‘by nature’) and long argued with those who
thought it was unmotivated and conventional (Gk. șޢıİȚ ‘by convention’).
§ 8. The concepts of synchrony and diachrony (Gk. ıުȞ ‘with’,
įȚ‘ ޠthrough’, ȤȡިȞȠȢ ‘time’) occupy a significant place in contemporary linguistic theory [Saussure 1967: 114–134 = Sossjur 1977: 112–
127; Sljusareva 1975: 87; Hammarström 1966: 64–66].8
We deal with synchrony when we study language as a real
system of signs actually used by people living at a certain period of
time. Here the linguist steps into the position of the speakers of a
language, as it were, and observes facts from their perspective. As an
example of synchronic analysis and description we could first of all
point to the study of any aspect of a contemporary language: lexicology, phonetics, morphology, accentology, syntax. But the investigation of a past language can also be synchronic, if we abstract ourselves
from time, from the earlier and later development of the language. It is
not at all difficult, for example, to imagine a synchronic grammar of
the language of Mažvydas, Sirvydas, Daukša; synchronic studies of
Old and Middle English or German, etc., are well known. The focus of
attention in diachronic works is not so much the linguistic system
itself, as its development:9 the processes whereby one synchronic
nevertheless unmotivated (without this assumption, phonological and even
comparative-historical language studies would scarcely be possible; cf. [Meje
1938: 49–50]).
8
These concepts were already distinguished by Baudouin de Courtenay (cf.
[Šaradzenidze 1980: 43–49]), although he used the terms statics and dynamics,
which now have a different meaning (it has been shown that dynamism is also
characteristic of a synchronic system, see [Vachek 1968: 15–26 and references;
Jakobson, Waugh 1979: 165–173]).
9
The language of every people, even the most primitive tribe, is a perfect
vehicle for communication [Sapir 1949: 22 = Sepir 1993: 41; Baugh 1990: 66].
There are perhaps backward and primitive peoples and tribes, but there are no
primitive languages. Therefore, it would be more accurate to depict language
change not as a development, but as an evolution or simply as change. Language
9
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system replaces another. A characteristic example of the diachronic
study of language is so-called historical grammar, as well as the
comparative grammar of the Indo-European languages. Dialect
researchers must always contend with various diachronic matters.
Structural linguistics, as mentioned above (§ 2 and references),
highlights the synchronic aspect of the study of language, since only
synchrony allows us to see a language as it really is, as it is used by a
real speech community. However, diachrony is also important, since it
is often only diachrony which allows us to fully grasp the essence of a
language, its concrete facts and even its systematic nature, and to
explain various phenomena which are inconsistent or even incomprehensible from a synchronic standpoint. Thus alongside such forms
as mͅdis ‘tree-NOM.SG’, mͅdƳ ‘tree-ACC.SG’, mͅdyje ‘tree-LOC.SG’,
medͅlis ‘tree (dim)-NOM.SG’, in contemporary Lithuanian we have
mͅdžio ‘tree-GEN.SG’, mͅdžiui ‘tree-DAT.SG’, medžiù ‘tree-INS.SG’,
mͅdžiai ‘tree-NOM.PL’, although bearing in mind other words of this
declension pattern we would expect either mͅdis, mͅdƳ, … , *mͅdio,
*mͅdiui, or *mͅdžis, *mͅdžƳ, *mͅdžyje, *medžͅlis, mͅdžiai, etc.
Indeed, alongside brólis ‘brother-NOM.SG’, we say brólio ‘brotherGEN.SG’, bróliui ‘brother-DAT.SG’ and alongside úosis ‘ash (tree)NOM.SG’, úosio ‘ash (tree)-GEN.SG’, úosiui ‘ash (tree)-DAT.SG’, etc.
This lack of regularity becomes fully understandable only once it has
been established that džƍ and þƍ arose from the original clusters *di֒ , *ti֒ ,
which lost the *i֒ before front vowels and became affricates before
back vowels. Only knowing Leskien’s law (the shortening of acute
endings) can we understand the alternation -a : -o, -i : -ie, -u : -uo in
simple forms [of adjectives] and in pronominal and reflexive forms
(cf. gerà ‘good-NOM.SG.F’ : geró-ji ‘good-NOM.SG.F.PNL’, gerıլ ̖ ‘goodNOM.PL.M’ : gerıլ ̗ e-ji ‘good-NOM.PL.M.PNL’, nešù ‘carry-1SG.PRS’ :
nešúo-si ‘carry-1SG.PRS.REFL’).
is always changing, passing from one synchronic state to another, but it does not
become more perfect because of this. The illusion of an allegedly imperfect language may come about when a people suddenly changes its cultural orientation,
i.e., when it begins to talk about completely new things. Therefore, with certain
reservations, we can speak of cultivated, or honed, and less-cultivated standard
languages, but in so doing we characterize not the linguistic system itself, but
only a certain functional style (thus a partial norm), especially its lexical variety
or lack thereof.
10
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§ 9. Therefore, to better understand a contemporary language,
we must also study its development: its diachrony. Moreover, at any
moment in a language’s history, synchrony and diachrony are interwoven; there is no strict boundary between the two (see [Bulygina
1964: 5 and references; Stepanov 1975b: 260–264]). In every language and dialect we can find archaisms slowly going out of use and
innovations which have not fully caught on; often speakers themselves
can give an entirely plausible diachronic characterization of such phenomena, accurately indicating their “newness,” their “old-fashioned”
or “ordinary” character, etc. These can all be understood as special
stylistic variants. Thus the terms synchrony and diachrony refer not so
much to actual states of a language as to research perspectives or projections (cf. [Koseriu 1963: 148–155]). If we ignore the time factor,
stepping into the position of real speakers, we have a synchronic
investigation; if we include the time factor and examine various synchronic “slices” of a language, we have a diachronic investigation. A
synchronic description of a language thus understood can be simply
regarded as one of the main stages in a diachronic reconstruction
[Stepanov 1975a: 119–122].
Nevertheless, in each concrete case these perspectives and projections need to be strictly distinguished (see, for example, [Saussure
1967: 129 = Sossjur 1977: 124; Kuznecov 1970a: 167]);10 otherwise
we will have a distorted or at least incomplete picture of the linguistic
system. As an elementary example, we can point to the word avıլ ̖dơ
‘sheepfold’. From a diachronic perspective, this is a clear derivative
formed from two stems: avi- ‘sheep’ and -dơ ‘put’. The first stem consists of the root av- and the stem formant -i; the second, of the root
(with a zero-grade vowel) d- (cf. dơ̗ -ti ‘put-INF’ : iñ-d-as ‘dish,
vessel’) and the stem formant -ơ. But in contemporary Lithuanian, this
word is simply considered a form derived with the suffix -id(ơ) (see
[Urbutis 1978: 159]; cf. the innovations arklıլ ̖dơ ‘(horse) stable’,
karvıլ ̖dơ ‘cowshed’, šunıլ ̖dơ ‘kennel’, instead of the historically
10

This had already been discussed by Baudouin de Courtenay [Boduơn de
Kurtenơ 1963: vol. 1, 68].
The relationship between synchrony and diachrony is without question not
fully symmetrical. Diachrony always requires a solid synchronic (or typological)
foundation, while synchrony can get along perfectly well without diachrony (cf.
[Steblin-Kamenskij 1966: 67–68]).
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“correct” *arkliãdơ, *karvơ̗ dơ, *šuñdơ). We no longer have other compound words with a zero-degree vowel; this type of ablaut has generally disappeared as a productive auxiliary means of word formation.
Nor is the Modern English word lord a compound, although it arose
from the Old English compound hlƗford ‘keeper of the bread’ (from
hlƗf ‘bread, loaf’ and weard ‘keeper’). If we were to consider this a
compound, we would have to assume fantastical synchronic phonetic
and semantic connections, no longer perceived by anyone (except perhaps etymologists), with the words loaf and ward.
§ 10. All that has been said here now seems easily understood,
but the confusion of synchrony and diachrony is nevertheless not so
uncommon. For example, the ending of the dative singular form
Vıլ ̖lniui ‘Vilnius’ is sometimes described as consisting of the diphthong /ui/, while the ending of the locative Vıլ ̖lniuj, pronounced in the
same way, is presented as a combination of the phonemes /u/ + /j/,
since the latter ending is abbreviated from /uje/ (see, for example,
[Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 41, fn. 12]). And instead of synchronically
explaining the formation of the verbal adverb, it is occasionally stated
in an otherwise synchronic grammar (for example, [Ulvydas 1971:
385]) that it arose from the old dative case of active participles (in
greater detail, see [Girdenis, Žulys 1973: 205–206 (= Girdenis 2000b:
373–375) and references]). Such diachronic incrustations were common
in the works of nineteenth-century linguists; they wanted studies of a
descriptive nature to appear more scientific.11
§ 11. The concepts of syntopy and diatopy (Gk. ĲިʌȠȢ ‘place’)
are now often distinguished [Hammarström 1966: 93–94 and fn. 199];
Saussure never mentioned these, but undoubtedly felt a need for them
(cf. [Saussure 1967: 128 = Sossjur 1977: 123]). Syntopy reflects the
study of the language of a single, specific location, single social stratum, and single style. Works which use the data of various territorial
dialects, sociolects, and styles are diatopic. More broadly understood,
diatopy also includes language typology. Classical comparativehistorical linguistics is a distinctive synthesis of diachronic and diatopic research.
11

Unfortunately sometimes even now, in writing (for example) “historical
grammar gives a scientific understanding of linguistic phenomena” [Zinkeviþius
1980: 9]; we indirectly suggest that a synchronic grammar is incapable of providing such an understanding.
12
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Only a syntopic study gives a true picture of a linguistic system.
If, in describing some language, we were to rely on the material of
various dialects, we would get a picture which has nothing in common
with a normally functioning system. For example, the facts of some
Lithuanian dialects would show that vowels in unstressed syllables are
only short, while the data of other dialects would show that they can
be both long and short; some data would show that Lithuanian has the
diphthongs ͕u, ́i, while other data would show that it does not. In
some places, we would find one type of declension pattern for words
like klơ̗ tis ‘granary’; elsewhere, we would find other types, and so
forth. Works on dialectology have therefore long distinguished monographic (syntopic) and geographic (diatopic) methods.

2. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHONOLOGY
AND PHONETICS
§ 12. Phonology studies the expression plane of a linguistic
system, rather than all sounds of a language in general. It is therefore
interested only in those properties of speech sounds which allow us to
distinguish some units of content (referential meaning, see § 16, 21)
from others; that is, phonology forms the expression of signs and is
their material basis12 (see, for example, [Bloomfield 1935: 76–78 =
Blumfild 1968: 74–76; Trubetzkoy 1977: 14 = Trubeckoj 1960: 18;
Avanesov 1956: 17; Koefoed 1967: 17–18; Švedova 1970: 7;
Jakobson, Fant, Halle 1972: 1; Postovalova 1972: 121; Muljaþiü 1973:
33; Philipp 1974: 9; Alarcos Llorach 1975: 28–29]). At the end of the
Lithuanian word dù ‘two’, for example, we almost always pronounce
an h-type element, and at its beginning, if we listen carefully, we can
hear a transitional nasal element. Both of these sounds are perfectly
audible when listening to a reversed tape recording: dù most often
sounds like [hùdn]. Thus dù often “consists” not of two, but of four
sounds: [nd˚ùh]. Nevertheless, a phonologist finds in this word only
12

In this context, Russian linguists often use the rather unfortunate term
ɡɜɭɤɨɜɚɹ ɨɛɨɥɨɱɤɚ ‘sound envelope’ (for example [Avanesov 1956: 7 et passim];
cf. Ger. Wortkörper or Zeichenkörper (plural) [Trubetzkoy 1977: 31 et passim;
Meinhold, Stock 1982: 14 et passim]). Kazlauskas [1966: 75] sporadically tried
to introduce into Lithuanian the slavish translation garsinis apvalkalas.
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two sound units, since it is the same word for all Lithuanian speakers,
whether pronounced with an initial [n] (so-called prenasalization) and
a final [h] or not. A “naive” speaker will also only hear two “sounds”
here, since from an early age he or she is accustomed to reacting only
to those properties of sounds which distinguish content. A speaker’s
reaction will be completely different if in this word we replace [d˚]
with [t˚], and thus get the new sound sequence [t˚ù(h)]. The speaker
will notice this change immediately, since in this case it is not just the
sound of the word which has changed, but also its meaning ([t˚ù(h)] =
tù ‘you’). This shows that the phonetic difference [nd˚] and [d˚] is
phonologically insignificant, while the difference between [t˚] and [d˚]
is phonologically significant.
Only phonologically significant, or relevant, sound features and
distinctions form the object of phonology (cf. [Muljaþiü 1973: 31–33;
Alarcos Llorach 1975: 29]). The physical salience of features, or lack
thereof, does not play a great role here. A quite distinct sound or feature, easily picked up by a recording device, may be phonologically
insignificant, while a barely noticeable sound or property, even one
difficult to record, may be significant. Thus, between [d] and [r], [g]
and [r] (in words of the type draǊgas ‘friend’, grõžis ‘beauty’), we
pronounce a “parasitic” vowel, clearly seen even on oscillograms or
kymograms of poor quality (see, for example, [Ekblom 1922: 15, 20;
Kaþiuškienơ, Girdenis 1982 (= Girdenis 2000c: 268ff.)]). However, it
always appears spontaneously between these sounds and therefore
cannot be relevant. But the extremely reduced vowel pronounced at
the end of forms of the type ša֡ .k ́ “šãkơ” ‘branch’ in North Žemaitic
dialects (Mažeikiai, Seda, etc.) is barely shown in a direct way by
recording devices, yet it is nevertheless phonologically significant,
since it distinguishes, for example, forms such ša֡ .ḱ “šãkơ, -Ċ”
‘branch-NOM.SG/ACC.SG’ : ša֡ .k i “ŠãkƳ” ‘Šakys [surname]-ACC.SG’, àk ̖́s
“akıլ ̖s” ‘eye-NOM.SG’ : àk ıլ ̖s “akıլ ̖s” ‘eye-ACC.PL’, etc. (see [Zinkeviþius
1966: 117]. On the difficulties faced by non-native linguists attempting to distinguish and record these sounds, see [Tolstaja 1972] and
[Girdjanis 1977: 305 (= Girdenis 2000c: 383f.)]).
§ 13. The phonological significance, or relevance, of certain
sounds or their features is not universal; it depends on a specific dialect or language (cf. [Martine 1963: 410]). For Lithuanian speakers,
for example, an [h]-type sound following a final vowel is not relevant,
14
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and therefore not even noticed; but for Indonesian speakers it is an
important phonological unit, often distinguishing words which are
exactly the same in other respects: dara ‘girl’ : darah ‘blood’, kuku
‘(finger)nail’ : kukuh ‘sturdy, stable’. A Lithuanian aspirated [t]ލ, pronounced only at the end of a word, easily alternates with an unaspirated [t] without changing either lexical or grammatical meaning (cf.:
[kasࡏ mࡏ æѺ .t[ = ]ލkasࡏ mࡏ æѺ .t] “kasmͅt” ‘yearly’, [áàk[ = ]ލáàk] “làk” ‘lap2SG.IMP’). In Swahili (Africa) and Old Indic, aspiration (usually
transcribed with the letter h) is a relevant phonological property:
Swahili thembo ‘elephant’ : tembo ‘wine’, Skt. khalas ‘villain’ : kalas
‘mute person’, phalam ‘fruit’ : palam ‘drop; meat’, rathas ‘cart’ :
ratas ‘satisfied’. In the languages of Europe, relative pitch may be just
an individual trait or a component of sentence intonation; in other
world languages it is often the same sort of phonological unit of a
word as vowels or consonants, cf. Yoruba (Africa)13 abá ‘part’ : abà
‘warehouse’ : àbá ‘situation’ : àbà ‘a species of tree’, f͕̗ ‘break-INF’ :
f͕̖ ‘wash-INF’ : f͕ ‘speak-INF’. Thus, a decision regarding what is
phonologically significant and what is not in a particular language or
dialect can only be made by speakers of that language or dialect: socalled informants.14 There are no devices with which we could
objectively establish phonological units. Instruments analyze sounds
as purely physical phenomena, and, to the extent permitted by the
technology of a particular period, capture all of their properties
indiscriminately—those which are phonologically significant and
those which are not (cf. [Fant 1964: 161]). Therefore progress in
instrumental phonetics cannot have a decisive impact on phonology
(cf. [Klimov 1967: 38]).
§ 14. All phonetic properties occurring in acts of speech, whether
relevant or not, are studied by another discipline, in some sense
occupying an intermediate position between linguistics and the natural
sciences (mainly physics and physiology). This discipline is traditionally called phonetics (from Gk. [ ݘĲޢȤȞȘ] ĳȦȞȘĲȚț[‘ ޤthe art of]
sounds’). The branch of phonetics which focuses on the acoustic
13

The grave [`] here denotes low tone, acute [´] denotes high, and lack of a
mark—middle tone.
14
Therefore, even the best phoneticians make many mistakes when they try to
record the data of a foreign language or dialect before analyzing their phonological systems (cf. [Ringgaard 1965]).
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(physical) properties of sounds is in some of its methods essentially
applied physics;15 the branch of phonetics which studies the articulatory properties of sounds could be considered applied physiology
(and, in part, anatomy). Of interest to the specialist in this area are not
just those sounds and their properties which allow us to convey and
distinguish meaningful units, but also those which do not perform any
function. The above-mentioned transitional [n] and [h]-type consonants sometimes heard in the word dù ‘two’ are just as important an
object of phonetic investigation as any other sounds. Of course, “pure”
phonetics also seeks generalizations in individual acts of speech, but
the direction and nature of this research is determined not so much by
the function of the phenomena in question as by various methods for
classifying and analyzing sounds which are independent of an actual
language, and also by principles of mathematical statistics and inductive logic common to all empirical sciences.
Classical phonologists (for example, Trubetzkoy) were convinced that phonetics and phonology are entirely distinct branches of
science [Trubetzkoy 1977: 5–17 = Trubeckoj 1960: 7–22; Vachek
1966: 42–43] (for a survey of opinions and arguments see [Bulygina
1964: 59–62; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 22–23]); only phonology is a
linguistic discipline, while phonetics should be assigned to the natural
sciences [Trubetzkoy 1977: 12–14 = Trubeckoj 1960: 16–17]. Such an
approach is, of course, not impossible, since, viewed abstractly, the
study of sounds as purely physical phenomena should not belong to
the social sciences—linguistics. In fact, however, there is no “ideal”
phonetics which would completely neglect the function of sounds, and
there never has been. Every phonetic study relies, either consciously
or intuitively, on a phonological analysis [Zwirner, Ezawa 1966:
106ff.; Zinder 1979: 8]. Even the purest experimental phonetician
carefully studies only those sounds or their properties which perform
(at least in some language) a phonologically distinctive role (cf.
[Hammarström 1966: 2 and references]). On the other hand, phonology cannot completely dissociate itself from pure phonetics and its
15

This status of acoustic phonetics has been officially recognized in Poland;
here serious work in experimental phonology is published in the series Biblioteka mechaniki stosowanej (‘Library of Applied Mechanics’); see, for example,
[Jassem 1973]).
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discoveries, since even the most abstract phonological units and relations are found only in specific acts of speech and are described only
by means of phonetic categories and concepts (cf. [Lehiste 1970: vi]).
Even Trubetzkoy himself could not avoid this; indeed, his entire classification of phonemes, and even definitions of the vowel and consonant classes, is completely phonetic rather than functional [Trubetzkoy
1977: 82–83 et passim = Trubeckoj 1960: 102–103 et passim].
With this in mind, many theoreticians of contemporary linguistics are justifiably persuaded that pure phonetics and phonology are
not independent branches of science, but two aspects of a single
broader linguistic discipline [Malmberg 1971: 9–12, 233 et passim;
Bernštejn 1962: 64; Martine 1960: 97; Pilch 1964: 102–104; Cacher
1969: 8–11; Linell 1979: 30–31; Zinder 1979: 4–12] (for a survey of
views, see [Postovalova 1972: 127–129]).16 Most often this discipline
is called phonetics (in the broad sense); sometimes the term phonology
is also used for this purpose, especially when speaking about phonetic
research which is strictly subordinated to contemporary principles of
phonology. Russian linguists, beginning with Šþerba, one of the pioneers of phonology, usually use the first term, and almost all maintain
the view that speech sounds are studied by a single discipline, phonetics (in the broad sense) [Zinder 1979: 4ff.], which consists of two
relatively independent disciplines: phonology and pure phonetics (or
phonetics in the narrow sense). This is undoubtedly the most natural
and realistic approach. It was apparently not formulated or accepted
by the classical phonologists because they wished to emphasize the
originality and novelty of their theory and dissociate themselves as
much as possible from traditional phonetics (cf: [Postovalova 1972:
127 and references; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 23]). In so doing, they
intentionally or not lost sight of the significant and obvious fact that
phonetics and linguistics in general has from the earliest times been
16

Martinet [1949], in attempting to bridge the gap between phonetics and
phonology, suggested calling phonology functional phonetics. The descriptivists, generally speaking, did not arrive at a single opinion; we could take as most
characteristic the view aphoristically formulated by Pike: “Phonetics gathers raw
material. Phonemics cooks it” [Pike 1947: 57]. The extremely close connection
between phonetics and phonology was also discussed by Fischer-Jørgensen, who
was close to the proponents of glossematics [1962: 120; 1975: 22–23] (cf.
[Philipp 1974: 9]).
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governed by implicit (unconscious and not clearly formulated) phonological principles (cf. [Voronkova 1981: 6–7]). That these principles were already spontaneously grasped in ancient times is shown by
so-called phonetic writing systems, such as those of the ancient
Greeks and Romans and even the Indic devanƗgarƯ.17 Rather than concrete sounds, these express only phonologically significant phonetic
elements and are thus in fact phonological.
Too strict an opposition between phonetics and phonology,
originally not difficult to understand, has now become an anachronism
impeding the actual practice of the discipline, sometimes even preventing a deep and thorough investigation of some phonetic aspect of
a language or an explanation of its development (see, for example,
[Ivanov 1954: 133]).

3. THE FUNCTIONS OF SPEECH SOUNDS
AND THEIR FEATURES
§ 15. As we have already noted, phonology distinguishes and
studies only those sounds and their features which perform a certain
distinctive function; that is, which convey and distinguish a certain
content. Three main functions of speech sounds are most often distinguished: representative, expressive and appellative (Ger. Darstellungsfunktion, Kundgabefunktion, Appellfunktion [Trubetzkoy 1977:
17–29], Ru. ɪɟɩɪɟɡɟɧɬɚɬɢɜɧɚɹ (ɷɤɫɩɥɢɤɚɬɢɜɧɚɹ), ɷɤɫɩɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɚɹ,
ɚɩɟɥɥɹɬɢɜɧɚɹ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɹ [Trubeckoj 1960: 22–35]; for an elaboration
of the Russian terms, see [Bulygina 1964: 62, fn. 66]). Other terms are
also found: symbolic, symptomatic, actuative function (cf. Sp. función
representativa, sintomática, actuativa [Alarcos Llorach 1975: 33–34],
17

For various reasons (especially sound change), a writing system can diverge
considerably from a phonological system. This has happened, for example, in
Modern English and French, where spelling is almost entirely based on the
so-called historical (or traditional) principle. But perhaps the most complex
alphabetic writing, the furthest removed from pronunciation, is that of Irish:
caoirtfheoil [kwiޝrƍoޝlƍ] ‘mutton’, cheannuigheas [çaniޝs] ‘bought-1SG.PST’,
deirbhsheathar [dƍrƍifeޝr] ‘sister-GEN.SG’, i n-a shuidhe [nԥ hi(‘ ]ޝhe is) sitting’,
seachnochad [šaxnoޝd] ‘protected’ [Gercenberg 1970: passim]. One could
almost say that these are logograms composed of Latin letters.
18
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It. funcione simbólica, sintomática, appellativa [Muljaþiü 1973: 34–
35]), referential, emotive, conative function [Jakobson 1960], etc. This
lexical variety in expressing the same concepts undoubtedly arose due
to different translations and explanations of Karl Bühler’s basic terms
(the above-mentioned Ger. Darstellungsfunktion, Kundgabefunktion,
Appellfunktion, cf. [Bjuler 1960b] and [Trubetzkoy 1977: 17–18 and
fn. 1 = Trubeckoj 1960: 22, fn. 1]).
§ 16. Having representative function (from Fr. répresentatif ĸ
Lat. repraesento ‘I represent’) are those sounds, sound sequences, or
sound properties which represent referential (that is to say, intellectual) content and create and distinguish its expression. For example,
the sound sequence written “Prasidơ̗ jo kãras” ‘The war began’ (and
its final fragment kãras, and even the separate initial element of this
fragment, [k]) performs a representative function, since it represents a
clear content: the phrasal element which would remain nearly
unchanged when translated into different languages (cf. Ru. ɇɚɱɚɥɚ̗ɫɶ
ɜɨɣɧɚ̗, Latv. Sâkâs kàǄš, Eng. War broke out, Ger. Der Krieg brach
aus, Fr. La guerre a commencé) and which allows one to understand
this content and distinguish it from other content. Without such “representatives,” phonetic or otherwise, content arising in the mind or
experienced by someone would remain inaccessible to others; it would
often even be difficult to remember.
Units and properties of sound which perform a representative
function are phonological units [cf. Vachek 1967b]. They are studied
by phonology.
§ 17. When we speak, we most often express not only pure referential meaning, but also, consciously or unconsciously, we evaluate
this meaning and our interlocutor; we display a certain attitude with
regard to both. Those sound properties which directly reflect this attitude or evaluation have so-called expressive (from Fr. expressif ĸ
Lat. expressus ‘distinct, clear’) or emotive function. The main role
here falls to various markers of phrasal intonation—modulations of
pitch and vocal strength, rate of speech, and, in part, voice quality (see
in detail [Ceplitis 1974: 188ff.]). For example, an unnaturally high
pitch and fluctuating vocal strength usually reveal a speaker’s agitation, while a strong labialization and nasalization of sounds shows
tenderness or affection [Ceplitis 1974: 192–194], etc. Individual phonetic properties and even certain “special” sounds can also have an
19
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expressive function. In Lithuanian, for example, intensive long consonants against a background of unusually shortened vowels often
expresses anger: [r˚ùp˚u.žࡏ eࡡ .s] “Rùpǌžơs!” ‘Toads!’ : [rrùppu.žࡏ eࡡ .s],
[kåǊ.k  ލtšࡏ æ] “KaǊk þià!” ‘Cry about this now!’ : [kkĮuࡻ k  ލtšࡏ æ];18 often
in such cases vowels are more fronted and delabialized: [žalࡏ tࡏ ıࡆ .Ѻ t˚ù]
“ŽaltͿ tù!” ‘You snake!’ : [žžælࡏ tࡏ ıࡆࡻ . tɵҒ!].19 Prolonged vowels against a
background of normal or weakened consonants expresses submissiveness, humility [b˚uuǊ.(k) gæææѺ .ras!] “Bǌ˾k gͅras!” ‘Be good!’ (cf.
[Bikulþienơ 1975]). Žemaitic speakers (and perhaps speakers of other
dialects) even have a special vowel which performs only expressive
function: cf. the normal exhortation d͡uk “dúok” ‘give-2SG.IMP’ and
the impatient, insistent command or request d͡uk-Ω ‘Give it here!’.
This vowel is sometimes also tacked on when answering a bothersome
command or request: kàs tu. ֑ á͡.ƾg(a) išյ kШ͕֡.ša? – vã .ks-Ω (Tirkšliai)
“Kàs tą lángą (atsitiktinaıլ ˾ ) išmùšơ? – Vaıլ k˾ as (sakaǊ aš táu!)” ‘Who
(accidentally) broke the window? The child (I’m telling you!)’ (see
[Girdenis 1968a: 53–54 (= Girdenis 2000b: 167–169); 1971b: 24
(= Girdenis 2000b: 215)]; on its possible origin, see [Girdenis 1982a:
186 (= Girdenis 2000c: 281), fn. 24]).
Often considered expressives are those phonetic phenomena
which characterize a speaker as a representative of a certain group
(gender,20 social group, class); hence everything that provides direct
information about the speaker himself, rather than the referential content of speech.
Elements performing an expressive function are also signs (sometimes they are referred to by the special term emphatics [Laziczius
18

The same features in other languages may have a representative function: It.
beco ‘fool’ : becco ‘beak’, bruto ‘wild animal’ : brutto ‘ugly’, colo ‘sieve’ :
collo ‘neck’, sera ‘evening’ : serra ‘dam’, Sp. caro ‘dear’ : carro ‘two-wheeled
cart’, maron ‘sturgeon’ : marron ‘brown’, pera ‘pear’ : perra ‘bitch’, Kurdish
diran ‘tooth’ : dirran ‘bark-INF’, kar ‘piece’ : karr ‘deaf’.
19
The transcription of expressive and other “non-standard” examples is
approximate, since there are no symbols with which we might more adequately
represent these sounds.
20
For example, the female “dialect” of Chukchi has the affricate []ݸ, which is
alien to the male “dialect”; in Lithuanian Northwest Žemaitic dialects, the
vowels [a.] and [a.] are especially strongly labialized (nearly to [å.] and [å.]) by
female speakers [Girdenis, Riaubiškytơ 1981: 92 (= Girdenis 2000c: 254)] (for
more examples, see [Trubetzkoy 1977: 21–22 = Trubeckoj 1960: 26–27]).
20
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1936]); they also have both material expression (the above-mentioned
phonetic properties) and a certain more or less clear content. These
features convey emotional information. Such signs, as we have seen,
are variously interconnected with signs expressing referential information. It goes without saying that expressive signs can be the object of
scientific investigation. But they most likely do not belong to a
linguistic system [Pazuchin 1963: 99–101] (cf. [Renský 1966: 100–
102]) and are therefore not of direct interest to phonology.21 They
would be studied by another discipline, which Trubetzkoy called
sound stylistics (Ger. Lautstilistik [Trubetzkoy 1977: 28]). To date,
this promising area of research is only at an embryonic stage of
development,22 and its issues are only partially addressed by the comprehensive, partly phonological, partly phonetic, and partly grammatical discipline of intonology (see [Ceplitis 1974: especially 177–199;
Svetozarova 1982: 22–24]).
From a phonological standpoint, phonetic properties and individual sounds with only expressive function are irrelevant or nonessential, since they do not convey or distinguish referential (intellectual, non-emotional) content. Nevertheless, they should not be entirely
forgotten in a broader phonological work. Especially deserving of the
phonologist’s attention are those expressive features which function as
phonological units in typologically (or diatopically) close languages
and dialects.
§ 18. The third function of speech sounds is the appellative
(from Fr. appel ‘appeal’, Lat. appello ‘I address, I greet’). By means
of appellatives (or vocatives), a speaker attempts to directly influence
a listener: to encourage the listener to act in a certain way, to evoke
certain emotions and moods without necessarily experiencing them
himself [Trubetzkoy 1977: 24–27 = Trubeckoj 1960: 30–34; Alarcos
Llorach 1975: 33–34]. For example, in Even (Eastern Siberia), when
calling or addressing someone, the vowel [e ]ޝis added to the end of a
word: ɷɦɪɴɦ ‘I have arrived’ : ɷɦɪɴɦƍ-Ɲ ‘I have arrived!’, ɤɷɞɢɤɷɧ
21

Trubetzkoy himself considered this function linguistic: cf. his term Ger.
Kundgabephonologie [Trubetzkoy 1977: 20] = Ru. ɷɤɫɩɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɚɹ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɹ
‘expressive phonology’ [Trubeckoj 1960: 25].
22
Phonostylistics, which arose later (see [Muljaþiü 1973: 35; Svetozarova
1982: 10 and references]), is concerned with a much narrower sphere of issues
(mainly the nuances of sentence intonation connected with speech.)
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‘friend’ : ɤɷɞɢɤɷɧƍ-Ɲ ‘(Oh) friend!’ [Novikova 1960: 46]. This function is also performed by stress retraction, characteristic of the voca˾ յ Ωeáa “Juozùli,
tive in certain Lithuanian dialects: SAukšt. juэ˾zulյ i, šյ irյ .d
յ
širdͅle!” ‘Juozulis, dear!’, Žem. tյ ıլ ̗eva֡ .li “tơvͅli!” ‘Dad!’, vàkàlê .
“vaikͅliai!” ‘Children!’.23
The optionality of expressing emotional experience is presumably the main distinguishing feature of the expressive and appellative
functions, since generally they are so interwoven that it is rare that we
can clearly say whether a certain concrete phonetic phenomenon is
expressive or appellative. For example, the above-mentioned drawnout intonation of an earnest request [b˚uuǊ.(k) gæææѺ .ras!] “Bǌ˾k
gͅras!” ‘Be good!’ indicates simultaneously the particular mood of
the person making the request and his or her attempts to influence
another person; it thus combines both expressive and appellative
aspects. For this reason, both functions are often combined into a
single interpersonal or simply expressive function (in the broad
sense)24 (see [Laziczius 1936: 57; Jakobson, Halle 1962: 469 =
Jakobson, Challe 1962: 237; Milewski 1965: 13–26; Alarcos Llorach
1975: 34]; cf. Kuznecov’s terms ɦɨɞɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ = ɷɤɫɩɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ‘modal features = expressive features’ [Kuznecov
1970a: 180]).
This conflation of functions is convenient, since it is important
for the phonologist to distinguish representative and non-representative phenomena (in other words, those which belong to a linguistic
system and those which do not). Combining non-representative functions into a single function makes this distinction even clearer and
more natural. In so doing, we do not deviate a great deal from the
practice of classical phonology, since even Trubetzkoy, who formally
distinguished two non-representative functions, in fact treated them as
two aspects of the same phenomenon and considered both to be
objects of sound stylistics, rather than phonology [Trubetzkoy 1977:
28–29 = Trubeckoj 1960: 35].25
23

It was Simas Karaliǌnas (personal communication) who first drew my attention to the possible appellative function of stress retraction in these word forms.
24
When emotions are expressed by ordinary lexical and grammatical means,
speech has a representative, rather than expressive, function [Pazuchin 1963: 98].
25
Apparently Trubetzkoy had complete confidence in Bühler’s abovementioned schema [Bjuler 1960b: 25] and tried to accommodate to it real facts
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§ 19. Language itself, and its individual elements, also performs other
functions [Jakobson 1960; Vachek 1966: 331]. In cases where the object of an
act of speech (the referent) is the language itself or its various features, we have
the so-called metalinguistic function. Included here are various definitions of
word meanings, remarks on the peculiarities of an interlocutor’s speech, etc.
Where a certain value represents not only the content of an act of speech, but
also its expression, language performs not just a representative function, but also
a poetic function, broadly understood. It is not only the works of good poets that
have this function; even utterances such as Kàs kàs, tàs ir lès ‘Who digs, will
peck (food),’ Kaıլ ˾p pasiklósi, taıլ p˾ išmiegósi ‘As you make your bed, so will you
sleep’, and they are interesting not just for their content, but for the way they
sound. Speech which simply maintains contact between speakers and does not
attempt to convey any important information performs a phatic function (Gk.
ĳޠĲȚȢ ‘rumor’). Included here are various conversations, which neither inform
nor oblige, about the weather, about people and events well-known to one and
all, as well as greetings, wishes, etc. This function plays a significant role in
social life, since often (perhaps most of the time) we speak not for the purpose
of conveying to one another our great original thoughts or some unusually
important news, but simply to maintain human relationships [Pride 1977: 288–
289].
It is not difficult to see that there are certain links between the metalinguistic and phatic function on the one hand, and the so-called appellative function on the other, and between the poetic and expressive functions. But these
relations should be dealt with by semantics, rather than phonology. For phonology, only those functions are relevant which are represented by units of expression of language and speech, rather than language as a whole. Hence it suffices
here to distinguish representative and expressive (emotive and appellative)
sound units and features. Phonology is not concerned with either the validity or
nature of content.
§ 20. The representative function is the most important and
complex function, and therefore we usually distinguish three of its
more concrete aspects, three partial functions: distinctive, culminative,
and delimitative (Ger. bedeutungsunterscheidende or distinktive,
gipfelbildende or kulminative, abgrenzende or delimitative [Funktion]
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 29], Ru. ɫɦɵɫɥɨɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ or ɞɢɫɬɢɧɤɬɢɜɧɚɹ, ɜɟɪɲɢɧɨɨɛɪɚɡɭɸɳɚɹ or ɤɭɥɶɦɢɧɚɬɢɜɧɚɹ, ɞɟɥɢɦɢɬɚɬɢɜɧɚɹ
[ɮɭɧɤɰɢɹ] [Trubeckoj 1960: 36–37]). Jakobson used hierarchicallygrouped terms: distinctive function is opposed to configurative, and
configurative is further divided into culminative and demarcative (i.e.,
and observations. (Note that the actual number of functions may also depend on
a specific language.)
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delimitative) [Jakobson, Halle 1962: 469 = Jakobson, Challe 1962: 237;
Jakobson, Fant, Halle 1972: 15]. Culminative function is sometimes
called contrastive (for example, [Martine 1963: 409; Alarcos Llorach
1975: 37]) and distinctive is also called oppositional [Martine 1963:
408] or differential [Alarcos Llorach 1975: 36].
§ 21. Those sounds and phonetic features which distinguish
certain referential (semantic or grammatical) meanings from others
perform a distinctive (distinguishing) function (from Lat. distinctus
‘difference, distinction’ ĸ distinguo ‘I distinguish’). The Lithuanian
consonants [k], [g], [b], [m], for example, have this function, since
they allow us to distinguish words such as gãras ‘steam’ : kãras ‘war’ :
bãras ‘strip (of land); bar’ : mãras ‘plague’, which are in other
respects identical. The vowels [a] and [a.] also have this function; they
distinguish the words kàsti ‘dig-INF’ : ką̗sti ‘bite-INF’, and grammatical forms such as nominative singular dúona [d˚úܧna] ‘breadNOM.SG’ : accusative singular dúoną [d˚úܧna.]. Also distinctive are the
pitch accents of the words laǊk ‘Get away!’ : láuk ‘wait-2SG.IMP’,
virs˾ iu ‘overturn, fall-1SG.FUT’ : vıլ ̖rsiu ‘boil-1SG.FUT’, which have the
same consonants and vowels. Sounds and phonetic features having
this function are distinctive units of language.
In the phonological system of every language, distinctive units
are the most important—they form the basis of a language’s expression plane. For this reason, the concepts of distinctive unit and phonological unit are sometimes unjustifiably identified.26 This identification is based on a false conclusion from the correct fact that all linguistic phenomena which have a distinctive function are phonological
units. What is forgotten here is that the concept of phonological unit is
broader than the concept of distinctive unit: every distinctive unit is
phonological, but a language can also have phonological units which
do not perform a distinctive function, but nevertheless help form the
expression of linguistic signs.
§ 22. Among the non-distinctive functions which certain phonological units may have, the most universal and widespread in various languages is the culminative, or contrastive, function (from Lat.
26

Cf. [Kazlauskas 1968a: 6 et passim]. Kazlauskas in fact inadvertently
repeated Jakobson’s error (along with certain of his actual diachronic interpretations; cf. [Jakobson 1963a: 159–161] and [Jasiǌnaitơ, Girdenis 1996: 183
(= Girdenis 2001: 260), fn. 10]).
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culmen ‘top, summit’). Phonetic features which show how many
meaningful units there are in a certain fragment of text (or act of
speech) have this function. For example, guided by our own “everyday” linguistic intuition, we can easily say that the “sentence”
*[mátarašúpatení] of an imaginary language consists of three words.27
This conjecture is determined by the fact that in Lithuanian every nondialectal word can always be said to have only a single clear stress;
stress is therefore an important culminative unit. An individual component of a word can even receive stress if it is used metalinguistically
as part of a sentence; we must necessarily say: “Žodis pasãkymas turi
priešdơlƳ pà-, priesagą -Ϳm, ir galǌnĊ -às.” ‘The word pasãkymas
[‘utterance’] has a prefix pà-, a suffix -Ϳm, and an ending -às’
although in so doing we are stretching the truth, as it were, since
neither the prefix, suffix, or ending of this word has any stress. But
this is an unavoidable “lie”: the utterances *[pࡏ ܂ıࡆ eғ žࡏ dࡏ eࡡ .lࡏ i.pa] “priešdơlƳ
pa-,” *[gaá˚ú.nࡏ æ.as] “galǌnĊ -as,” would sound impossible and incomprehensible.
In the structure of Lithuanian, the most important meaningful
unit is the word, and it is set apart by its own stress. In other languages and dialects, culminative features (various degrees of stress)
can single out still other meaningful units: certain morphemes,
components of compound words, closely connected words (syntagmas, breath groups), etc. In German, for example, each part of a
compound is marked by secondary stress: Sonntagsrückfahrkarte
[''zܧn'taޝks'ryk'fa'ݓޝkaݓtԥ] ‘a Sunday return ticket’, and also certain
suffixes: Fischlein ['fܼš'laen] ‘fish (dim.)’ (cf. Fisch ‘fish’), Dummheit
['dݜm'haet] ‘stupidity’ ˘
(see in more detail § 237 and references).
˘
French behaves
quite differently; it stresses certain meaningful groups
of words, rather than separate words: Ne croyez pas qu’il suffise
desormais de bonnes intentions [nԥ  kݒwaޞje  'pa k ࡏ il  syfiޞz  dez'ݒܧmܭ
dԥ  bܧnz ࡏ ޞܭѺ tã'ޞsj]ܧѺ ‘don’t believe that good intentions will suffice from
now on’ [Šþerba 1955: 85, 248–249; Ladefoged 1975: 222]. Phonological units with a culminative function can also be considered a kind
of “conjunction” (a so-called syndeme [Kacnel’son 1971: 138ff.]),
27

This “sentence,” created by Pike, is an example of the artificial Kalaba dialects [Pike 1947: vii, 68, 71 et passim]. It has been checked experimentally
many times by students at Vilnius University; the results are always the same.
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since they fuse, as it were, separate elements of the expression of a
word or other linguistic sign into a single whole.
§ 23. Certain phonetic features can also perform a delimitating
(separating) function (from Fr. délimitation ‘delimitation, setting
boundaries’ ĸ Lat. de ‘from’, limes ‘boundary’); they signal the
(word, morpheme, sentence) boundaries of meaningful units, their
beginning and their end. For example, if we knew that that the abovementioned hypothetical language consistently stressed the final syllable of every word, we would not hesitate to divide *[mátarašúpatení]
into the words [ma], [tarašú], [patení], and if it stressed the first syllable, then [mátara], [šúpate], [ní]. Fixed stress not only shows the
number of meaningful units, but also signals their beginning and end
(see in greater detail § 230–231). Fixed stress is therefore not only
culminative, but also delimitative.
A delimitative function can be performed not just by stress, but
also by such phenomena as vowel harmony—specific sounds used
only at the beginning or end of meaningful elements (words, morphemes, etc.) [Trubetzkoy 1977: 241ff. = Trubeckoj 1960: 299ff.]. In
Hungarian, for example, all vowels of a single word are almost always
either front or back: becsület ['bܭtšylܭt] ‘honor’, esztendĘ ['ܭstܭndø]ޝ
‘year’, fészek ['feޝsܭk] ‘nest’ : állat ‘animal’, gondolat ‘thought’, tudomány ['tݜdoma‘ ]݄ޝscience’; similarly in other “vowel harmony” languages, for example Turkish atlarımızdan ‘from our horses’ (ı § [ɵ]
or [ܺ]) : itlerimizden ‘from our dogs’. If, in a text of such a language,
we encounter a syllable with a back vowel and a syllable with a front
vowel, it is clear in many cases that they belong to different words; cf.
Trakai Karaim Ⱥɜɚɡɵɦɧɵ ɷɲɢɬɢɤɢɧ, ɣɚɲɵɪɦɚʉɵɧ ɷɲɢɬɸɜɥɹɪɢɣɧɢ
ɣɚɥɛɚɪɦɚʉɵɦɚ ‘Hear my voice, do not turn your ear from my prayer’
(cited according to [Musaev 1964: 268]):28 the vowels of the words
ɚɜɚɡɵɦɧɵ, ɣɚɲɵɪɦɚʉɵɧ, ɣɚɥɛɚɪɦɚʉɵɦɚ are all back and the vowels
of the words ɷɲɢɬɢɤɢɧ, ɷɲɢɬɸɜɥɹɪɢɣɧɢ are all front.
In English, [h] is found only at the beginning of a word or morpheme, and [ƾ] (written -ng) only at the end, and therefore they are not
only distinctive units, but also delimitative. The word-final aspiration
of the Lithuanian consonants [t ]ލand [k( ]ލsee § 13) plays only a
28

ɸ = [ü], ɹ = [æ], ʉ = [ܵ] (§ Lith. [h]); consonants before front vowels are
soft (palatalized).
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delimitative role. A reliable delimitative signal in North Žemaitic dialects is the coordination of so-called retracted and secondary final
stress ([` (…) ˜], [` (…) `] and the like), which frames an entire word,
emphasizing its beginning and end: áàš́nͅ . “lašiniaıլ ˾” ‘lard’, nèpamèstà
“nepamestà” ‘not abandoned’ (see in greater detail § 236).
Delimitative elements are not as important or universal as distinctive elements. Even in a language which makes relatively consistent use of them, they usually signal only certain especially
“dangerous,” or, more accurately, important boundaries of meaningful
units. Often these signals are optional, more distinctly realized only in
emphatically clear speech. There are also languages and dialects
which lack more stable delimitative signals.29
§ 24. Let us summarize.
Every sound, sound sequence, or individual feature occurring in
an act of speech performs either a representative or expressive (emotive or appellative) function; it conveys and distinguishes either referential (intellectual) or non-referential (emotional, expressive)
meaning. The objects of phonological research are the phonological
phenomena with representative function; these are called phonological
units. Those phonological units which distinguish referential meaning
(or, more precisely, the expression of signs with differing content),30
perform a distinctive function, and are therefore called distinctive
units. Those units which show how many meaningful elements there
are in a concrete act of speech perform a culminative function and are
called culminative units. Finally, phonological phenomena which
signal the boundaries of meaningful units perform a delimitative function; these are called delimitative units or boundary signals (Ger.
Grenzsignale [Trubetzkoy 1977: 242ff.], Ru. ɩɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɧɵɟ ɫɢɝɧɚɥɵ
[Trubeckoj 1960: 301ff.]). The most universal (and absolutely necessary for every language) are the distinctive units.
29

Pulgram calls these cursus languages and opposes them to nexus languages, which have such signals [Pulgram 1970: 38, 85–90].
30
This traditional formula, which goes back to Trubetzkoy’s Principles of
Phonology [Trubetzkoy 1977: 32–33 et passim = Trubeckoj 1960: 40 et passim]
and the works of other Prague School phonologists, is not quite accurate, since
phonological units directly differentiate only the expression of linguistic signs
and not their content.
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4. TYPES OF PHONOLOGICAL UNITS
§ 25. Every stretch of speech, excluding features which do not
represent referential meaning (individual, expressive, and positional
modifications: a speaker’s voice quality, vocal strength, features arising under the influence of neighboring sounds or pauses, etc.; cf. § 16)
must be considered a unit of linguistic expression, that is, a phonological unit (Ger. Phonologische Einheit [Trubetzkoy 1977: 22–33],
Ru. ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚ [Trubeckoj 1960: 41], Fr. l’unité phonologique [Vachek 1964: 59]).
§ 26. The largest and most concrete phonological linguistic unit,
the basis for phonological research, is the utterance [Harris 1963: 14],
Ru. ɜɵɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɧɢɟ [Chơmp 1964: 53]), a stretch of speech between
two periods of silence. The utterance is an amorphous phenomenon,
lacking a more stable structure. It can be a speech by a political figure
lasting several hours or a reply of a single syllable, like Lat. I! ‘go’. In
the case of a dialog, each individual reply of an interlocutor is an
independent utterance.
§ 27. Every utterance consists of one or more sentences, which
always have content and expression. Content is reflected even in such
unnatural sentences as Chomsky’s Colorless green ideas sleep furiously [Chomskij 1962: 418] or Šþerba’s *Ƚɥɨ̗ɤɚɹ ɤýɡɞɪɚ ɲɬéɤɨ
ɛɭɞɥɚɧýɥɚ ɛɨɤɪɚ̗ ɢ ɤɭɪɞɹ̗ɱɢɬ ɛɨɤɪɺɧɤɚ (cf. Riþardas Mironas’s
“Lithuanian translation” *Satóji káida vaþiaıլ ˾ mýtelơjo áisą ir palıլ ̖na
aisiùką): they have at least clear grammatical meaning, and this is also
a meaningful unit.
The sound framework of a sentence is the phonological sentence
(or phonological phrase). Every phonological sentence consists of one
or more phonological words (see, for example, [Muchin 1976: 56;
Bondarko 1981: 52ff.]; Pulgram uses for this concept the original term
nexus [Pulgram 1970: 25ff.]).31 If we replace, for example, the first
31

Russian linguists sometimes use the peculiar term ɡɜɭɤɨɜɚɹ ɨɛɨɥɨɱɤɚ
ɫɥɨɜɚ, noted above (fn. 12), for the phonological word (cf. also [Zinder 1979:
33; Voronkova 1981: 32–33] and fn. 12 of this section), the expression of a concrete word form (together with its clitics). For a formal definition of the word,
see [Bloomfield 1935: 180 = Blumfild 1968: 190–191; Kuznecov 1964], on the
word as the main unit of language comprehension and the basis of syntagmatic
relations (phonotactics), see [Linell 1979: 69, 193–194].
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word of the sentence Studeñtai dıլ ̖rba ‘The students work’ with the
nouns Pͅtras ‘Peter’, poètai ‘poets’, vers˾ lininkas ‘businessman’, we
get the new sentences Pͅtras dıլ ̖rba ‘Peter works’, Poètai dirba ‘The
poets work’, Vers˾ lininkas dıլ ̖rba ‘The businessman works’, etc., with
different meanings; and if we replace the second word with the verbs
tinginiáuja ‘is/are loafing’, džiǌ̗ gauja ‘rejoices/rejoice’, prekiáuja
‘engages/engage in commerce’, we once again obtain sentences with
different meanings: Studeñtai tinginiáuja ‘The students are loafing’,
Studeñtai džiǌ̗ gauja ‘The students rejoice’, Studeñtai prekiáuja ‘The
students engagɟ in commerce’. But unquestionably different sentences
may have all the same words: Studeñtai dıլ ̖rba! ‘The students are
working!’ and Studeñtai dıլ ̖rba? ‘Are the students working?’. These
sentences are distinguished by a specific unit characteristic only of the
sentence—intonation. Thus a phonological sentence is a complex consisting of words and an accompanying intonation.
Every word form (i.e., what Russian linguists call ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɚ
‘word form’), rather than lexeme—the totality of word forms introduced in dictionaries as a so-called headword (nominative singular,
infinitive, etc.), should be considered a phonological word. Thus
žmogùs ‘person-NOM.SG’ and žmogaǊs ‘person-GEN.SG’ are distinct
phonological words, although they belong to the same lexeme. Every
phonological word thus understood consists of one or more syllables
[Bondarko 1981: 50–52, 180ff.];32 if we replace the first syllable of
the word kãsos ‘braids’ with blù-, tiͅ-, vıլ ̖-, etc., or the second syllable
with -la, -pas, -tơs, we get words of different content and expression:
blùsos ‘fleas’, tiͅsos ‘truths’, vıլ ̖sos ‘all-NOM.PL.F’, kãla ‘forge-3PRS’,
kãpas ‘grave’, kãtơs ‘cats’. In addition to the syllable, words of many
languages have an additional unit, stress, with which words consisting
of the same syllables may be distinguished: Lith. nešıլ ̖ ‘carry-2SG.PRS’ :
nèši ‘carry-2SG.FUT’, lùpa ‘peel-3PRS’ : lupà ‘magnifying glass’, Ru.
ɡɚ̗ɦɨɤ ‘castle’ : ɡɚɦɨ̗ɤ ‘lock’, ɫɨ̗ɪɨɤ ‘40’ : ɫɨɪɨ̗ɤ ‘magpie-GEN.PL’.
For the sake of simplicity, we leave aside units which occupy an intermediate
place between sentence and word: syntagmas, breath groups, and the like; they
lend little to an explanation of our concepts, and only make it more complicated.
32
On the syllable as a significant unit of phonology and speech, see, for
example, [Haugen 1956; Trachterov 1956: especially 32; Žinkin 1958: 83, 91,
101; Hála 1961; Achmanova 1966: 43; Hooper 1972; O’Connor, Trim 1973:
259; Muchin 1976: 55ff.; Stepanov, Ơdel’man 1976: 215–216].
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§ 28. Every syllable consists of one or more phonemes, since,
for example, if we pronounce a [g], [b], [n], [m] in place of [k] in the
first syllable of the word kã-ras ‘war’, or a short [u] in place of [a.],
we get the new syllables (and words) gã-(-ras) ‘steam’, bã-(-ras)
‘strip (of land); bar’, nã-(-ras) ‘diver’, mã-(-ras) ‘plague’, kù-(-ras)
‘fuel’. In some languages, a syllable can have, like a sentence, an element similar to intonation: pitch accent or tone; these can sometimes
distinguish syllables consisting of the same phonemes arranged in the
same order. In Lithuanian, stressed syllables of a certain type may
have this additional unit (see § 241): vir-˾ siu ‘overturn, fall-1SG.FUT’ :
vıլ ̖r-siu ‘boil-1SG.FUT’, lõ-po ‘patch-GEN.SG’ : ló-po ‘patch-3PRS’. The
initial syllables here have the same phonemes /vࡏ -i-܂/, /l-o./, but the
words are nevertheless distinguished, since their pitch accents differ.
In Chinese, this role is played by so-called tones:33 mƗ ‘mother’: má
‘hemp’ : m ‘horse’ : mà ‘scold’ (cf. [Zinder 1979: 258; Stepanov
1975b: 96]).
The phoneme is also not an indivisible monolith. Although it
sometimes stands in opposition to a syllable or a word as an elementary unit to a complex (or constructive, cf. [Muchin 1976: 54ff.])
unit, it is in principle possible to break the phoneme down into distinct articulatory and acoustic properties called differential34 or
33

The diacritics represent the following tones: [–] high level, [´] abruptly
rising, [ˇ] low falling-rising, [`] falling.
34
On the negative aspects of considering phonemes combinations of distinctive features, see [Voronkova, Steblin-Kamenskij 1970; Voronkova 1981: 63ff.];
there are also quite categorical views (see [Liberman 1993]). But the critics
forget that in some languages these features by themselves can be the expression
of morphemes. For example, palatalization of a consonant in Irish denotes a
genitive morpheme [Gercenberg 1970: 81, 92, 102] and in Romanian a plural
(cf. lupi [lup’] ‘wolves’ : lup [lup] ‘wolf’ [Širokov 1965: 94]); aspiration of a
consonant in Burmese distinguishes causative verbs from corresponding noncausatives: cha 1 ‘throw-INF’ : ca 1 ‘fall-INF’, phjѓ 2 ‘destroy-INF’ : pjѓ 2 ‘collapseINF’ (the raised numbers denote tones) [Maun Maun N’un et al. 1963: 65]. The
adherents of glossematics rejected distinctive features on quite principled
grounds (of course, within the framework of their theory); for them, both sounds
and, for example, graphic signs are equivalent “representatives” of the same
units of expression, cenemes (phonemes) (see, for example, [Hjelmslev 1959:
49ff.]), and therefore understandably cannot have features in common.
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distinctive35 features (Lat. differo ‘I differ’; cf. Eng. distinctive
features [Jakobson, Fant, Halle 1972: passim], Ru. ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɣ
ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ [Jakobson, Challe 1962: passim]). For example, if we replace
the voiced weak articulation of the phoneme of the first syllable of the
word gã-ras ‘steam’ with a voiceless strong articulation, identical in
all other respects, we get another word, kã-ras ‘war’; if we replace its
dorsal articulation with a corresponding labial, we obtain bã-ras ‘strip
(of land); bar’, etc. Voicing and voicelessness, dorsal and labial
articulations, are distinctive features of the phonemes /g/, /k/, /b/.
§ 29. Sentences, words, and apparently also phrasal intonation
(cf. [Solncev 1977: 190]) are units of a linguistic system, or signs (cf.
§ 6), existing on two planes (they are bilateral); they have both
expression and content. Syllables, phonemes, distinctive features,
stress, pitch accent, and tone belong to single-plane (unilateral) units
of a linguistic system; they are non-signs,36 since they have only
expression (in other words, they only form the expression of units of
content). There is usually no semantic or grammatical commonality
between words which coincide in a syllable or phoneme or pitch
accent: atla-pa-šird˾ ơ ‘straightforward, frank’ : pa-vãsaris ‘spring’ :
tel˾-pa ‘fit, hold-3PRS’; (sharing a single phoneme:) ožͿs [o.žࡏ ıࡆ .Ѻ s] ‘goat’ :
padorùs [pa-d˚o.-r˚ùs] ‘decent’ : vaıլ k˾ o [vĮıࡆ .Ѻ k˚o.] ‘child-GEN.SG’;
(sharing the pitch accent of a single syllable:) laǊkas ‘field’, nars˾ iai
‘bravely’, peikeıլ ˾ ‘blame-2SG.PST’. Examples such as àš ‘I’, tù ‘you’,
trͿs ‘three’ in no way show that syllables can have meaning; here we
simply have words consisting of a single syllable. Nor is the abovementioned Lat. I! [i.] ‘go’ a phoneme expressing going [Reformatskis
1963: 24; Žinkin 1958: 104–105]. In this case, the meaning is that of
an utterance consisting of a single sentence, composed of a single
word and a hortatory intonation; the word, in turn, consists of a single
35

The term distinctive feature would be more convenient, since it better
accords with distinctive function, but differential feature [diferencinis požymis]
has a long tradition of usage; it was suggested by the pioneer of Lithuanian
phonology, Jonas Kazlauskas [1966; etc.]. The purely Lithuanian skiriamasis
požymis ‘distinguishing feature’ would also not be bad, but it seems polysemous
and therefore not suitable as a term.
36
Such formulations as “Phonemes are signs…” (most often Ru. “ɮɨɧɟɦɵ –
ɷɬɨ ɡɧɚɤɢ…”) should simply be considered a lapsus calami (but cf. fn. 44).
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syllable and a certain stress. Finally, the syllable is composed of a
single phoneme with the corresponding distinctive features /“vocalic”
& “front” & “high” & “long”/.
The latter example shows that even when explaining the structure of the expression of concrete utterances, the principle of immediate constituents37 must be followed (Ru. ɧɟɩɨɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ-ɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɳɢɟ) (on which, see [Bloomfield 1935: 161 = Blumfild 1968: 169;
Glison 1959: 190f.; Arutjunova, Klimov, Kubrjakova 1964: 255f.;
Stepanov 1966: 65–69; Hockett 1968: 17f.]; on the significance of this
principle for phonology, see [Hockett 1955: 150ff.]): every complex
linguistic unit must be successively broken down into the parts of
which it is composed. Skipping levels distorts the true picture of the
structure of these units and their relations (cf. [Klyþkov 1963: 3]).
As we have seen, we cannot imagine single-plane sentences,
since even combinations of non-existing words, as long as they are
formed according to grammatical rules, acquire at least grammatical
meaning, and thus content. Single-plane words are easily imagined:
they can even be evaluated as to the correctness of their structure. For
example, *svel˾pstas and the above-mentioned *spráikšla are certainly
possible Lithuanian words, while *mzıլ ̖nga, *ntòmbi, *tlùnda are nonLithuanian,38 although neither the former nor the latter in fact exist in
Lithuanian (cf. also “Russian” *ɠɦɨɥɚ, *ɯɦɨɥɚ [Šaumjan 1962: 69]).39
§ 30. We should add here that words, as linguistic signs, can be
broken down not just into syllables, but also into bilateral units: morphemes (more precisely, as already noted in fn. 6, morphs), the smallest linguistic signs. Morpheme boundaries within the word rarely
37

The felicitous Lithuanian term tiesioginiai sandai was suggested by Urbutis
[1978: 130].
38
These “words” are taken from a little-known work by Romualdas Granauskas,
Mariǐ švytơjimas ‘The lagoon’s glow’, where they are used as exotic personal
names.
39
A survey of language informants shows that for North Žemaitic speakers
*spráikšla is just an unfamiliar word, while *mzıլ ̖nga is impossible and not even
pronounceable (*tlùnda, incidentally, seems more Lithuanian to informants than
*mzıլ ̖nga).
On the importance of “potential” single-plane words (sometimes called logatoms) for phonological analysis, see [Lyons 1968: 119–120 = Lajonz 1978: 133–
134].
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coincide with syllable boundaries (an exception, for example, is
Chinese, in which every syllable is a separate morpheme and every
morpheme is a separate syllable; see § 116, cf.: [Klyþkov 1963: 4;
Garde 1968: 26]). In some languages, morphemes play an important
and relatively independent role in the phonological structure of the
word, and therefore phonologists must take them into account
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 225 = Trubeckoj 1960: 280]. In inflectional languages, however, morphemes usually lack a more stable structure;
they dissolve, as it were, within syllables and phonemes, without
influencing the phonological structure of words. In studying the phonological system of such languages, we need to refer to morphemes
only in exceptional cases. Lithuanian is a language of this type, and
therefore the study of its morphemes belongs to those disciplines
concerned with units of the content plane.40
§ 31. A study of sentences purely from the standpoint of the
expression plane would not be appropriate, since a sentence’s phonological components, with the exception perhaps of intonation, are all
quite inconstant: their expression (and content, except for grammatical
content) rarely repeats. Even completely original sentences which no
one has ever uttered before are possible. Therefore European phonologists, in contrast to most American descriptivists (with the exception perhaps only of Pike, who on this issue follows the Europeans,
see [Pike 1972a; 1972b]), begin a linguistic analysis of the expression
plane with the word, the smallest bilateral linguistic unit easily perceived and distinguished; this approach is especially appropriate for
inflectional languages [Klyþkov 1962: 126] and thus also for Lithuanian. An exception is to be made, perhaps, only for those languages
which are mostly of the polysynthetic type, in which the word is a
problematic phenomenon lacking clearer structural features. The
choice of the word as a starting point is appropriate, since words are
more easily distinguished and identified not only on the basis of their
40

These issues are treated differently by the Moscow Phonological School,
where phonemes are considered immediate constituents of the morpheme rather
than the word or syllable [Kuznecov 1970a: 185 et passim]. Therefore, the
approach to phonemes among adherents of the Moscow School is in many
respects close to that of morphonology and generative phonology (cf. [FischerJørgensen 1975: 334]).
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expression, but also their content. It is also important that, in beginning a phonological analysis with the word, we can easily abstract
ourselves from sound modulations belonging to the intonational component of a sentence and put these aside for later examination. Later,
with certain rules, we can derive the properties of phonological sentences from the phonological structure of the words and intonation
patterns which form them.41
For these reasons, phonemes and pitch accents are appropriately
identified in words rather than syllables. This seemingly inconsistent
approach allows us, if necessary, to refer to the content plane, which a
syllable lacks. Moreover, because syllable boundaries rarely perform a
distinctive function, they are for the most part not intuitively perceived and are therefore difficult to identify. We usually grasp them
only when we already know, at least in a general way, the inventory of
phonemes and the main structural rules for their combinations. In science, as in life, a roundabout approach is sometimes preferable to a
direct one.
§ 32. Words can differ:
a) in number of syllables: kavà ‘coffee’ : kakavà ‘cocoa’, sukaǊ
‘twist-1SG.PRS’ : susukaǊ ‘twist-1SG.PST’, tà ‘that-NOM.SG.F’ : tatà
(= tơtơ) ‘daddy’;
b) in syllable order: kasù ‘dig-1SG.PRS’ : sùka ‘twist-3PRS’,
lơkiaǊ ‘fly-1SG.PST’ : kiaǊlơ ‘pig’, likıլ ̖mas ‘fate’ : kıլ ̖limas ‘rug’, pakišaǊ
‘shove under-1SG.PST’ : pašaǊki ‘call-2SG.IMP’, sǌrù ‘salty-N’ : rùsǐ
[r˚ùs˚u.] ‘Russian-GEN.PL’;
c) in syllable quality (phonemes and sometimes pitch accent),
cf.: ã-ko ‘go blind-3PST’ : dͿ-ko ‘empty-GEN.SG.M’ : laǊ-ko ‘fieldGEN.SG’, aǊ-šo ‘dawn-3PST’ : áu-šo ‘cool-3PST’;
d) in stress: apsùpti ‘surround-INF’ : apsuptıլ ̖ ‘surround-PPP.NOM.
PL.M’, dõros ‘morals-NOM.PL’ : dorõs ‘morals-GEN.SG’, gıլ ̖ ria ‘praise3PRS’ : girià ‘woods-NOM.SG’.
Syllables can differ:
a) in number of phonemes: krıլ ̖s ‘fall-3FUT’ : krıլ ̖sk ‘fall-2SG.IMP’,
tà ‘that-NOM.SG.F’ : tàt ‘this, that’;
41

Descriptivists striving for methodological “purity” must at least theoretically look for intonation contours in utterances whose phonemic makeup is not
yet known (see, for example, [Harris 1963: 45–58]). It is difficult to believe that
it is really possible to follow such a methodology.
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b) in phoneme order: at-kùs ‘come off-3FUT’ : ta-kùs ‘pathACC.PL’, kal-bơ̗ -ti ‘speak-INF’ : kla-bơ̗ -ti ‘rattle-INF’, lıլ ̖ ps ‘climb-3FUT’ :
plıլ ̖s ‘spread-3FUT’, pa-krıլ ̖s ‘fall (a bit)-3FUT’ : pa-rıլ ̖sk ‘roll (a bit)2SG.IMP’, tóks ‘such-NOM.SG.M’ : stók ‘stand-2SG.IMP’;
c) in phoneme quality (distinctive features): tàs ‘that-NOM.SG.M’
(apical) : kàs ‘who, what-NOM.SG’ (dorsal), tù ‘you’ : dù ‘two’ (voiceless : voiced), tà ‘that-NOM.SG.F’ : tą˾ [tã.] ‘that-ACC.SG.M/F’ (short :
long);
d) in pitch accent (only in some cases): gıլ ̖nk ‘defend-2SG.IMP’ :
giñk ‘drive (cattle)-2SG.IMP’, šaǊk ‘call, shout-2SG.IMP’ : šáuk ‘shoot2SG.IMP’, rǌ˾kti [r˚Ǌ.ktࡏ i] ‘smoke-INF’ : rǌ̗ gti [r˚ú.ktࡏ i] ‘turn sour-INF’.
§ 33. Those phonological units the ordering of which can distinguish larger units and therefore have a distinctive function (words,
syllables, phonemes) are linear, and those units whose order does not
perform such a function (intonation, stress, pitch accent, distinctive
features) are simultaneous, or non-linear [Vachek 1937]. Linear units
are, as it were, segments of the speech flow and are therefore sometimes called segmental units (from Lat. segmentum ‘piece, section’; the
American phonologists are especially fond of this term, for example,
[Hockett 1955: 74–75; Chơmp 1964: 187]). Simultaneous units do not
exist independently; they are realized only together with linear, or
segmental, elements (whence their name, cf. Lat. simul ‘together’,
Fr. simultané ‘simultaneous’). Intonation is formed by certain modifications of words; pitch accent or tone is a modulation of the syllable,
especially the melody, quantity, and dynamics of its nucleus.
§ 34. Those simultaneous (non-linear) units which characterize
units larger than a single phoneme—syllables, words, sentences or
other sequences—form the class of suprasegmental units (Lat. super,
supra ‘on top, above’)42 [Lehiste 1970: 1; Chơmp 1964: 215 and references; Panov 1979: 16–18]. The suprasegmental units of a syllable,
word, or sentence (pitch accent or tone, stress, intonation, etc.) are
usually called prosodic elements or prosodemes (Gk. ʌȡȠı࠙įަĮ
‘stress, accent’ ĸ ʌȡިı ‘at, through’, ߍį‘ ޤsinging’; Lat. accentus ĸ
42

Cf. Eng. suprasegmental(s) [Lehiste 1970]. More suitable for Lithuanian is
the productive prefix super-, rather than the almost unknown supra-: superarbitras ‘umpire’, supergigantas ‘supergiant (star)’, superlaidumas ‘super-conductivity’.
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ad + cantus and Lith. priegaidơ ‘pitch accent’ are translations of this
[Martine 1963: 432f.; Hammarström 1966: 33f.]). The subcategory of
phonology which studies prosodic units is prosody.43
Unfortunately, the term prosodic has a purely phonetic, as well as phonological, meaning. It is often used for such non-qualitative sound phenomena
and features as duration, pitch, and articulatory strength (in other words, fundamental frequency and intensity), whether they function as suprasegmental units
or not [Jakobson, Halle 1962: 478–482 = Jakobson, Challe 1962: 247–252;
Jakobson, Fant, Halle 1972: 13–14]. On the other hand, the role of phonological
prosodic (i.e., suprasegmental) units can sometimes be assumed by qualitative
(spectral) sound phenomena (i.e., certain articulatory and timbre properties of
sounds; see, for example § 218–221 and [Lyons 1968: 127–131 = Lajonz 1978:
141–144]). Therefore, in encountering the terms prosodic feature or prosodic
phenomenon, we first need to establish what is meant: a suprasegmental
phonological unit or a phonetic property.

§ 35. We can now define the most important phonological unit,
the phoneme. A phoneme (Gk. ĳެȞȘȝĮ ‘voice, sound’) is the smallest
linear unit of the expression plane of a linguistic system (cf.
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 34 = Trubeckoj 1960: 42–43; Vachek 1967b;
Novak 1967]; on the development of the Prague School’s approach,
see [Bulygina 1964: 59–61]). Distinctive features are smaller still, but
they are not linear elements, since their ordering does not have a
distinctive function.
This definition of the phoneme, stemming from the works of
Trubetzkoy (and in part Šþerba), is by no means the only correct or
possible one. There are numerous definitions of all sorts emphasizing
various aspects of this concept44 (see also [Matuseviþ 1948: 11;
Šþerba 1955: 19; 1974: 116, 121; Zinder 1979: 42]; for an analysis of
various treatments, see [Reformatskij 1960: 342–344 and references;
Klimov 1967: 25f.; Steponaviþius 1978]). Some descriptivists avoid
43

The formerly used Lithuanian terms prosodinis ‘prosodic’, prosodija ‘prosody’ are anomalous spellings [for prozodinis, prozodija—TRANS.] (see [Girdenis
1977a]).
44
The least successful are those which attempt to define the phoneme as a
sign (see § 29, fn. 36) or speech sound. That phonemes cannot be signs is clear
from what has been said above, while the relations between phonemes and
speech sounds are extremely complex and contradictory (see, for example,
[Žinkin 1958: 108; Bondarko 1981: 45–50 et passim]).
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any definition; they content themselves with simple operational characterizations.45
The great variety of definitions is explained by the fact that linguists focus attention on differing aspects of this concept. The phoneme is no exception in this respect. Other basic concepts in linguistics are also variously defined: morpheme, word, sentence.46 However,
the profusion and even contradictory nature of these definitions47 does
not at all prevent us from using these definitions productively (and,
most importantly, almost unambiguously, see [Žinkin 1958: 107–
108]). Apparently, such basic elements and units are postulated and
accepted as sorts of axioms, which are checked (and confirmed or
rejected) by the entire structure and development of the science; the
meaning of the definitions here (if they mean anything at all) is quite
negligible.
§ 36. In addition to phonemes and prosodemes, there can occur
in sentences and words a particular element called open juncture
[Trager, Bloch 1972: 73ff.; Moulton 1947; Pike 1947: 161ff.; Hockett
1955: 51–53, 59f., 167–172; Lehiste 1960; Harris 1963: 79–89], Ru.
ɨɬɤɪɵɬɵɣ ɩɟɪɟɯɨɞ or ɫɬɵɤ [Glison 1959: 80–81; Matveeva 1966],
sometimes ɞɢɷɪɟɦɚ [Panov 1967: 167ff.). It more or less corresponds
in Prague School works to Trubetzkoy’s non-phonemic boundary
signals (Ger. aphonematische Grenzsignale [Trubetzkoy 1977: 244],
Ru. ɚɮɨɧɟɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɩɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɧɵɟ ɫɢɝɧɚɥɵ [Trubeckoj 1960:
302–306]). Open juncture occurs in those positions in which adjacent
phonemes are pronounced as if they were non-adjacent. In North
45

For example, instead of defining the phoneme, Pike, one of the most
unorthodox representatives of this school, shows only the procedures used to
identify phonemes [Pike 1947: 57–58, 63] (cf.: [Glison 1959: 41, 60, 237;
Swadesh 1972]).
46
By 1936, some 140 different definitions of the sentence were known
[Bjuler 1960a: 27–28]. It is interesting that the oldest definition, that of
Dionysius Thrax (170–90 B.C.), has remained to this day in our schoolbooks.
47
The contradictory nature of various definitions and conceptions of the phoneme has been especially subtly handled by Voronkova [1981: 5–40]. Unfortunately, it must be said that this book sometimes does not make a clear enough
distinction between logical and dialectic (in the Hegelian sense) contradiction:
phenomena can themselves be contradictory, as well as the concepts defining
them.
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Žemaitic dialects, for example, before soft consonants and /j/ all consonants are soft (palatalized), but on rare occasions hard consonants
may appear in this position: bâát-mյ išյ kյ is “Báltmiškis [surname],”*
ś˾.á.k-jıլ ը edյ is “sil˾kơdis” ‘herring eater, one who is fond of herring’. The
open juncture /+/ between the consonant clusters -át-, -ák- and -mյ -, -jprevents consonant softening (cf. [Strimaitienơ, Girdenis 1978: 61
(= Girdenis 2000c: 122)]). The opposite of open juncture is closed
juncture, the normal pronunciation of phoneme sequences under
similar conditions.
Open and closed juncture determines the distinction between
words such as NŽem. neb͏rs (= /neb+ҽғrs/) “nebeirs˾ ” ‘will no longer
rip, come apart’ : nյ ebյ ͏rs (= /nebҽғrs/) “nebirs˾ ” ‘will not pour’, nebШiêš
(= /neb+rıࡆ eғ š/) “neberơ˾š ” ‘will no longer cut’ : nյ ebյ Шiêš (= /nebrıࡆ eғ š/)
“nebrơ˾š ” ‘will not draw’ [Kliukienơ 1983]. Juncture types also differentiate Ger. Kuhchen ['kuޝçԥn] ‘cow (dim.)’ (= /'kuޝ+xԥn/) and Kuchen
['kuޝxԥn] ‘cake’ (= /'kuޝxԥn/) [Ungeheuer 1969: 38–39; Pulgram 1970:
123–124; Philipp 1974: 36–37; Meinhold, Stock 1982: 133–134], Ru.
ɤ ɂ̗ɪɟ [kɵғrƍie] = /k+írƍe/ ‘to Ira’s (place)’ and Ʉɢ̗ɪɟ [kƍírƍie] = /kírƍe/
‘Kira-DAT’ and others (Reformatskij’s examples [1957];48 see also
[Linell 1979: 98]). In Hungarian, an open juncture between two elements of a compound breaks the chain of vowel harmony (cf. § 23):
nyak(-)kendĘ ‘necktie = *neckscarf’, török(-)búza ‘corn = *Turkish
wheat’ [Majtinskaja 1955: 64]. In the North Žemaitic Telšiai dialects,
the “wave” of regressive vowel assimilation is sometimes similarly
broken: p͕̖sprûotյ is “pùsprotis” (Mosơdis; but cf. pùsprûotյ is Tirkšliai)
‘half-wit’, šІ˾.n.šû .dյ is “šuñšǌdis” (Mosơdis, Tirkšliai) ‘dog excrement’
[Girdenis 1968c: 143 (= Girdenis 2000b: 335)]. As we see, in all cases
open juncture changes the position of phonemes, which may therefore
be pronounced differently than when they are side-by-side (cf. § 62–
67).
In standard Lithuanian open juncture is quite clearly signalled by
the longer duration of certain consonant sequences. For example, in
the word at-riñkti ‘select-INF’, [t+ ]܂is much longer than in the word
*

A compound of balt- ‘white’ and mišk- ‘forest’—TRANS.
Reformatskij himself does not find any open juncture here; he wanted to
show with these examples that phonemes can have variants which are determined by morphological, rather than phonetic, position.
48
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pa-triñkti ‘wash one’s hair-INF’,* since in the former an additional
phonological unit, open juncture, intervenes between the consonants,
and the sounds representing the phonemes do not blend together as
smoothly (for example, the [t] is not alveolar like the []܂, but dental)
[Strimaitienơ, Girdenis 1978 (= Girdenis 2000c: 121ff.)]. Similar phenomena have also been observed in cases of open juncture between
words (external open juncture) [Strimaitienơ 1983].
Open juncture always coincides with certain morphological
boundaries; it helps distinguish words from other words, prefixes from
roots, components of compound words, etc. The main function of
open juncture is undoubtedly delimitative, but it can indirectly perform a secondary distinctive role. But this function is neither very
strong nor stable: open juncture—and this has been shown by the
observations of Lithuanian linguists—is realized only optionally49
(mostly in utterances pronounced in a clear, lento style: [Pulgram
1970: 112–124; Strimaitienơ, Girdenis 1978: 68 (= Girdenis 2000c:
128)]).
It is not possible to identify open juncture with syllable boundaries, as Pulgram proposes [Pulgram 1970: 111ff.], since, for example,
the sequences [kɵ], [k( ]ܭwith hard [k]) of the Russian forms ɤ ɂ̗ɪɟ
‘to Ira’s (place)’, ɤ ɷ̗ɬɨɣ ‘to this’, etc., belong to the same syllable.

*

Prefixes have been set off by hyphens—TRANS.
As, incidentally, are many other more subtle phonological phenomena (cf.
§ 66). It is quite odd that many present-day linguists have forgotten the programmatic ideas of Prague Linguistic Circle pioneer and founder V. Mathesius
on the potentiality (i.e., optional nature) of linguistic phenomena. [Mathesius
1912 = Matezius 1967].
49
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II. METHODS FOR ESTABLISHING
PHONEMES

1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
§ 37. Neither phonemes nor other phonological units can be
established with the aid of a device. Nor would a clipped recording of
connected speech help in discovering them: even accurate and clean
speech snippets cannot represent elements of a linguistic system
(see, for example, [Dukel’skij 1962: especially 136ff.]). First, such
mechanically-isolated sounds would include not only those features
which are meaningful and common to an entire speech community,
but also various individual characteristics of a particular speaker and
act of speech. Second, concealed within these sounds are several
properties which functionally belong not to to the sound itself but to
neighboring sounds, or to simultaneously articulated phonological
units: adjacent junctures and phonemes, stretches of suprasegmental
elements (stress or its absence, phrasal intonation) occurring in
corresponding places of the utterance; they may also belong to the
general expressive register of an utterance. The sound “representatives” of phonological units are always influenced by neighboring or
simultaneously-articulated phonological units; in speech, they smoothly
transition into one another. The flow of speech is a nearly continuous,
non-discrete phenomenon, quite unlike printed or even handwritten
text (see, for example, [Saussure 1967: 145–146 = Sossjur 1977: 136;
Bloomfield 1935: 76–78 = Blumfild 1968: 74–76; Harris 1963: 25;
Klimov 1967: 35–36; Lyons 1968: 100, 103 = Lajonz 1978: 115, 118;
Voronkova 1981: 43 and references]).1 A certain asymmetric nature of
1

For another (hardly convincing) view, see [Fant 1964: 23 (but cf. 199);
Grigor’ev 1965: 125]. Proponents of this view refer to the fact that in spectrograms there are often quite clear segments. Serious objections can be raised
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the human speech organs has a significant modifying effect on
phonological units (both individual phonemes and entire utterances).
When repeated, even the shortest utterance or its smallest element will
sound different every time, even on the lips of the same speaker. This
lack of uniformity is easily shown instrumentally. With training, or
simply by focusing attention, it can also be heard by the naked ear.
Thus every act of speech, as a physical phenomenon, is a wholly
unique event, never repeating, and unrepeatable by human speech
organs.2 Following the ancient Greek dialecticians, we could say that
it is impossible to utter exactly the same word or sound twice.
§ 38. If people were to react equally to all physical sound distinctions and features perceptible to the ear and recordable by instruments, language would be unable to function as a system of arbitrary
signs, since it would not have constant units of expression enabling
one to represent content and convey it to other members of a speech
community. Language exists only because people react to certain
physically distinct sounds and sound sequences as if they were fully
identical (see [Bloomfield 1935: 78 = Blumfild 1968: 76; Hockett
1955: 144–145]). For example, all Lithuanian speakers understand the
sentence Už ùpơs pasiródơ kalvà ‘Beyond the river there appeared a
hill’ in the same way, whether it is pronounced by a child, a woman
speaking in a high voice, or a man in a low voice, although their
speech differs in a number of salient features; and speakers not only
understand, but consider the utterances the same sentence. Any Lithuanian speaker would also react in the same way to the final word of
the sentence, kalvà ‘hill’, pronounced separately by various speakers.
For all speakers it will be the same word, although it will sound
here. First, the discrete nature of the image seen in spectrograms is in part created by the instruments themselves, since they all (even appropriately adapted
computers) analyze speech signals only within certain strict time intervals
(0.004, 0.02 sec, etc.). Secondly (and this is key), even in the clearest cases, the
segments seen in spectrograms correspond not to “pure” phonemes, but to
sounds containing information not just about themselves, but also about
“neighbors” articulated before, after, or simultaneously (cf. [Bondarko 1981:
45], also [Podlužnyj 1980: 8ff.]).
2
Cf. “Es gibt keine zwei Laute, die völlig identisch sind.” (‘There are no two
sounds which are fully identical.’) [Meinhold, Stock 1982: 23] (cf. [Muljaþiü
1973: 31]).
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different. But just a small change of a single consonant would suffice
to give a new utterance, Už ùpơs pasiródơ galvà ‘Beyond the river
there appeared a head’, which no speaker with normal hearing would
consider a repetition of the first sentence, however much we may try
to imitate its previous pronunciation accurately. Nor would one’s reaction change if, after recording the pronunciation of the first sentence
on tape, we were to carefully insert the word galvà, articulated by the
same person at the same pitch and rate of speech, in place of the word
kalvà (or even insert the syllable [kaá-] in place of [gaá-]).3 The resulting utterance will still be perceived and judged as a different sentence,
rather than a repetition of the first sentence (of course, if an actual
context does not conflict with this, cf. [Meinhold, Stock 1982: 19]).
Thus, it often seems as though speakers are deaf to quite salient
sound distinctions and features, but at the same time are sensitive to
slight changes in sound. And this reaction does not change gradually,
but in certain discrete leaps, utterly disproportionate to the size and
salience of a phonetic difference. If we could somehow manage to
articulate a sound equally similar to both [k] and [g], we would not
obtain a word which would be intermediate in content between the
words kalvà ‘hill’ and galvà ‘head’ or kãras ‘war’ and gãras ‘steam’,
that is, which would mean that which the semantics of both would
share. Each such pronunciation would be perceived either as the same
word, or as some other intelligible or unintelligible word; here, as in
classical bivalent logic, tertium non datur.
This unique human reaction to various sound differences in
speech is one of the most striking properties of any language. This
property should also be considered a basic precondition for phonological study (cf.: [Sapir 1949: 45–46 = Sepir 1993: 59–60; Martine
1960: 206–207; Harris 1963: 27]). In the infinite variety of speech
sounds, phonology seeks out just those discrete elements of sound
used to distinguish utterances and words which speakers react to as
differing in both expression and content.

3

We can now do this even more nicely and smoothly with a specially adapted
computer.
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2. PARADIGMATIC IDENTIFICATION
OF PHONEMES
§ 39. The first and basic task of the phonologist is to establish, or
identify, the inventory of phonemes of the language or dialect in
question: a list of the smallest linear units of sound which, in replacing
one another, change the content of the words or utterances.4
We distinguish paradigmatic and syntagmatic identification of
phonemes. The aim of paradigmatic identification is to establish
which speech sounds, taken individually, represent individual phonemes, and which are variants of the same phoneme. A syntagmatic
identification ascertains in which cases certain sounds or sound
sequences should be considered separate, independent phonemes and
in which cases sequences of phonemes.

a) SUBSTITUTION AND COMMUTATION
§ 40. The paradigmatic identification of phonemes begins with a
so-called substitution test (from Lat. substituo ‘I substitute’; see
[Harris 1963: 29ff.; Heike 1972: 29; Meinhold, Stock 1982: 67]; on
the acceptability of this method, see [Voronkova 1981: 87–89]).
The essence of this test is as follows. The sounds in question are
substituted for one another in the same phonetic context5 and it is
ascertained how language informants—people who know the language or dialect in question well—react to this change. If informants
perceive the word thus remade as a repetition of the same word, the
sounds in question are considered optional or free variants of the
same phoneme (or sequence of phonemes) [Trubetzkoy 1977: 42–44 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 53–55; Glison 1959: 229–230; Harris 1963: 29ff.].
4

Saussure had already discussed the connection between phonological differences and differences in content [Saussure 1967: 145, 163–164 = Sossjur 1977:
136, 151]. Bloomfield maintained the same, and on this issue differed greatly
from his followers [Bloomfield 1935: 78 et passim = Blumfild 1968: 75 et
passim]. Sapir was convinced of the psychological reality of phonological units,
and therefore believed that speakers could discover them by themselves, relying
only on their linguistic intuition [Sapir 1949: 54–56 = Sepir 1993: 66–67].
5
The identity of context and position, or absence thereof, may not be absolute. In the final analysis, this decision is made by speakers of the language in
question; theirs is the deciding view.
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For example, if in the above-mentioned Lithuanian word kalvà ‘hill’
we pronounce the first consonant [k] with a very retracted tongue, we
would get the sound sequence [লaávà], characterized by an unusually
low timbre of the first syllable. There is no question that [ল] is a
different sound from the “normal” [k], but Lithuanian informants will
judge the pronunciation as the same word kalvà (although perhaps
they will note the unusual pronunciation). From this we must conclude
that a retracted [ল] pronunciation and a [k] pronounced naturally are
optional variants of the same phoneme, i.e., from a phonological
standpoint, [ল] = [k]. Informants would react in quite the same way if,
for example, we were to replace the pronunciation [s] at the beginning
of the sãko ‘say-3PRS’ with a much longer consonant pronounced in
the same way: we would get the pronunciation [s.ã.k˚o.] or [s.ã.k˚o.],
which informants would also judge to be the same word. Therefore,
[s] = [s.] = [s.] are optional variants of the same phoneme.
§ 41. It may appear that optional variants are distinguished only
by quite subtle phonetic nuances. This view, however, is just an
acoustic illusion resulting from the fact that from an early age speakers are accustomed not to respond to features which distinguish phoneme variants, rather than phonemes. It is another matter in cases
where a speaker uses an optional variant which deviates significantly
from the norms of the language—a so-called phoneme surrogate (Ger.
Lautersatz [Trubetzkoy 1977: 23], Ru. ɡɜɭɤɨɜɨɣ ɫɭɪɪɨɝɚɬ [Trubeckoj
1960: 29]). Lithuanian speakers easily distinguish the use of a uvular
[ ]ݒby some from the apical [r] used by most Lithuanian speakers,
since the pronunciations [kݒã.pĮi] (krãpai) ‘dill’, [ݒã.štas] (rãštas)
‘writing’ violate Lithuanian rules of pronunciation. But in German, []ݒ
and [r] are essentially fully equivalent optional variants; the presentday norm of the language allows the words grün ‘green’, Kranich
‘crane’, Rabe ‘raven’, etc., to be pronounced [gryޝn], ['kraޝnܼç],
['raޝbԥ], and [gݒyޝn], ['kݒaޝnܼç], ['ݒaޝbԥ] (see, for example, [Siebs
1969: 84–86]). The sounds [r] and [ ]ݒare quite dissimilar, but for
speakers of the language they are the same phonological unit. The
situation is similar in French, only here the apical [r] is seen as a kind
of phonetic provincialism. The norm of an elegant Parisian pronunciation gives preference to the uvular []ݒ, i.e, to the pronunciation
[ܧݒmݒܭѺ 'ܧlã] Romain Rolland, [tݒavajԥ'ܧݒѺ] travaillerons ‘we will work’
[Šþerba 1955: 257].
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Quite striking optional variants also occur in Lithuanian dialects. Thus in
the South Aukštaitic border dialects (the so-called Dzǌkish dialects of the
Varơna region, etc.), [kࡏ ], [Ʒ], [tࡏ ] and [gࡏ ], [Ƨ], [dࡏ ] can freely replace one another
in any word [Saviþiǌtơ, Vitkauskas 1976; Dovydaitis 1978 and references].
Older speakers of the dialect do not react to this substitution; they may
pronounce the same word either kյ á .urĮs “kiáuras” ‘full of holes’, kյ ıլ ̖tĮs “kıլ ̖tas”
‘other’, kյ ıլ ̖krĮs “tıլ ̖kras” ‘true, certain’, gյ ıլ ̗ .vĮs “gývas” ‘alive’, gյ ıլ ̗ .gյ åu “gýdžiau”
‘treat (medically)-1SG.PST’, and tյ á .urĮs, tյ ıլ ̖tĮs, tյ ıլ ̖krĮs, dյ ıլ ̗ .vĮs, dյ ıլ ̗ .dյ åu. Thus, in
these dialects, [kࡏ ], [Ʒ], [tࡏ ] and [gࡏ ], [Ƨ], [dࡏ ] are optional variants of the same two
phonemes (which can be denoted /ƶ/ and /Ʀ/), rather than four or six separate
phonemes (cf. [Girdenis 1979b (= Girdenis 2000c: 130ff.) and references]).6
There is a similar situation in the northern part of the West Aukštaitic Šiauliai
dialect. There, in certain localities in the Žagarơ region, speakers indiscriminately use hissing and hushing sibilants and certain “lisped” retroflex sounds of
the type [ৠ Ī], together with the corresponding affricates: sa֡ .sas “šãšas” ‘scab’,
ša֡ .šaš, and ܆a֡ .܆a( ܆the latter pronunciation is perhaps the most common; see
[Girdenis, Pabrơža 1978 (= Girdenis 2000c: 117ff.)]. On similar phenomena in
other languages, see [Jakobson 1962b: 410; Malmberg 1971: 349–352]; on the
typology of the “lisped” articulation, see [Serebrennikov 1974: 285]). Other
Lithuanian speakers view this variability as an undisciplined use, a confusion, of
sounds, but in fact what we have here are optional variants of phonemes for
which a hissing or hushing sibilant is a non-essential feature: [ৠ] = [š] = [s], [Ī] =
[ž] = [z]. Only a substitution test allows us to establish precisely the place
occupied by these differently-articulated sounds in the dialectal system; since
informants do not distinguish the pronunciation [àৠ] “àš” ‘I’ from [às] and [àš],
[vࡏ ıࡆ ৠҒ ࡏ tࡏ ] “vıլ ̖sti” ‘breed’ from [vࡏ ıࡆ sҒ ࡏ tࡏ ] and [vࡏ ıࡆ šҒ ࡏ tࡏ ], [Īoࡻ .lࡏ eࡡࡻ .] “žolơ ˾ ” ‘grass’ from [zoࡻ .lࡏ eࡡࡻ .]
and [žoࡻ .lࡏ eࡡࡻ .], we have in these words only three phonemes, rather than six or
nine.7

6

In addition to the works noted in the article (for example, [ýơkman 1970:
25, 29, 105, 139ff.; Kalnyn’ 1961: 66; Kasatkin 1968: 6]); see also [Kolsrud
1974: 102 (on the merger of kj : tj and gj : dj in Norwegian dialects);
Kruszewski 1967: 89]. Especially noteworthy is Kruszewski’s work, first published in 1883; it appears that such changes as Ru. dial. ɤɢɫɬɶ ĺ ɬɢɫɬɶ
‘wrist’, ɝɢ̗ɪɹ ĺ ɞɢ̗ɪɹ ‘weight’ were known to linguists over a hundred years
ago! See also [Girdenis 1998a (= Girdenis 2001: 401f.)]. It should be added that
this multiplicity of variants may result in part from inaccurate observation; it is
quite likely that in all of the above-mentioned cases, the pronunciations are
simply palatalized [t d ], variously heard by the observers.
7
This was observed by Juozas Pabrơža, Bonifacas Stundžia, and myself in the
Žagarơ region during an interdisciplinary expedition with the Vilnius University
Ramuva ethnography club in 1975.
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§ 42. A substitution test performed with only a few words is not
sufficient for a conclusive determination; it only allows us to advance
a working hypothesis that certain sounds, which are pronounced differently and sound dissimilar, may be optional variants of the same
phoneme. Such a hypothesis must be checked with various examples.
There may occur in a language a few pairs of words whose expression
differs in some phoneme, but the referential content is completely the
same [Harris 1963: 39; Zinder 1979: 46]: Lith. kǌbrͿs = gǌbrͿs
‘ridge’, klérti = glérti 8 ‘become loose, rickety-INF’, Ru. ɤɚɥɨ̗ɲɚ
‘galosh’ = ɝɚɥɨ̗ɲɚ. On the basis of such examples, we might draw the
hasty conclusion that Lithuanian [k˚] = [g˚], and likewise that Lithuanian and Russian [k] = [g], i.e., that the sounds in question are
optional variants of the same phonemes. However, an analysis of more
numerous facts would show that such a conclusion is unjustified. If we
change the initial consonant of the Lithuanian words gùrti ‘crumbleINF’, glóstyti ‘stroke-INF’ to [k˚] and [k], we get the words of a different meaning kùrti ‘make (a fire); to create-INF’, klóstyti ‘spread, cover
(with)-INF’; if we perform this operation with the Russian word ɝɨɞ
[gܧt] ‘year’, we get the sound sequence [kܧt], meaning ‘cat’ (ɤɨɬ) or
‘code’ (ɤɨɞ), rather than ‘year’. Thus only those sounds which can
freely replace one another in all words can be considered optional
variants.
§ 43. If in replacing one sound of a word with another we get a
sound sequence which language informants perceive as a word of a
different meaning, the sounds in question are not optional variants, but
representatives of different phonemes [Trubetzkoy 1977: 44 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 55; Fant 1964: 21; Stepanov 1975b: 73ff.] (cf.
[Hockett 1955: 144–145; Harris 1963: 32–33]).9 For example, if we
replace the consonant [k] in the words kalvà ‘hill’, kãras ‘war’, kalơ̗ ti
‘be imprisoned-INF’ with [g], we get the words galvà ‘head’, gãras
8

Such words as glơbͿs : klơbͿs ‘embrace’ do not belong here, since they are
not syntopic language facts (klơbͿs is a Žemaitic dialectal word, and not Standard Lithuanian).
9
Attempts by some descriptivists to establish phonemes without any reference to content seem simply hopeless (see also [Pike 1947: 81 et passim], cf.
[Glison 1959: 49]). For a critical analysis of such attempts, see [FischerJørgensen 1956: 143–145; 1975: 81; Arutjunova, Klimov, Kubrjakova 1964:
217ff.].
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‘steam’, galơ̗ ti ‘be able-INF’, which have a completely different meaning. This shows that [k] and [g] in Lithuanian have a distinctive function and represent two independent phonemes. We get the same result
if we substitute labialized [k˚] and [g˚] in contexts such as [—ú܂tࡏ i ],
[—ùsࡏ tࡏ i ]; the words kùrti ‘make (a fire); create-INF’ and gùrti ‘crumble-INF’, kùsti ‘recover, grow stronger-INF’ and gùsti ‘get used to-INF’
have different meanings, and therefore, from a phonological standpoint, [k˚]  [g˚]. We can similarly show that [š]  [ž] (cf. šalià
‘alongside’ : žalià ‘green-NOM.SG.F’), [š˚]  [ž˚] (šuõlis ‘jump, leap’ :
žuõlis ‘railroad tie’), [s]  [š] (sãkơ ‘say-3PST’ : šãkơ ‘pitchfork’,
svarùs ‘weighty’ : švarùs ‘clean’), [s˚]  [š˚] (susùkti ‘twist-INF’ :
sušùkti ‘cry out-INF’), [t]  [d] (tãrơ ‘pronounce-3PST’ : dãrơ ‘do3PST’, tarnùs ‘servant-ACC.PL’ : darnùs ‘harmonious’, tvarùs ‘stable,
steady’ : dvarùs ‘estate-ACC.PL’), [t˚]  [d˚] (tù ‘you’ : dù ‘two’, tǌ˾ris
‘volume’ : dǌ˾ris ‘prick, stitch’), [tࡏ ]  [dࡏ ] (tıլ ̗ek ‘so much’ : dıլ ̗ek ‘plant2SG.IMP’, tıլ ̖lti ‘grow quiet-INF’ : dıլ ̖ lti ‘be effaced, smoothed out-INF’).
In all of these cases, in replacing one sound with another, we get
a word which differs from the previous word by only a single sound,
but has a completely different meaning. Such minimally distinguished
words of dissimilar lexical or grammatical meaning are called quasihomonyms (Lat. quasi ‘as if’; Ru. ɤɜɚɡɢɨɦɨɧɢɦɵ [Šþerba 1955: 56,
fn. 3; Zinder 1979: 69]) or minimal pairs ([Hockett 1955: 212–213;
Glison 1959: 49]; cf. [Stepanov 1975b: 73]). In addition to those
mentioned above, we can cite more such minimal pairs: pylà ‘dam’ :
bylà ‘(court) case’, plãkơ ‘flog-3PST’ : blãkơ ‘bedbug’, pókštas ‘prank’ :
bókštas ‘tower’ ([pࡏ ]  [bࡏ ], [p]  [b], [b˚]  [p˚]), kàs ‘who/what’ : tàs
‘that-NOM.SG.M’, kuriù ‘make (a fire); create-1SG.PRS’ : turiù ‘have1SG.PRS’, kͅpalas ‘loaf’ : tͅpalas ‘grease, ointment’, jók [jó.k‘ ]ލride
(on horseback)-2SG.IMP’ : jót [jó.t‘ ]ލride (on horseback)-SHORT-INF’
([k]  [t], [k˚]  [t˚], [kࡏ ]  [tࡏ ] [k[  ]ލt)]ލ, laikýti ‘keep-INF’ : raikýti
‘slice-INF’, lǌ̗ šis ‘lynx’ : rǌ̗ šis ‘sort’, lơ˾kti ‘fly-INF’ : rơ˾kti ‘cry, shoutINF’ ([á]  [r], [á˚]  [r˚], [lࡏ ]  [)]܂.
§ 44. Some schools of linguistics (for example, glossematics)
devote particular attention to minimal pairs,10 and use the special
term commutation for the substitution test on which they are based
[El’mslev 1960a: 55; 1960b: 331; Fischer-Jørgensen 1956: 141;
10

There have been attempts to base a model and concept of the phoneme on
minimal pairs alone (for example, [Uspenskij 1964]).
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Koefoed 1967: 73ff.] (cf.: [Meinhold, Stock 1982: 67ff.; Murat 1964:
142]). Sometimes there is simply mention of the minimal pairs
method [Perebyjnis 1970: 10]. Commutation (from the Latin commuto
‘I exchange’) is a substitution which changes both content and expression together; in the case of [sã.k˚o.] “sãko” = [s.ã.k˚o.] we have
simple substitution, while [kaávà] “kalvà”  [gaávà] “galvà” is a case
of commutation. Sounds which undergo mutual commutation can be
called commutable sounds (cf. [Pilch 1964: 5]).
Minimal pairs are without a doubt the simplest and most direct
way of demonstrating that certain sounds or phonetic features belong
to separate phonological units (cf. [Glison 1959: 251]). But in languages of more complex syllable and morpheme structure, it is not
always easy to find such pairs, especially if we wish to identify
extremely rare sound units, for example Lithuanian [z] or [zࡏ ]. In such
cases, we must content ourselves with negative results of a substitution test. If, in substituting one sound for another, we obtain a nonexistent word, incomprehensible to language informants, then the
sounds in question should not be considered optional variants, but representatives of separate phonemes [Trubetzkoy 1977: 44 = Trubeckoj
1960: 55] (see also § 59 of this book): sùkti ‘twist-INF’ : *zùkti ‘?’,
zýlơ ‘titmouse’ : *sýlơ ‘?’, gùþas ‘clever person’ : *gùdžas ‘?’.11 Of
course, before undertaking such a radical (and unfortunately not particularly reliable, see [Fischer-Jørgensen 1956: 147]) operation, we
must consider whether the sounds in question can be used in the same
positions at all. For example, we cannot replace the initial sound of
kàs ‘who/what’ with an aspirated [k ]ލor [t]ލ, found only before a
pause: if we do, we get not only the non-existent, but in fact impossible words *[kލàs], *[tލàs] (cf. Ru. ɤɨɬ ‘cat’ and *ɤhɨɬ
[Achmanova 1954: 14]), which more astute informants might well
regard as imitations of a foreign accent.12
11

These examples have not been chosen at random; reliable minimal pairs
with, for example, [s] and [z] or [sࡏ ] and [zࡏ ] are very few: sykiù ‘together’ : zykiù
‘whimper-1SG.PRS’, sirg˾ ti ‘be ill-INF’ : zirg˾ ti ‘snivel-INF’, svem˾ bti ‘ache-INF’ :
zvem˾ bti ‘buzz, drone-INF’, saǊkti ‘sing (with prolonged voice)-INF’ : zaǊkti ‘sobINF’, but there are hardly any speakers of the standard language who would
actively use all members of these pairs. Most of these forms cannot even be considered syntopic linguistic facts.
12
This renders impossible the “experimental” (it would be more accurate to
say mechanical) commutation proposed by Hjelmslev, the essence of which is
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b) EXPERIMENTAL COMMUTATION13
§ 45. Minimal pairs are highly desirable, but not absolutely necessary. They are only necessary when we encounter very subtle phonological or phonetic phenomena which various investigators or
informants perceive differently. Such problems mostly arise with
disappearing or newly emerging phonological units which are not
characteristic for all speakers of a language community. In identifying
such unstable problematic phenomena, the reaction and opinions of a
single informant are not enough; a more elaborate phonological
experiment must be undertaken with a group of listeners.14
§ 46. A phonological listening experiment is usually performed
as follows. First, suspect pairs of words (or their word forms, cf. § 27)
are selected and used to create a number of simple sentences which
clearly illustrate the meaning of the words in question. The sentences
are shuffled in random order and written down on sheets of paper. The
order can be established in various ways (for example by flipping a
coin), but it is best to use random number tables (see, for example,
[Urbach 1975: 279], and also Appendix 1; a computer can also
generate random numbers). If we find an even number in the table (for
example 3740, 3146), we write the second member of the minimal
pair first on the questionnaire; if there is an odd number, we write the
first member of the pair. The next pair of sentences is written
according to the second number in the table, the third pair according
to the third number, etc. This ensures complete randomness in the
order of the sentences.
the “transplanting” of sound segments (snippets of a tape recording or computer
signal) into the position of other segments (see fn. 27, and also [FischerJørgensen 1956: 150; 1975: 130] and references).
13
This term is used here in a different sense than in Hjelmslev’s works (cf. fn.
12).
14
Here we briefly describe the methodology for listening experiments developed at Vilnius University’s Experimental Phonetics Laboratory (since September 1994 the Department of Experimental Linguistics [now part of the Department of Baltic Studies—TRANS.]). This methodology has been put into practice
many times (see, for example, [Eidukaitienơ 1977; Garšva 1977c; Bukantis
1979; 1983; Kosienơ 1979; 1982; Kosienơ, Girdenis 1979 (= Girdenis 2000c:
141ff.); Kaþiuškienơ 1983; Girdenis, Kaþjuškene 1987 (= Girdenis 2000c:
327ff.); Remenytơ 1992], etc.). At present, many preliminary and statistical
data-processing operations can be performed on personal computers.
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During the experiment, the announcer, a speaker15 of the language or dialect in question, having in front of him the prepared sentences and relying on their meaning, pronounces the words in question
clearly several times in the order in which they appear on the page.
The goal of the listeners is to determine which of the sentences the
words belong to. If nearly 100% of the words are identified correctly,
then there is no doubt that they are distinguished by at least a single
phonological unit. If the number of correct and incorrect responses
fluctuates around 50%, we may assume that the listeners do not hear
any distinctive properties and are only guessing (cf. [Harris 1963: 32–
33]).
It is especially convenient to experiment in this way with tape
recordings, since one can then make several copies of the same pronunciation and change the word order when the tape is edited, rather
than when the text is spoken. Moreover, proceeding in this way, the
same person can be both announcer and listener. This is especially
important when we have only a single reliable informant. In this way,
we ensure the greatest uniformity of experimental conditions, avoiding unwanted non-verbal contact between the announcer and listeners.
So if conditions permit, it is best to conduct the experiment using tape
recordings. But in evaluating the results of such experiments, we need
to keep in mind that even the best recording of a stationary tape
recorder somewhat distorts the sound signal, and therefore cannot be
equated with natural speech. Distortions from a portable tape recorder
can be quite significant.
§ 47. The results of listening experiments are almost never completely unambiguous, even when analyzing quite obvious sound phenomena.16 Therefore, in order to avoid subjectivity, the results need to
15

It is best to take male speakers as announcers (if, of course, there is a
choice), since the ear perceives and distinguishes sounds pronounced with a high
voice less well. Male voices are especially desirable when the same data is
intended for spectral analysis: high female voices are poorly suited for such
studies, since they have few harmonics (see [Lindblom 1962: 192; Ladefoged
1967: 81–82; Iivonen 1970: 9, 30]).
16
Nevertheless, Harris speaks of 100% and 50% thresholds, never considering how to evaluate an intermediate result [Harris 1963: 32–33]. Most researchers establish significance thresholds (almost always unrealistically high) by eyeballing, as they say (cf. [Magner, Matejka 1971: 95ff.]).
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be evaluated statistically; we need to establish whether the number of
correct responses differs significantly from what we would obtain if
the listeners were simply guessing, that is, 50%. Usually for this purpose we use the so-called u-criterion, calculated according to the formula [Urbach 1975: 156]
u = |ĳ í ĳ0| · ¥n̄
The symbol n here denotes the total number of replies, ĳ defines
the function ĳ = 2 arcsin ¥p̄, calculated or found in special tables
according to the percentage of correct responses (see [Urbach 1975:
285–287]; see in somewhat abbreviated form Appendix 2 [Girdenis
1981a: 210–211]). ĳ0 is the same function corresponding to a
threshold of 50% (i.e., random guesswork).
The resulting value of the u-criterion is compared with the critical values17 u0.05 = 1.96, u0.01 = 2.58, u0.001 = 3.29. If it is greater than
u0.01, we can confidently state that the words in question differ in a
phonologically significant feature, since the probability of the absence
of a distinction is in this case less than 0.01 (one in 100). We can
reach an even firmer conclusion if the u obtained > u0,001. In this case,
the probability of the absence of a distinction would reach 0.001 (that
is, one in 1000). If, in repeating the experiment, we keep obtaining
u < u0.05, we would have to adopt the so-called null hypothesis (H0),
indicating the identity of the samples in question, that is, the absence
of a phonological distinction. If we get u0.05 < u < u0.01, the experiment
is continued until the results are clearer (i.e., u > u0.01 or u < u0.05).
In order to obtain evidence which does not raise any doubt, it is
sometimes expedient to choose a 67%, rather than 50%, critical
threshold (that is, to find ĳ0 using 67%; cf.: [Jensen 1961: 159–161;18
17

When working with a computer, it is not difficult to calculate a far more
certain probability for a distinction, and therefore these critical values may not
be needed.
18
Jensen discusses three thresholds for distinguishing sounds: 100–85% correct responses: a clear opposition; 65–60%: no opposition; 85–65%: a weak
(“semi-phonological”) opposition [Jensen 1961: 155–166] (see also [Makaev
1964: 131]). Experience shows that even these requirements (seemingly milder
than those mentioned in fn. 16) are too stringent; in many cases they can be satisfied only by ideal listeners, who have excellent hearing and attention spans,
and are working under superb acoustic conditions. Moreover, this overlooks
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Piotrovskij 1966: 37 and fn. 45]), hence to take the view that only an
experiment which gives more than two-thirds correct responses has
probative value. In general, such a stringent requirement has, we
might say, only psychological value. It should be considered only
when conditions do not allow for experimenting with a larger number
of listeners or when performing a so-called experimentum crucis: a
pivotal study which would finally resolve a long-standing contentious
issue.
§ 48. An evaluation of the results of listener experiments is facilitated by
computer-generated tables based on the above-mentioned formula (see Appendix 3). Choosing the 50% or 67% critical threshold, we find the column
corresponding to the total number of responses n and we compare the number of
correct responses n1 with the critical values shown in this column. If we get
n1  Z0.01, the experiment is statistically significant; if n1 < Z0.05, the result is
statistically insignificant (u will undoubtedly be smaller than u0.05). If Z0.05 < n1 <
Z0.01, we continue the experiment. As we have seen, we do not need to calculate
either the percent or the u-criterion here, and therefore it is quite convenient to
use tables when investigating various dialectal phonological phenomena in the
field (cf. [Bukantis 1983]). For example, if we get 129 correct responses (n1) out
of 220, we learn from the table column corresponding to n = 220 that this
number is greater than Z0.05 = 125, but somewhat smaller than Z0.01 = 130. This
shows right away that the experiment needs to be continued, i.e., that more
responses need to be collected. If, in experimenting further, we collect, for
example, 205 correct responses out of 350, we can terminate the experiment,
since 205 > Z0.01 = 200, and this shows a statistically significant difference.19

stylistic and sociolinguistic variation in linguistic expression, and also the
simple fact that phonological distinctions are embodied in acoustic features of
differing salience: the distinction between, say, [š] and [n] is one thing; that
between [w] and [v] or [eࡡ ] and [ҽ] is quite another.
19
It should be noted that negative listening experiments do not always show
the absence of a sound distinction (phonetic or perhaps even phonological). As
the subtle work of William Labov has shown [Labov, Yaeger, Steiner 1972:
229; Labov 1978; Labovas 1994: 105ff.] (for discussion, see [Linell 1979: 41–
42, 222 and references]), language informants may not always perceive phonetic
distinctions, although they consistently realize them in their own speech. A more
reliable phonological interpretation of this phenomenon has thus far not been
suggested, if, of course, we overlook the “genetic” hypothesis, which claims that
such distinctions can be passed on from generation to generation in childhood,
when phonetic hearing is particularly sensitive (cf. [Linell 1979: 42]).
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c) DISTRIBUTION
§ 49. Every phonological unit, established either by a simple or
experimental test, is associated with a certain sound context, called its
position. For example, we find labialized [k˚], [g˚], [š˚], [ž˚], [t˚], [d˚]
only before vowels of the type [u.], [u] and [o.]; non-labialized [k],
[g], [š], [ž], [t], [d] only before [a.] and [a]; palatalized (soft) [dࡏ ], [tࡏ ]
only before the vowels [i.], [i], [e.], [e], [eࡡ .], and other soft consonants;
and aspirated [k ]ލand [t ]ލcan only be heard word-finally (especially
before a pause).20
All the positions which can be occupied by a sound or phonological unit form its distribution (Lat. distribuo ‘I distribute’) [Harris
1963: 15–16; Pilch 1964: 28; Chơmp 1964: 66 and references;
Stepanov 1966: 42–43; Heike 1972: 41; Steponaviþius 1976;
Meinhold, Stock 1982: 36]. The distribution of labialized [k˚], [g˚]
consists of the positions [—u.], [—u], [—o.] (the dash in these
formulas indicates the place of the unit in question);21 the distribution
of soft [tࡏ ], [dࡏ ] consists of the positions [—i.], [—i], [—e.], [—e],
[—eࡡ .] (abbreviated [—Vi]) and [—Cࡏ ]; the distribution of aspirated
[k]ލ, [t ]ލis [—#], and that of velar [ƾ] is [—k], [—g] (abbreviated [—
k
g ]). We can represent a distribution even more concisely by using a
slash mark as a “logogram” meaning “occupies the position,” “in the
position,” “has the distribution.”22 We read the notations [g˚] / [—u.],
[ƾ] / [— kg ] as “a labialized [g˚] is found before [u.],” “a velar [ƾ] is
found before [k] and [g].”
This abbreviation is especially convenient in describing various
synchronic or diachronic processes, for example s ĺ šյ / [—þյ ] = s
20

Martinet’s term virtual (or potential) pause would be somewhat more accurate [Martine 1963: 411–413], since the places where pauses occur rarely lack
an acoustic signal.
21
The notation [—u.] is read “before the vowel [u.]”; [u—u.] “between short
[u] and long [u.].” The following symbols are conventional in these formulas:
V: vowel, V i: front vowel, V u: back vowel, C: consonant in general or hard consonant, Cյ (Cƍ): soft consonant, R: resonant (sonorant; [l, m, n, r]-type sounds),
S: fricative ([s, š]-type sounds), T: plosive consonant. The symbol # marks the
beginning or end of a word (a pause): [#—#] means “between pauses,” [#—]
“after a pause,” [—#] “before a pause” (cf. [Harris 1963: 61–75 et passim]).
22
This notation of distribution has been universally adopted by the adherents
of generative phonology (for example, [Chomsky, Halle 1968: 14ff.; Harms
1968: 43ff.; Schane, Bendixen 1978: 60ff.]).
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becomes šյ (a palatalized hushing fricative) before þյ (a palatalized
hushing affricate).
§ 50. The distribution of two or several phonological (and in
general linguistic) units can be of three types: contrastive (or oppositional), complementary, and cross distribution.23
§ 51. Contrastive or oppositional distribution (most often simply
contrast or opposition, from Fr. contraste ‘contrast’, Lat. oppono ‘I
place in front of, opposite’) exists between units which are used in the
same position.24 Examples of this distribution would be all the abovementioned minimal pairs, since the initial sounds distinguishing the
members of these pairs are in the same position: kalvà ‘hill’ : galvà
‘head’, kùrti ‘make (a fire); to create-INF’ : gùrti ‘crumble-INF’, šalià
‘alongside’ : žalià ‘green-NOM.SG.F’. To show the identity of position
more clearly, we can write these words [kg aávà], [kg˚˚ùsࡏ tࡏ i ], [šž alࡏ æҒ ] (see, for
example, [Harris 1963: 74]). Optional variants are similarly used, but
at this stage of investigation they can be eliminated (or simply disregarded), since they do not have a distinctive function. Hence it is reasonable to speak of a contrastive distribution, or opposition,25 only of
phonological units, that is, sound elements capable of distinguishing
referential meaning.
23

More types of distribution are sometimes distinguished (cf. [Stepanov
1975a: 203–204; Steponaviþius 1976: 66]), but for actual phonological analysis
they are not important.
24
In American linguistics, the term contrast, contrastive distribution has generally become established [Hockett 1955: 155, 212ff.; Harris 1963: 65 et passim;
Chơmp 1964: 95–96]; Europeans usually use opposition (Ger. Gegensatz
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 30 et passim] or Opposition [Meinhold, Stock 1982: 29 et
passim]; Ru. ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɹ, ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɥɨɠɟɧɢɟ [Trubeckoj 1960: 38 et passim],
the term ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɢɟ is also frequent; cf. also Fr. opposition [Vachek
1964: 142]; It. opposizione [Muljaþiü 1973: 177 et passim]; Sp. oposición
[Alarcos Llorach 1975: 39 et passim]). Martinet adopts both terms: contrast for
syntagmatic relations (especially of stressed/unstressed syllables), and opposition for paradigmatic relations (on these concepts, see also § 87ff.) [Martine
1960: 41]. For Lithuanian, kontrastas ‘contrast’ is more convenient than
opozicija ‘opposition’, since alongside of it the verb kontrastuoti ‘contrast-INF’
is possible (for example, “Garsai [a] ir [e] kontrastuoja tik žodžio pradžioje.”
‘The sounds [a] and [e] contrast only word-initially’; cf. [Girdenis 1976]).
25
In the linguistic literature this term is understood in precisely this way (cf.
[Stepanov 1975a: 204]).
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§ 52. Complementary distribution (Ru. ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɹ) is a relation between those linguistic units which are used
only in different positions (in terms of logic, a relation of exclusion)
[Pike 1947: 93; Hockett 1955: 155; Harris 1963: 61ff.; Glison 1959:
231–232; Pilch 1964: 10; Stepanov 1966: 105; Koefoed 1967: 76;
Heike 1972: 41; Lyons 1968: 112–113 = Lajonz 1978: 126–127;
Meinhold, Stock 1982: 129–130].26 A relation of complementary
distribution exists, for example, between the sounds [t], [t˚], [tࡏ ] and
ࡏ
ࡅ
[t]ލ, since they are found only in the positions [— Ɨa], [— ǀǌ], [— VC ] and
.
.
.
[—#], respectively: [tã ܂eࡡ ] “tãrơ” ‘pronounce-3PST’, [t˚Ǌ ܂i s] “tǌ˾ris”
‘volume-NOM.SG’, [tࡏ ıࡆ lғ ࡏ tࡏ i ] “tıլ ̖lti” ‘grow quiet-INF’, [jó.t“ ]ލjót” ‘ride [on
horseback]-SHORT-INF’); between [n], found before [a.] and [d], and
[ƾ], found only before [k] and [g]: [nã.mas] “nãmas” ‘house-NOM.SG’,
[bandà] “bandà” ‘herd, flock-NOM.SG’ and [bá.ƾkas] “bánkas” ‘bankNOM.SG’, [baƾgà] “bangà” ‘wave-NOM.SG’; between open [æ.] and
close [e.], whose positions are [—C] and [—Cࡏ ], respectively: [nࡏ æѺ .ša]
“nͅša” ‘carry-3PRS’ : [nࡏ Ӂ.šࡏ eࡡ .] “nͅšơ” ‘carry-3PST’, [gࡏ æѺ .ras] “gͅras”
‘good-NOM.SG.M’ : [gࡏ Ӂ.܂æ] “gͅria” ‘drink-3PRS’. A good example of
complementary distribution in Russian and some Lithuanian dialects
is “hard” [ɵ] and “soft” [i]. The first is found only after hard consonants, and the second only after soft consonants or after a pause: Ru.
ɫɵɝɪɚ̗ɥ [sɵgráá] ‘(he) played’ : ɢɝɪɚ̗ɬɶ [igrátƍ] ‘play-INF’, ɛɵɬɶ
[bɵtƍ] ‘be-INF’ : ɛɢɬɶ [bƍitƍ] ‘hit-INF’, SAukšt. Lith. dzյ ıլ ̖dյ Ωeáɵ. “dıլ ̖delĊ”
‘big-ACC.SG.F’ : dzյ ıլ ̖dյ Ωelյ i. “dıլ ̖delƳ” ‘big-ACC.SG.M’.
Sounds which occur in complementary distribution cannot
replace one another in the same context, and therefore the properties
which distinguish them do not have a distinctive function. For
example, if we contrive to pronounce a velar [ƾ] in place of [n] at the
beginning of the word namõ ‘homeward’, we would get the impossible Lithuanian sound sequence *[ƾam˚õ.], which of course cannot
convey or distinguish any meaning (cf. § 44).27 In other cases, the
26

Zawadowski has persuasively criticized the term complementary distribution; he suggests exclusion as a more accurate substitute [Zawadowski 1966:
217]. But a term’s stability (as for language in general) is unquestionably more
important than its formal accuracy.
27
Exploratory experiments have shown that *[ƾã.ras], *[ƾašùs] (with [ƾ]
inserted with a specially adapted computer into [—ã.ras], [—ašùs], clipped from
the words nãras ‘diver’, našùs ‘productive; fruitful’) are perceived as strange55
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result may not be as drastic, but we would nevertheless not hear
normal Lithuanian words, at least not words which would differ in
meaning from the previous words: *[g˚aávà] ‘head’ (with the [g˚] of
gùsti ‘get used to-INF’), *[s˚ã.kࡏ eࡡ .] ‘say-3PST’ (with the [s˚] of sǌ̗ ris
‘cheese’), *[kލã.ras] ‘war’ (with the [k ]ލof [jó.k‘ ]ލride [on
horseback]-2SG.IMP’) would just sound like “exotic” versions of the
words galvà, sãkơ, kãras.
§ 53. Not all phonologists distinguish cross distribution, since it
is a sort of combination of contrastive and complementary distribution. The term denotes a relationship among linguistic units used in
some cases in the same position, and in other cases only in different
positions [Steponaviþius 1976: 66 and references]. For example, at the
beginning of a Lithuanian word after a pause, many speakers use both
[a] and [e]: avıլ ̖s ‘sheep’ : ežͿs ‘hedgehog’, asiliùkas ‘donkey (dim.)’ :
eglyniùkas ‘fir grove (dim.)’, but in other cases they are in complementary distribution: after hard consonants only [a] can occur, and
after soft consonants only [e] (see § 59, table 5). The same distribution
is found for Lithuanian hard and soft consonants (see § 137 table 14);
both can occur before back vowels, but elsewhere they exhibit complementary distribution: before hard consonants and a pause only hard
consonants occur, and before front vowels and soft consonants, only
soft. In establishing phonemes, we focus attention on those positions
in which the distribution of the units in question is contrastive. Therefore, cross distribution is almost always considered a particular case
(and moreover, the most frequent case) of the first (contrastive) type
of distribution.

d) PHONEMES AND ALLOPHONES
§ 54. Having examined the distribution of sound units (or, put
more simply, sounds), we can proceed to the identification of phonemes.
In surveying at a glance all the “diagnostic” positions which
certain sounds occupy, we are aided by distributional charts; see [Pike
1947: 81; Harris 1963: 63 (fn. 12), 69, 74; Schane, Bendixen 1978:
24–25]). The rows in the chart show symbols for the sounds in quessounding gãras ‘steam’, gašùs ‘well-dressed’ and are never considered varieties
of the words nãras, našùs. This once again confirms the baselessness of the
above-mentioned method of “mechanical” commutation (fn. 12).
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tion, while the columns show the positions occupied. A plus sign (or
some other symbol) at the intersection of a row and column indicates
that the sound is used in the corresponding position; the absence of a
symbol means that the sound is not used in that position. For example,
the distribution of the Lithuanian consonants [á], [n] and [ƾ] can be
represented as follows (table 1).
Table 1. Distribution of the consonants [á], [n] and [ƾ] in Lithuanian28
Positions
Sounds
[—Ɨࡅ]
[— td]
[— kg]
[—#]
1
2
3
4
[á]
+
+
+
+
[n]
+
+
+
[ƾ]
+

The following word pairs illustrate this distribution: lašùs ‘drop: našùs ‘productive; fruitful-NOM.SG.M’ [—a], lãmą ‘llama: nãmą ‘house-ACC.SG’ [—a.], piltà ‘poured-NOM.SG.F’ :
pintà ‘braided-NOM.SG.F’ [—t], pıլ ̖ ldavo ‘pour-3PST.FREQ’ : pıլ ̖ndavo
‘braid-3PST.FREQ’ [—d], talkà ‘collective assistance’ : ra[ƾ]kà ‘hand’
[—k], algà ‘wages’ : a[ƾ]gà ‘opening, hole’ [—g], gál ‘perhaps’ :
mán ‘to me’, tõl ‘until’ : tõn ‘that-ILL.SG.F’ [—#].
In comparing the table and the examples, we see that two pluses
in a single column indicates a contrastive distribution, in other words,
a phonological opposition or contrast. Thus [á] and [n] form a phonological opposition, contrasting with one another in positions 1, 2, and 4;
[á] and [ƾ] contrast in position 3 (that is, before [k] and [g]). Sounds
capable of contrasting in a single position perform a distinctive function, and must be considered distinct phonemes, or (more pedantically) manifestations (Lat. manifesto ‘I show, I reveal’) [El’mslev
1960b: 361; Koefoed 1967: 66] or realizations [Trubetzkoy 1977: 36 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 45] of distinct phonemes.29 Thus, there is no doubt
that Lithuanian [á] and [n], as well as [á] and [ƾ] are realizations of
ACC.PL’
ACC.SG’

28

For the sake of clarity, here and elsewhere the representation of the distribution of sounds is highly simplified. In examining these examples, one needs to
imagine that the sounds in question can only occupy those positions indicated in
the table, although the real situation is often far more complicated.
29
The term Ƴ(si)kǌnijimas ‘embodiment’ (Ru. ɜɨɩɥɨɳɟɧɢɟ, cf. [Šaumjan
1962: passim]) is also used.
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separate phonemes. Leaving position 3 aside for now, we can say that
in positions 1, 2, and 4, we have the independent phonemes /l/ and /n/
(here and elsewhere, slanted lines represent phonological transcriptions).30
The relationship between [n] and [ƾ] is different. We find no
single column in the table which would have pluses in the both the [n]
and [ƾ] rows; where [n] is used (positions 1, 2, 4) [ƾ] does not occur,
and where [ƾ] is used (position 3) we do not find [n]. Only taken
together do [n] and [ƾ] fill all the positions in which we find [á]. Thus
[n] and [ƾ] complement one another, as it were; they are in complementary distribution.
§ 55. It is only such sounds whose distribution is complementary
which cannot distinguish words. If, for example, two words differ in
that one has an [n] after the sound sequence [ba] and the other an [ƾ],
then they must necessarily differ in those sounds which condition the
non-identity of [n] and [ƾ]. After [n] we will not find either [k] or [g],
and no other sound except [k] or [g] will follow [ƾ]. Thus, sounds in
complementary distribution do not perform a distinctive function;
their lack of sameness is conditioned by other sounds or sound features, rather than by different word meaning. Such sounds can therefore be considered variants of the same phoneme, as long as they have
features in common, that is, if their acoustic and articulatory properties are similar (cf. Trubetzkoy’s third rule [Trubetzkoy 1977: 44–45 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 56–57]; see also [Pike 1947: 69–70; Glison 1959:
229; Harris 1963: 64–65; Hockett 1968: 129; Koefoed 1967: 19, 77;
Meinhold, Stock 1982: 51, 71ff.]).31 Lithuanian [n] and [ƾ] fully
30

In works of the Moscow Phonological School, another type of bracket is
generally adopted: “ < > ” (see, for example, [Reformatskij 1961: 114]). In the
present work, these are reserved for optional realizations (see fn. 68) and for
“foreign” (marginal) phonemes, such as <f>, <h>, <( >ܧfor example in the word
chòras ‘chorus’).
31
In establishing phonetic similarity, we can use charts of phonetic “natural
classes” (for example, [Pike 1947: 70; Glison 1959: 294; Shane, Bendixen 1978:
24–25]). Additionally, in uniting sounds into a single phoneme, we must observe
phonetic realism; we must ensure that specific distinctions flow naturally and
simply from the phonetic context [Hockett 1955: 156].
It should be emphasized that in this case there are no differences, aside from
terminology, between the Praguians and the descriptivists (cf. [FischerJørgensen 1975: 85]).
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satisfy this condition: both of these sounds are nasal sonorants, both are
articulated with the tongue (cf. the labial [m]), both are pronounced
with vibration of the vocal cords. Therefore [n] and [ƾ] are variants of
the single phoneme /n/.
Variants of this type are not optional. We cannot freely choose
what to pronounce in the words nãmas ‘house’ or angà ‘opening’; the
norms of Lithuanian do not permit us to say either *[ƾã.mas] (with a
velar [ƾ]) or *[angà] (with an apical [n]). Similar sounds of this sort,
belonging to a single phoneme and showing complementary distribution, are called combinatory variants of a phoneme (Ger. kombinatorische Variante [Trubetzkoy 1977: 44], Ru. ɤɨɦɛɢɧɚɬɨɪɧɵɟ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɵ [Trubeckoj 1960: 56]) or allophones (Gk. ܿȜȜȠȢ ‘other’, ĳȦȞޤ
‘sound’) [Chơmp 1964: 35–36 and references]. Often used in the same
meaning is the term positional or contextual variant.32
Some linguists (especially representatives of the Petersburg
(Leningrad) School or “pure” phoneticians) are inclined to use the
term positional variant only for those allophones which are conditioned not by adjacent phonemes, but by prosodic elements such as
stress, pitch accent, and intonation. Combinatory variants are only
those which occur alongside other linear elements (for example,
[Zinder 1979: 47; Bondarko 1981: 68–74; Pakerys 1986: 41–43]). In
general, combinatory variant, positional variant, and allophone are
synonymous terms (cf. [Muljaþiü 1973: 165]),33 and do not need to be
distinguished artificially, especially since this needlessly narrows the
32

Cf. also Lith. atspalvis ‘nuance’ (Ru. ɨɬɬɟɧɨɤ [Šþerba 1955: 19]), variacija ‘variation’ [Reformatskij 1970: 98], varietetas ‘variety’ (Dan. varietet is
translated into Russian rather strangely as ɜɚɪɢɚɬ [El’mslev 1960b: 338ff.];
varieties are opposed to variations—optional variants). Over the past decades,
this motley terminology has generally been superseded by allophone (see, for
example, [Vachek 1966: 51; Steblin-Kamenskij 1966: 69ff.; Stepanov 1966:
19ff.; 1975b: 77ff.; Zinder 1979: 35ff.; Bondarko 1981: 68ff.]). This tide was
not resisted even by the conservative Petersburg (Leningrad) School: its eminent
representative Zinder speaks only of nuances in the first edition of his General
Phonetics (1960); in the second edition (1979), the term allophone is already
fully established (cf. [Zinder 1979: 45–49 et passim]).
33
Hammarström considers the term positional variant more convenient, since
combinatory variant implies coarticulation (shared articulatory features of
neighboring sounds), which is not always necessary for such variants
[Hammarström 1966: 19].
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concept of position and seemingly overlooks the important fact that
combinations of phonological units can be simultaneous as well as
linear (see § 93). The most convenient term is undoubtedly allophone,
but the other two, quite typical of the classical Prague School and
often found in the literature, should not be forgotten.
§ 56. Having examined terminology, we may return to our
examples and draw a final conclusion: Lithuanian [n] and [ƾ] are allophones, or combinatory variants, of a single phoneme /n/. Thus the
three sounds in question, [á], [n], and [ƾ], can be reduced to two phonemes: /l/ and /n/. The phoneme /l/ is realized in all the above positions as an [á]-type sound, while the phoneme /n/ is represented by two
different allophones:
[n] / [—

Ɨࡅ
t
d
#

]

[ƾ] / [—

k
g

]

/n/

We can see from table 1 that the allophone [n] occupies more
positions and has a broader and freer distribution than [ƾ]. An allophone with a freer distribution is called the basic variant of the phoneme [Šþerba 1955: 19; 1974: 200; Hammarström 1966: 21; Stepanov
1975b: 77–78; Zinder 1979: 49; Meinhold, Stock 1982: 35], or the
norm of the phoneme [Pike 1947: 62], or the phoneme standard (for
example, [Vinogradov 1976: 298–299]). There are linguists (for
example, [Polivanov 1968: 138; Klimov 1967: 44]) who regard the
basic allophone with suspicion and doubt the advisability of
distinguishing it; some linguists hold that not all phonemes have such
a variant (for example, [Sokolova 1948]).34
Most often in Lithuanian the role of basic variant, or norm, falls
to the consonantal allophone used in word-initial position before [a]
34

Formerly, the basic allophone (variant, nuance) was sometimes unjustifiably identified with the phoneme (for example, [Šþerba 1974: 119]; cf. [Zinder,
Maslov 1982: 43]). This identification is already present in embryonic form in
the works of Baudouin de Courtenay (for example, [Boduơn de Kurtenơ 1963:
vol. 1, 278]). This allophone is also confused with the so-called metaphoneme
(cf. [Zinder 1979: 49–50] and § 64, fn. 45, of the present work).
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(that is, positions of the type [—a]).35 Basic variants of vowels are
found in absolute word-initial position before [Ca]-type syllables, and
especially in positions of isolation (of the type [#—#]).
If there are no technical obstacles, a phoneme is transcribed with
the phonetic symbol for its basic allophone; thus we write /n/, and
not /ƾ/.
§ 57. Once the basic variants of phonemes have been established, a description of their realization becomes much easier. For
example, we can now substitute this simple formula for the abovementioned rule describing the allophones of the phoneme /n/:
/n/ ĺ [ƾ] / [— kg ]
We can omit the part of the rule showing the distribution of the
apical allophone [n], since only the velar [ƾ] is a deviation from the
“norm,” the basic variant of the phoneme /n/.
§ 58. The relationship between phonemes and allophones can be
represented in the same distributional charts; we just need to add a
column showing the phonological interpretation of the sounds in
question (see table 2).
Table 2. Distribution of allophones of the phonemes /l/, /n/ in Lithuanian
Positions
Allophones
[—Ɨࡅ]
[— td]
[— kg]
[—#]
Phonemes
1
2
3
4
[á]
+
+
+
+
/l/
[n]
+
+
+
/n/
[ƾ]
+

Using the table, we can always correctly read such words as
/bangà/ “bangà” ‘wave’, /atã.tranka/ “atãtranka” ‘recoil’, /bandà/
“bandà” ‘herd; flock’, /nã.mas/ “nãmas” ‘house’, etc., written in phonemic transcription, since the precise allophone of the phoneme /n/ is
shown by its position. In the first two words, we have position 3 [— kg ]
and therefore the allophone [ƾ]; in the fourth word, /n/ is used in
position 1 [—Ɨࡅ], where only the allophone [n] is possible. The same
35

This can be explained by the relatively “neutral” articulation of this sound
and the very high frequency of [a] in connected texts (this is the most frequent
sound in both standard Lithuanian and in the dialects, see [Sveceviþjus 1966;
Girdenis 1981b (= Girdenis 2000c: 205ff.); 1981c (= Girdenis 2000c: 225ff.);
Jasiǌnaitơ 1993: 146f.; Karosienơ, Girdenis 1993 (= Girdenis 2001: 64ff.)]).
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allophone is pronounced in the third word as well, where /n/ is in
position 2 [— td ]. Thus, a phonological interpretation and phonological
transcription eliminates (disregards, ignores) those differences and
features of sounds which depend on position, and can therefore be
restored, as needed, according to general rules. A transcription of this
sort provides the same essential information as a detailed phonetic
transcription, using far fewer symbols.

e) CONCRETE EXAMPLES
§ 59. Let us examine a few more examples.
1. Recall the sounds [t]  [d], [t˚]  [d˚], [tࡏ ]  [dࡏ ], [৬ࡏ]  [ঌࡏ] examined in § 43. Restricting ourselves to the above-mentioned examples
([tã.܂eࡡ .] “tãrơ” ‘pronounce-3PST’ : [dã.܂eࡡ .] “dãrơ” ‘do, make-3PST’,
[tvar˚ùs] “tvarùs” stable, steady-NOM.SG.M’ : [dvar˚ùs] “dvarùs”
‘estate-ACC.PL’, [t˚ù] “tù” ‘you’ : [d˚ù] “dù” ‘two’, [t˚Ǌ.܂i s] “tǌ˾ris”
‘volume-NOM.SG’ : [d˚Ǌ.܂i s] “dǌ˾ris” ‘prick, stitch-NOM.SG’, [tࡏ ıࡆ eғ k]ލ
“tıլ ̗ ek” ‘so much’ : [dࡏ ıࡆ eғ k“ ]ލdıլ ̗ek” ‘plant-2SG.IMP’, [৬ࡏ܂ıࡆ .Ѻ s] “trͿs” ‘three’ :
[ঌࡏ܂ıࡆ .Ѻ s] “drƳ˾s” ‘dare-3FUT’), we can construct the following distributional chart (table 3).
Table 3. The phonemes /t/, /d/ and their most salient allophones in Lithuanian36
Positions
Allophones
[—Ɨࡅ]
[—v]
[—ǌࡅ]
[—Cࡏ ]
[—]܂
Phonemes
1
2
3
4
5
[t]
+
+
[t˚]
+
/t/
[tࡏ ]
+
[৬ࡏ]
+
[d]
+
+
[d˚]
+
/d/
[dࡏ ]
+
[ঌࡏ]
+
36

Not shown in the table are such allophones as the lateral plosives [tL], [dL]
(in the position [—á], for example: atlakıլ ̖nti ‘come running-INF’, gõdlapiai
‘bugloss leaves’), the nasal (or faucal) plosives [tN], [dN] (/[—n]: Putnà
[surname], liǌ˾dnas ‘sad’), alveolar plosives [৬], [ঌ] (/[—r]: tratơ̗ ti ‘crack,
crackle-INF’, drãpanos ‘clothes’), and the aspirated plosives [t( ]ލ/[—#]: jót
[jó.t ;]ލsee also § 164).
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Each column contains two plus signs. This shows at the outset
that the eight sounds in question need to be combined into two phonemes. The following sounds are in complementary distribution: a) [t]
(positions 1 and 2), [t˚] (position 3), [tࡏ ] (position 4), [৬ࡏ] (position 5);
b) [d], [d˚], [dࡏ ], [ঌࡏ]; c) [t], [d˚], [dࡏ ], [৬ࡏ]; d) [d], [t˚], [tࡏ ], [ঌࡏ]; e) [t], [d˚],
[tࡏ ], [৬ࡏ]; f) [t], [t˚], [dࡏ ], [৬ࡏ]; g) [d], [d˚], [tࡏ ], [৬ࡏ]; … . Of these possible
combinations, the criterion of phonetic similarity allows us to select
only the two first variants (a and b): [t], [t˚], [tࡏ ] and [৬ࡏ] are allophones
of the phoneme /t/, and [d], [d˚], [dࡏ ] and [ঌࡏ] are allophones of the
phoneme /d/. [t] and [d] are undoubtedly to be considered the basic
variants, used in the most neutral position, [—Ɨࡅ].
2. On the basis of the words [kàs] “kàs” ‘who/what-NOM’ : [tàs]
“tàs” ‘that-NOM.SG.M’, [k˚urࡏ Ѻ.tšࡏ ˚uࡆ s] “kurþ˾ ius” ‘deaf person-NOM.SG’ :
[t˚urࡏ Ѻ.tšࡏ ˚uࡆ s] “turþ˾ ius” ‘rich person-NOM.SG’, [k˚ó.ks] “kóks” ‘what (sort
of)-NOM.SG.M’ : [t˚ó.ks] “tóks” ‘such (a)-NOM.SG.M’, [krã.nas] “krãnas”
‘crane-NOM.SG’ : [৬rã.nas] “trãnas” ‘drone-NOM.SG’ ([৬] is an alveolar
articulation of [t]), [jó.k“ ]ލjók” ‘ride (on horseback)-2SG.IMP’ : [jó.t]ލ
“jót” ‘ride (on horseback)-SHORT-INF’, we can construct the following
distributional chart of the sounds [k], [t], [k˚], [t˚], [৬ࡏ], [k ]ލand [t]ލ
(table 4).
Table 4. The phonemes /k/, /t/ and their allophones in Lithuanian
Positions
Allophones
[—Ɨࡅ]
[—ǌࡅ]
[—r]
[—#]
1
2
3
4
[k]
+
+
[k˚]
+
[k]ލ
+
[t]
+
[t˚]
+
[৬]
+
[t]ލ
+

Phonemes

/k/

/t/

This time, perhaps without further analysis, it is clear that [k],
[k˚] and [k ]ލare allophones of the phoneme /k/, and [t], [t˚], [৬] and
[t ]ލare allophones of the phoneme /t/. [k] and [t] must be considered
the basic variants. More interesting here are the aspirated allophones
[k ]ލand [t]ލ, appearing in word-final position, and the alveolar [৬],
which appears under the influence of the alveolar trill [r].
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If we were to abandon the criterion of phonetic similarity and
combine into phonemes [k] and [t˚], rather than [k] and [k˚], and [t]
and [k˚], rather than [t] and [t˚], we would not disturb the identity of
the words, but we would artificially complicate not just the description
of the relationship of phonemes and sounds, but also certain grammatical rules. Let us assume that [k] and [t˚] = /Ȥ/, and [t] and [k˚] =
/ș/ and transcribe several word forms each of the words kàs, tàs: a)
/Ȥàs/ = [kàs] “kàs” ‘who/what-NOM’, /șǀ/ = [k˚õ.] “kõ” ‘who/whatGEN’, /Ȥám/ = [ká.m] “kám” ‘who/what-DAT’, /șuõ/ = [k˚uõ] “kuõ”
‘who/what-INS’; b) /șàs/ = [tàs] “tàs” ‘that-NOM.SG.M’, /Ȥǀ/ = [t˚õ.]
“tõ” ‘that-GEN.SG.M’, /șám/ = [tá.m] “tám” ‘that-DAT.SG.M’, /Ȥuõ/ =
[t˚uõ] “tuõ” ‘that-INS.SG.M’. As we see, the word forms of each of
these pronouns remain distinct after this operation, but the strange
consonantal alternation /Ȥ/ : /ș/, /ș/ : /Ȥ/ appears, which is not
explained on any more reasonable grounds. We can avoid this complication if we observe the criterion of phonetic similarity and combine
the sounds in question into phonemes as shown in table 4.
In thus observing phonetic similarity, we also satisfy the criterion of grammatical expediency, which is sometimes worth special
consideration. This criterion requires sounds which are not used in a
single position to be grouped into phonemes in such a way that we can
more easily and simply formulate the grammatical rules of a language
or dialect (see [Harris 1963: 76–78; Stepanov 1966: 225–228;
Bulygina 1977: 96–97; Panov 1979: 118–119]).37 Of course, this
37

Phonologists of the Petersburg (Leningrad) School even maintain that only
the grammatical criterion allows us to distinguish phonemes, since, in their
view, only those minimal units of expression, which by themselves can be the
expression of some individual morpheme, can be considered phonemes (cf.
[Zinder 1979: 37]). For this reason, they are inclined to believe that analytic languages (like Chinese or Vietnamese) do not have true phonemes; their minimal
linear unit of expression is the syllable, or the so-called syllabophoneme; they
argue that the analytic languages of Europe are also approaching such a syllable
structure [Kuz’menko 1991]. There is no question that inflectional language
structure in the distant past had encouraged an intuitive phonological analysis
and the discovery of alphabetic writing, but this in no way shows that scientific
phonological studies would also need to stop at this artificially set boundary.
It should be said that in certain individual cases, even the criterion of grammatical expediency is not all-powerful. For example, if Russian [ɵ] is considered a separate phoneme, paradigms and rules of declension become easier and
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criterion is not the most important and should be considered only in
special circumstances (that is, when distribution and the criterion of
phonetic similarity permit several equivalent interpretations).
3. It is well-known that in standard Lithuanian, short (lax)
vowels have the following allophones in these positions (if we
disregard words of non-Lithuanian origin); see table 5.
Table 5. The distribution of short vowels and their allophones in standard
Lithuanian
Positions
Allophones
[#—]
[C—]
[Cࡏ —]
Phonemes
1
2
3
[a]
+
+
/a/
[e]
+
+
/e/
[i]
+
+
/i/
[u]
+
+
/u/
[uࡆ ]
+

As we see, there is a relationship of cross distribution between
the vowels [a] and [e] here: an opposition in position 1 (after a pause),
and complementary distribution in positions 2 and 3 (that is, after a
consonant). Since these vowels contrast in at least one position, they
must be considered separate phonemes /a/ and /e/. Of the allophones
[u] and [uࡆ ] (a fronted [u], for example: [galࡏ ˚uࡆ Ғ Ғ ] “galiù” ‘be able-1SG.
PRS’, [kࡏ ˚uࡆ Ғ Ғ r˚o.] “kiùro” ‘get holes, wear through-3PST’) of the phoneme
/u/, the basic variant is undoubtedly [u]. The distribution of the phoneme /i/ appears not to be quite consistent, since [i] is lacking in position 2 (that is, after a hard consonant), but this lack of consistency is
quite frequent in natural languages and should be considered normal.
The phonemic opposition /a/ and /e/ is very weak in the standard
language [Kazlauskas 1967: 238; 1968c: 325; Girdenis, Žulys 1973:
207 (= Girdenis 2000b: 376)]. No single reliable minimal pair can be
found, if we do not count the foreign borrowings afèktas ‘fit of passion-NOM.SG’ : efèktas ‘effect-NOM.SG’ and refrain for now from
more consistent [Bulygina 1977: 96–97], but, on the other hand, the identity of
roots beginning with the vowel [i] breaks down: ɢɝɪɚ̗ɥ ‘played (impf.)’ : ɫɵɝɪɚ̗ɥ
‘played (pf.)’, ɢɫɤɚ̗ɬɶ ‘look for (impf.)-INF’ : ɫɵɫɤɚ̗ɬɶ ‘find (pf.)-INF’, ɢɞýɳɢɣ
‘going’ : ɩɪɟɞɵɞýɳɢɣ ‘previous’. All linguistic logic would indicate that in
these forms [ɵ] is an allophone of the phoneme /i/ which occurs after an open
juncture (ɫɵɝɪɚ̗ɥ = /s+igrál/; cf. § 36).
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breaking down diphthongs (cf.: áibơ ‘a lot of-NOM.SG’ : éibơ ‘damage38
NOM.SG’, al˾kis ‘hunger-NOM.SG’: el˾kis ‘behave-2SG.IMP’). Nevertheless, we cannot consider [a] and [e] allophones of a single phoneme,
since they are not in complementary distribution; hence, there is no
positional basis for explaining their lack of sameness.
The situation is quite different in South Aukštaitic (West
Dzǌkish), which has the same short vowels [a], [e], [i], [u], [uࡆ ], as
well as the central (sometimes back) vowel [ɵ], which occurs in such
forms as (su) kյ åuáɵ̖ “(su) kiaulè” ‘(with) a pig’, žэ .áɵ̖ “žolè” ‘(with)
grass’. The distribution of these vowels is found in table 6.
Table 6. The distribution of short vowels and their allophones in the South
Aukštaitic dialect
Positions
Allophones
[#—]
[C—]
[Cࡏ —]
Phonemes
1
2
3
[a]
+
+
/a/
[e]
+
[i]
+
+
/i/
[ɵ]
+
[u]
+
+
/u/
[uࡆ ]
+

There are only three sounds in each position here. This indicates
that in this dialect there should be just three vowel phonemes. On the
basis of phonetic similarity, [u] is linked with [uࡆ ], [i] with [ɵ] (cf. also
su ֑ kյ á .uki “su kiáuke” ‘with a jackdaw’ : su ֑ varáɵ̖ “su varlè” ‘(with) a
frog’, so that only [a] and [e] remain, which do not share a position in
this dialect, and therefore must be considered allophones of a single
phoneme /a/. Thus in the standard language, the same sounds [a] and
[e] reflect two independent phonemes, while in the South Aukštaitic
dialect (and in many others, especially East Aukštaitic dialects and subdialects) they are allophones of a single phoneme (see [Schmalstieg
1964; Venckutơ 1964; Girdenis 1971a: 203–204 (= Girdenis 2000b:
347f.); Kosienơ 1978: 38; Girdenis 1983a (= Girdenis 2000c: 290ff.)]).
38

The second pair was noted by St. Petersburg University student Aleksej
Andronov, who spent 1993–1994 at Vilnius University. Cf. also asù ‘ace
(experienced person)-INS.SG’ : esù ‘I am’; this pair emerged in a dispute between
Polish linguists Michaá Hasiuk and Wojciech SmoczyĔski during the Third
Conference of Baltists (1975).
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This fundamental difference results from only a slightly different distribution among these sounds; the standard language has a position in
which their contrast is possible, while the dialect no longer has such a
position.39
§ 60. Sometimes sounds which have almost no phonetic properties in common are in complementary distribution. For example, the
English glottal (laryngeal) [h], reminiscent of a breathy vowel, is
found only in absolute word-initial position (or after an internal open
juncture), for example he [hi]ޝ, high [haܼ], while the velar [ƾ] is possible only in word-final position (or before an internal open juncture;
for details, see [Strimajtene 1976: 8–11 and references]): sing [sܼƾ]
(cf. sin [sܼn]), stocking ['stܧkܼƾ] (there is a similar relationship between
German [h] and [ƾ] [Meinhold, Stock 1982: 129]). Thus, [h] and [ƾ]
are related as follows (table 7):
Table 7. Positions for the English consonants [h] and [ƾ]
Positions
Sounds
[#—]
[—#]
1
2
[h]
+
[ƾ]
+

Phonemes
/h/
/g/

Although there is no doubt that these consonants are in complementary distribution, we nevertheless cannot consider them allophones of a single phoneme; such a phoneme would have no common
features linking its allophones and distinguishing them from all other
consonantal phonemes [Bulygina 1980: 140]. Following Trubetzkoy
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 32 = Trubeckoj 1960: 40–41], we could call the
peculiar /h/ and /ƾ/ relationship an indirect phonological opposition
(see also [Koefoed 1967: 76–77; Kuz’menko 1969: 47–48]).40
39

A quite peculiar and apparently more archaic distribution of the vowels in
question is found in the East Aukštaitic Rimšơ dialect of the Vilnius region; here
[t], [d], [n] remain unpalatalized before [e] and [e.], and therefore such minimal
pairs as tѓkù “tekù” ‘flow; marry-1SG.PRS’: takù “takù” ‘path-INS.SG’ (cf. also:
dѓ֡.ga “dͅga” ‘burn-3PRS’, nѓšյ åu֡ “nešiaǊ” ‘carry-1SG.PST’) are possible.
40
In principle, a biphonemic interpretation [ƾ] = /n/ + /g/ is also possible (see
[Koefoed 1967: 121 and references; Strimajtene 1976: 8–11 and references]; cf.
[Meinhold, Stock 1982: 130–131 and references]). It seems that only Morciniec
categorically objects to this treatment (see [Morciniec 1968: 76ff.; 1971:
120ff.]).
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f) SUMMARY REMARKS
§ 61. Having considered several typical cases, let us recall the
main principles of the paradigmatic identification of phonemes.
1. Two or more sounds are considered separate phonemes if, in
substituting one for the other in at least one position, the meaning of
the words changes (or disappears completely).
2. Two or more sounds are optional (free) variants of the same
phoneme if, in substituting one for the other in the same position, the
meaning of the word does not change.
3. Two or more sounds are considered allophones, or combinatory variants, of the same phoneme if they are acoustically similar to
one another and are in complementary distribution (in other words, if
they are used only in separate positions).
4. Sounds which are in complementary distribution are considered separate phonemes if they have no phonetic features in
common which would unite them and at the same time distinguish
them from other phonemes.
Thus phonemes are established on the basis of distinctive function, distribution, and phonetic properties. In certain cases we also
observe the criterion of grammatical expediency; of several possible
phonological interpretations, we choose the one which allows for a
better and simpler formulation of the grammatical (especially morphological) rules of the language or dialect in question.

3. THE ROLE OF PHONEMES AND THEIR
VARIANTS
§ 62. As the procedure for paradigmatic identification shows,
phonemes are abstract, rather than concrete, units of a linguistic
system, since in establishing phonemes we disregard properties of
sounds which distinguish optional variants (or concrete sounds)
among themselves, as well as those features which depend on position
and distinguish combinatory variants or allophones. Thus a phoneme
consists of phonetic features common to all of its allophones,41 and an
41

Solncev has quite ingeniously called the phoneme the “printing plate” (Ru.
ɩɟɱɚɬɧɚɹ ɮɨɪɦɚ) of concrete sounds: [Solncev 1977: 239]. This collocation is
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allophone consists of phonetic features common to all of its optional
variants; in other words, phonemes are the invariants “concealed”
within concrete variations [Jakobson 1962: 315]. In this conceptual
system, the phoneme is the most abstract concept, and the optional
variant is the most concrete—a wholly individual sound pronounced
by a certain person at a certain time and place. Allophones are also
abstract elements, but they are more concrete than phonemes, since
they have properties which are conditioned by their environment (cf.
[Avram 1958: 48–52]).
Allophones of a single phoneme can be quite different. For
example, in the language of the Papua Asmats, the phonemes /m/, /n/
in the position [#—] (after a pause) are pronounced [b], [d], and in the
position [V—V] (intervocalically) as [mb], [nd]. In other Papua languages (for example Wahgi), the phoneme /t/ in the position [V—V]
is realized by the optionally-used sounds [r] or [l], etc. Indonesian /k/
before a pause or a consonant (in the positions [—#] and [—C])
appears as a glottal stop allophone []ݦ: bapak = [bapa‘ ]ݦfather’,
maktjik = [maݦɻi‘ ]ݦaunt’. The vocalic allophones of Arabic are quite
varied (see § 189). Even in thoroughly non-exotic Spanish, the phonemes /b d g/ between vowels are realized by quite striking nonplosive allophones: /b/ ĺ [ȕ] / [V—V] (bobos ‘stupid.PL.M’ § ['boȕos]),
/d/ ĺ [ð] / [V—V] (deda ‘finger’ § ['deða]), /g/ ĺ [Ȗ] / [V—V] (gago
‘stutterer’ § ['gaȖo]) [Glison 1959: 248–251; Alarcos Llorach 1975:
161–162].
§ 63. In every language there are a great many allophones; generally speaking, there can be as many as there are distinct positions
[Hammarström 1966: 18; Hoenigswald 1966: 76]. In our native language we almost never notice this, since we are used to reacting only
to those phonetic properties which distinguish referential meaning
(see, for example, [Achmanova 1966: 41–42]).42 But let us compare
indirectly reminiscent of form of expression among adherents of glossematics, as
opposed to substance: the sounds or letters with which elements of form (taxemes, or cenemes of expression [§ phonemes]) are realized (cf. [Hjelmslev
1959: 40ff.]).
42
But those allophones (and variants of phonemes in general) which have
sociolinguistic value can be observed and checked even better than some
distinctive oppositions [Fischer-Jørgensen 1956: 144; Weinreich, Labov, Herzog
1968: 131; Labov 1966: 103] (cf. [Lekomcev 1980: 175]).
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these random word pairs: Lith. kàstǐ ‘dig-3SBJV’ : kàsti ‘dig-INF’,
šlàptǐ ‘become wet-3SBJV’ : šlàpti ‘become wet-INF’. If we listen
closely, we can note quite easily that the [a] sounds different in all of
these words. In the first word, it is darker and lower in pitch than in
the second, and at its end is somewhat reminiscent of []ܧ. The [a] of
the third and fourth words is related in a way similar to that of the first
and second, but is somewhat lower and pronounced with the lips
somewhat protruding.43 We also pronounce a different [a] in the individual syllables [àk], [àp], [àt]. We can transcribe these more narrowly
as [ak] [åp] [a t]. In the second example, the vowel is significantly
lower than in the first and third, and there is considerable labialization
in the direction of []ܧ. The [a] of the first and third examples also differs. A similar relationship can be observed in the syllables [kà], [pà],
[tà]; here also the [a] of the second example is somewhat reminiscent
of []ܧ, while the [a] of the third example approaches [ԥ] or even [æ].
We can easily satisfy ourselves that other vowels vary in similar ways
by comparing other sequences: rıլ ̖šo [܂ıࡆ š˚o
Ғ .] ‘tie-3PST’ : rıլ ̖ši [܂ıࡆ šҒ ࡏ i ] ‘tie‘angry-NOM.SG.M’ : tıլ ̖kti [tࡏ ıࡆ kҒ tࡏ i ] ‘be suited for2SG.FUT’, pıլ ̖ktas [pࡏ ıࡆ ktas]
Ғ
.
INF’, nèštǐ [nࡏ è š˚t˚u ] ‘carry-3SBJV’ : nèšti [nࡏ è šࡏ tࡏ i ] ‘carry-INF’). Even
more such variation could be shown by experimental phonetic devices
(see for example, [Iivonen 1970]), but as mentioned above, only those
phonetic properties which can be perceived by the unaided ear are
important for phonology [Hammarström 1966: 18]. It is necessary to
distinguish at least perceptual (perceived by hearing) and “instrumental” (physical) allophones; only the former have linguistic significance.
In reconstructing a language’s past, we reconstruct only those allophones which have a different later development, neither more nor less.
§ 64. Thus, phonemes exist only in allophones; they are simply
feature complexes common to certain allophones. There are no phonemes which are not realized as allophones. Even in interjections such
as ã, õ, ơ˾, formed from single sounds, we do not have the pure phonemes /a./, /o./, /eࡡ ./, but rather quite intricate complexes made up of
word stress, pitch accent, and allophones of the phonemes in question,
conditioned by adjacent pauses (the position [#—#]), stress, and circumflex pitch accent. It is true that we sometimes refer to phonemes
43

This has been demonstrated experimentally (admittedly, on North Žemaitic
data) in the article [Girdenis, Kubiliǌtơ-Kliukienơ 1982 (= Girdenis 2000c:
258ff.)].
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in isolation by name, but these are not, of course, units of the language
in question (cf. [Stepanov 1975b: 77–78] and [Kuznecov 1970a: 179;
Zinder 1979: 46]). The names of phonemes spoken and written separately are considered metaphonemes [Pilch 1964: 115];44 they perform
a metalinguistic function and therefore belong to metalanguage, rather
than to language (cf. § 19). When we say that the expression of the
word kalbà ‘speech, language’ is composed of the phonemes /k/, /a/,
/l/, /b/ and /a/, we are pronouncing metaphonemes, rather than the corresponding phonemes. We could similarly refer to meta-allophones,
meta-variants, and meta-sounds [Pilch, loc. cit.]; a separately pronounced labialized [r˚] (taken, for example, from the word rǌ̗ šis ‘sort’)
would be a corresponding meta-allophone or meta-variant.45
§ 65. Language is a highly organized functional system, and so
the existence of various seemingly unnecessary variants appears at
first glance to contradict the very nature of language. But this is not in
fact the case; both optional variants and allophones are necessary for
normal communication.
§ 66. Optional variants are necessary, if only so that all people
might use the same language: children and adults, women and men,
fast and slow speakers, speakers with high and low voices. Secondly,
if there were no optional variants, we would not be able to recognize
people, their moods, their social and geographic affiliation, from their
speech. Thirdly, as mentioned above (§ 17–18), certain generally-used
optional sound variants can have an expressive function; they can
indicate a speaker’s relationship to the message and the interlocutor.
For example, in very proper standard Lithuanian or in the West
44

It is not clear why Voronkova [1981: 10] believes that Pilch uses this term
as a synonym of phoneme.
45
The confusion of the concepts of metaphoneme and phoneme, or metavariant and variant, sometimes leads to serious errors. For example, some
linguists argue that Russian [i] and [ɵ] are realizations of different phonemes,
based on the fact that the names of these sounds (or their corresponding letters)
can appear in the same position (that is, between pauses, for example, [Zinder
1979: 65–66]). But such examples do not prove anything, since they belong not
to the Russian language itself, but to the corresponding metalanguage ([i] and
[ɵ] are only different meta-variants, rather than words). With little effort, a good
phonetician can separately pronounce, for example, Lithuanian [ƾ] and [k˚], or
English “clear” [l] and “dark” [á], but that assuredly does not make them
independent phonemes.
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Aukštaitic Kaunas (Suvalkija) dialect, a stressed [i] can in some cases
be replaced by a half-long [ҽ.]: the pronunciation [vࡏ ҽࡻ.sas], [žࡏ ҽࡻ.n˚o.ma]
is found instead of the neutral “Suvalkija” [vࡏ ıࡆ sas]
“vıլ ̖sas” ‘allҒ
“žıլ ̖noma” ‘of course’. This pronunciation often
NOM.SG.M’, [žࡏ ıࡆ n˚o.ma]
Ғ
reflects a speaker’s absolute certainty regarding his or her own message or that of the interlocutor. A similar function is seen in the lowering and lengthening of a vowel in a pretonic syllable, accompanied
by corresponding intonational modulations: [vࡏ ҽ. sà !] “visà!” ‘allNOM.SG.F’, [žࡏ ҽ. nåǊ. !] “žinaǊ!” ‘know-1SG.PRS’. In all these cases,
the referential meaning remains the same, but the speaker’s attitude
differs (cf. also Ru. ɯɨɪɨɲɨ̗ [xԥrašܧғ] ‘good’ and [xԥrašܧғ‘ ]!ޝޝGood!’,
Ger. schön [šøޝn] ‘beautiful’ and [šޝøޝޝn!] ‘Fine!’ [Trubetzkoy 1977:
25 = Trubeckoj 1960: 31]). Optional variants of this sort, with expressive function, can be found in every language and dialect. They are
sometimes referred to as emphatics (§ 17; Gk. ȝĳĮĲȚțިȢ ‘expressive’)
[Laziczius 1936: 58], and are thus distinguished from less meaningful
variants.46 The term emphatics can also be used to refer to special
sounds which have only expressive function, for example the abovementioned Žemaitic [ԥ], used in cases like d͡uk-Ω (duok gi) ‘Give!’, or
Even -Ɲ (cf. ɷɦɪɴɦƍ-Ɲ ‘I have arrived!’, see § 17–18). Emphatics, as
expressive elements, most likely do not belong to a linguistic system
(cf. § 17 and references).
There are also quite a few optional variants which serve as socalled sociolinguistic variables (see § 67), and are therefore optional
only from the standpoint of a pure linguistic system (Hjelmslev’s
schema), rather than language use or language norm.
It is generally held that only allophonic variants can alternate optionally.
But in fact there are “double-faced” phonemes (so-called “Janus” phonemes, Ru.
Janus-ɮɨɧɟɦɵ, ɞɜɭɥɢɤɢɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ [Steblin-Kamenskij 1966: 70]) and other
phonological units which can occur in free variation. A “Janus” phoneme is in
some cases (for example, in certain styles, contexts, sociolects) opposed to
another phoneme close to it in realization, while in other cases it fully coincides
with another phoneme.

46

Following Hammarström [1966: 9], we might call the meanings of these
variants expressemes. But they definitely do not belong to the (systemic, invariant) “-emic” plane of language (cf. § 17 and references), and therefore a term
with the suffix -eme does not seem appropriate here.
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It is quite likely that the Old Prussian phonemes /eƯ/, /oǌ/ (for example
geƯwans ‘alive-ACC.PL.M’, ioǌs ‘you-NOM.PL’, cf. [Mažiulis 1981: 251]) were
“Janus” phonemes. The “disputed” South Žemaitic diphthongoids [ıࡆࡃ i ], [ǌu ] =
standard Lith. ie, uo (for example svıլ ̗.i֒ sts “svıլ ̗estas” ‘butter’, dú.u֒ nà “dúona”
‘bread’, cf. [Bukantis 1979 and references]) most likely belong here, as does the
<e/eࡡ > (§ 171) of the standard language in foreign borrowings (if we acknowledge the increasingly apparent status quo). The pitch accents of monophthongs
for many eastern speakers are gradually becoming “Janus” phonemes (cf.
[Garšva 1982: 74]).
As previously noted (see, for example, [Girdenis 1981a: 126]), we cannot
consider all these phenomena optional variants of corresponding “stable” phonemes, since under certain conditions they contrast with these phonemes.

§ 67. Allophones47 are determined by their position, and therefore cannot have either distinctive or expressive function; they are
noticed only in those rare cases when they are perceived as a sort of
sociolinguistic indicator (Hammarström’s socioleme or dialeme
[Hammarström 1966: 11–12]). But their role is quite important and
significant.
Those allophones which occur in initial or final position of a
word (or other meaningful unit) perform a delimitative function; in
certain cases they indicate a word boundary (or boundary of another
meaningful unit) [Trubetzkoy 1977: 244ff. = Trubeckoj 1960: 302ff.].
For example, if in Lithuanian we hear a sequence of aspirated consonant plus vowel …[tލa]… , we can be sure that the first sound ([t)]ލ
belongs to one word, and the second ([a]) to another word; we intuitively know that [t ]ލis possible only at the end of a word. If in the
flow of Russian speech we hear the syllable [kɵ], it is immediately
clear that there is a morpheme boundary after the /k/, since within the
47

Certain writing systems are also characterized by allographs—similar variants of letters (or more precisely graphemes; on the concept, see [Hammarström
1966: 59 and fn. 134]), cf. Gk. ıʌޠıȚȢ ‘pressure’, ıȤȚıȝިȢ ‘a splitting’ (ı = Ȣ).
Used in a similar way in Old Lithuanian texts are non-final “long” Ǖ and final
ordinary s: ǕeǕeris ZCh [Ziwatas Pona yr Diewa musu Jezusa Christusa… .
Vilnius, 1759—TRANS.] 4613 “sͅserys” ‘sister-NOM.PL’, wyǕas ZCh IV18 “visàs”
‘all-ACC.PL.F’. Allographs are especially abundant in the Arabic and Hebrew
writing systems.
It should be noted that capital letters are not variants of lower-case letters,
since they can directly distinguish meaning (cf. the Lithuanian proper name ̈́glơ
and the common noun ͅglơ ‘fir tree’ and the German noun [das] Denken ‘thinking’ and verbal infinitive denken ‘think-INF’).
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boundaries of a single morpheme, a combination of these allophones
of /k/ and /i/ is impossible (cf. Ʉɢ̗ɪɟ [kƍírƍie] ‘Kira-DAT’, ɤ ɂ̗ɪɟ [kɵғrƍie]
‘to Ira’s (place)’; see § 36).
Those allophones which arise due to the effects of other phonological units have a secondary distinctive function; they highlight
those units which condition their appearance (see [Kuryáowicz 1960:
31 = Kuriloviþ 1962: 43]; cf. [Trubetzkoy 1977: 254f. = Trubeckoj
1960: 316]). If in the flow of [Lithuanian] speech we hear the syllable
[baƾ…], we expect to hear further only [g] or [k], since [t], [d] or any
another sound is impossible after [ƾ]. If we hear the syllable [nࡏ æѺ .], we
expect to hear only a hard, rather than soft, consonant. Even if we do
not clearly hear what follows a strongly labialized [d˚], we can be
almost certain that it was [u.], rather then [a] or [a.]. Thus allophones
increase the redundancy of language; they make it more resistant to
noise and to interference of a psychological nature.48 If, for example,
48

That a lack of language redundancy can seriously impede communication is
illustrated by this excerpt from Book IV of Adam Mickiewicz’s Pan Tadeusz:
Domeyki i Doweyki wszystkie sprzeciwieĔstwa
Pochodziáy, rzecz dziwna, z nazwisk podobieĔstwa
Bardzo niewygodnego. Bo gdy w czas sejmików
Przyjaciele Doweyki skarbili stronników,
Szepnąá ktoĞ do szlachcica: “Daj kreskĊ Doweyce!”
A ten nie dosáyszawszy daá kreskĊ Domeyce.
Gdy na uczcie wniósá zdrowie marszaáek Rupeyko:
“Wiwat Doweyko!” – drudzy krzyknĊli: “Domeyko!”
A kto siedziaá w poĞrodku, nie trafiá do áadu,
Zwáaszcza przy niewyraĨnej mowie w czas obiadu.
(Mickiewicz A. Pan Tadeusz. Warszawa: Czytelnik, 1979. P. 129).
“All the animosities of Domejko and Dowejko proceeded, strange to say,
from the very unfortunate similarity of their names. For when, at the time of the
district diets, the friends of Dowejko were recruiting partisans, some one would
whisper to a gentleman, ‘Give your vote to Dowejko’; but he, not hearing quite
correctly, would give his vote to Domejko. Once when, at a banquet, the
Marshal Rupejko proposed a toast, ‘Vivat Dowejko’, others shouted ‘Domejko’;
and the guests sitting in the middle did not know what to do, especially
considering one’s indistinct speech at dinner time” [Mickiewicz, A., Pan
Tadeusz; or The last foray in Lithuania; a story of life among Polish gentlefolk
in the years 1811 and 1812 / Translated by George Rapall Noyes. London,
Toronto: J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd.; New York: E. P. Dutton & Co, 1917. P. 118;
the English translation replaces the Lithuanian one in the original text—TRANS.]
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due to noise or distraction, we were to hear only the incomplete sound
sequences [baƾ…à], [d˚…܂eࡡ .], we would still understand that the
words bangà ‘wave’ and dǌ̗ rơ ‘stab-3PST’ had been uttered: the missing phonemes are “suggested” by the allophones [ƾ], [d˚] and by
prior experience, which would rule out the words *bankà or dõrơ
‘dory’. Therefore, in speaking rapidly (so-called allegro speech style),
phonemes are sometimes realized only by certain allophones of other
phonemes. Compare the North Žemaitic words in their “normal” pronunciation mІndrІը .ms “mandrùmas” ‘cunning, slyness’, dĊլ.˾ ƾ.gdąը.ms
“deñgdamas” ‘while covering’ and their allegro variants mІ .drІը .ms,
dĊլ.˾ ƾ.dąը.ms: the phonemes /n/ and /g/ in the second case are suggested
only by the nasalized vowels [۠.], [Ċࡆ ]Ѻ and the velar [ƾ] (cf.
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 56 = Trubeckoj 1960: 70]). In rapid speech in
standard Lithuanian as well, we sometimes say [pࡏ æƾѺ.tas] “peñktas”
‘five’, [dࡏ i ƾѺ.dawo.] “diñgdavo” ‘disappear-3PST.FREQ’; the phonemes
/k/, /g/ are in this case indicated by the velar articulation of [ƾ].
Such phenomena are frequent in the word collocations of certain
dialects. Thus in more rapid and casual speech, speakers of North
Žemaitic often omit the syllables in parentheses in utterances such as
Іns ֑ ma֡ .(t a ) tàvյ ıլ ̖ “anàs mãto tavè” ‘he sees you’ and Іns ֑ ma֡ .(t ́ ) tàvյ ıլ ̖
“anàs mãtơ tavè” ‘he saw you’, but the sentences nevertheless do not
become homonymic: the ma֡ .- of the first sentence preserves the lower
timbre which it has before -ta, while the ma֡ .- of the second sentence
preserves the higher, rising timbre which it has before the high-pitch
syllable -t́; these are heard as if Іns ֑ ma֡ .Į tàvյ (i) : Іns ֑ ma֡ .́ tàvյ (i)
[Girdenis, Kubiliǌtơ-Kliukienơ 1982: 37 (= Girdenis 2000c: 265f.)].
Thus, in certain cases, allophones can even stand in for phonemes
which are not pronounced as separate sounds (cf. also § 81). Russian
linguists, for example, have quite conclusively demonstrated that the
softness of many Russian consonants is shown by the raised
(“sharped”) allophones of adjacent vowels (for example, [Bondarko,
Verbickaja 1965; Bondarko, Zinder 1966; Bondarko 1966; 1977: 85–
86; 1981: 30]). Preliminary experiments would show that a similar
situation also exists in Lithuanian.49
49

Some linguists are even inclined to use the special term quasi-phoneme for
allophones which often perform the role of phoneme substitutes or boundary
signals (for example, [Linell 1979: 98, 172 and references]).
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It should also be noted that allophones play an especially
important role in diachronic processes, since they are often the prime
agents in these processes. It is always allophones which change first;
phonemic changes only generalize the results of allophonic developments (see [Steblin-Kamenskij 1966; Hoenigswald 1966: 73ff.;
Kuz’menko 1969; Anttila 1972: 58–59; Bynon 1979: 20ff.;
Voronkova 1981: 72]).
§ 68. Units of the content plane—morphemes—sometimes also have variants similar to allophones. They are given the similar term allomorph (Gk. ܿȜȜȠȢ
‘other’, ȝȠȡĳ‘ ޤshape’) [Glison 1959: 103; Hammarström 1966: 38; Hockett
1968: 314–315; Matthews 1974: 83; Švedova 1980: 125–126]. For example, the
present and past tenses of the verbs drơ˾ksti ‘scratch, tear-INF’, võgti ‘steal-INF’
differ not only in their endings, but also in having dissimilar root allomorphs:
drͅsk-ia : drơ˾sk-ơ, vãg-ia : võg-ơ. Here the basic marker of the past tense, the
ending -ơ, implies the vowel alternation e ĺ ơ, a ĺ o. The root allomorphs with
-ơ-, -o- thus reinforce the ending -ơ, the morpheme which triggers the alternation
in question. There is a similar relationship between the German forms Buch
‘book’ : Bücher ‘books’, Plan ‘plane’ : Pläne ‘planes’, in which the plural
markers -er, -e are reinforced by a vowel alternation (more precisely, they are
distinguished by allomorphs of the morphemes {buޝx-}, {plaޝn-}). Thus allomorphs occupy more or less the same place in grammar as allophones do in a
phonological system, and their functions are analogous [Kuryáowicz 1960: 27ff. =
Kuriloviþ 1962: 37ff.].
Also reminiscent of the positional variation of phonemes is the syntactic
phenomenon of agreement, as a result of which, for example, Lithuanian adjectives necessarily acquire certain grammatical features of the corresponding
nouns. Agreement (for example, gerǐ˾ vaikıլ ̖nǐ ‘good-boys-GEN.PL’) can be illustrated by the quite “phonological” formula:
{+ adjective} ĺ

í feminine
+ plural
+ genitive

—

+ noun
í feminine
+ plural
+ genitive

Using the symbols Į and ȕ for alternative expressions, we get this somewhat more flexible version of the formula:
{+ adjective} ĺ

Į feminine
Į plural
ȕ genitive

—

+ noun
Į feminine
Į plural
ȕ genitive

Cf.: liñksm-as vaıլ k˾ -as ‘cheerful-child-NOM.SG.M’, but ger-à mergáit-ơ
‘good-girl-NOM.SG.F’, linksm-ıլ ̗ems vaik-áms ‘happy-child-DAT.PL.M’, but ger-óms
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mergáit-ơms ‘good-girl-DAT.PL.F’. The inflectional properties of the adjectives
shown in the formula depend just as slavishly on the corresponding properties of
the noun as a dorsal articulation of /n/ does on a following /k/ or /g/. The basic
function of agreement is likewise similar to that of positional variation; agreement also increases the redundancy of language and reinforces those grammatical phenomena which trigger it.

4. SYNTAGMATIC IDENTIFICATION
OF PHONEMES
a) GENERAL REMARKS
§ 69. In investigating the principles of the paradigmatic identification of phonemes, we did not pose or discuss the question of segmenting a text—breaking it down into individual sounds. We tentatively assumed that the boundaries between sounds were self-evident.
We were able to do this because all languages have many sound
sequences in which decomposition raises no doubts. Typological
observations show that in all known languages and dialects, heterosyllabic (Gk. ݐĲİȡȠȢ ‘other’, ıȣȜȜĮȕ‘ ޤsyllable’) sound sequences
function only as phoneme sequences; likewise for sequences consisting of clear vocalic and consonantal segments ([ap], [at], [ak], [us]
and others) or consonantal and stressed vocalic segments ([pà], [tà]),
fricative and plosive consonantal components ([st], [sk], [xt]…),
sequences of various hetero-organic consonants (those with different
places of articulation: ([kt], [pt], [ks], [ps], [mt], [br], [sx]…); diphthongal sequences with an emphasized (“stressed”) more close component ([aí], [aú]… , see [Pike 1947: 132]).
Our own linguistic intuition (also called Sprachgefühl or feel for
language, cf. fn. 4), or that of an informant, also helps in singling out
sound segments corresponding to the phonemes of a language in
question. Speakers can often intuit which sounds or sound sequences
in their native language or dialect are realizations of distinct phonemes, and which represent sequences of phonemes. Intuition, however, only allows us to formulate certain working hypotheses, which
require a more objective verification. Special care must be taken with
the linguistic feel of literate individuals, since it can be influenced by
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the corresponding writing system; there is a tendency to consider as
distinct sounds those stretches of speech which are represented in
writing by a single character (cf. [Lüdtke 1970; O’Connor, Trim 1973:
258; Linell 1979: 197, fn. 41]; cf. also [Mol 1965], where the influence of writing is greatly exaggerated).50 Therefore, even if we have
reliable informants, we almost always encounter problems with the
segmentation and syntagmatic identification of certain stretches of
speech. In some cases they will be more complicated, in other cases
simpler, but one rarely succeeds in avoiding them.51

b) TYPOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES
§ 70. Among vowel sequences, problems of segmentation most
often involve diphthongs, that is, tautosyllabic syllabic sounds with an
appreciable change in articulation ([ai], [au], [ei], [i]ܭ, [u]ܧ, [iԥ], etc.),
as well as long, nasalized, and glottalized vowels, that is, sounds of
the type [a]ޝ, [i[ =( ]ޝƗ], [Ư]), [ą], [Ċ] (= [ã], [Ӂ]), [a’], [e’]. In some phonological systems, diphthongs function as independent vocalic (or
diphthongal) phonemes, in others as sequences of the corresponding
phonemes (for example, [au] = /a/ + /w/ or /a/ + /u/, cf. the change in
views regarding German diphthongs: a) [Trubetzkoy 1977: 51 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 63]; b) [Morciniec 1958; 1968: 34ff.; Heike 1972:
43–44; Meinhold, Stock 1982: 43–44]; c) [Glušak 1966: 379–382;
Trost 1966; Philipp 1974: 20]). Long vowels may be either sequences
of the same two phonemes (for example, [a = ]ޝ/a/ + /a/), or realizations of independent long or tense vowel phonemes (for example,
[a = ]ޝ/Ɨ/), or the simultaneous combination of a “neutral” vowel and a
length prosodeme ([a = ]ޝ/a/ + /¯/). Glottalized vowels (pronounced
more or less like Žemaitic or Latvian long vowels with broken tone:
Žem. dâ .kts “dáiktas” ‘thing’, pû .s “pùs” ‘will rot’, Latv. âzis ‘goat’,
50

But the intuition of semi-literate people and children just learning to read
and write can be very interesting (see § 72 below).
51
In Harris’s Structural Linguistics, segmentation (that is, syntagmatic identification) is set forth as the first procedure of phonological analysis [Harris 1963:
25ff.], but adhering to such a method is hardly possible in practice. Harris
indirectly demonstrates this himself, since in the book’s final paragraphs
devoted to phonology [Harris 1963: 90ff.] he has to return to syntagmatic
identification, adopting the additional procedure of rephonemicization.
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bûs ‘will be’) may be sequences of a vowel and glottalic consonant (a
phoneme or allophone) ([a’] = /a/ + /’/, [a’] = /a/ + /k/, cf. § 63), a
simultaneous combination of a vowel and a certain prosodic unit (cf.
Latvian broken tone and Danish stød in cases like hus [hu’ޝs] ‘house’,
see § 251), or an independent vowel phoneme with the distinctive
feature of glottalization ([a’] = /a’/ or /â/) (creaky voice, as in
Chukchi, see [Mel’nikov 1948: 208ff.]). Nasalized vowels may be
independent nasal phonemes or sequences of the corresponding simple
vowel phoneme and a nasal consonant phoneme (that is, [ą] = /ą/ or
/ã/, or [a] = /a/ + /n/ or /a/ + /ƾ/, see, for example, [Pike 1947: 140;
Glison 1959: 256; Morciniec 1968: 77]). Hence, there are cases where
a vocalic sequence may be the realization of a single phoneme, and
cases where a single vocalic segment may represent a sequence of
phonemes or a combination of a vocalic phoneme and a prosodic unit.
§ 71. Among consonant sequences, most problematic are various
affricates (complex sounds of the type [ts], [tš], [pf], [kx], cf. [Pike
1947: 131; Glison52 1959: 254 and 256]), geminates (sequences of the
type [rr], [ll] or [r]ޝ, [l)]ޝ, syllabic sonorants (sounds of the type [lࡦ ], [rࡦ ],
cf. Cz. prst ‘finger’, krk ‘neck’, Ger. Vogel ['foޝglࡦ ] || ['foޝgԥl] ‘bird’, cf.
[Trager 1942; Wells 1965] and [Morciniec 1968: 83ff.; 1971]), glottalized, aspirated, and preaspirated segments (sounds of the type [ސt],
[t]ސ, [th], [ht] or [t]ލ, [ލt] [Pike 1947: 131]), consonants with supplementary timbre characteristics (i.e., palatalized and palatal, labialized,
in part also hushing sibilants, for example, [tࡏ ], [sࡏ ], [Ġ], [Ʒ], [t˚], [k˚],
[š], [ž] and others [Glison 1959: 254; Harris 1963: 95–96; Stepanov
1974]), velar nasals ([ƾ]-type sounds; [Strimajtene 1976: 8–11 and
references]), nasalized (faucal) and lateral [bM], [dN], [dL]-type affricates [Pike 1947: 131; Glison 1959: 254], and retroflex consonants
([৬], [ঌ] and others; cf. the issue of Norwegian cacumenals [SteblinKamenskij 1981] and [Fretheim 1981]). For example, the affricate [tš]
may be either an independent phoneme, or a realization of sequences
of the type /t/ + /š/ or even /t/ + /j/ [Hockett 1955: 161; Harris 1963:
52

Gleason [Glison 1959: 256] even somewhat dogmatically claims that it
would be more correct on the whole to interpret affricates as sequences of phonemes. If this were in fact the case, the never-ending discussion on German
affricates would be incomprehensible; cf. [Karosienơ 1983 and references] (for
more arguments, see § 79, 120).
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96, fn. 14]. The following can function either as separate phonemes or
as phoneme sequences: syllabic sonorants (for example, [rࡦ ] = /r/ or
/ԥ/ + /r/), aspirates ([t = ]ލ/t/, /tލ/ or /t/ + /h/), palatals, soft and hushing
sibilants ([š] = /š/ or /s/ + /j/, [lࡏ ] = /l/ + /j/ or /lࡏ /). Velar [ƾ] can be
either an allophone of the phoneme /n/, or a realization of the
sequence /n/ + /g/ (cf. fn. 40), or an independent phoneme /ƾ/.
Retroflex consonants can represent sequences of the type /rt/ or separate phonemes (as in many Indic languages, for example, [Toporov
1967: 185ff.]). In some exotic languages, even the syntagmatic
identification of sequences of the type [mb], [ƾg] or [kp], [gb] can be
problematic, since there are phonological systems in which such
combinations function as independent prenasalized or labiovelar
consonantal phonemes, rather than as sequences [Pike 1947: 131].
§ 72. Of course, this list by no means includes all cases for
which a twofold syntagmatic interpretation is in principle possible. It
only mentions more typical, frequent, and striking examples taken
from previous works, and only illustrates the kinds of problematic
situations that can arise. In studying concrete languages and dialects,
we can always encounter previously unnoticed, suspect sound
sequences. In such cases, we undoubtedly need to be guided not so
much by a dogmatically memorized list of precedents, as by general
principles of phonology.

c) PHONETIC PRELIMINARIES
§ 73. The following are phonetic properties on the basis of
which we may hypothesize that a certain sound or sound combination represents a sequence of phonemes [Trubetzkoy 1977: 50–53 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 62–66]):
a) an unusually great articulatory duration, appreciably exceeding the duration of undisputed single-phoneme segments;
b) a non-uniform articulation, or a non-fluent change of position
of the speech organs;
c) the belonging of individual parts of a segment to more than
one syllable (heterosyllabic articulation).
§ 74. Of these properties, only the third (c) is sufficient grounds
for considering a suspect sound or sound combination a phoneme
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sequence (but cf. [Gordina 1966: 174]): parts of a single phoneme
cannot belong to different syllables.53 Based on this criterion, or,
more precisely, on typological near-universals (on this concept, see
[Serebrennikov 1974: 54]), the Finnish affricate [ts], for example,
must be considered a phoneme sequence, since its components
always belong to separate syllables: itse ['it-se] ‘oneself’, metsä
['met-s‘ ]ܭwoods’. The fact of individual components belonging to
different syllables forces us to divide into separate phonemes the
Lithuanian heterosyllabic sequences [ii ], [uu ], [a.u ], often heard in
such forms as gijimas [gࡏ i-i ıࡆ m
Ғ as] ‘healing (of a wound)’, bùvo
[b˚ù-u o.] ‘be-3PST’, gãvo [gã.-u o.] ‘get-3PST’ (cf. [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1957:
57–58; Mikalauskaitơ 1975: 42]), and also heterosyllabic sequences of
the type [t-s], arising at morpheme boundaries, for example: atšóvơ
[at-š˚ó.vࡏ eࡡ .] ‘retort-3PST’, àtzyzơ [àd-zࡏ i.zࡏ eࡡ .] ‘come buzzing-3PST’54
(cf. [Ekblom 1925: 60; Mikalauskaitơ 1962; Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1964: 9;
Strimaitienơ 1974a], with Žemaitic dialectal data: [Kubiliǌtơ, Girdenis
1977 (= Girdenis 2000c: 69ff.)]).
We can claim with a high degree of probability that every heterosyllabic sound sequence represents a phoneme sequence. However,
the opposite claim would not be true. Far from every tautosyllabic
sequence of sounds is the realization of a single phoneme, cf. Lith.
skrãbalas ‘wooden bell’, suþirk˾ š ‘chirp-3FUT’, where the characters in
bold represent tautosyllabic sequences of three phonemes. In terms of
modern logic (see, for example, [Kondakov 1975: 193]), we can say
that the proposition “x is a single phoneme” implies the proposition “x
belongs to a single syllable.” Denoting the first proposition as p and
53

But cf. standard Latvian, where voiceless obstruents are pronounced as
geminates in positions of the type [Vࡅ —Vࡅ #]: mati ['mat-ti] ‘hair’, upe ['up-pe]
‘river’ [Laua 1980: 52ff.]. But firstly, geminates here are already eliminated by
paradigmatic identification, since they are in complementary distribution with
corresponding simple consonants; cf. the dative plurals matiem ['matiӁm],
upƝm ['upӁޝm]. Secondly, this is a rare, geographically limited phenomenon
[Lekomceva 1974: 232–233].
54
It is true that in some dialects and in varieties of the standard language
associated with these, “pure” affricates are also pronounced in such cases:
aþ˚ó .vյ eև ., àҊյi .zյ eև . (see, for example, [Pupkis 1966: 107]). In allegro-style speech,
this is apparently a universal phenomenon: in this style, even Polish trzy ‘three’
can merge with czy ‘whether’ (Michaá Hasiuk, personal communication; cf. § 78).
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the second as s, we get p  s (here “  ” indicates a material implication).55 Applying the law of contraposition (or tautology), we can
derive from this proposition a new one: (p  s) Ł (¬s  ¬p), that is,
“if s does not belong to a single syllable, it is not a single phoneme.”
Since from p  s we cannot derive either s  p or ¬p  ¬s, it is clear
that the fact that sounds belong to a single syllable does not
demonstrate that they represent a single phoneme. It is also clear that a
sequence of phonemes is not necessarily heterosyllabic. But the fact of
not belonging to a single syllable quite convincingly indicates that a
certain sound sequence is represented by a sequence of phonemes,
rather than by a single phoneme.
It is precisely in this way, it seems, that we need to understand
the first rule of syntagmatic identification formulated by Trubetzkoy
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 50–51 = Trubeckoj 1960: 63].
Special attention should be given to these issues, since even leading phoneticians are sometimes confused here. There have been occasional attempts to
demonstrate that diphthongs in a given language are single phonemes, based on
the fact that their components always belong to the same syllable (among the
works of Lithuanianists, cf. [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 39; Ulvydas 1965: 57]; for
critical remarks, see [Girdenis, Žulys 1973: 207 (= Girdenis 2000b: 375f.)]). But
this cannot be demonstrated in this way, since, as we have just made clear,
tautosyllabicity is a necessary but insufficient condition for considering a sound
sequence a single phoneme.56

§ 75. The other two premises (a and b) have only a heuristic,
rather than probative, value (for example, [Glušak 1966: 382–383;
Gordina 1966: 174; Martinet 1970: 355]). Like the lists in § 70–71,
they only allow us to suspect, to guess, that certain sounds or sound
sequences represent phoneme combinations. Such suspicions are most
often confirmed, but by far not always.57 Thus in Polish, the duration
55

This symbol is more appropriate in a linguistics text, since the usual arrow
(“ ĺ ”) has an entirely different meaning in linguistics. The symbol “ Ł ”
denotes equivalence, the symbol “ ¬ ” negation.
56
Behind this fallacious reasoning is the impossible “law” of logic *(p  s) Ł
(s  p).
57
These arguments have also been used to demonstrate that Lithuanian diphthongs are single phonemes [Ulvydas 1965: 57]).
In this case, we must agree with Trubetzkoy’s critics, since he was convinced
that these phonetic properties also have sufficient probative force [Trubetzkoy
1977: 51–53 = Trubeckoj 1960: 64–66].
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of the voiceless affricates [ts], [tš], [tĞ] is considerably greater than
that of other consonants pronounced under the same conditions
[Richter 1976: 222–223],58 but more serious phonological arguments
show that in the system of that language, they play the role of independent phonemes /c/, /þ/, /ü/, rather than sequences of the type /t/ +
/s/ (see in greater detail § 78).
The same can be said regarding the criterion of uniform vs. nonuniform articulation. If the articulation of a sequence of sounds noticeably lacks fluency and uniformity, the suspicion that it represents a
phoneme sequence always arises, and justifiably so. But this suspicion
must be substantiated by more weighty phonological arguments. The
opposite property—fluency and continuity in a change of articulation—has of course even less probative or even heuristic value: a
phoneme sequence is also often realized with a smoothly changing
articulation; if it were otherwise, approximately “the same” sounds
could not be single phonemes in some languages and biphonemic
units in others (see § 70–71 and references).
§ 76. Thus, the fact that a sound or complex of sounds belongs to
two syllables reliably shows that it represents a phoneme sequence.
An unusually great duration of a sound or sound sequence, or a discontinuous, non-fluent change in articulation suggests that segments
in question may represent phoneme sequences, but does not have
greater probative force. Nevertheless, the value of these phonetic
premises is not insignificant, since they allow us to formulate important working hypotheses for further investigation.59
Stretches of sound which satisfy these premises are further
treated as suspected segments and are carefully checked and evaluated
using phonological criteria of syntagmatic identification. In checking,
58

The same is more or less true of Lithuanian (see [Tankeviþiǌtơ 1981: 114 et
passim], only the question of the phonemic composition of the affricates is more
complicated here (cf. § 79).
59
In addition to the above-mentioned phonetic criteria, a sort of “mechanical
permutation” was once proposed: to treat as single phonemes only those segments which, when heard in reverse on mechanical or tape recordings, also
sound like a single sound [Tanakadate 1937: 359]. Phonologists have not
bothered to consider this “method,” since it is quite clear that in applying it, we
could establish only the phonetic composition of concrete acts of speech, rather
than phonological units (cf. § 12).
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we usually follow two general preliminary assumptions, which we
could call (a) the principle of minimal inventory, and (b) the principle
of maximally regular relations. In observing principle (a), we try to
break down as many suspect segments as possible, and in this way
obtain the smallest list, or inventory, of phonemes. The second principle, (b), requires us to interpret the suspect segments in such a way
that a description of phoneme combinations and their relations would
be as simple and elegant as possible. Since the structural (and therefore also phonological) study of language is first and foremost an
investigation of its characteristic relations, in critical cases preference
is given to the second principle (see [Bulygina 1980: 140]).60 Of
course, only those phonological solutions which consider both inventory and relations would be optimal. Therefore, both a syntagmatic
and paradigmatic identification of phonemes can and should be
verified after phoneme relations (and those of other phonological
units) have been examined. Unwieldy, inelegant, or contradictory
rules for the structure of phoneme sequences most often indicate an
imperfect identification of phonemes, which needs to be refined.

d) PHONOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
§ 77. The most general rule of syntagmatic identification, which
logically follows from the above-mentioned first principle (§ 76, (a)),
is that suspect segments are considered phoneme sequences whenever
possible. We refrain from dividing them further only when this allows
us to describe the phonological system in question more logically,
consistently, and systematically. In so doing, we satisfy the principle
of minimal inventory.
60

Therefore, adherents of glossematics behave quite inconsistently in treating
language as a system of pure relations but, in establishing phonemes, follow, as
it were, only the principle of minimal inventory and therefore often obtain
unbelievably complicated syntagmatic “taxeme” relations (see, for example,
[Hjelmslev 1936–1937]; cf. [Murat 1964: 171–172; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975:
133–135 and references]). A similar (but not as clear or principled) position is
taken by a few descriptivists (for example, [Harris 1963: 90ff.]). Most adherents
of this school give priority to pattern congruity and in general to functional considerations (see [Pike 1947: 131ff.; Hockett 1955: 159ff.]; cf. also [Swadesh
1937: 10]).
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§ 78. There are quite a few cases where suspect segments cannot
in principle be further broken down, that is, they cannot be considered
realizations of phoneme sequences.
1. We do not break down a suspect segment if there is a phonological opposition between that segment and a similar undisputed
sequence (hence, if replacing the suspect segment with a clearer
sequence changes the meaning of the word): Pol. czy [þɵ] ‘whether’ :
trzy [tšɵ] ‘three’, Czech [þex] ‘Czech’ : trzech [tšex] ‘three-GEN’,
oczyma [oþɵma] ‘eye-INS.PL’ : otrzyma [otšɵma] ‘obtain-3SG.FUT’,
paczy [paþɵ] ‘warp-3SG.PRS’ : patrzy [patšɵ] ‘look-3SG.PRS’, where
[þ]  [tš], and therefore /þ/ is unquestionably a separate phoneme
[El’mslev 1960b: 326–327; Šaumjan 1962: 106; Martinet 1970: 352],
or Fr. bon [b]ܧѺ ‘good-M’ : bonne [bܧn] ‘good.F’, grain [g]ܭݒѺ ‘grain’ :
graine [gܭݒn] ‘seed’, chien [šj]ܭѺ ‘dog’ : chienne [šjܭn] ‘bitch’, where
the nasals /ܧѺ/, /ܭ/Ѻ must be considered independent phonemes, contrasting with the clear sequences /ܧ/ + /n/, /ܭ/ + /n/ (cf. [Šþerba 1955: 50ff.;
Trubetzkoy 1977: 111 = Trubeckoj 1960: 138; Jakobson, Fant, Halle
1972: 39, 52; Hyman 1975: 15]).61
2. Nor can a suspect segment be broken down if, in so doing, we
would get at least one component which cannot be considered an allophone of a phoneme used outside of this sequence. For example, in
word-initial position in Polish dialects, there occur sequences such as
[bƍȖƍ], [pƍxƍ] (for example, [bƍȖƍåáy] = standard biaáy ‘white’, [pƍxƍivo] =
standard piwo ‘beer’, see [UrbaĔczyk 1968: 34]), which from the
standpoint of articulation are undisputed sound sequences, but must be
considered realizations of the phonemes /bƍ/, /pƍ/, since in these dialects there are no independently occurring phonemes */Ȗƍ/, */xƍ/. The
Spanish affricate [tš] is also treated as a single phoneme /þ/ (for
example: chacha ['tšatša] ‘nanny’, mucho ['mutšo] ‘much’); the
alveolar [৬] articulated in this sequence could be considered an
allophone of the phoneme /t/, but the second component, [š], would
have no clear counterpart in usage, since the language lacks the
phoneme /š/ [Trubetzkoy 1977: 54 = Trubeckoj 1960: 67; Achmanova
1966: 32, 41; Martinet 1970: 350–351]. It would be meaningless to
61

There are alternative interpretations, for example: bon [b]ܧѺ = /bܧn/, bonne
[bܧn] = /bܧnԥ/ [Koefoed 1967: 50; Ruhlen 1974; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 88],
but in fact these are not phonological, but morphological (or generative) solutions.
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break down the Lithuanian sound sequences [ԥr], [rԥ], often pronounced in words of the type draǊgas ‘friend’, vard˾ as ‘name’ (i.e.,
62
the component [ԥ] is used only in these
[dԥråǊ.gas], [varԥdas]);
Ѻ
“combinations,” and therefore cannot be considered an independent
phoneme /ԥ/. Hence [ԥr] = [rԥ] = /r/. This interpretation is also
supported by the intuition of Lithuanian speakers; the intervening [ԥ]
can only be heard after long phonetic training.63
3. Nor is a suspect segment broken down if doing so would
result in phoneme sequences which are not characteristic of the
language in question, and are realized only in the segments being
analyzed. For example, we cannot consider as sequences of the type
/t/ + /s/ the affricates of standard Chinese, written in the Latin alphabet
z, c, zh, ch (§ [tz], [ts]ލ, [tž], [tš]ލ: zài [tzài] ‘again’ : cài [tsލài] ‘food’,
z [tzӿ] ‘son’ : c [tsލӿ] ‘this’, zhng [tžӽƾ] ‘palm (of hand)’ : chng
[tšލӽƾ] ‘workshop’, zhái [tžái] ‘residence’ : chá [tšލá] ‘tea’),64 since
this language lacks other consonant sequences except for those of the
type C + i֒ , C + u֒ . The sounds in question clearly represent independent
62

An especially salient [rԥ] = /r/ has been observed in certain word positions
in northern Panevơžys dialects (for example: pյ ör֡ Ωšt ɴs “pirštùs” ‘finger-ACC.PL’,
var֡ Ωd ɴs “vardùs” ‘name-ACC.PL.’ [Kaþiuškienơ, Girdenis 1982 (= Girdenis
2000c: 268ff.)]. But this can perhaps be found in all dialects which concentrate
circumflex pitch accent on the second element of a diphthong: áabã.ıլ ˾. bù֔ wo .
war ˾ΩgĮs “Labaıլ ˾ bùvo varg˾ as” ‘There was great hardship’ (Alvitas), sյ kյ erյ ́˾ Њյus֏
bù֔ wo . i֒ ir ֑ tյ Шıլ .˾ s pյ ıլ ̗emյ ́nյ i.s֏ bú .dawu֔ “Skerd˾ žius bùvo ir trͿs pıլ ̗emenys bǌ̗ davo”
‘There was a herdsman and three shepherds’ (Daukšiai), iШ ֑ vյ erյ ́˾ šյ u . i ֑ ká .Шvյ u . bù֔ o .
mյ elյ žյ emǊ . kյ e֡ .lյ o .s “Ir verš˾ iǐ, i(r) kárviǐ bùvo melžiamǐ˾ kͅlios” ‘There were calves
and several dairy cows’ (Gižai), jΩeu֡ pamյ ir ˾Ωšus bյ e(t) ֑ dá . vյ ıլ ̖֔ ska. supra.n.tù֔ “JaǊ
pamirš˾ us, bet dá(r) vıլ ̖ską suprantù” ‘I’ve forgotten, but I still understand everything’ (Vižainys), and even vյ ıլ ̖֔ ska . dalյ ́˾ gյ ́is pյ jé .udao. “Vıլ ̖ską dal˾giais pjáudavo”
‘They would mow everything with scythes’ (Gižai), patյ i֔ lյ ́˾ pյ sյ i֔ t “patil˾psit” ‘You
will fit’ (Kazlǐ Rǌda) [Girdenis, Židonytơ 1994: 136 (= Girdenis 2001: 149), fn.
37].
63
In light of what has been said in this section, the attempts of some Polish
linguists to interpret the nasalized vowels of that language as combinations of
the type V + /w/ or V + /ƾ/ seem quite unsuccessful (even implausible), since the
“phonemes” */w/ and */ƾ/ are used only in these sequences (see [Biedrzycki
1963; àobacz 1973: 56–57]).
64
The transcriptions [tz], [tž] (like Russian notations of the type ɰɡ, ɱɠ) are
approximate. In fact these affricates are “semi-voiced,” that is, lenis voiceless
sounds.
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phonemes /ݤ/, /cލ/, /ۤ/, /þލ/. The Japanese affricates [ts], [dz] = /c/, /ݤ/,
etc., also function as single-phoneme units (monophonemes): chijimu
[tĞidĨimu] ‘shrink-INF’, chǀchǀ [tĞoޝtĞo‘ ]ޝbutterfly’, hitsuji [çitsudĨi]
‘ram’, jǌjika [dĨuޝdĨika] ‘cross’. Consonant sequences are completely
alien to this language; they are broken up even in borrowings from
European languages: hirumu ‘film’, kurabu ‘club’ (ĸ Eng. club
[klݞb]), madorǀsu ‘sailor’ (ĸ Du. matroos), purofesionaru ‘professional’, puroguramu ‘program’ (see [Polivanov 1968: 237–242;
Trubetzkoy 1977: 57 = Trubeckoj 1960: 71]).65
§ 79. Lithuanian has various consonant sequences, but its affricates [tšࡏ ], [džࡏ ], etc., are also difficult to break down into sequences
of the type /t/ + /šࡏ / (see [Pupkis 1966a: 116–117]; cf. the unsuccessful attempts at alternative interpretations: [Girdenis 1971b: 28
(= Girdenis 2000b: 219; Garšva 1982: 66]). Such an operation would
yield C + š-type sequences, which are not characteristic word-initially
(see § 107ff.), and would very much complicate medial consonant
clusters (cf. words such as purk˾ šþiau ‘spray-1SG.SBJV’, where, if we
break down [tšࡏ ] into /tࡏ / + /šࡏ /, we would have the abnormally complex
cluster /܂kšࡏ tࡏ šࡏ /, quite contrary in its structure to the typical structural
model of medial clusters (see § 119–120). Also preventing a decomposition of the affricate is the fact that the second component of [tšࡏ ],
[džࡏ ] (the most frequent and regular sounds of this type) cannot be
excluded in a key position, before a back vowel: alongside gǌdžiǐ˾
‘dreary-GEN.PL’ we have gǌžiǐ˾ ‘crop (of a bird)-GEN.PL’, alongside
taþiaǊ ‘nevertheless’, tašiaǊ ‘hew (wood)-1SG.PST’, but *gǌdiǐ˾ or
*tatiaǊ are impossible (cf. [Šaumjan 1962: 105]).
It should also be noted that if we disregard onomatopoeia and words of
foreign origin, the affricates [tšࡏ ], [džࡏ ] of standard Lithuanian and many dialects
can almost be considered realizations of the soft phonemes /tࡏ /, /dࡏ /, since affricates and soft [tࡏ ], [dࡏ ] are in complementary distribution (see table 8): [tšࡏ ], [džࡏ ]
are used only before back vowels (position 1) and [tࡏ ], [dࡏ ] before front vowels
and soft consonants (positions 2 and 3).
This interpretation would be quite convenient in that it eliminates a gap in
the system of plosives (see § 134); if we interpret affricates in some other way,
the phonemes /p/, /b/ and /k/, /g/ will have soft correspondents /pࡏ /, /bࡏ / and /kࡏ /, /gࡏ /,
65

Cf. also the remaking of similar borrowings in Yoruba, also characterized
by the lack of consonant sequences: bíríkì (ĸ Eng. brick), fíríì (ĸ Eng. free),
gíláàsì (ĸ Eng. glass), kф̗ bù (ĸ Eng. cup).
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Table 8. Distribution of the Lithuanian affricates [tšࡏ ], [džࡏ ] and soft [tࡏ ], [dࡏ ]
in non-borrowed words
Positions
Sounds
[Vu—]
[Vi—]
[—Cࡏ ]
Interpretation
1
2
3
[tšࡏ ]
+
/tࡏ / (?)
[tࡏ ]
+
+
[džࡏ ]
+
/dࡏ / (?)
ࡏ

[d]

+

+

while /t/, /d/ lack them. However, this solution forces us to reject a large number
of words widely used in the present-day language (with affricates before front
vowels and consonants: ýekͿs [surname], dıլ ̖þkis ‘large, stocky person’,
plãþkelnơs ‘wide trousers’, cf. also tiùlis ‘tulle’, Matiùkas [proper name], etc.),
and therefore it in fact points to a somewhat earlier, rather than present-day,
picture of the Lithuanian phonological system (cf. [Girdenis 1972a: 187–190
(= Girdenis 2000b: 253–256); 1979–1980: 120–123 (= Girdenis 2000c: 165–
168)]). This is also shown by such forms as sveþiaıլ ˾ ‘guest-NOM.PL’, mͅdžiai
‘tree-NOM.PL’, now pronounced with [tšࡏ ], [džࡏ ] before a front vowel: [sࡏ vࡏ etšࡏ ҽıࡆ .Ѻ ],
[mࡏ Ӂ.džࡏ ҽi]. Thus the alternation [tšࡏ ] : [tࡏ ], [džࡏ ] : [dࡏ ] now belongs to morphonology
(or directly to morphology), rather than to phonology; cf. [Girdenis 1979–1980:
122 (= Girdenis 2000c: 167); Ambrazas 1985: 33, 60f.; 1997: 28, 48f. (=
Girdenis 2001: 215, 236f.)]).

§ 80. Strictly speaking, a suspect segment should be considered
the realization of a phoneme sequence only if, in replacing its individual parts with other sounds or deleting them completely, we obtain
words differing in meaning, or, in Martinet’s terms, if those parts are
commutable with other sounds or with zero (i.e., the absence of sound,
see [Martinet 1939; 1970: 347ff.]; among the small number of works
which adopt this method uncritically, cf. [Perebyjnis 1970: 17;
Muljaþiü 1973: 172–173 and references].
We could illustrate an ideal case of this sort with the sequences
[pr] and [ká] in Lithuanian. In replacing their individual components
with one another, we get words differing in meaning, such as Prãnas
[personal name] : krãnas ‘crane’ : plãnas ‘plan’ : klãnas ‘puddle’, and
in deleting one of the components we get words of differing meaning,
such as prašýti ‘request-INF’ : rašýti ‘write-INF’ : pašýti ‘pull (at)-INF’
and klója ‘spread-3PRS’ : lója ‘bark-3PRS’ : kója ‘foot, leg-NOM.SG’.
Thus [pr] = /p/ + /r/ and [ká] = /k/ + /l/. In performing a similar
operation with the English aspirates [k]ލ, [p]ލ, we would find that the
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second element [[ § ]ލh] cannot be deleted; there are no words in
English pronounced *[kܼk], *[pܼk] and the like, and differing in
meaning from normal [kܼލk( = ])ލkick, [pܼލk( = ])ލpick. In the best case,
they would be perceived as examples of a foreign accent. This shows
that English [k]ލ, [p ]ލmust be considered as phonemes /k/, /p/, rather
than sequences.
In many cases, this criterion raises no doubts, but we cannot
blindly rely on it. It is especially difficult to follow the first part consistently, which requires that both components of a suspect segment
be commutable with other sounds. If we strictly observe this requirement, we would have to consider as separate phonemes, for example,
German [šp], [št]: Spaß [špaޝs] ‘fun’, stehen ['šteޝԥn] ‘stand’, and
English [sp], [st], [sk]: speak [spiޝk], stand [stænd], skate [skeܼt], since
their first component [š], [s] cannot be replaced by other consonants.66
But such a conclusion would be at odds with the intuition of native
speakers, reflected in the writing system, and would force one to
ignore obvious rules governing consonant sequences. Commutation
with zero can always be consistently applied; it does not lead to
similar unacceptable conclusions, cf. Ger. Stahl [štaޝl] ‘steel’ : schal
[šaޝl] ‘insipid’ : Tal [taޝl] ‘valley’, Eng. speak [spiޝk] : seek [siޝk] :
peak [piޝk].
§ 81. Unquestionably representing biphonemic sequences are
those suspect segments which are either optional or combinatory variants of similar phoneme sequences (see Trubetzkoy’s seventh rule).67
In these cases the biphonemic nature of the suspect sounds is
established according to the same principles which lead us to consider
different sounds as variants of a single phoneme.
66

Although it may be hard to believe, such “consistent” conclusions have in
fact been made; see, for example, [Vogt 1981b: 216], where the Norwegian initial clusters [sp-], [st-], [sk-] are treated as composite phonemes, rather than
sequences.
67
It is interesting that neither Martinet (for example, [Martinet 1970: 347ff.])
nor Muljaþiü, who follows him completely (cf. [Muljaþiü 1973: 170]), says
anything about this obvious case; Muljaþiü even directly states that Trubetzkoy’s
rules are outdated. In fact, we can say this only about some of the rules, but certainly not about all (ultimately, even “outdated” rules still have an undeniable
heuristic value; see § 73–75 and [Glušak 1966: 383]).
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1. We have already examined several examples (see § 67) which
show that under certain conditions a single sound can be the realization of a phoneme sequence.
Let us compare in addition these North Žemaitic examples:
skІnd͏.n ĺ <sk۠.dӋ.n>68 = /skӑndҽғn/ “skandıլ ̖na” ‘drown, sink-3PRS’,
žІը .nsáas ĺ <ž۠ࡂ.sáas> = /žӑғnslas/ “žą̗slai” ‘(horse) bit’. Their optional
variants must be considered realizations of the same phonological
unit, since they are acoustically similar and do not perform a distinctive function (they do not distinguish words). Of the two possible
interpretations, [۠.] = [۠n] = /۠./ and [۠.] = [۠n] = /ӑ/ + /n/, the second
is more acceptable, since it satisfies the principle of minimal inventory
and extends and normalizes phoneme distribution. Now /ӑ/ is possible
also before tautosyllabic /n/, and /n/ in turn can occupy roughly the
same positions as the related /m/, /l/, and /r/. Based on similar considerations, English and German syllabic [lࡦ ], etc., often used alongside
optional [ԥl]-type complexes, are considered sequences of the type /ԥ/
+ /l/; cf. Eng. ['bܧtlࡦ ] = ['bܧtԥl] bottle, Ger. ['foޝglࡦ ] = ['foޝgԥl] Vogel
‘bird’ (see [O’Connor, Trim 1973: 260, fn. 7; Wells 1965; Philipp
1974: 14, 35, 67 et passim; Meinhold, Stock 1982: 92–93]. For an
interpretation of this sort for Norwegian sonorants, see [Borgstrøm
1981: 176]; for a radically opposite but hardly convincing view, see
[Morciniec 1968: 77–78; 1971: 123ff.]).
2. Often suspect segments and similar clear sequences are in
complementary distribution.
The Portuguese nasalized vowels (on possible interpretations,
see [Pike 1947: 196ff.; Morais-Barbosa 1962; Katagošþina 1970: 56–
71 and references])69 are a classic example. These vowels contrast
with non-nasals and perform a distinctive function in two instances: a)
word-finally: lã [áą] ‘wool’ : la [áa] ‘there’, dom [d۠] ‘mister’ : dou
[do] ‘I give’, and b) before a non-plosive consonant, cf. lanço ['áąsu]
‘a throw’ : laço ['áasu] ‘lasso’. Before the nasal consonants [n], [ƾ],
[m], only nasalized vowels are possible: campo ['kąmpu] ‘field,
68

In formulas of this type, as already noted in fn. 30, the brackets “ < > ”
mark optional variants (cf. [Labov 1972: 112]).
69
We have availed ourselves here of consultations with Mafalda Tupơ, who is
proficient in Brazilian Portuguese. Nasalized vowels are transcribed with the
symbols [ą], [۠], more familiar to Baltists, rather than with the ambiguous [ã],
[õ].
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camp’, conto ['k۠ntu] ‘tale’, longo ['á۠ƾgu] ‘long’. In external juncture
(so-called sandhi, Skt. sa۬dhi), final nasals are replaced by corresponding [ą] + [n]-type sequences when the following word begins
with a plosive: lã tinta [áąn 'tƳntԥ] ‘dyed wool’, lã cardada [áąƾ
kar'daðԥ] ‘combed wool’. Sequences of the type [a] + [n], [ą] + [t], [ą]
+ [p], [ą] + [k] are quite impossible. The situation here is thus quite
different from that of French, where such sequences exist. The
sequences [ąn], [ąƾ], etc., are undoubtedly biphonemic /a/ + /n/-type
clusters, since the /n/ occupies the same position as [r] and [á], and the
nasalization of the vowel is readily explained by the influence of the
adjacent nasal consonant. These clear sequences and the related
nasalized vowels are in complementary distribution (see table 9),
which is especially nicely revealed in the alternation of [ą] : [ąn], etc.,
in external juncture (on the importance of juncture or external sandhi
for phonology, see § 86 and references). In these circumstances, we
must undoubtedly consider nasalized vowels combinatory variants of
/ą/ + /n/-type sequences: [ą] = [ąn] = [ąƾ] = /a/ + /n/; [۠] = [۠n] = [۠ƾ] =
/o/ + /n/ ([d۠] = /don/, [áą] = /lan/, [áąsu] = /lansu/).
Table 9. Distribution of Portuguese nasalized vowels and [ɚn]-type sequences
Positions
p
Sounds
[—#]
[—s]
[— td ]
[— kg ]
[— b ]
Interpretation
1
2
3
4
5
[a]
+
+
+
+
+
/a/
[ą]
+
+
[ąn]
+
/a/ + /n/
[ąƾ]
+
[ąm]
+

It is easy to see that this interpretation satisfies both the principle
of minimal inventory and the principle of maximally regular relations:
in breaking down the nasalized vowels, phonemes of a very narrow
distribution disappear; all vowels and /n/ become possible in all positions. This alone makes other interpretations of Portuguese vocalism
unconvincing (for example, [Katagošþina 1970: 88]); pure phonetic
considerations always yield to functional ones.
§ 82. A similar distribution is also characteristic of the “mixed”
and “pure” diphthongs of Lithuanian and its dialects (see [Girdenis
1966a (= Girdenis 2000b: 309f.); 1971b: 25 (= Girdenis 2000b: 215f.);
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Kosienơ 1978: 33; Ambrazas 1985: 20f.; 1997: 22 (= Girdenis 2001:
208)]). Both are used only word-finally and before consonants: gál
‘perhaps’, kur ˾ ‘where’, sakaǊ ‘say-1SG.PRS’, turg˾ ui ‘market-DAT.SG’
(= turg˾ uj ‘market-LOC.SG’), káltas ‘chisel’, Ƴkùrtas ‘founded’,
draugáuti ‘be friends with-INF’, gùiti ‘drive-INF’. Before vowels, we
find in their place similar heterosyllabic and therefore unquestionably
biphonemic sequences of the type [a] + [á], [a] + [v] (optionally also
[a] + [u ]), [u] + [j]): gã-li ‘can-3PRS’, kù-ras ‘fuel’, drau-gãvo ‘be
friends with-3PST’ (also pronounced [drau-gã.-u o.]), tur-˾ gu-je
‘market-LOC.SG’, gù-ja ‘drive-3PRS’.70
Hence [aá] and [a-á], [ur] and [u-r], [au] and [a-v] ([a-u ]), [ui]
and [u-j], etc., are in complementary distribution, as is easily observed
and understood from the automatic alternation in question. As a result,
no one to date has questioned that Lithuanian mixed diphthongs are
combinations of the type /a/ + R (see table 10).
Table 10. Distribution of Lithuanian mixed diphthongs and corresponding
heterosyllabic sequences
Positions
Sounds
[—#]
[—C]
[—V]
Interpretation
1
2
3
[aá]
+
+
/a/ + /l/
[a-á]
+
[ur]
+
+
/u/ + /r/
[u-r]
+

There is a broader range of views on pure diphthongs. First,
it has been claimed on more than one occasion that they should
all be considered separate phonemes [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 39 et passim;
Ulvydas 1965: 57 et passim]; second, some proponents of a biphonemic interpretation of these sounds interpret their second component
70

In North Žemaitic, diphthongs in a final syllable split further into sequences
of the type V + [j v] before an optional emphatic vowel (see § 17 and 66) and
before the initial vowel of a following word: matâ.u ĺ matâ.-vΩ “mataǊ”
‘see-1SG.PRS’, t́˾ .i ĺ t́˾ .-jΩ “tiͅ” ‘those’, ja-vյ atejê . “jau atơjaıլ ˾ ” ‘You’ve already
come’, ań˾ .-jյ išvažյ ͡.-vյ i ֑ mıլ ˾est a “Jiͅ išvažiúoja Ƴ miͅstą” ‘They are leaving for
town’. It is interesting that this phenomenon was noticed as early as the beginning of the nineteenth century (see [ýiulda 1993: 265; Subaþius 1993: 40]); it is
also not completely alien to Southwest Aukštaitic speakers (cf. [Girdenis 1992a
(= Girdenis 2001: 378]).
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differently (cf. [Schmalstieg 1958; Kazlauskas 1966; Girdenis 1966a
(= Girdenis 2000b: 309f.); Sveceviþius, Pakerys 1967; Mikalauskaitơ
1975: 56–57]).
The single-phoneme treatment of diphthongs is at present interesting only as a kind of anachronism, since in 1929 Trubetzkoy
had already convincingly demonstrated that these sounds are truly
biphonemic [Trubetzkoy 1929: 55] (cf. [Trost 1965: 183; Girdenis
1970b: 17; 1977b: 192 (= Girdenis 2000c: 86); SmoczyĔski 1978;
Ambrazas 1985: 20f.; 1997: 22 (= Girdenis 2001: 208)]). Considering
their automatic alternation and clear complementary distribution with
similar heterosyllabic sequences, we must consider them phoneme
sequences as well, consisting of the corresponding short vowels and
/j/, /v/ (see table 11).
Table 11. Distribution of Lithuanian pure diphthongs and corresponding
heterosyllabic sequences
Positions
Sounds
[—#]
[—C]
[—V]
Interpretation
1
2
3
[au]
+
+
/a/ + /v/
[a]-[v]
+
[ui]
+
+
/u/ + /j/
[u]-[j]
+

This interpretation appears all the more acceptable if we take
into account other phonological arguments. First, it eliminates syllables in which the nucleus would have to consist of sequences of two
vowels, and it fills certain gaps in the structure of consonant
sequences: /j v/ now function as members of the /l m n r/-class not
only at the beginning of a syllable, but also at its end (in codas, cf.
§ 111). Second, in interpreting diphthongs this way, we more easily
explain all automatic alternations of non-syllabic [i ], [u ] and
consonantal [j], [v], which are possible even in such cases as žolơ˾j
(-[eࡡ .Ѻ i ]) ‘grass-SHORT-LOC’ : žolơjè ‘grass-LOC’, sudiͅu ‘goodbye’ : su
dievù ‘with God’, where [i ], [u ] must necessarily be considered
allophones of /j/, /v/ (see table 12).71
71

Proponents of the single-phoneme interpretation of diphthongs try to escape
these facts with inadmissible diachronic arguments (see § 10).
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Table 12. Distribution of Lithuanian [i ], [u ] and [j], [v]
Positions
Sounds
[—#]
[—C]
[—V]
1
2
3
[i ]
+
+
[j]
+
[u ]
+
+
[v]
+

Interpretation
/j/
/v/

In principle, pure diphthongs can, of course, also be considered
sequences of the type /a/, /e/ + /i/, /u/ (for example, [Kazlauskas
1966]), but such a choice would be supported only by the phonetic
similarity of non-syllabic [i ], [u ] and syllabic [i], [u] (cf. [Sveceviþius,
Pakerys 1967; Pakerys 1968; 1986: 190ff.; Sveceviþjus, Pakeris
1968]); all other arguments are for the first interpretation.
The first, rather than the second, interpretation is also supported
by certain typological data.
1. In Russian linguistics, no one doubts that alongside [i ], an
open non-syllabic [e ]-type sound, transcribed [ɷ], is an allophone of
the phoneme /j/; see [Panov 1967: 45]).
2. In Belarusian and Ukrainian, [i u ], appearing in conditions
similar to Lithuanian [i u ], are only considered allophones of the phonemes /j v (w)/ [Padlužny 1969: 41–43; Perebyjnis 1970: 26–27].
3. Quite independently, the same interpretation has been suggested for East Latvian diphthongs [Lelis 1961: 80–85].
4. There is reason to believe that Tajik (and apparently also
Farsi) [u ] ([w]) = /v/; cf. va ‘and’ : gow [gou ] ‘cow’ [Sokolova 1948:
282].
5. It has occasionally been suggested that Danish (for example,
[Fischer-Jørgensen 1962: 97]) and even German [Heike 1972: 43–44]
diphthongs can be considered sequences of the type V + /j v/.72
§ 83. Some linguists are inclined to consider the gliding diphthongs [ie], [u ]ܧas phoneme sequences as well, breaking them down
72

That the second component of Žemaitic diphthongs is /j v/ is also shown by
the consistent tendency of semi-literate people to write lajks “laıլ k˾ as” ‘time’,
stovmov “stuomuõ” ‘stature, figure’. Both my sons wrote in just this way when
they were learning to read and write in block letters: BAJSI ~ bã.i.sյ i “baisıլ ̖ ” ‘terrible-NOM.SG.F’, JOVKOV ~ j͕uk͡.u “juokáuja” ‘joke-3PRS’, ŠOV ~ š͕˾ .u “šuõ” ‘dog’
(see, for example, [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1995: 75f. (= Girdenis 2001: 189f.)]).
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into /i/ + /e/, /u/ + /a/ (see [Schmalstieg 1958; Kazlauskas 1966];73
with dialectal data: [Hjelmslev 1936–1937; Hamp 1959; Garšva
1977c: 67–69; 1982: 66]). Such a view is generally based on the putative minimal pairs lıլ ̗eti ‘pour-INF’ : lıլ ̖mti ‘bend-INF’, kiͅtis ‘hardness’ :
kirt˾ is ‘stress’, kıլ ̗etas ‘hard’ : kıլ ̖ltas ‘rough, coarse (cloth)’, kuõpti ‘clean
out-INF’ : kum˾ pti ‘become crooked-INF’, kuokͅlơ ‘stamen’ : kulkͅlơ
‘pellet’, etc., which supposedly show that the second part of these
diphthongs is commutable with other sounds (in these examples, with
the sonorants [m], [r], [á], [lࡏ ], see [Kazlauskas 1966: 75]). But in fact
these examples show little, since the first element of these diphthongs
could be commuted in the same way.74 Such a commutation is, of
course, impossible, since an [e] or [æ] can only be preceded by a
tautosyllabic tense [i]-type element, and an [ ]ܧor [a] only by a close
tense [u]-type element. Moreover, in their acoustic and auditory properties, the first elements are closer to long tense [i.], [u.], rather than to
short, lax [i], [u]. Observing the criterion of phonetic similarity, we
would have to consider [ie] a sequence of /i./ + /e/, rather than /i/ + /e/,
and [u ]ܧa sequence of /u./ + /a/, rather than /u/ + /a/, although, as we
know, diphthongs with long [i.], [u.] as their first element are
extremely uncommon, in principle possible only word-finally and in
the first component of a compound word. Even worse, this argument
contains a logical vicious circle: in comparing such word pairs, the
73

Even /u/ + <[ >ܧSchmalstieg 1958] or /u/ + /A/ (/A/ is an “archiphoneme”
of the phonemes /a/ and <)!( )>ܧ: [Kazlauskas 1966: 75]). These are undoubtedly utterly artificial “hocus-pocus” solutions, since < >ܧis a marginal phoneme
which occurs only in recent borrowings. A foreign element cannot possibly be a
component of a Lithuanian diphthong.
Pure diphthongs are also considered sequences in works of generative phonology (for example, [Heeschen 1968: 216; Kenstowicz 1969: 5; 1970: 79ff.;
1972: 3–4]). This treatment seems quite appropriate within this system, since it
accords well with the biphonemic interpretation of long vowels: [o.] = /a/ + /a/,
[eࡡ .] = /e/ + /e/, etc.
74
Hjelmslev’s attempt to compare such “minimal pairs” puõtą ‘feast-ACC.SG’ :
prõtą ‘mind-ACC.SG’, tiͅsą ‘truth-ACC.SG’ : trͅsą ‘interest-ACC.SG’ has been
convincingly criticized by SmoczyĔski [SmoczyĔski 1975; 1978]. These
comparisons completely ignore syntagmatics and even paradigmatics, since they
assume that /r/ and /u/, /r/ and /i/, for example, can be members of the same
syntagmatic class. A similar error is also made by Kazlauskas, who implicitly
assigns /e/ and /m/, < >ܧand /l/… to the same syntagmatic class.
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investigator has already accepted the premise that [ie], [u ]ܧare, if not
phonemes, then at least sound sequences.75 And what is crucial here is
that there is no complementary distribution between [ie], [u ]ܧand
similar clear sound sequences; these segments are also used before
vowels: núoaižos ‘husks’, núoalpis ‘fainting fit’, nuoalsùs ‘weary’,
núoara ‘what has been plowed up’, núoauga ‘excrescence’, prıլ ̗ eaikštơ
‘place near a square’, prıլ ̗eakis ‘place before the eyes’, prıլ ̗ealkis
‘hunger’, prıլ ̗eangis ‘porch’, prıլ ̗eaugis ‘increase’, prıլ ̗eauglis ‘offspring’, prıլ ̗eaušris ‘early dawn’, prıլ ̗eežis ‘place near a boundary’.
Finally, we should not forget semi-phonetic alternations of the type
[u ]ܧ: [u] such as aštuonıլ ̖ ‘eight’ : aštuñtas ‘eighth’, púolơ ‘attack3PST’ : pùlti ‘attack-INF’, etc.; the indirect proximity of [ie], [u ]ܧto
vowels is also shown by these morphonemic alternations: gerıլ ̖ ‘goodNOM.PL.M’ : gerıլ ̗ e-ji ‘good-NOM.PL.M.DEF’ = gerùs ‘good-ACC.PL.M’ :
gerúos-ius ‘good-ACC.PL.M.DEF’ = gerà ‘good-NOM.SG.F’ : geró-ji
‘good-NOM.SG.F.DEF’ = geràs ‘good-ACC.PL.F’ : gerą̗s-ias ‘goodACC.PL.F.DEF’.
These facts are all more easily and simply explained if we
consider [ie], [u ]ܧto be independent phonemes /ie/, /uo/, belonging to
the class of long vowels, rather than sequences. This interpretation of
the Lithuanian gliding diphthongs (it would perhaps be more accurate
to say polyphthongs [Polivanov 1968: 118, 126 et passim]) has been
accepted, for example, in the following works: [Trubetzkoy 1929:
55; Trost 1965; 1966 149; Girdenis 1966a (= Girdenis 2000b:
309f.); Buch 1968; Merlingen 1970: 344; Toporova 1972: 140–141;
Mikalauskaitơ 1975: 56]. Regarding a similar treatment for the polyphthongs of Latvian and its dialects, see [Lelis 1961: 67, 70–73; Bendiks
1972; Markus 1982: 96].
In those dialects which to a greater or lesser degree shorten the vowels of
unstressed syllables, the fact that [ie], [u ]ܧare single phonemes is more easily
demonstrated, since these diphthongs shorten in the same way and in the same
cases as long vowels in unstressed position, and become clear monophthongs;
cf. EAukšt. Kupiškis dúэna “dúona” ‘bread’ : dэ.na֡ áa. “duonͅlơ” ‘bread
(dim.)’, vienà “vienà” ‘one-NOM.SG.F’ : v́.no֡ .s “vienõs” ‘one-GEN.SG.F’, Utena
dúэna ‘bread’ : da.nΩe֡ .áa. ‘bread (dim.)’, die֡ nà “dienà” ‘day-NOM.SG’ : dΩe.nэ˾ .
“dienõj” ‘day-LOC.SG’ (see, for example, [ýekman 1977; Kosienơ 1978: 30–31;
75

This is a rather widespread “disease” of phonologists dealing with the structure of diphthongs (see, for example, [Glušak 1966: 382]).
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Kaþiuškienơ 1982: 41; Girdenis, Židonytơ 1994 (= Girdenis 2001: 127ff.)]; on
similar phenomena in the North Žemaitic dialect and their interpretation, see
[Girdenis 1971b: 25 (= Girdenis 2000b: 216); 2000b: 152f.]).76 In eastern dialects, the fact that [ie] and [u ]ܧare single phonemes is also shown by pitch
accent. In syllables consisting of these sounds, the pitch accents are the same as
those in syllables consisting of long monophthongs, and are completely different
from the pitch accents heard in syllables based on mixed diphthongs or pure
diphthongs. Only syllables consisting of monophthongs or /ie/, /uܧ/ are affected
by the so-called levelling of pitch accents—a certain weakening and convergence of pitch accents which can be observed in many East Aukštaitic dialects
(cf. [Zinkeviþius 1966: 33–34]; in greater detail see § 66 and § 245, fn. 50).77

§ 84. In concluding this survey of the methods and principles for
the syntagmatic identification of phonemes, we should note that suspect segments must be considered phoneme sequences in all cases
where breaking them down would help avoid phonemes of a very
76

It may be worth adding a non-traditional argument here.
North Žemaitic teenagers have long used a special secret slang based on
inserting a Vp-type cluster between every consonant or consonant sequence and
a syllable nucleus—a vowel or diphthong; the inserted vowel V repeats the
vowel of the syllable nucleus, only without qualitative or prosodic features:
t́ṕ˾ .i vյ ipյ ıլ ̗ .rapâ . b͕p͕֡.vapa t́ṕ̖kŕṕ̖ žapa֡ lյ tepͅ . ~ t́˾ .i vյ ıլ ̗ .râ . b͕֡.va t̖́kŕ̖ ža֡ lյ tͅ .
“Tiͅ výrai bùvo tikrıլ ̖ žalþiaıլ ˾ ” ‘Those men were real snakes’. Pure diphthongs in
such cases are treated as sequences (only the vowel of the first component is
repeated), while gliding diphthongs are treated as separate long vowels (what is
repeated is a short contracted equivalent of the entire diphthong): kapáišյ epê . ~
káišյ ê . “káišei” ‘scrape, shave-2SG.PST’, kյ Ωepã.u. rapà ~ kյ ã.u.rà “kiaurà” ‘full of
holes-NOM.SG.F’, áapáuž͕p͡.u ~ ááuž͡.u “láužui” ‘bonfire-DAT.SG’, t́ṕ˾ .i ~ t́˾ .i
“tiͅ” ‘those-NOM.PL.M’, but l u͕púov u͕pûo ~ lúovûo “lóvoj” ‘bed-LOC.SG’,
papadյ ípյ ıլ ̗ej u͕pûom dյ ípյ ıլ e˾ depê . ~ padյ ıլ ̗ejûom dյ ıլ e˾ dê . “padơ̗ jome dơ˾dei” ‘We
helped uncle’, tr u͕p u͕̖b u͕pu˜o ~ tr u͕̖bu˜o “trobõj” ‘farmhouse-LOC.SG’. In greater
detail, see [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1995 (= Girdenis 2001: 182ff.)], where the
interpretation of diphthongs presented here is supported statistically.
77
The younger East Aukštaitic generation does in fact distinguish pitch
accents of monophthongs and /ie/, /uܧ/ more weakly than do West Aukštaitic
and Žemaitic speakers; this is especially true of speakers from Širvintos,
Kupiškis, Anykšþiai, and Utena. But no Lithuanian dialect shows a complete
failure to distinguish pitch accent, a true dephonologization. For example,
speakers from Utena distinguish quite well by ear minimal pairs pronounced
without context such as pú .tյ Ωe. “pǌ̗ ti” ‘rot-INF’ : pǊ .tյ Ωe. “pǌ˾tơ” ‘blow-3PST’,
sú .da. “sǌ̗ do” ‘salt-3SG.PRS’ : sǊ .da. “sǌ˾do” ‘court-GEN.SG’, tյ Шıլ ̗ .nյ Ωe. “trýnơ”
‘rub-3PST’ : tյ Шıլ .˾ nյ Ωe. “trͿnio” ‘yolk-GEN.SG’ [Kosienơ 1979].
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narrow or otherwise inconsistent distribution. Therefore, Lithuanian
dialectologists are quite right to record so-called reduced vowels in
endings in North and West Žemaitic dialects: vã .ikյ ́ “vaıլ k˾ io” ‘ladi
u
GEN.SG’ : vã .ikյ “vaıլ k˾ Ƴ” ‘lad-ACC.SG’ : vã .ikյ “vaıլ k˾ iǐ” ‘lad-GEN.PL’,
́
i
kâ.ilյ “káilio” ‘skin, fur-GEN.SG’ : kâ.ilյ “káilƳ” ‘skin, fur-ACC.SG’ :
kâ.ilյ u “káiliǐ” ‘skin, fur-GEN.PL’, gra֡ .šյ ́ “grãšio” ‘penny-GEN.SG’ :
gra֡ .šյ i “grãšƳ” ‘penny-ACC.SG’ : gra֡ .šյ u “grãšiǐ” ‘penny-GEN.PL’, jâ.utյ ́
“jáuþio” ‘ox-GEN.SG’ : jâ.utյ i “jáutƳ” ‘ox-ACC.SG’ : jâ.utյ u “jáuþiǐ”
‘ox-GEN.PL’. These forms are in fact most often distinguished not by
independent vowel segments, but by the particular timbre of the final
consonant: the genitive singulars vã .ikյ ́, kâ.ilյ ́, gra֡ .šյ ́, jâ.utյ ́ end in a
weakly palatalized consonant (pronounced approximately [vã.ikࡏ ],
[kâ.ilࡏ ], [graࡻ .šࡏ ]), the accusative singulars vã .ikյ i, kâ.ilյ i, gra֡ .šյ i, jâ.utյ i have
a strongly palatalized word-final consonant (§ [vã.iর], [kâ.iĎ], [graࡻ .šғ ],
[jâ.utғ] or [vã.iƷ], [kâ.iƺ]), the genitive plurals vã .ikյ u, kâ.ilյ u, gra֡ .šյ u,
jâ.utյ u are pronounced with a strongly labialized and palatalized wordfinal consonant (§ [vã.iƷ˚], [kâ.iƺ˚]; see, for example, [Zinkeviþius
1966: 117; Grinaveckis 1973: 272]). Therefore, we might assume that
the dialect has three soft consonant phonemes: /kࡏ /, /Ʒ/, /Ʒ˚/; /lࡏ /, /ƺ/, /ƺ˚/,
all of which contrast only in word-final position and in final consonant
clusters. In so doing, we would enrich the dialect’s phonological
system with consonant phonemes of a very limited distribution and we
would unnaturally narrow the distribution of vowel phonemes, since
in unstressed endings we would not have the phonemes /i/, /ҽ/ and /u/,
found in other positions. The situation is further complicated by
forms of the type ra֡ .kt ͕ “ràktǐ” ‘pick (at)-3SBJV’ : ra֡ .kt u “rãktǐ”
‘key-GEN.PL’ : ra֡ kt a “rãktą” ‘key-ACC.SG’, in which, to be consistent,
we would need to distinguish independent weakly-labialized, stronglylabialized, and velarized consonantal phonemes /t˚/, /tu/, /ta/, contrasting only word-finally. Consequently, we come to a logical but quite
unrealistic conclusion, which is contradicted in a clear lento style of
speech; one often says, for example, especially in emphatically
repeating a sentence: ne ֑ ša֡ .ki sakâ.u bet ֑ ša֡ .ḱ “ne ŠãkƳ sakaǊ, bet
šãkĊ” ‘I’m not saying ŠakͿs, but fork’, with fully clear final vowels
(cf. [Girdenis, Lakienơ 1976: 73 (= Girdenis 2000c: 339), fn. 11]).
Hence the reduced North Žemaitic vowels can and must be considered
independent vowel phonemes, although in speech they are most often
realized only as simultaneous timbre features of consonants.
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The North Panevežys reduced (murmured) vowels in forms of
the type kàs ɴ “kasù” ‘dig-1SG.PRS’, Шö̖ š ɴ “rišù” ‘tie-1SG.PRS’, var֡ g ɴs
“vargùs” ‘hardship-ACC.PL’, žvàkյ ɶsյ “žvakès” ‘candle-ACC.PL’ should
be interpreted analogously. If these vowels were not introduced, we
would either have to distinguish two types of pitch accent for short
syllables, used only in final syllables (cf.: kàs ɴ “kasù” ‘dig-1SG.PRS’ 
kàs “kàs” ‘dig-3FUT’, Шö̖ š ɴ “rišù” ‘tie-1SG.PRS’  Шö̖ š “rıլ ̖š ” ‘tie-3FUT’),
or admit a three-way distinctive vowel quantity, or else invent a
prosodic opposition of “strong” and “weak” syllables (see, for
example, [Garšva 1982: 70, 73 and references]). We would also have
to transfer to morphology a good number of completely automatic
phonological rules (cf.: båu֡ b ɴs “baubùs” ‘bugbear-ACC.PL’  båu֡ ps
“baǊbs” ‘moo-3FUT’, vĮr֡ g ɴs “vargùs” ‘hardship-ACC.PL’  vĮr֡ ks
“varg˾ s” ‘live in poverty-3FUT’ and others), and, finally, ignore minimal pairs like jåu֡ kյ ɶsյ “jaukiùs, -iàs” ‘comfortable-ACC.PL.M,F’ 
jåu֡ ksյ ɶ “jaǊksi, -iu” ‘lump together-2SG.FUT,1SG.FUT’, šáàpյ ɶsյ “šlapiùs,
-iàs” ‘wet-ACC.PL.M,F’  šáàpsյ ɶ “šlàpsi, -iu” ‘get wet2SG.FUT,1SG.FUT’, which are distinguished only by the place of the
reduced segments.
These difficulties can all be avoided if we acknowledge that
there exists in the dialect a “reduced” vowel phoneme /ԥ/ (or, more
precisely, an archiphoneme; see [Kaþiuškienơ 1982: 44], cf. [Girdenis,
Židonytơ 1994 (= Girdenis 2001: 127ff.)]), realized after hard consonants by the back allophone [ɴ] and after soft consonants by the front
allophone [ɶ]. Most often these allophones are pronounced only as
supplementary features of other allophones, but in lento-style speech
quite clear vocalic segments can be heard.78
If we introduce the phoneme /ԥ/, the above-mentioned differences in the pronunciation of the sounds of a root are all easily
explained by their position: before /ԥ/ short vowels are pronounced a
bit longer than before a pause and voiced consonants do not devoice,
even though a morpheme of seemingly voiceless expression follows:
båǊ.b ɴs “baǊbas” = {bavb-} + {-ԥs}, but båu֡ ps “baǊbs” = {bavb-} +
{-s}. Only due to the phonetic (“surface”) reduction of the phonological
78

The careful study by Genovaitơ Kaþiuškienơ obviates the need to pursue the
history and phonetic details of this question in greater detail (see [Kaþiuškienơ
1980; 1982; 1983; Kaþjuškene 1984: 13ff., 121–139]).
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unit /ԥ/ do syllabic obstruents occur in the dialect, as well as consonantal sequences (for example, gràžs “gražùs” ‘beautiful’, par.˾ šs
“parš˾ as” ‘piglet’) which contradict even universal phonotactic rules;
cf. [Trnka 1936; Grinberg 1964: 48 (rule 5), 52 (rule 16)]. Hence, the
introduced phoneme permits a simple explanation for a great number
of complex phenomena in this dialect, that is to say, it has great
explanatory force.
It should be added that the North Panevơžys reduced vowels
(like those of North Žemaitic) are in certain cases also articulated as
clear syllabic vowels. For example, speakers of this dialect, in singing
or speaking the text of folk songs, usually say bá.átɵs (or bá.átΩs)
d͕b́áѓ˾ .lѡ, k͕r֡ b͕vѓ֡. “báltas dobilơ˾li, kur ˾ buvaıլ ?˾ ” ‘O white clover,
where were you?’ rather than bá.át (ɴ)s d͕b́áѓ˾ .lյ (ɴ), k͕r֡ b͕̖vѓ; thus they
sometimes also pronounce the syllabic equivalent of a reduced
vowel.79 This shows that segments of the type -Cյ (ɴ), -C (ɴ) occasionally
optionally alternate with the clear sequences -Cյ ѡ, -CΩ, and therefore
must also be considered phoneme sequences /Cࡏ / + /ԥ/, /C/ + /ԥ/
according to the principles examined in § 81 (that is, according to
Trubetzkoy’s seventh rule [Trubetzkoy 1977: 55–57 = Trubeckoj
1960: 69–70]). However, the above alternation is not required for this
interpretation: we would need to break these segments down further
even if there were no alternation.80
In conclusion, we should add that it is not difficult to find
quite close typological parallels to the reduced vowels of Lithuanian
79

It appears that Kaþiuškienơ [1983: 24, fn. 4] rightly doubts the probative
value of folk songs. But in this case, it should not be overlooked that the endings
of the examples cited show the Panevơžys, rather than standard Lithuanian,
vowels ([ɵ], [ԥ], [Ț]).
80
This interpretation was formulated as early as 1965, when almost nothing
was known about a possible segmental (syllabic) realization of reduced vowels
(see [Girdenis, Zinkeviþius 1966: 143 (= Girdenis 2000b: 49), fn. 20;
Zinkeviþius 1966: 119; 1975; 1976; 1978: 60–61]; cf. also [Morkǌnas 1982: 22–
26]). The “reduced” phoneme was introduced as a necessary theoretical construct, simply and effectively explaining all the above anomalies in phoneme
sequences. Kazimieras Jaunius had already argued in quite a similar way for the
reality of such vowels [Javnis’ 1897: 196]; on Žemaitic reduced vowels, see also
[Tolstaja 1972: 139] and [Girdjanis 1977: 305 (= Girdenis 2000c: 380f.)]. On
the most recent attempt to deny the reality of this phoneme, see [Garšva 1998]
(cf. [Girdenis 2001: 164, fn.]).
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dialects. Especially well known are the “unstable” phonemes (Ru.
ɧɟɭɫɬɨɣɱɢɜɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ) of Modern Iranian (see, for example,
[Sokolova 1948: 279–280; 1949: 26, 78–79, 92; 1951; Zograf 1976:
178]; cf. also [ýekman 1979: 203–204; Kaþiuškienơ 1983: 36 and
references]). No linguist who has studied these languages has suggested rejecting the reduced (“unstable”) vowels as independent phonemes, although in normal or rapid speech they are almost never
pronounced as separate sounds.

e) SUMMARY REMARKS
§ 85. In what has emerged in examining various cases of the
syntagmatic identification of phonemes, the following points deserve
particular attention.
1. Those sound complexes which function in some phonological
systems as independent phonemes, or monophonemes, and in other
systems as phoneme sequences, or biphonemes, are to be considered
suspect segments.
2. Suspect segments are often distinguished from non-suspect
segments by an unusually great duration in pronunciation and/or a discontinuous and non-uniform articulation. Among suspect segments,
only those whose components belong to separate syllables are clear
phoneme sequences.
3. Suspect segments are without question independent phonemes
in the following cases:
a) if they contrast with clear similarly-pronounced phoneme
sequences;
b) if at least one of their components cannot be considered an
allophone of some independently-used (not just in the suspect segment) phoneme;
c) if decomposition violates general rules of syllable structure or
phoneme-sequence structure.
4. Suspect segments are without question phoneme sequences:
a) if they function as optional variants of similarly-pronounced
clear sequences;
b) if they are in complementary distribution with similarlypronounced undisputed sequences;
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c) if their decomposition simplifies rules of phoneme distribution and permits avoiding phonemes of very narrow or otherwise
abnormal distribution.
These rules all obey the principles of minimal inventory and
maximally regular relations, of which the latter is especially important. Nevertheless, we can consistently follow these principles only
once we have studied phoneme relationships in at least a general way.
The commutation method proposed by Martinet is neither
essential nor universal, and can only be used in exceptional cases. In
no way does it replace Trubetzkoy’s basic rules (of these rules, only
certain errors of a phonetic or anthropophonic nature are to be
excluded).
§ 86. It should also be noted that sandhi (external, wordjuncture) phenomena are quite important for the syntagmatic
identification of phonemes (see [Steblin-Kamenskij 1971]; cf. fn. 70
and references). Sound segments appearing in place of clear sequences
at word boundaries are almost always a phonetic realization of these
sequences (cf., for example, the interpretation of Spanish diphthongs:
[Alarcos Llorach 1975: 154–155]). The same can be said of suspect
segments which occur only at certain morpheme boundaries.
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1. GENERAL REMARKS
§ 87. The phonemic analysis of a language does not end once we
have established the inventory of phonemes. The next task is to study
the relationships of phonemes among themselves; to establish their
classes and their distinctive features.1
All relations among linguistic units can be divided into two large
classes: they are either paradigmatic or syntagmatic (see, for example,
Hjelmslev [El’mslev 1960b: 297–298; Martine 1963: 391; Postovalova
1972: 169; Muljaþiü 1973: 37; Stepanov 1975b: 258–260]).
§ 88. Paradigmatic relations (from the Gk. ʌĮȡޠįİȚȖȝĮ ‘example,
image’, cf. paradigmà ‘paradigm’) occur between those linguistic
units which can occupy the same place in a more complex sequence
and therefore differentiate its meaning. Such a relation, for example,
exists between the words Jõnas, Adõmas, Eustãchijus, Adeodãtas,
Baltramiͅjus, Kresceñtijus, Giñtaras, vaikıլ ̖nas ‘boy-NOM.SG’, jaunikáitis
‘young man-NOM.SG’, ǌ̗ kininkas ‘farmer-NOM.SG’, since they can be
used in the context # — mýli Marijõną # ‘# — loves Marijona #’,
and therefore distinguish such sentences as Jõnas mýli Marijõną
 Adõmas mýli Marijõną  …  Jaunikáitis mýli Marijõną
 ǋ̗kininkas mýli Marijõną; and likewise between the words mýli
‘love-3PRS’, bãra ‘scold-3PRS’, gerb˾ ia ‘praise-3PRS’, šokdıլ ̖na ‘ask to
1

In descriptive linguistic practice, little attention is devoted to phoneme relations, their classification and features (cf. [Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 91–93]). An
exception here, we might say the sole exception, is Hockett [1955: 150ff.]. The
main goal of descriptivist procedures is to establish an inventory of phonological
units, and therefore adherents of this linguistic school, instead of for example
examining syntagmatic relations in greater detail, simply present lists or tables
of phoneme sequences (see, for example, [Harris 1963: 153]).
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dance-3PRS’, šnͅkina ‘talk to-3PRS’, lͿdi ‘accompany-3PRS’, which
can replace one another in the context # Jonas — Marijona # (cf.
Jõnas mýli Marijõną  Jõnas bãra Marijõną  Jõnas gerb˾ ia Marijõną,
etc.) and between the words Marijõną, Vilhelmıլ ̖ną, ̈́glĊ, UršùlĊ,
išdͿkơlĊ ‘mischievous girl-ACC.SG.’, šokơ̗ ją ‘dancer-ACC.SG’, studeñtĊ
‘student (fem.)-ACC.SG’, which can occupy final position # Jõnas
mýli — # (cf. Jõnas mýli Marijõną  Jõnas mýli Vilhelmıլ ̖ną  Jõnas
mýli ̈́glĊ  …  Jõnas mýli studeñtĊ). The relations between these
words can be represented as follows:
A
Jõnas
Adõmas
Eustãchijus
Giñtaras
Baltramiͅjus
Adeodãtas
Kresceñtijus
vaikıլ ̖nas
jaunikáitis
ǌ̗ kininkas

B
mýli
bãra
gerb˾ ia
šokdıլ ̖na
šnͅkina
lͿdi
skriaǊdžia ‘offend-3PRS’
móko ‘teach-3PRS’
vͅda ‘take-3PRS’
pamãtơ ‘see-3PST’

C
Marijõną
Vilhelmıլ ̖ną
̈́glĊ
UršùlĊ
išdͿkơlĊ
šokơ̗ ją
dirèktorĊ ‘principal (f.)’
poètĊ ‘poet (f.)’
studeñtĊ
piemenáitĊ ‘shepherdess’

Here we clearly see that words which can replace one another in
the same position form certain classes or paradigms [Hjelmslev 1963:
36ff.]. All members of a single paradigm within a collocation have the
same function and share certain properties. In the first paradigm (A) in
our example, we find only nominative case nouns denoting male personal names or nouns of masculine gender; all words in the second
paradigm (B) are transitive verbs; the third paradigm consists of
accusasative case nouns representing female personal names or nouns
of feminine gender. Paradigmatic relations are so-called because they
represent members of a single paradigm, a single class.
The examples show that paradigmatic relations are abstract,
rather than concrete; they are, as they say, relations in absentia
[El’mslev 1960b: 295–297]. In the utterance Jõnas mýli Marijõną, we
do not hear or see any other members of the first, second, or third
paradigm except for those which are in fact uttered or written. The
other members exist only in the system, as possible substitutes for the
uttered words. In speaking, we choose only some single member of
each paradigm.
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§ 89. The same sort of paradigmatic relations also occur among
phonemes and other phonological units. The phonemes /b d g k m n
c/, for example, are related in this way since they can replace one
another in the position /—a.ro./, and therefore distinguish the words
bãro ‘strip (of land); bar-GEN.SG’  dãro ‘do-3PRS’  gãro ‘steamGEN.SG’  kãro ‘war-GEN.SG’  mãro ‘plague-GEN.SG’  nãro ‘diverGEN.SG’  cãro ‘czar-GEN.SG’. These relations also exist between the
phonemes /r l t d k s/, which can be used in the position /ba.—o./ and
distinguish the words bãro ‘strip (of land); bar-GEN.SG’  bãlo ‘turn
pale-3PST’  bãto ‘boot-GEN.SG’  bãdo ‘hunger-GEN.SG’  bãko
‘cistern, tank-GEN.SG’  bãso ‘bare-footed-GEN.SG.M’, and also for /a.
o. u./ in the context /ba.t—#/: bãtą ‘boot-ACC.SG’  bãto ‘bootGEN.SG’  bãtǐ ‘boot-GEN.PL’, and so forth. Here as well, the units
(phonemes) which occupy the same position form certain classes or
paradigms (cf. [Hjelmslev 1963: 36; Meinhold, Stock 1982: 29]):
I.

A
b
d
g
k
m
n
v

B
a.

C
r
l
t
d
k
s
c

D
o.

II.

A
b
l
r
m

B
a.

C
t

D
o.
a.
u.

In example (I), the first paradigm (A) consists of phonemes
realized by consonantal sounds; such sounds are also represented in
the members of the third paradigm (C) of example (I). In the second
example (II), the last paradigm (D) consists of phonemes realized by
vowel segments.
In this case as well, we see that paradigmatic relations are neither seen nor heard in concrete utterances. At the beginning of the
word bãro, we always utter and hear only a realization of the phoneme
/b/; other phonemes belonging to the same paradigm as /b/ cannot
appear simultaneously. Thus paradigmatic relations of phonemes likewise exist only within a linguistic system, rather than in concrete
utterances.
§ 90. The psychological basis for paradigmatic relations is in
many cases association; therefore, Saussure called them associative
relations [Saussure 1967: 170ff. = Sossjur 1977: 155ff.], a term still
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clearly connected with the psychological traditions of nineteenthcentury linguistics. In rejecting psychologism we also reject this term,
although the concept itself has become firmly established (cf.
[Sljusareva 1975: 73–74]).2
§ 91. Syntagmatic relations (Gk. ıުȞĲĮȖȝĮ ‘line (of troops), harmony’, cf. sintagmà ‘syntagma’, siñtaksơ ‘syntax’) exist between
those linguistic units which are, or can be, combined with one another
to form larger units. In our sentence Jõnas mýli Marijõną, such relations exist between the words Jõnas and mýli, and mýli and Marijõną.
Here the objects of the syntagmatic relations are realized in the same
act of speech, hence we can say that these are relations in praesentia.
But in fact the relation is not only between the actually uttered components of a collocation, but between all other members of corresponding paradigms, which in principle can form collocations of
analogous structure. We can illustrate this in the following diagram
(the lines show syntagmatic relations):
A
Jonas
Adomas
Eustachijus
Baltramiejus

B
myli
bara
gerbia
šokdina

C
EglĊ
UršulĊ
Marijoną
Vilhelminą

As we see, syntagmatic relations connect not just the words
Jõnas and mýli, but also Jõnas and bãra, Jõnas and gerb˾ ia, Jõnas and
šokdıլ ̖na, etc. Thus each member of paradigm A is connected with each
member of paradigm B, and each member of paradigm B is connected
with each member of paradigm C. Only this approach to syntagmatic
relations allows us to reject in a principled way the undoubtedly erroneous view characteristic, for example, of glossematics, that these
relations exist only in an act of speech (or in a text), and not in a linguistic system (cf. [El’mslev 1960b: 289ff.]). Indeed, in speech we
observe realized, concrete syntagmatic relations. In a linguistic
system, these relations exist as potentialities, possibilities for combining units. Between syntagmatic relations understood in this way
2

Before Saussure, Kruszewski had already distinguished two kinds of “psychological” relations among linguistic elements (more precisely, words): one he
called direct relations, and the other—associations of similarity [Kruszewski
1967: 92–93].
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and paradigmatic relations there cannot be a categorical distinction
(see, for example, [Stepanov 1975b: 259–260]).
§ 92. The same can be said of syntagmatic relations between
phonemes and other phonological units. First, concrete phonemes
which form larger units—sound sequences, syllables, and words—are
related in this way. For example, in the word bãro, there are syntagmatic relations between the phonemes /b/ and /a./, /r/ and /o./, and
between the syllables /bã.-/ and /-ro./. In this case we have syntagmatic relations which are directly heard, realized in a specific act of
speech—relations in praesentia. All other phonemes belonging to the
same paradigms as /b/ and /a./ are likewise related. Not only is /b/
syntagmatically connected with /a./, but /d/, /g/, /k/, /m/, /n/ (dãro,
gãro, kãro, mãro, nãro, see § 89) are as well; the syllable /bã.-/ is
syntagmatically connected not just with /-ro./, but also with /-sas/,
/-lࡏ us/, /-܂eࡡ ./ (bãsas ‘barefoot-NOM.SG.M’, bãlius ‘ball-NOM.SG’, bãrơ
‘scold-3PST’).
§ 93. We might add here that syntagmatic relations are not just
linear, although this is the most common type. Also possible are
simultaneous syntagmatic relations, combining several distinct phonological units realized as a single sound segment.3 For example, the syllable nucleus of the Chinese word m ‘horse’ combines the vowel
phoneme /a/ and the tone /ˇ/. Hence there exists a simultaneous syntagmatic relation between /a/ and /ˇ/ (or more precisely between the
syllable /ma/ and the tone /ˇ/).
§ 94. Corresponding to the concept of paradigmatic relations in logic is
.
exclusive disjunction, expressed by the symbol “  ” or “  ” [Kondakov 1975:
150; Šaumjan 1962: 28], and to syntagmatic relations, conjunction, expressed by
“ · ,” “  ,” or “ & ” [Kondakov 1975: 264–266]. Thus we could denote the
opposition between the phonemes /s/ and /p/ by the formula s  p, and their
syntagmatic relation by s & p. When members of a sequence are optional, their
syntagmatic relations are well-illustrated by the formula for inclusive disjunction, s  p. However, following established tradition, oppositions are usually
marked by a colon or inequality sign: (/s/ : /p/, /s/  /p/)4 and no special symbol
is used for syntagmatic relations. Adherents of stratificational linguistics offer
3

The stratificational school of linguistics in particular has drawn attention to
this (for example, [Lamb 1966: 9ff.; Lockwood 1972a: 32–33]).
4
Particularly suitable for oppositions would be the symbol “ ļ ,” once used
in lectures by Vytautas Mažiulis (for example, /k/ ļ /g/, /a/ ļ /a./), but thus far
it is quite uncommon.
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an original system of notation for this purpose: paradigmatic relations are represented by “ ” and syntagmatic relations by “ .” They also occasionally use
“algebraic” formulas [Lamb 1966: 9; Lockwood 1972a: 35].

§ 95. The term paradigmatic relation is synonymous with opposition, mentioned several times above. For syntagmatic relations,
some linguists connected with the Prague School (for example,
Martinet) also use the single term contrast (see, for example, [Trnka
1936: 57–58; Martine 1960: 41; 1963: 391–392; Jakobson, Waugh
1979: 20]), but as already noted (§ 51, fn. 24) for many phonologists
contrasts are also paradigmatic relations. The actual meaning of
contrast and contrasting is almost always clear from context. An
occasional possible ambiguity is easily avoided by the phrases
paradigmatic contrast and syntagmatic contrast.
Since the term opposition already has a certain tradition in
Lithuanian linguistics, the present work offers a compromise of sorts:
paradigmatic relations are almost exclusively called oppositions, but
we say, for example, the phonemes /a/ and /e/ contrast word-initially.
§ 96. The analysis of paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations is
the basis for classifying phonemes; it also allows us to establish the
smallest phonological units—distinctive features.
An analysis can begin either with paradigmatic or syntagmatic
relations; various schools of linguistics proceed differently. But the
fact that in an act of speech only syntagmatic relations can be directly
observed and recorded would suggest that we begin with these. We
are also prompted to do so by the fact that, as we have seen, phonemic
oppositions are possible only in certain paradigms, and these are
determined and revealed by syntagmatic relations. Thirdly, an analysis
of syntagmatic relations allows us to classify phonemes based only on
their arrangement within larger units (syllables, words, etc.). If from
the outset we begin investigating paradigmatic relations, we will
inevitably need to rely only on the phonetic properties of phonemic
realizations, and, of course, on a preliminary classificational scheme
for these properties. Proceeding in this way, various classificatory
schemes for phonemes are possible, but no single one will be necessary and no single one will reveal the specifics of the language in
question (cf. [Bloomfield 1935: 129ff. = Blumfild 1968: 132ff.;
Hjelmslev 1959: 84ff.; Kuryáowicz 1960: 23 = Kuriloviþ 1962: 29]).
Up to now, the research approach “syntagmatic relations” ĺ
“paradigmatic relations” has been followed most consistently by
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Scandinavian linguists (cf. also [El’mslev 1960c: 59; Vogt 1981a;
1981b; Sigurd 1955; 1965: especially 39; 1968: 451ff.; Koefoed 1967:
134ff.; Fischer-Jørgensen 19725] etc.). The position of the Praguians
on this question has been rather more skeptical than favorable (cf.
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 83, 218–220 = Trubeckoj 1960: 102–103, 272–
274]), although they do not deny that a syntagmatic classification of
phonemes is possible. At present, the methodological priority of syntagmatic relations is acknowledged even by more established, generally rather conservative, Russian linguists (for example, [Stepanov
1975b: 259; Stepanov, Ơdel’man 1976: 207]). But we can speak only
of a methodological, rather than ontological priority; from an ontological standpoint, paradigmatic relations unquestionably prevail over
a syntagmatic approach.
Of course, in investigating languages in which syntagmatic relations are quite rudimentary, the approach presented here is not particularly advantageous (cf. [Trubetzkoy 1977: 220 = Trubeckoj 1960:
274]). Nor is it very appropriate when dealing with a language characterized by phoneme sequences which are too varied and complex,
approaching a random accumulation of sounds.6 In these circumstances, it is practical to study only paradigmatic relations and to classify phonemes only according to the phonetic properties of their realizations. But this is rather the exception than the general rule, since
even in such cases syntagmatic relations for the most part reveal at
least the largest and most important classes of phonemes.

2. SYNTAGMATIC (FUNCTIONAL)
CLASSIFICATION OF PHONEMES
a) INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
§ 97. Even from our limited experience, we know or at least
intuit that words and syllables in all languages are composed of
regular, rather than random, combinations of phonemes. And this
5

This work (pp. 563–564) briefly reviews the history of the question as well.
Among the exceedingly rare examples, we might mention Kerek (see [Skorik
1968: 312]) and Bella Coola [Hockett 1955: 57ff.] (cf. also [Allen 1973: 36]).
6
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intuition would scarcely allow us to consider the following “excerpts”
as examples of real languages:7
1. Pmhapm kike Ehmno hƾaoo maowtaffmhhmnrkuƾ, m tahƾofoierutt ht
nkntƾe iatt i Kaaeƾra. Mwrpiiƾfmawa okn:
—Tourh rf, ruƾaofm f ppmoe aipr? Wr! Hi nnfyph ako ufkp wuƾmr.
—O! —hkuaoem oofƾw mkhe wtiƾu. —Krtpk mnhoefmpneoƾ!
2. Ooauonbo u fhpwnwdoe,
Urhu nuw Ua emwh wcnoe:
Hpmi, Ourop! N mmpugmkp—
Eplrsgho kgp fiormkp?
Akkuhek p tepcwwwnbn—
Ifdn md, I Heaairg ftbn!
3. Úodcþrre ıլ ̖dadžnąbbs Blcciãþią sbdtkde utpàetko vdaą̗priokcbd, cbą˾Ƴ
vksĊbjcuõ ndžiãkcpd, ejơ˾r Ċvinuocơbár þbiąddàd bą˾lþkbvud Ieąsùd.
4. —M! Šr! Pžpvmmdrk! —jsfdt.
—P! Ri sns tsbsƺ —nv. —Džd ptžaƯžntvbkpa k dig pošudtbgjg vsmv Ĕ,
idrnakbss a s tkd s!
—Oþšb ptp jpžttbjvvdjdšv, —da gk. —LžĞp gþptmbþkkk tab. Ždb?
I dntvvmblgm bmlln:
—Jnramvnmkk tpbvrm namthl —dp.
—Ʀv, kktmšsjss, —šb ĞaƯd. —V! Š jmm, tvd šiis: Ĕkž, mjlƯnk jnhshĞ pg
njojbn n dmpm akk pgn jgþmbnpa.
5. Uglúk u bagronk sha pushdug Saruman-glob búbhosh skai.

The first “excerpt” destroys the impression of real language with
“words” such as t, f, wr, nknt, krtpk, the consonant accumulations
pmh-, rnƾ-, mwrp-, -ffmhhmnrk-, the numerous complex vowel
sequences -uaoe-, etc. Nor will the “rhymes,” punctuation, or capital
letters of the second example create the illusion of true rhymed language. That illusion is destroyed by the “words” p, kgp, ftbn (and in
part by n, md, l, not least because there are too many of these for this
small text), and by the strange and unwieldy phoneme combinations
fhpwnwd-, -plrsgh-, -pcwwwnbn, ooauo-, among others.
The third “excerpt” shows approximately what a text in standard
Lithuanian would look like if it had the contemporary phonemic
inventory and set of characters, but used all theoretically imaginable
combinations of phonemes. Although the punctuation is realistic, this
example does not resemble either Lithuanian, or in fact any language,
7
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since it is inconceivable that words of the type sbdtkde or sequences of
the type -kcbd, -dcþrr- would exist anywhere.
The fourth “text” was obtained by selecting in turn the first letters of each page of a Lithuanian book, a dialogue, as we see, not fit
for imitation even by inhabitants of the Andromeda Galaxy. The
unwieldy consonant clusters seem particularly impossible.
Finally, the fifth example seems to be taken from natural language, although “spoken” by an imaginary creature, an orc (see
Tolkien, J. R. R. The Lord of the Rings. London; Boston; Sydney:
George Allen & Unwin Ltd, 1978. P. 466; the digraph sh is apparently
meant to be read as [š]).
It is true that languages are quite varied, and their phoneme
sequences are varied as well. In Georgian, for example, we find words
with consonant clusters quite similar to those we have just found fault
with, cf. crpli ‘straight’, cqլ rta ‘cubit, ell’, všҊȖvnob ‘I present (a gift)’,
gvcvrtnis ‘he drills (us)’ [ýikobava 1967: 26] (cf. [Job 1977: 21–22;
42–43]). However, in connected text there are few such oddities.
Compare the beginning of the popular song Suliko:
saqլ varlis saplavs veҊebdi,
ver vnaxe, dakarguliqլ o.
gulamosۘvnili vܒirodi:
“sada xar, þemo suliۘo?” 8

We see that only a few more unusual sequences occur in this
stanza: -sۘvn-, vn-, vܒ-.
§ 98. The artificial language samples examined above
(Pmhapm… , Ooauonbo… , Úodcþrre…), except for the fifth, seemed
strange because they consist of combinations of letters or transcription
symbols obtained from random number tables. They indirectly but
vividly demonstrate that phoneme combinations in real languages are
constructed according to certain rules; they are always characterized
by a certain phonotactic structure (Gk. ĳȦȞ‘ ޤsound’, ĲޠĲĲȦ, ĲޠııȦ
‘I arrange’). It is only this structure which allows us to establish
8

‘I sought my love’s grave; I could not find it. It has been lost. Breathless, I
wept: “Where are you, my Suliko?”’
In transliteration capital letters are not written, since there are none in the
usual Georgian alphabet. Glottalized consonants, which resemble /C/ + /ݦ/-type
clusters, are written with a dot. The grapheme qլ denotes a glottalized pharyngeal
[k]-type sound.
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syntagmatic phonemic relations and phoneme classes. For the “languages” in our examples, only a single phonotactic rule may be
formulated: any combination of phonemes is possible. In a phonotactic structure “defined” by such a rule we would not, of course, find
any syntagmatic classes, since all phonemes and all phoneme
combinations would be equivalent.
Viewed abstractly, such a free “system” might seem quite effective, perhaps even more effective than natural languages, which
“select” only a small number of the many theoretically possible
combinations. But such a selection is necessary precisely because
there are a large number of “theoretical” combinations which the
human speech organs cannot normally pronounce, and even more
which the human ear cannot perceive or recognize, especially under
more difficult conditions. On paper it is not difficult to write and
recognize words of an imaginary language such as *kšts ‘children’ or
*pþk ‘home’; if need be, one could also pronounce them or even hear
them, if an interlocutor is nearby. But no one would find such words
suitable for calling romping children in from the yard; they would
never hear a sentence *Kšts, pþk!, however energetically and clearly
we might utter it.
Also important is the fact that speech in which all sorts of
random combinations of phonemes are possible would not have any
signal which would help distinguish, or at least suggest, larger
structural units: words, syllables, etc. Phoneme combinations are very
much dependent on those larger units, and are therefore fairly reliable
signals of their scope and boundaries (see, for example, [Trubetzkoy
1977: 255–257 et passim = Trubeckoj 1960: 317–319 et passim;
Matveeva 1966]). This facilitates and accelerates the analysis and
comprehension of a text; it allows us to understand it as a structure
consisting as it were of whole syllables, words, or even combinations
of these, rather than of distinct phonemes [Linell 1979: 50–51]. We
listen phoneme-by-phoneme only to words which we did not quite
hear or words which we do not know well; in general, we hear entire
words or even groups of words almost automatically.9

9

Some (for example, [Bluhme 1965: 218]) argue that phoneme-by-phoneme
speech is on the whole incomprehensible.
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b) BASIC SYNTAGMATIC CLASSES OF PHONEMES:
VOWELS AND CONSONANTS
§ 99. In every language we find two main classes of phonemes:
vowels and consonants.
§ 100. The class of vowels (abbreviated V, cf. Lat. vocalis
‘vowel’) consists of those phonemes which can by themselves perform the role of a syllable (see, for example, [Junker 1938; Trachterov
1956: 15; Kuryáowicz 1960: 18ff., 212, 222 et passim = Kuriloviþ
1962: 24, 295, 308 et passim; Hammarström 1966: 31; Novák 1966;
Ungeheuer 1969: 28; O’Connor, Trim 1973: 251–252]).10
In standard Lithuanian (if we disregard foreign borrowings), the
class of vowels includes /i e a u i. eࡡ . e. a. o. uo u./, for example i-mù
‘take-1SG.PRS’, e-sù ‘be-1SG.PRS’, a-kıլ ̖s ‘eye’, ù-pơ ‘river’, y-rà
‘be-3PRS’, ơ-miaǊ ‘I took-1SG.PST’, ͅ-žios ‘boundaries’, ą-sà ‘ear (of a
jug)’, o-pùs ‘delicate, tender’, uo-là ‘rock’, ǌ-mùs ‘quick-tempered’.
The phoneme /ie/ must also be assigned to this class, although wordinitially it is always covered by some consonant, at least a prothetic
[j], for example, [j]ıլ ̗ena ‘shaft’, [j]ieškóti ‘seek-INF’.
Vowel phonemes are the nucleus, or core, of a syllable, since
they can form a syllable without further phonemes. If, for example, we
remove in succession the initial sounds of the forms krǌ̗ mǐ ‘bushGEN.PL’, slopùs ‘suffocating’, tràkti ‘be rabid-INF’, retaining the
vowels, they will remain normal disyllabic words: krǌ̗ -mǐ ‘bushGEN.PL’ : rǌ̗ -mǐ ‘palace-GEN.PL’ : ǌ̗ -mǐ ‘quick-tempered-ACC.SG.M’,
slo-pùs ‘suffocating’ : lo-pùs ‘patch-ACC.PL’ : o-pùs ‘delicate, tender’,
tràk-ti ‘be rabid-INF’ : ràk-ti ‘pick (at)-INF’ : àk-ti ‘go blind-INF’. If we
remove /u./, /o./, /a./, we would get sound combinations which are
impossible in Lithuanian: */krmu./, */slpùs/, */trkti/.
§ 101. The class of consonants (abbreviated C, cf. Lat. consonans ‘consonant’) consists of those phonemes which cannot form a
10

Hjelmslev initially set up requirements for vowels which were too strict. He
maintained that only those phonemes should be considered vowels which can
function by themselves as separate words or even utterances (see, for example,
[Hjelmslev 1936: 52]). He later rejected this view (cf. [Hjelmslev 1963: 29 et
passim; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 137 and references]). Trubetzkoy remains on
the sidelines regarding this issue: as noted above (§ 14), he distinguished vowels
and consonants only according to their phonetic features [Trubetzkoy 1977: 82–
85 = Trubeckoj 1960: 102–104].
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syllable without the support of a vowel, in other words, which may or
may not be in a syllable. In Lithuanian, these are the phonemes /k g t d
p b s z š ž l r n…/, for example bal˾-zga-nas ‘whitish’, kár-šta ‘hot’,
pã-ža-das ‘promise’. These phonemes contrast with vowels as
peripheral parts of the syllable to the center, since they cannot form a
syllable.
It is true that in some languages [r l m n]-type sounds may play
the role of syllable nucleus, cf. Skt. rֈ k܈as ‘bear’, vrֈ kas ‘wolf’, pitrֈ թ ۬Ɨm
‘father-GEN.PL’, Cz. krk ‘neck’, pln ‘full’, vrch ‘top’ [Trachterov
1956: 19], Yoruba Ĕsùn ‘sleep-3PL.PRS’, Ĕw͕n ۤb͕̖ ‘return-3PL.PRS’.
The set (*lֈ թ ի , *rֈ թ ի , *nֈթ ի , *mֈ թ ի ) of these sounds is also reconstructed for the
Indo-European proto-language (for example, [Brugmann, Delbrück
1897: 392ff., 451ff.; Meje 1938: 129–130; Semeren’i 1980: 60–62]).
In such cases, we can either distinguish an intermediate class of consonants (sonorants), or treat syllabic [lࡢ rࡢ nࡢ mࡢ ] as secondary variants of
the corresponding consonant phonemes, which only occasionally perform the role of vowels [Kuryáowicz 1960: 217, fn. 22 = Kuriloviþ
1962: 301–302, fn. 22]. We will characterize vowels in such languages as phonemes which can only function as a syllable nucleus and
treat as consonants those phonemes which at least in many cases are
peripheral parts of the syllable, whose non-syllabic use is the basic
syntagmatic function (see § 162 for more on such systems).
§ 102. There are many languages in which an analysis of syntagmatic relations allows us to distinguish essentially only vowel and
consonant classes. These are languages of so-called open syllable
structure.11
The most typical examples are the Polynesian languages, whose
syllables are formed only by individual vowels or consonant-vowel
combinations. Their syllable structure is described by the formula (C)V
(the element in parentheses is not essential for the syllable), and words
or even entire utterances are only of the type (C)V(C)V…(C)V.12
Hence these languages (for example, Maori, Hawaiian, Tahitian) have
11

For a succinct typological survey of such languages, see [ýekman 1979:
127–129 and references].
12
In the flow of Lithuanian speech as well, CV-type syllables are the most
common: they form nearly 55% of a text (see [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1994
(= Girdenis 2001: 116ff.)]; cf. also, for example, [Vinogradov 1976: 295;
Schane 1972: 208]).
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only the following syllables: a) V-type: Maori aroha ‘love’, iraamutu
‘nephew’, iwa ‘94’, Ha. aloha ‘love’, amo ‘carry on the shoulders’,
ola ‘alive’, Ta. aha ‘what’, arii ‘chief’, ono ‘6’; b) CV-type: Maori
manawakino ‘uneasy’, ngahuru (ng = /ƾ/) ‘10’, tamahine ‘daughter’,
werawera ‘be warm’, Ha. haneli ‘100’, hookamaliҌi (/ݦ/ is a glottal
stop) ‘childlike’, keokeo ‘white’, Ta. faaite ‘make known-INF’,
hamaniraa ‘building’, tapiri ‘join together-INF’. On the other hand,
complex accumulations of vowels are possible: Maori aahea ‘when’,
aeaeaa ‘panting’, hooiho ‘horse’, maaua ‘we two’, taaone ‘town’, Ha.
haainu ‘hear’, oiaio ‘truth’, Ta. roroaroroa ‘long’ (cf. also the
Hawaiian volcano name KƯlauea). Borrowings also conform to this syllable and word structure: Maori aapotoro ‘apostle’ (ĸ Eng. apostle),
kaanara ‘candle’ (ĸ Eng. candle), karaka ‘clerk’ (ĸ Eng. clerk),
pere ‘bell’ (ĸEng. bell), puru ‘bull’ (ĸEng. bull). In this regard,
Polynesian speakers are no different from the above-mentioned African Yoruba speakers (see § 13, 101), whose syllables are also only of
the (C)V-type: a) àkúk͕ ‘rooster’, ewúŕ ‘goat’, ibiti ‘where’, oníbàtà
‘shoemaker’; b) búburú ‘bad’, kórira ‘hate’, pátákò ‘hoof’, púp͕̖
‘much’; c) àád͕̗͕̖jò ‘150’, àıլ ̖b̖́ru ‘courage’, eléèrú ‘deceiver’. The only
difference is that an /m/, /n/ or /ƾ/, pronounced with a high tone, can
occasionally function as a vowel: ‘return-3PL.PRS’, èmi ƾ̗kawe ‘I read’.
Thus within the class of Yoruba consonants there stands out a small
set of phonemes which can play a secondary vocalic role (cf. § 101).
Apparently the Polynesian languages can so easily get by with
such a rudimentary “organization” of phonemes because their phonemic inventory is exceedingly limited. Maori, for example, has only
fifteen phonemes (V = /i e a o u/, C = /h p t k f w m n ƾ r/), Tahitian
fourteen (V = /i e a o u/, C = / ݦh p t f v m n r/), and Hawaiian only
thirteen (V = /i e a o u/, C = / ݦh p k w m n l/).13 These are the most
impoverished of all known phonological systems. The further
removed languages are from this particular ideal, the greater the need
and the possibility for finer groupings of phonemes. Nevertheless, the
basic and most frequent syllable type, (C)V, and the most basic phoneme classes—consonants and vowels—are found in all languages.

13

Some find only twelve phonemes in this system (they do not assign [ ]ݦto
their inventory, for example, [Serebrennikov 1983: 221]).
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c) ISOMORPHISM
§ 103. A core and peripheral parts are found not only in syllables, but in
other complex linguistic units as well (see, for example, [El’mslev 1960b: 366 et
passim; Kuryáowicz 1960: 16ff. = Kuriloviþ 1962: 21ff.; Makaev 1961: 56 et
passim; Stepanov 1966: 95; Bulygina 1967: especially 86; Klimov 1967: 103
and references; Stepanov, Ơdel’man 1976: 271, fn. 115; Lekomcev 1980: 174],
etc.; cf. [Murat 1964: 173–175 and references]). If a language is characterized
by stress, then a stressed syllable is the core of the word and stressless syllables
are peripheral, since only a stressed syllable can be the expression of an independent word (see § 226). Every word, treated from the standpoint of meaning,
consists of a core, formed by the root, and peripheral parts—various affixes,
since a word can in some cases be represented by a root alone (vãkar ‘evening’),
while affixes can only occur together with a root. In every normal collocation of
words we find a core, the so-called basic member, and a peripheral part, the secondary member. The syntactic function of a collocation is determined only by its
core, or basic member: from a syntactic standpoint jaunà mergáitơ ‘young girl’ =
mergáitơ ‘girl’, labaıլ ˾ jaunà ‘very young’ = jaunà ‘young’, graǊdžiai dainãvo
‘sang sadly’ = dainãvo ‘sang’, since the sentences Labaıլ ˾ jaunà mergáitơ
graǊdžiai dainãvo ‘The very young girl sang sadly’, Jaunà mergáitơ graǊdžiai
dainãvo ‘The young girl sang sadly’, Mergáitơ graǊdžiai dainãvo ‘The girl sang
sadly’ and Mergáitơ dainãvo ‘The girl sang’ all have the same structure. Finally,
an entire sentence has a core, the predicate, with regard to which the other parts
of the sentence are peripheral: a single-word sentence, independent of context
and situation, can only be formed by a predicate: AǊšta ‘It is dawning’, LͿja ‘It
is raining’, Témsta ‘It is getting dark’.14 The central position of the predicate is
also shown by the fact that it is almost always accompanied by symmetricallygrouped noun phrases: Labaıլ ˾ gražıլ ̖ mergýtơ nͅšasi pilkaıլ ˾ raıլ n˾ ą kãtĊ ‘The very
pretty girl is carrying a grey tabby cat’, Darbštıլ ̗ems žmonơ̗ ms patiñka ir
neleñgvas dárbas ‘Industrious people also like difficult work’. These facts show
that complex linguistic expressions and units of meaning are formed according
to the same principle; they are always characterized by great structural similarity, so-called isomorphism (from the Greek ݫıȠȢ ‘equal’, ȝȠȡĳ‘ ޤshape, form’).15
14

See, for example, [Kuryáowicz 1960: 18–19 = Kuriloviþ 1962: 23–24];
more recent literature: [Stepanov, Ơdel’man 1976: 224; Fillmor 1981: 400]; for a
survey of verbocentric theories of the sentence, see [Chrakovskij 1983].
15
The choice of the term is not quite felicitous, since we want to indicate not
the identity of structures, but only their similarity. Therefore, more appropriate here would be the term homomorphism [Klimov 1967: 86] or even simply
analogy [Bulygina 1967], but we do not expect that they can dislodge the
firmly established isomorphism. The fact that its linguistic meaning differs, for
example, from its mathematical meaning is not a decisive argument: reaction in
chemistry means something quite different than in politics or physiology.
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The contrast between core and periphery is one of the most salient manifestations of isomorphism, but it is by far not the only one (cf. § 68, 115, etc.).
The great value of isomorphism is that it allows experience gained in
phonological research to be transferred to research in grammar and other areas
of language [Stepanov 1966: 299]. The opposite direction is also possible, but
new undertakings usually begin in phonology; phonological systems are incomparably simpler than grammatical or semantic systems, and it is therefore easier
to perform on them various exploratory observations. This undoubtedly accounts
for the phonological orientation of the first structural research on language and
its great influence on structural and functional research in other areas of language [Bulygina 1964: 104ff.; Vachek 1966: 76, 84].

d) SYNTAGMATIC CLASSES OF CONSONANTS
§ 104. As we have seen, every “normal” syllable always has a
single vowel forming its nucleus. In addition to a vowel, a syllable
may have a peripheral part consisting of one or more consonants.
Some languages tolerate only a minimal peripheral part of the syllable, while in others various sorts of consonant clusters are possible.
§ 105. Even quite simple combinations of peripheral syllable
components make a syntagmatic classification of phonemes possible.
For example, the most complex syllables of standard Chinese (they
are also always morphemes) can be composed of four elements
(cf. [Mulder 1968: 223ff.]):16 a) a nucleus consisting of the vowels
[a e o u ü…], b) a non-syllabic medial element [i ü u ] preceding the
vowel, c) a final element [i u n ƾ], sometimes [r], following the vowel,
and d) an initial element, which may consist of the consonants [bࡪ  gࡪ
p ލt ލk ލtzࡪ tžࡪ ts ލtš ލm n…], for example diàn ‘electricity’, diào ‘hangINF’, duàn ‘excerpt’, guƗn ‘view-INF’, guáng ‘wide’, piƗn ‘record’,
piƗo ‘float-INF’, tián ‘sweet’, tiào ‘jump-INF’, tuán ‘regiment’, etc.
Thus we distinguish the semi-vowel phonemes /i ü u /, which can only
directly precede or follow a vowel, the sonorants /r n ƾ/, which can
16

Here and elsewhere in Chinese examples, b, d, g represent the unaspirated
lenis plosives [bࡪ ], [], [gࡪ ]. These sounds are most often pronounced almost like
Lithuanian [p], [t], [k], but may also have semi-voiced optional variants. Contrasting with them are the voiceless aspirates [p]ލ, [t]ލ, [k]ލ, written p, t, k; as in
English, the digraph ng represents a velar [ƾ]. Cf.: bái [bࡪ ái] ‘white’ : pái [pލái]
‘row’, dào [àu] ‘road, principle’ : tào [tލàu] ‘coupling, case’, gòng [gࡪ òƾ]
‘common’ : kòng [kލòƾ] ‘empty’.
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occupy final position, and the consonants, which can directly precede
both a vowel and /i ü u /.
Moreover, (1) /bࡪ p ލm f/ are distinguished from other consonants
in that they can never precede a medial /u /. Affricates and fricatives
(2) are characterized by the fact that they can precede the so-called
“special” final /ܺ/. This allows us to unite them into a common subclass contrasting with plosives, which never occur before final /ܺ/.
There is even complementary distribution between the palatals /tĨ tĞލ
Ğ/ (transliterated j, q, x) and the dorsals /gࡪ k ލx/ (written g, k, h), since
/tĨ tĞ ލĞ/ are always followed by the medials /i ü /, before which /gࡪ k ލx/
are not used. The consonants / t ލn l/ are possible in all positions
except second.
Hence all Chinese consonants can first be divided into those
which can precede a “special” final, and those which are not possible
in this position. We can denote the former with the symbol Ȉ and the
latter with Ĭ. The Ĭ-class further splits into these subclasses: a) P—
consonants which cannot precede a medial /u /, b) T—consonants preceding all medials, c) û—consonants which can only precede /i ü /,
d) K—consonants which cannot precede /i ü /. Each syntagmatic class
thus established can also be characterized by the phonetic features
common to all its members. All P-class consonants are labial, T-class
members are apical, û are palatal, and K are dorsal; the affricates and
fricatives (the Ȉ-class) share the feature of turbulence [Klyþkov
1984].17
A still more exhaustive and accurate syntagmatic classification
of consonants is possible in phonological systems with freer word and
syllable structure, for example those of Greek, Latin, Old Indic, and
also Modern German, and, in part, Slavic, and various other languages. Such a phonological system is also characteristic of Lithuanian, and we can therefore use it as a typical example.18
17

It should be noted that even in Lithuanian and its dialects, the fricatives and
affricates form a single auditory class, opposed to plosives and sonorants (cf.
[Remenytơ 1992: 159ff. and references]; for Polish data, see [àobacz 1981: 108,
109, 118]).
18
The consonant combinations of standard Lithuanian are recorded in depth
in Pupkis’s dissertation [1966b], which also gives an overview of previous
studies on this topic. Very interesting is Toporova’s work [Toporova 1972]
(unfortunately with some factual and printing errors: cf. [Girdjanis 1977: 305–
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§ 106. A Lithuanian syllable can have two consonant clusters: an
initial and a final (see [Kuryáowicz 1960: 213 et passim = Kuriloviþ
1962: 296–297 et passim],19 cf. Eng. onset and coda [Hockett 1955:
52ff.]). For example, the word spriñgs [sࡏ pࡏ ܂iƾѺ.ks] ‘choke-3FUT’ consists of a syllable with nucleus /i/, consonant onset /spr/, and coda
/nks/.20 If we denote the onset as Co and the coda as Cc, then a syllable
of full structure is of the type CoVCc. The nucleus consists of a single
vowel; a syllable may have no peripheral clusters. For both Co and Cc,
the number of elements in the cluster can vary from zero to several
consonants. Thus, a summary formula of syllable structure would be
(Co)V(Cc); here, as elsewhere, optional elements are placed in parentheses. Even this formula is imperfect, however, since the onset and
coda consonant clusters are not quite equivalent. If we compare such
words as kù-tas ‘fringe’ : kùr-tas ‘greyhound’; pıլ ̖k-tas ‘angry’ :
pirk˾ -tas ‘bought’, sùk-tis ‘spin, rotate-INF’ : suñk-tis ‘ooze-INF’, vè-sti
‘lead-INF’ : ver-˾ sti ‘throw down; translate-INF’, we see that stressed
syllables with an /l r m n/ coda necessarily have either acute or circumflex accent, just like syllables consisting of long vowels: lõ-po
‘patch-GEN.SG’ : ló-po ‘patch-3PRS’, rǌ˾k-sta ‘smoke-3PRS’ : rǌ̗ g-sta
‘turn sour-3PRS’ (cf. § 241–244). Syllables consisting of short vowels
with no /l r m n/ coda have no pitch accent and indeed cannot have it.
Thus an /l r m n/ coda radically changes the prosodic nature of a syllable, making it equivalent to a syllable with a long-vowel nucleus.
Onsets do not have a corresponding effect on a syllable: àk-si ‘go blind2SG.FUT’ : ràk-si ‘pick (at)-2SG.FUT’ : tràk-si ‘become rabid-2SG.FUT’ :
stràk-si ‘skip, caper-3PRS’, àk-ti ‘go blind-INF’ : làk-ti ‘lap-INF’ : plàk-ti
306 (= Girdenis 2000c: 384f.)]), in which primary data are grouped on the basis
of Harary and Paper’s original methods in mathematical statistics (see [Chơrari,
Pejper 1964]). Consonant combinations are systematically treated in Strimaitienơ’s dissertation [Strimajtene 1976], as well as in individual publications on
this topic (for example, [Strimaitienơ 1974a; 1974b; 1979]; cf. also [Karosienơ
1983]). On the consonant combinations of Lithuanian dialects and their syntagmatic classification, see [Girdenis 1967b: 203–227, 272–279; 1970a (= Girdenis
2000b: 194ff); 1971b: 30 (= Girdenis 2000b: 221); Lekomceva 1972: 119–121;
Sudnik 1975: 63–81, 116–120, 165–169; Jasiǌnaitơ 1993: 93ff. and references].
19
Kuryáowicz follows Saussure in using these terms (cf. [Saussure 1967: 79–
83 = Sossjur 1977: 88–97]), but gives them different meanings.
20
For the sake of simplicity, we will ignore hardness or softness of consonants here (and further).
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‘flog-INF’; the first syllable in each of these examples is prosodically
the same. A coda, then, is much more closely connected with a
syllable nucleus than an onset is (cf. [Kuryáowicz 1960: 18, 213 =
Kuriloviþ 1962: 24, 296]); in metrical phonology the coda is combined with the nucleus into a single unit (VCc), called the rhyme
([Hulst, Smith 1982: 38 et passim]; cf. Cz. základ ‘id.’ [Palková 1997:
153]). Therefore a syllable of expanded structure may be broken down
as follows (see figure 1; Ȉ = syllable):21
Ȉ

Co

VCc

V

Cc

Figure 1. Syllable structure (general view)

With this analysis in mind, it would be best to describe syllable
structure with the modified formula ((Co))V(Cc), denoting with double
parentheses the most autonomous part of the syllable, least connected
with the nucleus and contrasting with the rhyme (VCc).
The fact that the coda plays a more important role in syllable
structure than the onset can be seen from rhymes in traditional poetry.
As we know, in the masculine rhymes of Maironis and other classics
of earlier Lithuanian poetry, stressed vowels, together with a following consonant, always coincide, while consonants preceding the vowel
usually do not: pilıլ s̖ ‘castle’ : vıլ s̖ ‘still’, platͿn ‘across’ : žemͿn ‘down’,
21

For similar diagrams see [Kuryáowicz 1960: 214 = Kuriloviþ 1962: 298].
Hockett’s analysis of syllable structure can be presented as follows (S: satellite,
N: nucleus, O: onset, P: peak, C: coda [Hockett 1955: 150–151]):
Ȉ

S

O

N

P

As noted above (§ 106), the nucleus was later called the rhyme.
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žmogaǊs ‘person-GEN.SG’ : plataǊs ‘wide-GEN.SG’, širdıլ s̖ ‘heart’ :
akıլ s̖ ‘eye’ (Trakǐ pilis ‘Trakai Castle’), sǌnùs ‘son’ : puikùs ‘fine’,
šakàs ‘branch-ACC.PL’ : praràs ‘lose-3FUT’ (Oi neverk, matušơle ‘Oh
do not cry, Mother’), laikùs ‘time-ACC.PL’ : bùs ‘be-3FUT’, visàs ‘allACC.PL.F’ : dǌmàs ‘thought-ACC.PL’ (Mano gimtinơ ‘My native land’),
tesupràs ‘only-understand-3FUT’ : dǌmàs ‘thought-ACC.PL’, rytmetͿs
‘morning’ : sutirpͿs ‘melt-3FUT’, ledaıլ s˾ ‘ice-INS.PL’ : milžinaıլ s˾ ‘giantINS.PL’, nemylơ˾s ‘not-love-3FUT’ : garbơ˾s ‘honor-GEN.SG’, naktiͅs
‘night-GEN.SG’ : nešviͅs ‘not-shine-3FUT’ (Užtrauksme naują giesmĊ
‘Let us strike up a new song’), dangaǊs ‘sky-GEN.SG’ : malonaǊs
‘pleasant-GEN.SG.M’, žvaigždơ˾s ‘star-GEN.SG’ : atspơ˾s ‘guess-3FUT’,
nušvıլ s̖ ‘brighten, begin to shine-3FUT’ : širdıլ s̖ ‘heart’ (Užmigo žemơ
‘The land has gone to sleep’), kasàs ‘braid-ACC.PL’ : atràs ‘find3FUT’, lankõs ‘water meadow-GEN.SG’ : visadõs ‘always’, šalıլ s̖
‘country’ : širdıլ s̖ ‘heart’, piktùs ‘angry-ACC.PL.M’ : bùs ‘be-3FUT’,
kapaıլ ˾ ‘grave-NOM.PL’ : vaikaıլ ˾ ‘child-NOM.PL’ (Kur bơga Šešupơ
‘Where the Šešupơ flows’).
§ 107. Since onset clusters are more weakly connected to the
syllable nucleus than codas are, it is best to begin a syntagmatic
classification of consonants with these [Kuryáowicz 1960: 215ff. =
Kuriloviþ 1962: 299ff.].
In beginning an analysis, it is simplest to treat as onsets wordinitial clusters, since the beginning of a word is also the beginning of a
syllable. This helps avoid problems associated with the decomposition
of word-medial clusters into the coda of a preceding syllable and the
onset of a following syllable. Syllable boundaries almost never have
distinctive function (but cf. [Sommerfelt 1981]);22 speakers are almost
never aware of these boundaries,23 and therefore we can establish
them objectively only once we know the rules for the structure of consonant clusters.
§ 108. Word-initially in Lithuanian there is either no consonant
at all, or there may be from one to three consonants. We can briefly
22

These are interesting observations, but it should nevertheless be noted that
all of these “phonologically significant” syllable boundaries coincide with open
junctures.
23
But cf. § 116, fn. 38, which gives examples showing that a “practical”
syllabification of words is possible. But in such cases the syllable boundaries are
most likely determined according to the “rules of the game.”
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represent this generalization Co ĺ C 30 (on the formula, see [Chomsky,
Halle 1968: 61; Harms 1968: 63]).
Any consonant, without further restriction, can function as a
single-member onset, setting aside the fact that soft (Cյ -type)
consonants are relatively rare before back vowels. As a result of this
freedom, single-member onsets provide little information for a
syntagmatic classification of consonants.24
In two-member onsets the consonants are not arranged randomly, but in a certain strict order (for a more exhaustive list of combinations see [Pupkis 1966b; Strimajtene 1976]).
The following two-member onsets are in general usage: bj- (for
example bjaurùs ‘ugly’), bl- (blusà ‘flea’), br- (brastà ‘ford’), dr(draǊgas ‘friend’), dv- (dvel˾kti ‘blow-INF’), gl- (glaudùs ‘close,
tight’), gn- (gnáibyti ‘pinch-INF’), gr- (grúodas ‘frozen mud’), gv(gvơ̗ ra ‘become loose-3PRS’), kl- (kláusti ‘ask-INF’), kn- (knáisioti
‘root up-INF’), kr- (krǌtıլ ̖nơ ‘breast’), kv- (kvãpas ‘smell’), pj- (pjǌ˾vis
‘section’), pl- (pláuti ‘wash-INF’), pr- (prõtas ‘intelligence’), sk(skarà ‘shawl’), sl- (slogà ‘head cold’), sm- (smagùs ‘cheerful’), sn(snãpas ‘beak’), sp- (spáusti ‘press-INF’), sr- (srơ˾bti ‘spoon-INF’), st(staigùs ‘sudden’), sv- (svõris ‘weight’), šl- (šlúota ‘broom’), šm(šmaikštùs ‘witty’), šn- (šnairúoti ‘squint-INF’), šp- (špygà ‘fig (fam.)’),
šþյ- (šþiǌ̗ ti 25 ‘abate (of wind)-INF’), št- (štaıլ ˾ ‘here’), šv- (švarùs ‘clean’),
tr- (trupinͿs ‘crumb’), tv- (tvártas ‘(cow) barn’), zlյ - (zliaǊkti ‘stream,
gush-INF’), zm- (zmèkti ‘grow stale (of bread)-INF’), zv- (zvim˾ bti
‘buzz-INF’), žl- (žlùgtas ‘soaked wash’), žm- (žmogùs ‘person’), žn(žnáibyti ‘pinch-INF’), žv- (žvalùs ‘cheerful’). Additionally, the following occur in dialectal words: šk- (Žem. škarm
˾ alas “skarm
˾ alas”
‘rag’, škùina “kuıլ n˾ as” ‘old nag’), zg- (Žem. zgedáuti ‘miss-INF’); in
proper nouns: zb- (Zbãras), zd- (ZdanͿs, Zdõniškiai); in borrowings:
km- (kmͿnai ‘caraway’), šr- (šrãtas ‘shot, pellet’).26
24

Except for the fact that they divide all consonants into hard and soft (see
§ 136 below).
25
Cf. the derivative nu-šþiǌ̗ ti ‘abate (of wind)-INF’. This cluster was omitted
in all previous lists of consonant sequences (even [Girdenis 1981a: 76]; it was
first noted by Vladas Žulys.
26
So-called internationalisms—borrowed words introduced through writing
tradition—do not belong to the basic (core) linguistic system, and should therefore not be considered in establishing phoneme classes (see, for example,
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Certain members of these clusters can only precede a vowel: /j/
(bj-, pj-), /l/ (bl-, gl-, kl-, pl-, sl-, šl-, zl-, žl-), /m/ (km-*,27 sm-, šm-,
zm-, žm-), /n/ (gn-, kn-, sn-, šn-, žn-), /r/ (br-, dr-, gr-, kr, pr-, sr-, šr-),
/v/ (dv-, gv-, kv-, sv-, šv-, tv-, zv-, žv-).
Those consonants which can occur not just before vowels are
divided in turn into two classes. The first subclass consists of /s š z/,
which can occur only directly after a pause, in other words, only as the
first member of a consonant cluster: sk-, sl-, sm-, sn-, sp-, sr-, st-, sv-,
šk-*, šl-, šm-, šn-, šp-, šr-*, št-, šv-, zb-*, zd-*, zg-*, zl-, zm-, zv-, žl-,
žm-, žn-, žv-). The other subclass includes /b d g k p t/, which can
occupy both first and second position: bj-, bl-, br- and zb-*; dr-, dvand zd-*; gl-, gn-, gr-, gv- and zg-*; kl-, km-*, kn-, kr-, kv- and sk-,
šk-*; pj-, pl-, pr- and sp-, šp-; tr-, tv- and st-, št-).
Hence all consonants, according to their position in two-member
onsets, must first be divided into two classes: 1) an R-class,28 consisting of the consonants /j l m n r v/, which can only directly precede a
vowel, and 2) a C-class, consisting of /b d g k p s š t z ž/, which can
appear not just before a vowel. In the C-class, two subclasses are distinguished: a) an S-subclass /s š z ž/, whose members can appear only
in word-initial position; and b) a T-subclass /b d g k p t/, whose members can occupy both first and second position. Clusters composed of
members of the C-class are always of the type ST- (sk-, sp-, st-, št-,
etc.). The situation with /þࡏ/ remains not quite clear for now, since in
the position [S—V] members of both the T and R-class are possible;
also problematic is /ž/, found only before consonants of the R-type,
where both T- and S-type phonemes occur.

[Trubetzkoy 1977: 205–206 = Trubeckoj 1960: 254–256; Bluhme 1965: 220;
Sigurd 1968: 453; Padlužny 1969: 114; Malmberg 1971: 442–443; O’Connor,
Trim 1973: 243; Wurzel 1977: 180], etc.; cf. also § 168). Nor is the cluster vl-,
occurring in the name Vlãdas, considered a fact of Lithuanian, since the Lithuanianized form of this name is Lãdas or Blãdis (there are still more such proper
nouns of similar non-Lithuanian structure).
27
The asterisk denotes clusters known only from borrowings, dialectal words,
or proper nouns.
28
Clusters are summarized with a capital letter denoting one of their more
typical members.
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§ 109. Thus we obtain the following syntagmatic classification
of consonants (see figure 2; Ȉ is any consonant).29
Ȉ

C

S
/s/
/š/
/z/

T
/p/
/t/
/k/
/b/
/d/
/g/

R
/r/
/l/
/n/
/m/
/j/
/v/

Figure 2. Syntagmatic classification of consonants

This classification is especially nicely reflected in three-member
onsets, which can only be of the STR--type: skl- (sklaidýti ‘turn pagesINF’), skr- (skrãbalas ‘wooden bell’), skv- (skvarbùs ‘penetrating’),
spj- (spjáuti ‘spit-INF’), spr- (sprǌ̗ sti ‘slip off-INF’), str- (strãzdas
‘thrush’), stv- (stvérti ‘snatch-INF’), spl-* (dial. splazdơ̗ ti ‘flap, flutterINF’, splǌ̗ sna “plùnksna” ‘feather’), škr-* (Žem. škrãbơ ‘old woman
(pej.)’), škl-* (Šklơ̗ riai), špr-* (Šprıլ ̖ntas), štr-* (Štrıլ ̖mas), zdr-*
(ZdramͿs), zbr-* (borrowing zbrainùs ‘agile; armed, ready for war’),
zgr-* (borrowings zgrãbnas, zgrebnùs ‘shapely’). These clusters
confirm Hjelmslev’s law [Hjelmslev 1936: 53] (cf. [Yasui 1962: 24;
Fischer-Jørgensen 1972: 573; 1975: 134 and references; Grinberg
1964: 41–42, 46–47]), according to which a cluster of three
consonants can exist only when the corresponding two-member
cluster also exists; in other words, the presence of an STR-type cluster
implies the presence of corresponding ST- and TR--clusters (STR 
29

On the purely phonetic possibility of referring [j] and [v] to the same class
as [l r m n] see, for example, [Fant 1964: 208–210]. In Lithuanian, this treatment
of [j v] is supported by their intrinsic duration, which is quite close to that of [l r
m n] [Tankeviþiǌtơ 1981: 118] and also by the tendency of “dysgraphic” children to replace, for example, [r] by [j] or [v], or by other members of the R class
([r] is not replaced by S- or T-type sounds) [Gelumbauskaitơ 1968: 10].
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(ST & TR)), cf. skl- : sk- and kl-, skr- : sk- and kr-, spj- : sp- and pj-,
and so forth.
The C-class also has a constant place in medial three-member
clusters: the second (internal) member of these clusters can only be of
the C-type: mókslas ‘science’, kremzlơ˾ ‘cartilage’, nevơ̗ kšla ‘puny
creature’, pǌgžlͿs ‘ruffe’, tamprùs ‘elastic’, kamblͿs ‘butt end’, añtras
‘second’, gañdras ‘stork’, žıլ ̖rklơs ‘scissors’, anglıլ ̖s ‘coal’. In addition,
only members of this class undergo so-called voicing assimilation, or,
in phonological terms, neutralization (see § 141ff.); a cluster of
C-class consonants (i.e., a cluster of the type SS, TT, ST, TS) may only
be entirely voiced or voiceless: bơ̗ ga ‘run-3PRS’ : bơ̗ [k]ti ‘run-INF’,
sùka ‘twist-3PRS’ : sù[g]davo ‘twist-3PST.FREQ’, vͅža ‘take (by vehicle)-3PRS’ : vè[šࡏ ]ti ‘take (by vehicle)-INF’, etc. Members of the R-class
are indifferent to this assimilation; they neither devoice before voiceless consonants nor trigger voicing in other consonants, although they
are naturally voiced: kam˾ pas ‘corner’, pıլ ̖lti ‘pour-INF’, tárpas ‘interval’, žénklas ‘sign’, where /l m n r/ remain voiced, although they precede voiceless /k p t/; or kláusti ‘ask-INF’, kmͿnai ‘caraway’, knıլ ̖sti
‘nuzzle-INF’, pjáuti ‘cut-INF’, tráukti ‘pull-INF’, tvártas ‘(cow) barn’,
where /k p t/ remain voiceless, even though they precede voiced /j l m
n r v/. In no dialect of Lithuanian does one say *gláusti, *gmͿnai,
*gnıլ ̖sti, *bjáuti, *dráukti, *dvártas. It is true that speakers of North
Žemaitic pronounce in some cases a voiceless [á], [m], [n], and especially [r], for example, NŽem. tâ .r ps “tárpas” ‘interval’, kâ.ۢts “káltas” ‘chisel’, etc. [Girdenis 1967b: 249],30 but this is not true assimilation, since voiceless [়], [rࡪ ], etc., are only particular allophones of /l/,
/r/. Similar voiceless allophones of this type are regularly used in Icelandic: hjarta ['çarࡪ tލa] ‘heart’, kampur ['kލamࡪ pݡލrࡪ ] ‘beard, moustache’,
penta ['pܭލҒtލa] ‘paint, draw’, stúlka ['su়kލa] ‘girl’ (cf. also Ru. ɜɢɯɪɶ
[vƍixrࡪ ƍ] ‘whirlwind’, ɦɺɬɥ [mƍܞt়] ‘broom-GEN.PL.’ [Zinder 1979: 53];
on similar phenomena in Latvian see [EndzelƯns 1951: 27]).
§ 110. A more detailed analysis of clusters permits a finer decomposition of the members of each subclass. For example, individual
members of the T-class are characterized by these distributional
constraints:
30

The devoicing /j/ ĺ [ç] / [p—] has long been noted in the pronunciation of
Aukštaitic speakers [Ekblom 1922: 19].
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1) only /p b/ never precede /v/,
2) only /t d/ never precede /l/ word-initially.
Hence the T-subclass of consonants can be classified as follows
(see figure 3).
T
1

/p b/

2

/k g/

/t d/

Figure 3. Classification of the T-subclass of consonants

Consonants of the R-class also split into certain syntagmatic
subclasses. For example, clearly distinguished from the all the rest are
/m n/, which are not found in three-members consonant clusters (if we
disregard the rare borrowing sknarùs ‘stingy’) or after /p b/ or /t d/ in
two-member consonant clusters. If we treat non-syllabic [i u ] as allophones of /i u/ rather than /j v/, then we need to distinguish a separate
/j v/ subclass, which is not used in codas. In this case, we can break
down all consonants of the R-class as follows (figure 4).
R
1

/m n/

2

/l r/

/j v/

Figure 4. Classification of the R-class of consonants

§ 111. It is best to begin analyzing the structure of coda clusters
with word-final position, since the end of the word is also the end of a
syllable, and most importantly, a final which raises no doubts
[ýekman 1979: 124ff.]).
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In many cases, final consonant clusters in standard Lithuanian
(and in those dialects which preserve final short vowels) can be considered mirror images of initial clusters (see [Kuryáowicz 1960: 213 =
Kuriloviþ 1962: 297]; for a deductive justification [Šaumjan 1962:
172; Basbøll 1977]).31 They preserve the same relations as in onsets,
only the phonemes are arranged in the diametrically opposite order:
instead of clusters of the STR(V )-type, we find (V )RTS; instead of
SR(V ), (V )RS; instead of TR(V ), (V )RT; and instead of ST(V ), (V )TS:
1) STR(V )
sklskrsprsplšklškršpr-

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

(V )RTS32
-lks
-rks
-rps
-lps
-lkš
-rkš
-rpš

(vil˾ks ‘drag, put on-3FUT’)
(verk˾ s ‘cry-3FUT’)
(tarp˾ s ‘thrive-3FUT’)
(til˾ps ‘fit-3FUT’)
(tel˾kš ‘lie stagnant-3FUT’)
(þirk˾ š ‘chirp-3FUT’)
(šnirp˾ š ‘blow one’s nose-3FUT’)

2) SR(V )
slsmsnsršlšmšr-

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

(V )RS
-ls
-ms
-ns
-rs
-lš
-mš
-rš

(pabal˾s ‘turn white-3FUT’)
(visıլ ̗ems ‘all-DAT.PL.M’)
(nuskiñs ‘pick (off)-3FUT’)
(patars˾ ‘advise-3FUT’)
(mel˾š ‘milk-3FUT’)
(kim˾ š ‘stuff-3FUT’)
(verš˾ ‘draw tight-3FUT’)

For historical reasons, we lack an equivalent here to šn- (cf.
greñš > grĊ˾š ‘bore-3FUT’). If we treat [i u ] as allophones of /j v/, we
can extend the list with the clusters sv- : -u֒ s (gaǊs ‘get-3FUT’), šv- :
-u֒ š (šiaǊš ‘ruffle-3FUT’).
31

This can be succinctly summarized as a “planetary” model (cf. [Basbøll
1977: 144–145, figures 1–2]), in which the vowel (V) is at the center, and
around it, in ever more distant orbits, are R-, T- and S-class consonants. Before a
vowel these “planets” are always arranged in S-T-R order, and after a vowel, in
R-T-S order.
32
Coda clusters can be justifiably considered “derivatives” of onset clusters,
since there are languages having only onset clusters (cf. Old Church Slavic and
also Old Russian before the fall of the reduced vowels), while there are no languages which would have only coda clusters.
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:
:
:
:
:
:
:

(V )RT
-lk
-nk
-rk
-mk
-rp
-rt

(pıլ ̖lk ‘pour-2SG.IMP’)
(augıլ ̖nk ‘grow (tr.)-2SG.IMP’)
(tark˾ ‘utter-2SG.IMP’)
(stùmk ‘push-2SG.IMP’)
(tarp˾ ‘between’)
(skıլ ̖rt ‘distinguish-SHORT-INF’)

If [i u ] = /j v/, then we also have kv- : -u֒ k (laǊk ‘Get away!’),
pj- : -i֒ p (taıլ p˾ ‘so; yes’), tv- : -u֒ t (gáut ‘get-SHORT-INF’). Additionally,
there are several clusters here which are not possible in onsets: -mt
(im˾ t ‘take-SHORT-INF’), -nt (sént ‘grow old-SHORT-INF’).
4) ST(V )
skspstšpšk-

:
:
:
:
:
:

(V )TS
-ks
-ps
-ts
-pš
-kš

(tóks ‘such a’)
(trͿps ‘trample-3FUT’)
(pàts)33 ‘oneself’
(šnͿpš) ‘hiss-3FUT’
(kvơ˾kš) ‘whimper-3FUT’

A number of final clusters corresponding to initial clusters can
be found in the dialects: NŽem. žl- : -lž (mê.áž “mélžia” ‘milk-3PRS’),
br- : -rb (d͏ .rb “dıլ ̖rba” ‘work-3PRS’), pl- : -lp (tͅ .áp “tel˾pa” ‘fit-3PRS’),
SŽem. žn- : -nž (grͅ.ñ.ž “grĊ˾žia” ‘bore-3PRS’), šn- : -nš (grͅ.ñ.š “grĊ˾š ”
‘bore-3FUT’), but we cannot rely here on these, since the rules for
word-final position in these dialects are completely different. For
example, the word-final clusters of North Žemaitic are not mirror
images of initial clusters, but rather variants of medial clusters (cf.
such clusters as -rkst(-), -rgžd(-), used in the words vã .rkst “varg˾ sta”
‘live in poverty-3PRS’, g͡ .rgžd “gùrgžda” ‘squeak-3PRS’ and vã .rkstâ.m
“varg˾ stame” ‘live in poverty-1PL.PRS’, g͕̗.rgžd͕˾ .s “gurgždą˾s” ‘squeaking’), hence of a completely different structure than the coda clusters
of the standard language (cf. § 126).
§ 112. There can also be more complex coda clusters, since an
unmotivated /k/ or /t/ can sometimes be added to these. These are
33

An optional realization. The word is often pronounced with an affricate, but
(as a comparison with the interjection bàc ‘bang!’ would show) it does not seem
quite “pure,” so that phonologically it should nevertheless be considered a phoneme sequence.
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found, for example, in second-person singular imperatives and in
shortened infinitives and onomatopoeic interjections: 1) -nkš : -nkšk
(kveñkšk ‘cough-2SG.PRS’) and -nkšt (kveñkšt ‘cough-SHORT-INF’),
-rkš : -rkšk (þirk˾ šk ‘chirp-2SG.IMP’) and -rkšt (þirk˾ št ‘chirp-SHORTINF’), -rpš : -rpšk (šnirp
˾ šk ‘blow one’s nose-2SG.IMP’) and -rpšt
(šnirp˾ št ‘blow one’s nose-SHORT-INF’); 2) -ls : -lsk (mel˾sk ‘pray2SG.IMP’) and -lst (bıլ ̖lst ‘bang!’), -ms : -msk (krim˾ sk ‘nibble-2SG.IMP’)
and -mst (krim˾ st ‘nibble-SHORT-INF’), -rs : -rsk (vers˾ k ‘bring down;
translate-2SG.IMP’) and -rst (vers˾ t ‘bring down; translate-SHORT-INF’),
-lš : -lšk (mél[š]k ‘milk-2SG.IMP’) and -lšt (mél[š]t ‘milk-SHORT-INF’),
-mš : -mšk (kim˾ šk ‘stuff-2SG.IMP’) and -mšt (kim˾ št ‘stuff-SHORT-INF’),
-rš : -ršk (užmirš˾ k ‘forget-2SG.IMP’) and -ršt (užmirš˾ t ‘forget-SHORTINF’); 3) -lk : -lkt (vil˾kt ‘drag, put on-SHORT-INF’), -nk : -nkt (liñkt
‘bend-SHORT-INF’), -rp : -rpk (verp˾ k ‘spin (flax)-2SG.PRS’) and -rpt
(verp˾ t ‘spin (flax)-SHORT-INF’); 4) -ks : -ksk (mè[k]sk ‘knit-2SG.IMP’)
and -kst (mè[k]st ‘knit-SHORT-INF’), -kš : -kšk (kvơ˾kšk ‘whimper2SG.IMP’) and -kšt (pǌ̗ kšt ‘pant-SHORT-INF’), -pš : -pšk (šnͿpšk ‘hiss2SG.IMP’) and -pšt (šnͿpšt ‘hiss-SHORT-INF’). Also undoubtedly here
are clusters such as -sk (vèsk ‘take (by vehicle)-2SG.IMP’), -šk (nèšk
‘carry-2SG.IMP’), -pk (lıլ ̖pk ‘climb-2SG.IMP’), -pt (lıլ ̖pt ‘climb-SHORTINF’), -kt (lơ˾kt ‘fly-SHORT-INF’), in which we have a normal singlemember coda extended by an unmotivated /k/ or /t/. Thus an exhaustive formula for a coda cluster would be V & (0/  (R  T  S)) & (0/ 
(k  t)). The symbols “ &, ” “  ” and “  ” are used here with their
usual meaning in logic. For example, R  T means that either the
combination RT can be used, or R alone, or T alone. The only combination not described by this formula is -rm, occurring in the preposition pirm
˾ ‘before’, but prepositions are not actually independent words,
but preposed morphemes (see, for example, [Švedova 1980: 90]).
§ 113. As we see, in unextended coda clusters, the consonant
phoneme relations are the same as in onsets, only the direction of the
relations is different. Therefore, an analysis of coda clusters sometimes allows us to supplement and refine a syntagmatic classification
of consonants [Kuryáowicz 1960: 218 = Kuriloviþ 1962: 303]. For
example, we do not find /m n/ in three-member onsets, and therefore
doubts may arise as to whether they function in the same way as other
members of the R-class. The coda clusters -nks (liñks ‘bend-3FUT’),
-mps (tem˾ ps ‘stretch-3FUT’), etc., leave no doubt; here /m n/ occupies
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the same position as /l r/ and therefore must be assigned to this class.
Coda clusters also remove doubts which may arise concerning the
clusters šk-*, šr-* and others, attested only in words which are not
quite reliable. The corresponding clusters -kš (kvơ˾kš ‘whimper-3FUT’,
pǌ˾kš ‘pant-3FUT’), -rš (užmirš˾ ‘forget-3FUT’) are entirely normal
word-finally, and therefore conclusions reached on the basis of šk-*,
šr-*, etc., are fully reliable.

e) SYLLABLE STRUCTURE
§ 114. In analyzing the structure of consonantal onset and coda
clusters, we also examined the structure of the phonological syllable.
We can now give a more concrete shape to the abstract formula
((Co))V(Cc) presented at the beginning of the investigation:
((S  T  R)) V ( R  T  S  (k  t)).
A syllable containing all elements except an unmotivated /k/ and
/t/ (for example spriñgs ‘choke-3FUT’) can now be represented in the
following diagram (figure 5).
Ȉ
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VCc

V

C

R

S

T

sյ

pյ

Ш

Cc

R

i

n

C

T

S

k

s

Figure 5. Diagram of syllable structure (version I)

Taking prosodic phenomena into account (see § 241–244), we
might better represent syllables with R-type consonants in a wordfinal coda as follows (figure 6).
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Figure 6. Syllable structure (version II)
§ 115. Recalling the dichotomous tree diagrams (or dendrograms: Gk.
įޢȞįȡȠȞ ‘tree’, ȖȡޠȝȝĮ ‘writing’) of sentence structure, we easily observe their
similarity to this syllable diagram. For example, the above sentence Labaıլ ˾ gražıլ ̖
mergýtơ nͅšasi pilkaıլ ˾ raıլ n˾ ą kãtĊ ‘The very pretty girl is carrying the grey tabby
cat’ breaks down into these immediate constituents (Ru. ɧɟɩɨɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɳɢɟ; see figure 7):
S
NP

VP
V

AP

NP

N

Adv

A

Labaıլ ˾

gražıլ ̖

mergýtơ

AP

nͅšasi

N

Adv

A

pilkaıլ ˾

raıլ n˾ ą

kãtĊ

Figure 7. Diagram of sentence structure
This sentence is directly composed of two word collocations (see, for
example, [Chomskij 1962: 432; Stepanov 1966: 66]): a noun phrase (NP; the
subject) and a verb phrase (VP; the predicate). The verb phrase (predicate)
consists of a verb (V) and a noun phrase (NP). Each noun phrase consists of a
noun (N) and an adjective (attributive) phrase (AP), and an adjective phrase
consists of an adjective (A) and an adverb (Adv) (modifier).
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As we see, this sentence diagram nearly coincides with the diagram of
syllable structure. The only difference is in the left-branching order of the constituents in the right branch of the sentence diagram (beginning with NP), corresponding to the syllable coda, which shows a right-branching constituent order.
It seems that we can even find in this sentence equivalents to the unmotivated
consonants of coda clusters. For example, we might consider as such equivalents
adverbial modifiers connected with an entire verb (predicate) phrase and forming its “situational background” (cf. Výrai pjáudavo šiͅną paryþiaıլ s˾ ‘The men
would mow hay early in the morning’, where paryþiaıլ s˾ ‘early in the morning’ is
an adverbial modifier connected not just with the predicate pjáudavo ‘would
mow’, but with the entire phrase pjáudavo šiͅną ‘would mow hay’). This shows
once again the high degree of isomorphism between the syllable, a unit of
expression, and the sentence, a unit of content (cf. § 103).34 One gets the impression that syllables and sentences are “built” according to the same plan.

f) SYLLABLE BOUNDARIES
§ 116. The study of syllable structure and phonotactic generalizations would not be complete if we failed to treat medial consonant
clusters and establish the rules which allow such clusters to be analyzed unambiguously into the coda of a preceding syllable and the
onset of a following syllable, or, put more simply, to discover syllable
boundaries.35
Only in languages lacking consonant clusters are there no problems with syllable boundaries; the boundaries are always between a
vowel and a consonant. For example, the above-mentioned Maori
words (§ 102) manawakino ‘uneasy’, tamahine ‘daughter’, werawera
‘be warm’ can only be broken down as ma-na-wa-ki-no, ta-ma-hi-ne,
we-ra-we-ra; the above-mentioned Yoruba words à-kú-k͕ ‘rooster’,
o-ní-bà-tà ‘shoemaker’, pú-p͕̖ ‘many’ must be analyzed similarly.36
34

We cannot refrain from noting here that the isomorphism of the syllable and sentence had already been grasped by Europe’s first syntactician,
Apollonius Dyscolus (see, for example, [Heinz 1978: 57–58]).
35
For a definition of phonological syllable, see [Gulakjan 1972: 365].
It is generally accepted that the syllable is the basic unit of pronunciation, but
the question of its phonetic nature and “physical” boundaries is still open (see,
for example, [Ladefoged 1975: 217–222; Zinder 1979: 251–256 and references;
Kaseviþ 1981]).
36
On the other hand, unduly complex and varied consonant combinations,
whose structure is difficult to characterize with simple rules, so complicate the
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Syllable boundaries are also unproblematic when the syllable is also
an element of the content plane—a morpheme or a word (so-called
morphosyllables [Klyþkov 1963: 4]); speakers intuitively perceive and
single out such syllables very well. A speaker of standard (“Mandarin”) Chinese will break down the word jǌnguózh·yìhuà ‘militarism’
into the syllables [tzࡪ i ǌn-gࡪ ó-tžࡪ ԃ-i ì-hu à] without hesitation, since he/she
knows each of these syllables as an independent word which cannot
be further analyzed (jǌn ‘army’, guó ‘state’, zh· ‘leadership’, yì ‘service’, huà ‘quality’). In other cases, syllable boundaries can be
revealed only by a phonological analysis of medial clusters, since language informants usually perceive these boundaries only in those rare
cases when they coincide with internal open junctures (see § 36). Phonetic features which would clearly signal the beginning or end of a
syllable have not been found thus far,37 and it is difficult to believe
that such signals will ever be discovered [Pulgram 1970: 20], since
syllable boundaries do not have a distinctive function and therefore
most likely have no special signalling.38
problem of syllable boundaries that even preeminent phoneticians hesitate to
deal with the issue (cf. the skeptical view toward Russian syllable boundaries:
[Bondarko 1981: 51–52]).
37
See fn. 35. Nothing significant has been published on this in Lithuanian linguistics (nevertheless, cf. [Ulvydas 1965: 122–126; Mikalauskaitơ 1975: 71–75];
for critical remarks on studies of this type, see [Girdenis, Žulys 1973: 207
(= Girdenis 2000b: 376)]).
38
But cf. the optimistic hopes of Malmberg [Mal’mberg 1962: 378–381;
Malmberg 1971: 115ff.]. Unfortunately, the spectral features which he has
observed in fact signal open juncture, rather than syllable boundaries.
I might add here that Aldonas Pupkis and I once assumed (approximately
1962–1966) that Lithuanian non-final syllables were open (except, of course, for
those which are “covered” by a sonorant; cf. also [Mažiulis 1965: 23 and 25]).
We were persuaded of this by the so-called “inside-out” language—a children’s
slang formed from normal language by adding to each syllable the same meaningless syllable: in this “language” the medial consonant clusters (-TT-, -ST-,
-TS-, -TSR-, -TST-, etc.) are transferred in their entirety to the following syllable,
for example verpıլ ̖verktas = pıլ ̖ktas ‘angry’, verlãverksto = lãksto ‘run around3PRS’, veral˾verksnis = al˾ksnis ‘alder (tree)’. But these facts most likely only
show that the children are giving preference to open syllables, and that this does
not depend on the properties of adult speech [Kaseviþ 1981: 144] (for a somewhat different explanation, see [Girdenis 1967b: 279, fn. 2; 1982b: 93f., fn. 1
(= Girdenis 2000c: 396, fn. 1)]).
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§ 117. In resolving the question of syllable boundaries, a solution is suggested by the simplest and most complex consonant
sequences found word-medially between two vowels—so-called intervocalic position. The simplest is surely a segment consisting of a
single consonant; the most complex medial sequence in noncompound words in Lithuanian consists of four consonants: -lksn(al˾ksnis ‘alder’), -rkšn- (kirkšnıլ ̖ s ‘groin’), -rpst- (sirp˾ sta ‘ripen-3PRS’).
§ 118. As already stated, a single intervocalic consonant forms a
syllable with the following vowel: a word of (C)VCV structure can
only be syllabified (C)V-CV, for example bã-tas ‘shoe’, ne-be-nu-sira-ši-nơ̗ -da-vo-me ‘We no longer used to subscribe’, va-ba-liù-kas
‘beetle (dim.)’. This is an intuitively easily grasped universal principle. It is true that we are accustomed to thinking that in English or
German, for example, a consonant following a short (lax) vowel must
belong to the same syllable as the vowel: Eng. belly, pretty, stocking,
Ger. besser ‘better’, immer ‘always’, wissen ‘know-INF’, syllabified as
['bel-ܻ], ['prܻt-ܻ], ['stܧk-ܻƾ], ['bܭs-ԥ]ݓ, ['ܻm-ԥ]ݓ, ['vܻs-ԥn]. Some linguists
assign the consonant to both syllables (for example, [Cacher 1969:
142]). This view is not without justification: in German, the final syllable of a word cannot end in any short vowel except [ԥ], and in English the only final vowels without secondary stress are [ԥ ܻ]. Thus, it is
logical to assume that other syllables cannot end in short vowels
either. But these are only extremely rare exceptions which do not
undermine the general rule.39 On the purely phonetic (rather than
phonological) plane, this rule also works in part for Latvian, which in
certain cases (see § 74, fn. 53) “distributes” a voiceless consonant
between neighboring syllables (mati ['mat-ti] ‘hair’, upe ['up-pe]
‘river’).40 In general in such cases, a consonant belongs to the syllable
of the following, rather than preceding, vowel. This is not difficult to
understand: as noted above (§ 102), the most universal model for the
syllable is CV; all languages of the world tend in this direction.
39

Moreover, these may just be exceptions created by theoreticians (cf.
[Strimaitienơ 1979: 59–60]). It should be noted that phonostatistics in fact
support a “normal” syllabification of the above English words: ['prܼ-tܼ] (see
[O’Connor, Trim 1973: 258].
40
But as we already know, the geminates of such Latvian words are allophones of the “simple” phonemes /t/, /p/, etc.; these phonemes, according to the
general rule, should belong to the following syllable: /ma-ti/, /u-pe/.
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§ 119. There are three types of medial four-consonant clusters in
Lithuanian: a) -RTST-, for example: -lkst- (álksta ‘be hungry-3PRS’),
-lkšt- (tel˾kšta ‘soak-3PRS’), -lpst- (al˾psta ‘faint-3PRS’), -mpst- (klim˾ psta
‘stick, sink (in)-3PRS’), -rkšt- (þirk˾ štǐ ‘chirp-3SBJV’), -rgžd- (garg˾ ždas
‘pebbles’), -rpšt- (dar[p]štùs ‘industrious’); b) -RTSR-, for example:
-lksm- (dvel˾ksmas ‘whiff, breath’), -lkšn- (kulkšnıլ ̖s ‘ankle’), -lkšv(bal˾kšvas ‘whitish’), -nksm- (liñksmas ‘happy’), -nksn- (liñksnis ‘case
(gram.)’), -nkšl- (krenkšlͿs ‘one who coughs a lot’), -nkšn- (vıլ ̖nkšna
‘elm’), -rgzl- (urgzlͿs ‘grumbler’), -rksm- (verk˾ smas ‘crying’), -rksn(mıլ ̖rksnis ‘moment’), -rkšl- (purkšlͿs ‘hothead’), -rpsn- (tarp˾ snis
‘phase’); c) -RTSþյ-, -RTSЊյ-, for example: -lkštšյ - (valk[šࡏ ]þiaǊ ‘put on1SG.PST’), -lpštšյ - (gél[pšࡏ ]þiu ‘save-1SG.PRS’), -nkštšյ - (ánkšþiǐ ‘podGEN.PL’), -rgždžյ - (bergždžiǐ˾ ‘barren-GEN.PL’), -rkštšյ - (kibirkšþiǐ˾
‘spark-GEN.PL’), -rpštšյ - (verp˾ [šࡏ ]þiǐ ‘pole for hops-GEN.PL’). There are
only two or three rare words which form exceptions: aistrà ‘passion
(for)’ (if [i ] = /j/!), irštvà ‘bear den’ (-RSTR-), žiegždrà ‘gravel’
(-TSTR-).
If we exclude the exceptional words, a strict regularity is
revealed: for every four-member cluster there is a corresponding
-TST- or -TSR--type three-member cluster and an -ST-, -SR--type twomember cluster, formed from the same consonants:
a) -RTST- : -TST- : -ST(a)-lkst-(a)
: (ny)-kst-(a)
(li)-nkst-(a)
: (sla)-st-(ai)
(a)-lpst-(a)
: (sla)-pst-(o)
(si)-rpst-(a)

b) -RTSR- : -TSR- : -SR(a)-lksn-(is)
: (rơ)-ksn-(ys)
(li)-nksn-(is)
(ta)-rpsn-(is)

: (kre)-sn-(as)
: (tǌ)-psn-(is)

[álksta ‘be hungry-3PRS’, liñksta ‘bend-3PRS’, al˾psta ‘faint-3PRS’, sirp˾ sta ‘ripen3PRS’, nͿksta ‘disappear-3PRS’, slãpsto ‘hide-3PRS’, slãstai ‘trap’; al˾ksnis
‘alder’, liñksnis ‘case (gram.)’, tarp˾ snis ‘interval’, rơksnͿs ‘shouter’, tǌ̗ psnis
‘curtsey’, krͅsnas ‘stocky’]
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§ 120. The same sort of relations also exist between other
sequences of a similar structure: a more complex sequence always
implies the existence of a corresponding simpler sequence. If we find
an -RTST- or -RTSR- sequence, we will also find a -TST- or -TSR-; if
we find a -TST- or -TSR-, we will also find an -ST- or -SR-. We can
briefly describe these relations by the formula RTSTR  TSTR  STR . As
elsewhere, “  ” here denotes a material implication:41
RTSTR  TSTR  STR
The two final symbols of the derived formula, STR = ST and SR,
coincide with the formulas for corresponding two-member wordinitial ST-, SR--clusters; many actual clusters also coincide: mirk˾ sta
‘soak-3SG.prs’ : lãksto ‘run around-3PRS’ : slãstai ‘trap’ and statùs
‘steep’, al˾ksnis ‘alder’ : rơksnͿs ‘shouter’ : pusnıլ ̖s ‘snow drift’ and
snãpas ‘beak’. If we use x to represent the clusters -ST-, -SR-, or
individual consonants of the type -S-, -T-, we can summarize this
generalization as RTx  Tx  x: (mu)-rk˾ s-(o) ‘doze-3PRS’ / (ri)-ñks-(i)
‘gather-2SG.FUT’ : (stǌ˾ )-ks-(o) ‘stick out-3PRS’ : (vıլ ̖ )-s-(as) ‘all’,
(vi)-l˾kt-(ǐ) ‘drag-3SBJV’ / (pe)-ñkt-(as) ‘fifth’ : (pıլ ̖ )-kt-(as) ‘angry’ :
(rã)-t-(as) ‘wheel’. Thus in word-medial sequences, -ST--type clusters
are equivalent to -SR--clusters, and these are equivalent to the
individual consonants -S-, -T- (i.e., -ST- Ł -SR- Ł -S- Ł -T-). Since
individual medial consonants are unquestionably syllable onsets (see
§ 118), and since word-initial sequences are syllable-initial sequences
(see § 107), clusters equivalent to individual consonants must also be
considered syllable onsets. Therefore, the -ST, -SR portion of medial
sequences is undoubtedly syllable-initial—an onset cluster of the
following (in this case second) syllable (cf. [Kuryáowicz 1960: 196 =
Kuriloviþ 1962: 272; Pulgram 1970: 47]). Thus, the above-mentioned
words should be syllabified álk-sta ‘be hungry-3PRS’, tel˾k-šta ‘soak3PRS’, al˾p-sta ‘faint-3PRS’, aǊk-štis ‘height’ (-RT-ST-, cf. statùs ‘steep’,
štaıլ ˾ ‘here’), al˾k-snis ‘alder’, bal˾k-švas ‘whitish’, þiurk-šlơ˾ ‘stream, jet’
(-RT-SR-, cf.: snãpas ‘beak’, švarùs ‘clean’, šlúota ‘broom’). We must
also assign to a following syllable -ST- and -SR--clusters belonging to
two- and three-member consonant sequences: nͿk-sta ‘disappear41

On the significance of material implication for the study of language, see
for example, [Zawadowski 1966: 79ff.].
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3PRS’, slãp-sto ‘hide-3PRS’, rơk-snͿs ‘shouter’, tǌ̗ p-snis ‘curtsey’,
slã-stai ‘trap’, rã-štas ‘writing’, krͅ-snas ‘stocky’, pǌ-slơ˾ ‘bladder’,
etc. In all four- and three-member sequences, the syllable boundary
runs between T- and -S-type consonants, and so, to be consistent, we
must also place the boundary here in sequences containing an affricate [tšࡏ ], [džࡏ ]. We will therefore syllabify the words ánkšþiǐ ‘podGEN.PL’, kibirkšþiǐ˾ ‘spark-GEN.PL’, verp
˾ [šࡏ ]þiǐ ‘pole for hops-GEN.PL’,
as well as nykšþiaıլ ˾ ‘thumb-NOM.PL’, nãšþiai ‘yoke-NOM.PL’: ánk-šþiǐ,
ki-birk-šþiǐ˾, verp˾ -[šࡏ ]þiǐ, nyk-šþiaıլ ,˾ nã-šþiai (cf. šþiǌ̗ ti ‘abate (of wind)INF’, Šþiǌriaıլ ˾ *).
After these operations, the affricates /þࡏ/, /ۤࡏ/ (see § 109) find their
place in the system of consonants: in medial onset clusters, they
behave as T-type consonants (/t d/, etc.) and therefore unquestionably
belong to this subclass. This conclusion is also supported by the morphological alternation of /þࡏ/, /ۤࡏ/ and the clear T-type consonants /t d/
in cases such as nykštͿs ‘thumb-NOM.SG’ : nykšþiaıլ ˾ ‘thumb-NOM.PL’.
We can therefore now confirm that marginal words such as þmıլ ̖kis ‘a
strike (of a whip)’, džvıլ ̖ kti ‘stick together-INF’ and the onomatopoeic
interjections cvánkt ‘crack!’, dzvàkt ‘bang!’ also begin with sequences
of normal (TR-type) structure.42
§ 121. The same logic which allowed us to assign -ST-, -SR-type clusters to an onset requires us in all cases to assign to a coda
-RT--clusters which precede T-type sounds and post-vocalic -T- (i.e.,
/k p t/ or /b d g/) of medial sequences. On this basis, we can syllabify
medial three-member sequences such as -RTT-, -RTS- as follows:
vil˾k-ti ‘drag-INF’, žeñg-da-mas ‘striding’ (-RT-T-), murk˾ -so ‘doze3PRS’, varg˾ -šas ‘poor fellow’ (-RT-S-), also merk˾ -þiau ‘soak1SG.SBJV’, pra-vıլ ̖r [g]-džiau ‘make cry-1SG.PST’ (-RT-þյ- § -RT-T-).
We will syllabify -TT--type medial sequences in the same way:
rãk-tas ‘key’, slap-tà ‘secretly’, dýg-da-vo ‘sprout-3PST.FREQ’ (-T-T-),
lop-šͿs ‘cradle’, úok-sas ‘hollow (of a tree)’ (-T-S-), mig-džiaǊ ‘lull to
sleep-1SG.PST’, sùk-þius ‘cheat’ (-T-þյ- § -T-T-). -RT-, -RS- and -RRtype clusters are syllabified no differently: bal˾-dai ‘furniture’, var-˾ das
‘name’ (-R-T-), gar-˾ sas ‘sound’, skal-sùs ‘long-lasting; nourishing’
(-R-S-), bur-nà ‘mouth’, kél-mas ‘stump’ (-R-R-). The syllable boundary
42

And, in general, Lithuanian interjections are words of regular phonotactic
structure (see, for example, [Zabarskaitơ 1994: 82 et passim]).
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of the latter examples is also intuitively clear, since vowels form a
close unit with the coda consonants /l m n r/: mixed diphthongs.
-ST-, -SR--clusters can also undoubtedly be singled out in
-RSTR--type sequences, since they are formed with the undisputed coda
consonants -R- and the onset clusters -ST-, -SR-: pir-˾ štas ‘finger’,
tém-sta ‘gets dark’ (-R-ST-), pir-šlͿs ‘matchmaker’, bil-snó-ti ‘tapINF’ (-R-SR-) (cf. also: kar-šþiaǊ ‘hotter’ [-R-Sþࡏ- § -R-ST-]).
§ 122. Let us now review in one place all cases in which syllable
boundaries no longer raise any doubts:
-RT-STR- (þirk˾ -šti ‘chirp-INF’,
þirk-šlͿs ‘cry-baby’)
-T-STR- (rak-štıլ ̖s ‘splinter’,
ne-vơ̗ k-šla ‘muddler’)
T
-R-SR- (pir-˾ štas ‘finger’,
pir-šlͿs ‘matchmaker’)
-0/-STR- (rã-štas ‘writing’,
na-šlơ˾ ‘widow’)

-RT-ST- (pirk˾ -siu ‘buy-1SG.FUT’,
pirk˾ -ti ‘buy-INF’)
-T-ST- (pͿk-siu ‘get angry-1SG.FUT’,
rãk-tas ‘key’)
S
-R-T- (bár-siu ‘scold-1SG.FUT’,
bùr-tai ‘sorcery’)
-0/-ST- (bã-sas ‘barefoot’,
rã-tas ‘wheel’).

Also belonging here are -R-R-, -0/-R- (kál-nas ‘hill’, bã-ras ‘strip
[of land]; bar’), which did not fall into our basic scheme.
We have seen that the coda portion of a medial sequence varies
from zero (0/ ) to two consonants (-RT-), i.e., Ci = C 20; it does not contain an S-type consonant. The smallest onset consists of a single consonant of any type (-S-, -T-, or -R-) and the largest consists of two
consonants (-ST- or -SR-), i.e., Ce = C 21. Thus, an onset in this case is
dominant with respect to a coda, since there are no medial sequences
which would lack an onset, and there are a great many sequences
which have onsets only. Indeed, a single intervocalic consonant, in all
cases without exception, belongs to a syllable onset rather than a coda
(see [Kuryáowicz 1960: 195 = Kuriloviþ 1962: 270]). All of this shows
that syllable boundaries are determined by onsets [Pulgram 1970: 47–
51], i.e., the part of a syllable which coincides in its structure with
word-initial sequences.43
§ 123. We can now formulate the main conclusion: a syllable
boundary occurs at the beginning of the largest part of a medial
sequence whose structure coincides with a corresponding word-initial
43

This generalization had already been discovered by ancient philologists
[Allen 1973: 54].
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cluster (cf. [Pulgram 1970: 47ff.; Kuryáowicz 1960: 196ff. = Kuriloviþ
1962: 272ff.]).44
Returning to the examples examined above, we can easily be
persuaded that they all support this conclusion: álk-sta ‘be hungry3PRS’, tǌ̗ p-snis ‘curtsey’, pǌ-slơ˾ ‘bubble’, vil˾k-ti ‘drag, put on-INF’ and
the other adduced words are all broken down according to the same
rule, that is, assigning to the second syllable the maximal sequence of
medial consonants possible at the beginning of a word. Following this
rule, we can also syllabify words of a somewhat different structure:
de-šrà ‘sausage’, pǌ˾-zras ‘piece of rotten wood’ (V-SRV ), gu-drùs
‘clever’, vơ̗ -pla ‘gaper, gawk’, pu-tlùs ‘plump’ (V-TRV ), la-zdà
‘stick’, ıլ ̖-ždas ‘treasury’ (V-STV ), krͅb-žda ‘scratch (of a mouse)3PRS’, mèg-zdamas ‘while knitting’ (VT-STV ), and finally a-štrùs
‘sharp’, žıլ ̖-zdras ‘coarse sand, gravel’ (V-STRV ), ai-strà ‘passion
(for)’, žaıլ -˾ zdras 45 ‘furnace’, ir-štvà ‘bear den’ (VR-STRV ), žieg-ždrà
‘coarse sand, gravel’ (VT-STRV ), garg˾ -ždas ‘gravel’ (VRT-STV ). In
syllabifying in this way, we have everywhere assigned to the second
syllable a medial sequence or that portion of the sequence which
structurally coincides with word-initial sequences. All SR-, TR-, STand STR--type sequences are normal syllable onset clusters, although
the actual clusters zr-, šr-, tl-, žd-, štv-, ždr- do not appear at the
beginning of a word (at least in non-borrowed words).
An analysis of the words ıլ ̖-ždas, krͅb-žda, žieg-ždrà and especially garg˾ -ždas definitively indicates the syntagmatic class of the
phoneme /ž/ (see § 108): this phoneme occupies the same position as
44

Kuryáowicz believed that in establishing syllable boundaries we need to consider not just onset groups, but also coda groups [Kuryáowicz 1960: 196–199 =
Kuriloviþ 1962: 272–275]. He therefore maintained that it was possible for
the same consonant to belong to both a preceding and a following syllable
(for example, a syllabification such as *klim˾ ps-sta ‘stick, sink (in)-3PRS’,
*var ˾[k]š-šas ‘poor fellow’, etc.). Without going into finer details, it seems
sufficient to say here that this view is inconsistent in at least two regards. First, it
seemingly disregards the especially close connection between a syllable’s
nucleus and its coda. Second, this view contradicts the obvious fact that a singlemember medial (a single intervocalic consonant) is always the onset of the
following (“rightward”) syllable: according to Kuryáowicz’s theory, it would
have to be considered a component of both a preceding and a following syllable
(for example, *mͅt-tas ‘year’, *pas-sil-lıլ ̖k-kom-me ‘We remained’.
45
Of course, if we agree that [ai] = /a/ + /j/.
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/s z š/, and thus belongs to their class (i.e., the S class). This is also
confirmed by the words eg-žlͿs ‘ruffɟ’, pǌg-žlͿs ‘id.’, whose medial
sequence can only be treated as VT-SRV (cf. žlıլ ̖bas ‘weak-sighted’);
there are no VT-TRV-type sequences in Lithuanian words.
That syllable boundaries established in this way are an intuitively perceived reality is shown by the history of the Lithuanian
writing system: in the oldest written texts and even in the works of
Jablonskis, words are almost always carried forward from line to line
according to the rule formulated here (see, for example, [Girdenis
1985 (= Girdenis 2000c: 300ff.); 1990 (= Girdenis 2001: 368ff.)]).
§ 124. This conclusion, or—more precisely, rule—is most likely universal: it allows us to establish syllable boundaries for all known languages (cf.
[Pulgram 1970: 50]).46 These boundaries undoubtedly appear quite varied, since
initial consonant sequences are varied. In Russian, for example, the syllable
boundary of the words ɧɨ̗ɝɬɢ ‘(finger)nails’, ɜɨ̗ɥɶɧɵɣ ‘free’, ɦɨɪɠɢ̗ ‘walruses’
may directly follow the first vowel ([nܧғ-ktƍi], [vܧғ-lƍnԥi ], [ma-ržɵғ]), since
the sequences /kt-/, /lƍn-/, /rž-/ occur word-initially: ɤɬɨ ‘who’, ɥɶɧɚ ‘linen47
GEN.SG’, ɪɠɢ ‘rye-GEN.SG’ [Švedova 1980: 23]. Lithuanian lacks such initial
sequences, and therefore Lith. nãktƳ ‘night-ACC.SG’ bal˾nas ‘saddle-NOM.SG’,
varžͿs ‘limit, restrict-3FUT’ can only be syllabified nãk-tƳ, bal˾-nas, var-žͿs. In
syllabifying Hungarian words, only the final consonant of a medial cluster can
be separated out, for example vizsga ['vܻž-gå] ‘examination’, magunktól
['må-guƾk-toޝl] ‘from ourselves’, tiszteljétek ['tܻs-tܭl-jeޝ-tܭk] ‘honor-2PL.IMP’,
versben ['vܭrš-bܭn] ‘in a poem’, since words in this language begin with only a
single consonant: bátor ‘bold’, kérek ‘please’, segítség ‘help’, tizenkettĘ
‘twelve’, vörös ‘red’, etc. The same is true of Veps: tƍeh-ta ‘do-INF’, lƍäht-ta
‘leave-INF’, ɥap-se֔ d ‘children’, pƍästk-hud ‘swallow (bird)’ (cf. also the
borrowings borkad, rist, ɥout ĸ Ru. ɫɛɨ̗ɪɤɚ ‘assembling’, ɤɪɟɫɬ ‘cross’, ɩɥɨɬ
‘raft’). This rule functions (or rather once functioned) in Finnish as well, and
46

See also [Girdenis 1967b: 278–279], where this rule is formulated quite
independently (cf. [Strimajtene 1976: 13]), based on an analysis of medial
sequences. -RTSR- and -RTST- clusters, which imply the existence of corresponding -SR- and -ST- clusters, are most easily divided into two immediate constituents: an -RT coda (a mirror image of an initial TR-) and an ST- or SR- onset; it is
natural to consider the syllable boundary as the place where these constituents
come together. Other statements are simply a summary of this finding.
It should be noted that we have been able to detect such a “transparent” structure for medial sequences only in the Baltic languages.
47
Unfortunately, Russian linguists have never satisfactorily established or
justified the true boundaries of the Russian phonological syllable (cf. § 116,
fn. 36 and references).
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therefore borrowings from Baltic lost their initial clusters: compare Fi. lahto
‘snare’, rastas ‘thrush’, rieska ‘fresh, not soured (of milk)’, routa ‘frozen mud’,
seiväs ‘stake, picket’ and Lith. slãstai ‘trap’, strãzdas ‘thrush’, prơ̗ skas ‘fresh
(milk)’, grúodas ‘frozen mud’, stıլ ̗ebas ‘mast; stem, stalk’. Arabic, which also
lacks initial clusters, usually adds a vowel to the initial cluster of a borrowed
word: ’aflatǌnu ‘Plato’, ’ifranЂu ‘the Franks’ (cf. ’iЂ-lis ‘sit!’, mad-ra-sa-tu-ka
‘your school’).48 In all these cases, a syllable boundary is established according
to the same rule: we separate out the part of an onset which is possible at the
beginning of a word. Lastly, we can also use this rule to interpret the syllable
boundaries of the Polynesian languages, Yoruba, and Japanese. In these
languages, an intervocalic consonant is always assigned to the following
syllable, since it forms the maximal onset of an initial syllable. For the same
reason, in Lithuanian we also assign a single intervocalic consonant to the
following syllable: rã-tas ‘wheel’, vã-ba-las ‘beetle’, etc. In these words, the
consonant is the largest part of the medial “cluster” which is possible wordinitially. Here, of course, the results of the rule in question are quite banal.

g) TYPOLOGICAL REMARKS
§ 125. As this survey has shown, all Lithuanian consonant
sequences are derived from STR--type onset clusters and their
“reduced” variants SR-, TR-, ST-. On the basis of these clusters, we
have established syntagmatic classes of phonemes, elucidated the
structure of coda (final) sequences, and determined the boundaries of
phonological syllables.
The great explanatory power of word-initial sequences inevitably suggests that their structure can hardly be characteristic only of
Lithuanian. This suspicion is reinforced by the fact that general phonetics usually operates with basic classes of consonants quite similar
to those revealed by our syntagmatic analysis. It is quite possible that
phoneticians have unconsciously (as we say, implicite) singled out
those classes of sounds which better accord with the phonotactic generalizations characteristic of many of the languages which they
know.49 Be that as it may, the distinguishing of vowels and consonants
48

Unusual clusters in borrowings are similarly avoided in Lithuanian dialects:
apsálmơ or pasálmơ ‘psalm’ (cf. also NŽem. sâ.lյ m ́ ), atkõþius ‘weaver’ (ĸ Pol.
tkacz or Bel. ɬɤɚɱ) [Zinkeviþius 1966: 135].
49
In precisely the same way, the parts of speech have been distinguished from
earliest times according to the syntagmatic functions of words and their forms.
Even the order of cases in paradigms (nominative, genitive, dative, …) can be
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has from ancient times been based on the different syntagmatic functions of these sounds. It is no accident that the ancient Greeks called
vowels ĳȦȞޤİȞĲĮ ‘those which sound’, and consonants ıުȝĳȦȞĮ
‘sounding together’; the latter were so-called because in syllables they
can “sound” only when accompanied by vowels (cf. [Heinz 1978:
46]). From these words there later arose Latin terms with the same
syntagmatic meaning vocales and consonantes, and likewise the
Lithuanian balsiai ‘vowels’ and priebalsiai ‘consonants’ (cf. also
Latv. patskaƼi and lƯdzskaƼi, Ru. ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ and ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ, Pol. samogáoski and spóágáoski, Ger. Selbstlaute and Mitlaute).
§ 126. The facts of the other Baltic languages fully confirm our
conjecture. Word-initial consonant clusters in Latvian and Old Prussian are only of the type SR-, TR-, ST- and STR-; only a few unassimilated borrowings form exceptions.
In Latvian we have the following initial consonant clusters (see,
for example, [RǌƷe-DraviƼa 1970] and in part [Šulce 1993]):
SR-: sleja ‘strip’, smakt ‘choke-INF’, snìegs ‘snow’, svešs ‘foreign’, šƺakatas ‘spray’, šmàukt ‘deceive-INF’, šƼukurêt ‘sniff-INF’,
švaǊksts ‘fop’, znots [znuõts] ‘son-in-law’, zveja ‘fishing’, žƺakstêt
‘squelch-INF’, žƼaûgt ‘strangle-INF’, žvadzêt ‘clink, jingle-INF’;
TR-: blakus ‘alongside’, bƺaǊrs ‘nasty’, bradât ‘wade-INF’,
drava ‘apiary’, dvaka ‘stench’, glнzna ‘picture’, gƺнթv˾ s ‘flabby, feeble’,
gnƭda ‘nit’, griba ‘desire; will’, gvelը zis ‘chatterbox’, kluss ‘silent’,
kƺava ‘maple’, knipis ‘fillip’, kƼada ‘din’, krava ‘load’, kvнթ̖ls ‘ardent’,
plakne ‘plane’, pƺava ‘meadow’, prast ‘know-INF’, traks ‘insane’,
tvans ‘(charcoal) fumes’;
ST-: skudra ‘ant’, spals ‘handle, haft’, stara ‘leg (of trousers)’,
šƷila ‘log’, špiks ‘(dial.) detective’;
STR-: sklañda ‘pole’, skreja ‘entrance of a beehive’, spƺaǊt ‘spitINF’, spraûst ‘stick into-INF’, strikts ‘strict’.
The Old Prussian texts show these initial clusters:50
explained by the neutral word order of a sentence in Ancient Greek (see, for
example, [Heinz 1978: 48]).
50
Most of the examples are taken from the Elbing Vocabulary [Mažiulis
1966]; morphological interpretation and translations according to [Toporov
1975–1990; Mažiulis 1981: 255–329]. For an exhaustive survey of Old Prussian
initial consonants, see [Tankeviþiǌtơ, Strimaitienơ 1990].
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SR-: smorde /smƗrdƝ/ ‘bird-cherry’, snaygis /snaigis/ ‘snow’,
swais /svajs/ ‘one’s own’, smoy /zmoj/ ‘person’, swirins /zvƯrins/ ‘wild
animal-ACC.PL’;
TR-: blusne /bluznƝ/ ‘spleen’, braydis /braidis/ ‘elk’, drǌktai
‘firmly’, dwigubǌt ‘doubt-INF’, glands ‘comfort’, gnode /gnƗtƝ/ (?)
‘kneading bowl’, granstis ‘drill’, klente /klentƝ/ ‘cow’, kraclan ‘breast’,
piuclan /pjǌklan/ ‘sickle’, plieynis /plƝnƯs/ ‘powdery ash’, prǌsiskai
‘in Old Prussian’, quaits /kvaits/ ‘will’, Tlokowe, Tlokumpelk (place
names [Endzelin 1944: 55]), trinie ‘threaten-3PRS’, twais ‘your’;
ST-: skijstan /skeƯstan/ ‘chaste-ACC.SG.F’, spurglis ‘sparrow’,
stabis ‘stone’;
STR-: sklaitint ‘separate, sever-INF’, scrundos /skrundus/ ‘scissors’, streipstan ‘joint’.
In neither Latvian nor Old Prussian is there a single sequence
whose structural type would not also be found in Lithuanian; only a
few actual sequences differ. For example, Old Prussian had the cluster
tl-, not used word-initially in Lithuanian. Latvian lacks word-initial
pj-, bj-, spj-, sr-, etc. But these individual small points do not undermine the general principle: word-initial sequences in all Baltic languages have the same structure. The syntagmatic classes of consonants and their main members also coincide. Latvian and Old Prussian
medial sequences are also similar to Lithuanian, although one is struck
by the rather unexpectedly high frequency of - RTSTR--type sequences
in Old Prussian words. Word-final sequences in these languages may
be considered “derivatives” of the medial clusters (as in the Žemaitic
dialect; see § 111).
§ 127. Among other more archaic Indo-European languages,
Latin is better known to us. Its word-initial clusters are also similar to
those of Lithuanian; the only difference is that the Romans did not
have onset clusters of the SR--type:
TR-: blandus ‘pleasant’, brevis ‘short’, gladius ‘sword’, gravis
‘heavy’, draco ‘dragon’, clavis ‘key’, cras ‘tomorrow’, planus ‘flat’,
praeda ‘booty’, traho ‘I pull’;
ST-: scalae ‘stairs’, spero ‘hope-1SG.PRS’, stella ‘star’;
STR-: scrinium ‘chest, box’, splendidus ‘shining, splendid’,
stratum ‘bedspread, layer’.
A peculiar exception are the fl- (flamma ‘flame’) and fr- (frons
‘forehead’) clusters, which should represent the TR--type, but begin
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with a fricative. Here the syntagmatic properties do not quite agree
with the phonetic features of this consonant. This is undoubtedly
because the f arose from a plosive (Lat. f < PIE *dh, *bh, *gu֒ h > Lith.
d, b, g [Tronskij 1960: 28]). Apparently the syntagmatic properties of
phonemes are more conservative than the phonetic ones.51
It is interesting that Italian, which arose from Latin, now also has
SR--type sequences (see, for example, [Muljaþiü 1972: 94–96]):
SR-: slancio [zl-] ‘dash’, smalto [zm-] ‘enamel’, sninfia [zn-]
‘affected person’, svelto [zv-] ‘brisk’, sregolato [zr-] ‘disorderly’;
TR-: bianco [bj-] ‘white’, chiave [kj-] ‘key’, ghianda [gj-]
‘acorn’, piovra ['pjܧvra] ‘octopus’, clamoroso ‘noisy’, crepitare
‘crackle-INF’, drappello ‘flag’, grazie ‘thank you’, presto ‘quick,
quickly’, troncare ‘break off-INF’;
ST-: scala ‘stairs’, spalla ‘shoulder’, stampa ‘the press’, sbadiglio
[zb-] ‘yawn’, sgallare [zg-] ‘swell-INF’;
STR-: sclamare ‘cry out-INF’, scritta ‘a written notice’, spléndido ‘shining, splendid’, sprillo ‘stream’, strada ‘road’, sbracione
[zbr-] ‘shouter’, sdruccioloso [zdr-] ‘slippery’, sgravio [zgr-] ‘relief’.
In this language as well, f behaves as a member of the
T-subclass: fluire ‘flow-INF’, fragile ‘fragile’, sforzo ‘effort’, sfratto
‘eviction’. The incongruent status of this consonant is all the more
evident here, since it combines with s, a clear phoneme of the
S-subclass, and is a component of a medial STR- cluster.
Spanish has preserved only TR--type sequences [Alarcos Llorach
1975: 189]: blando ‘soft’, brio ‘strength’, draga ‘dredger’, globulo
‘globule’, grato ‘pleasant’, claro ‘bright’, criba ‘sieve’, plata ‘silver’,
prestar ‘lend-INF’, trápala ‘fraud’; fl- sequences are also used (flamear
‘flame-INF’), fr- (fragor ‘clamor’). Before all SR-, ST- and STRsequences a prothetic e- has developed, which many linguists (for
example, [Hyman 1975: 11–12; Linell 1979: 168]) do not even consider a phoneme,52 for example: esmerar ‘polish’, esmeralda ‘emerald’,
51

Lithuanian ž < PIE *gյ , *gյ h has also preserved up to now one property characteristic of plosives: it is never used before T-type consonants (see § 108). The
same is essentially true of š < PIE *kյ , which occurs before members of the
T-class only in borrowings and in the contracted word štai ‘here’ ĸ šitai (cf.
also Žem. štıլ ̖kti ‘guess-INF’ ĸ anþtıլ ̖kti).
52
The automatic and consequently non-phonological nature of this sound is
particularly clearly shown by the fact that Spanish speakers tend to place it
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espalda ‘back’, estampa ‘print, the press’, estúpido ‘stupid’, escrito
‘document’, espléndido ‘splendid’, estrada ‘road’, estratega ‘strategist’, etc.
§ 128. The Germanic languages do not much differ from the
Baltic with respect to initial sequences. We will not linger on them,
but limit ourselves to onset clusters consisting of three consonants, all
of STR- structure.
German has such sequences (for an overview see [Karosienơ 1983
and references]), for example, in the words Sklave ['sklaޝvԥ] ‘slave’,
skrupulös [skrupu'løޝs] ‘scrupulous’, Splitter ['šplܻtԥr] ‘splinter’, Sprache
['špraޝxԥ] ‘language’, Strich [štrܻç] ‘stroke’; English (see [Yasui 1962:
24; Cohen 1965: 60; Strimaitienơ 1974b: 70]) skewer ['skjuԥ], scratch
[skrætš], squad [skwܧd], spurious ['spjuԥriԥs], splash [splæš], spread
[spred], stupid ['stjuޝpܼd], strong [strܧƾ]; Danish (see [Basbøll 1977
and references]) skjorte ['sgࡪ jܧԥ] ‘shirt’, skrue ['sgࡪ ruޝԥ] ‘screw’, spjΩeld
[sbࡪ jܭl’] ‘valve’, splejs [sbࡪ lݞi’s] ‘sickly’, springe ['sbࡪ reƾԥ] ‘jump-INF’,
strå [sr‘ ]’ޝܧstraw’. More or less the same system of initial sequences
is found in Norwegian and Swedish [Sigurd 1965; 1968: 453–454;
Vogt 1981b: 216–221]. Even the geographically quite remote Icelandic offers no real exceptions: skrúfa ['sgru(ޝv)ԥ] ‘screw’, spjót
[sbࡪ jouޝt‘ ]ލspear’, splΩesa ['sbࡪ laiޝsa] ‘splice; treat-INF’, stjana ['sjaޝna]
‘do hard work-INF’, strá [srau‘ ]ޝstraw’, except for four-member
STRj–type clusters (apparently similar to those in Proto-Baltic; cf.
skriaudà ‘offense’ < *skri֒ audƗ): skrjáf [sgࡪ rjauޝv] ‘rustling’, strjúka
['srjuޝkލa] ‘stroke-INF’.53
§ 129. For a still clearer picture, we might also mention Ancient
Greek, which had the following three-member STR--type sequences
(cf. [Kuryáowicz 1960: 23–24 = Kuriloviþ 1962: 32–33]): skl- (ıțȜȘȡިȢ
‘dry, hard’), skn- (ıțȞަȥ ‘bark beetle’), spҳr- (ıĳȡĮȖަȢ ‘seal’), spl- (ıʌȜޤȞ
‘spleen’), stl- (ıĲȜİȖȖަȢ ‘scraper’), str- (ıĲȡĮĲȘȖިȢ ‘military commander’), and even one Tibetan dialect, in which the initial three-member
cluster is also of the STR--type: zpre ‘monkey’, zgre ‘voice’.54 We can
before initial clusters even when they are speaking foreign languages (see for
example, [Pulgram 1970: 20, fn. 17].
53
The phonetic transcription of these examples has been checked against the
pronunciation of Jörund Hilmarsson (autumn 1977).
54
Such clusters are even more characteristic of classical Tibetan (cf. skyabs,
skroƾs, sgrugs [Lekomcev 1967: 136 (the examples are cited without translation)]).
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find still more languages which use Lithuanian-type two-member
clusters (though often together with NC--type clusters), cf. Bambara
(Africa) TR--type clusters in the words bla ‘children’, bri ‘milk-INF’,
gna ‘hole’, kli ‘egg’, tlo ‘ear’, Kikongo kluzu ‘cross’, pyada ‘lick-INF’,
kwa ‘potato’.55 In general, the implications RTS-  TSR- and -TSR  -RTS are
valid for many known languages [Grinberg 1964: 53], which shows
that the structures we have examined are basic ones.
§ 130. The above examples from various languages show that
STR- (and SR-, TR-, ST-)-type structures are common to many languages of Europe, and are not alien to non-European languages. Many
languages differ from one another only in lacking certain initial
sequences, rather than in structural type. Noticeable deviations from
these types represent a typological characteristic of considerable importance. For example, the Finno-Ugric languages (Finnish, Hungarian,
Veps, etc.), which lack onset sequences, are quite distinct from the
Indo-European languages, and in this regard are closer to Turkic and
Semitic. Spanish, which, as we have seen, does not tolerate initial
combinations with s-, seems to be drawing nearer to these languages.
§ 131. In the uniqueness of their phonotactics, many Slavic
languages stand apart from other Indo-European languages (see
[Lekomceva 1968; Sawicka 1974]). The Slavs, although territorially
and genetically close to the Balts, differ from them considerably in
their phonotactics,56 and are now perhaps closer to the Georgians and
other Caucasians in this regard (cf. § 97). In Polish, for example, we
find RT-, RS--type two-member clusters (ágaü ‘lie-INF’, ákaü ‘sob-INF’,
áza ‘tear’, mĪyü ‘drizzle-INF’), various three-member clusters (cf.
pszczoáa ‘bee’, tknąü ‘touch-INF’) and even four-member clusters
(pstrąg ‘trout’, wstrząs ‘shock, shake’, ĨdĨbáo ‘stalk’). Even in the
connected texts of the more moderate Russian, we can encounter
unusually complex clusters, cf. ɤ ɜɫɬɪéɱɟ [kfsƍtƍrƍ-] ‘to the meeting’.
55

Even the three-member initial clusters of the Bantu languages are reminiscent of Indo-European ones, only the place of the S-class is occupied by nasals
(i.e., three-member clusters of the NTR-type are the most typical [Toporova
1975: 109]).
56
In this regard, Slovenian would be closest to Baltic (see [Sawicka 1974:
20–25, especially table 6]). This is apparently a result of convergent development.
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The phonotactic situation of the Slavic languages is fairly recent:
it arose only after the fall of the reduced vowels (the “jers”). Yet even
up to that point Slavic differed substantially from Baltic and other
Indo-European languages, since it had no consonant codas: all of its
syllables ended in vowels; that is, they were open, for example: OCS
skrɴ-bɶ ‘grief’, skvo-zČ ‘through’, strČ-šti ‘guard, protect-INF’, tlɴ-knІ-ti
‘push-INF’, trɶ-za-ti ‘torment, torture-INF’, tvo-rɶ-ca ‘creator-GEN.SG’,
likewise Ru. ɝɞɟ ‘where’, ɤɬɨ ‘who’, ɦɝɥɚ ‘mist’, ɩɫɚ ‘dog-GEN.SG’
and OCS kɴdČ, kɴto, mɶgla, pɶsa. This is a very unusual phonotactic
system, since it could be said that languages characterized by open
syllables never have consonant clusters.57
Although it is rather difficult to believe, Kuryáowicz has quite
convincingly and subtly shown that one can classify even Polish consonants according to syntagmatic relations, and not just classify, but in
fact obtain essentially the same classes as in other Indo-European languages [Kuryáowicz 1960: 221ff. = Kuriloviþ 1962: 307ff.]. It turns
out that STR-, SR-, TR-, SR- clusters have been preserved in more
complex sequences as a main structural component; this has also been
demonstrated for the data of Belarusian [Padlužnyj 1980: 32–33]. Be
that as it may, the Slavic languages are nevertheless fundamentally
different from many other Indo-European (and non-Indo-European)
languages, including Baltic, with respect to their consonantal phonotactics. German and Baltic, and even Greek or Italian and Baltic, are
much closer in this regard.

h) SUMMARY REMARKS
§ 132. In examining the syntagmatic relations of phonemes, the
following main points should be kept in mind.
57

It is therefore quite imprudent to compare Proto-Slavic and Old Chuch
Slavic typologically with languages having only open syllables of the C 10V-type
(cf. [ýekman 1979: 123ff.]). The Slavic languages are unique in having
preserved Indo-European onset clusters while losing codas. On the whole, the
phonotactic development of the Slavic languages presents a great riddle, with no
serious attempts thus far at a solution. This must be kept in mind when seeking
an answer to the “eternal” question of an intermediate Balto-Slavic protolanguage (the very specific phonotactics makes it difficult, for example, to
accept a secondary, relatively late convergence of Slavic and Baltic).
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1. Syntagmatic relations exist among those phonemes which
form or can form a larger sequence.
2. Phoneme sequences are not random accumulations of sounds,
but have a certain regular structure.
3. The main phoneme classes are vowels and consonants.
Vowels are the core elements of a syllable: they alone can form a
syllable. As such, they are distinguished from the peripheral elements
of a syllable, the consonants.
4. The syntagmatic classification of consonants is based on onset
(word-initial) sequences. Such sequences are most often of the type
STR- (and SR-, TR-, ST-), where R = [l m n r…], T = [p t k…],
S = [s š…]. Many languages use only (C)V (= C 10V )-type syllables;
some languages have quite complex sequences.
5. In a medial consonant sequence, a syllable boundary occurs at
the beginning of the largest cluster of consonants whose structure
coincides with a word-initial sequences.
6. A syllable is isomorphic with other complex linguistic units—
words, phrases, sentences, etc. All complex units have a core and
peripheral parts; corresponding to an onset cluster of a syllable are
pretonic syllables, prefixes, subject noun phrases; corresponding to the
core (the vowel) are stressed syllables, roots, conjugated verb forms
(predicates); corresponding to the coda cluster are post-tonic syllables,
suffixes and endings, direct-object noun phrases, etc.

3. NEUTRALIZATION
a) GAPS IN THE SYSTEM
§ 133. By no means all theoretically possible (i.e., permitted by
general rules of structure) phoneme combinations can be found in
language—its texts and lexicon. Thus standard Lithuanian could
perfectly well have such STR- and TR--type clusters as spl-, gm-, but
in fact these can be found only in rare dialectal words or borrowings.
The same holds for the sequences zdr-, zgr-, šk-: phonotactic rules do
not prohibit them, but there are no “normal” words which would begin
with such clusters. Sequences which do not contradict a linguistic
system, but in fact are not used, are called gaps in the system or empty
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cells (Fr. cases vides, Ru. ɩɭɫɬɵɟ ɤɥɟɬɤɢ); cf. Kuryáowicz’s remark
concerning Greek *ıțȡ- [Kuryáowicz 1960: 214 = Kuriloviþ 1962:
298]; likewise [O’Connor, Trim 1973: 249]).
A gap in the system is a matter of historical accident, not provided for or explained by strict synchronic rules. We can only state
that a certain potential sequence is not actually found, although it is
most often impossible to say why.
§ 134. There can also be gaps, or empty cells, in the phonological system
itself (see [Martine 1960: 110ff.]).58 In standard Lithuanian, we could consider
as gaps the rarely-used phonemes /tࡏ dࡏ /, or more precisely, the phonetic feature
combinations corresponding to these phonemes. As we know, all Lithuanian consonants except for /j/ are either hard or soft, and this timbre distinction is a distinctive feature of independent phonemes: skabaǊ ‘pluck-1SG.PRS’ : skabiaǊ ‘pluck1SG.PST’, lãpǐ ‘leaf-GEN.PL’ : lãpiǐ ‘fox-GEN.PL’, káušas ‘ladle-NOM.SG’ : kiáušas
‘skull-NOM.SG’, saǊso ‘dry-GEN.SG’ : saǊsio ‘January-GEN.SG’, daraǊ ‘do, make1SG.PRS’ : dariaǊ ‘do, make-1SG.PST’, etc. However, soft [tࡏ dࡏ ] are only allophones of the phonemes /t d/ and therefore cannot contrast with them. All the
distinctive features capable of forming /tࡏ dࡏ / phonemes exist, and we even have
the corresponding phonetic feature combinations [tࡏ dࡏ ], but for accidental historical reasons they do not perform a distinctive function, and are therefore only
potential phonemes: gaps in the system.59 The reality of these gaps is clearly
shown by the relations /k/ : /kࡏ / = /g/ : /gࡏ / = /p/ : /pࡏ / = /b/ : /bࡏ / = /t/ : = /d/ : ,
where “ ” is a gap in the system).
The role of gaps in the development of phonological systems is unusually
large, since all languages tend to fill them or somehow eliminate them.60 For
example, the gap formed in Lithuanian by /tࡏ dࡏ / has already been eliminated in
Northwest Žemaitic (cf. ga֡ idյ Ǌ .(m) “gaidžiǐ˾” ‘rooster-GEN.PL’, já.utյ ͡.u “jáuþiui”
‘ox-DAT.SG’)61 and South Aukštaitic (cf. katյ Ǌ . “kaþiǐ” ‘cat-GEN.PL’, dյ ́˾ .dյ u .
58

On gaps in the system as “reserve” articulatory possibilities see [Žinkin
1958: 252]; on their influence on the synchronic dynamics of phonemes see
[Klyþkov 1962: 123]. The diachronic role of gaps is particularly highlighted by
the more general concept of phonological space [Mouton 1961].
59
Such distinct allophones, which seem to fill gaps in a system, are sometimes called semi-phonemes (Ger. Halbphoneme or Semiphoneme [Hammarström
1966: 21–22]).
60
It is similar in nature: every gap (or so-called ecological niche) is sooner or
later filled by some life form (cf. [Darvinas 1959: 176]).
61
For the more important literature and a diachronic interpretation of this phenomenon, see [Girdenis 1972a (= Girdenis 2000b: 237ff.); 1979b (= Girdenis
2000c: 130ff.); 1979–1980: 40–42 (= Girdenis 2000c: 179–181); 1983a
(= Girdenis 2000c: 290ff.)]. It should be noted here that the phonemes /tࡏ dࡏ / result
from morphonemic levelling of allomorphs, rather than phonetic developments.
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“dơ˾džiǐ” ‘uncle-GEN.PL’). In standard Lithuanian, it is starting to be filled at
least by borrowings like tiùlis ‘tulle’, bordiǌ˾ras ‘curb’ or the surname Matiùkas.
It was most likely a gap in the subsystem of long front vowels that triggered the
East Baltic monophthongization of *ei ĺ *́թ (> ie) in words of the type Diͅvas
‘God’, etc. In this system, only two front vowels *Ɲ – – *Ư contrasted with the
three back vowels *Ɨ – *ǀ – *ǌ. The front mid-vowel position was empty (see,
for example, [Kazlauskas 1962 and references; Mažiulis 1965]; cf. [Zinkjaviþjus
1972] and [Girdjanis 1977: 300–303 (= Girdenis 2000c: 374ff.)]). This gap was
filled by *́թ, which developed from *ei under conditions which are not quite
clear.62 The consonants /z zࡏ / arose for the same reason: there was an earlier gap,
since alongside /š šࡏ / there existed /ž žࡏ /, but there were no corresponding voiced
phonemes alongside /s sࡏ /; thus the relation /š/ : /ž/ = /šࡏ / : /žࡏ / = /s/ : = /sࡏ / : . A
gap can also be filled by such sporadic changes as šitaıլ ˾ ĺ štaıլ ˾ ‘here’, Žem.
anþ-tıլ ̖kti ĺ ant-štıլ ̖kti ĺ štıլ ̖kti ‘guess-INF’,* as a result of which there arose the
previously non-existent but possible ST--type cluster št- (cf. also the dialectal
words žburiùkas ‘lamb’, žbliuõkas ‘easy-fitting shirt’). Very often, borrowings
and onomatopoeic words help to eliminate gaps.
Nevertheless, the diachronic role of gaps in the system should not be
overstated. A gap is not a basic cause of phonological change, but only a condition and potentiality for change (cf. [Postovalova 1978: 123 and references]).

b) REGULAR CONSTRAINTS ON DISTRIBUTION
§ 135. In addition to gaps in the system, many languages also
have quite regular constraints, obeying strict rules, on the use of phonemes.
Among final consonant sequences in Lithuanian, there are none
which would end in [g d b z ž], although the corresponding onset
clusters are quite frequent. Nor are these consonants used before [k t p
s š]: *zp-, *zk--type clusters do not occur at the beginning of a word,
or *-gsl-, *-ngt- word-medially, etc. If such a sequence needs to be
formed for morphological reasons, it is necessarily replaced by
another: žeñgia ‘step-3PRS’ : žiñ[k]snis ‘step-NOM.SG’, kıլ ̖bo ‘stick to,
cling to-3PST’ : kıլ ̖[pࡏ ]ti ‘stick to, cling to-INF’. A similar automatic
62

For a systematic phonological view of this development, see [Girdjanis
1977: 303, fn. 10 (= Girdenis 2000c: 379, fn. 10); 1978: 76 (= Girdenis 2000c:
346)]; for a more detailed treatment [Ul’þinskajte 1980 and references] (see also
[Karaliǌnas 1987: 152–168], where there is an attempt to substantiate Jaunius’s
hypothesis, presented in greater detail by Bǌga [1908: 76, 80]).
*
Hyphens have been added to show the reanalysis of morphological
structure—TRANS.
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substitution occurs in word-final position in the standard language and
many dialects:63 daǊgelis ‘many’ : daǊ[k‘ ]ލmuch’, viso lãbo ‘all the
best’ : vıլ ̖sla[p] ‘all’, kadà ‘when’ (kadángi ‘because’) : kà[t‘ ]ލthat’,
be mãžo ‘almost’ : bemà[š] ‘id.’. On the other hand, [k t p s š] cannot
precede [g d b z ž]; they must likewise be replaced by [g d b z ž]: nͅša
‘carry-3PRS’ : nè[ž]damas ‘while carrying’, verp˾ ia ‘spin-3PRS’ :
ver ˾[b]damas ‘while spinning’. Since this substitution is fully automatic, accidental gaps are out of the question; it would be naive to
believe that even a single one of these “gaps” could soon be filled; this
would mean a radical transformation of the phonological system.
Due to these constraints, [k t p s ž] and [g d b z ž] can contrast in
only two positions: before a vowel ([—V]) and before an R-type consonant ([—R]): pǌ̗ ti ‘rot-INF’ : bǌ̗ ti ‘be-INF’, tãrơ ‘say-3PST’ : dãrơ
‘do, make-3PST’, kãras ‘war’ : gãras ‘steam’, sir ˾[k]ti ‘be ill-INF’: zirk˾ ti
‘whine-INF’, šuõlis ‘jump’ : žuõlis ‘railroad tie’ and kaplͿs ‘blunt axe,
pick’ : kablͿs ‘hook’, prastà ‘simple; bad-NOM.SG.F’ : brastà ‘ford’,
trͿs ‘three’ : drƳ˾s ‘dare-3FUT’, tvarùs ‘stable, steady-NOM.SG.M’ : dvarùs ‘estate-ACC.PL’, klóstyti ‘spread, cover-with-INF’ : glóstyti ‘strokeINF’, krópti ‘deceive-INF’ : gró[pࡏ ]ti ‘snatch, seize-INF’, svem˾ bia ‘ache3PRS’ : zvem˾ bia ‘buzz-3PRS’. In other positions, they cannot contrast:
where [g d b z ž] is found, [k t p s š] cannot occur, and where [k t p s š]
is found, [g d b z ž] cannot occur (see table 13).
If there were no positions 1 and 2, we would have to consider [k]
and [g], [t] and [d], [p] and [b], [s] and [z], [š] and [ž] allophones of
the same five phonemes: these pairs of sounds share phonetic features
and are in complementary distribution. But the first two positions, in
which these sounds contrast, do not allow this.
§ 136. Lithuanian hard and soft consonants stand in a quite
similar relation. They can be opposed only before a back vowel (in the
position [—Vback]): káušas ‘chisel’ : kiáušas ‘egg’, kùrti ‘make (a
fire); to create-INF’ : kiùrti ‘become full of holes-INF’, sùsti ‘grow
mangy-INF’ : siùsti ‘go mad-INF’, šáudo ‘shoot-3PRS’ : šiáudo ‘strawGEN.SG’, rǌ˾kti ‘smoke-INF’ : riǌ˾kti ‘sob-INF’, sužlùgĊs ‘fail-PAP.NOM.
SG.M’ : sužliùgĊs ‘become wet-PAP.NOM.SG.M’, especially in stem-final
63

This substitution is quite alien to Žemaitic: âuk “áuk” ‘grow-2SG.IMP’ :
â.ug “áuga” ‘grow-3PRS’, áâuš “laǊš” ‘break-2SG.IMP’ : áâ.už “láužia” ‘break3PRS’, zյ ıլ .˾ s “zͿs” ‘buzz-3FUT’ : zյ ıլ .˾ z “zͿzia” ‘buzz-3PRS’ (see also § 144).
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Table 13. Distribution of S- and T-type consonants in standard Lithuanian64
Positions
Consonants
[—V]
[—R]
[— zd ]
[— st]
[—#]
1
2
3
4
5
[g]
+
+
+
[k]
+
+
+
+
[d]
+
+
+
[t]
+
+
+
+
[b]
+
+
+
[p]
+
+
+
+
[z]
+
+
+
[s]
+
+
+
+
[ž]
+
+
+
[š]
+
+
+
+

position of inflected words;65 puikùs ‘fine-NOM.SG.M’ : puikiùs ‘fineACC.PL.M’, šlãpo ‘get wet-3PST’ : šlãpio ‘wet-GEN.SG.M’, baisùs
‘fearful-NOM.SG.M’ : baisiùs ‘fearful-ACC.PL.M’, našùs ‘productive;
fruitful-NOM.SG.M’ : našiùs ‘productive; fruitful-ACC.PL.M’, gražù
‘beautiful-ADV’ : gražiù ‘beautiful-INS.SG.M’, griovǐ˾ ‘ravine-GEN.PL’ :
grioviǐ˾ ‘ditch-GEN.PL’, galù ‘end-INS.SG’ : galiù ‘be able-1SG.PRS’,
ramùs ‘quiet-NOM.SG.M’ : ramiùs ‘quiet-ACC.PL.M’, sͅno ‘old-GEN.
64

[z], [d] and [s], [t] of positions 3 and 4 represent all consonants of this type,
i.e., [g d b z ž] (position 3) and [k t p s š] (position 4).
65
This morphological position is particularly important, since there are very
few words which would be distinguished by hard and soft root-initial consonants, even taking into consideration such words of foreign origin as biùstas
‘bust-NOM.SG’ (cf. bùstǐ ‘wake up-PPP.GEN.PL’), liùkas ‘porthole-NOM.SG’ (cf.
Lùkas ‘Lukas (name)’), tiùlis ‘tulle-NOM.SG’ (cf. tùlis ‘thulium-NOM.SG’),
triùkas ‘trick, stunt-NOM.SG’ (cf. trùko ‘last, continue-3PST’ : triùko ‘trick, stuntGEN.SG’) or dialectal forms such as niógti ‘run quickly-INF’ (cf. nókti ‘ripenINF’) or žósti ‘speak-INF’ (cf. žósi ‘speak-2SG.FUT’ : žiósi ‘open one’s mouth2SG.FUT’). Other examples: káukơ ‘mask’ : kiáukơ ‘jackdaw’, kùkis ‘hook’ :
kiùkis ‘cracked egg’, kurk˾ ti ‘croak-INF’ : kiurk˾ ti ‘cluck, cackle-INF’, maǊkti ‘peal
bark; drink hard-INF’ : miaǊkti ‘mew-INF’, plumpsơ̗ ti ‘give a hollow knocking
noise-INF’ : pliumpsơ̗ ti ‘plop-INF’, plùskơ ‘a kind of small fish’ : pliùskơ ‘log’,
skáutơ ‘girl scout’ : skiáutơ ‘scrap, rag’, slúogas ‘load’ : sliúogas ‘mudslide’,
sùtrǐ ‘dung water, slops-GEN.PL’ : siùtrǐ ‘sportive, playful-ACC.SG.M’, šuõ ‘dog’ :
šiuõ ‘this-INS.SG.M’, trùmas ‘truffle’ : triùmas ‘(ship’s) hold’, trókšt ‘bang!’ :
triókšt ‘crack!’; cf. also the borrowed pair blǌ˾das ‘error’ : bliǌ˾das ‘dish’ and the
onomatopoeic tiulénti ‘produce the sound of a gosling-INF’ (cf. § 134).
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SG.M’ : sͅnio ‘old man-GEN.SG.M’, vãro ‘drive-3PRS’ : vãrio ‘copperGEN.SG’ (cf. also the foreign word pairs noted by Marvan: fotogrãfǐ
‘photographer-GEN.PL.M’ : fotogrãfiǐ ‘photographer-GEN.PL.F’, kazãchǐ ‘Kazakh-GEN.PL.M’ : kazãchiǐ ‘Kazakh-GEN.PL.F’). Everywhere

else, the hardness or softness of a consonant depends on its position:
in word-final position ([—#]) and before hard consonants ([—C]),
only hard consonants can occur; before soft consonants ([—Cࡏ ]) and
front vowels ([—Vfront]), only more or less softened consonants (for
phonetic details, see [Vaitkjaviþjute 1979] and for [k g] [Girdenis
2000a (= Girdenis 2001: 411ff.)]): pıլ ̖lt [pࡏ ıࡆ át]ލ
‘pour-SHORT-INF’ : pıլ ̖ltǐ
ғ
.] ‘pour-3SBJV’ and pıլ ̖lti [pࡏ ıࡆ lғ ࡏ tࡏ i ] ‘pour-INF’, pıլ ̖lsiu [pࡏ ıࡆ lғ ࡏ ˚sࡏ ˚u ]
[pࡏ ıࡆ á˚t˚u
ғ
‘pour-1SG.FUT’ (see table 14). In this case, C and Cյ -type are distinct
phonemes only because they contrast in the first position ([—Vback]).
Were it not for this position, the similar consonants [k] and [kࡏ ], [s] and
[sࡏ ], etc., would need to be considered allophones of the same phoneme, since they are in complementary distribution.
Table 14. Distribution of hard and soft consonants in standard Lithuanian66
Positions
Consonants [—Vback]
[—Vfront]
[—C]
[—Cࡏ ]
[—#]
1
2
3
4
5
[k]
+
+
+
[kࡏ ]
+
+
(+)
[s]
+
+
+
[sࡏ ]
+
+
+
[á]
+
+
+
[lࡏ ]
+
+
+
…
[C]
+
+
+
[Cࡏ ]
+
+
+

§ 137. The vowels [ ]ܧand [a] in standard Russian and southern
Russian dialects behave in similar fashion: in stressed syllables, they
contrast and are independent phonemes, while in unstressed syllables,
an [a] or [ԥ]-type vowel is found in their place: ɫɨ̗ɦ ‘sheat-fish’  ɫɚ̗ɦ
66

Only the most characteristic vowels are shown. Note in addition that in
position 4 many speakers of the standard language pronounce a sound closer to
[k] than to [kࡏ ]. Of course, this is not a particularly important distinction since in
this position [k] and [kࡏ ] do not contrast anyway.
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‘self’, but ɫɨɦɚ̗ ‘sheat-fish-GEN.SG’ = ɫɚɦɚ̗ ‘herself’ = [sݞmá], ɧɨ̗ɝ
‘leg, foot-GEN.PL’  ɧɚ̗ɝ ‘naked-M’, but ɧɨɝɚ̗ ‘leg, foot-NOM.SG’ =
ɧɚɝɚ̗ ‘naked-F’ = [nݞgá] (cf. also ɤɨɬɢ̗ɬɶɫɹ ‘have kittens-INF’ =
ɤɚɬɢ̗ɬɶɫɹ ‘roll-INF’ = [kݞtƍítsԥ], ɥɚ̗ɩɚɬɶ ‘paw-INF’ = ɥɚ̗ɩɨɬɶ ‘bast
shoe’ = [áápԥtƍ], likewise Bel. ɜɨ̗ɥ ‘ox’  ɜɚ̗ɥ ‘embankment’, but ɜɚɥɵ̗
‘oxen; embankments’, ɬɨ̗ɤ ‘current’  ɬɚ̗ɤ ‘so’, but ɬɚɤí ‘currents;
such-NOM.SG.M’ [Padlužny 1969: 110]).
§ 138. Here we must also mention so-called vowel harmony,
which is characteristic of the languages of Finno-Ugric, Turkic, and
other language families. In Hungarian, for example, /e/ and /a/ (pronounced almost like [å]), as noted above (§ 23), contrast essentially
only in roots: in postposed affixes these sounds strictly depend on the
root: [e] can only occur after an [e]-type root vowel and [a] only after
an [a]-type vowel (in greater detail, see [Makkai 1972 and references]).67 Therefore, the same affix usually has several positional variants: kert ‘garden-NOM.SG’ : kertet ‘garden-ACC.SG’ : kertek ‘gardenNOM.PL’ : kerteket ‘garden-ACC.PL’ and láb ‘foot-NOM.SG’ : lábat
‘foot-ACC.SG’ : lábak ‘foot-NOM.PL’ : lábakat ‘foot-ACC.PL’. The
affixes [a] and [e] are thus in complementary distribution, which is
particularly clearly shown by the functional identity of -(e)k and -(a)k,
-(e)t and -(a)t. Hungarian vowels also mostly agree in lip-rounding:
szék ‘chair-NOM.SG’ : széken ‘chair-SUPE.SG’, székeken ‘chair-SUPE.PL’,
but üst ‘kettle-NOM.SG’ : üstön ‘kettle-SUPE.SG’ : üstökön ‘kettleSUPE.PL’ (see also § 23).
An analogous, but regressive (rather than progressive) phenomenon is vowel assimilation in the North Žemaitic Telšiai dialect
(see, for example, [Rokaitơ 1961; Girdenis 1962 (= Girdenis 2000b:
16ff.); Zinkeviþius 1966: 61–62; Grinaveckis 1973: 177–180]). In this
dialect, vowels such as ́ and i, ͕ and u contrast essentially only in the
final syllable of a word (usually an ending): brûol ́ “brólio” ‘brotheri
́
GEN.SG’ : brûolյ “brólƳ” ‘brother-ACC.SG’, gյ èr ̖ “gerıլ ̖ ” ‘good-NOM.
ıլ ̖
̖́
PL.M’ : gյ ̖́Ш “gerıլ ̖ ” ‘drink-2SG.PRS’, nàkt s “naktıլ ̖ s” ‘night-NOM.SG’ :
nàktյ ıլ ̖s “naktıլ ̖s” ‘night-ACC.PL’, šյ ã .uþյ ͕ “šaǊþiǐ” ‘shoemaker-ACC.SG’ :
67

In addition to the works on vowel harmony indicated in the same article,
see [Reformatskij 1966 (especially 191ff.); Lyons 1968: 128–131 = Lajonz 1978:
141–144; Vinogradov 1972; Hyman 1975: 182–183; Clements 1977; Jakobson,
Waugh 1979: 146–150].
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šյ ã .uþյ u “šaǊþiǐ” ‘shoemaker-GEN.PL’. In other positions, these sounds
are in complementary distribution: i, u are used before high (i, u-type)
vowels; in all other cases, we have ́, ͕: p͕̖sk͕b́֡.l ́ “pùskubilio” ‘small
vat-GEN.SG’: pùskubյ ıլ ̖lյ is “pùskubilis” ‘small vat-NOM.SG’, ĺń̖nê .
“linıլ ̖niai” ‘linen-NOM.PL.M’ : lյ ıլ ̖nյ ıլ ̖nյ ùs “lininiùs” ‘linen-ACC.PL.M’ (on a
similar tendency in Ukrainian dialects, see [Žilko 1971: 37]).68 Thus
in this case as well, ́ and i, ͕ and u function in some places as
independent phonemes, and in other places as if allophones of the
same two phonemes. If we ignore recent borrowings, this general rule
is ignored only by the prefixes i- “Ƴ-” ‘into’, pri- “prie-” ‘at’, nu“nuo-” ‘from’ (in some dialects, also iš- ‘out of’, su- ‘with’), in which
the high vowel remains even before mid and low vowels (see
[Girdenis 1962: 141 (= Girdenis 2000b: 16); Zinkeviþius 1966: 63];
on the development of the prefix and preposition i/́(-), see [Girdenis
1980 (= Girdenis 2000c: 183ff.)]). This behavior is undoubtedly to be
explained by open juncture, before which the same oppositions are
possible as occur word-finally (see also § 36 and [Jasiǌnaitơ 1993: 29–
33]).
§ 139. Finally, there are even such paradoxical cases in which
two or more sounds in the same position are unquestionably distinct
phonemes, while in other positions they give the impression of
optional variants. The most characteristic example of such a case is
Danish [k ]ލand [gࡪ ] (see [Bazell 1956: 27; Koefoed 1967: 110;
Martine 1969: 97]). In word-initial position before a vowel ([#—V])
or a resonant (sonorant) ([#—R]), they contrast and therefore have a
distinctive function: kane ['kލaޝnԥ] ‘sleigh’ : gane ['gࡪ aޝnԥ] ‘palate’, klo
[kލlo‘ ]’ޝclaw’ : glo [gࡪ lo‘ ]’ޝstare at-INF’, kro [kލro‘ ]’ޝinn’ : gro [gࡪ ro]’ޝ
‘grow-INF’. In word-medial or word-final position, both consonants
are in free variation and therefore cannot distinguish words: lΩekke
['lܭgࡪ ԥ] = ['lܭkލԥ] ‘leak-INF’ and lΩegge ['lܭgࡪ ԥ] = ['lܭkލԥ] ‘put-INF’, lΩek
[lܭk[ = ]ލlܭgࡪ ] ‘leak-IMP’ and lΩeg [lܭk[ = ]ލlܭgࡪ ] ‘put-IMP’. These forms
are homonyms, although they can be pronounced in two ways (see
also [El’mslev 1960b: 344ff.]).
68

On the southern boundaries of the North Žemaitic Telšiai dialect, vowel
assimilation is not just regressive, but also progressive [Skirmantas, Girdenis
1972 (= Girdenis 2000b: 266ff.)], that is, somewhat reminiscent of the bidirectional vowel harmony of Chukchi (on which see [Širokov 1973; Jakobson,
Waugh 1979: 147]).
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c) INTERPRETATIONS
§ 140. Representatives of the Petersburg School (for example,
[Matuseviþ 1948: 81–83; Zinder 1979: 59–62]) and the descriptivists
do not distinguish between constraints on the use of regular phonemes
and accidental gaps in the system, considering them all examples of
phonemic alternation and/or defective distribution (see, for example,
[Bloch 1972; Pike 1947: 96, 141; Hockett 1955: 164–166; Harris 1963:
65, fn. 14]; cf. [Bazell 1956: 27; Žuravlev 1972: 36]).69 They maintain
that Lithuanian [k] would be a realization of the phoneme /k/, and [kࡏ ]
of /kࡏ /, in all positions and Ru. [a] and [ԥ] would be realizations of /a/
even in those positions in which [k] and [g], [k] and [kࡏ ], [a] and [ ]ܧdo
not contrast and in principle cannot contrast. Here they consistently
observe the principle “Once a phoneme, always a phoneme” (referred
to in English as the biuniqueness condition): if it has already been
demonstrated that any two sounds in a single position are realizations
of separate phonemes, then they must necessarily be considered separate phonemes in all other positions as well, irrespective of whether
they contrast with one another or not. The automatic alternation of
sounds in cases such as daǊgelis : daǊ[k]ލ, žeñgia : žiñ[k]sniai, ɫɨ̗ɦ :
ɫ[]ݞɦɚ̗ is considered an ordinary alternation of the corresponding
phonemes /g/ ĺ /k/, /ܧ/ ĺ /a/ and the like, and thus transferred to the
realm of morphology or morphonology.70
Adherents of this interpretation place greater emphasis on the
phonetic features of sounds than on their distinctive function. Indeed,
from the standpoint of function, the [k] which contrasts with the consonants [kࡏ ] and [g], and the [k] which does not contrast with these
cannot be identical phonological units. If we maintain this view, it is
nearly impossible to give an objective interpretation of the relations
that exist between Danish [k ]ލand [gࡪ ] (§ 139). Even relatively ordinary cases cause great difficulties, if, for example, in place of sounds
contrasting in some positions, there appears in other positions an
intermediate sound which could be considered an allophone of either
69

Some descriptivists (for example, [Hockett 1955: 164, 166–167] nevertheless allow for the possibility of another interpretation of these phenomena.
70
In descriptive linguistics, this logically flows from the requirement to base
a phonological analysis on phonetic information only (see § 31).
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phoneme. In Bulgarian, for example, hard and soft consonants are
used quite as they are in Lithuanian, except that before front vowels
Bulgarian has sounds of an intermediate timbre, so-called semi-soft or
semi-hard [Maslov 1956: 21–22], in place of soft consonants. Following the above approach, they would have to be assigned, without
argument, to either soft or hard phonemes. It is also not good to assign
to morphology purely phonological expressions requiring no morphological information.
§ 141. Other schools of phonology, especially the Prague Linguistic Circle (also glossematics and stratificational linguistics, for
example, [El’mslev 1960b: 343–349; Lamb 1966: 17; Lockwood
1972a: 27, 193–195; 1972b]) consistently distinguish regular constraints on distribution from chance constraints. In this view, accepted
by many phonologists,71 we have in all the above cases a special
phonological phenomenon called neutralization (Ru. ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ,
Fr. neutralisation).72 Neutralization is the regular failure to distinguish
phonemes or entire phoneme classes in certain strictly defined positions (see, for example, [Trubetzkoy 1936; Martinet 1936; Trubetzkoy
1977: 69ff., 206ff. = Trubeckoj 1960: 86ff., 256ff.; Bazell 1956:
especially 30; Trnka 1958; Bogoraz 1963; Vinogradov 1966; Martine
1969; Reformatskij 1970: 62–68; Žuravlev 1972; 1986: 96ff.; Rudelev
1972; Panov 1979: 112ff.; Švedova 1980: 75]).73 The examples examined above can all serve as illustrations: a) the opposition /p/ : /b/,
/t/ : /d/, etc., of Lithuanian (and many other languages, for example
German and Russian), realized before vowels and R-type consonants
and neutralized word-finally and before consonants of the T-subclass;
b) the opposition of hard and soft consonants, realized only before
back vowels and neutralized in all other cases; c) the standard Russian
opposition /a/ : /ܧ/, realized in stressed syllables and neutralized in
71

The Moscow Phonological School also inclines toward these views (see
§ 142 and references).
72
In other languages, the following terms are also found: Ger. Aufhebung
[Trubetzkoy 1936; 1977: 70, 206ff.; Pilch 1964: 60; Philipp 1974: 33 et passim]
(but cf. [Meinhold, Stock 1982: 78 et passim]), Fr. suppression (more characteristic of glossematics, cf. [Hjelmslev 1959: 84, fn. 2 et passim]).
73
On attempts to introduce neutralization into the conceptual system of
generative phonology, see [Cairns 1969].
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unstressed syllables;74 d) the Danish opposition /kލ/ : /gࡪ /, realized in
word-initial position and neutralized word-medially and finally.
§ 142. Those positions in which all phonemes normally contrast
are called positions of relevance, and positions in which oppositions
are neutralized are called positions of neutralization (Ger. Relevanzstellungen and Aufhebungsstellungen, Ru. ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɪɟɥɟɜɚɧɬɧɨɫɬɢ
and ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ [Trubetzkoy 1977: 70 = Trubeckoj
1960: 86; Žuravlev 1972: 37]). Also used in the same meaning are the
terms strong and weak position (more characteristic of the Moscow
School, for example, [Avanesov, Sidorov 1970: 250; Bulanin 1979]).
In Lithuanian, positions of relevance (strong positions) for the oppositions /p/ : /b/, /t/ : /d/ are before vowels ([—V]) and R-class consonants ([—R]) (see § 135 table 13, positions 1 and 2); positions of
neutralization (weak positions) are found before all T-class consonants
and word-finally (see § 135 table 13, positions 3 and 4). As we have
already seen, in positions of neutralization, [p] and [b], [t] and [d],
etc., do not contrast; the phonetic properties which differentiate them
do not have distinctive function. The position of relevance for hard
and soft consonants is before a back vowel (see § 136 table 14 position 1) and the positions of neutralization are before all consonants and
front vowels, and word-finally (see table 14, positions 2, 3, 4 and 5).
We can illustrate neutralization graphically not just in tables, but
also in the “generative” formula (cf. § 57) /a : b/ ĺ [c] / x, for example
Lith. /b : p/ ĺ [p] / [—#], /C : Cࡏ / ĺ [C] / [—#], etc. (only the most
important position of neutralization is shown: [Žuravlev 1972]; cf.
also [Žilko 1971: 33ff.]).

d) THE ARCHIPHONEME. MARKED AND UNMARKED
MEMBERS OF AN OPPOSITION
§ 143. Disregarding for now positions of relevance, and applying
the usual paradigmatic procedures for identifying phonemes to sounds
used in positions of neutralization (see 54–55), we can combine them
74

This, we might say, is the generally accepted view (see, for example,
[El’mslev 1960b: 346; Pauliny 1966: 123; Žuravlev 1972: 37]). Only Martinet,
for some obscure reason, did not consider this Russian phenomenon neutralization [Martine 1969: 99–101].
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into larger phonological units and consider them realizations of these
units—their combinatory or optional variants, as it were.
Denoting these new phonological units with capital letters, we
obtain the following picture (see table 15).
Table 15. Neutralization of T-class consonants in standard Lithuanian
Positions of
Positions of neutralization
relevance
Sounds
[—V]
[—R]
[—z]
[—s]
[—#] Archiphonemes
1
2
3
4
5
[g]
+
+
+
/K/
[k]
+
+
+
+
[d]
+
+
+
/T/
[t]
+
+
+
+
[b]
+
+
+
/P/
[p]
+
+
+
+

The phonological units /K/, /T/, /P/ are distinct from phonemes
used in positions of relevance, and are called archiphonemes (from the
Gk. ܻȡȤȚ- ‘chief’, cf. ܻȡȤȚȝޠȖİȚȡȠȢ ‘chief cook’; see, for example,
[Martinet 1936: 54; Trubetzkoy 1977: 71–75 = Trubeckoj 1960: 87–
90; Martine 1963: 426; 1969: 97; Bogoraz 1963; Padlužny 1969:
99ff.; Žuravlev 1972: 39]),75 thus phonemes of a higher rank. They
75

On the close, but not quite synonymous, term of the Moscow School hyperphoneme see [Kuznecov 1970a: 186; Reformatskij 1970: 63–64, 105; Panov
1979: 119–121] (cf. [Achmanova 1966: 31; Klimov 1967: 90; Žuravlev 1972:
39]). But this concept is understood differently even by adherents of the
Moscow School (see, for example, [Bulanin 1979: 28–29]): for some, it is the
realization of a phoneme in positions of “unresolvable syncretism” (for example,
Ru. ɫɨɛɚ̗ɤɚ /sĮbáka/ ‘dog’ [Švedova 1980: 71]), for others (for example,
Reformatskij) it is nearly the same as the Praguian archiphoneme or, more
accurately, Avanesov’s weak phoneme [Avanesov 1956: 29ff.] (cf. also
Bernštejn’s phonemoid [Bernštejn 1962: 79]).
It should also be noted here that far from all phonologists who accept neutralization employ the concept of archiphoneme (see, for example, [Kaspranskij
1963: 37; Zinder 1979: 31–62]); in the post-war years, even Czech linguists
have abandoned it (see [Trnka 1958: 863; Vachek 1964: 37; Vachek 1966: 62]).
For example, Trnka believes that neutralization is the absence of one member of
an opposition in certain positions. The concept is categorically rejected by theorists of so-called natural phonology (see, for example, [Kodzasov, Krivnova 1981:
153–154, and for critical remarks 158]). Attempts to identify archiphonemes
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consist of the features common to all members of a neutralizable
opposition, i.e., what remains after removing those features which differentiate the members of a neutralizable opposition. Lithuanian /P/ is
a labial plosive, indifferent to voicing.
The actual sounds used as “allophones” of archiphonemes are
called representatives of an archiphoneme (Ger. Stellvertreter des
Archiphonems [Trubetzkoy 1977: 71], Ru. ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɢ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ [Trubeckoj 1960: 87]). In our example, the representatives of
the archiphoneme /K/ are [g] and [k]; the archiphonemes /T/ and /P/
are represented by [d], [t] and [b], [p], respectively (cf. also [Padlužny
1969: 101–105]).
Before consonants, representatives of archiphonemes are determined by position, that is, by the following consonant: [g d b] occur
before [z d…]; [k t p] occur before [s t…]; the preceding consonant
assumes the features of the following consonant. This is so-called
assimilatory (or contextual) neutralization (Ger. kontextbedingte
Aufhebungsarten [Trubetzkoy 1977: 207ff.], Ru. ɤɨɧɬɟɤɫɬɭɚɥɶɧɚɹ
ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ [Trubeckoj 1960: 260ff.]). In word-final position, the
archiphoneme representatives [k ލt ލp ]ލdo not depend on a neighboring
sound; they are determined by the linguistic system itself. This is structural neutralization (Ger. strukturbedingte Aufhebungsarten [Trubetzkoy
1977: 206–212ff.], Ru. ɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɧɨ-ɨɛɭɫɥɨɜɥɟɧɧɚɹ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ
[Trubeckoj 1960: 257–264ff.]; see also [Žuravlev 1972: 46]).
Structural neutralization usually occurs in positions which are
least affected by other units: at the beginning or end of a word or other
meaningful unit, in unstressed syllables, and the like. A characteristic
structural neutralization is the above-mentioned failure to distinguish
unstressed /a/ and /ܧ/ in Russian, where the archiphoneme /A/ is represented by [a] or [ԥ], and likewise the Danish neutralization of /kލ/ and
/gࡪ /, where the representatives of the archiphoneme /K/ are the free
variants [k ]ލand [gࡪ ]. The latter example is quite exceptional, since
most often the representative of an archiphoneme is close to one of the
members of a neutralizable opposition (see, for example, [Trnka 1958:
863]). In certain cases, moreover, the archiphoneme can be represented by sounds which differ from both members of a neutralizable
with phonemes are completely incorrect (for example, [Padlužny 1969: 99;
Vinogradov 1972: 344]).
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opposition.76 This is the case in Bulgarian, where, as noted above
(§ 140), before front vowels we have consonants of intermediate softness. There is a similar situation in the Southwest Aukštaitic dialects
of Lithuanian, and in varieties of the standard language closely associated with these (especially before the vowels [i e e. eࡡ .], cf. § 168, fn.
107 and, for example, [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1957: 12–14]). We might also
recall here the [a.] and [æ.] ([e.]) of many East Aukštaitic Utena dialects, representing in unstressed positions archiphonemes of the oppositions /ܧ./ : /uܧ/, /ҽ./ : /iæ/: kúэjΩe “kúoja” ‘roach (fish)’, kэ̗ .jΩe “kója”
‘foot’ : ka.jΩe֡ .áa. “kuojͅlơ” ‘roach (dim.)’ and “kojͅlơ” ‘foot (dim.)’;
dյ iΩẽna.s “diͅnos” ‘day-NOM.PL’ : dյ Ωe.na֡ .s “dienõs” ‘day-GEN.SG’, and
bյ ́˾ .da.s “bơ˾dos” ‘misfortune-NOM.PL’ : bյ Ωe.da֡ .s “bơdõs” ‘misfortuneGEN.SG’ (see § 84 and [Kosienơ 1978: 31]). In Northern Panevežys
dialects there is also consistent neutralization in such cases: /ie : eࡡ . :
i. : i/ ĺ [ҽ/i ] / [ístress], /uo : o. : u. : u/ ĺ [ӑ/u ] / [ístress], for example:
dյ i֡en ɴ “dienà” ‘day’, Шeև ˾ .kյ ɶ “rơ˾kia” ‘shout-3PRS’, gյ ıլ ̗ .v ɴs “gývas” ‘alive’,
dյ ıլ ֡ .dյ elյ ɶsյ “dıլ ̖delis” ‘large, great’ ĺ dյ ́nյ Ωe֡ .áa || dյ i֔ nյ Ωe֡ .áa “dienͅlơ” ‘day
(dim.)’, Ш́kյ ıլ ֡ .m ɴs || Шi֔ kյ ıլ ֡ .m ɴs “rơkıլ ̖mas” ‘shouting’, gյ ́vյ ıլ ̗ .bյ e || gյ i֔ vյ ıլ ̗ .bյ e
“gyvýbơ” ‘life’, dյ ́dյ e֡ .sյ ́nյ ɶsյ || dյ i֔ dյ e֡ .sյ ́nյ ɶsյ “didèsnis” ‘larger’ or du֡obյ e
“duobơ˾” ‘pit (hole)’, stó .r ɴs “stóras” ‘thick, fat’, grú .d ɴs “grǌ̗ das”
‘grain’, pu֡ .t͕s “pùtos” ‘foam’ ĺ d͕bΩe֡ .áa || du֔ bΩe֡ .áa “duobͅlơ” ‘pit
(dim.)’, st͕ru֡ .m ɴs || stu֔ ru֡ .m ɴs “storùmas” ‘thickness’, gr͕dյ e֡ .lյ ɶsյ ||
gru֔ dյ e֡ .lյ ɶsյ “grǌdͅlis” ‘grain (dim.)’, p͕tó .j ɶ || pu֔ tó .j ɶ “putója” ‘foam3PRS’ (see, for example, [Kaþiuškienơ 1982: 41; Girdenis, Židonytơ
1994 (= Girdenis 2001: 127ff.)]). Here, as we see, archiphonemes can
be represented by two types of sound; their selection depends on the
actual dialect and speech style (i.e., on certain sociolinguistic factors
which are difficult to monitor).77 On a similar neutralization in the
Širvintos dialect, see § 227, 241 and references.
76

On the basis of the relationship between archiphoneme representatives and
neutralized phonemes, Hjelmslev [El’mslev 1960b: 345–347] (cf. also [Hjelmslev
1959: 86]) distinguishes two types of neutralization (“suppression”): implication
(for example, Lith. /k : g/ ĺ [k] / [—#]) and coalescence or domination (for
example, Dan. /k : g/ ĺ [kg ], Ru. /a : ܧ/ ĺ [ԥ] / [ístress]). For a more detailed (even
pedantic) classification of types of neutralization, see [Žuravlev 1972].
77
As Garšva’s observations and experiments have shown [1982: 68–69],
unstressed vowels vary widely, even in very careful speech; even neutralization
itself can be optional at times.
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The phenomena examined in § 53 and § 59 (third example, table
5) should also be considered neutralization. The opposition of /a/ and
/e/ is neutralized in standard Lithuanian in all positions except wordinitial ([#—]; cf. also § 174). From a phonological standpoint, the
same happens with oppositions of the type /ҽ/ : /i/, /ӑ/ : /u/ in North
Žemaitic Telšiai dialects: their strong position (position of relevance)
is only at the end of a word or before an open juncture (see § 138).
§ 144. The phoneme which is similar to the sound used in a
position of structural neutralization (i.e., in a position which does not
depend on the influence of adjacent phonemes, for example, wordfinally or in an unstressed syllable) is the unmarked member of an
opposition (Ger. merkmallos [Trubetzkoy 1977: 67, 73], Ru. ɧɟɦɚɪɤɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɣ [Trubeckoj 1960: 83, 90], Eng. unmarked [Hyman 1975:
143–145], Fr. non-marqué [Vachek 1964: 186]). The phoneme close
to the sound which cannot appear in a position of structural neutralization (for example, at the end of a word), is the marked member of an
opposition (Ger. merkmalhaltig [Trubetzkoy 1977: ibid.], Ru. ɦɚɪɤɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɣ [Trubeckoj 1960: ibid.],78 Eng. marked [Hyman 1975:
ibid.], Fr. marqué [Vachek 1964: ibid.]). In standard Lithuanian, /k/,
/t/, /p/, /s/ and /š/ are the unmarked members of the opposition /g d b z
ž/ and /k t p s š/, since the sounds close to them, [k]ލ, [t]ލ, [p]ލ, [s], [š],
are used word-finally, the only position of neutralization for this
opposition which does not depend on other phonemes. The phonemes
/g d b z ž/, which have no correspondents in this position, are
considered the marked members of this opposition. The unmarked
members of the opposition of hard and soft consonants are the hard
phonemes, since in word-final position their archiphonemes are
represented by hard consonants; soft consonants, which do not have
close correspondents here, are the marked members of the opposition.
78

Jakobson [1971: 385ff.] indicates that Trubetzkoy, when speaking and
writing in Russian, used the terms ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɣ–ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɣ (ɱɥɟɧ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ), which he himself later translated into German as merkmallos and
merkmaltragend [Trubetzkoy 1977: 67, 73]. The current unwieldy and imprecise
Russian terms “drifted in” from French as calques of non-marqué–marqué.
Knowing the full history, it is rather annoying that certain Lithuanian linguists
have become fond of the “international” words nemarkiruotasis–markiruotasis
(members of an opposition), which arose so strangely and say so little about the
nature of the phenomenon.
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In the latter case, the phoneme relations can also be seen from the
writing system: only the softness of consonants is specially noted.
In speech, the unmarked members of an opposition are almost
always more frequent than the marked members [Trubetzkoy 1977:
235 and references = Trubeckoj 1960: 292 and references; Klyþkov
1962: 129; 1984; Širokov 1961: 53ff., Melikishvili 1974; Melikišvili
1976; Gamkrelidze 1977: 25; 1978: 11 and 20; 1979: 283; Panov
1979: 183]. In connected texts, the members /k t p s š/ of the abovementioned opposition /g d b z ž/ : /k t p s š/ are three times more frequent than /g d b z ž…/. The frequency of individual pairs is approximately as follows: /k/ : /g/ = 3.0, /t/ : /d/ = 1.8, /p/ : /b/ = 2.4, /s/ : /z/ =
48.2, /š/ : /ž/ = 1.9, etc. (see [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1993 (= Girdenis
2001: 64ff.)]; cf. [Šimkǌnaitơ 1965; Sveceviþjus 1966]). Knowing
this, we can distinguish the unmarked members of an opposition from
the marked members even when a language or dialect lacks a single
position in which structural neutralization, independent of adjacent
phonemes, would occur. For example, word-finally in North Žemaitic,
as noted above (§ 135, fn. 62), /k/ : /g/, /t/ : /d/, /p/ : /b/, /s/ : /z/, /š/ : /ž/
contrast just as they do before R-type consonants: dèk “dèk” ‘burn2SG.IMP’ : dèg “dͅga” ‘burn-3PRS’, s͕̖jǊ .nt (sùjǊ .nt) “pajuñta, pradeda
jùsti” ‘feel, begin to feel-3PRS’ : s͕̖jǊ .nd (sùjǊ .nd) “sujuñda” ‘begin to
move-3PRS’, krͅ .p (krͅ .ip) “kreıլ p˾ ia” ‘direct-3PRS’ : grͅ .b (grͅ .ib)
“griͅbia” ‘snatch-3PRS’, zıլ .˾ s “zͿs” ‘buzz-3FUT’ : zıլ .˾ z “zͿzia” ‘buzz3PRS’, Ǌ .š “ǌ˾š ” ‘howl (of wind)-3FUT’ : Ǌ .ž “ǌ˾žia” ‘howl (of wind)3PRS’. But the unmarked members of the opposition are nevertheless
clear; they are, without question, /k t p s š…/: in speech, they are
approximately 3.7 times more frequent than /g d b z ž…/, cf.: /k/ : /g/ =
5.0, /t/ : /d/ = 3.1, /p/ : /b/ = 1.6, /š/ : /ž/ = 3.0, etc. [Girdenis 1981c:
19–22, 28, 36 (= Girdenis 2000c: 229–232, 239, 247)]. Hard consonants in this dialect are also far more frequent than soft consonants:
/k/ : /kࡏ / = 2.8, /g/ : /gࡏ / = 1.8, /p/ : /pࡏ / = 9.5, /b/ : /bࡏ / = 5.8, /s/ : /sࡏ / = 5.1,
etc. The overall picture is somewhat disturbed only by /l/ and /ž/,
which for some reason are used less frequently than /lࡏ / and /žࡏ / in both
the Žemaitic dialect and the standard language (cf. [Girdenis 1981c: 28
(= Girdenis 2000c: 239)]).79
79

The explanation presented by Trubetzkoy [Trubetzkoy 1977: 235 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 292] for a similar phenomenon in Russian does not hold for
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The distribution of the members of a neutralizable opposition
occasionally also reveals the marked and unmarked members of other
oppositions. If neutralization does not occur before all phonemes of a
certain type, its weak position is before the marked members of an
opposition; the phonemes forming a position of relevance in such
cases are the unmarked members of the opposition [Trubetzkoy 1977:
75 = Trubeckoj 1960: 93; Žuravlev 1972: 46; Schane 1972: 219]. On
this basis, we can confidently consider the Lithuanian front vowels /e
e. ie eࡡ . i i./ the marked members of the series, since the opposition of
hard and soft consonants is neutralized before them; the back vowels
/a a. uo o. u u./ are the unmarked members of these oppositions:
before them hard and soft consonants contrast.

e) CORRELATIONS AND CORRELATIVE SERIES
§ 145. Oppositions in which one member is unmarked and the
other is marked are called privative oppositions [Trubetzkoy 1977: 67 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 82–83]. This term (Fr. privatif ‘negative’ ĸ Lat.
privo ‘I take away, I set free’) emphasizes that one member of such an
opposition has a feature “taken away” from the other (unmarked)
member; that one member of an opposition is negative, as it were, and
the other positive.
This type of opposition can be represented by Ru. /a/ : /ܧ/, Lith.
/p/ : /b/ or /l/ : /lࡏ /, etc. Of these, the Lithuanian oppositions /p/ : /b/ and
/l/ : /lࡏ / are also proportional, since a number of other phonemes are
either Lithuanian or its dialects, since in the standard language and in many
North Žemaitic dialects, /l/ : /lࡏ / and especially /ž/ : /žࡏ / do not at all differ from
other phonemes with regard to positions of neutralization.
Here we might also note that the recent, rather fashionable tendency toward
establishing the markedness of members of an opposition based solely on relative frequency has been assessed by some phonologists quite guardedly (if not
critically; for example, [Voronkova 1981: 62]). But these reservations most
likely only reveal the need to distinguish at least two types of markedness:
structural markedness, connected with neutralization, and statistical markedness,
reflected in the frequency relations of members of an opposition. We should also
strictly distinguish internal markedness (emerging from the functions of an
actual language) and universal markedness (on the latter, in addition to the
above-mentioned works by Melikišvili and Gamkrelidze, see [Chomsky, Halle
1968: 400–435; Postal 1968: 153–207; Hyman 1975: 145–149]).
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related in the same way: /k/ : /g/ = /t/ : /d/ = /p/ : /b/ = /s/ : /z/ = /š/ : /ž/
= /þࡏ/ : /ۤࡏ/… , /r/ : /܂/ = /l/ : /lࡏ / = /v/ : /vࡏ / = /n/ : /nࡏ / = /m/ : /mࡏ /… .
Additionally, such an opposition is bilateral (Fr. bilatérale [Vachek
1964: 145], Ger. eindimensionale [Trubetzkoy 1960: 74ff.], Ru.
ɨɞɧɨɦɟɪɧɚɹ [Trubeckoj 1960: 74ff.] or ɞɜɭɫɬɨɪɨɧɧɹɹ [Reformatskij
1960: 336ff.]): features common to both members of such an
opposition can belong to these two phonemes only. For example,
Lithuanian has only two labial plosives: /p/ and /b/, only two hard
dental fricatives: /s/ and /z/, only two R-type trills: /r/ and /܂/.
Proportional bilateral privative oppositions are called correlations [Trubetzkoy 1977: 75ff. = Trubeckoj 1960: 93ff.; Martine 1960:
98; 1963: 423; Šaumjan 1962: 152; Kuznecov 1970a: 189]80 (from Fr.
corrélation ‘correlation’, Lat. con- ‘with’, relatio ‘relation’). An entire
set of proportional oppositions (for example, Lith. /k/ : /g/ = /t/ : /d/ =
/p/ : /b/, etc.) forms a correlative series of phonemes.
§ 146. The feature by which a marked member of an opposition
(or all marked members of a correlative series) differs from the
unmarked member is called a correlation mark (Ger. Korrelationsmerkmal [Trubetzkoy 1977: 77], Ru. ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɬɢɜɧɵɣ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ or ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ [Trubeckoj 1960: 95]. The correlation (or correlativeseries) mark of the Lithuanian /p/ : /b/ (= /t/ : /d/ = /k/ : /g/) is voicing,
that is, the active participation (vibration) of the vocal cords,
accompanied by little tension of the speech organs and weak air flow.
The unmarked members of this correlation are voiceless; in articulating these, the vocal cords are passive, the air flow is stronger, the
speech organs more tensed, and the occlusion and plosion itself are a
bit more prolonged.81 Hence the marked member /b/ (and /d/, /g/…) of
80

Here we adopt the view most clearly formulated by Kuznecov: “Ɇɵ
ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɟɦ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɸ ɤɚɤ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɢɟ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɩɨ ɨɞɧɨɦɭ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɭ, ɜɵɫɬɭɩɚɸɳɟɦɭ ɜ ɨɞɧɢɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ ɢ ɭɬɪɚɱɢɜɚɸɳɟɦɭɫɹ ɜ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ” ‘We
define a correlation as an opposition of phonemes according to a single feature
occurring in certain positions and lost in others’ [Kuznecov 1970a: 189]. The
concept of correlation presented by Trubetzkoy and Martinet seems too broad,
and, more importantly, is purely logical and phonetic rather than functional. It is,
as it were, a logical, rather than functional, correlation.
81
Only such a comprehensive understanding of distinctive features can be
truly phonological (see also § 163 and references). From the standpoint of pure
phonetics, all phonemes are seemingly marked, only in different directions; in
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this correlation is as if a simultaneous combination of the unmarked
member /p/ (and /t/, /k/…) and the correlation mark: /b/ = /p/ & / vce/
(that is, ‘voicing’) (/d/ = /t/ & / vce/, /g/ = /k/ & /vce/, etc.). The
correlation mark of /r/ : /܂/ = /m/ : /mࡏ / = /n/ : /nࡏ /… is softness, that is, a
lack of velarization and an additional articulation of the mid-part of
the tongue, which is elevated to the hard palate, raising the timbre of
the sound. This feature is also signalled by certain properties of adjacent vowels (a higher or abruptly changing timbre, fronted articulation,
and the like). Here as well the marked member of the opposition /܂/
(/mࡏ /, /nࡏ /…) can be considered a simultaneous combination of the
unmarked member /r/ (/m/, /n/…) and the correlation mark / ࡏ / (“softness” or “palatalization”): /܂/ = /r/ & / ࡏ / (/mࡏ / = /m/ & / ࡏ /, /nࡏ / = /n/ & / ࡏ /).
Thus in all these cases the marked member of the correlation has a
feature which is lacking in the unmarked member.82
Unmarked members of a correlation thus interpreted have no
features distinguishing them from marked members, and we can therefore say that they coincide in all cases with the corresponding archiphoneme: /k/ § /K/, /t/ § /T/, /p/ § /P/, etc. We can describe both the
unmarked phoneme /p/ and the archiphoneme /P/ as labial plosives
lacking the feature of voice, which characterizes the marked member
/b/. With this in mind, Trubetzkoy used for some time a phonological
transcription (quite interesting and well-founded, incidentally) in
which archiphonemes were written with the same characters as the
unmarked members of corresponding correlations (see, for example,
[Trubetzkoy 1931: 98]; cf. [Vachek 1966: 31–32]). Only later did he
begin to use for this purpose capital letters, or letters with certain diacritics, corresponding to the symbols for the unmarked members of a
correlation, or pb -type “fractions” (cf. [Reformatskij 1960: 334 and
phonology, those phonetic features which belong to the unmarked member of a
correlation are treated as if they did not exist; they are negative or null phonetic
properties. This understanding of marked/unmarked renders futile all critical
remarks directed against these concepts and the closely related dichotomous
principle (see, for example, [Reformatskij 1961: 110ff.; Bondarko 1966;
Bondarko, Verbickaja 1965]).
82
It is for this reason that Trubetzkoy used the Russian terms ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɣ–
ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɣ ɱɥɟɧ (see § 144, fn. 78). As noted above (fn. 81), from a phonetic standpoint, a feature of a marked member can be both negative and multidimensional; it can even be signalled by properties of neighboring sounds.
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references; Vachek 1966: 61]). Recently, as noted above (cf. § 143, fn.
75), there has been a tendency to represent archiphonemes in positions
of neutralization by allophones of the corresponding phonemes (see
[Trnka 1958; Vachek 1966: 60–62]). Therefore, representatives of
archiphonemes are now most often transcribed with the same symbols
as the phonemes which they most resemble.
We can illustrate the evolution of these views with examples of a
phonological transcription of the word kirp˾ damas ‘while cutting’:
1) /kirpdamas/
(Trubetzkoy’s early position),83 2) /KiRѺ PdamaS/ (the
Ѻ
later position of Trubetzkoy and other Praguians),84 3) /kࡏ irbdamas/
Ѻ
(the current position of Praguians, especially Trnka and Vachek).
A transcription of the third type would also be quite acceptable
to those phonologists who do not recognize archiphonemes, for
example the descriptivists, or adherents of the Petersburg School. Also
generally quite possible is the approach (and it may be the most
realistic) according to which the representatives of archiphonemes in
almost all cases would be considered the corresponding phonemes,
and not just any sounds lacking phonemic status. Of course, if we
wish to show actual distinctive units and contrasts, a transcription of
the second type could be used, but this is poorly suited for systematic
usage, especially for statistical studies.
The Moscow Phonological School goes its own way (we could
say, a fourth way) here. In weak positions, its adherents “restore” the
strong-position phoneme of every actual morpheme: [nݞgá] = <nagá>,
if this is a form of the word ɧɚɝ, ɧɚɝɨ̗ɣ ‘naked’, but [nݞgá] = <nogá>,
if this form is connected with ɧóɝɢ ‘feet’ (cf. also [rܧt] = <rot> ĸ
ɪɬɚ ‘mouth-GEN.SG’, but [rܧt] = <rod> ĸ ɪóɞɚ ‘kin-GEN.SG’
[Reformatskij 1970: 28; Kuznecov 1970d: 476; Avanesov, Sidorov
1970: 254, 264ff.]). In those cases where it is not possible to restore
The phoneme /k/ is the unmarked member of the correlation /k/ : /kࡏ /, and /p/
and /s/ are the unmarked members of the correlations /p/ : /b/, /p/ : /pࡏ /, /s/ : /z/
and /s/ : /sࡏ /, and therefore they are written here, although the sounds pronounced
in the first two cases are closer to the marked members /kࡏ / and /b/.
84
/K/ denotes the archiphoneme of the correlation /k/ : /kࡏ /, represented here
by [kࡏ ]; /R/ is the archiphoneme represented by /r/ and /܂/; /P/ is the archiphoneme of the correlation /p/ : /b/ (and /p/ : /pࡏ /, /b/ : /bࡏ /), represented here by the
voiced [b]; /S/ is the archiphoneme of the correlation /s/ : /z/ (: /sࡏ / : /zࡏ /), represented by the hard [s].
83
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the phoneme in this way, when a so-called hyperphonemic situation
arises (cf. § 143, fn. 75), so-called weak phonemes are used (for
example, ɤɨɪóɜɚ <kĮróva> ‘cow’, ɫɨɛɚ̗ɤɚ <sĮbáka> ‘dog’). Usually
these weak phonemes are not recorded in the inventory of phonemes,
but there have sometimes been unjustified deviations from this
principle (for example, [Švedova 1980: 76–78]).
As we see, the Moscow phonological transcription recalls in its
main features a morphological (or, more precisely, a morphonemic)
notation. Its foundations are close to the second interpretation, only
here there is greater emphasis on, and respect for, morphonemic alternation. This is already a step in the direction of a morphonological or
generative interpretation (see § 31, fn. 40; cf. also [Kaseviþ 1972:
153]).
§ 147. Correlations are usually named after their features. For
example, oppositions of the Lithuanian type /p/ : /b/ = /t/ : /d/… form
a voicing correlation, oppositions of the type /p/ : /pࡏ / = /k/ : /kࡏ /… , a
softness correlation, etc. The latter is often also called a timbre correlation, since softness, or palatalization, changes the timbre of a basic
articulation, raising it (see, for example, [Jakobson 1962a: 153ff.;
ýơkman 1970: 9ff.]). Terms such as series correlation, and the like,
are also used.
§ 148. Correlations exhibit great diachronic stability. If for some reason
one member of a correlation changes, the other member generally changes in the
same direction (cf. [Martine 1960: 106–107 et passim; Labov 1972: 118ff.;
Steponaviþjus 1975: 223–226 and references; 1982b: 12ff.]). This also explains
the symmetry of many phonetic changes. In Lithuanian dialects, for example,
vowels and diphthongs of the same height almost always change in the same
way. Where we have ́ in place of i, we will find ͕ in place of u; where in is pronounced in place of standard en, we will most likely find un in place of an;
where East Baltic *́թ has changed into ie, we have uo in place of *ǀ; where *́թ >
́i, *ǀ > ͕u. If a dialect distinguishes, for example, ́ and i-type sounds, it is
highly likely that ͕ and u also contrast; if the opposition ́թ : ie is neutralized in
certain cases, the opposition ǀ : uэ is also most likely neutralized, etc. Similar
examples can be found in many languages. Changes everywhere generally start
with front vowels; back vowels later adjust themselves to their front counterparts (see, for example, [Bailey 1972: 29]).85

85

In the natural world as well, correlative events tend to change in more or
less the same way (cf. [Darvinas 1959: 523]).
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Consonantal correlations tend to change in a similar way. Suffice it to
recall here the same development of the Baltic clusters *ti֒ and *di֒ in various
dialects, the same softening and affrication of *k and *g in Latvian, the same
fate of *pi֒ and *bi֒ .

f) CORRELATION BUNDLES
§ 149. In addition to pairs, larger groups of phonemes may stand
in a correlative relation. In Sanskrit, four plosives with the same place
of articulation are linked in such relations: /p/ : /pލ/ : /b/ : /bލ/ = /t/ : /tލ/ :
/d/ : /dލ/ = /৬/ : /৬ލ/ : /ঌ/ : /ঌލ/ = /k/ : /kލ/ : /g/ : /gލ/ (cf. also /þ/ : /þލ/ :
/ۤ/ : /ۤލ/, transliterated c, ch, j, jh), for example: pƗlam ‘watchmanACC.SG’ : phƗlam ‘plowshare-ACC.SG’: bƗlam ‘boy-ACC.SG’ : bhƗlam
‘forehead-ACC.SG’. The oppositions in each group are neutralized, for
example, word-finally: before a pause, the archiphonemes /P/, /T/, /৫/,
/K/ are represented by [p], [t], [৬], [k], and before the initial vowel of a
following word by [b], [d], [ঌ], [g]. Hence the voiceless non-aspirated
consonants are the unmarked members of these oppositions, and the
other consonants are the marked members. Markedness here is at two
levels rather than one: firstly, aspirated consonants contrast with nonaspirated, and then voiced consonants contrast with voiceless. Thus it
is as if the correlations of voicing and aspiration intersect. This is most
clearly seen in the following tree diagram (see figure 8; the least-marked
phonemes are shown on the left; the most-marked on the right).86
/P/
/P/
/p/

/B/
/pލ/

/b/

/bލ/

Figure 8. Correlation of voicing and aspiration in Sanskrit

Such a combination of several correlations is called a correlation
group or a correlation bundle (Ger. Korrelationsbündel [Trubetzkoy
1977: 78–82], Ru. ɩɭɱɨɤ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɣ [Trubeckoj 1960: 96–99; Martine
1960: 100; Reformatskij 1961: 111, 115]).
86

For similar examples from modern Indic languages, see [Zograf 1976: 156–
157].
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§ 150. The plosives of Ancient Greek are grouped in threemember correlation bundles: ʌ /p/ : ȕ /b/ : ĳ /pލ/ = Ĳ /t/ : į /d/ : ș /tލ/ =
ț /k/ : Ȗ /g/ : Ȥ /kލ/, cf. ʌޠȡȠȢ ‘formerly’ : ȕޠȡȠȢ ‘weight’ : ĳޠȡȠȢ ‘sail’,
Ĳİ߿ȠȢ ‘so long, in the meantime’ : įİ߿ȠȢ [įޢȠȢ] ‘fear, alarm’ : șİ߿ȠȢ
‘divine’, țޢȡĮȢ ‘horn’ : ȖޢȡĮȢ ‘donation’ : ȤޢȡĮȢ ‘hand-ACC.PL’. These
correlation bundles are neutralized before all plosives and ı /s/, which
has neither a voiced nor an aspirated correlate. The representatives of
the archiphonemes /Ȇ/, /ȉ/, /Ȁ/ before plosives were conditioned by
the voicelessness, voicing, or aspiration of the neighboring consonant: ȕȜޠȕȘ ‘harm, damage’ : ȕȜޠʌĲȦ ‘I do damage’, ȖȡޠĳȦ ‘I
draw, I write’ : ȖȡĮʌĲިȢ ‘drawn, written’, ȜޢȖȦ ‘I gather’ : ȜİțĲިȢ
‘gathered’, įޢȤȠȝĮȚ ‘I accept, I receive’ : įޢțĲȠȢ ‘acceptable, agreeable’, before ı only voiceless could occur: ܻȝİަȕȦ ‘I change’ : ܻȝİަȥȦ
/ameípsǀ/ ‘I will change’, ȖȡޠĳȦ : ȖȡޠȥȦ /grápsǀ/ ‘I will draw, I will
write’, ȜޢȖȦ : ȜޢȟȦ /léksǀ/ ‘I will choose’, įޢȤȠȝĮȚ : įޢȟȦ /déksǀ/ ‘I
will accept’. Since [p t k] appear before the phoneme /s/, which is
indifferent to voicing and aspiration, the phonemes /p t k/ are the
unmarked members of the correlation bundle, and /b d g/ and /p ލt ލkލ/
are the marked members: /b/ = /p/ & /vce/, /pލ/ = /p/ & /ލ/, etc. In one
case the “markedness” goes in one direction, and in the other case, in
the other direction. Hence what we have here is not a two-tiered
opposition, but a triad, which is best illustrated not with a tree
diagram, but as follows: (see, for example, [Trubetzkoy 1977: 78 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 97; Reformatskij 1961: 111]; cf. [Vinogradov 1976:
303]):
/ʌ/
/
/ȕ/

\
—

/ĳ/

Of course, this triad can also be converted into a tree diagram
(see figure 9):
/Ȇ/

/ʌ/

/ȕ/

Figure 9. Tree diagram of labial plosives in Ancient Greek
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At the first node the aspirate /ĳ/ separates and branches off to the
right and the voiced /ȕ/ separates at the second node. Furthest to the
left is the unmarked member of the entire bundle, /ʌ/. But since this is
not quite a natural grouping, the alternative in figure 10 is also possible:
/Ȇ/

/ʌ/

/ĳ/

/ȕ/

Figure 10. Another model of the Ancient Greek triad

In this case, /ȕ/ contrasts first of all with the phonemes /ʌ/ and
/ĳ/ as voiced consonant to voiceless, and in the voiceless group, the
aspirate /ĳ/ contrasts with /ʌ/, which is unmarked in all respects.
Ancient Greek does not permit us to answer the question of which
alternative is more acceptable, but, keeping in mind that oppositions
of the type /p/ : /b/ are more typical than /p/ : /pލ/, at least for the
languages of Europe, the first solution seems preferable: /ĳ/ (that is,
/pލ/) seems typologically more marked /ȕ/ (/b/). Calculations of
phoneme frequency would perhaps help in answering the question
more concretely.
Similar consonant triads are also typical of other languages.
Burmese, for example, has correlation bundles of the Greek type:
/p/ : /b/ : /pލ/ = /t/ : /d/ : /tލ/ = /k/ : /g/ : /kލ/, except that the affricates
/þ/ : /ۤ/ : /þލ/ and even the fricatives /s/ : /z/ : /sލ/ also belong here.87 In
Georgian triads, the place of the aspiration feature is assumed by
glottalization, a secondary articulation of the vocal cords reminiscent
of the “break” of Žemaitic broken tone (see, for example, [ýikobava
1967: 26]):88
/p/
/t/
/k/
/þ/
/c/
/ \
=
/ \
=
/ \
=
/ \
=
/ \
/b/ — /pސ/
/d/ — /tސ/
/g/ — /kސ/
/ۤ/ — /þސ/
/ݤ/ — /cސ/
87

It is generally believed that the Indo-European proto-language had similar
triads (only with voiced aspirates): *p : *b : *bh = *t : *d : *dh = *k : *g : *gh =
*kյ : *gյ : *gյ h = *k u֒ : *g u֒ : *g u֒ h.
88
The consonants /p t k/ are somewhat aspirated.
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The least marked of the plosives are the voiced (!), and of the
affricates, the voiceless non-glottalized [Melikišvili 1976: 72–76ff.;
Melikishvili 1974: 91 and 93, fn. 12].
The affricates of this language, and the dorsal plosives together
with corresponding fricatives, even form five-member correlation
bundles:
/s/ — /c/
/

\

/š/ — /þ/
=

\

/z/ — / ݤ/ — /cސ/

/

\

/x/ — /k/
=

\

/ž/ — /ۤ/ — /þސ/

/

\

\

/ܵ/ — /g/ — /kސ/

§ 151. The voiced and soft correlations of Lithuanian S and
T-type consonants can be combined into four-member bundles:
/š/
|
/šࡏ /

—
—

/ž/
|
/žࡏ /

=

/š/
|
/šࡏ /

—
—

/ž/
|
/žࡏ /

=

/k/
|
/kࡏ /

—
—

/g/
|
/gࡏ /

=

/p/
|
/pࡏ /

—
—

/b/
|
/bࡏ /

These correlations are fully realized only before back vowels (in
the position [—Vback]). Before front vowels and R-type consonants,
the correlation of softness is neutralized, but the voicing correlation
functions normally. Before S and T-type consonants and before
a pause, correlations of both types are neutralized. The general
unmarked members of these bundles are the hard voiceless /p t k…/;
the most marked are without question the voiced soft consonants.
Thus, for example, the correlation bundle for the labial plosives /p/ :
/b/ : /pࡏ / : /bࡏ / is illustrated by the following tree diagram (see figure 11):
Consonant
voiceless

voiced

hard

soft

hard

soft

/p/

/pࡏ /

/b/

/bࡏ /

Figure 11. Correlation bundle for labial plosives

We could represent the relations among the members of this correlation bundle in various positions still more accurately in the
following diagram (see figure 12; /P/ is the archiphoneme of the
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opposition /p/ : /pࡏ /, /B/ is the archiphoneme of the opposition /b/ : /bࡏ /,
and /P/ is the archiphoneme of the entire correlation bundle; cf.
[Avanesov 1956: 207; Perebyjnis 1970: 53]).
/p/ —
|
/pࡏ / —

/b/
|
/bࡏ /

/

[—Vu]

/P/

/B/

/

[— V
R]

(2)

/

S
[— T ]
#

(3)

—
/P/

i

(1)

Figure 12. Diagram of relations among members of a correlation bundle

It is especially easy to see from this diagram that the distinctive
force of approximately the same sounds can be quite different, even in
the same language. In positions of the first type (1), /p/ is much richer
and more “powerful” from a phonological standpoint, since all three
labial plosive phonemes contrast with it (among others). In the second
type of position (2), the force of this consonant is far less, since here
only a single labial plosive can contrast with it. In positions of the
third type (3), no labial plosive contrasts with it any more; distinctive
here are only those features which describe the archiphoneme /P/ of
the entire correlation bundle and distinguish it from non-labial plosives and various non-plosive consonants. Thus, the data of even a
single language show that a sound’s phonological role and its weight
are determined by its position in the system, and not by its physical
properties.

g) NEUTRALIZATION AND PHONEME CLASSES
§ 152. The study of neutralization and correlative phoneme relations is significant in several respects.
First, it is important to examine neutralization carefully, since it
plays a significant role in the evolution of phonological systems.89
89

“Ⱦɢɚɯɪɨɧɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɹ ɧɟɦɵɫɥɢɦɚ ɛɟɡ ɩɨɧɹɬɢɹ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ”
‘Diachronic phonology is unthinkable without the concept of neutralization’
[Žuravlev 1972: 36]; cf. [Kuryáowicz 1960: 243ff. = Kuriloviþ 1962: 334ff.;
1965: 403–411]).
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Nearly all phonological oppositions go through a stage of neutralization before disappearing completely, a period when the disappearing
opposition is still preserved in certain positions.
Neutralization can also trigger various non-phonological processes in the development of a language: the intersecting of apophonic
vowel series (see, for example, [Kuryáowicz 1968a: 257 et passim]),
and non-systematic sound substitution—so-called analogical change
(on which see [Kuryáowicz 1960: 66ff. = Kuriloviþ 1962: 92ff.;
Anttila 1972: 83, 88–108]). If distinct grammatical units come to
coincide in a position of neutralization, there often (but, of course, not
always) arises a tendency, triggered by this ambiguity, to unify them,
level them, in positions of relevance as well; or, on the contrary, to
accentuate and polarize their contrast, even to shift this enhanced
distinction to those meaningful units which once had a uniform or less
distinctive expression (see [Kuriloviþ 1965: 408]. On the role of
neutralization in the development of the vocalism of Lithuanian
dialects, see [Girdenis 1975b (= Girdenis 2000c: 335f.)]).
§ 153. Neutralization is especially important because it allows us
to extend, refine, and concretize the classification of phonemes, the
basic framework of which is formed by an analysis of syntagmatic
relations (see [Hjelmslev 1959: 85ff.; Muchin 1962: 61]).
Neutralization almost always reveals two types of phoneme
classes: one class includes those phonemes which undergo neutralization; the other, those phonemes which form a position of neutralization. In standard Lithuanian, for example, the oppositions /a/ : /e/,
/a./ : /e./ are neutralized after all consonants (cf. § 53, 59, 174),90 and
therefore these phonemes form a separate class of vowels, contrasting
with the remaining phonemes. Also forming a class contrasting with
other vowel phonemes is Russian /a ܧ/, whose position of relevance is
only in stressed syllables. In Lithuanian, we are led to distinguish a
relatively closed class of S and T-type consonants not only by their
position in sequences, but also by the above-mentioned neutralization
90

The neutralization of these oppositions and their age is shown (in addition
to other facts) by vowel alternations such as plepơ̗ ti ‘chatter-INF’ : pliópa
‘chatterbox’. Since only the “quantitative” alternations e : ơ = a : o are possible,
in the word plepơ̗ ti we undoubtedly have an e fronted from *(’)a (cf. also Lith.
klͅvas ‘maple’ = Latv. kƺavs ‘id.’).
174
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of oppositions of the type /k t p/ and /g d b/ before a pause and before
consonants of S and T-subclasses. Moreover, only this neutralization
definitively shows that /z zࡏ / and /ž žࡏ / are truly S-type, rather than
T-type consonants. As we have seen (§ 135ff.), /s/ : /z/, /š/ : /ž/-type
oppositions are neutralized, and [s], [š] represent their archiphonemes
word-finally (for example, be mãžo ‘nearly’ : bemà[š] ‘almost’).
Members of different syntagmatic classes cannot stand in such a relationship.
Northeast Žemaitic (Telšiai) vowel assimilation, or vowel harmony, unites all non-low vowels into a single class, since oppositions
of the type /ҽ/ : /i/, /ӑ/ : /u/ are neutralized before high vowels, and
other vowels cannot undergo this neutralization. Separated out in turn
from this class are /i u/, before which only /i u/-type vowels are possible. Thus these phonemes should be classified as follows: /(a : e) :
((ӑ : ҽ) : (u : i))/. Most marked in this system are /u i/, since they form
a position of neutralization; the least marked are /a e/, which are
completely indifferent to this neutralization.
In both the North Žemaitic dialect and the standard language,
vowels further split into two classes: those vowels before which the
correlation of consonant softness is realized, and those before which it
is neutralized. Belonging to the first class are standard Lithuanian /a a.
o. uo u u./ and North Žemaitic /a ӑ u…/; the second class includes
standard Lithuanian /e e. eࡡ . ie i i./ and North Žemaitic /e ҽ i…/. The
marked members of the opposition are the second class, since the
softness correlation is neutralized only before these (cf. § 144). The
classification of dialectal vowels now looks like this: /(a : (ӑ : u)) :
e : (ҽ : i))/, reflected in the following tree diagram (see figure 13).
V
Vu

Vi

/Ȧ/

/a/

/ӑ/

/Ș/

/u/

/e/

/ҽ/

/i/

Figure 13. Tree diagram of North Žemaitic Telšiai vowel classification
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The least marked (or, more accurately, fully unmarked) member
of this system is /a/. In connected texts, this is therefore also the most
frequent phoneme (for example, its frequency in North Žemaitic
Telšiai texts is 13.09% of all phonemes [Girdenis 1981c: 24
(= Girdenis 2000c: 234)] and in the standard language, 10.46%
[Karosienơ, Girdenis 1994 (= Girdenis 2001: 28ff.)]).
§ 154. We have already seen that neutralization further divides
each phoneme class into marked and unmarked members of an opposition. The neutralization of the voicing correlation divides the
S-subclass into the unmarked members /s sࡏ š šࡏ /, and the marked
members /z zࡏ ž žࡏ / of the corresponding oppositions, and divides the
T-subclass into the unmarked /p t k pࡏ kࡏ / and the marked /b d g bࡏ gࡏ /;
neutralization, in turn, distinguishes in each subclass the unmarked
members /s š/, /z ž/, /p k/, /b g/ of the softness correlation, and the
marked members /sࡏ šࡏ /, /zࡏ žࡏ /, /pࡏ kࡏ /, /bࡏ gࡏ /.
But even this is not all. The consonants /s/, /sࡏ /, /z/, /zࡏ / must be
further distinguished from /š/, /šࡏ /, /ž/, /žࡏ /, since oppositions of the type
/sࡏ / : /šࡏ / are neutralized before /þࡏ/, /ۤࡏ/; the archiphoneme is represented
here by [šࡏ ], [žࡏ ], cf.: vèsti ‘take, lead-INF’ : vè[šࡏ ]þiau ‘take, lead1SG.SBJV’, vèžti (vͅža) ‘take (by vehicle)-INF’ : vè[šࡏ ]þiau ‘take (by
vehicle)-1SG.SBJV’. This neutralization is triggered only by /þࡏ/, /ۤࡏ/,
phonemes related to /š šࡏ ž žࡏ /-type sounds. These sounds are thus the
marked members of the corresponding oppositions, and /s sࡏ z zࡏ / are
the unmarked members. The correlation mark is to be considered the
palatal or double-peak (palato-alveolar) articulation of the tongue,
characteristic of the marked members /š šࡏ ž žࡏ /; thus /š/ = /s/ & /ˇ/ (“ ˇ ”
here denotes the palatal feature).
This analysis allows us to fully break down all of the consonant
phonemes belonging to the C (i.e., non-R)-class, that is, to refine those
classifications which we obtained earlier (see § 109 and 110).
The final classification appears as shown in figure 14.
Up through the node marked “ 3 ,” this tree diagram coincides with the ones presented above (§ 109 and 110).91 The further
branchings correspond to the following neutralizations (the right branch
We should add that the markedness of /p pࡏ b bࡏ / is also shown by the
neutralization of the opposition /m/ : /n/ only before these phonemes: sémk
‘draw (water)-2SG.IMP’ : sénk ‘grow old-2SG.IMP’, sémti ‘draw (water)-INF’ :
91
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/s/ /sࡏ / /z/ /zࡏ / /š/ /šࡏ / /z/ /žࡏ / /k/ /kࡏ / /g/ /gࡏ / /t/ /d/ /p/ /pࡏ / /b/ /bࡏ /
Figure 14. Classification of C-class consonants

is always the marked member; the left branch, the unmarked):
3, neutralization of /s/ : /š/-type oppositions (palatal correlation),
4, neutralization of the voicing correlation; 5, neutralization of the
softness opposition. The correlation bundles just examined begin with
node 4. The first two bundles are combined into a larger group
beginning with node 3. We might note the complex correlation bundle
/((s : sࡏ ) : (z : zࡏ )) : ((š : šࡏ ) : (ž : žࡏ ))/; the hierarchy of oppositions is
shown by parentheses. The affricates, which are not reviewed here,
present a similar relation.
If we take allophones of similar phonemes as representatives of
archiphonemes in positions of neutralization, we can summarize even
more simply the established phonemes and their relations. We will
sénti ‘grow old-INF’ and kri-[ñ]-ta ‘fall-3PRS’ : im˾ ta ‘taken’, tri-ñ-ka ‘get
confused-3PRS’ : im˾ k ‘take-2SG.IMP’, but ki-m˾ -ba ‘stick-3PRS’, susku-m˾ -ba ‘have
time-3PRS’ (the [n] and [m] which are set off by hyphens are an expression of
the same morpheme: the infix {-n-}). In compound words, this neutralization is
optional; it is blocked by open juncture: [sࡏ é.n+bࡏ e܂nࡏ i s] ‘bachelor’ ĺ <sࡏ é.mࡏ bࡏ e܂nࡏ i s>,
[š˚ún+balࡏ i s] ‘poor entertainment’ ĺ <š˚úmbalࡏ i s>.
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assign to the voiced class those consonants of the S and T-types which
never appear word-finally, and to the voiceless class those consonants
which are used in this position. The hushing sibilants will include
those S-type consonants which occur before /þࡏ ۤࡏ/, and the hissing sibilants (that is, those with a single articulatory point, or dentals), those
which do not appear in this position. Hard consonants will be those
which never precede /e e. eࡡ . ie i i./, and soft consonants, those which
do not occur word-finally, etc. Such phoneme characteristics are
similar in form to those which we established according to syntagmatic relations.92
§ 155. It now suffices to find characteristic phonetic features for
each category of phonemes thus established; all consonantal phonemes
can then be described as simultaneous combinations of these features.
In fact, we already know some of these features: they are the correlation marks distinguishing the marked members of an opposition from
the unmarked members and corresponding archiphonemes. The phoneme /žࡏ /, for example, can be broken down into the complex /s/, which
forms the archiphoneme /S/ of the above-mentioned correlation bundle
/((s : sࡏ ) : (z : zࡏ )) : ((š : šࡏ ) : (ž : žࡏ ))/ and these correlation marks: ‘hushingsibilant’, ‘voiced’, ‘soft’ (abbreviated /žࡏ / = /s/ & /ˇ/ & /sk/ & / ࡏ /). It
goes without saying that these correlation marks are simultaneously
distinctive features of phonemes.93 Thus, from neutralization there is a
straight path to the distinctive features of phonemes and paradigmatic
relations.

h) NEUTRALIZATION OF UNITS OF CONTENT
AND CORRELATIONS
§ 156. Neutralization is not only a phonological phenomenon; units of the
content plane often undergo neutralization as well (see, for example, [Trnka
1958: 866; Hjelmslev 1959: 83ff.; Martine 1969: 101–109]).
92

Such terms as voiced–voiceless, hushing sibilant–hissing sibilant, soft–hard
(consonants) are introduced here only for convenience. The classification would
remain exactly the same if we were to use completely arbitrary symbols for the
classes (p-class : b-class, š-class: s-class, l-class: r-class, etc.). The phonetic
terms here just denote classes obtained without relying on the physical properties of sounds.
93
Vinogradov was apparently correct in claiming that only neutralization
demonstrates the reality of distinctive features [Vinogradov 1976: 304].
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A classic example of the neutralization of grammatical units is the
Ancient Greek third person of the verb. The plural of this person is distinguished
from the singular perfectly well if the sentence subject is a masculine or feminine noun, but coincides with the singular if the subject is neuter: (1) ݸ
ܿȞșȡȦʌȠȢ ĲȡޢȤİȚ ‘the person runs’ : Ƞܿ ݨȞșȡȦʌȠȚ ĲȡޢȤȠȣıȚȞ ‘the people run’, but
(2) Ĳާ ȗࠜȠȞ ĲȡޢȤİȚ ‘the animal runs’ : Ĳ ޟȗࠜĮ ĲȡޢȤİȚ ‘the animals run’. The third
person singular form (in this case, ĲȡޢȤİȚ), which occurs with the neuter plural, is
undoubtedly the unmarked member of the number opposition, and the plural
form (ĲȡޢȤȠȣıȚȞ) is the marked member. The neuter plural of the noun forms a
position of neutralization for the opposition in question.
The neutralization of grammatical units is most often conditioned not so
much by position, as by the broader context and situation. For example, a classroom of students can always be addressed Gerbiamieji studentai! ‘dear students
(masc.)’, even when there is not a single male student. But the salutation Gerbiamosios studentơs! ‘dear students (fem.)’ would be correct and serious only if
there were no male student in the classroom. Thus the gender opposition is neutralized in certain cases; its unmarked member is masculine gender, and the
marked gender is feminine. Incidentally, this can also be seen from the relative
frequency of gender in connected texts: in Lithuanian social and political journalism, masculine nouns are approximately 1.5 times more frequent than feminine, and masculine gender-marking pronouns are twice as common as feminine
[Žilinskene 1979: 10; Žilinskienơ 1990: 170].
It goes without saying that such neutralizable oppositions of units of content can be considered correlations (see [Bulygina 1964: 103–110 and references]).
§ 157. Correlations are also characteristic of lexical and semantic linguistic units (cf. [Lyons 1977: vol. 1, 305–311]). These are neutralized particularly
often; the marked members of such correlations are used only when absolutely
required by the situation. We can point to these Lithuanian word pairs as an
example: avıլ ̖s ‘sheep’ : ãvinas ‘ram’, šuõ ‘dog’ : kalơ˾ ‘female dog’, kiaǊlơ ‘pig’ :
kuilͿs ‘boar’, žąsıլ ̖s ‘goose’ : žą˾sinas ‘gander’. Lithuanian speakers would almost
always say PamaþiaǊ bǌ˾rƳ aviǐ˾ (šunǐ˾, kiaǊliǐ, žąsǐ˾ ) ‘I saw a flock of sheep (a
pack of dogs / a herd of pigs / a flock of geese)’ and only exceptionally, and then
in a relatively difficult-to-imagine case, PamaþiaǊ bǌ˾rƳ avinǐ˾ (kaliǐ˾, kuiliǐ˾,
žąsinǐ˾ ) ‘I saw a flock of rams (a pack of female dogs / a herd of boars / a flock
of ganders)’. Speakers would say the former even if the flock (pack, herd) has in
fact noticeably more rams (female dogs, etc.). Thus, the unmarked members of
these correlations are avıլ ̖s, šuõ, kiaǊlơ, žąsıլ ̖s, and the marked members, used
only in special cases, ãvinas, kalơ˾, kuilͿs, žą˾sinas.94 Correlation bundles with
94

It should be noted that these relations are not as motivated as it may seem at
first glance. For example, the unmarked member of the correlation katơ˾ ‘cat’ :
kãtinas ‘tomcat’ is katơ˾ for many Aukštaitic speakers, but kãtinas for Žemaitic
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one unmarked and two marked members are also fairly frequent: arklͿs ‘horse’ :
kumͅlơ ‘mare’ : erž˾ ilas ‘stallion’, where Lithuanian speakers would undoubtedly
consider arklͿs the unmarked member.
Synonyms—words distinguished from one another only by so-called connotative meanings—are especially often grouped into correlation bundles. Some
of these are unmarked (neutral),95 others are positively marked, and still others
are negatively marked: kareıլ ˾vis ‘warrior, soldier’ (unmarked) : karžygͿs ‘epic
hero’ (positively marked) : karéiva ‘warrior (ironic)’ (negatively marked).
As we see, neutralization suggests for us once again the isomorphism of
units of content and expression (cf. § 103 and 115).
§ 158. Syncretism—the identity of expression, or homonymy, of certain
grammatical forms—should be distinguished from neutralization: Lith. mùdu
‘we-1DU.NOM’ = mùdu ‘we-1DU.ACC’, výrai ‘man-NOM.PL’ = výrai ‘man-VOC.PL’,
Ru. ɥɸɞéɣ ‘people-GEN.PL’ = ɥɸɞéɣ ‘people-ACC.PL’, ɨ̗ɤɧɚ ‘window-NOM.PL’ =
ɨ̗ɤɧɚ ‘window-ACC.PL’, Skt. sǌno‘ ܈son-GEN.SG’ = sǌno‘ ܈son.ABL.SG’, etc. But
there is no categorical boundary between these two phenomena: the same fact
can often be treated both as neutralization and as syncretism.96

i) SUMMARY REMARKS
§ 159. Having examined regular constraints on the distribution
of phonemes and on phoneme oppositions, the following more important points should be recalled:
1. The regular failure to distinguish phonemes or entire classes
of phonemes in certain positions is called neutralization. In many
cases there is a cross distribution between members of a neutralizable
opposition.
2. Positions in which all phonemes are distinguished are called
positions of relevance (strong positions), and positions in which they
are not regularly distinguished are called positions of neutralization
(weak positions).
3. The shared features of members of a neutralizable opposition
form archiphonemes, which have a distinctive function in positions of
neutralization.
speakers. So, on hearing the usual noise and caterwauling, Aukštaitic speakers
will say Susipjovơ kãtơs ‘The cats (fem.) were fighting’, but Žemaitic speakers
Susipjovơ katinaıլ ˾ ‘The cats (masc.) were fighting’. The first utterance seems
comical to Žemaitic speakers; the second, to Aukštaitic speakers.
95
This is the so-called dominant of a synonym series.
96
In the basic theoretical work of glossematics, [El’mslev 1960b: 343ff.], the
section on neutralization even has the subtitle “Syncretism.”
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4. The phoneme similar to the sound used in a position of
neutralization which is not affected by adjacent sounds (word-final
position, unstressed syllable, etc.) is the unmarked member of the
neutralizable opposition; the phoneme which lacks a similar counterpart in this position is the marked member of the opposition. The
unmarked member of the opposition coincides with the archiphoneme
in its distinctive phonetic features.
5. The unmarked members of oppositions are almost always
more frequent in connected speech; the marked members are less frequent. Oppositions of other phonemes are often neutralized only
before marked members.
6. Proportional neutralizable oppositions form correlations which
can combine into more complex units—correlation bundles. The feature by which the marked member is distinguished from the unmarked
member is the correlation mark.
7. Neutralization, like syntagmatic phoneme relations, allows us
to establish natural classes of phonemes.
8. Neutralization and correlative relations are characteristic not
only of phonemes, but of units of linguistic content as well.
§ 160. In conclusion, we will make two more remarks.
1. All languages apparently have optional neutralization for
many oppositions, especially in elliptical or reduced connected speech
(see, for example, [Zabrocki 1965: 600–602]).97 In the flow of speech,
oppositions are usually realized only with the distinctness and consistency necessary for content to be understood correctly. Optional neutralization can also result from competing stylistic and sociolinguistic
norms, and directly reflect the dynamics of a synchronic system (cf.
[Weinstock 1981: 283–286]).
2. Neutralization is an important intermediate link between syntagmatic and paradigmatic phoneme relations. Like phonotactic rules
(of syntagmatic relations), it restricts and regulates the distribution of
97

The Swedish psycholinguist Linell has convincingly shown that optional
neutralization also occurs in emphatically distinct (sharpened, elaborated) pronunciation [Linell 1979: 55, 100 and references]. This should always be kept in
mind in interpreting the results of phonetic experiments and commutation tests:
they are, after all, always based on just such a pronunciation (so-called clear
speaking style).
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phonological units, and at the same time reveals such purely paradigmatic phenomena as marked and unmarked members of an opposition,
correlations, and correlation marks. In singling out correlation marks,
we have in fact already begun to analyze phonemes into distinctive
features, that is, to treat them not as monolithic elements, but as
simultaneous combinations of smaller elements.

4. PARADIGMATIC RELATIONS
a) GENERAL REMARKS
§ 161. As noted above (see § 88–89), paradigmatic relations, or
oppositions, exist between those phonemes which can replace one
another in the same positions, and therefore differentiate words or
their forms. In addition to the above-mentioned examples, we can
adduce here the following set of words distinguished by a single
phoneme: sùsti ‘grow mangy-INF’ : siùsti ‘send-INF’ : šùsti ‘stew-INF’ :
pùsti ‘swell-INF’ : bùsti ‘wake up-INF’ : tùsti ‘stick together-INF’ :
dùsti ‘choke-INF’ : kùsti ‘recover-INF’ : gùsti ‘get used to-INF’ : jùsti
‘feel-INF’ : rùsti ‘turn brown-INF’. The relations between their initial
phonemes can be illustrated as follows:
/s ù sࡏ tࡏ i/
/sࡏ /
/š/
/p/
/b/
/t/
/d/
/k/
/g/
/j/
/r/

There is no essential difference between oppositions which differentiate words and oppositions which differentiate word forms; the
same phonemes can distinguish both words and word forms. In standard Lithuanian, for example, oppositions such as /a./ : /u./, /u./ : /o./,
/t/ : /m/ distinguish the words ą˾są ‘(jug) ear-ACC.SG’ : ǌ˾są ‘moustache-ACC.SG’, kǌ̗ rơ ‘make (a fire); create-3PST’ : kórơ ‘hang-3PST’,
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tárška ‘rattle-3PRS’ : márška ‘sheet-NOM.SG’ and the word forms výrą
‘man-ACC.SG’ : výrǐ ‘man-GEN.PL’ : výro ‘man-GEN.SG’, vͅžat ‘take
(by vehicle)-2PL.PRS’ : vͅžam ‘take (by vehicle)-1PL.PRS’. EAukšt.
Utena /m/ : /n/ distinguishes the words maШıլ ̗.nյ tյ Ωe. “marıլ ̖nti” ‘exterminate-INF’ : naШıլ ̗.nյ tյ Ωe. “narıլ ̖nti” ‘loop-INF’ and the word forms ruƾ˾.ka.m
“rañkoms, rañkomis” ‘hand-DAT/INS.PL’ : ruƾ˾.ka.n “rañkon” ‘handILL.SG’. In the Žemaitic dialects, even the oppositions /k/ : /g/ and /š/ :
/ž/, for example, can have this double function: NŽem. k͡.á “kùlia”
‘thresh-3PRS’ : g͡.á “gùli, gùla” ‘lie, lie down-3PRS’, šàlյ ıլ ̖ “šąlıլ ̖ ”
‘freeze-2SG.PRS’ : žàlյ ıլ ̖ “žalià” ‘green-NOM.SG.F’ and dèk “dèk” ‘burn2SG.IMP’ : dèg “dͅga” ‘burn-3PRS’, vèš “vèš” ‘take, lead-3FUT’ : vèž
“vͅža” ‘take (by vehicle)-3PRS’.
Nevertheless, certain oppositions more often distinguish derivational and grammatical meaning, rather than lexical. As noted above
(§ 136), this is characteristic of the Lithuanian timbre correlation for
consonants, which most often distinguishes words having the same
root, but different derivational formations or grammatical forms: plıլ ̖ko
‘bald-GEN.SG.M’ : plıլ ̖kio ‘baldy-GEN.SG’, gražùs ‘beautiful-NOM.SG.M’ :
gražiùs ‘beautiful-ACC.PL.M’, taisaǊ ‘repair-1SG.PRS’ : taisiaǊ ‘repair1SG.PST’, etc. In the North Žemaitic dialect, the opposition /ҽ/ : /i/ plays
a similar role, since these phonemes, apart from rare exceptions, contrast only in endings: brûol ́ “brólio” ‘brother-GEN.SG’ : brûolյ i “brólƳ”
‘brother-ACC.SG’, na֡ .šl ́ “nãšlio” ‘widower-GEN.SG’ : na֡ .šյ lյ i “nãšlƳ”
‘widower-ACC.SG’. Elsewhere, almost only [ҽ] is found, or else [ҽ]
and [i] are in complementary distribution; in either case, the opposition is neutralized (see § 153). Such oppositions are sometimes called
morphologized oppositions (see [Vachek 1964: 182 and references]).
More common are oppositions which distinguish only lexical
meaning. For example, an opposition such as Hungarian /a/ : /e/
cannot distinguish word forms, since due to vowel harmony in affixes,
it necessarily undergoes neutralization (cf. § 138). This type of opposition, where appropriate, could be called lexicalized (see [Vachek
1964: 182]).
Since both lexical and grammatical meaning belongs to the same
content plane of language, the difference between morphologized and
lexicalized opposition is not so important that it would be worth
emphasizing in phonology with special terms. Such terms may
perhaps be useful in morphonological studies.
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b) OPPOSITIONS AND SYNTAGMATIC CLASSES
§ 162. The study of syntagmatic relations has shown that phonemes form true oppositions only when they belong to a single syntagmatic class, or paradigm.98 Members of so-called indirect oppositions (for example, English /h/ and /ƾ/; see § 60) have a distinctive
function only in the sense that they help form different expressions of
units larger than the phoneme (for example, the word). Their relations
are syntagmatic, rather than paradigmatic.
In Lithuanian, only indirect oppositions exist between any vowel
and consonant phoneme. These are entirely incompatible phoneme
classes. At first glance, it may seem that such word pairs as avıլ ̖s
‘sheep’ : švıլ ̖s ‘dawn-3FUT’, surĊ˾s ‘build (of logs)-3FUT’ : sprĊ˾s
‘decide-3FUT’ contradict this statement; these words, after all, seem to
be distinguished only by the elements /a/ : /š/, /u/ : /p/. In fact,
however, the first words of these pairs fully contrast with the second
words as disyllabic to monosyllabic.99 Hence it is words, rather than
their phonemes, which are in paradigmatic relations here. Phoneme
oppositions have an independent distinctive function only when words
agree in the number and order of syllables and in prosodic features.
When these conditions are absent, phonemes are in different positions
(in this case, in different syllables), and therefore do not have an
independent distinctive function (cf. [Šaumjan 1962: 73]).
Such is the case in many languages. Only the above-mentioned
[r l m n]-type consonants (see § 101) form the rare exception; in some
languages these can play the role of syllable nucleus, and thus contrast
with vowels: Skt. ak܈as ‘axle’ : rֈ k܈as ‘bear’, vƗkas ‘talking’ : vrֈ kas
‘wolf’, vi܈as ‘servant’ : vrֈ ܈as ‘male; bull’ (see also § 101).100

98

Panov uses this term only for classes of sounds whose members participate
in general alternations [Panov 1967: 5]. But this is a very individual view (see
also [Reformatskij 1970: 87–88]).
99
For an unjustified opposing view, see [Perebyjnis 1970: 49–51 and 188],
where vowel and consonant oppositions are even demonstrated on the basis of
such “minimal pairs” as ɚɨ̗ɪɬ ‘aorta-GEN.PL’ : ɬɨɪɬ ‘cake’ : ɚýɥ ‘aɨul’ : ɝɭɥ
‘droning, buzzing’.
100
But even in these languages (for example, Slovak, Czech) syllabic sonorants are not used as the expression of independent words [Novák 1966: 130].
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Į) PARADIGMATIC RELATIONS AND DISTINCTIVE
FEATURES OF LITHUANIAN CONSONANTS
§ 163. The smallest paradigm of consonantal phonemes in
Lithuanian is the syntagmatic S-subclass, occurring in syllable-initial
[(#)—T]-type positions. In this class, only /s/ and /š/ contrast, or
(exceedingly rarely) /z/ and /ž/, /zࡏ / and /žࡏ /. The consonants /s/ and /z/,
/š/ and /ž/ and, all the more so, /s/ and /sࡏ /, /š/ and /šࡏ /, etc., cannot
contrast here, since before consonants of the T-subclass, their oppositions are neutralized. Thus, more precisely, there are only two archiphonemes which function here: /S/ and /Š/; the consonants /s z sࡏ zࡏ /
and /š ž šࡏ žࡏ / are the representatives of these archiphonemes.
There are no reliable minimal pairs for which the consonants in
question would contrast word-initially, but the reality of their opposition can be seen from examples of the type spýgauti ‘scream-INF’ :
špͿgą ‘fig (fam.)-ACC.SG’, staıլ g˾ ǌs ‘sudden-NOM.PL.M’ : štaıլ ˾ ‘here’.
Lithuanian speakers would perceive a potential word *spygà not as a
variant of the word špygà, but most likely as a not-yet-heard “common
gender” pejorative formed from spiͅgti ‘squeal-INF’ (cf. in addition
stùką* ‘deceipt-ACC.SG’ : štùką* ‘a piece-ACC.SG’). These oppositions
are clearly shown by non-initial syllables: kar-˾ stǐ ‘become bitter3SBJV’ : kar-˾ štǐ ‘card (wool)-3SBJV’, kar-˾ [z]da-vo ‘become bitter3PST.FREQ’ : kar-˾ [ž]da-vo ‘card (wool)-3PST.FREQ’, rıլ ̖-ski-tơs ‘roll-2PL.
IMP.REFL’ : rıլ ̖ -ški-tơs ‘tie-2PL.IMP.REFL’ (on the syllable boundaries,
see § 121–123).
To describe phoneme oppositions means to indicate their distinctive features. In this case, these features are dictated by the neutralization which occurs before /þࡏ/ and /ۤࡏ/, cf. rıլ ̖-sti ‘roll-INF’  rıլ ̖-šti
‘tie-INF’, but rıլ ̖-[šࡏ ]þiau “rıլ ̖sþiau” ‘roll-1SG.SBJV’ = rıլ ̖-[šࡏ ]þiau “rıլ ̖šþiau”
‘tie-1SG.SBJV’ (see § 154). The marked member of this opposition (or,
more precisely, correlation), /šࡏ / (likewise /žࡏ /), differs from the
unmarked /sࡏ / (likewise /zࡏ /) in the following articulatory properties (cf.
[Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1957: 47–56]): a) a greater raising of the tip of the
tongue, b) a second point of articulation, that is, a secondary raising of
the mid-part of the tongue toward the hard palate, c) the absence of a
characteristic lengthwise groove in the mid-part of the tongue. The
first difference is especially easy to observe. In pronouncing the series
of sounds [sࡏ šࡏ sࡏ šࡏ sࡏ ], we easily feel the tip of the tongue periodically
rising to “the second floor” at the alveolar ridge and then descending
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again to the “first floor” at the lower teeth. To the ear, [šࡏ ] seems
lower, [sࡏ ] higher. Based on their auditory impression, Jablonskis
called [š ž]-type consonants “hushing” sibilants and [s z] “hissing”
sibilants.
These phonetic properties, which determine one another and are
inextricably linked, are the true distinctive features of the oppositions
in question. But for the sake of convenience and simplicity, we usually select from such complexes some single characteristic and thereafter consider only this characteristic a distinctive feature. A feature
selected in this way is in fact just a conventional label,101 signalling
the presence of an entire complex (see, for example, [Fant 1970:
52; Melikišvili 1976: 126–131; Romportl 1970: 18; 1977: 240;
Džaparidze 1979: 102 et passim; Kodzasov 1982: 99, 103–106]).
Functioning as actual distinctive features are only complexes of
phonetic properties (including intrinsic prosodic phenomena and
features of neighboring segments [Bondarko 1979: 25]), sometimes
more complex, sometimes simpler. A distinctive feature is therefore
essentially just as much an abstraction as a phoneme [Vinogradov
1976: 302].
In selecting a “candidate” for distinctive features (that is, for
their “label”), arbitrariness is greatly reduced if we follow certain
objective criteria: we can take into account relations and features of
other oppositions; we can experimentally isolate a property which has
a major influence on comprehending (or recognizing) speech, etc. But
it is probably impossible to avoid arbitrariness completely.
It is most convenient to consider as distinctive features of the
opposition /sࡏ / : /šࡏ / (and /z/ : /ž/, /s/ : /š/, /zࡏ / : /žࡏ /, etc.) the palatoalveolar articulation of /šࡏ / (and /š/, /ž/, /žࡏ /) and the dental articulation
of /sࡏ / (and /s/, /z/, /zࡏ /). The presence of two points of articulation (/šࡏ š
žࡏ ž/), contrasting with a single point (/sࡏ s zࡏ z/), can be considered a
non-essential feature, since in this position, and in general in the
S-subclass, there is no phoneme which would be distinguished by a
single-point palato-alveolar articulation. The corresponding auditory
(impressionistic) features would be “hushing sibilant” (/šࡏ š žࡏ ž/) and
“hissing sibilant” (/sࡏ s zࡏ z/).
101

Therefore some linguists (for example, the American linguist Hill [Hill
1972: 243]) have reasonably suggested calling such features classificatory,
rather than distinctive.
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§ 164. Another quite limited paradigm of consonantal phonemes
is found in the position [(#)S—R]. Here the T-subclass of consonants
/k/ : /t/ : /p/ and (quite exceptionally) /g/ : /d/ : /b/ contrast (see § 109):
skrándą ‘sheepskin coat-ACC.SG’ : sprándą ‘nape of the neckACC.SG’, straksơ̗ ti ‘skip-INF’ : spragsơ̗ ti ‘crackle-INF’. A soft [pࡏ ]
appearing in this position represents the archiphoneme of the
opposition /p/ : /pࡏ / and has no independent distinctive function:
strıլ ̖gtas ‘bait; carrion’ : s[pࡏ ]rıլ ̖gtas ‘fillip’. Soft [tࡏ ], as we know, is only
an allophone of /t/. There are apparently no minimal pairs with the
opposition /t/ : /k/, but the reality of the opposition is shown by words
of the type skrãbalas ‘wooden bell’ : stràkalas ‘fidget’.
An analysis of syntagmatic relations (see § 110, 154) has shown
that these consonants are grouped in the hierarchical order /p b/ : (/k g/ :
/t d/); /p b/ forms a relatively independent set, syntagmatically contrasting with the set /k g t d/, and next the /t d/ set is separated from
/k g/, characterized by the freest distribution. It now suffices to assign
to each group an appropriate phonetic property, and we will obtain a
hierarchically-ordered microsystem of distinctive features characteristic of the T-subclass of consonants.
The consonants /p b/ differ from the other members of the
T-subclass in their labial (or more precisely, bilabial) articulation. In
producing them, the lips form a tight occlusion, which is suddenly
removed. In articulating the other members of this paradigm, the
occlusion is formed with the tongue rather than the lips: /t d/ are
articulated with the tip of the tongue raised against the upper teeth or
alveolar ridge (cf. stràkalas ‘fidget’, strıլ ̖gti ‘stick-INF’), and /k g/ with
the back part of the tongue pressed against the soft palate. Therefore,
/p b/ have the distinctive feature “labial,” and /k g t d/ have the
opposite feature “non-labial.” The consonants /t d/ are distinguished
from /k g/ by the distinctive feature “apical,” contrasting with the
feature “dorsal,” or simply “non-apical.” At first glance the features
“dental”–“non-dental” may seem more convenient, since we have all
but assigned them already to oppositions of the type /s/ : /š/. But we
cannot choose “dental,” since /t d/ have alveolar allophones found in
[—r]-type positions: [s৬ràkaáas] “stràkalas” ‘fidget’, [sࡏ ৬ࡏ܂ıࡆ .Ѻ pas] “strͿpas”
‘rod’ (see § 59 and 181). We can only consider as distinctive features
those phonetic properties which are common to all allophones of a
phoneme.
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The syntagmatic classification and hierarchy presented above
suggest that distinctive features are organized in a similar hierarchical
order. Thus, first the labials /p b/ contrast with the non-labials (linguals) /t d k g/ (1), and then within the non-labial set, the apical /t d/
contrast with the non-apical (dorsal) /k g/ (2).
This classification can be illustrated with the same tree diagram
used in examining sequences of these phonemes with R-class phonemes (§ 110). Only now we can say that the first node (1) corresponds to the distinctive feature pair “labial”–“non-labial” (“lingual”),
and the second node (2) to the feature pair “apical”–“non-apical”
(“dorsal”). Further classification and distinctive features are shown by
the neutralization of the voicing correlation, weakly represented in this
position (cf. aıլ -˾ strą ‘passion-ACC.SG’ : žaıլ -˾ zdrą ‘furnace-ACC.SG’).
The correlation marks are at the same time also distinctive features
(see § 155 and 160). Thus /g/ and /k/, /d/ and /t/, /b/ and /p/ contrast as
“voiced”–“voiceless” (“non-voiced”) consonants.
Our tree diagram now appears as follows (see figure 15; the right
branches correspond to positive features; the left to negative).
T
1

2

3

/k/

3

/g/

/t/

3

/d/

/p/

/b/

Figure 15. Classification of consonants of the T-subclass

The tree diagram is interesting in that it shows at the same time
both distinctive features of phonemes and their phonotactic properties.
Those consonants which have the “labial” feature are not used in onset
clusters before /v/, but can appear before /j/. Non-labial consonants
with the distinctive feature “apical” cannot precede /l/ in initial onset
clusters; the dorsal consonants which contrast with these can precede
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all R-class consonants except /j/. The consonantal opposition based on
the features “hard”–“soft” (3) is realized only before vowels and sonorants; elsewhere it is neutralized (that is, “disappears”) and only the
archiphonemes, indifferent to voicing, have distinctive function. This
disappearance of features in certain positions also accounts for their
low position in the general hierarchy of syntagmatic relations; the
more positions of neutralization there are, the lower this position.
§ 165. In the position [(#)—R], consonants of the S and
T-subclasses form a single paradigm, the entire C class: svarùs
‘weighty’ : švarùs ‘clean’ : tvarùs ‘stable, steady’ : dvarùs ‘estateACC.PL’ (cf. žvalùs ‘cheerful’, gvaıլ b˾ ti ‘faint-INF’), žlùgti ‘fail-INF’ :
plùkti ‘flow-INF’ : blùkti ‘fade-INF’, slơ̗ gti ‘press-INF’ : plơ̗ kti ‘grow
mouldy-INF’, plơ˾sti ‘widen-INF’ : blơ˾sti ‘go out-INF’ : klơ˾sti ‘prosper3PRS’, klaǊs ‘ask-3FUT’ : glaǊs ‘close (ranks)-3FUT’. Of the C-type
consonants, only hard and soft do not contrast here; their opposition is
neutralized before consonants (žlùgti = /ŽlùKti/, žliùgti = /Žlࡏ ùKti/; cf.
§ 136, 150 and table 14).
This paradigm differs from the earlier one in two regards. First,
the phonemes /s/ and /z/, /š/ and /ž/ (more precisely, the archiphonemes /S/ : /Z/, /Š/ : /Ž/, which are indifferent to hard and soft),
contrast here: svem˾ bti ‘ache-INF’: zvem˾ bti ‘buzz-INF’, šliaǊkti ‘brush
off-INF’ : žliaǊgti ‘gush-INF’. These oppositions do not require new
distinctive features, since they differ in the same voicing feature as the
second paradigm, /p/ : /b/, /t/ : /d/, /k/ : /g/. Secondly, all S-subclass
members contrast here with members of the T-subclass. In describing
their paradigmatic relations, it suffices to establish the features
common to both subclasses.
In comparing the articulatorily and auditorily most similar members of the S and T-subclasses, for example, /s/ and /t/, /z/ and /d/, /š/
and /k/, /ž/ and /g/, we see that in pronouncing S-type sounds, the
speech organs are brought quite close together, but do not form a tight
occlusion; from beginning to end, air can flow through a gap formed
at the place of articulation (at the teeth or alveolar ridge), producing
characteristic turbulence. The stricture is overcome by forcing air
through the gap. In pronouncing consonants of the T-subclass, the
speech organs form a tight occlusion at the place of articulation
(the lips, soft palate, and teeth or alveolar ridge). In suddenly releasing
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the main or secondary stoppages,102 the air abruptly escapes from the
mouth, producing a sound reminiscent of an explosion.
Based on the manner of stricture, we could therefore call members of the S-class slit sounds or narrowed sounds, and members of the
T-class stopped sounds or occlusive sounds. But more usual are the
terms fricative (S) and plosive (T), suggesting sounds according to the
manner (or occlusive effect) of articulation. From a phonological
standpoint, the choice of terms is, of course, irrelevant. Whichever
term we choose, they will nevertheless only be labels for a complex
aggregate of articulations. Henceforth, we will follow the traditional
approach—consonants of the S and T-subclasses are distinguished by
the distinctive feature pair “fricative”–“plosive” (“non-fricative”).
Since these features distinguish the largest syntagmatic classes, they
need to occupy the highest position in the hierarchy of paradigmatic
relations.
Thus consonants in the [(#)—R] position differ firstly in the
distinctive features “fricative” (/s z š ž/)–“plosive” (“non-fricative”)
(/t d k g p b/). On the basis of frequency and the theory of so-called
universal markedness (see, for example, [Chomsky, Halle 1968: 412;
Postal 1968: 190; Gamkrelidze 1978: 32; Jakobson, Waugh 1978: 32]),
the fricatives can be considered marked: although /s/ is extremely frequent, the fricatives in general are less frequent than the plosives
[Karosienơ, Girdenis 1993: 33 (= Girdenis 2001: 70)].
The fricatives further split into the “dentals” /s z/ and the
“palato-alveolars” /š ž/, and each of these groups into voiced (/z/ and
/ž/) and non-voiced (voiceless) (/s/ and /š/), etc. Additional distinctive
features of the plosives and the hierarchy of their paradigmatic relations have already been examined (see § 164).
In addition to the consonants examined above, a few rare words
may have /þࡏ ۤࡏ/, /þ ۤ/ or even /cࡏ ࡏݤ/, /c ݤ/ in the position in question:
þmıլ ̖kis ‘strike (of a whip)’, þvıլ ̖ktelơti ‘strike-INF’, džvıլ ̖kti ‘stick
together-INF’, cvaksơ̗ ti ‘knock, tap-INF’. All examples of this type are
either onomatopoeic or borrowings, and therefore belong to the margins of language. We could assign to this set of consonants a special
102

We have in mind nasal (faucal) and lateral allophones of plosives, for
example, putnóti [p˚utn˚ó.tࡏ i ] ‘call chickens-INF’, putlùs [p˚utá˚ùs] ‘plump’,
liǌ˾dnas [lࡏ ˚Ǌ.dnas] ‘sad’,˘atlùpti [atl˚ùpࡏ tࡏ i ] ‘tear off-INF’, vedlͿs [vࡏ ed˘ࡏ lࡏ ıࡆ .Ѻ s] ‘leader’.
˘
˘
˘
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distinctive feature “affricate,” distinguishing them from other plosives
(that is, consonants of the T class, cf. § 120), or treat /þࡏ ۤࡏ þ ۤ cࡏ  ࡏݤc ݤ/ as
sounds intermediate between plosives and fricatives, that is, having
both the features “plosive” and “fricative” (cf. [Steponaviþjus 1979:
154; 1982a: 72–73 (table 7)]).
§ 166. In the position [T—V], only consonants of the R-class
contrast: tvãnas ‘flood’ : trãnas ‘drone’; tveñkti ‘dam up-INF’ : treñkti
‘strike-INF’. Nearly all possible oppositions are realized after /k/: kraıլ -˾
kas ‘litter’ : klaıլ k˾ as ‘horror’, kriõkti ‘wheeze-INF’ : kliõkti ‘gush-INF’,
krãpas ‘dill’ : knãpas ‘one who stumbles’ : kvãpas ‘smell’, klóti
‘spread-INF’ : knóti ‘bark (a tree)-INF’ (cf. also pláuti ‘wash-INF’ :
pjáuti ‘cut-INF’, kmͿnas ‘caraway’ : klͿnas ‘wedge’). Before back
vowels, a timbre correlation is possible: plùskơ ‘a kind of small fish’ :
pliùskơ ‘billet’, kan-trùs ‘patient-NOM.SG.M’ : kan-triùs ‘patientACC.PL.M’, pu-tnùs ‘plump-NOM.SG.M’ : pu-tniùs ‘plump-ACC.PL.M’.
Syntagmatic relations (see § 110) allow us to divide the R-class
as follows: /(n : m) : ((r : l) : (v : j))/ or, more precisely, /((n : nࡏ ) :
(m : mࡏ )) : (((r : )܂: (l : lࡏ )) : ((v : vࡏ ) : j)))/. Without going into a finer
analysis, we can assign to these classes the following pairs of distinctive features: 1) “nasal” /m mࡏ n nࡏ /–“non-nasal” /l r v j/, 2) “fricative”
/v j/103–“non-fricative” (liquid) /l r/.
According to place of articulation and active speech organs, the
consonants /v vࡏ / and /m mࡏ / are labial, and the /n nࡏ / and /j/, which contrast with them, are non-labial (or lingual). We cannot characterize the
phonemes /n nࡏ / as apical or dental, since (though not in this position)
they can also be realized as dorsal (velar) allophones [ƾ ƾࡏ] (see § 56–
58).104 For the phonemes /l lࡏ / and /r ܂/, we can use the distinctive features of /s/ and /š/-type phonemes: “dental” (/l lࡏ /)–“alveolar” (/r ܂/) or
“double-peak” (/l lࡏ /)–“single-peak” (/r ܂/). The consonants /l lࡏ / have
two points of articulation, dental and velar; in pronouncing them, the
103

In some Russian dialects, the opposition /vࡏ / : /j/ is neutralized or even
dephonologized (see [Kasatkin 1966]). This undoubtedly shows the extreme
closeness of phonemes and corresponding sounds of this type.
104
Nor can we consider the phonemes /m mࡏ / bilabial, since they have the
labiodental allophones [݃ ݃ࡏ], for example: lıլ ̖mfa [lࡏ ıࡆ ݃fa]
‘lymph’, Kròmvelis
ғ
[krܧғ݃ࡏvࡏ elࡏ i s] ‘proper name Cromwell’. Finally, even [p pࡏ ] can be pronounced as
labiodental sounds, for example in the words apvalùs ‘round’, apvýlơ ‘disappoint-3PST’.
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tip of the tongue forms a tight occlusion against the teeth, and the
dorsal or mid part of the tongue is raised to the soft or hard palate; air
exits through the lowered sides (or one side) of the tongue. The consonants /r ܂/ are articulated with the tip of the tongue periodically forming and removing one or two, sometimes three brief occlusions (that
is, vibrating) at the alveolar ridge. However, /r ܂/ are also properly perceived when the uvula, rather than the tongue, is trilled, and therefore
it appears that the trilled manner of articulation is more important here
than place of articulation. If this is the case, we should rather assign to
the opposition /l lࡏ / : /r ܂/ the distinctive feature “trilled” (/r ܂/)–“nontrilled” (/l lࡏ /). However, if we view distinctive features only as
conventional labels signalling true phonetic features, we could just as
well select the not-so-unique feature pair “dental”–“alveolar.” In
doing so, of course, we should not forget that the alveolar member of
this class is pronounced as a trilled consonant.
The distinctive features needed for this latest paradigm are
“soft”–“non-soft” (“hard”). This is the already familiar feature of the
timbre correlations /l/ : /lࡏ / = /r/ : /܂/ = /n/ : /nࡏ /, etc. (see § 136 and
fn. 65). The consonant /j/ in general does not participate in this correlation, and /v/ : /vࡏ / and /m/ : /mࡏ / contrast only in non-initial syllables: er-dvùs ‘spacious-NOM.SG.M’ : er-dviùs ‘spacious-ACC.PL.M’,
Ƴ-sa-kmùs ‘peremptory-NOM.SG.M’ : Ƴ-sa-kmiùs ‘peremptory-ACC.PL.M’.
We have thus obtained the following distinctive features for
R-class consonants: 1) “nasal”–“non-nasal,” 2) “fricative”–“non-fricative,” 3) “labial”–“non-labial,” 4) “dental”–“alveolar” (“non-dental”),
5) “soft”–“non-soft” (“hard”). These features, except for the second,
all differentiate consonants of other types as well. This is a positive
characteristic of the chosen feature system: distinctive features are
more valued the more phonological units they characterize and
distinguish, and, of course, the more realistically and simply they
reflect the physical qualities of sounds representing phonemes.
§ 167. Still another partial consonant paradigm is formed in the
position [S—V], where consonants of the T and R-type are possible:
spãrą ‘rafter-ACC.SG’ : stãrą ‘gopher-ACC.SG’ : skãrą ‘shawl-ACC.SG’:
svãrą ‘weight-ACC.SG’, spúogą ‘pimple-ACC.SG’ : slúogą ‘loadACC.SG’ : sliúogą ‘mudslide-ACC.SG’ : srúogą ‘skein-ACC.SG’, spıլ ̖ rti
‘kick-INF’ : stıլ ̖rti ‘grow stiff-INF’ : skıլ ̖rti ‘distinguish-INF’ : svıլ ̖rti
‘bend-INF’, stıլ ̗egti ‘thatch (a roof)-INF’ : srıլ ̗egti ‘screw-INF’. This is
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not a random accumulation of phonemes: these consonants all form a
common auditory class, contrasting with fricatives (cf. § 105, fn. 17).
Before back vowels in the position [S—V], a timbre correlation is also
possible: slúogas ‘load’ : sliúogas ‘mudslide’, likewise dra-skaǊ ‘tear1SG.PRS’ : dra-skiaǊ ‘tear-1SG.PST’, lai-škǐ˾ ‘letter-GEN.PL’ : lai-škiǐ˾
‘rancid-GEN.PL’, du-slùs ‘voiceless-NOM.SG.M’ : du-sliùs ‘voicelessACC.PL.M’, mi-šrùs ‘mixed-NOM.SG.M’ : mi-šriùs ‘mixed-ACC.PL.M’,
nuo-žmùs ‘fierce-NOM.SG.M’ : nuo-žmiùs ‘fierce-ACC.PL.M’.
Up to this point, we have examined only oppositions among
phonemes belonging to the T and R-classes, that is, those like spãras :
svãras, stıլ ̗egti : srıլ ̗egti, etc. A distinctive feature for these classes is
intuitively easy to understand. Consonants of the T-type are fully nonmusical sounds; they are true noises and rustlings, which only occasionally (in the case of /g d b/) have a small admixture of pitch. Of all
consonants, the R-type consonants /l r v j n m/ are closest to pure
musical sounds. In producing these, the vocal cords vibrate, but the
noises formed in the mouth are not distinct: the airstream exits without
greater obstruction. In pronouncing /v j/, the main passageway is sufficiently free; in pronouncing /r/, this passageway is periodically
opened; in pronouncing /n m/ and /l/, the air exits freely along a secondary path (through the nose or along the sides of the tongue).
If all consonants are pronounced with roughly equal effort,
members of the R-class are far more sonorous and easily heard. For
this reason, they are called resonants or sonorants (from Lat. sonorus
‘sonorous, loud’).105 The term sonant is also used (from Lat. sonans
‘sounding’, see [Zinder 1979: 112–113 et passim]), but it is somewhat
ambiguous, since it is often used only for syllabic sounds of the [l r n
m]-type (especially in Indo-European studies).
Sonority could serve as a common distinctive feature of R-type
consonants, contrasting with the non-sonorous, or obstruent nature, of
all other consonants. Moreover, the fact that sonorants are syntagmatically and phonetically closest to vowels suggests that they form an
intermediate class; consequently, they either have both features
“vocalic” and “consonantal,” or they have neither feature. But such a
solution is somewhat suspect, since, after all, the members of the
105

On the sonority of [j] and [v]-type sounds in other languages, see also
§ 108 (fn. 29) and [Avanesov 1956: 186; Padlužny 1969: 96].
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R-class in Lithuanian do not occupy positions typical of vowels: they
are never syllable nuclei. For Sanskrit, Czech, Slovak, or SerboCroatian, this approach is quite acceptable, since in these languages
such sounds can also function as vowels (see § 101 and § 162).
Otherwise, the members of the paradigm in question contrast
just as in other positions: sonorants as in the [T—V]-type position,
and non-sonorants (plosives) as in [S—R] and [(#)—R]-type
positions. Only here, of course, the timbre correlation mark “soft”–
“non-soft” (“hard”) is added, which is neutralized in the previous
positions: dra-skaǊ : dra-skiaǊ, nuo-žmùs : nuo-žmiùs.
§ 168. We finally come to the basic position [(#)—V], in which
all consonants function as a single paradigm: sùs ‘become mangy3FUT’ : siùs ‘go mad-3FUT’ : šùs ‘stew-3FUT’ : žùs ‘perish-3FUT’ : pùs
‘rot-3FUT’ : bùs ‘be-3FUT’ : tùs ‘clump together-3FUT’ : dùs ‘choke3FUT’ : kùs ‘recover-3FUT’ : kiùs ‘wear out-3FUT’ : gùs ‘get used to3FUT’ : þiùs ‘grow quiet-3FUT’ : džiùs ‘dry-3FUT’ : jùs ‘you-ACC.PL’ :
mùs ‘we-ACC.PL’ : rùs ‘turn brown-3FUT’. Strictly speaking, all
consonants are fully possible only before back vowels (that is, in
[(#)—Vu]-type positions), since before front vowels (in the position
[(#)—Vi]) the softness correlation is neutralized, and the corresponding archiphonemes are represented by consonants close to the soft
ones.106
In this position, all consonantal features have a distinctive function. Here as well, the basis for oppositions is formed by features
which characterize syntagmatic phoneme classes. When phonemes
occupy a position characteristic of their syntagmatic class, the features
become automatically dependent on that position; they become, as
they say, irrelevant, or redundant (cf. [Sigurd 1968: 462]), and therefore rules for the structure of sequences are sometimes called redundancy rules (see, for example, [Stanley 1967]). When members of different syntagmatic classes find themselves in the same position, the
features of the syntagmatic classes function as basic distinctive features of the corresponding phoneme classes.
Before /i. ie/, they coincide almost completely with the realizations of soft
phonemes, and before /i e eࡡ . e./ they depend very much on the origin of the
speaker, or even the speaker’s parents. For example, speakers with a “Suvalkija”
dialectal background pronounce in the second case intermediate semi-soft consonants; they fully soften only [k g], and in part [š ž] (cf. § 143 and references).
106
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Distinctive features which coincide with features of a syntagmatic class can be illustrated with the following minimal pairs.
(1) “Sonorant”–“non-sonorant” (members of the R and C-classes
contrast): jùsti ‘feel-INF’ : siùsti ‘go mad-INF’, laǊks ‘wait-3FUT’ :
zaǊks ‘sob-3FUT’, leñkti ‘bend-INF’ : žeñgti ‘step-INF’, rãgas ‘horn’ :
žãgas ‘haystack’, vã-rio ‘copper-GEN.SG’ : vã-žio ‘sleigh-GEN.SG’,
rievơ˾ ‘(tree) ring’ : žievơ˾ ‘crust’, jaǊsti ‘feel-INF’ : kiaǊsti ‘languishINF’, jáunu ‘put into disorder-1SG.PRS’ : džiáunu ‘hang to dry-3PRS’,
kal-và ‘hill’ : kal-bà ‘speech’, vıլ ̖rti ‘boil-INF’ : bıլ ̖rti ‘fall, pour-INF’,
mal˾dą ‘prayer-ACC.SG’ : bal˾dą ‘knock-ACC.SG’, ki-miùs ‘hoarseACC.PL.M’ : ki-biùs ‘adhesive-ACC.PL.M’, nãro ‘diver-GEN.SG’ : dãro
‘do-3PRS’, nıլ ̖rti ‘dive-INF’ : dıլ ̖rti ‘flay-INF’, lùpti ‘peel-INF’ : dùbti
‘become hollow; sink-INF’, leñkti ‘bend-INF’ : deñgti ‘cover-INF’,
rantýtas ‘notched’ : dantýtas ‘toothed’, reñgti ‘prepare-INF’ : deñgti
‘cover-INF’.
(2) “Fricative”–“non-fricative” (members of the S and T-subclasses contrast): sùkti ‘twist-INF’ : tùkti ‘grow fat-INF’, sil˾pti ‘grow
weak-INF’ : til˾pti ‘fit-INF’, šovà ‘bolt’ : kovà ‘struggle’, šiùrti ‘bristleINF’ : kiùrti ‘become full of holes-INF’, šıլ ̖ tas ‘this’ : kıլ ̖ tas ‘other’, šùsti
‘stew-INF’ : pùsti ‘blow-INF’, šıլ ̖rmas ‘gray’ : pıլ ̖rmas ‘first’, zͿkti
‘hum-INF’ : dͿkti ‘become spoiled-INF’, zıլ ̖linti ‘cut with a dull knifeINF’ : dıլ ̖ linti ‘use up by rubbing-INF’, žalià ‘green-NOM.SG.F’ : galià
‘power’, žeıլ s˾ ti ‘wound-INF’ : geıլ s˾ ti ‘desire-INF’, žùdo ‘kill-3PRS’ : bùdo
‘wake up-3PST’, žͅbras ‘mottled’ : bͅbras ‘beaver’. Also belonging to
this group are oppositions of fricative consonants and the corresponding affricates (3): sirp˾ ti ‘ripen-INF’ : cirp˾ ti ‘chirr-INF’, šiùpti ‘become
frayed-INF’ : þiùpti ‘grasp-INF’, žiáuną ‘jaw-ACC.SG’ : džiáuną ‘drying
(tr.)’.107
The fricative consonants [f fࡏ], [x xࡏ ] and [h hࡏ ],108 found only in
words of foreign origin, can also contrast with plosives: fãktas ‘fact’ :
107

The stress of this participle is already an accentological archaism, and the
minimal pair is therefore not fully reliable.
108
It is interesting that in Lithuanian dialects, [f] is most often perceived as an
optional variant of [p] marking expressive function, indicating that a word
belongs to the elevated layer of the lexicon: NŽem. afalյ cյ ıլ ̖nâ . “apelsıլ ̖nai”
‘oranges’, f͡.lյ kà “pòlka” ‘polka’, fùdrà “pudrà” ‘powder’ (a pronunciation of
this sort is more characteristic of pretentious speakers of the older generation).
On similar phenomena in other languages, see, for example, [Vachek 1968: 63;
Alieva et al. 1972: 41].
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pãktas ‘pact’, chalvà [xaávà] ‘halva’ : kalvà ‘hill’ (cf. also hãlĊ
‘hall-ACC.SG’ : gãlią ‘power-ACC.SG’, fotogrãfǐ ‘male photographerGEN.PL’ : fotogrãfiǐ ‘female photographer-GEN.PL’, kazãchǐ ‘male
Kazakh-GEN.PL’ : kazãchiǐ ‘female Kazakh-GEN.PL’). But they do not
belong to the syntagmatic S class, since they are used in positions of
T-type plosives: sferà ‘sphere’, scholãstika ‘scholastics’, frãzơ ‘phrase’,
chròmas ‘chrome’. If only because of this, these consonants should be
considered marginal elements, not belonging to the syntagmatic
classes of the core, native system (see § 108, fn. 32, also [Daneš 1966;
Romportl 1966: especially 108; Linell 1979: 182, 195–197]). The
phonologists of the “old” Prague School called such sounds synchronic foreignisms;109 and the descriptivists, members of a secondary
(coexistent) system (see, for example, [Fries, Pike 1949]; cf. also
[Harris 1963: 9; Lightner 1971]). The marginal nature of these
phonemes is most clearly shown by their very low frequency (cf.
[Sveceviþjus 1966; Karosienơ, Girdenis 1993 (= Girdenis 2001: 64ff.)];
cf. [Perebyjnis 1970: 34–46, 205]). Marginal elements also include
various consonants used only in onomatopoeic words or in calling
animals, like the labial trilled sonorant pronounced in “words” of the
type tprùka ‘sound used in calling a cow’, tprukùtơ ‘id. (dim.)’, tprǌ˾
‘whoa’, the ca cà-type sucking affricate [dental click] [ ]ݙof
interjections, etc. These, of course, are even further removed from the
system’s core than the above-mentioned [f], [x] or [h] [Trubetzkoy
1977: 205f. = Trubeckoj 1960: 255].
In the position [(#)—V], as elsewhere, labial and non-labial (4)
plosive (T-type) consonants contrast: póvas ‘peacock’ : kóvas ‘rook;
March’, pıլ ̖lti ‘pour-INF’ : kıլ ̖lti ‘rise-INF’, purk˾ šti ‘sprinkle-INF’ : turk˾ šti
‘dabble (of a duck in water)-INF’, pıլ ̖lti ‘pour-INF’ : tıլ ̖lti ‘grow
quiet-INF’, bùsti ‘wake up-INF’ : gùsti ‘get used to-INF’, bıլ ̖rti ‘fall,
pour-INF’ : gıլ ̖rti ‘praise-INF’, bùsti ‘wake up-INF’ : dùsti ‘stifle-INF’,
bıլ ̖rti ‘fall, pour-INF’ : dıլ ̖rti ‘flay-INF’, likewise (5) non-labial apical
and dorsal: tàs ‘that’ : kàs ‘who, what’, tıլ ̖š ‘become sodden-3FUT’ : kıլ ̖š
‘stick in-3FUT’, dãvĊs ‘having given’ : gãvĊs ‘having received’, dıլ ̖rti
‘flay-INF’ : gıլ ̖rti ‘praise-INF’. Additionally, in exceptional cases,
affricates (6) can contrast with simple plosives here: kiùrinti ‘make
109

Trubetzkoy [Trubetzkoy 1977: 205 = Trubeckoj 1960: 255] speaks directly
of foreign sounds.
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full of holes-INF’ : þiùrinti ‘dirty-INF’, kiùrti ‘become full of holesINF’ : þiùrti ‘become dirty-INF’, tapnóti ‘tap-INF’ : capnóti ‘drip-INF’,
tirp˾ ti ‘melt-INF’ : cirp˾ ti ‘chirr-INF’.
Nasal sonorants and non-nasal consonants (7) contrast in such
words as našùs ‘productive; fruitful-NOM.SG.M’ : lašùs ‘drop-ACC.PL’,
gi-niaǊ ‘drive (cattle)-1.SG.PST’ : gi-liaǊ ‘deeper’, nıլ ̖kti ‘undertake
speedily-INF’ : lıլ ̖kti ‘leave-INF’, nãgas ‘claw’ : rãgas ‘horn’, niǌ˾kti
‘mumble-INF’ : riǌ˾kti ‘sob-INF’, nıլ ̖kti ‘undertake speedily-INF’ : rıլ ̖kti
‘make mistakes-INF’, máigyti ‘crumple-INF’ : láigyti ‘gambol-INF’,
dơ-miǐ˾ ‘spot-GEN.PL’ : dơ-liǐ˾ ‘leech-GEN.PL’, mýgti ‘press-INF’ : lýgti
‘haggle over-INF’, mãkaras ‘stick for beating’ : vãkaras ‘evening’,
midùs ‘mead’ : vidùs ‘inside’, jùkti ‘get mixed, blended-INF’ : niùkti
‘be gloomy-INF’. The features “fricative”–“non-fricative” (8) have a
distinctive function in the minimal pairs gi-jaǊ ‘recover-1SG.PST’ :
gi-liaǊ ‘deeper’, gijà ‘thread’ : girià ‘forest’, vaıլ k˾ as ‘child’ : laıլ k˾ as
‘time’, vaikýti ‘chase-INF’ : raikýti ‘slice-INF’, žaviǐ˾ ‘charming-GEN.PL’ :
žaliǐ˾ ‘green-GEN.PL’. Labial–non-labial (9) fricative sonorants contrast in such cases as stó-viu ‘stand-1SG.PRS’ : stó-ju ‘(take a) stand1SG.PRS’, stó-vi ‘stand-2SG.PRS’ : stó-ji ‘(take a) stand-2SG.PRS’;
labial–non-labial nasals (10) in the words mãras ‘plague’ : nãras
‘diver’, gi-miaǊ ‘be born-1SG.PST’ : gi-niaǊ ‘drive (cattle)-1SG.PST’,
miͅšti ‘dilute-INF’ : niͅžti ‘itch-3PRS’; dentals–alveolars (11): lópơ
‘patch up-3PST’ : rópơ ‘turnip’, va-liaǊ ‘clean-1SG.PST’ : va-riaǊ ‘drive
(cattle)-1SG.PST’, lýti ‘rain-INF’ : rýti ‘swallow-INF’. Further features
are already known from the survey of neutralization and correlations
(see § 135–136, 143–146). These are palato-alveolar–dental fricative
non-sonorants (12): šálti ‘freeze-INF’ : sálti ‘malt-INF’, šiaurùs ‘roughNOM.SG.M’ : siaurùs ‘narrow-ACC.PL.M’, šèkit ‘here you are!’ : sèkit
‘watch-2PL.IMP’, žeñgti ‘step-INF’ : zeñgti ‘buzz-INF’, žıլ ̖linti ‘make
grey-INF’ : zıլ ̖linti ‘cut with a dull knife-INF’, voiced–voiceless nonsonorants (13): zaǊkti ‘sob-INF’ : saǊkti ‘sing (with prolonged voice)INF’, zirg
˾ ti ‘snivel-INF’ : sirg˾ ti ‘be ill-INF’, žalià ‘green-NOM.SG.F’ :
šalià ‘alongside’, žiaurùs ‘cruel-NOM.SG.M’ : šiaurùs ‘rough-NOM.
SG.M’, žiͅbti ‘light-INF’ : šiͅpti ‘bare one’s teeth-INF’, bǌ̗ ti ‘be-INF’ :
pǌ̗ ti ‘rot-INF’, bylà ‘(court) case’ : pylà ‘pouring rain’, darýba ‘formation’ : tarýba ‘council’, derl˾ ius ‘harvest’ : terl˾ ius ‘sloven’, galơ̗ ti ‘be
able-INF’ : kalơ̗ ti ‘be imprisoned-INF’, pi-giù ‘cheap-INS.SG.M’ : pi-kiù
‘pitch-INS.SG’, geıլ s˾ tas ‘desired’ : keıլ s˾ tas ‘strange’; finally, soft–hard
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(non-soft) consonants (14): ža-viùs ‘charming-ACC.PL.M’ : ža-vùs
‘charming-NOM.SG.M’, ra-miùs ‘calm-ACC.PL.M’ : ra-mùs ‘calm-NOM.
SG.M’, etc. (see § 136 and fn. 29).
§ 169. Thus the entire system of consonantal paradigmatic relations has taken shape, described by the following pairs of distinctive
features:
1) “sonorant”–“non-sonorant” (“obstruent”), 2) “nasal”–“nonnasal,” 3) “fricative”–“non-fricative,” 4) “affricate”–“non-affricate,”
5) “labial”–“non-labial,” 6) “apical”–“non-apical,” 7) “palato-alveolar”–
“non-palato-alveolar,” 8) “voiced”–“voiceless,” 9) “soft”–“hard” (“nonsoft”).
Every consonant can now be defined as ɚ combination of these
features (the dash here means minus): /p/ = /“ísonorant” & “ífricative”
& “íaffricate” & “+labial” & “ívoiced” & “ísoft”/, /žࡏ / = /“ísonorant”
& “+fricative” & “+palato-alveolar” & “+voiced” & “+soft”/, etc.
Every phoneme is always distinguished from every other phoneme by
at least one feature, and no phoneme has a feature which would not
distinguish it from at least one other phoneme. Other properties of
sounds representing phonemes can be derived from these features by
general rules. For example, /“+son” & “ínas” & “ífric” & “+alv”/ ĺ
[“+trill”], /“íson” & “ívce”/ ĺ [“+tense”], etc.110
§ 170. Complexes of distinctive features defining each phoneme,
or in other words, forming their phonological content (Ger. Phonemgehalt, phonologischer Gehalt [Trubetzkoy 1977: 59], Ru. ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɟ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɧɢɟ [Trubeckoj 1960: 73]) are most conveniently
presented in so-called phoneme matrices, borrowed from information
theory (cf. [Švơgžda 1980: 46, figure 4.3])—tables in which the columns correspond to phonemes and the rows to distinctive features.
When a phoneme has a positive distinctive feature, we mark a plus at
the intersection of the row and column; when it has a negative feature,
a minus. If a feature is in general lacking in a phoneme, or irrelevant,
we mark the intersection of row and column with a zero (cf. [ýerri,
Challe, Jakobson 1962: 286–287]).
110

On the relativity of the concepts of relevant and irrelevant features, see, for
example, [Achmanova 1966: 5; Fretheim 1981: 299]. Contemporary phonology
generally does not reject any features; it only establishes their hierarchy (cf.
[Panov 1967: 163–164]).
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The matrix for Lithuanian consonants would be as follows (see
table 16; for technical reasons the symbols here for hard phonemes
mark both hard and soft phonemes).
Table 16. Phoneme matrix for the consonants of standard Lithuanian
Phonemes
Distinctive
No.
features
k g t d p b c Ҋ þ Њ s z š ž l r
sonorant
1
í í í í í í í í í í í í í í + +
(non-sonorant)
nasal
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 í í
(non-nasal)
fricative
3
í í í í í í í í í í + + + + í í
(non-fricative)
affricate
4
í í í í í í + + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0
(non-affricate)
labial
5
í í í í + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(non-labial)
apical
6
í í + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(non-apical)
palato-alveolar
7
0 0 0 0 0 0 í í + + í í + + í +
(dental)
voiced
8
í + í + í + í + í + í + í + 0 0
(voiceless)
soft
9
± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
(hard)

j v n m
+ + + +
í í + +
+ + 0 0
0 0 0 0
í + í +
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 ± ± ±

This classification can be illustrated by the following tree diagram (see figure 16).
If we compare the left side of the tree diagram (beginning with
the second node) with the tree diagram obtained in studying the syntagmatic relations and neutralizations of consonants (see § 154), we
see that, apart from the affricates, which were not considered there,
they differ only in the place of the fricatives /s sࡏ z zࡏ š šࡏ ž žࡏ /. However,
this is pure coincidence, explained by the fact that in the previous tree
diagram, the basic consonant classes are arranged in the order in
which phonemes appear in sequences, whereas here we are following
the usual order in phonology and all positive features branch to the
right.
Thus the tree diagram, and in general the system of distinctive
features, well reflects both the syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations
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Figure 16. Tree diagram of consonant classification
(for the meaning of the numbers, see table 16; right branches correspond
to positive features, left branches to negative).

of consonantal phonemes. It also shows the correlations and correlation bundles characteristic of the Lithuanian system. The softness correlation is characteristic of phonemes contrasting in feature pair 9 (not
shown in this tree diagram), the voicing correlation in feature pair 8,
hushing sibilants in feature pair 7; beginning with feature 7, correlation bundles combine the correlations of hushing sibilant (7), voicing
(8), and softness (9). Beginning with feature 8, correlation bundles
combine correlations of voicing (8) and softness (9). Neutralization
itself can be concisely defined as follows: feature pair 9 is distinctively used only in the position [—Vu], pair 8 in the positions [— VR ]
(cf. [Ivanov 1962: 168]).
An archiphoneme can now be characterized as a phoneme which
is not fully specified. For example, the specification for the final
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consonant of the word tàs ‘that’ would be: “ísonorant” (í1) &
“+fricative” (+3) & “ípalato-alveolar” (í7). At this point, the specification breaks off, since the features of voicing (8) and hardness–
softness (9) have no distinctive function word-finally. The
specification for the second consonant in the word vèsþiau [vࡏ èšࡏ þࡏæu]
‘take, lead-1SG.SBJV’ would break off still earlier, having only the
features “ísonorant” (í1) and “+fricative” (+3), since before /þࡏ/
neither feature 7, 8, or 9 has a distinctive function; a voiceless, palatoalveolar, palatalized (soft) articulation appears here automatically.
ȕ) DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF VOWELS IN STANDARD
LITHUANIAN
§ 171. The paradigmatic relations and distinctive features of
vowels in standard Lithuanian can be described as follows.
The vowel system, as we have seen (see § 100), consists of the
phonemes /i i. eࡡ . e e. a a. o. u u./ (vowels of uniform articulation) and
/ie uo/ (vowels of changing articulation, cf. § 83). Besides these,
in words of foreign origin (sometimes also in Lithuanian “nontraditional” proper names, cf. Nijòlơ),111 a weakly rounded [ ]ܧis also
found: jònai ‘ions’, škòtas ‘Scot’, tòstas ‘toast’; like [f fࡏ x xࡏ h hࡏ ] (see
§ 168), it undoubtedly belongs to the margins of the phonological
system.
In words of foreign origin, some speakers of standard Lithuanian
also pronounce a close [eࡡ ]112 (usually only in stressed syllables, but cf.
[Pakerys 1978: 21]), for example, [akadࡏ èࡡ mࡏ ijæ] “akadèmija” ‘academy’, [mࡏ èࡡ tras] “mètras” ‘meter’, [tࡏ èࡡ kstas] “tèkstas” ‘text’, or even—
quite improperly—[akadܭҒmࡏ ijæ], [mܭҒtras], [tܭҒkstas] (with hard [d], [m],
[t] etc.). This is an optional sound, since according to the traditional
Suvalkija norm a simple short [e], the same as in forms of the type
sèkti ‘watch-INF’, vèžtǐ ‘take (by vehicle)-3SBJV’, is pronounced in its
The categorical requirement to pronounce a long /o./ in such names (cf.
also Aldonà, Aldònas, etc.]) is now old-fashioned; a long vowel is not pronounced here in any dialect which has securely preserved quantity oppositions
(see, for example, [Keinys 1976: 101]).
112
This sound is considered a fully independent phoneme in, for example, the
first academy grammar of Lithuanian (see [Ulvydas 1965: 48–49, 51], cf. also
[Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 24–25; Mikalauskaitơ 1975: 17–18; Pakerys 1978: 21;
1986: 38–39 et passim]). For a criticism of this view, see [Kazlauskas 1966: 75].
111
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place. Due to this optionality and other peculiarities of usage, [eࡡ ] (and
even more so [ )]ܭshould be considered a “Janus” phoneme (cf. § 66),
or a combination of the phoneme /e/ and a sociolinguistic “prosodeme” (that is to say, a sociolinguistic variable). This “prosodeme”
performs an expressive function: it shows that the word belongs to an
elevated style and that the speaker is demonstrating an actual or
imagined high social status. The sound [eࡡ ] should not be considered a
true (even if marginal) phoneme, since its purpose is not distinctive.
Nor do its optional usage and special expressive nuance allow us to
treat it as a normal phoneme. In the best case, it is only a phoneme of
certain urban sociolects.
§ 172. Based on their relations with consonants, vowel phonemes split into two syntagmatic classes, or paradigms. Before the
vowels /i i. eࡡ . ie e e./ only soft (or at least softened) consonants occur;
the softness correlation is neutralized before these. Before the vowels
/u u. o. uo/ (and also [)]ܧ, both hard and soft consonants can occur;
thus, these vowels form a position of relevance for the softness correlation. The first paradigm (/i i.…/) can be denoted by the symbol V i,
and the second (/u u.…/) by V u.
It is well known that the members of the first paradigm (V i ) differ from those of the second paradigm in that, in producing them, the
entire tongue advances toward the front of the mouth, its tip
approaching the lower teeth, and the mid-part of the tongue is more or
less raised toward the hard palate. The members of the second paradigm (V u ) are realized by two types of allophones. After a pause or a
hard consonant, “pure” back allophones are used (see [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ
1961: 24, 32–39; Ulvydas 1965: 48, 53–56; Mikalauskaitơ 1975: 21–
22]). In pronouncing these, the tongue is retracted towards the throat
(the pharynx), the tip of the tongue moves away from the lower teeth,
and the back of the tongue is raised more or less toward the soft
palate. After soft consonants and /j/, the so-called fronted allophones
[uࡆ uࡆ . uࡆ o ܞ.] are found. At the beginning of their pronunciation, the
tongue is well advanced, but then generally pulls back to the position
of the basic allophones [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 44]. Hence these allophones are not uniform, and are somewhat reminiscent of diphthongs,
or more precisely diphthongoids—vowels of changing articulation
reminiscent of diphthongs (Gk. įަĳșȠȖȖȠȞ ‘diphthong’, İݭįȠȢ
‘appearance’).
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Based on these properties, we can assign the distinctive feature
“front” to vowels of the V i set, and “back” to vowels of the V u set.
Since vowels of the V u set are the unmarked members of the oppositions /u/ : /i/, /o./ : /eࡡ ./, etc. (cf. § 144), we might use in place of the
feature “back” the more neutral and (considering the fronted allophones [uࡆ ], [uࡆ .], etc.) perhaps even more accurate term “non-front.”
We will, of course, also include among these non-front vowels /a a./,
which are quite often realized as central allophones and optional variants (cf. [Mikalauskaitơ 1975: 22]); short /a/ is especially often realized with central variants (a narrow transcription would require that
we write it as [a] and distinguish it from the clearer back [)]ޝܤ. The
phonemes /a a./ contrast with /e e./ only in the position [#—] and (if
we treat [tࡏ dࡏ ] as allophones of /t d/) after /t d/, cf. ą˾są ‘(jug) earACC.SG’ : ͅsą ‘be-PRS-AP.N.PL.M’, tãko ‘path-GEN.SG’ = /tã.ko./ : tͅko
‘fall to-3PST’ /tӁ.ko./, takù ‘path-INS.SG’ : tekù ‘marry-1SG.PRS’ (on
the relationship between /a/ and /e/ see also § 59, 143).
Examples of the opposition can easily be found in inflectional
morphemes: galıլ ̖ ‘be able-2SG.PRS’ : galiù ‘be able-1SG.PRS’, tõlƳ
[t˚õ.lࡏ i.] ‘distance-ACC.SG’ : tõliǐ [t˚õ.lࡏ ˚uࡆ .] ‘distance-GEN.PL’, laukıլ ̖nơ
‘wild-NOM.SG.F’ : laukıլ ̖nio ‘wild-GEN.SG.M’, gailıլ ̗ es ‘repent-2SG.PRS.
REFL’ : gailiúos ‘repent-1SG.PRS.REFL’. In other positions they are far
less frequent: išpúolơ ‘fall out-3PST’ : užpúolơ ‘attack-3PST’, ýdos
‘vices’ : ǌ̗ dos ‘fishing rods’, ơ̗ da ‘eat-3PRS’ : óda ‘skin’, ͅsą ‘be-PRSAP.N.PL.M’ : ą˾są ‘(jug) ear-ACC.SG’.
Thus, the two main vowel classes would be:
I. Front vowels: /i i. eࡡ . ie e e./.
II. Non-front vowels: /u u. o. uo a a./.

§ 173. All non-front vowels, except for /a a./, have yet another
feature, at least at the beginning of their articulation: in producing
them, the lips are rounded and somewhat protruded (for labiograms,
see [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 26; Ulvydas 1965: 48–49]). In producing
front vowels, on the other hand, the lips are pressed against the teeth
and their edges are drawn to the side; in pronouncing /a a./ the lips are
quite relaxed, neutral. Thus the vowels /u u. o. uo/ are rounded, or
labialized, while /i i. eࡡ . ie e e. a a./ are unrounded, or non-labialized.
These features are quite significant. If, for example, we were to
attempt to maintain a normal tongue position in pronouncing [u.] but
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keep the lips as if pronouncing [i.], we would get the sound [݁]ޝ, quite
foreign for Lithuanian, which no one would perceive as a variant of
the phoneme /u./. If in pronouncing [a.] we were to protrude the lips as
if pronouncing [u.] or [o.], we would get /ܧ./, which most Lithuanian
speakers would probably perceive as a variant of the phoneme /o./.
Rounded [i. eࡡ .] are perceived as the foreign sounds [y ޝø]ޝ, or as
demonstrating a corresponding emotional tonality (see § 17).113 Thus
lip-rounding is an important phonetic property, helping distinguish
certain non-front vowels from front vowels. But this property cannot
be considered a distinctive feature, since it is not common to all members of the class /a a. o. uo u u./. If we were to choose the feature
“rounded”–“unrounded,” [a] and [a.] would find themselves in the
same class as /e e. ie eࡡ . i i./, although from a functional standpoint they
cannot belong to this class, since they do not soften preceding consonants. In choosing these features, the symmetry of paradigmatic relations would also break down:114 we would have four phonemes more
in the unrounded class than in the rounded class.
Nevertheless, lip-rounding cannot be completely dismissed: it is
quite an important secondary feature, reinforcing the oppositions of
front and non-front vowels.
§ 174. The vowels /a/ and /e/, /a./ and /e./ are distinguished from
other vowels in that they are in complementary distribution in all
positions except [#—] and perhaps [td —] (cf. § 53). After hard consonants, only [a a.] are possible, and after soft consonants, only [e e.].
Out of context, most speakers of standard Lithuanian cannot distinguish by ear such words as gilès ‘acorn-ACC.PL’ : giliàs ‘deep-ACC.
PL.F’, gıլ ̖ lĊ ‘acorn-ACC.SG’ : gıլ ̖ lią ‘deep-ACC.SG.F’ (see [Kazlauskas
1967: 238; 1968c and references]). This can also be seen from the
rhymes of classical Lithuanian poetry:115 Vincas Mykolaitis-Putinas,
113

In speaking very tenderly and affectionately, Lithuanian speakers may
labialize all sounds, pronouncing, for example, the words mažýtơ mergýtơ ‘little
girl’ approximately [m˚åžࡏ ˚üѺ .tࡏ ˚ö. mࡏ ˚˚܂ࡇܧgࡏ ˚üѺ .tࡏ ˚ö.].
114
One must agree with Steblin-Kamenskij [1964] that symmetry in and of
itself is not a definitive argument for phonological decisions, but it should not be
ignored, unless there are good reasons for doing so.
115
On the importance of rhymes for phonology, see [Trubetzkoy 1938: 137–
138; Ivanov 1962: 143; Panov 1967: 59; Linell 1979: 92] (but cf. [Jakobson,
Waugh 1979: 50, 277 and references]).
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for example, rhymes not just girià ‘woods’ : vakarè ‘in the evening’
(Keleivis ‘The traveler’), rǌkuosè ‘in the mist’ : dvasià ‘spirit’ (Bijau
nakties ‘I fear the night’), but also téises ‘rights-ACC.PL.’ : baıլ s˾ ios
‘terrible-NOM.PL.F’ (Teisơjui ‘To the judge’), stalͅlio ‘table (dim.)GEN.SG’ : karãliai ‘kings’ (Lơliǐ baladơ ‘Ballad of the dolls’), deñgia
‘covers’ : padánge ‘the-heavens-INS.SG’ (Pailsau ‘I am weary’), gãliai
‘power-DAT.SG’ : kͅlią ‘road-ACC.SG’ (Didžiojo Spalio garbei ‘In
praise of Great October’). Thus, the oppositions /a/ : /e/, /a./ : /e./ are
truly neutralized, and they are connected by correlative relations.116
It would be possible to speak of a neutralization of the oppositions /a/ : /a./, /e/ : /e./ in stressed non-final syllables as well, cf. rastùs
‘found-ACC.PL.M’  rąstùs ‘log-ACC.PL’, but rą˾stas ‘found-NOM.SG.M’
§ rãstas ‘log-NOM.SG’,117 trèš ‘rot-3FUT’  trĊ˾š ‘fertilize-3FUT’, but
patrĊ˾šĊs ‘having fertilized’ § patrͅšĊs ‘having rotted’. However, we
would then have to consider not just the phonetic positions of the
sounds in question, but also their morphological positions, since
oppositions of the type ràstǐ ‘find-3SBJV’ : rą˾stǐ ‘log-GEN.PL’, trèšti
‘rot-INF’ : trĊ˾šti ‘fertilize-INF’, ràktǐ ‘pick (at)-3SBJV’ : rãktǐ ‘keyGEN.PL’ are possible. Nevertheless, these facts show the very close
connection between /a/ and /a./, /e/ and /e./, nearly a correlation.
The phonemes /a e/ and /a. e./, connected by correlative relations, form a relatively independent class, contrasting with all other
vowel phonemes. Their oppositions are shown by such examples as
ràstǐ ‘find-3SBJV’ : rùstǐ ‘turn brown-3SBJV’, kam˾ pas ‘corner’ :
kum˾ pas ‘crooked’, vèsti ‘lead-INF’ : vıլ ̖sti ‘breed-INF’, péntis ‘butt (of
an axe)’ : pıլ ̖ntis ‘tinder-fungus’, tãpơ ‘paint-3PST’ : tǌ˾pơ ‘sit (of a
116

For a somewhat different view, see [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 36; Ulvydas
1965: 55]. But even here the neutralization of /a/ : /e/ is recognized, at least in
the position [Cࡏ —i ].
117
For some speakers, especially from Suvalkija, such word pairs as rãstas :
rą˾stas, patrͅšĊs : patrĊ˾šĊs are not entirely homonymous. The second word in
each pair is pronounced with a somewhat longer and more open vowel, which
(as Jonas Kabelka attests) may also be somewhat nasalized. Thus we could
speak of oppositions of a long /a./ and /e./ and a half-long /a./ and /e./ [Girdenis
1971a: 205 (= Girdenis 2000b: 349)]. But this issue has not been thoroughly
studied, and therefore we will continue to follow the conventional codified
vowel system. Nevertheless, it should by no means be forgotten that there are
significant problems here (see also [Kazlauskienơ 1996] and references, especially [Baceviþiǌtơ 1998 = 2001: 126ff.]).
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bird)-3PST’, skãbơ ‘nibble, pluck-3PST’ : skõbơ ‘hollow, gouge-3PST’,
sãkơ ‘say-3PST’ : suõkơ ‘jug (of a nightingale)-3PST’, grĊ˾žti ‘bore-INF’ :
grƳ˾žti ‘return-INF’, rĊ̗žti ‘strain-INF’ : rơ̗ žti ‘cut-INF’, švĊ˾sti ‘celebrateINF’ : šviͅsti ‘shine-INF’. These oppositions play a role in distinguishing word forms in, for example, sͅnĊ ‘old woman-ACC.SG’ : sͅnƳ ‘old
man-ACC.SG’ : sͅnơ ‘old woman-NOM.SG’, tą˾ ‘that-ACC.SG.M/F’ : tõ
‘that-GEN.SG.M’ : tuõ ‘that-INS.SG.M’ : tǐ˾ ‘that-GEN.PL.M/F’.
The vowels in question differ from others in their open articulation and low tongue position. With regard to tongue height, /a a./ are
the most open and lowest of all the back (and in general, all) vowels,
and /e e./ are the most open and lowest of all the front vowels. Therefore, based on the low tongue position, we can assign to the phonemes
/a a. e e./ the distinctive feature “low”; all other vowels have the feature “non-low.” The fact that in pronouncing /e e./ the tongue is raised
a bit higher than for /a a./, at least at the beginning of the pronunciation, is meaningless here;118 distinctive features are not absolute, but
relative. Based on tongue position, /e e./ are the lowest of all the front
vowels, and should therefore be considered low. Moreover, /a/ and /e/,
/a./ and /e./ must necessarily receive the shared distinctive feature
characterizing their archiphonemes /A/, /A./, which function in positions of neutralization (that is, after consonants).
Our vowel system is now split into the following classes:
I. Front vowels:
1) low: /e e./,
2) non-low: /i i. ie eࡡ ./.
II. Non-front vowels:
1) low: /a a./,
2) non-low: /u u. uo o./.

The non-front, non-low vowels (II 2-subclass) also have the
above-mentioned secondary feature of lip-rounding (see § 173). We
could say that this necessary phonetic feature of Lithuanian emerges
on its own from the combination of distinctive features “non-front”
and “non-low” (just as the velar articulation of the phoneme [ƾ]
emerges from the velar articulations of a following /k/ or /g/; see
§ 178).
118

For different views on this, see [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 30–31; Ulvydas 1965:
49, 51–52; Girdenis, Žulys 1973: 206 (= Girdenis 2000b: 375); Mikalauskaitơ
1975: 21].
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§ 175. Of the non-low vowels, /u u./ and /i i./ clearly stand apart,
since they are grouped in the pairs /u/ : /u./ and /i/ : /i./, close in
articulation, which have a distinctive function: skùsti ‘shave-INF’ :
skǐ̗sti ‘report on-INF’, trıլ ̖s ‘three-ACC’ : trͿs ‘three-NOM’. The vowels
/o. uo eࡡ . ie/ do not form such pairs. We therefore need to distinguish a
separate subclass of paired non-low vowels, contrasting with all other
non-low vowels: výsti ‘fade-INF’ : vơ̗ sti ‘cool-INF’, tƳ˾sti ‘stretch (intr.)INF’ : tiͅsti ‘stretch (tr.)-INF’, kǌ̗ jǐ ‘hammer-GEN.PL’ : kójǐ ‘foot/legGEN.PL’ : kúojǐ ‘roach (fish)-GEN.PL’, likewise sͅnƳ ‘old man-ACC.SG’ :
sͅnơ ‘old woman-NOM.SG’, šƳ˾ ‘this-ACC.SG.M’ : šiͅ ‘this-NOM.PL.M’,
tǐ˾ ‘that-GEN.PL’ : tõ ‘that-GEN.SG.M’ : tuõ ‘that-INS.SG.M’.
The vowels /u u. i i./ of this subclass differ from others in their
close articulation and greatest degree of tongue height. In producing
/o. eࡡ ./, the mouth is more open and the tongue is somewhat lower; in
producing /uo ie/, the speech organs initially occupy a position similar
to that for /u. i./, but then shift smoothly to a position close to the
articulation of [æ], [ ]ܧor even [a], [a]. We can therefore assign to
the phonemes /u u. i i./ the distinctive feature “high,” contrasting with
the feature “non-high.” The non-high articulatory nature of /o. eࡡ ./ is
self-evident; in the case of /uo ie/, it can be seen more clearly only in
the mid and final phase of articulation (see the palatograms,
[Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 26–28, 32–35]). The vowels /o. uo eࡡ . ie/ are nonlow and non-high.119
The class of non-low non-high phonemes can be further divided
based on the distinctive feature pair “gliding” (“diphthongal”)–“nongliding” (“uniform”), somewhat recalling the consonantal features
“affricate”–“non-affricate”: /uo ie/ are clearly sounds of variable
119

Their exceptional closeness is shown by listening experiments [Girdenis
1978b (= Girdenis 2000c: 340f.)] and such rhymes of classical poetry as
spiͅgơ ‘squeal-3PST’ : bejơ˾gơ ‘helpless-NOM.SG.F’ (Klajǌnas ‘The wanderer’,
V. Mykolaitis-Putinas), viͅšo ‘public-GEN.SG.M’ : plơ̗ šo ‘tear-3PRS’ (Sielvarto
sesei ‘To a sister in grief’), raliúoja ‘warble-3PRS’ : kójǐ ‘feet-GEN.PL’ (Saulơlydžio
kely ‘On the sunset path’), užúodžiu ‘smell-1SG.PRS’ : žõdžiǐ ‘word-GEN.PL’
(Atsiminimas ‘Memory’), iš miͅgo ‘from sleep’ : bơ̗ go ‘run-3PST’ (Moþiutơ
‘Grandmother’, Salomơja Nơris), skriaudõs ‘offense-GEN.SG’ : nepavaduõs ‘take
the place of-3FUT.NEG’ (Žandarai išvežơ mokytoją ‘The police have taken
away teacher’), žaizdóti ‘wounded-NOM.PL.M’ : vaizdúoti ‘portray-INF’ (Dơdơs
‘Uncles’), žydơ˾s ‘bloom-3FUT’ : širdiͅs ‘heart-GEN.SG’ (Alyvos ‘Lilacs’).
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(gliding) articulation (see § 171; cf. also [SmoczyĔski 1975; 1978;
Steponaviþjus 1982a: 74]).
We now have the following vowel classes:
I. Front vowels:
1) low: /e e./;
2) non-low:
a) high: /i i./,
b) non-high:
Į) gliding: /ie/,
ȕ) non-gliding: /eࡡ ./.
II. Non-front vowels:
1) low: /a a./;
2) non-low:
a) high: /u u./,
b) non-high:
Į) gliding: /uo/,
ȕ) non-gliding: /o./.

§ 176. Low and high vowels must be further divided into two
subclasses: /a e u i/ and /a. e. u. i./. First, their oppositions have a distinctive function: trèšti ‘rot-INF’ : trĊ˾šti ‘fertilize-INF’, mès ‘throw3FUT’ : mͅs ‘we’, ràstǐ ‘find-3SBJV’ : rą˾stǐ ‘log-GEN.PL’, kàs ‘who,
what; dig-3FUT’ : ką˾s ‘bite-3FUT’, dıլ ̖dis ‘big’ : dͿdis ‘size’, trıլ ̖s ‘threeACC’ : trͿs ‘three-NOM’, pùsti ‘swell-INF’ : pǌ˾sti ‘blow-INF’, siùs
‘become rabid-3FUT’ : siǐ˾s ‘send-3FUT’. This opposition very often
distinguishes grammatical forms: varl˾ e ‘frog-VOC.SG’ : varl˾ Ċ ‘frogACC.SG’, várna ‘crow-NOM.SG’ : várną ‘crow-ACC.SG’, nósis ‘noseNOM.SG’ : nósys ‘nose-NOM.PL’, turg
˾ us ‘market-NOM.SG’ : turg˾ ǌs
‘market-NOM.PL’. Secondly, in stressed syllables, vowels of the
second type are equivalent to tautosyllabic two-member sequences of
the type VR (that is, to the mixed diphthongs /ar/, /al/, /am/, etc.),
since, like these, they form the basis for an opposition of pitch accent
(see § 241–244).
Since /a. e. u. i./ behave in a syllable just like biphonemic
sequences, they can be assigned the quantitative distinctive feature
“long,” and the vowels /a e u i/ the opposite feature “short” (“nonlong”). In many cases /a. e. u. i./ are indeed pronounced longer than
their short counterparts. But quantity is not the only distinguishing
feature of these oppositions, since, for example, /u/ and /u./, /i/ and /i./
are also qualitatively different. In producing /i./ and /u./ the tongue is
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raised higher and the lips are more tensed, while for /i/ and /u/ the
tongue is lower and the lips and other speech organs are relaxed (see,
for example, [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ 1961: 26–28, 30–33, 36–37; Pakerys
1982: 95–103 and references]; cf. [Weinstock 1981]). We can characterize this distinction most simply with the feature “tense” (/i. u./)–
“lax” (/i u/).
It is not difficult to be persuaded, even without experiments, that
tenseness is a highly important feature. In singing, for example, the
vowel /i/ of the word dıլ ̖dis might be drawn out longer than the vowel
/i./ of the word dͿdis, but we would still perceive it as “short,” as long
as the singer maintains the characteristic qualitative difference: a less
tensed articulation. It might be assumed through introspection and
instrumental studies that the above-mentioned word pairs ràstǐ : rą˾stǐ,
várna : várną also differ not only in vowel duration, but also in
articulatory tension; in pronouncing /a/ the speech organs are
seemingly more relaxed, while in pronouncing /a./ they are quite a bit
more tensed. It was long believed that this was the case. However,
Pakerys [1975; 1982: 96–103] has shown, in reliable original
experiments, that qualitative features (that is, tenseness) define only
the oppositions /u/ : /u./ and /i/ : /i./, while the oppositions /a/ : /a./ and
/e/ : /e./ depend more on quantity (that is, length or shortness). Similar
results have been obtained by Swedish and German phoneticians
[Hadding-Koch, Abramson 1964: 106 et passim; Weiss 1977]. Thus
there is a certain complementary distribution between the features of
tenseness and duration (see table 17): where tenseness plays a decisive
distinguishing role, quantity is irrelevant, and where quantity plays
this role, tenseness is irrelevant.
Table 17. Distribution of the features of tenseness and quantity in standard
Lithuanian
Vowel types
Features
low
high
tense
+
long
+
lax
+
short
+

This shows that the features “tense” and “long” should be considered variants of a single distinctive feature, and “lax” and “short”
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should be considered combinatory variants of another distinctive feature. What we call these features is not all that important, since, as has
been noted repeatedly (for example, § 120, 163), such terms are only
conventional labels, representatives of an entire complex of distinctive
features. Tradition and the relatedness of /a. e. u. i./-type vowels to
biphonemic sequences (see § 241–244 and 255) would seem to
support the ordinary feature pair “long”–“short” (cf. [Pakerys 1982:
103]), although, of course, the opposite choice is also possible (for
example, [Sveceviþjus 1964: 18; Kazlauskas 1966]). The second
alternative may find motivation in a certain inconvenience in using
prosodic terms.120
In choosing the features “long”–“short,” the vowel classification
is completed, since the final classes each contain only a single element.
Our classification now appears as follows:
I. Front vowels:
1) low:
Į) long (tense): /e./,
ȕ) short (lax): /e/;
2) non-low:
a) high:
Į) long (tense): /i./,
ȕ) short (lax): /i/;
b) non-high:
Į) gliding: /ie/,
ȕ) non-gliding: /eࡡ ./.
II. Non-front vowels:
1) low:
Į) long (tense): /a./,
ȕ) short (lax): /a/;
2) non-low:
a) high:
Į) long (tense): /u./,
ȕ) short (lax): /u/;
b) non-high:
Į) gliding: /uo/,
ȕ) non-gliding: /o./.

120
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On attempts to treat this opposition as prosodic, see § 248, fn. 56.
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If we were to consider the [ ]ܧfound only in international words
as a normal phoneme, the subclass II 2 b ȕ (that is, /o./) would need to
be further divided according to the already available distinctive features long (/o./)–short (/ܧ/). However, as noted above (§ 171), it is best
to assign it, together with [f fࡏ], [x xࡏ ], [h hࡏ ], and [tࡏ dࡏ ] (cf. tiùlis ‘tulle’,
Diumà ‘Dumas’, tiulénti ‘produce the sound of a gosling’), to a subclass of marginal (secondary) phonological units. We could consider
the non-phonetic property “foreign” as a tentative distinguishing feature of these.
§ 177. Based on the distinctive features established we can set
up the following matrix of vowel phonemes (see table 18).
Table 18. Matrix of vowel phonemes of standard Lithuanian (version I)
Phonemes
No.
Features
/e/ /e./ /i/ /i./ /eࡡ ./ /ie/ /a/ /a./ /u/ /u./
front
1
+ + + + + + í í í í
(non-front)
low
2
+ + í í í í + + í í
(non-low)
high
3
0 0
+ + í í 0
0 + +
(non-high)
gliding
4
0
0
0
0 í + 0
0
0
0
(non-gliding)
long
5
í + í +
0 0 í + í +
(short)

/o./ /uo/
í

í

í

í

í

í

í

+

0

0

The following tree diagram illustrates this phoneme
classification (see figure 17).
As shown by Pakerys’s psycholinguistic study [1971; 1974a]
based on Lithuanian poetry rhymes, a tree diagram of this sort also
nicely shows the auditory (psychoacoustic) similarity of vowels.121
For example, those sounds which are distinguished only by features 4
and 5 can occur in stressed syllables of classical rhymes. In post-tonic
rhyme syllables, front vowels usually agree with front vowels, and
back vowels with back vowels, etc. Thus, on the basis of poetry
rhymes, and using the so-called hierarchical grouping method,
Pakerys has established a credible auditory classification of vowels,
121

On the psychoacoustic properties of sounds and methods of analysis, see,
for example, [Fischer-Jørgensen 1967; Ungeheuer 1965; 1968; àobacz 1981];
on the significance of such research for phonology, [Hammarström 1966: 27].
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1
2

2

3

3

4

4
5

/o./

/uo/

/u/

5
/u./

/a/

5
/a./

/eࡡ ./

/ie/

/i/

5
/i./

/e/

/e./

Figure 17. Tree diagram of the vowel phonemes of standard Lithuanian
(version I)

which almost fully coincides with the one seen here. Nearly the same
results have also been obtained by special listening experiments (cf.
[Girdenis 1978b (= Girdenis 2000c: 340f.); Kaþiuškienơ 1984 and references]).
Phonetic vowel properties which are important for perception,
but not included in the inventory of distinctive features can be derived
by general rule, for example: /“+vocalic” & “ífront” & “ílow”/ ĺ
[“+rounded”], /“+vocalic” & “+front” & “+low”/ ĺ [“+mid-low”],
/“+vocalic” & “+low” & “+long”/ ĺ [“+tense”].
§ 178. The established vowel classification nevertheless has one
shortcoming, which will become clear when we begin to examine prosodic phenomena.
As noted above (see § 176 and 241–244), certain Lithuanian
vowels play the same role in stressed syllables as VR-type sequences.
Such vowels are not just the above-mentioned /a. e. u. i./, but also
/o. uo eࡡ . ie/. According to the above classification, only the first four
vowels share the feature long; /o. uo eࡡ . ie/ are indifferent to this feature (see the zeroes in line 5 of table 18). Therefore, if we accept this
classification, we will need to base the prosodic properties of a syllable not on some common distinguishing feature, but directly on a list
of phonemes which are equivalent to diphthongs. This very much
diminishes the significance and explanatory power of the classification.
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It is not difficult to overcome this problem: it suffices to move
the distinctive feature pair “long”–“short” to the beginning of the list,
and restructure the matrix accordingly (see table 19). After this operation, all long vowels are immediately distinguished from short vowels
and form a separate class, correlating with VR-type sequences in the
syllable.
Table 19. Matrix of vowel phonemes of standard Lithuanian (version II)122
Phonemes
No.
Features
/e/ /e./ /i/ /i./ /eࡡ ./ /ie/ /a/ /a./ /u/ /u./ /o./ /uo/
long
1
í + í +
+ + í + í +
+ +
(short)
front
2
+ + + + + + í í í í í í
(non-front)
low
3
+ + í í í í + + í í í í
(non-low)
high
4
0 0
(+) + í í 0
0 (+) + í í
(non-high)
gliding
5
0
0
0
0 í + 0
0
0
0 í +
(non-gliding)

The tree diagram changes accordingly (see figure 18).
As we see, the features all remain the same, only now they not
only distinguish phonemes, but also single out and characterize their
major functional classes and subclasses. It is therefore reasonable to
say that this classification (and feature hierarchy) has greater explanatory power. In some respects, it better explains even properties of
certain phoneme variants. For example, open vowels close to [ӑ ҽ] (cf.
§ 66) are sometimes optionally pronounced in place of [u i]. The first
analysis does not “provide for” such variants, but in this classification
they are quite normal, since a more precise tongue height for /u i/ is
now unspecified; what is important is that they not be low. The
features “high”–“non-high” are not essential for them (see the zeroes
in line 4 of table 19).
§ 179. This circuitous path toward a more adequate solution
clearly shows that the only effective phoneme classification and distinctive feature system and hierarchy is one which permits a more
122

The features noted in parentheses distinguish /u/ and /i/ only from the marginal phonemes <>ܧ, <eࡡ > (more precisely, <e/eࡡ >; see § 189, fn. 130).
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3

3

3

3

4

4

5

/u/

/a/

/i/

/e/

/o./

5

/uo/

/u./

/a./

/eࡡ ./

/ie/

/i./

/e./

Figure 18. Tree diagram of the vowel phonemes of standard Lithuanian
(version II)

consistent and simpler description of the relations between all phonological units and the functioning of the entire phonological system.
When purely phonetic criteria contradict phonological criteria, when
their observance leads to a more cumbersome description of syntagmatic and, in general, functional relations, pure phonetics must yield
to phonology. Phonology, like contemporary linguistics in general, is
first and foremost a study of relations.123 Sounds and their physical
properties are only a concretization and materialization (or, to use a
favorite term of semanticists, a phonetic interpretation) of these relations.
The same could be said of other areas of a linguistic system. For
example, in identifying and explaining grammatical categories, we
first need to follow their syntactic functions and positions and their
paradigmatic interrelations, rather than semantic criteria (which in
grammar occupy a place similar to phonetic criteria in phonology).

123

Here we have in mind the methodological, rather than ontological, aspect
of linguistic theory. Language is not, of course, only a network of pure relations,
but the surest and most productive path to its true structure is through relations
(see also § 96).
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c) OTHER CRITERIA AND CONSIDERATIONS
IN ESTABLISHING AND GROUPING DISTINCTIVE
FEATURES
§ 180. We identify the paradigmatic relations and distinctive
features of Lithuanian following these criteria and considerations:
1) We look for phonetic properties which would be common to
all members of a single syntagmatic class, and distinguish these from
members of other classes;
2) We propose as distinctive features distinguishing properties of
members of correlations or correlation bundles;
3) We select phonetic properties common to all phonemes
involved in the neutralization of certain oppositions;
4) We find properties distinguishing those phonemes which
belong to the same syntagmatic classes and do not undergo neutralization;
5) We consider as inessential and therefore ignore those phonetic
properties which distinguish optional or combinatory variants of phonemes, rather than phonemes themselves;
6) We maintain the view that the higher the position of a distinctive feature in a hierarchy of paradigmatic relations, the larger the
syntagmatic classes characterized and distinguished by that feature; at
the lowest level are distinctive features of neutralized oppositions,
since archiphonemes functioning in positions of neutralization lack
these.
§ 181. Of these criteria, the most universal is the fifth. Those
who investigate any language should reject those phonetic features
which distinguish phoneme variants, rather than independent phonemes.
For example, standard Russian has only five vowel phonemes:
/i e a  ܧu/. But the sounds representing them are far more numerous. In
stressed syllables alone one can hear long and short vowels, reminiscent of Lithuanian long and short vowel phonemes; often alongside a
relatively pure [ ]ܧthere is a diphthongoid [u]ܧ, similar to the Lithuanian gliding phoneme /uo/. However, neither long–short, nor gliding–
non-gliding articulations are distinctive features in Russian, since
these properties distinguish optional variants of the same phonemes,
and therefore even in the best case can only have an expressive, rather
than distinctive, function: [sƍíޝáԥ] and [sƍíáԥ] (ɫɢ̗ɥɚ ‘strength’), [dúޝmԥtƍ]
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and [dúmԥtƍ] (ɞýɦɚɬɶ ‘think-INF’), [muܧғžnԥ] and [mܧғžnԥ] (ɦɨ̗ɠɧɨ
‘can’) are the same words, since they have the same referential
meaning.
The same can also be said regarding allophonic features. Even
without going into the finer details, we can easily observe in Russian
at least two clear allophones of every vowel phoneme, characterized
by these phonetic properties:
/i/

[i]
[ɵ]

–
–

“front,” “high,” “unrounded”
“non-front,” “high,” “unrounded”

/u/

[u]
[ü]

–
–

“non-front,” “high,” “rounded”
“front,” “high,” “rounded”

/a/

[a]
[æ]

–
–

“non-front,” “low,” “unrounded”
“front,” “low,” “unrounded”

/ҽ/

[ҽ]
[]ܭ

–
–

“front,” “mid,” “unrounded”
“non-front,” “mid,” “unrounded”

/ܧ/

[]ܧ
[]ࡇܧ

–
–

“non-front,” “mid,” “rounded”
“front,” “mid,” “rounded”

The allophones [i], [ü], [æ], [ҽ], [ ]ࡇܧoccur after, and especially
between, soft consonants (for example: ɩɢ̗ɥɢ ‘drink-3PL.PST’, ɥɸ̗ɞɢ
‘people’, ɩɹɬɶ ‘five’, ɩɟɬɶ ‘sing-INF’, ɬɺɬɶ ‘aunt-GEN.PL’); the allophones [ɵ], [u], [a], [[( ]ܭɷ]), [ ]ܧoccur after hard consonants and
(except for an initial consonant) after a pause (for example: ɩɵɥ
‘ardor’, ɥɭɝ ‘meadow’, ɞɚɬɶ ‘give-INF’, ɷ̗ɬɨɬ ‘this’, ɬɨɬ ‘that’).
Glancing over the list of features, we see that the phonetic feature pair “front”–“non-front” can never serve as a distinctive feature
of the oppositions /i/ : /u/, /e/ : /ܧ/, since it distinguishes only allophones of these phonemes. The true distinctive features of these oppositions are “rounded”–“unrounded,” since only they are common to all
allophones of the corresponding phonemes; they remain after both
hard and soft consonants. All allophones of /i/ and /e/ are unrounded,
and all allophones of /u/ and /ܧ/ are rounded.
This is also the situation in those eastern and southern Lithuanian dialects in which /a/ and /e/ (/æ/) no longer contrast (cf. § 59,
table 6), and in which the phonemes /i/, /i./, /ҽ./ have the non-front
allophones [ܺ], [ɵ.], [ܭ.], etc., and the phonemes /u/, /u./, /ܧ./ have the
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nearly front allophones [uࡆ ], [uࡆ .], [ࡆܧ.], etc., cf. SAukšt. kյ åǊ.áɵ . “kiaǊlĊ”
‘pig-ACC.SG’, áѓ˾ .ḱ . “lơ˾kơ” ‘fly-3PST’, EAukšt. Utena duШuլ ̖ ̖ “duriù”
‘stab-1SG.PRS’, galյ uլ ̖ ̖ “galiù” ‘be able-1SG.PRS’. Here as well, the distinctive feature of the oppositions /u/ : /i/, /u./ : /i./, /ܧ./ : /ҽ./ may
be just lip-rounding, rather than tongue advancement (that is, the features “rounded”–“unrounded,” rather than “front”–“non-front”; cf.
[Avanesov 1956: 88]). This is especially clear in the Kupiškis dialect,
where [ ]ܕand [ҽ], [ܕ.] and [ҽ.] have become allophones of the same
two phonemes (/e/ and /e./): sл֡.nĮs “sͅnas” ‘old’ : sյ ́֡.nյ i.s “sͅnis” ‘old
man’, bл̗ .ga “bơ̗ ga” ‘run-3PRS’ : bյ ̗́ .gյ i “bơ̗ gi” ‘run-2SG.PRS’ (cf. also
[Kosienơ 1978: 37–38; Girdenis 1979a (= Girdenis 2000c: 348)]).
Occasionally, however, certain rare optional variants must be
ignored. In many North Žemaitic dialects, for example, the phonemes
[k g] are sometimes optionally pronounced [x Ȗ] before plosives and
also (somewhat less often) between vowels: ràktâ . “rãktai” ‘keys’ ĺ
<ràxtâ.>, ááugdâ.ms “láukdamas” ‘while waiting’ ĺ <ááuȖdâ.ms>,
sakâ . “sakaıլ ˾” ‘say-2SG.PRS’ ĺ <saxâ.>, išâ.ug a “išáugo” ‘grow up3PST’ ĺ <išâ.uȖa> (Telšiai). If these are taken into account, we would
have to reject such typical consonantal features as “fricative”–“plosive.”
§ 182. Changes in distinctive features (or the nature of an opposition) play
a large role in a language’s development, and are therefore referred to in diachronic phonology by the special term rephonologization (or transphonologization) (see [Jakobson 1962: 209–212; Stepanov 1966: 235; Postovalova 1978:
108–109; Steponaviþjus 1976: 242–243; 1982b: 40–41]). Thus, in comparison
with standard Lithuanian and the East Baltic proto-language, a rephonologization of oppositions of the type /u/ : /i/ has taken place in the southern and eastern
dialects of Lithuanian: tongue advancement features have been replaced by liprounding features. This is very typical of phonological systems which have a
timbre correlation (that is, which distinguish hard and soft consonant phonemes).
Rephonologization (or transphonologization) is distinguished from
dephonologization—the loss of an opposition (cf. the above-mentioned merger
of /a/ and /e/ in Lithuanian dialects) [Jakobson 1962: 205–207; Stepanov 1966:
233; Postovalova 1978: 108–109; Steponaviþjus 1973: 165; 1982a: 40], and
from phonologization—the transformation of allophones into independent phonemes [Jakobson 1962: 207–209; Stepanov 1966: 234–235; Postovalova 1978:
108–116; Steponaviþjus 1975: 243; 1982a: 41–42] (cf. Russian /tƍ/ in cases of
the type ɛɵɬɶ ‘be-INF’, which arose from a softened allophone of the phoneme
/t/ with the disappearance of the reduced vowel ɶ, which had conditioned this
softness; on similar phenomena in Lithuanian dialects, see [Girdenis 1983a
(= Girdenis 2000c: 290ff.)]).
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§ 183. The other criteria are suitable only for languages in which
a finer syntagmatic classification of phonemes is possible.
If a language distinguishes only vowel and consonant syntagmatic classes, and has practically no neutralization, we can motivate
only the most elementary distinctive feature pair “vocalic”–“consonantal” or “vocalic”–“non-vocalic” on the basis of these criteria. Other
features must be sought, guided only by purely phonetic, logical, or
other non-phonological considerations (cf. also § 185).
Since sounds have a great many varied physical (acoustic and
articulatory) properties, we cannot establish a single and necessary
system of distinctive features for such languages. Even if the same
distinctive features were selected, the question of their hierarchy
would remain unanswered. If we arrange a hierarchy in one way, we
will have one kind of model of paradigmatic relations; if we arrange it
differently, we will have a different sort of model; and if a third way,
still another different model. We can find the number of possible
models by applying the formula m = P!, where m is the number of the
models, P is the number of paired distinctive features, and ! is the
factorial (i.e., the product of 1 · 2 · (…) · (P–1) · P).
§ 184. Let us take as an example the most impoverished of all
known consonantal systems, Hawaiian / ݦh p k w m n l/ (see § 102).124
Recall that there are no consonant clusters in this language, and therefore a syntagmatic classification of these phonemes is impossible.
Let us assume that it is generally accepted and entirely clear that
/ ݦh/ contrast with the remaining phonemes as glottals to non-glottals,
/p k ݦ/ as plosives to non-plosives, /m n/ as nasals to non-nasals,
/p m w/ as labials to non-labials; that is, all phonemes are identified by
these distinctive feature pairs: “glottal”–“non-glottal,” “plosive”–“nonplosive,” “nasal”–“non-nasal,” “labial”–non-labial.”
In changing the hierarchical order of these features, we can
obtain ever-differing models of paradigmatic relations, illustrated by
completely different tree diagrams.
124

This system is even poorer than the “universal” typological minimum
established by Skaliþka [1967: 73]. It is true that recent literature (for example,
[Roach 2002: 89f.]) mentions systems which completely contradict Skaliþka’s
theoretical reasonings; one of these has only eleven phonemes, the other as
many as 141. The “maximum” seems particularly improbable; this seems to be
the result of an incomplete phonological analysis.
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1. If we choose the order in which the features have just been
listed, we obtain the following picture of paradigmatic relations (see
table 20).
Table 20. Matrix of Hawaiian consonant phonemes (model I)
Phonemes
No.
Features
/ݦ/
/h/
/p/
/k/ /m/
1 glottal (non-glottal)
+
+
í
í
í
2 plosive (non-plosive)
+
í
+
+
í
3 nasal (non-nasal)
0
0
0
0
+
4 labial (non-labial)
0
0
+
í
+

/n/
í
í
+
í

/w/
í
í
í
+

/l/
í
í
í
í

The following is a tree diagram of this classification (see
figure 19).
1

2

2

3

4

/l/

4

/w/

/n/

4

/m/

/k/

/p/

/h/

/ݦ/

Figure 19. Tree diagram of Hawaiian consonant phonemes (model I)

2. Let us arrange the features in the opposite order: 1) “labial”–
“non-labial,” 2) “nasal”–“non-nasal,” 3) “plosive”–“non-plosive,”
4) “glottal”–“non-glottal.” The consonant matrix will now appear as
follows (see table 21).
Table 21. Matrix of Hawaiian consonant phonemes (model II)
Phonemes
No.
Features
/ݦ/
/h/
/p/
/k/ /m/ /n/
1 labial (non-labial)
í
í
+
í
+
í
2 nasal (non-nasal)
í
í
í
í
+
+
3 plosive (non-plosive)
+
í
+
+
0
0
4 glottal (non-glottal)
+
+
0
í
0
0

/w/
+
í
í
0

/l/
í
í
í
í
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The tree diagram (see figure 20) is now quite unlike the first one.
1
2

2

3

3

4
/l/

4
/h/

/k/

/ݦ/

/n/

/w/

/p/

/m/

Figure 20. Tree diagram of Hawaiian consonant phonemes (model II)

3. We will obtain still another system if we arrange the features
in this order: 1) “plosive”–“non-plosive,” 2) “glottal”–“non-glottal,”
3) “labial”–“non-labial,” 4) “nasal”–“non-nasal.” The phoneme matrix
would turn out as follows (see table 22).
Table 22. Matrix of Hawaiian consonant phonemes (model III)
Phonemes
No.
Features
/ݦ/
/h/
/p/
/k/ /m/
1 plosive (non-plosive)
+
í
+
+
í
2 glottal (non-glottal)
+
+
í
í
í
3 labial (non-labial)
0
0
+
í
+
4 nasal (non-nasal)
0
0
0
0
+

/n/
í
í
í
+

/w/
í
í
+
í

/l/
í
í
í
í

The tree diagram (see figure 21) now differs from both the first
and the second.
Still other models of this consonant system are possible (the total
number of models is 4! = 1·2·3·4 = 24).
§ 185. There are no arguments which would lead us to prefer any
one model out of all possible groupings and models. Nevertheless, the
choice of a model does not need to be subjective, even in such
extreme cases.
First, we can turn for help to the data of language typology,
giving priority to those solutions supported by the phonological
systems of many languages. In particular, related languages of somewhat differing structure should be taken into account. Secondly,
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3

3

4
/l/

4
/n/

/w/

/m/

/h/

/k/

/p/

/ݦ/

Figure 21. Tree diagram of Hawaiian consonant phonemes (model III)

studies of phoneme frequency can be of great value in such cases (see,
for example, [Širokov 1961; Klyþkov 1962; 1984]). For example,
knowing that unmarked members of oppositions are usually more
frequent than marked members (see § 144), we can confidently assign
positive distinctive features to less frequent phonemes and negative
features to more frequent phonemes. Thirdly and finally, the number
of possible interpretations can be greatly reduced by listening (psychoacoustic) experiments, and also by studying various euphonic devices
of folkloric and individual poetic works—rhymes, alliteration, assonance—combined with appropriate techniques for evaluating the results
statistically (§ 176 and references, and also [Horálek 1965: 366]).
Such studies would reveal auditory properties of phonemes perceived
by members of a speech community themselves and the classes which,
as noted above (see § 177), are close to those natural classes of
phonemes revealed by syntagmatic relations. Occasionally in identifying and grouping distinctive features, the above-mentioned principle
of grammatical expediency (§ 59) is taken into consideration (for
example, [Palková 1967]). Even diachronic works, especially those on
diachronic typology, can be valuable (for example, works such as
[Serebrennikov 1974]; cf. [Kurath 1957: 114; Labov 1966: 103]).125
125

Noteworthy in this regard are Foley’s attempts [Foley 1970; 1977] to
establish a universal hierarchy of phoneme features based on their relative diachronic stability. The actual results which he has obtained thus far are neither
very new, nor quite original (see, for example, [Brakel 1980: 178 et passim]),
but the research direction itself seems quite promising (cf. [Klyþkov 1984]).
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Only at the very last stage of research can we refer to the data of
instrumental phonetics. We assign instrumentally obtained characteristics to phonemes and phoneme classes which have already been identified and classified (cf. [Hammarström 1966: 27; Panov 1979: 44]).
§ 186. With this in mind, we must very carefully and soberly
assess armchair phonological research, conducted on the basis of texts
of limited scope (so-called corpora) transcribed by others, or on the
basis of traditional phonetic descriptions. Most often these are tentative constructions, presenting one of several equally valid or invalid
options.126 Especially suspect are works of this type devoted to entire
families of previously little-studied languages.

d) MODELS AND TYPES OF PARADIGMATIC
RELATIONS
§ 187. The most versatile model of paradigmatic relations is the
above-mentioned tree diagram. It is quite convenient first of all
because it is suitable for a wide range of phonological (and not just
phonological) systems; it allows them to be visualized and interpreted
according to the same principles, and therefore highlights commonalities and differences among various systems. But what most increases
the value of the tree diagram is that it does not differ in form from diagrams illustrating syntagmatic relations of various linguistic units.127
No other model so clearly shows the close connections between the
syntagmatic and paradigmatic plane of a phonological system, and so
nicely reveals the isomorphism of various areas of a linguistic system.
Especially informative are the tree diagrams of those phonological
systems in which syntagmatic classes are also paradigmatic classes.
These models are also convenient in that they coincide structurally
with the hierarchical diagrams of listening experiments (see, for
example, [Pakerys 1974a: 45–46 and references]).
Tree diagrams do have certain shortcomings, however. First,
they impose a hierarchical order of distinctive features, even when
there is in fact no such order (cf. § 184). Second, they are not as
126

Among these, unfortunately, are also some works on Lithuanian phonology (for example, [Matthews 1958; Schmalstieg 1958; Kazlauskas 1966]).
127
The diagrams of stratificational linguistics (for example, [Lamb 1966: 9ff.;
Lockwood 1972a: 32ff.]) are only a more complex version of tree diagrams.
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visually clear and convenient as some other models; they always need
to be supplemented by phoneme matrices.
§ 188. Distinctive feature tables, borrowed from classical phonetics, are models of paradigmatic relations which are more visual and
compact than tree diagrams. The columns represent certain features
(tongue advancement for vowels, lip-rounding, place of articulation
for consonants), and the rows, other features (tongue height for
vowels, manner of articulation for consonants, etc.).
For example, we can present the phonological system of standard Lithuanian vowels in the following table (see table 23; marginal
phonemes are given in brackets “ < > ”). In terms of content, it is fully
isomorphic with the matrix (table 19) presented in § 178 and the tree
diagram, but far surpasses these in visual clarity.
Table 23. Vowel system of standard Lithuanian
Duration
long

Tongue height
high
non-low

non-high
low

gliding
non-gliding

front
/i./
/ie/
/eࡡ ./
/e./

nonfront
/u./
/uo/
/o./
/a./

short
nonfront
front
/u/
/i/
<>ܧ
/e/

/a/

The Lithuanian consonant system can be illustrated in the following table (see table 24).128
In comparison with tree diagrams, such tables better show a language’s characteristic correlations and correlation series, but on the
other hand, it is not as easy to see how many and what sort of distinctive features a certain phoneme has. Nor is the isomorphism of paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations as obvious. However, if we turn
the table 90°, we can see that the phoneme classes are arranged
approximately in the same order in which they occur in onset clusters;
the harmony is disturbed only by the affricates, which come between
/s š/ and /k t p/-type consonants. Nor does the position of foreign elements in the table show syntagmatic relations.
128

This, we can say, is the Lithuanian system in general: dialectal consonantism may differ from it only in minor points (cf. [Girdenis, Zinkeviþius 1966:
141 (= Girdenis 2000b: 46f.); Zinkeviþius 1978: 19]).
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Table 24. Consonant system of Lithuanian

Manner of articulation

non-sonorant

fricative

/m/ — /mࡏ /

/n/ — /nࡏ /

/v/ — /vࡏ /

/j/

labial

<f> — <fࡏ>

affricate
nonfricative
plosive
nasal

sonorant

/p/ — /pࡏ /
|
|
/b/ — /bࡏ /

Place of articulation
non-labial
apical
palatodental
alveolar
/s/ — /sࡏ /
/š/ — /šࡏ /
|
|
|
|
/z/ — /zࡏ /
/ž/ — /žࡏ /
/c/ — /cࡏ /
/þ/ — /þࡏ/
|
|
|
|
/ݤ/ — /ࡏݤ/
/ۤ/ — /ۤࡏ/
/t/ — <tࡏ >
|
|
/d/ — <dࡏ >

nonnasal

fricative
nonfricative

/l/ — /lࡏ /

non-apical
<x> — <xࡏ >
|
|
<h> — <hࡏ >

/k/ — /kࡏ /
|
|
/g/ — /gࡏ /

/r/ — /܂/

§ 189. Based on tree diagrams, and especially tables, we can
create quite simple two-dimensional models of phonological systems.
Models such as triangles, quadrangles, and trapezoids are particularly
popular for vowel systems. The vowel systems themselves are often
called triangular, quadrangular, etc. (see, for example, [Trubetzkoy
1977: 87ff. = Trubeckoj 1960: 107ff.]).129
The two-dimensional model is quite easily obtained. We agree,
for example, that front or unrounded vowels are written in a column
on the left, and non-front (back) or rounded vowels on the right; high
vowels are written in a row at the top, and low vowels on the bottom,
and in the middle rows, vowels of mid tongue height (in order of
increasing aperture).

129

There are also quite simple linear systems, whose members contrast only
in tongue height (see [Trubetzkoy 1977: 87–88 = Trubeckoj 1960: 108–109;
Kumachov 1967: 145; Lomtatidze 1967a: 103; 1967b: 125; Kumachov, Šagirov
1979: 134–135; Alarcos Llorach 1975: 60]).
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Assuming these conventions, we can represent the Lithuanian
vowel system as the following quadrangle (cf. [Trost 1965; Girdenis
1966a (= Girdenis 2000b: 309f.); SmoczyĔski 1978]):
/Ưࡅ/
/ie/
/Ɲࡡ /
/Ɲࡅ/

/ǌࡅ/
/uo/
/ǀ/
/Ɨࡅ/

If we wish to highlight long and short vowel oppositions, we can
split this model into two quadrangles:130
/i./
/ie/
/eࡡ ./
/e./

/u./
/uo/
/o./
/a./

/i/

/u/

/e/

<>ܧ
/a/

The usual model of standard Russian vocalism in stressed syllables is a triangle:
/i/

/u/
/e/

/o/
/a/

This model is the most common across various languages (see,
for example, [Hockett 1955: 85; Crothers 1978: 104, 117, 128 et
passim]), except that /i/ and /u/, /e/ and /o/ most often contrast not as
“rounded”–“unrounded,” but as “front”–“back” (or, more precisely, as
“front unrounded”–“back rounded”); the low vowel in these systems
has neither a front nor a rounded counterpart. Such triangular systems
are found, for example, in the Polynesian languages, mentioned several times above (see § 102), and also in contemporary Spanish, cf.
[Alarcos Llorach 1975: 146], Georgian [ýikobava 1967: 26] and the
Attic dialect of Modern Greek [Kibrik 1962: 83]. The Latin system
differed only in that long and short vowels still contrasted (see
[Tronskij 1960: 75]):
130

Vowel systems are most often represented in this way in diachronic and
dialectal works, since long and short vowels rarely develop in parallel (see, for
example, [ýekman 1979: 179ff.]).
It should be noted here that in recent borrowings, some speakers of standard
Lithuanian use a short mid vowel [eࡡ ] (or [ҽ]), which because of its optional
nature should be considered a marginal “Janus” phoneme <e/eࡡ > (cf. § 66; see
also [Ambrazas 1985: 19; 1997: 23 (= Girdenis 2001: 207)]).
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/Ưࡅ/

/ǌࡅ/
/Ɲࡅ/

/ǀ/
/Ɨࡅ/

Such a system would also have existed in late Proto-IndoEuropean (after the so-called laryngeals merged with neighboring
vowels; [Semeren’i 1980: 47]).
Modern Italian no longer distinguishes long and short vowels,
but instead has a double series of mid-vowel phonemes [Lichem 1970:
53; Muljaþiü 1972: 26]:
/i/

/u/
/e/

/o/
/ܭ/

/ܧ/
/a/

Also quite frequent are triangular vowel systems in which not
only front and back vowels contrast, but also front rounded and
unrounded vowels (cf. [Crothers 1978: 100ff.]). The simplest example
here would be the Mongolian vowel system mentioned by Trubetzkoy:
/i/
/e/

/ü/
/ö/
/a/

/u/
/o/

Among the more familiar languages, a contrast of front rounded
and unrounded vowels is found, for example, in German, French,
Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, and Icelandic: Ger. Kiel [kiޝl] ‘keel’ :
kühl [kyޝl] ‘cool’, lesen ['leޝzԥn] ‘read-INF’ : lösen ['løޝzԥn] ‘solveINF’, Dan. hilde ['hilԥ] ‘fetter-INF’ : hylde ['hylԥ] ‘shelf’, gΩerde
['ܳࡈݓޝܭԥ] ‘fence’ : gøre ['ܳࡈæݓޝԥ] ‘do-INF’.
The “middle” members of such systems can in fact be central
vowels; this is the situation, for example, in Romanian, which has
this vowel triangle (see [Vasiliu 1962: 86; Augerot 1969: 471]; here
[î] § [ɵ], [ă] § [ԥ]):
/i/
/e/

/î/
/ă/
/a/

/u/
/o/

The simplest example of a vowel system is perhaps the vocalism
of Classical Arabic (see [Grande 1972: 383]):
/Ưࡅ/

/ǌࡅ/
/Ɨࡅ/
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It is true that numerous and varied allophones seem to compensate for an impoverished phonemic inventory here: the phoneme /a/
can be realized as [a ä å æ], /i/ as [i ܺ e ԥ], /u/ as [u ü o], etc. The
word mušabbadatin ‘prominent-GEN.PL’, for example, is pronounced
[mošäb'bädätin], ܈irƗܒa ‘road-NOM.PL’ [ৢܺ'raޝ৬å], etc.
Generally speaking, from a typological standpoint, triangular
systems are especially frequent; quadrangular systems are far less
common (cf. [Crothers 1978: 101–102]. For a universal outline of
the “development” and relations of different vowel systems, see
[Stepanov, Ơdel’man 1976: 276ff.]). This is undoubtedly so because it
is difficult to distinguish front and back articulations in low vowels
(cf. [Fischer-Jørgensen 1981: 209]). Nor do these open pronunciations
lend themselves well to lip-rounding, since a rounded articulation does
not accord well with the openness of the mouth. Therefore, there is
most often only a single low vowel.
Trubetzkoy (and occasionally Jakobson, see [Jakobson 1962:
224–225; Jakobson, Waugh 1979: 51]) depicted vowel triangles and
quadrangles as if rotated 180°. For example, the above-mentioned
Mongolian vowel system appears in his works as follows (see
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 89ff. = Trubeckoj 1960: 112ff.]):
e
i

a
ö
ü

o
u

His system for Lithuanian vowels is this [Trubetzkoy 1929: 55]:
Vowels of high
intensity
Ɨ
Ɲ
o
ơ
Ĥ
ë
ǌ
y

Vowels of low
intensity
a
e

i

u

The graphemes Ĥ ë here denote /uo ie/ (cf. [Girdenis 1970b: 17;
1977: 192 (= Girdenis 2000c: 86)]).
Kazlauskas tended to indicate front vowels in a right-hand
column and back vowels to the left, but he represented vowel height in
the usual way. Let us compare his reconstructed East Baltic vowel
system [Kazlauskas 1962] (cf.: [Mažiulis 1965: 56; 1970: 16–17]):
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ǌ
ǀ1
ǀ2

Ư
Ɲ1
Ɲ2

u
o

i
e

Finally, a model such as this is also possible:
i
e
a
o
u

Here the vowel triangle agrees with an acoustic picture of the
vowel system obtained by representing the values of the first two
spectral formants in the first quadrant of a coordinate system (see, for
example, [ýikobava 1967: 26; Muljaþiü 1973: 115–116]).
Of course, there is no essential difference between one visual
representation of a system or another, but for this very reason it is best
to adhere to traditional, generally accepted conventions.
It is more difficult to represent consonant systems with twodimensional models, since these phonemes are usually far more numerous than vowels, and their relations are not as simple and symmetrical.
However, such models are possible in principle; we simply need to be
clear about where we will indicate what type of phoneme (see, for
example, [Ambrazas 1985: 34; 1997: 29 (= Girdenis 2001: 215)]).
It is quite common to depict certain consonant subsystems as twodimensional models (see the correlation bundles presented in § 151).
§ 190. Phonological systems can be represented quite nicely in
three-dimensional models. The first to use these was apparently the
German phonetician Jörgen Forchhammer (see [Ungeheuer 1962: 22–
24]). In the period 1960–1970, they were very popular with Soviet
phonologists (see, for example, [Piotrovskij 1960; 1966; Evdošenko
1963; Mel’nikov 1966; Padlužny 1969: 129 and 201; Perebyjnis 1970:
54–55]).131
131

For a criticism of these models (in many respects unfounded), see
[Voronkova 1981: 84 and especially 71–72]. The fact that some tend to make a
fetish of such models does not mean that they are generally unsuitable.
Observing certain conventions, we can convey even quite subtle nuances of
phonetic and phonemic relations with three-dimensional models (see, for
example, [Girdenis 1967b: 142, 199 § Girdenis 2000b: 126, 158]).
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The following, for example, could serve as a three-dimensional
model of the vowel system of standard Lithuanian (see figure 22).
/i./

/u./
/i/

/u/

/ie/

/uo/

/eࡡ ./

/o./

/e./

/a./
/e/

/a/

Figure 22. Three-dimensional model of the vowel system of standard Lithuanian

The top plane of this figure shows the high vowels /i.–u.–u–i/,
the bottom plane, the low vowels /e.–a.–a–e/, the left plane the front
vowels /i.–i–e–e./, the right plane the back vowels /u–u.–a.–a/, the
front plane the short vowels /i–u–a–e/, and the rear plane the long
vowels /i.–u.–a.–e./.
Three-dimensional models can also nicely illustrate paradigmatic relations of consonant phonemes, especially subsystems of these
phonemes linked by proportional oppositions. Here is what a threedimensional model of Sanskrit plosives would look like (see figure 23;
cf. § 149).
/bލ/

/b/

/dލ/

/ঌލ/

/gލ/

/pލ/

/tލ/

/৬ލ/

/kލ/

/p/

/t/

/৬/

/k/

/d/

/ঌ/

g

Figure 23. Three-dimensional model of Sanskrit plosives

At the top of the model we have the aspirated consonants; at the
bottom, non-aspirated. The rear plane shows voiced consonants; the
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front plane, voiceless. The first vertical section depicts labials; the
second, dentals; the third, cerebrals (retroflex consonants); and the
fourth, velars (dorsals). These sections also show the already-familiar
correlation bundles.
Three-dimensional models can also depict entire phonological
systems. However, they are not as simple and straightforward as tree
diagrams or two-dimensional models, and apparently for this reason
are not all that common in phonological studies.

e) THE BINARY DISTINCTIVE FEATURE SYSTEM
AND PRINCIPLES OF DICHOTOMOUS PHONOLOGY
Į) ORIGIN AND ASSUMPTIONS
§ 191. In examining syntagmatic relations, we necessarily
obtained binary divisions of phoneme classes: one class always had a
certain positional characteristic and the other class did not. For
example, characteristic of the R-class (sonorants) is that in onset
clusters, its members only occur directly before vowels, while other
consonants can occur elsewhere; vowels are those phonemes which
can form the nucleus of a syllable, while consonants are those
phonemes which cannot, etc.
Since we assigned distinctive features first of all to syntagmatic
phoneme classes, we also had to group them according to the same
principle: one class always received a positive feature and the other a
negative feature. As a result, the features were grouped in certain
binary pairs (from Fr. binaire ‘binary’ ĸ Lat. bini ‘two each; a pair’),
for example: “sonorant”–“non-sonorant” (“obstruent”), “fricative”–
“non-fricative,” etc. We also had to group members of neutralizable
oppositions (correlations): the marked members received positive
features and the unmarked members, negative features. Even the
ordering of the features “gliding”–“non-gliding” (“uniform”) of the
oppositions /eࡡ ./ : /ie/, /o./ : /uo/ is not completely arbitrary, although
they do not undergo neutralization. In this case, statistics for these
phonemes indicate the marked and unmarked members: in connected
speech, /eࡡ ./ is twice as frequent as /ie/, and /o./ is eight times as frequent as /uo/ (cf. § 144, and also Appendix 4 and [Karosienơ, Girdenis
1993 (= Girdenis 2001: 64ff.)]).
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Thus, if in examining paradigmatic relations we take into
account syntagmatic phoneme relations and the effects of neutralization, all oppositions can and must be considered binary and privative:
one member has a certain positive distinctive feature, while the other
lacks it (or has its complement, its diametric opposite).
This principle is the so-called dichotomous basis for phonology
(from Gk. įȚȤȠĲȠȝޢȦ ‘I cut in half, I divide in two’).
Despite the strong criticism that this theory has received (see, for
example, [Martine 1960: 101–102; Reformatskij 1961; Lomtev 1965;
Kuznecov 1966; Revzin 1970]), it has been accepted by many phonologists and by linguists generally.132 Quite a few works have
appeared which are based on the dichotomy principle or at least apply
certain of its technical methods (see, for example, [Muljaþiü 1972: 26–
27; 1973: 61ff.; Alarcos Llorach 1975: 76–86, 178–179]; for a critical
survey, see [Širokov 1965]; on its further development, see [Toporov
1966; Padlužny 1969; Perebyjnis 1970; Lekomceva 1972; Panov
1979: 56–68; Steponaviþjus 1979; 1982a: 13–35; Klyþkov 1984]).133
§ 192. The main theses of dichotomous phonology had already
been already formulated before the Second World War by the celebrated theoretician of the Prague Linguistic Circle, Roman Jakobson.
In 1938, he officially expressed for the first time the idea that the great
variety of phonological oppositions, presented with particular clarity
in the works of Trubetzkoy,134 can be described and interpreted by a
132

The attempt to follow an alternative ternary principle (for example,
[Lekomceva 1966]) was doomed from the start, since most oppositions are
surely not ternary and cannot be converted into these.
133
Almost all Lithuanian phonological research is close to this approach (for
example, [Kazlauskas 1966; Girdenis 1967b (§ Girdenis 2000b: 89–160); 1971b
(= Girdenis 2000b: 211ff.); 1975a; Plakunova 1967; 1968; Pakerys 1974a; Kosienơ
1978]; cf. also the theoretical works of Steponaviþius, mentioned in the main text).
134
In Trubetzkoy’s Grundzüge der Phonologie [Trubetzkoy 1977: 60–69 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 74–85] the following types of oppositions are distinguished:
1) based on a relation with an entire system of oppositions: bilateral and multilateral, proportional and isolated; 2) based on interrelations among members of
an opposition: privative, equipollent and gradual. Forming a special set are neutralizable oppositions (a correlation is a concrete case of these; see [Trubetzkoy
1977: 69–78 = Trubeckoj 1960: 85–96]).
Bilateral oppositions exist between phonemes whose shared features are characteristic only of those two phonemes, for example Lith. /t/ : /d/ (the Lithuanian
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rather small number of binary acoustic or auditory features (for the
initial formulations of the principles, see [Jakobson 1962: 272ff.;
280ff.]; cf. [Ivanov 1962; Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 145ff.]). This
theory acquired its final form in the post-war years in the the works
of Jakobson and his colleagues (see [Jakobson, Fant, Halle 1972;
Jakobson, Halle 1962]; also in Russian: [Jakobson, Fant, Challe 1962:
Jakobson, Challe 1962]; see also [ýerri, Challe, Jakobson 1962]).135
As an obvious example, Jakobson adduces standard Turkish
vocalism, which consists of eight phonemes: /i æ ܺ a y œ u ܧ/
[Jakobson 1962: 302–303; Jakobson, Waugh 1979: 146–148] (cf. also
[Glison 1959: 236; Dmitriev 1960: 15; Mel’nikov 1966]). If we
consider the relation between each pair of these phonemes as an
opposition, we would need to recognize the possibility of twenty-eight
phoneme oppositions. If we adopt the binary principle and segment
system does not have any other apical plosives). The shared features of multilateral oppositions also characterize other oppositions, for example Lith. /b/ : /g/
(there are other voiced plosives in the system). Proportional refers to those
oppositions whose members are related in the same way as members of any
other opposition, and isolated refers to those oppositions where the relations of
the members do not characterize any other opposition. The Lithuanian opposition /t/ : /d/ is proportional (cf.: /t/ : /d/ = /k/ : /g/, etc.), while the opposition
/s/ : /j/ is isolated.
Privative oppositions are those in which one of the members has a positive
feature which the other lacks (cf. § 145). Members of an equipollent oppositions
are equivalent in this regard, cf. Lith. /j/ : /v/. Gradual refers to oppositions in
which the members differ in the degree of the same articulatory feature, cf.
/i/ : /e/ : /æ/ (the vowels here differ in degree of openness and tongue height).
For an alternative classification of features proposed by representatives of the
Moscow Phonological School, see [Reformatskij 1961: 114–116 and references]. Cf. also [Pauliny 1966: 123–124 et passim; Klyþkov 1984], where it is
convincingly demonstrated that an analysis of the effects of neutralization and
phonostatistical data allows us to convert gradual and equipollent features into
privative ones.
An analysis of the syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations of Lithuanian phonemes automatically seems to distinguish these preliminary types of oppositions: 1) correlations and correlation bundles, 2) syntagmatically motivated
oppositions, 3) statistically motivated oppositions, 4) typologically motivated
oppositions (see § 144, fn. 79), 5) non-motivated oppositions. The latter class is
empty, which is apparently the case in many languages.
135
On the views of Lithuanian linguists regarding this phonological approach,
see fn. 133.
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the phonemes into distinctive features, only three oppositions remain:
1) “close” (/i ܺ y u/)–“open” (/æ a œ ܧ/), 2) “front” (/i æ y œ/)–“back”
(/ܺ a u ܧ/), 3) “rounded” (/y u œ ܧ/)–“unrounded” (/i ܺ æ a/).
Not all phoneme classes and systems are so ideally symmetrical,
and therefore, in addition to binary oppositions, we almost always
encounter oppositions of several members (especially ternary, that is,
three-member oppositions, cf. Lith. /k/ : /t/ : /p/). But Jakobson and
others showed that even these oppositions can be made binary, if
articulatory features are replaced by auditory or acoustic features.
Thus in many languages, the plosives form a /k t p/-type triad, based
on place of articulation; the system of nasal sonorants may be similar,
cf. Eng. /ƾ n m/. Acoustic experiments and observations of the
auditory impression produced by sounds show that such sounds as [k]
differ from [t p]-type sounds in their greater salience: if we pronounce
all these sounds with the same effort, [k] will be heard better than [p]
or [t]. [ƾ] contrasts with the consonants [n m] in a similar way, and in
the fricative obstruent set [š s f], [š] is the most salient. [t], in turn,
differs from [p], [n] from [m], and [s] from [f], in their higher timbre.
Differing in a similar way are [t] : [k], [n] : [ƾ], [s] : [š]: the left
member of these pairs likewise seems to be of higher timbre than the
right member. These triads can therefore be characterized by the
following tentative pairs of binary auditory features: 1) “salient”–
“non-salient,” 2) “high”–“low.” The consonants [k ƾ š] contrast with
other consonants of their classes as more salient sounds to less salient,
and [t n s] contrast with other members of their classes as higher to
lower. Our triads have thus been split into two binary oppositions.
Comparing these consonant oppositions with corresponding
vowel oppositions, we are struck by their great similarity: the same
relations also exist between the most typical vowels, [a i u]. The
vowel [a] is the most salient and thereby differs from the less salient
[i u]; [i] in its higher timbre is clearly distinguished from [u]. Thus we
can create quite analogical triangles for vowels and some consonants:
/i/ — /u/
\ /
/a/

=

/t/ — /p/
\ /
/k/

=

/n/ — /m/
\ /
/ƾ/

=

/s/ — /f/
\ /
/š/

§ 193. These and similar facts were the best proof that the binary
principle allows us to reduce the number not just of oppositions, but of
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distinctive features themselves, since the acoustic and auditory impression produced by certain differing articulations proved to be, if not
quite uniform, at least very similar. For the first time, the similarity of
vocalic and consonantal phonological systems became clear; it turned
out that their principal oppositions are essentially the same, and are
based on the same distinctive features. Moreover, it was immediately
noticed that the auditory and acoustic distinctive features of many
languages are very close.
On the basis of these observations, and likewise careful studies
of phonetic development and degradation among children and aphasics
(people suffering from certain speech deficits), Jakobson concluded
that the phonological systems of all languages can be described by a
quite limited number of universal (that is, of general significance and
appropriate for all languages) binary distinctive features. He expanded
this principal thesis and refined it in the post-war years, collaborating
with specialists in acoustic phonetics and information theory.
The result of this research is a universal analytic phonetic “alphabet,” consisting of a dozen or so binary phonetic features. In the
opinion of the authors, these features would suffice to describe all
phonological systems.136
Many features were named according to the image which the
corresponding phonetic properties produce on a spectrogram; some
retained their traditional auditory (impressionistic) or even articulatory
terms. In all feature descriptions, the authors showed both their acoustic and articulatory characteristics, but emphasized everywhere that
acoustic properties are more important than articulatory ones.
The creators of dichotomous phonology were also the first to
introduce matrices and tree diagrams as the most versatile models for
phonological systems.
136

Phonologists have generally disputed not the principle itself, but the
number and nature of the features. Of such works, we should first of all mention
[Fant 1964; Ladefoged 1967: 50ff.; 1973; 1975: 240–267], and also the numerous studies done in the generative approach ([Chomsky, Halle 1968: 298–329]
and others; cf. [Širokov 1965: 96, 97; Bondarko, Zinder 1966: 10–14;
Gaprindašvili 1970; Džaparidze 1979; Steponaviþjus 1979; Kodzasov 1982]).
Jakobson himself remained true to his own system up to the end; see his final
major work, written together with Waugh [Jakobson, Waugh 1979] (cf. the
review, [Fischer-Jørgensen 1981]).
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ȕ) SOME REMARKS CONCERNING RESEARCH
ON THE ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF SOUNDS
§ 194. Contributing greatly to the theory of binary distinctive
features were the development and achievements of acoustic phonetics.
Already in the pre-war period, phonologists had raised the correct idea that distinctive features should be acoustic, since, after all,
people perceive and learn sounds on the basis of their acoustic effect,
rather than their articulatory properties.137 However, they were forced
to contradict themselves and rely on articulatory sound features, since
at the time there were not yet any instruments which would allow
them to easily obtain reliable acoustic characteristics of sounds. It is
true that they could have used oscillograms; certain mathematical
methods (for example, Fourier analysis)138 had already made it possible, using oscillograms, to establish comparatively accurate parameters of sound spectra (that is, sound qualities), especially vowels. But
this was achieved only at the cost of very time-consuming calculations. Work was also done with sets of tuning forks, and with various
resonators and their highly demanding systems. Even under these conditions, researchers learned much about the acoustic nature of speech
sounds; especially noteworthy here is the work of Karl Stumpf. But
more extensive acoustic research on various languages was out of the
question.
§ 195. The situation changed fundamentally after the war with
the invention of a speech-sound spectrum analyzer, or spectrograph,139
137

The first to write about the priority of acoustic features with regard to
articulatory features was Baudouin de Courtenay (cf. [Šaradzenidze 1980: 60]).
This priority was adopted theoretically (but far from always in practice), even
proclaimed, by the Prague Linguistic Circle (see [Tezisy 1960: 72]; cf.
[Trubetzkoy 1977: 82–63 = Trubetzkoy 1960: 101–102]); Sapir’s view was
similar [Sapir 1949: 46, fn. 3 = Sepir 1993: 60, fn. 3]. In seeking to overcome
the conflict between acoustic and articulatory aspects of phonology, there have
been attempts to return to contemporary linguistics Baudouin de Courtenay’s
nearly forgotten concept of kinakema (cf. [Boduơn de Kurtenơ 1963: vol. 2,
326–327]), a sort of synthesis of articulatory and acoustic distinctive features
[Plotkin 1979; 1982 and others].
138
Interestingly, the sound-signal spectrum obtained with computers is in fact
based on the Fourier analysis method.
139
On the principles of how these devices operate and their capabilities see,
for example, [Fant 1964: 217ff.; Flanagan 1968: 170–176; Jassem 1973: 165–
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a device which separates complex sound waves, converted by microphone to electrical vibrations, into simple component vibrations and
permits quantitative characteristics of these vibrations—frequency,
intensity, and duration—to be observed on a screen and captured on
motion-picture film or on special paper. The images of acoustic properties obtained in this way are called spectrograms.
A more detailed description of the spectral characteristics of
sounds and the operating principles of a spectrograph would take us
too far from phonology. Here it should simply be recalled that on a
spectrogram so-called formants correspond to qualitative differences
among vowels and sonorants (see, for example, [Ladefoged 1996:
94ff. et passim; Grigor’ev 1962]). These are zones in which certain
frequencies are enhanced, and which depend on resonating chambers
formed in the mouth and, in part, the nose, and their interrelations (see
[Ungeheuer 1962; Grigor’ev 1962: 114; Fant 1964: 39, 114, 202;
Ferrero 1974]). The phonological characteristics and distinctive
features of sounds of this type are determined by the first two
formants (abbreviated F1 and F2); other formants (F3, F4, etc.)
generally convey only expressive information or individual voice
properties (cf. [Romportl 1968; Zinder 1979: 176]).
The spectrum of vowels depends to a considerable degree on the
individual speaker and the shape and size of the speaker’s vocal tract.140
182; Zinder 1979: 23–25, 170–179] (cf. also the discussion on methods for
processing spectrographic data: [Piotrovskij 1960; Nork, Murygina, Blochina
1960; Kibrik 1962; Piotrovskij, Podlužnyj 1966]).
Spectral analysis of sounds has for many years been conducted in Lithuania as
well. Work was long done using a standard Sona-Graph 7029-A spectrograph
(Kay Electric Co.), and especially the 55-channel KPI-69 spectrum analyzer
belonging to the Experimental Phonetics Laboratory (now part of the Department of Baltic Studies—TRANS.) at Vilnius University and constructed by the
Kaunas Polytechnical Institute. We are currently switching to computer analysis,
since all functions of a spectrogram and even a speech synthesizer are easily
“imitated” by special computer programs (on the principles and methods of such
analysis, see [Ladefoged 1996: 152ff.]). In Lithuania, the KALBAME ‘We talk’
system of P. Kasparaitis and V. Undzơnas is most often used, as well as the
PRAAT program, created by the Dutch scholars P. Boersma and D. Weenink and
still being refined, which Dr. Boersma kindly allowed us to use.
140
Ⱥn individual voice can in fact also be defined by the concrete values of
the first two formants (F1 and F2); cf. [CaliĔski, Jassem, Kaczmarek 1970;
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But there always remain certain quite constant relations: [i]-type
vowels have a very high second formant and a very low first formant;
both formants of [u]-type vowels are relatively low; the first formant
of [a]-type vowels is quite high and the second relatively low, not
much removed from the first. For example, the long vowels of
standard Lithuanian and the North Žemaitic dialect, as pronounced by
male voices, have approximately the following basic formants141 (see
table 25; for clarity, the values of F1 have been rounded to the nearest
10 Hz and the values of F2 for the standard language have been
rounded to the nearest 100 Hz).142
The spectral characteristics of vowels are closely associated with
articulatory properties; much has been written on this in the literature
on acoustic phonetics (for example, [Hockett 1955: 200; Glison 1959:
295; Haugen 1962; Ungeheuer 1962: 87; Fant 1964: 114; Romportl
1968: 18; Ferrero 1972: 11ff.; Jassem 1973: 192, 211; Podlužnyj
1980: 31–32]). If we plot the F1 values for North Žemaitic vowels on
the y-axis of the third quadrant of a coordinate system and the F2
values on the x-axis, we obtain a picture of the vowel system (see
figure 24) which coincides almost ideally with the usual vowel
triangle reflecting their articulatory properties.143
Jassem 1968; 1973: 211]; on the effect of rate of speech on formants, see, for
example, [Shearme, Holmes 1962; àobacz 1976: especially 213].
141
The measurements were performed at the Vilnius University Experimental
Phonetics Laboratory, with Regina Kliukienơ and Violeta Sakeviþiǌtơ participating.
142
Greater accuracy would have been meaningless, since the analysis was
done with a KPI-69-type spectrograph (see fn. 139), the low-pass filter range of
which was 75 Hz and the high-pass filter range 150 Hz. In evaluating the results,
it should not be forgotten that the F2 values for long rounded back vowels ([u.],
[o.], etc.) are not very reliable (cf. [Ungeheuer 1968: 183; Iivonen 1970: 62]).
It should be noted here that the table presents averages calculated from large
arrays. The results of the analysis of Žemaitic vowels were checked with a speech
synthesizer at the Minsk State Institute of Foreign Languages (ɆȽɉɂɂə) by
Bronius Sveceviþius; speakers of the dialect identified the synthesized vowels
quite well (see [Girdenis 1974: 169, fn. 16 (= Girdenis 2000b: 291, fn. 16)]).
143
Long vowels are marked with a circle; short vowels with a black dot.
Approximately the same picture has been obtained by other researchers of standard Lithuanian and its dialects (for example, [Sveceviþjus 1964; Plakunova 1967;
1968; Girdenis 1974: 169 (= Girdenis 2000b: 291); Kaþiuškienơ 1982: 42–43]).
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Table 25. Values of F1 and F2 for standard Lithuanian and the North Žemaitic
dialect 144
Language/
F1 F2
F1 F2
Vowel
C·1000 T Vowel
C·1000 T
dialect
(Hz) (Hz)
(Hz) (Hz)
.
[i ] 250 2400 709 1150 [i] 400 1900 794 500
[eࡡ .] 450 2100 799
650
Standard
[æ.] 750 1600 897
350 [e] 550 1700 848 250
Lithuanian [a.] 900 1200 959
700 [a] 750 1300 923 350
[o.] 550 800 944
750 [ ]ܧ600 1100 913 500
[u.] 300 600 829 1100 [u] 450 900 898 650
[i.] 370 2330 763
960 [i] 310 2180 746 870
[ҽ.] 480 1940 816
460 [ҽ] 510 1810 831 320
North
[e.] 670 1690 876
360 [e] 660 1730 870 390
Žemaitic
[a.] 660 1160 916
480 [a] 690 1320 964 370
dialect
[ӑ.] 490 1060 889
450 [ӑ] 500 1150 945 350
[u.] 390 750 901
860 [u] 440 870 816 690

We can see from this diagram that the first formant reflects the
aperture and height of vowel articulation and the second formant
represents tongue advancement (that is, the place of maximal tongue
height, or more precisely, the resonating chamber formed between the
place of tongue height and the lips).

Figure 24. Spectral characteristics of North Žemaitic vowels
144

The table gives two important indices: compactness (C·1000; calculated
according to Piotrovskij’s formula [Piotrovskij 1960: 29]), and tenseness
(T = |F1 í 500| + |F2 í 1500|, cf. § 200 and [Jakobson, Fant, Challe 1962: 176,
204–205]).
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Of the consonants, only the sonorants have a clear formant
structure, but even among these there are some (like [m] and [n])
which are properly distinguished only on the basis of certain spectral
characteristics of neighboring vowels (cf. [Flanagan 1968: 290–291]).
Obstruent spectra are formed by continuous frequency zones which
can vary in duration, height, and intensity; the spectrum of [š], for
example, is lower and far more intense than the spectrum of [s].
Plosive quality is more accurately shown not by brief bursts of
spectral noise, but by the beginning or end of neighboring vowel formants: some consonants shift these in one direction, other consonants
in another direction (see, for example, [Hockett 1955: 206–207;
Mal’mberg 1962: 384–385; Delattre 1963: Frąckowiak-Richter 1970;
Magno-Caldognetto 1979: 54; Jakobson, Waugh 1979: 93–94]).145
The very fact that some phonemes can be realized only by features of transitional regions of neighboring vowel segments clearly
shows that the relations between phonological units and corresponding
stretches of the speech signal are neither simple nor direct. Moreover,
it has been convincingly demonstrated by reliable experiments that,
for example, sounds having a fully identical spectral structure can be
perceived differently if their phonetic surroundings differ (see
[Ladefoged 1967: 103ff.; 1973]; cf. also [Nork, Murygina, Blochina
1962: 50; Fant 1964: 23–24; Fant 1970: 52–57; Jakobson, Waugh
1979: 48–49 et passim; Fischer-Jørgensen 1981: 205]); the reality of
acoustic allophones has also been demonstrated (cf. [Jassem 1973:
112–118]). Furthermore, in most cases speech contains less acoustic
information than would be needed for accurate identification of
phonemes, but this goes unnoticed, since all of what is actually
missing is reconstructed on the basis of context and the content of an
utterance (see [Garnes, Bond 1977]).
Acoustic phonetics thus confirms rather than refutes the main
postulate of classical functional linguistics: that phonological linguistic units are not absolute, but relative.

145

Some phoneticians recognized this even before the invention of the spectrograph (see, for example, [Junker 1938: 244], where it is claimed that [k t p]-type
sounds create certain abrupt changes in vowel quality called Anbruch).
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Ȗ) BINARY DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
§ 196. The distinctive feature system established by Jakobson
and his collaborators (Halle, Cherry, Fant and others) consists of
twelve pairs of complementary or contradictory (opposite) phonetic
characteristics, divided into sonority and tonality features.146 Most of
the features (nine) are assigned to the first group; the remaining three
form the second group.
The sonority features are related to such prosodic properties as
sound intensity and duration, and are defined by the amount of energy
and its concentration in the spectrum. Tonality features are related to a
sound’s prosodic pitch, and depend on the frequency of formants or
formant zones.
Let us examine these features in turn, without going into details,
which can easily be found in the literature.
§ 197. The following pairs are assigned to sonority features:
1) “vocalic”–“non-vocalic,”
2) “consonantal”–“non-consonantal,”
3) “compact”–“diffuse,” 4) “tense”–“lax,” 5) “voiced”–“voiceless,”
6) “nasal”–“oral,” 7) “continuant”–“discontinuous,” 8) “strident”–
“mellow,” 9) “checked”–“unchecked.”
Some of these terms have their ordinary meaning. These are
first of all “voiced”–“voiceless” and “nasal”–“oral,” but in works on
dichotomous phonology they are defined acoustically as well as
articulatorily. Voiced sounds, for example, are characterized by the
presence of periodic vibrations in the low-frequency zone (the socalled zero formant, F0). The distinguishing property of nasal sounds
is the dispersion of spectral energy over a broader frequency zone.
§ 198. Close to their usual meanings are also the features
“vocalic”–“non-vocalic” and “consonantal”–“non-consonantal.” The
acoustic expression of the feature “vocalic” is distinct formants, contrasting with formants which are indistinct or completely absent. All
vowels and nearly all sonorants have this feature, while most consonants lack it.
146

For a more detailed acoustic and articulatory characterization of these, see
[Jakobson, Fant, Halle 1972: 18–42 = Jakobson, Fant, Challe 1962: 177–210;
Jakobson, Halle 1962: 484–486 = Jakobson, Challe 1962: 254–258; Jakobson,
Waugh 1979: 84–153] (cf. also [Fant 1964: 203–216; Muljaþiü 1973: 82–123;
Panov 1979: 50–59]). Henceforth this literature will be indicated only when
absolutely necessary.
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The acoustic characteristic of the feature pair “consonantal”–
“non-consonantal” is low overall spectral energy, contrasting with
greater energy. Articulatorily speaking, these features are formed by
the presence or absence of a clear point of articulation. All consonants, except for the so-called glides—[h j w]-type sounds—have the
positive feature “consonantal.” Hence, vowels are sounds which have
the features “vocalic” and “non-consonantal”; obstruents are sounds
with the features “non-vocalic” and “consonantal”; the sonorants [l m
n r] have the features “vocalic” and “consonantal,” and [h j w] are
“non-vocalic” and “non-consonantal.”
§ 199. The third pair of features, “compact”–“diffuse,” corresponds to the above tentative auditory property “salient”–“nonsalient.” Characterizing the spectrum of compact sounds is a concentration of energy in a comparatively narrow central part of the
spectrum, whence the feature’s name. The spectral energy of diffuse
sounds is dispersed in the non-central part of the spectrum; its
formants are often quite distant from each other. For example, the first
and second formants of the compact vowels [a. æ.] are relatively close
to the center of the spectrogram, which is 1000 Hz (see their
compactness index of C·1000, presented in § 195 table 25 and § 208);
the first formant of the diffuse vowels is further removed from this
frequency. The more compact vowels are, the lower their articulatory
height; diffuse vowels are articulatorily high.
Compact consonants are those in which the main place of articulation is in the back or mid area of the mouth, that is, sounds of the
type [k g], [kࡏ gࡏ ], [š ž], as well as the so-called liquids ([l r]-type
sounds). Diffuse consonants are produced with a relatively closed
mouth, that is, their main place of articulation is in the front of the
vocal tract.
Since many languages have vowels of three, rather than two,
heights, this feature pair is often divided into two separate pairs:
“compact”–“non-compact” and “diffuse”–“non-diffuse.” Mid vowels
are then defined with the features /“ícompact” & “ídiffuse”/.
§ 200. The fourth feature pair, “tense”–“lax,” together with quantitative features, differentiates the Lithuanian vowel phonemes /i./ : /i/,
/u./ : /u/, for example (cf. § 176 and references).
The formants of tense vowels are more distinct than those of lax
vowels and further removed from a neutral position, considered to be
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the spectrum for an [ԥ]-type vowel (its characteristics for a male voice
are approximately F1 = 500 Hz, F2 = 1500 Hz, F3 = 2500 Hz; the
female voice equivalents are 550, 1650, 2750 Hz [Jakobson, Fant,
Halle 1972: 18 = Jakobson, Fant, Challe 1962: 176; Ungeheuer 1962:
86–87]). From an articulatory standpoint, tense sounds are also further
removed from a neutral position than lax sounds. Thus, tense high
vowels are a bit higher than lax vowels, and tense low vowels are
lower. Tense sounds are also usually of greater duration; in addition,
tense plosives can be aspirated.
§ 201. The seventh feature pair, “continuant”–“discontinuous,”147 is the acoustic equivalent of the usual features “fricative”–
“plosive” and “trilled”–“non-trilled.” Continuant refers to a smooth
transition to a sound from the absence of sound; discontinuous is an
abrupt transition. As shown by computer experiments and experiments
with a so-called automatic segmentator, sounds such as [s], [ ]ݸand [t]
differ only in the duration and abruptness of a transition from pause to
sound. If we erase the beginning of an [s], the sound becomes a [ ;]ݸif
we remove a still larger initial portion, we hear a [t].
§ 202. The eighth feature pair, “strident”–“mellow,” distinguishes, for example, such phonemes as Lithuanian affricates and the
corresponding simple plosives or fricatives, such as English alveolar
/s z/ and interdental /ș ð/ (“th”; cf. also [Chomsky, Halle 1968: 318–
319, 329; Steponaviþjus 1979: 154] and [Jakobson, Waugh 1979:
139–142], where the arguments seem less than convincing). Strident
sounds are characterized by a greater intensity of noise, and mellow
by a lesser intensity. Mellow consonants can sometimes even have
something similar to formant structure, which is completely alien to
strident consonants.
§ 203. The final pair of sonority features is “checked”–
“unchecked.” Lithuanian speakers recognize glottalization (the feature
“checked”) from the pronunciation nè ‘no’ as [neݦæ], and especially
from the Žemaitic broken tone (cf. dâ .kts “dáiktas” ‘thing’). But in
such cases, glottalization is not a distinctive feature of phonemes, but
an auxiliary prosodic device (see § 245, 250–251 and references, and
147

This order of the features became established in the later works of
Jakobson himself (for reasoning, see § 166, and also [Jakobson, Waugh 1979:
140–141]).
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also [Jakobson, Waugh 1979: 144–146]). In other languages (for
example, Circassian, Georgian, Kabardian, many Native American
languages), glottalization is as much a distinguishing feature of phonemes as Lithuanian “voiced”–“voiceless” or “soft”–“hard” (see
§ 150, but cf. [Fischer-Jørgensen 1981: 205]).
Acoustically, glottalization is a sudden drop in spectral energy,
its high rate of dissipation. This acoustic effect is achieved by a
sudden convergence of the vocal cords or even a complete closure of
the glottis.
§ 204. Tonality features comprise only these three pairs:
10) “grave”–“acute,” 11) “flat”–“plain,” and 12) “sharp”–“plain.” As
we see from the terms themselves, they characterize in one way or
another the high or low qualities of a sound’s timbre.
The first pair of these tonality features, “grave”–“acute,”148 has
already been briefly mentioned (see § 192). It distinguishes, for
example, back and front vowels, labials and dentals, velars and
dentals, and also various types of velars and palatals.149 Acute vowels
(for example, [i e]) are characterized by a high second formant,
considerably approaching the third formant. The second formant of
grave vowels (for example, [u o]) is relatively low, generally lower
than the central part of a spectrogram, approaching the first formant.
Among other features, grave consonants are characterized by a general
lowering of the second formant of neighboring vowels (at least the
portion adjoining the consonant); acute consonants raise this formant
(see § 195 and references). These features are perhaps easiest to
perceive by ear: acute sounds, in comparison with corresponding
grave sounds, always appear to be of a higher and brighter timbre.
§ 205. The features “flat”–“plain” correspond to various articulatory properties which lower the timbre of sounds. Flat includes labialized, velarized, pharyngealized, and retroflex sounds. The acoustic
essence of this feature, as the name suggests (flat is a musical symbol
which lowers a note’s value by a semitone), is a lowering or weakening of high (or even all) formants or frequency zones. Plain sounds
have normal formants or frequency zones.
148

Some linguists (for example, [Lekomceva 1962; Kazlauskas 1966]) use the
non-traditional articulatory terms “peripheral”–“non-peripheral.”
149
On the need to strictly distinguish palatal and palatalized sounds, and also
the phenomena of palatality and palatalization, see [ýekman 1979: 44ff.].
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In standard Lithuanian these features have no independent value;
they simply highlight grave or hard sounds. All Lithuanian noncompact grave vowels are flat (labialized [rounded]); almost all hard
consonants (especially [á]), should be considered flat, since they are
accompanied by velarization (that is, a secondary raising of the back
of the tongue toward the soft palate; see § 146). In addition, flatness
(lip-rounding) reinforces the feature complex /“+vocalic” & “íconsonantal” & “íacute” & “ícompact”/ (see § 173). In the dialects,
these features can have an independent distinctive function; they can
differentiate phonemes of the type /i/ and /u/, /ҽ./ and /o./ (cf. § 181).
In some languages, acute flat vowels contrast with ordinary
vowels, cf. Ger. Kiel : kühl, etc. (see § 189). The Arabic “emphatic”
(that is, strongly velarized or pharyngealized) consonants are also flat:
Egyptian ܒѠӃ۬ ‘clay’ : tiӃn ‘figs’, Tunesian ð̙å‘ ܀܀he damaged’ : ðarr ‘he
strewed’ ([৬  ð ҕ ] are “emphatic” consonants, [ܺ ]ޝand [å] are flat allophones of the phonemes /i. a/; see [Zavadovskij 1979: 41–42]). As we
see, this emphatic property is quite reminiscent of prosodic features,
since it flattens all sounds of a syllable or even a word; cf. also NŽem.
Ш́֡.tյ ́nյ ͕̖ “rıլ ̖tiniu” ‘roll, scroll-INS.SG’ : rѓ֡ .tѓ
̙ ̙n͕̖ “rıլ ̖tinu” ‘roll-1SG.PRS’,
where the vowel tonality of all syllables is determined by the
sharpness or flatness of the final consonant ([nࡏ ] or [n]).
§ 206. The final pair of distinctive features is “sharp”–“plain.”
These are the counterparts of the “impressionistic” terms “soft”–“hard”
and the articulatory phonetic terms “palatalized”–“non-palatalized.”
The terms “sharp”–“plain” were chosen for these properties because
palatalization raises all spectral frequencies of consonants and in
particular the formants of neighboring vowels, at least that portion
which is in direct contact with the consonant. This occurs because a
secondary raising of the mid-part of the tongue toward the hard palate
narrows the anterior resonating chamber of the oral cavity and makes
it similar to that of a front vowel (especially [i]) or the consonant [j].
Lithuanian front vowels are also occasionally considered “sharp”
and back vowels “plain,” but the motivation for this usage is not very
clear. Only the fronted allophones [uࡆ ], [ܞ.], etc., of back vowels
should be considered “sharp.”
It should be noted that the feature “sharp” (like the Arabic
emphatics) is reminiscent of prosodic elements: it very much tends to
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spread to neighboring sounds or even syllables. In the North Žemaitic
dialects, for example, all consonants of the word Ш́֡.tյ ́nյ ͕̖ “rıլ ̖tiniu” ‘roll,
scroll-INS.SG’ are more or less soft, and all consonants of ŕ֡.t́n͕̖
“rıլ ̖tinu” ‘I roll’ hard. In the latter case, even the vowels are significantly backed; the pronunciation is approximately rѓ֡ .tѓ
̙ ̙n˚͕̖ (see § 222
and 236).
į) THREE EXAMPLES AND SOME GENERAL
CONSIDERATIONS
§ 207. Let us try to apply universal acoustic features to concrete
phonological systems. This should not be difficult, since we are
already accustomed to a dichotomous analysis of phonemes and to the
matrices and tree diagrams used in dichotomous phonology.
To begin, we can take Jakobson’s classic example: the vowel
system of standard Turkish /i æ ܺ a y œ u ܧ/ (see § 192 and [Jakobson
1962: 302–303; Jakobson, Waugh 1979: 146–148]; cf. also [Glison
1959: 236; Dmitriev 1960: 15; Mel’nikov 1966]).
The feature “compact” should be assigned to the open vowels
/æ a œ ܧ/ of this system, and “diffuse” to the close vowels /i ܺ y u/ (cf.
§ 199). The vowels /æ/ and /a/ are undoubtedly more compact than /œ/
and /ܧ/, but as we know, phonological units are relative: we are only
interested in the fact that /æ/ is more compact than the clearly diffuse
/y/, and /ܧ/ is more compact than /u/. The front vowels /i æ y œ/ are
“acute,” and the back vowels /ܺ a u ܧ/ “grave” (cf. § 204). The rounded
vowels /y œ u ܧ/ have the feature “flat,” and the unrounded /i æ ܺ a/
“plain.” Here these features are indeed distinctive, since both front
vowels and back vowels can be rounded or unrounded.
We can now set up a phoneme matrix (see table 26; here and
below the symbols in parentheses are abbreviations of the abovementioned English terms, see [Širokov 1965: 89]).
Table 26. Acoustic distinctive features of standard Turkish vowel phonemes
Phonemes
No.
Distinctive features
/i/
/æ/
/ܺ/
/a/
/y/ /œ/ /u/
1 compact (Cp)
í
+
í
+
í
+
í
2 grave (G)
í
í
+
+
í
í
+
3 flat (Fl)
í
í
í
í
+
+
+

/ܧ/
+
+
+
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The tree diagram of this system is fully symmetrical (see figure
150

25).

1

2

2

3

/i/

3

/y/

/ܺ/

3

/u/

/æ/

3

/œ/

/a/

/ܧ/

Figure 25. Tree diagram of Turkish vowel phonemes

§ 208. The vowel system of standard Lithuanian can be described
with these features of the universal “alphabet”: 1) “tense”–“lax,”
2) “acute”–“grave,” 3) “compact”–“non-compact,” 4) “diffuse”–“nondiffuse.” In addition, since Lithuanian has the phonemes /uo ie/ of
gliding articulation and quality, we would need to add the feature pair
“non-uniform (gliding)”–“uniform (non-gliding),” which is not characteristic of this “alphabet.”151
150

This is a classic example of an ideal phonological system, since each
distinctive feature is exploited to the fullest, and there is no single feature more
than is strictly necessary to distinguish at least minimally all phonemes from one
another.
The number (P) of distinctive features of an ideal system can be found using
the formula P = log2 F (F is the number of phonemes) [Lomtev 1976: 110ff.;
Stepanov 1975a: 67–68]. If we perform the calculations using this formula, it
becomes clear that for an ideal system of eight phonemes only three distinctive
features are needed: P = log2 8 = 3. And, in fact, the Turkish vowel system consists of eight phonemes, differentiated by three binary features. Such a perfectly
symmetrical system is a great rarity: the number of distinctive features is almost
always greater than the ideal. For example, the five binary features of Lithuanian
vowels (see § 178, table 19) could differentiate thirty-two phonemes, rather than
twelve; the nine phonemes (see § 169, table 16) distinguishing Lithuanian consonants would suffice for 512 phonemes. All twelve features could “handle” a
fantastical system of 4096 phonemes.
151
Non-standard features are often needed by other researchers as well (cf.
[Lekomceva 1962], which makes reference to the non-standard opposition
“reduced”–“non-reduced”).
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The choice of other features can easily be based on a spectral
analysis (see § 195 and table 25).
The index of tenseness for long vowels (T) is in all cases significantly greater than for corresponding short vowels.152 Of course,
instead of the pair presented in the table, we could also have chosen
the prosodic pair “long”–“short” (cf. [Šaumjan 1962: 156]), but in
those cases where two types of solution are possible, adherents of
dichotomous phonology give priority to internal or inherent (that is,
spectral) features of Jakobson’s “alphabet.” The tense vowels [i. eࡡ . æ.]
should be considered acute, since their second formant (F2) is in the
high frequency zone; that is, it exceeds a frequency of 1500 Hz. The
contrasting [u. o. a.] have a relatively low second formant, close to the
first. The features “acute”–“grave” should be reversed, since Lithuanian acute vowels are the marked members of this opposition (see
§ 144 and 172) and should therefore have a positive feature.
Of the acute tense vowels, the most compact are [æ. e] (for their
index of compactness, see table 25) and the most diffuse is [i.]; of the
grave vowels, the most compact is [a.] and the most diffuse is [u.]. In
addition, the results of a spectral analysis show that the values of
compactness and diffuseness are not absolute, but relative. The vowel
[o.], as a sound, is more compact than [æ.], but it is not a compact
phoneme, since the system of grave vowels includes the more compact [a.]. The vowels [u. o.] also have the feature “flat,” contrasting
with the “plain” of all other vowels, but this logically follows from
other features: /“+V” & “íCo” & “íAc” & “íCp”/ ĺ [“+Fl”].153 The
feature “compact”–“diffuse” should be split in two, since Lithuanian
tense vowels have three tongue heights, rather than two (cf. § 199 and
[Šaumjan 1962: 156]).
The results of a spectral analysis of lax vowels are usually
analogous, so we will not stop to examine these.
In principle, it would be possible to do without the fifth feature
pair, “gliding”–“non-gliding.” Since the beginning of [uo ie] is clearly
“diffuse” and the end is nearly “compact,” we could consider its
152

The situation is evidently different in the North Žemaitic dialect, where,
for example, short [e] appears even more tense than [e.], while the index of
tenseness for the other vowels is much lower than in the standard language.
153
That is, “flat.”
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spectral variability a result of the interaction of the opposite features
“compact” and “diffuse.” But, firstly, this solution appears too paradoxical, and secondly, it does not accord well with the great articulatory closeness of [uo] and [o.], [ie] and [eࡡ .] (cf. § 175).
After these considerations, we can create a matrix of vowel phonemes (see table 27; the features in parentheses are needed only if we
include the marginal <e/eࡡ > in the system; otherwise there would be
zeroes in their place), differing from the previous one (see § 178,
table 19) only in the names of the distinctive features.
Table 27. Acoustic distinctive features of the vowels of standard Lithuanian154
Phonemes
No.
Features
/e/ /e./ /i/ /i./ /eࡡ ./ /ie/ /a/ /a./ /u/ /u./ /o./ /uo/
1 tense (T)
í + í + + + í + í + + +
2 acute (Ac)
+ + + + + + í í í í í í
3 compact (Cp)
+ + í í í í + + í í í í
4 diffuse (D)
0 0 (+) + í í 0 0 (+) + í í
5 gliding (Gl)
0 0 0 0 í + 0 0 0 0 í +

A tree diagram of this classification would coincide with the one
created on the basis of the articulatory feature matrix (see § 178,
figure 18), except that the numbers at the nodes would now refer to
the corresponding acoustic features.
§ 209. The consonant system described with universal binary
features differs somewhat from the one examined earlier (see § 169,
table 16). First, certain acoustic features unite sounds of different
articulations; second, due to a certain unwieldiness of the universal
“alphabet,” we need to divide the /k t p/ and /g d b/ triads somewhat
differently, and even somewhat disturb their syntagmatic classification.
Following Gunnar Fant [Fant 1964: 208], we venture here to unite
/v vࡏ j/, /l lࡏ r ܂/, and /m mࡏ n nࡏ / (on the sonorant nature of the latter, see
[Plakunova 1967; 1968]) into a single class, since this is required by
their syntagmatic relations with other phonemes (for an earlier interpretation, see [Girdenis 1981a: 158–159]): the phonemes /j v vࡏ / contrast with other non-nasal sonorants as “diffuse” to “compact.” Keeping
in mind the relativity of distinctive features, we will reject “discontinuous” as a distinctive feature of /r ܂/; this would unacceptably split
154

Eng. gliding is an ad hoc translation of the corresponding Lithuanian term
kintamasis; the abbreviation is Gl.
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these phonemes off from the entire sonorant class. The discontinuous
nature of these consonants can easily be accounted for by the general
rule /“+V” & “+Co” & “íN” & “+Cp” & “íG”/ ĺ [“íCn”].
Of the numerous other features explainable by general rule,
especially noteworthy is the flatness of “non-sharp” phonemes:155
/“íV” & “íSh”/ ĺ [“+F1”] (see § 206).
The distinctive feature matrix would now look like this (see
table 28; as in table 16, the symbols for hard consonants represent
both sharp and plain phonemes).
Table 28. Acoustic distinctive features of consonants in standard Lithuanian
Phonemes
Distinctive
No.
features
k g t d p b c  ݤþ ۤ s z š ž l r j v
1 vocalic (V)
í í í í í í í í í í í í í í + + + +
2 nasal (N)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 í í í í
3 continuant (Cn) í í í í í í í í í í + + + + 0 0 0 0
4 strident (St)
í í í í í í + + + + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 compact (Cp)
6 grave (G)
7 voiced (Vc)
í + í + í + í + í + í + í + 0 0 0 0
8 sharp (Sh)
± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 0 ±

n
+
+
0
0

m
+
+
0
0

0 0
± ±

§ 210. It is also possible to create a general distinctive feature
matrix which combines both vowels and consonants; such systems are
presented in many works on dichotomous phonology (see, for example,
[Kazlauskas 1966; Perebyjnis 1970: 62; Muljaþiü 1972: 36]). But in
constructing “universal” systems, we must inevitably neglect syntagmatic relations among phonemes, together with phoneme classes
and correlations revealed by neutralization (cf. [Širokov 1965: 95]),
since vowel subsystems generally show one type of feature hierarchy,
while consonant subsystems show another. In combining all features
into a single system, we must disregard the phoneme relations of one
subsystem or the other. This would not be good, since it is in fact
relations which are the main object of phonological study; distinctive
features should only be the material and even somewhat arbitrary
expression of these relations.
155

This has been demonstrated by Aldonas Pupkis and his students (for
example, [Dogelytơ 1973]).
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Unfortunately, the founders of dichotomous phonology gave
little attention to syntagmatic relations. Their primary, and, we might
say, almost exclusive “hero” was distinctive features, and Jakobson
and his supporters were inclined to sacrifice all other phonological
phenomena and relations. Even the question of feature hierarchy was
of little interest to them (cf. [Žuravlev 1979: 17]). As a result, they
essentially created not a new, independent theory of phonology, but
only a universal analytic phonetic alphabet which permits a description of the distinctive features of different languages based on the
same principles. The future will show just how universal this alphabet
actually is, but the idea itself will almost certainly never be rejected.
This is also shown by the works of adherents of generative phonology,
which operate with a finite (though much larger) list of universal
binary features (see, for example, [Chomsky, Halle 1968: 298ff.]),
although this approach has almost nothing in common with classical
phonology. It is true that the generativists returned to the articulatory
aspect of features, but this must simply be explained by the thenfashionable motor theory of speech perception, rather than by any
principal difference in views.
The greatest achievement of the dichotomous theory is undoubtedly the clearly and strictly formulated principle of binary oppositions.
While it is true that there are some very consistent opponents of
binarism (for example, Martinet), most phonologists (and not just phonologists) accept it without reservation. What drives support for this
principle is not so much the criterion of simplicity or the impetus of
information theory, as, most importantly, the fact that syntagmatic
relations among phonemes (and other linguistic elements) are without
question binary. If we classify phonemes first of all on the basis of
these relations, we will inevitably obtain binary classes and binary
features for these classes.
In evaluating the dichotomous theory, it should also not be forgotten that it successfully brought together the ideas of phonology and
the achievements of acoustic phonetics, and created a reliable scholarly apparatus for interpreting the results of acoustic experiments phonologically.
§ 211. In concluding our remarks on dichotomous phonology, it
should be noted that this theory has been significantly compromised
by numerous rather superficial studies of diverse phonological
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systems which operate with an “alphabet” of distinctive features. In
many such works we will not find much true phonology, except for
the terms themselves, the matrices, and the tree diagrams (for a
justified criticism, see [Širokov 1965: 95 et passim]). It seems that
these authors were under the illusion that these external attributes
form the essence of dichotomous phonology (or even phonology in
general).
In fact, the universal “alphabet” of features is only a handy tool
for summarizing the results of a thorough analysis of syntagmatic and
paradigmatic relations; it cannot of itself turn a phonetic study into a
phonemic one (cf. [Horálek 1965: 366]). On the other hand, a good
phonological work may not refer to the binary features of dichotomous theory at all, but (like a very individualistic phonetic transcription) this would reduce its accessibility, and make it difficult to correlate the results with instrumental research on the acoustics of sounds.

f) DISTINCTIVE FEATURES AND SEMANTIC
COMPONENTIAL ANALYSIS
§ 212. The analysis of phonemes into distinctive features is quite reminiscent of semantic componential analysis, which plays a large role in contemporary work on semantics. This research is based on the assumption that every
more complex lexical meaning, or meaning of grammatical forms or categories,
can be considered a combination of more elementary semantic components, socalled sememes. For example, the most typical meanings of the words man,
woman, boy, girl, sheep, ram, lamb can be described as combinations of roughly
these smallest binary components: 1) “human”–“non-human,”156 2) “child”–
“non-child,” 3) “female”–“non-female.” Componential analysis can be shown in
a table which does not differ from a phoneme matrix (see table 29).
Table 29. Example of semantic componential analysis
Words
Components
man
woman
boy
girl
sheep
human
+
+
+
+
í
child
í
í
+
+
í
female
í
+
í
+
+

ram
í
í
í

lamb
í
+
0

156

These two components have been singled out somewhat arbitrarily: in a
broader context, we would need more components distinguishing various living
creatures; a sheep, after all, is not just “non-human,” but also “non-cow,” etc.
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We could also use this table to draw a typical tree diagram. But even without
this, it is clear that there is an obvious isomorphism between phoneme structure
and the semantic composition of words, and that the decomposition of phonemes
into distinctive features and semantic componential analysis are essentially the
same procedures. Only semantic research is of course far more complicated than
phonological research.
It should be noted that even the general direction of semantic research in
recent years has become increasingly similar to that of dichotomous phonology.
Semanticists also intensively seek universal components of meaning, common to
all languages. There have even been quite fruitful attempts to derive all meaning
from just a few primary components—“semantic primitives” (see, for example,
[Wierzbicka 1972])—although at present the number of “primitives” is several
times greater.

g) SUMMARY REMARKS
§ 213. In investigating the paradigmatic relations of phonemes
and in seeking their distinctive features, the following more important
claims and principles should be kept in mind.
1. Paradigmatic relations are possible only among phonemes
which are found in the same position; in other words, to form a single
paradigm. Since vowels and consonants are used in different positions, they can only have syntagmatic relations.
2. The result of an analysis of paradigmatic relations is a set of
distinctive features—the smallest simultaneous phonological units,
realized as individual properties of sounds and distinguishing
phonemes from one another.
3. Paradigmatic relations and distinctive features first and foremost represent syntagmatic phoneme classes. Phonetic properties
which distinguish certain syntagmatic classes from others are highly
important distinctive features in those cases where the members of different classes are found in the same position.
4. In establishing distinctive features, neutralization phenomena
should also be taken into account. Correlation marks revealed by neutralization are important distinctive features, determined by the system
itself.
5. When we cannot rely on syntagmatic relations or neutralization, we should first consider phoneme frequency and the auditory
properties of sounds representing phonemes—their similarity or lack
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thereof—as perceived by ear. We can depend least of all on the data of
acoustic and articulatory phonetics; they are only used to describe
already established distinctive features.
6. In establishing distinctive features, it is most useful to assume
that all phonological oppositions are binary and whenever possible to
formulate research results in terms of a universal “alphabet” of distinctive features.
7. The decomposition of phonemes into distinctive features is
related to componential analysis of meaning.
§ 214. In conclusion, we should add that distinctive features can
neither displace nor replace phonemes. A phoneme is not a mechanical sum of features; it often needs to be treated as a relatively homogeneous, rather than complex, unit (see, for example, [Dukel’skij 1962:
126; Šaumjan 1962: 114; Zinder 1979: 43]). This must be said first of
all regarding syntagmatic relations, whose analysis would become
indescribably complicated if we were to reject the phoneme as the true
object of these relations. The phoneme is also most often the prime
agent in many diachronic events, although in some cases, individual
distinctive features may also change, as well as units larger than the
phoneme.157
Quite the same can be said regarding the phonological syllable
and word; they are likewise not a simple sum of lower-level units (cf.
[Popela 1966: 75]). In general, it would be most logical to maintain
the view that distinctive features directly distinguish only phonemes,
rather than words or syllables. Phonemes are distinguishing elements
of the syllable, and syllables are distinguishing elements of the word,
etc. (cf. § 25–30). Each unit of a higher level has its own characteristic
properties and functions, just as a house is not just a sum of bricks,
mortar, metal, wood and glass, but a specific structure with its own
spatial relations and its own functions.
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In fact, it is almost always allophones which change first, rather than phonemes. This had already been demonstrated in the nineteenth century by Karl
Verner with his celebrated law, which famously explained exceptions to
Germanic consonant mutations (Lautverschiebung) (see [Verner 1877]).
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1. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
§ 215. The above analysis of syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations broke each phoneme down into distinctive features—the smallest
simultaneous units with distinctive function. Every phoneme can now
be considered a simultaneous combination of distinctive features,
every syllable a linear sequence of phonemes, and every word a linear
sequence of syllables. However, neither the smallest nor the largest of
such units would be sufficient to identify even the shortest utterance
or sentence. For example, the word tù ‘you’, singled out with all its
physical properties from Salomơja Nơris’s sentence Tù nubùsi vidurͿ
naktiͅs ‘You will wake up in the middle of the night’, cannot be
replaced by the similar sounding but nevertheless different utterances
Tu? or Tu.,1 although they are formed with the same syllable and consist of the same phonemes /t u/, whose distinctive features all coincide.
It is easy to verify this with a simple experiment. If we record
the first, longer, utterance on magnetic tape and carefully erase all
words except the first, and then present the remaining fragment tù…
to listeners or listen to it carefully ourselves, we will easily agree that
this fragment differs from the utterances Tu? and Tu. and can in no
way replace them. Thus, in addition to words, syllables, and phonemes
and their distinctive features, every utterance and every sentence contains additional simultaneous units which differentiate entire sentences
or other units and sequences larger than the phoneme. These are the
above-mentioned (see § 32–34) suprasegmental phonological units, as
distinguished from linear, or segmental, units and distinctive features.
1

This phrase could be an answer to a certain question (for example, “Who
will be speaking today?”).
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§ 216. As the term itself suggests, suprasegmental units should
essentially be secondary phonological phenomena, which only supplement the basic—linear—elements. This impression might also arise
from the description given above (§ 33). But in fact neither phonemes
nor words can exist without suprasegmental units, since only they turn
lifeless phonemes, syllables, and words into true sentences and utterances (cf. [Kacnel’son 1971: 138–139]). A sentence without intonation is just as impossible as a sentence without words (cf. [Solncev
1977: 188–191]).
The illusion of the greater significance of words and other linear
units arises perhaps because many writing systems meticulously
record these elements, but indicate suprasegmental phenomena only
approximately. Stress, pitch accent, and tone are often fully ignored,
and intonation is shown only by punctuation marks, very generalized
and simplified. Additionally, linear units convey and differentiate
more varied and complex referential information.
§ 217. Thus, every larger phonological unit, first and foremost
the sentence, is a combination of linear and suprasegmental units (or,
figuratively speaking, an “orchestra” of these units [Milewski 1965:
26]). Somewhat simplifying the actual situation, we could say that Tu? =
/tù/ & /?/, Tu. = /tù/ & /./, Tu! = /tù/ & /!/, etc. (/?/, /./, /!/ denote the
corresponding intonation here). The first suprasegmental unit (/?/)
marks “question,” the second “statement,” the third “exclamation,”
and they thus convey a certain content. But we cannot utter these units
separately, since they are only formed by certain modulations in the
pitch, intensity, and articulatory duration of a word’s syllables and
phonemes. Here, one sign, expressed by words, their syllables, phonemes, and distinctive features, merges with another sign, expressed
by these modulations. Every sentence fragment therefore conveys
several signs simultaneously, some by means of linear units, others by
means of suprasegmentals.
Even a single intonation is a highly complex phenomenon. It
interweaves elements of content and expression, representational and
expressive functions of sounds, even purely linguistic and so-called
paralinguistic phenomena (cf. [Girdjanis 1976: 106 (= Girdenis 2000c:
369)]).2 Therefore, intonational phenomena are usually not the pur2

Paralinguistic elements (from Gk. ʌĮȡ‘ ޠalongside, nearby’ and linguistic)
are non-linguistic phenomena and signs which accompany acts of speech:
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view of phonology, but of the above-mentioned (§ 17) comprehensive
discipline of intonology (see [Svetozarova 1982: 14]), which studies
speech melody, dynamics, and speech rate from the standpoint of
various functions (for details, see [Ceplitis 1974 and references]). The
area of this research which is closest to phonology is sometimes called
sentence phonetics or sentence phonology. Word phonology, which is
the object of the present study, is interested in intonation only in so far
as it is connected with the suprasegmental elements of a word.
The present work also does not consider issues of so-called
intrinsic (non-functional) prosody. First, they are only indirectly connected with phonology, in so far as they are components of distinctive
features. Second, we have long had Pakerys’s exhaustive study, a
major part of which is in fact devoted to intrinsic prosodic phenomena
[Pakerys 1982: 10–15, 17–25, 43–48].3

2. NON-PROSODIC SUPRASEGMENTAL UNITS
a) TYPES OF SUPRASEGMENTAL UNITS
§ 218. In separating out suprasegmental units which differentiate
certain larger speech fragments, the overall number of phonological
units is always reduced, and a description and interpretation of the
entire linguistic system is often simplified. Indeed, if intonation were
not distinguished, we would need to consider Tu?, Tu. and Tu!
completely different words, and we would find yet another word of
related meaning in the sentence Tù nubùsi vidurͿ naktiͅs, and still
another in the sentence Eıլ k˾ tù! ‘Go on!’ and so forth, ad infinitum.
Such a solution would not only complicate the lexicon and grammar;
it would also be intuitively unacceptable: even the most naive informants understand perfectly well that we have the same word tù in all
these utterances. If we separate out intonation as a suprasegmental unit,
we can further examine this word grammatically and phonologically,
gestures, mimicry, individual overall tone of voice (for example, its tenderness,
roughness, pitch range, hoarseness, etc.; see [Nikolaeva, Uspenskij 1966;
Renský 1966; Kol’šanskij 1974]).
3
Pakerys is also the author of the term intrinsic prosody [savaiminơ prozodija].
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regardless of modulations in pitch, intensity, and duration, which are
now included in a separate system belonging to the sentence rather
than the word (see, for example, [Harris 1963: 45–58; Nikolaeva
1977: 4–9 et passim; Solncev 1977: 188ff.]).
§ 219. In addition to sentence intonation, which is certainly a
bilateral unit [Solncev 1977: 187, 190 and references], certain features
of the word and syllable are usually considered suprasegmental units:
stress, tone, and pitch accent, often called syllable intonation or syllable accent [Zinder 1979: 257ff.]. These features are usually called
prosodic units, and their phonologically significant nuclei—prosodemes [Hammarström 1966: 33–37]. Prosodic units for the most part
differ from distinctive features in phonetic expression as well; they
usually consist not of timbre (spectral or inherent) properties of
sounds, but of modulations in pitch, loudness, and articulatory
duration, similar to features of intonation, although they are often
accompanied by certain changes in sound quality as well (cf. [Fry
1965; Hammarström 1966: 35; Bondarko, Verbickaja, Zinder 1966;
Pakerys 1967a; 1967b; 1968; 1982: 183–185]; for a theoretical justification, see [Ginzburg 1966: 98ff.]). But various other sound features,
in addition to prosodic features, can also be interpreted as suprasegmental units, as long as they characterize and differentiate stretches of
sound larger than the phoneme (cf. [Allerton 1965: 203]).

b) FOUR INTERPRETATIONS OF LITHUANIAN
CONSONANT SOFTNESS
§ 220. The softness and hardness of consonants in standard
Lithuanian and especially the dialectal West Aukštaitic of the Kaunas
area (Suvalkija) could be considered an example of features which can
be interpreted as suprasegmental units, although when we examined
paradigmatic relations among consonants, we assigned them without
further discussion to distinctive features of phonemes. This interpretation was based on the prior assumption that fronted back vowels are
allophones of the “pure” back vowels. But the actual situation is far
more complicated.
As we know (see § 136, table 14 and [Girdenis 1967a
(= Girdenis 2000b: 313ff.)]), hard (plain) consonants are used word257
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finally ([—#], position 5) before “pure” back vowels ([—Vu], position
1) and before hard consonants ([—C], position 3). Soft (“sharp”)
consonants are found only before front vowels ([—Vi], position 2),
soft consonants ([—Cࡏ ], position 4), and fronted back vowels ([—Vuࡆ ],
part of position 1). On the other hand, “pure” back vowels can only
follow a pause ([#—]) or hard consonants ([C—]); front vowels
follow a pause ([#—]) or soft consonants ([Cࡏ —]), and fronted back
vowels only follow soft consonants ([Cࡏ —]). Thus, only the following
types of sequences are possible: a) iC, uC; b) (C)Cu; c) (Cյ )Cյ uլ (the
number of elements in parentheses can vary from zero to three), cf.:
[vࡏ e˚܂žࡏ ˚lࡏ ˚uࡆ Ғ Ғ s] “veržliùs” ‘impetuous, dashing-ACC.PL.M’ : [vࡏ er˚ž˚á˚ùs]
“veržlùs” ‘impetuous, dashing-NOM.SG.M’ : [vࡏ e܂žࡏ lࡏ ıࡆ ]Ғ “veržlıլ ̖ ” ‘impetuous, dashing-NOM.SG.F’.4
Before front vowels, soft consonants, and fronted back vowels,
there is automatic softness of consonants; in all other positions, they
are hard. But the vowels, especially the “pure” and fronted back
vowels, depend equally well on position, since the former can only
follow a pause or hard consonant, and the latter can only follow a soft
consonant,5 that is, they are in complementary distribution.
This unique situation makes possible four interpretations of consonantal softness, one of which is suprasegmental [Girdenis 1967a
(= Girdenis 2000b: 314f.)] (on a similar situation in Proto-Slavic, see
[Vinokur 1962]).
1. It may be assumed that front vowels, fronted back vowels, and
“pure” back vowels have a distinctive function and perform the role of
independent phonemes. In this case, the hard and soft consonants
would be allophones of the same phoneme (see table 30), since they

4

For details on these phenomena and processes, which are irrelevant for phonological analysis, see [Vajtkjaviþjute 1979].
5
Here and elsewhere, it should be remembered that softness and hardness are
the “impressionistic” (auditory, psycholinguistic) counterparts of the articulatory
features of palatalization and velarization (or simply absence of palatalization),
corresponding to which on the acoustic plane are “sharp” and “plain” (or “flat”).
Avoiding these terms and using only, say, the articulatory ones, would be unnecessarily pedantic, devoid of phonological meaning. One should not forget
that what is important in phonology are oppositions themselves, rather than their
phonetic basis.
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are in complementary distribution; soft or hard pronunciation is selfevident from the position.6
Table 30. Interpretation of consonant softness in standard Lithuanian (version I)
Positions
Sound
Interpretation
types
[—u] [—uࡆ ]
[—i]
[—C] [—Cࡏ ] [—#]
[C]
+
+
+
/C/
[Cࡏ ]
+
+
+

In this interpretation, the system of long vowel phonemes would
be:
/i./
/ie/
/eࡡ ./

/e./

/uࡆ ./
/uࡆ o/
/ܞ./

/a./

/u./
/uo/
/o./

Between vowels of the type /u/ and /uࡆ /, we would have a correlation which is neutralized after a pause (i.e., in absolute word-initial
position). The above-mentioned forms would be transcribed /veržluࡆ Ғ Ғ s/ :
/veržlùs/ : /veržlıࡆ /Ғ .
2. In the second case, we distinguish individual soft (“sharp”)
and hard (“plain”) consonant phonemes, contrasting before back
vowels. Fronted and “pure” back vowels are allophones of the same
back vowel phonemes (see table 31): /vࡏ e܂žࡏ lࡏ ùs/ : /vࡏ eržlùs/ : /vࡏ e܂žࡏ lࡏ ıࡆ /Ғ or
/VeRŽlࡏ ùS/ : /VeRŽlùS/ : /VeRŽLıࡆ /Ғ (archiphonemes are marked with special characters).
Table 31. Interpretation of consonant softness in standard Lithuanian (version II)
Positions
Sound
Interpretation
types
[#—]
[Cࡏ —]
[C—]
[i]
+
+
/i/
[uࡆ ]
+
/u/
[u]
+
+
6

In individual urban idiolects (individual speech varieties), this system may
be contradicted by such internationalisms and professional jargon as [k˚úlࡏ tas]
“kùltas” ‘cult’, [p˚úlࡏ sas] “pùlsas” ‘pulse’, [á.ágebra] “álgebra” ‘algebra’,
[buhá.átࡏ e܂is] “buhálteris” ‘book-keeper’, but these cannot be considered facts of
the normative standard language (cf. [Vajtkjaviþjute 1979: 36] and [Girdenis,
Pupkis 1979 (= Girdenis 2000c: 349ff.)]). The situation may be different in the
dialects, but their phonological systems also differ.
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3. Consonant softness can also be considered a manifestation of
the articulatorily and acoustically similar phoneme /j/ (cf. § 71, likewise [Merlingen 1970: 343–344; Žulys 1975: 66]), since combinations
of the type Cju and Cյ uլ are in complementary distribution: in simplex
words [j] can only occur with initial [p], [b] (bjaurùs ‘ugly’, spjáuti
‘spit-INF’); in all other cases, we only have Cյ uլ -type sequences: words
of the type atjóti ‘come (on horseback)-INF’, Gaıլ d˾ jurgis [surname] do
not contradict this, since their C + [j]-clusters are “undone” by open
juncture (cf. § 36). Before consonants and front vowels, softness
would only be a feature of allophones.
In this case, the transcription of the above forms would be
/veržljùs/ : /veržlùs/ : /veržlıࡆ /Ғ .
4. A suprasegmental interpretation of consonantal softness is
also possible. Just such an approach is assumed by the so-called
phoneme cluster hypothesis (Ru. ɝɪɭɩɩɨɮɨɧɟɦɚ; see, for example,
[Žuravlev 1966]; cf. [Kazlauskas 1968b]).7
Since consonant clusters are always either fully hard or soft, and
since their softness cannot be separated from the front or fronted
articulation of a following vowel, it is safe to assume that it is not the
individual phonemes which have the property of hardness or softness,
but entire (C)Cu-type sequences, that is, that entire sequences of the
type (Cյ )Cյ uլ and (C)Cu contrast. If these features distinguish sequences, rather than separate phonemes, we must consider them suprasegmental units. Thus (Cյ )Cյ uլ = (C ִ )Cu = (C)Cu & / ࢎ / (the arc here
refers to the suprasegmental unit of softness). Thus, we now might
transcribe the above words /veࢎržlùs/ : /veržlùs/ : /veržlıࡆ /Ғ . In the third
example, the softness feature is neutralized and can therefore remain
unindicated. The hardness feature can also be left without a special
symbol, since it is the unmarked member of this opposition of
suprasegmental units.
The actual properties of the sounds can now be explained as
resulting from the suprasegmental elements in question (see table 32).
As we see, sounds of the type [C] and [Cࡏ ], [u] and [uࡆ ] would be allophones of the phonemes /C/ and /u/ in this case, since they are used in
different positions: some are used in those sequences which have the
7

The novel concept of universal accommodation is also based on the assumption of such a “phoneme” [Martynov 1966; 1968].
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suprasegmental feature “hard,” and others in those which have the
suprasegmental feature “soft.”
Table 32. Interpretation of consonant softness in standard Lithuanian
(version IV)
Sound
Positions
Interpretation
types
hard sequences
soft sequences
[C]
+
/C/
[Cࡏ ]
+
[u]
+
/u/
[uࡆ ]
+

In Lithuanian dialects, these units may in some cases even span
several syllables. For example, in the above-mentioned North
Žemaitic words Ш́֡.tյ ́nյ ͕̖ “rıլ ̖tiniu” ‘roll, scroll-INS.SG’ and rѓ֡ .tѓ
̙ ̙n͕̖
“rıլ ̖tinu” ‘roll-1SG.PRS’ (see § 206), the features of softness and
hardness are spread throughout the entire word; we could transcribe
the first example /rҽࢎޘtҽnӑҒ/ and the second /rҽҒtҽnӑҒ/. Vowel harmony
phenomena could be interpreted in a similar fashion (for example,
[Lyons 1968: 128–131 = Lajonz 1978: 141–144; Lyons 1972: 278–
279; Kuznecov 1966: 216; Reformatskij 1966; Garde 1968: 62–66;
Vinogradov 1972: 345–351; Širokov 1973; Hyman 1975: 233–236]).
§ 221. From a purely phonological standpoint, all the above
interpretations of consonantal hardness and softness are possible. The
third, “[j]” interpretation, seems the least suitable, since it very much
complicates the syntagmatic relations of phonemes; it makes possible
four-member initial clusters (cf. striùkas ‘jacket’ = /strjùkas/), and
imposes the awkward automatic alternation /j/ : 0/ (cf. sakiaǊ ‘say-1SG.
PST’ : sakeıլ ˾ ‘say-2SG.PST’) and corresponding syllable boundaries (cf.
aviǐ˾ ‘sheep-GEN.PL’ = /a-vjǊ./ and naujǐ˾ ‘new-GEN.PL’ = /nav-jǊ./).
We could say that this is no longer a classical interpretation, but a
generative one (cf. [Heeschen 1968: 221–223; Kenstowicz 1972: 10]).
Of the other interpretations, the most acceptable would seem to
be the fourth, that is, the suprasegmental one. If Lithuanian did not
have declension and conjugation, we would undoubtedly choose it
without hesitation. But this is not the case, and therefore neither this
solution, nor the first, is satisfactory from the standpoint of grammatical expediency (cf. § 59 and 61), since it destroys the identity of
grammatical structure in forms such as kalù ‘forge-1SG.PRS’ : galiù
‘be able-1SG.PRS’, tơ̗ vo ‘father-GEN.SG’ : brólio ‘brother-GEN.SG’ and
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complicates their morphological and derivational interpretation. In
assigning hardness or softness to a stem-final consonant, we easily
avoid these complications.
Thus the second—traditional—interpretation appears to be the
most acceptable (see also § 223 below). However, this by no means
suggests that only the classical interpretation is correct. Even if one
agrees with this solution, it must be remembered that in Lithuanian
hardness and softness is not in fact a property of individual sounds,
but of entire sequences of sounds. In this regard, standard Lithuanian
differs fundamentally from Russian, for example, in which the consonants have a free correlation of consonantal softness, independent of
neighboring vowels.8 Certain Lithuanian dialects (especially eastern)
also approach such a system (cf. [Girdenis 1983a (= Girdenis 2000c:
290f.)]).
A full typological picture of a linguistic system emerges from all
possible phonological interpretations, rather than just a single one
(however well motivated); phonological solutions which seemingly
contradict one another clarify and enrich one another. What is noteworthy about the timbre correlation of Lithuanian consonants is that
they can be treated in four ways; this is a very significant and archaic
feature.

c) OTHER EXAMPLES AND SOME REMARKS
ON “PROSODIC” PHONOLOGY
§ 222. In addition to consonantal hardness and softness in Lithuanian, other features, which in certain cases delimit and unite entire
sequences of phonemes, can also be considered suprasegmental units.
For example, the voicing and voicelessness of the non-sonorant
(obstruent) consonants could be interpreted in this way, since this
feature is always shared by an entire sequence of such phonemes:
lãzdą ‘stick-ACC.SG’ : lą˾stą ‘kennel-ACC.SG’, šnibždù ‘whisper1SG.PRS’ : šnipštù ‘flop-INS.SG’, ZdanͿs [surname] : StanͿs [surname].
8

Nevertheless, Jurij Stepanov has shown that even the hardness and softness
of Russian consonants can be considered suprasegmental elements of phoneme
sequences (see [Stepanov 1974 and references], also [Stepanov, Ơdel’man 1976:
216ff.]; for a similar interpretation of Belarusian consonantism, see [Padlužny
1969: 216ff.]).
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If we single out the suprasegmental units “hard” and “soft,” we can
treat the combinations /zd/, /bžd/ as simultaneous combinations of a
corresponding voiceless (unmarked) sequence /st/, /pšt/ and a voicing
element. Using the symbol “ í ” to denote suprasegmental voicing, we
št/ or /pšt/ & / í/, likewise
get: /zd/ = /sít/ or /st/ & / í/, /bžd/ = /pí
.
.
.
í
.
í
[áã zda ] = /lã sta /, [šࡏ nࡏ ib˚ž˚d˚ù] = /šࡏ nࡏ ipštù/. If we adhere to the
principle of generalization (on which see [El’mslev 1960b: 327]; cf.
[Robins 1972: 273; Harris 1963: 131]), individual voiced obstruents
must also be interpreted in this way: [b˚ùv˚o.] ‘be-3PST’ = /pࡃ ùvo./ ‘rot3PST’, [g˚u.bࡏ ܂ıࡆ .Ѻ s] ‘ridge’ = /kࡃ up܂ıࡆ .Ѻ s/ ‘humpback’, etc.
We can similarly interpret the hissing and hushing (dental and
palato-alveolar) articulations of S-type consonants and affricates,
Arabic emphatic consonants and the backing of adjacent vowels (cf.
§ 205), and also such Lithuanian dialectal phenomena as various
vowel assimilations and accommodations.
§ 223. Of all approaches to phonology, it is the London School,
whose most prominent representative is John Firth (see [Kubrjakova
1964]), which has most fervently embraced suprasegmental interpretations. Phonologists of this school call all suprasegmental elements
prosodies ([Firth 1973]), and this approach is therefore often called
the prosodic school or prosodic phonology.
For proponents of prosodic phonology, the suprasegmental
interpretations of soft and hard consonants examined above would be
the only ones. They would often go even further, treating as independent “prosodies” vowel length, consonantal and vocalic labialization,
etc. (cf. [Firth 1973; Robins 1972; Lyons 1968: 127–131 = Lajonz
1978: 141–144]; for a consistent prosodic conception of the origin of
Indo-European consonantism, see [Klyþkov 1981: 135–139 and references]).9
Similar units—phonological long components—were also singled out by certain descriptivists (for example, [Harris 1963: 125–149;
1972]; cf. [Sljusareva 1960: 105; Lyons 1968: 105–108 = Lajonz
1978: 120–123 and figure 3; Voronkova 1981: 87]), but they based
themselves not so much on the phonetic features of sounds, as on their
distribution (cf. [Fischer-Jørgensen 1975: 99–101]).
9

Among Lithuanian phonologists, Kazimieras Garšva is especially close to
this approach (at least in some of his works; cf. [Garšva 1977c: 70–74 et passim]
and [Kaþiuškienơ 1983: 33]).
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§ 224. There is no question that in singling out suprasegmental
units or “long components,” we always reduce the inventory of phonemes and phonological units overall. After such an operation, we can
often formulate rules of syntagmatic relations (phonotactics) more
simply as well. But more often still, this complicates rules of grammar
and derivation. If, for example, voiceless consonants are regularly
voiced before a morpheme represented by (or beginning with) /d/ (for
example, Lith. kãsa ‘dig-3PRS’ : kà[z]davo ‘dig-3PST.FREQ’), it is far
easier and more natural to speak of neutralization or even traditional
assimilation than of a suprasegmental unit encompassing an entire
sequence. After all, this unit “radiates out” from a single source—the
voiced [d]. Since it is only this sound which is the basis for the entire
voicing chain, the distinctive feature of voicing should be assigned to it.
The same could be said regarding consonantal hardness and
softness and vowel fronting in Lithuanian. In the form vélnius ‘devilACC.PL’ [vࡏ é.lࡏ nࡏ uࡆ s], we unquestionably have the same ending as in the
form kélmus [kࡏ Ǚ.ámus] ‘stump-ACC.PL’, only it has undergone fronting, which proceeds from the source of palatalization, /nࡏ /. The preceding consonant also gets its softness from the same source, and the
articulation of the [e.] is somewhat higher and more close. This can be
represented schematically as follows:
vélnյࣱ us
We can explain in more or less the same way the pervasive
palatalization of the sounds in NŽem. Ш́֡.tյ ́nյ ͕̖ ‘roll, scroll-INS.SG’ (see
§ 220):
re̖ t́n
̙ յࣱ ͕
Thus a suprasegmental (or prosodic) interpretation of certain
features is the sole and necessary one only when it is not possible to
find a phoneme which could be considered a source, “radiating” features shared by other members of a sequence (cf. [Hyman 1975: 235;
Clements 1977]).
This implicit (not clearly formulated) assumption seems to
underlie all classical interpretations of distinctive features and prosodic phenomena, although no one has ever stated this clearly. We
must fully agree with Lyons, who considers that prosodic (suprasegmental), or, to use a more fashionable term, autosegmental (cf.
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[Clements 1977]) interpretations are better suited for some languages,
while purely phonemic interpretations are better suited for others
[Lyons 1972: 279–280]. Languages can even be divided into prosodic
and phonemic in this regard. This seems to be the right approach, but
it should be kept in mind that intermediate (mixed) language types are
also possible.

3. PROSODIC UNITS
a) STRESS
Į) CONCEPT AND FEATURES
§ 225. It is not difficult to show that Lithuanian has suprasegmental units differentiating entire words. For this, it suffices to compare pairs or larger groupings of words or word forms such as gıլ ̖ria
‘praise-3PRS’ : girià ‘woods’, kıլ ̖limas ‘rug’ : kilıլ ̖mas ‘rise’, nèši ‘carry2SG.FUT’ : nešıլ ̖ ‘carry-2SG.PRS’, rıլ ̖ši ‘tie-2SG.FUT’ : rišıլ ̖ ‘tie-2SG.PRS’,
lıլ ̖kime ‘remain-1PL.IMP’ : likıլ ̖me ‘fate-VOC.SG’ : likimè ‘fate-LOC.SG’.
These words differ in both meaning and sound, and therefore must
have at least a single different phonological unit with distinctive function, determining the lack of identity in expression.
And in fact in all these words one vowel is pronounced somewhat differently from the others: in kıլ ̖limas, nèši, lıլ ̖kime, rıլ ̖ši the vowel
in the first syllable is pronounced more clearly, with a higher pitch
and greater articulatory effort, while in kilıլ ̖mas, nešıլ ̖, likıլ ̖me, rišıլ ̖ it is
the second vowel. And so it would seem that vowels need to be
assigned still another distinctive feature pair, say “strong”–“weak”
(cf. [Jakobson 1962: 13; Challe 1962: 317, 321 et passim]; for critical remarks, see [Kuznecov 1970a: 176ff.]). If we introduce these
features, the subsystem of short vowels would be:
strong:
/ıࡆ /Ғ
/è/

weak:
/ù/
/à/

/ıࡆࡅ /
/Ɵ/

/ǎ/
/ă/

We might now treat the words in question as distinguished by
vowel phonemes: /nࡏ èšࡏ ıࡆࡅ /  /nࡏ Ɵšࡏ ıࡆ /Ғ , /lࡏ ıࡆ kҒ ࡏ ıࡆࡅ mࡏ Ɵ/  /lࡏ ikࡏ ıࡆ m
Ғ ࡏ Ɵ/  /lࡏ ıࡆࡅ kࡏ ıࡆࡅ mࡏ è/, etc. (cf.
the words pirk˾ Ċs ‘having bought’  kirp˾ Ċs ‘having cut’, pǌ˾tus ‘having
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blown’  tǌ˾pus ‘having perched’, where the consonants seem to be
similarly distinguished).
However, this interpretation would quickly run into great difficulty.
Let us draw a table of the distribution of “strong” and “weak”
vowels (see table 33).
Table 33. Distribution of “strong” and “weak” vowels in standard Lithuanian
Positions
Vowel
Interpretation
type
[—CVҒ ]
[—CVࡅ ]
[VҒ C—]
[Vࡅ C—]
[i]
+
+
/i/
[ıࡆ ]Ғ
+
+
[a]
+
+
/a/
[à]
+
+

As we see, the vowels are in complementary distribution: if in a
certain context we find a “strong” vowel, the other position (or more
precisely, positions) can only be occupied by a “weak” vowel, and if
there is a “weak” vowel in a certain context, the other position must be
occupied by a “strong” vowel. Thus it would appear that the vowels
[ıࡆࡅ ] and [ıࡆ ]Ғ , [Ɵ] and [è], [ă] and [à], [ǎ] and [ù] are allophones of the
same four phonemes /i e a u/. But this logical conclusion runs counter
to the facts. We clearly hear and know, after all, that rıլ ̖ši  rišıլ ̖, kıլ ̖limas
 kilıլ ̖ mas, lıլ ̖kime  likıլ ̖me, but the phonological transcription shows
complete identity for these words (/܂išࡏ i/ = /܂išࡏ i/, /nࡏ ešࡏ i/ = /nࡏ ešࡏ i/, etc.).
One gets the impression that words differing in meaning and sound
are expressed by the same phonological units, arranged in the same
order. Obviously, this cannot be the case.
An attempt to assign to syllables the distinguishing features of
the words and word forms in question would also lead to the same
impossible conclusion. We would find a similar complementary distribution between “weak” and “strong” syllables, “demonstrating” a
non-existent identity between these words and word forms. Thus, we
would again come to the conclusion that clearly different words are
fully identical.
In order to break this vicious circle, we must acknowledge that
the words in question differ not in phonemes or syllables, but in
suprasegmental units which distinguish entire words. The words gıլ ̖ria,
kıլ ̖limas, nèši, lıլ ̖kime, rıլ ̖ši and girià, kilıլ ̖mas, nešıլ ̖, likıլ ̖me, rišıլ ̖ differ in
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that the former have one kind of suprasegmental unit, and the latter,
another. The former suprasegmental unit sets the first syllable off
from the other syllables, while the latter sets off the second syllable.
We could represent the lack of identity in the pronunciation of these
syllables as follows: nèši = /nࡏ ešࡏ i/ & / –|– /, nešıլ ̖ = /nࡏ ešࡏ i/ & /–|–/, lıլ ̖kime =
/lࡏ ikࡏ imࡏ e/ & / –|–– /, likıլ ̖me = /lࡏ ikࡏ imࡏ e/ & /–|–|– /, likimè = /lࡏ ikࡏ imࡏ e/ & /––|–/
(cf. [Avanesov 1956: 21–22; Allerton 1965: 202; Kuznecov 1970b:
361–364; 1970c: 342]). As the very shape of these representations
suggests, the essence of these units is the syntagmatic contrast
between a single, more clearly pronounced syllable, and all other
syllables of the word.
This contrast between clearer and less-clear pronunciations of
syllables is accentuation, and the highlighting of one syllable against
the background of others is stress or accent. The more clearly pronounced syllables (or those with a clearer nucleus) are called stressed,
and other syllables are called unstressed (see also § 235). Since the
nature and structure of accentuation is determined by the stressed
syllable, in transcribing we usually use a special symbol only for this
syllable; the stresslessness of other syllables is self-evident, since
under normal conditions a word has only a single stress.
§ 226. A stressed syllable is the phonological core of a word,
and unstressed syllables form its periphery; a stressed syllable can
form an independent word, while an unstressed syllable is only a
component part of a more complex word, cf.: Kur ˾ tóks jùs vès?
‘Where will that one take you?’, Kàs kàs, tàs lès ‘Who digs, will peck
(food)’, etc. Dár tù mán þià kaǊk! ‘Cry about this now!’, or Ru. Ɍɭɬ
ɛɪɚɬ ɜɡɹɥ ɧɨɠ ‘Then brother took a knife’ [Šþerba 1974: 176] (see
also § 22). Thus, a stressed syllable occupies the same sort of position
in a word as a vowel does in a syllable; unstressed syllables in this
regard are reminiscent of consonants (see [Girdenis, Žulys 1967: 114
(= Girdenis 2000b: 162) and references]).
§ 227. Some linguists maintain that monosyllabic words in general do not and cannot have stress, since they lack a contrast of syllables pronounced in two ways (see, for example, [Reformatskij 1975:
40–42, 63–64; Pakerys 1967a: 130;10 Laigonaitơ 1978: 9–10]). But it
is difficult to support this view. First, applying it consistently, we
10

Pakerys later rightly rejected this view (see [Pakerys 1982: 105–107]).
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would have to admit that such words and syllables as Fr. eau [o]
‘water’, Gk. Ƞ‘ މnot’, Lat. i ‘go-2SG.IMP’ have no vowels or even
syllables: after all, they lack the contrast between vowels and consonants characteristic of syllables. Secondly, if monosyllabic words
were to lack stress, they could not have oppositions which are neutralizable in unstressed syllables. But this is not in fact the case. Standard Russian distinguishes perfectly well such minimal pairs as ɪɨɞ
‘kin’ : ɪɚɞ ‘glad’, ɫɬɨɥ ‘table’ : ɫɬɚɥ ‘stood, became’, and speakers
of the Lithuanian Širvintos dialect, such forms as tuo֡ “tuõ” ‘thatINS.SG.M’ : to֡ . “tõ” ‘that-GEN.SG.M’ : tà “tà” ‘that-NOM.SG.F’,
although in both cases, these oppositions are neutralized in unstressed
syllables in favor of [a]-type vowels (see § 137; cf. also Širvintos
pade֡ .lѡs “puodͅlis” ‘cup’ , starĮıլ ֡ “storaıլ ˾” ‘thickly’, statĮıլ ֡ “stataıլ ˾”
‘put, place; build-2SG.PRS’ and púodȣs “púodas” ‘pot-NOM.SG’, stó .rȣs
“stóras” ‘thick, fat-NOM.SG.M’, sta֡ .ta “stãto” ‘put, place; build-3PRS’
[Morkǌnas 1960: 14–15; Zinkeviþius 1966: 69 and 87]). Thus, monosyllabic words, without question, function as stressed, rather than
unstressed, syllables. Since stressed syllables in principle contrast
syntagmatically with unstressed syllables, we could say that in
monosyllabic words the contrast is between an actual stressed syllable
and potential, unrealized unstressed syllables (see [Girdenis, Žulys
1967: 114 (= Girdenis 2000b: 162), fn. 5)]). Contrast, on the basis of
which we define accentuation, is necessary from the standpoint of the
entire system, rather than its individual members. Monosyllabic words
would be truly stressless only in a language which lacked disyllabic,
trisyllabic, or, in general, polysyllabic words. But this case is not at all
interesting, since such a language would not have phonological stress
anyway.11
Panov’s attempt to treat the stress of monosyllabic words as
resulting from a neutralization of stressed–unstressed (see [Panov
1972: 20; 1979: 166]; Pakerys seems inclined to agree with him
[1982: 107]) is not successful; this is more or less equivalent to stating
11

What has been said here about monosyllabic words holds only for so-called
orthotonic words (from Gk. ݷȡșިȢ ‘right, correct’, ĲިȞȠȢ ‘stress’). Enclitics and
proclitics are only component parts of phonological words: a collocation such as
iš namǐ˾ = /išnamǊ./ ‘out of the house’ or kur ˾ gi = /kurࡏ gѺ ࡏ i/ ‘where (emphatic)’
should be considered a single phonological word (for more detail on clitics, see
[Zwicky 1977]).
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that in the syllables ý-(-la) ‘awl’, ó-(-ras) ‘air’, ǌ-(-žıլ ̖mas) ‘noise’ the
opposition of vowels and consonants is neutralized. Moreover, if we
were to agree with this explanation, the phonetically and statistically
clearly marked stressed syllables (they are far less frequent than
unstressed syllables, cf. [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1990: 42 (= Girdenis
2001: 25) et passim]) would represent the archiprosodeme in the
position of neutralization in question—monosyllabic words.
§ 228. The phonetic properties on which stress is based (that is,
the contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables) belong not to
the linguistic system, but to the language norm, and therefore from a
phonological standpoint they are non-essential, or irrelevant (cf.
[Girdenis, Žulys 1967: 113–114 (= Girdenis 2000b: 161f.); Malmberg
1971: 11]). For phonology, it is first and foremost the contrast itself
which is important, rather than its phonetic basis. If in every word of
some language one and only one syllable always had a voiceless consonant, we would have to consider this syllable stressed and the
voicelessness of the consonant a realization of stress. We would treat
nasalization in the same way if it were to occur in one and only one
syllable in all words of a language. Thus, various phonetic realizations
of stress and accentuation are theoretically possible.
However, most often a stressed or core syllable is set off from
other (peripheral) syllables by so-called prosodic features, which
signal greater overall articulatory energy (subglottal pressure and the
like, cf. [Essen 1967: 218 and references; Ladefoged 1967: 1–49; 1975:
223]): vocal strength, pitch and its modulation, articulatory duration
(generally together with intensity, cf. [Brovþenko 1966; 1970]), as
well as combinations and modulations of these features, sometimes
accompanied by certain qualitative phenomena (for example, an
absence of reduction, cf. [Žinkin 1958: 239–257; Fry 1965; Kent,
Netsell 1971: 43; Zinder 1979: 263–267 and references; Bondarko
1981: 59]). A stressed syllable, and especially its nucleus—a vowel or
diphthong12 —may be pronounced more clearly and forcefully (1) than
unstressed syllables; it may be (2) higher (in exceptional cases, lower;
see [Allen 1973: 75 and references]) or longer (3) than the “background.” Based on these features, traditional, especially historical,
12

In general, stress can also be signalled by certain prosodic features of consonants, especially their length (cf. [Janota 1967: 62; Skupas 1967; Tankeviþiǌtơ
1982]). But this is almost always just an auxiliary or secondary signal.
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phonetics distinguished (and in part still distinguishes, cf. [Kazlauskas
1968a: 5ff.; Muchin 1976: 54]) dynamic or expiratory stress (1),
musical or pitch stress (2), and quantitative stress (3) (for example,
[Hirt 1929: 5–6 and references; Zinder 1979: 262–263; Wierzchowska
1980: 133–134]). Historical linguists attached great importance to
these distinctions, since it was believed that stress of the first and third
type has an almost mystical power to trigger all sorts of reductions in
the vocalism of unstressed and especially word-final syllables (cf.
[Brugmann, Delbrück 1897: 945–946; Burs’e 1952: 35–36 and 125–
128; Doza 1956: 34–35]).13
For phonology, these distinctions are not all that important,
especially since it has now become clear that there are no “pure”
acoustic stress features in any known language (see, for example,
[Lehiste 1970: 118; Pilch 1964: 49; Allen 1973: 74 and references;
Ladefoged 1975: 223; Pakerys14 1982: 134–144 and references]); the
comparativists have also begun to come around to this view (for
example, [Semeren’i 1980: 86]). But in broader typological and
diachronic studies, it can sometimes be appropriate and necessary to
distinguish dynamic and non-dynamic phonological stress. For the
phonologist, however, dynamic stress is only that stress which is
connected with the neutralization of certain types of vowel oppositions, or, in general, a smaller number of vowels in unstressed syllables; the phonetic features of stress do not matter here [Kuryáowicz
1968a: 9; 1977: 225]. For example, experimental studies [Bolinger
1958; Katwijk 1972; Martine 1963: 439–440] have shown that for the
perception of stress in English, pitch, rather than vocal intensity, is
more important, but phonologists would still consider this stress
dynamic, since in fully stressless syllables in this language many
vowel oppositions undergo neutralization (on a similar situation in
German, see [Lindner 1969: 71]). That there are dynamic aspects to
13

Perhaps the most recent echoes of this conception are Kazlauskas’s speculative diachronic constructions [Kazlauskas 1968a] (for an analysis, see [Girdenis,
Žulys 1972: 194–195 (= Girdenis 2000b: 357ff.)]).
14
Pakerys [1982] has convincingly shown that Lithuanian stress is “mixed”: it
consists of a complex set of prosodic features. (It should be recalled that this
was intuitively recognized by Polivanov as early as 1924 [Polivanov 1968:
150].)
On the mixed nature of Czech stress, see [Rigault 1972]; on the indistinct
nature of “dynamic” stress features in Kazakh, see [Džunisbekov 1987].
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the purely “musical” stress structure of Ancient Greek has long been
noted (for example, [Hirt 1929: 34–36]).
Of course, dynamic stress understood in this way lacks a greater
diachronic explanatory power; it simply describes the facts, without
explaining them. Nor does phonetic dynamic, or expiratory stress
explain much, since no one has succeeded in observing in vivo (naturally, in reality) what happens with a language or dialect which
unmistakably has stress of this type. It is also not that easy to establish
experimentally what sort of stress a language or dialect has; we almost
always encounter complex stress features, possessing both dynamic
and non-dynamic characteristics. Therefore, dynamic stress is usually
reconstructed only from reductions which have taken place in the past,
reflected in a present-day system in various neutralizations. Consequently, starting from reductions, conclusions are drawn about the
nature of previously existing stress, and then those very reductions are
explained on the basis of stress (cf. [Martine 1963: 219]). This is an
obvious logical fallacy.
It should also be noted that in many languages and dialects, a
stressed syllable is clearly set off from unstressed syllables only when
a word is pronounced alone, or when it has phrasal or at least syntagmatic stress [Pike 1972a: 158–160; Rigault 1972; Bondarko 1981:
55].15 This is also characteristic of Lithuanian, or at least certain dialects. For example, according to experimental data (obtained together
with Regina Kliukienơ), dialectal North Žemaitic minimal pairs such
as rıլ ̖šıլ ը .s “rıլ ̖šies” ‘tie-2SG.FUT.REFL’ : rišıլ ը .s “rišıլ ̗esi” ‘tie-2SG.PRS.REFL’,
extracted by a segmentator from connected text, were well distinguished by listeners only in a position of phrasal stress (95.9% correct
responses, a 95% confidence interval = 86.4 ÷ 99.9%); the same
words, extracted from weak phrasal positions, were identified significantly less well (only 63.7% correct responses, a confidence interval
equal to 46.6 ÷ 79.2%; the lower boundary is less than 50%).16
15

In the speech flow of Ancient Greek it is possible that acute stress on final
syllables disappeared in some cases; this would be shown by its replacement by
the grave accent, which would have marked the absence of stress (see, for
example, [Hirt 1929: 40–41 and 63; Trubetzkoy 1977: 190 = Trubeckoj 1960:
236] (but cf. [Tronskij 1962: 74ff.]).
16
This has also been confirmed by instrumental (oscillograph) experiments
(on the basis of some 400 oscillograms). In strong positions, the stressed vowel
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ȕ) TYPES AND FUNCTIONS OF STRESS
§ 229. In standard Lithuanian,17 accentuation, or more simply,
stress, has a distinctive function; as we have seen, it can differentiate
words and their forms. This type of stress is called free stress, or, in
usual phonological terms, distinctive stress (cf. § 233). The distinctive
nature of Lithuanian stress follows from the fact that there are no phonetic or phonological rules which would establish how many syllables
can precede or follow a stressed syllable (that is, the core of the word).
This makes possible oppositions of various stress patterns, the number
of which is greater the more syllables there are in a word. For example,
disyllabic words can differ in only two ways: / –|– / (nèši) and /–|–/
(nešıլ ̖ ); in trisyllabic words, a three-way pattern is possible: / –|–– /
(lıլ ̖kime), /–|–|– / (likıլ ̖me), /––|–/ (likimè), etc. (cf. [Girdenis, Žulys
1967: 114 (= Girdenis 2000b: 162)]). Russian, Bulgarian, and SerboCroatian present the same sort of situation;18 Vedic Sanskrit, among
others, had a similar accentual system.
Stress can also have a distinctive function when its place is limited to the final two or three syllables. In Provençal, for example, only
of the first syllable is 2.1 dB more intense and 6 semitones higher than the
vowel of the second syllable; a final stressed vowel is 0.6 dB more intense and
2.1 semitones higher then the vowel of the first syllable. In weak positions, these
differences are considerably reduced: in “pretonic” words, up to 0.21 dB and
0.7 semitones (rıլ ̖šıլ ը .s) and 0.4 dB, 0.0 semitones (rišıլ ը .s); in “post-tonic” words,
up to 1.2 dB, 1.0 semitones and 0.2 dB, 0.2 semitones respectively. Such
insignificant physical differences (especially in “pretonic” words) cannot serve
as a reliable support for clear perception. (In greater detail, see [Girdenis 1982a:
184, fn. 19 (= Girdenis 2000c: 279, fn. 19)].)
17
Likewise in all the dialects (even those characterized by intensive stress
retraction; here as well, at least such oppositions as pama֡ .ta “pamãto” ‘see-3PRS’ :
pa֡ .mata “pãmato” ‘base, foundation-GEN.SG’ are perfectly well maintained).
18
We have in mind mainly the ýakavian dialects of this language; in Štokavian and the standard language, stress is “prohibited” on a final syllable
[Garde 1968: 141 and 150ff.; Magner, Matejka 1971: 3–4]).
Here we might remark on the name of the language itself. It is now customary
to say and write serbǐ-kroatǐ kalba ‘Serbo-Croatian’, on the “European” model,
but it is difficult to believe that the form kroãtai ‘Croats’, which made its way
into the languages of Western Europe (perhaps during the time of the Crusades)
and was distorted along the way, is any more worthy than chorvãtai, which is
much closer to the original Hr̖ vƗt ‘Croat’ (pronounced ['xrvaޝt]; cf. the Serbian
graphic version ɏɪɜƗɬ).
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the final or penultimate syllable can be stressed, but minimal pairs
such as arabì 19 ‘a kind of mosquito’ : aràbi ‘Arab’ [Fourvières 1975:
40], garrì ‘oak’ : gàrri ‘rat’ [loc. cit., 415] are possible, and therefore
stress is unquestionably distinctive. Here, as in Lithuanian disyllabic
words, the stress patterns /–|–/ and / –|– /, associated with only the final
two syllables of a word, contrast. In Modern Greek, one of three final
syllables can have stress, and therefore we have only these stress
patterns: /(–)|–|– –/ (for example: țޠȝĮȡĮ ‘room’, ʌĮȡޠȖȦȖȠȢ ‘derivative’), /(–)|–|–/ (țĮȝޠȡĮ ‘arch’, ʌȡȠȖިȞȚ [pro'Ȗonܼ] ‘step-son’) and
/(–)–|–/ (ʌĮȡĮȖȦȖިȢ ‘producer’, ʌȡȠȖȠȞ[ ޤproȖo'nܼ] ‘step-daughter’)—
proparoxytone, paroxytone, and oxytone stress, respectively; in disyllabic words, / –|– / (ȕޠȜĲȠȢ ‘swamp’, țޠĲȘȢ ‘cat’) contrasts with /–|–/
(ȕĮȜĲިȢ ‘built’, țĮĲޤȢ ‘judge’). Limited free stress differs from the free
stress in Lithuanian not in its function, but only in the the number of
possible oppositions; in Provençal this number is minimal and in
Lithuanian it is maximal. In neither language, however, can the stress
pattern of actual words or forms be explained by phonetic or phonemic rules. This is the essence of free, or distinctive, stress.
§ 230. In a certain sense we could say that free or distinctive
stress is a typological anomaly: most languages have fixed stress,
which plays a culminative and delimitative function (see § 22–23 and
[Garde 1976: 379; Bolinger 1978: 480–482]),20 indicating the number
of meaningful units and boundaries.
Fixed stress differs from free stress in that its place can be
defined by strict phonetic and phonological rules. Most often, these
are quite simple statements indicating only the distance of the stress
from the beginning or end of a word. On the basis of this distance,
three basic models of fixed stress are distinguished: a) constant stress
on the first syllable of a word (or other unit of meaning), b) constant
stress on the last (final) syllable, c) constant stress on the next-to-last
syllable, the so-called penult (Lat. paene ‘nearly’, ultimus ‘last’).
19

Words with final stress are in fact written without a stress mark (arabi, and
also garri ‘oak’), since final stress in this language is unmarked; it is far more
common than non-final stress.
20
From Bolinger’s data [Bolinger 1978: 481–482] we see that only 13% of
the languages which he examined have free stress. 50% of the remaining languages (all with fixed stress, of course) stress the penultimate syllable.
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Characteristic of the first type of fixed stress is that no other
syllable belonging to the same word can precede the stressed syllable;
the number of post-tonic syllables is in principle unlimited. This is the
system, for example, in Latvian, Czech, Slovak, Icelandic, Estonian,
Finnish, and Hungarian; their accentuation may differ only in a few
minor details. In Latvian, for example, a prefix remains unstressed,
while in Czech (disregarding certain stylistically motivated exceptions; see [Vachek 1968: 103ff.]), a prefix is considered the first syllable of a phonological word and therefore attracts stress onto itself
[Havránek, Jedliþka 1963: 34–35],21 cf.: Latv. 'Uzmeta uz ֑ 'pleciem
'plikƗdas 'kažociƼu un, 'sirmo 'plusku 'bƗrdeli 'kratƯdams, 'gƗja 'saƼemt
'nelǌgto 'ciemiƼu ‘He threw a sheepskin coat on his shoulders and
shaking his gray dishevelled beard went off to meet the uninvited
visitor’, Cz. 'Pojedeme 'na ֑ výlet 'na ֑ Šumavu 'nebo 'do ֑ Vysokých 'Tater
‘Let’s take a trip to the Šumava or the High Tatras’ [Palková 1997:
339] (cf. also Latv. ap 'mums ‘around us’, pie 'tevis ‘to your place’, uz
'akmens ‘on a rock’ and Cz. 'na ֑ hradČ ‘in the castle’, 'za ֑ jizdu ‘for a
ride’, 'za ֑ rohem ‘around the corner’).22
Here the delimitative function of stress is especially obvious and
direct. On hearing a stressed syllable, it is always clear that it begins a
new word; a group of several unstressed syllables in a row can only
belong to a single word.23
The other type of fixed stress, which always ends a word, functions analogously; here the number of pretonic syllables is essentially
unlimited. This type of accentuation is characteristic, for example, of a
21

On the phonetic realization of Czech stress, see, for example, [Ondráþková
1961; Janota 1967]; on the present-day dynamics of this phenomenon, [Vachek
1968: 103–114].
22
Cf. Serbo-Croatian stress “hopping” (skakanje)—the retraction of stress
from an initial falling syllable to a preposition: brЖta ‘brother-GEN.SG’ :
bèz ֑ brata ‘without brother’, rЬku ‘hand-ACC.SG’ : pòd ֑ rǌku ‘arm in arm’, grИd
‘town’ : ù ֑ grƗd ‘to town’ [Trubetzkoy 1977: 191 = Trubeckoj 1960: 237;
Kuznecov 1970c: 340; Magner, Matejka 1971: 9–12]. Recall the similar prefixal
stress in the North Žemaitic dialect, for example: bà ֑ ga.ávǊos “be galvõs” ‘without a head’, ıլ ̖ ֑ maž́˾.i.kյ ùs “Ƴ Mažeikiùs” ‘to Mažeikiai’, s͕̖ ֑ va .kã .s “su vaikaıլ s˾ ”
‘with children’.
23
In weak positions of allegro-tempo speech, as noted above (see § 228 and
fn. 15), the contrast between stressed and unstressed syllables can be neutralized
in languages of this type as well.
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large number of Turkic languages (for example, [Baskakov 1966: 27])
as well as Armenian, Farsi (and Tajik): Arm. matenadarán ‘book
depository’, tҳunavór ‘poisonous’, usucíþ ‘teacher’ [Tumanjan 1966:
566–567], Farsi goftán ‘speak-INF’, mƗdár ‘mother’, pesár ‘son’
[Rubinchik 1971: 35]; a number of Romani dialects also have final
stress [Ventcel’, ýerenkov 1976: 297]. French has a similar stress,
except that, as noted above (see § 22), it is not words, but certain
semantic word groups, which receive stress [Šþerba 1955: 84–85].
The penultimate syllable is stressed, for example, in Polish. It
alerts the listener in advance, as it were, that the following syllable
ends the word, for example: 'Jednym z 'licznych ro'dzajów pomie'szania jest mie'szanie atry'bucji z predi'kacją (L. Zawadowski) ‘Among
the many types of confusion is the confusion of attribution and
predication’. An analogous accentuation type is found in Modern
Assyrian: ärmíltä ‘widow’, parqínva ‘I wanted’, urusnڼta ‘Russian’
[Tsereteli 1978: 37], ɤɬáɜɚ ‘book’, ɯɨɭɧáɧɚ ‘intelligent’ [Arsanis
1968: 493], etc. This is the most widespread model of accentuation
(see [Hyman 1975: 209–210; Kuryáowicz 1977: 218] and fn. 20). Its
great frequency is explained by the fact that “feminine” word forms
provide an excellent foundation for sentence intonation (cf. [Bolinger
1978: 481 and references]; on the statistical tendency of such stress in
standard Lithuanian see [Girdzijauskas 1979: 161; Girdenis 1982a:
183–184 (= Girdenis 2000c: 277f.); 1983b: 118 (= Girdenis 2000c:
354f.); Karosienơ, Girdenis 1990: 39–40 (= Girdenis 2001: 25f.)]).
In all three of these accentual systems, there can occur words or
certain groups of words with stress which violates the general rule. In
Latvian, these are expressive words of the type lƝ'nƯtiƼƗm ‘very
slowly’, pama'zƯtiƼƗm ‘little by little, gradually’ [Laua 1980: 88];24 in
Farsi, a few particles or conjunctions can have non-final stress, for
example: báli ‘yes’, bálke ‘but’, þérƗ ‘why’ [Rubinchik 1971: 35]; in
Polish, we find such exceptions as gra'matyka ‘grammar’, rzeczpo'spolita ‘republic’ [Wierzchowska 1980: 134]. Very often, general
stress rules are violated when enclitics are added to words (especially
in the second and third systems); they lengthen a phonological word
by one or several syllables, and the stress may remain in its original
place.
24

The “graphic” words ne'kas ‘nothing’, pa'visam ‘entirely’ are in fact collocations of proclitic and orthotonic words: /ne kas/, /pa visam/.
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§ 231. The fixed stress types reviewed above are so widespread
because they best signal word boundaries: initial and final stress indicate these directly, while stress on a penultimate syllable functions as
a kind of a warning sign.
From the standpoint of delimitative function, a constant stress
fixed on the second syllable (from the beginning), for example, would
not be suitable at all, although it is formally possible, since its “mirror
image,” penultimate stress, is quite normal and frequent. A speaker of
a language with this sort of stress would only be able to perceive the
boundaries of a phonological word by constantly keeping in mind at
least two pretonic syllables—one belonging to the word being uttered,
and the other to a preceding word. This, of course, is too great a load on
human operational memory, and therefore such stress, in Kuryáowicz’s
well-grounded view, cannot in general exist [Kuryáowicz 1977: 217]
(but cf. [Bolinger 1978: 481–482 (table 2)]). With this in mind, it is
difficult to agree with certain studies on Lithuanian dialectal development, which envision, for example, a gradual retraction of Žemaitic
stress from the end of a word to the beginning: first to the penultimate
syllable, and then to the third syllable from the end, etc., until finally
becoming established on the first syllable (for example, [Grinaveckis
1961: 122 et passim]). At one stage of such a development, quite a
few words would have consistently stressed the second syllable. This
is doubtless not a very realistic reconstruction (cf. also [Girdenis,
Rosinas 1974: 192 (= Girdenis 2000b: 394)]).
§ 232. The place of fixed stress often depends not just on word
boundaries, but on the quantity of vowels and syllables; there are quite
a few languages in which a long vowel attracts stress.
Especially frequent is the accentual model known from Latin: in
words of more than two syllables, a penultimate long syllable receives
the stress; if this syllable is short, the third syllable, of any length (the
antepenult), is stressed: Lat. dƝ'lƯbo ‘I take’, litte'rƗtus ‘literate’ (natural syllable length), frǌ'mentum ‘grain’, oc'curro ‘I run, I hurry’ (positional syllable length), but a'cephalus ‘headless (usually regarding a
hexametric foot beginning with a short syllable)’, 'consono ‘I sound
together’, cu'piditas ‘lust, passion’, 'exitus ‘exit, end’, no'vƗcula
‘razor’ [Tronskij 1960: 60–62], Akkad. pa'rƗsu(m) ‘cut off’, ’i'ballut
‘he will recover’, šar'rǌtu(m) ‘kingdom’, but '’iplahǌ ‘they were
frightened’, mu'ballitu(m) ‘vivifying’, 'nandurum ‘angrily’ [Lipin
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1964: 42–43], Classical Arab. ha'lƯfun ‘ally’, mƗ'sƗtƯ ‘I found’, but
in'tašara ‘spread’, 'lafaza ‘cut out’, ma'drasatun ‘school’ [Grande
1972: 83, 384]. Words in classical Sanskrit were stressed in almost the
same way, except that the fourth syllable from the end could also
receive stress (if the second and third were short), for example:
bha'ranti ‘carry-3PL.PRS’, bha'rƗmas ‘carry-1PL.PRS’, 'bharati ‘carry3SG.PRS’ and 'duhitaram ‘daughter-ACC.SG’ [Mayrhofer 1965: 25–26;
Zaliznjak 1978: 791].
Stress connected with vowel and syllable quantity can also
be governed by other sorts of rules. In Mongolian, for example, the
first long syllable of a word receives stress, and if all syllables of a
word are short, the initial syllable is stressed, for example: ɫɚɧɚ̗ɚɝɚɚɪ
(aa = [a‘ )]ޝthought-INS’, ɯɭɬɚɝɚ̗ɚɪ ‘fortune-INS’, ɡɚɥýɭɫ ‘youngNOM.PL.M’, but ɛɨ̗ɥɢɨɞ ‘while stopping’, ɧɢ̗ɫɷɯ ‘while flying’, ɯɚ̗ɞɚɦ
‘father-in-law’ [Kas’janenko 1968: 7–8]. In Even, on the other hand,
the first long syllable from the end usually receives stress, and if there
are no long syllables the last syllable is stressed: ɡΫ̗̄ ɪɦɷɧ ‘double’,
ɦ۸ɦɢɧɚɬ ‘material for a boat’, ɝΫ̗̄ ɦɤɷɧɷɪ ‘let him say’, ɝɭɞɴɞɦɴ́ɪ
‘higher’, ɦΫɧɬɷɥɫɴ́ ‘autumn’, ɨɪɴɤɥɚ̗ ‘to the deer’ [Novikova 1968:
91ff.]. Punjabi stresses the last non-final long syllable, or, if all
syllables are short, the first syllable: ma'hƯna ‘I’, kalƗ'kƗrƯ ‘art’, but
'pichalƯ ‘last’, 'samasiƗ ‘question’ [Garde 1968: 99–100]. In the
Ancient Greek Aeolian dialect (Lesbos), stress depended regressively
on the quantity of the final syllable: when the final syllable was long,
the dialect stressed the penultimate syllable of a polysyllabic word,
and in other cases, the third syllable from the end: įȣȞޠĲȦ ‘strongDAT.SG.M’, ʌȠĲޠȝȦ ‘river-DAT.SG’, ʌĮĲȡȠțĲިȞȦ ‘patricide-DAT.SG’,
but įުȞĮĲȠȢ ‘strong-NOM.SG.M’, ʌިĲĮȝȠȢ ‘river-NOM.SG’, ʌĮĲȡިțĲȠȞȠȢ
‘patricide-NOM.SG’ [Schwyzer 1934: 383; Tronskij 1962: 96–97].
Finally, even Lithuanian stress is statistically quite strongly connected
with syllable quantity: in many cases stress falls on a long syllable,
although there is no deterministic rule connecting stress with quantity
[Girdenis 1983b (= Girdenis 2000c: 353ff.); Karosienơ, Girdenis 1990:
42 (= Girdenis 2001: 25f.)].
§ 233. There are also languages which generally lack stable
stress; the same word can be stressed one way in one context,
and another way in a different context. For example, speakers of
Komi-Zyrian can quite optionally say ɦɨ̗ɪɬɴɹɫɥɵ ‘people-DAT.PL.’ =
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ɦɨɪɬɴɹɫɥɵ̗ ‘id.’ = ɦɨɪɬɴɹ̗ɫɥɵ ‘id.’, and likewise ɦýɧɚɫɧɵ ‘(they)
will go’ = ɦɭɧɚɫɧɵ̗ ‘id.’ = ɦɭɧɚ̗ɫɧɵ ‘id.’ [Tepljašina, Lytkin 1976:
135]. We can give as an example the pair of Ishkashim (Pamir) sentences awí šɶm mĤlĤ̗ k vɶd ‘He was a lazy person’ : uk mĤ̗ lĤk óȖad
‘Some person came’. Here mĤlĤ̗ k and mĤ̗ lĤk are fully the same word
[Pachalina 1959: 36]. Some linguists assume that Proto-Finno-Ugric
also had this sort of accentuation [Lytkin 1964: 234].
Stress in Georgian is also not stable. This is already evident from
the fact that specialists in this language still hotly debate its nature and
even its place in the word (cf. [ýikobava 1967: 28; Klimov 1979:
113–114; Schanidze 1982: 19; Tevdoraݤe 1978 and references, especially 23–25]).25 This is confirmed by classical Georgian poetry, in
which word stress is often determined by a poem’s rhythm, for example
Galaktion Tabidzơ writes: úpasùxe, rom suntkvá xar, ar utxrá ki vísi
‘Answer that you are a breath, but do not say whose’, although
according to all known theories of Georgian stress, one can only pronounce the individual words, say, súntkva, útxra.
Sometimes this sort of undisciplined stress tends to appear in syllables which have more compact vowels. For example, in Komi-Yazvi
dialects, a, o, ɷ attract stress rather often (cf. ɜɚ̗ɬΫɝ ‘without water’,
ɤɷ̗ɪɤɭɣΫ ‘into the house’, ɝɨ̗ɠΫɦ ‘summer’), although otherwise
stress is quite unstable and has no clearer place [Lytkin 1961: 33].
This undisciplined stress can only have, of course, a culminative
function; it can show how many words or other meaningful units there
are in an act of speech.26 As we know, delimitative and distinctive
stress types also have this function. Thus, the culminative function of
stress is the most important and universal function [Martine 1960:
202; 1963: 442; Martinet 1970: 368; Pilch 1964: 101–102].
§ 234. As noted above, stress which has a distinctive function is least
common.
25

For example, ýikobava adduces the word mascavlebeli ‘teacher’ with two
stresses (máscavlèbeli); Šanidze, with only one (mascavlébeli).
26
Somewhat reminiscent of an “absolutely free” stress system are the
Žemaitic dialects in the Kvơdarna, Šilalơ, and Švơkšna regions, where optional
prosodic word variants such as gյ Ὼerã . || gյ Ωerã . “geraıլ ˾ ” ‘good, well’, vàkarã .s ||
vakarã .s “vakaraıլ s˾ ” ‘in the evenings’, žյ ıլ ֡ .i֒ mǊos || žյ i .i֒ mǊos “žiemõs” ‘winterGEN.SG’, etc., are used throughout (on this, see § 236, and also, in a broader
context, [Pabreža 1984 and references]).
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This is apparently explained by a noticeable tendency in the development
of many languages to restrict stress freedom gradually, and in the end go over to
a purely delimitative stress (cf., for example, [Martine 1960: 215–216; Schane
1972: 221]). This tendency is especially reinforced in conditions of language
contact—a free stress system almost always yields to the influence of a fixed
stress system; the reverse is even hard to imagine. Of course, in some cases
fixed stress can become free, but this usually happens because of a change in
vocalism, rather than the development of the stress system itself. For example,
Italian and Spanish still have free stress (cf. It. ancóra ‘still’ : áncora ‘anchor’,
péro ‘pear’ : però ‘however’ [Muljaþiü 1972: 108],27 Sp. sáno ‘healthy’ : sanó
‘heal-3SG.PST’, córtes ‘palace, parliament’: cortés ‘polite’ [Alarcos Llorach
1975: 201–203]), but this is only because they have lost the opposition of long
and short vowels, on which, as noted above (§ 232), Latin accentuation
depended (cf. [Garde 1976: 501–502]).

Ȗ) SECONDARY STRESS
§ 235. A longer string of unstressed syllables in a single word is
not completely monotonic. Certain of these syllables are pronounced
more strongly or with higher pitch, others more weakly or lower; in
some, a rising shift in pitch and intensity is observed; in others, a
falling shift.
The first in the history of linguistics to notice this were the Old
Indic phoneticians. The celebrated PƗini, for example, divided all
Sanskrit words into four classes (see [Barrou 1976: 108–109], cf. also
[Kuznecov 1966: 210–211; Zaliznjak 1978: 884–885]). He called the
stressed syllable udƗtta ‘raised, high’, the first post-tonic syllable
svarita ‘sonorous’, and the first pretonic (counting from right to left)
sannatara ‘lowered’; the remaining syllables of a longer word are
given the general term anudƗtta ‘not raised, low’. Their relations are
illustrated in table 34. The Vedic Sanskrit word mandayátsakhas
‘pleasing friends’ is used as an example; syllables are counted to the
left (í1, í2) and to the right (+1, +2) of the stressed syllable (0).
The table somewhat simplifies the actual situation; for example,
it does not show that svarita-type syllables had a variable pitch, falling
from the udƗtta level to the anudƗtta. But the main thing is clear—the
pretonic anudƗtta, separated from the stressed syllable (udƗtta) by the
27

Penultimate stress in these languages is very common, and therefore in an
ordinary written text it is not marked (for example, in Italian one writes però
‘however’, but pero ‘pear’).
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Table 34. Prosodic types of Old Indic syllables
Pretonic
Stressed
Syllable types
í2
í1
0
udƗtta
-yátsvarita
anudƗtta
mansannatara
-da-

Post-tonic
+1

+2

-sa-khas

very low pronunciation of the sannatara, must have been perceived as
secondary stress. Together with the sannatara, it gave early warning,
as it were, that the word’s prosodic peak would soon appear; it thus
played a role similar to an allophone of a phoneme (cf. § 67).
A similar secondary stress is also found in longer words of
present-day languages and dialects; it is especially characteristic of
fixed-stress systems. For example, in all known languages words of
four syllables with fixed stress at the very beginning receive secondary stress on the penultimate syllable, cf. Latv. 'ada tiƼa ‘needle
'
(dim.)’ [EndzelƯns 1951: 33], SCr. 'živo pƯsan ‘picturesque’ [Trager
'
1940: 30], Cz. 'naĜi zeni ‘decree’ [Havránek, Jedliþka 1963: 34], Icel.
'
'kennu runum ‘(to the) teachers’ [Bëdvarsson 1962: 950], Est.
'
'liiku mine ‘motion’ [Kask 1966: 39]. Longer words in languages of
'
this type are also often stressed according to a trochaic rhythm: all odd
syllables get secondary stress (cf. [Trubetzkoy 1977: 192 = Trubeckoj
1960: 239; Martine 1960: 207; Garde 1968: 54]). This is also true of
Georgian words pronounced in isolation [Tevdoraݤe 1978: 23–24].
A similar arrangement of secondary stresses is characteristic of
many of the languages in which primary stress falls on the final syllable. Longer words in Yellow Uighur, for example, are stressed as
follows: quzu'ruq ‘tail’, jaȖan'Ȗa ‘to the elephant’, 'töqqan nyƾqy"tan
'
'
'
‘from relatives’ [Tenišev 1976: 32] (cf. [Baskakov 1966: 27]). Nor is
this tendency alien to the so-called hyperdactylic words of Lithuanian
(that is, words in which primary stress is on the fourth syllable from
the end, cf. [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1990: 38–39 (= Girdenis 2001:
22f.)]); in careful listening to words such as Grıլ ̖škabǌdis [place name],
pùskepalis ‘half loaf’, mókytojas ‘teacher’, a fairly clear secondary
stress can be heard on the syllables -bǌ-, -pa-, -to-; a narrower transcription of these words would be ['g܂ıࡆ šҒ ka b˚Ǌ.dࡏ is], ['p˚ùsࡏ kࡏ æ pàlࡏ is],
'
'
['m˚ó.kࡏ i. t˚ó.jæs] (cf. [Kurschat 1876: 64–65; Grinaveckienơ 1957:
'
132]). Experiments show that there is a similar (if somewhat weaker)
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secondary stress in pretonic syllables as well (cf.: lupinơ̗ jo =
[ lupࡏ i'nࡏ eࡡ ғ .jo.] ‘strip off-3PST’, pasisukinơ̗ jo [ pasࡏ i sukࡏ i'nࡏ eࡡ ғ .jo.] ‘make a
'
'
'
few turns-3PST’; see [Girdenis, Pupkis 1994 (= Girdenis 2001: 387f.);
Baceviþiǌtơ 2001: 28ff.]. In the North Žemaitic dialect, trochaic secondary stress is so clear that it even lengthens the vowels a, e, ́, ͕ and
creates conditions for a tonal opposition, cf. 'p͕̖skյ Ωe pa֡ .lյ is “pùskepalis”
'
‘half loaf’, 'v̖́štva na֡ .gյ is “vıլ ̖štvanagis” ‘chicken hawk’, 'p͕̖zbe prǊotյ is
'
'
“pùsbeprotis” ‘half-wit’, cf. also: 'múokյ i. tûoi֒ ́ “mókytojo”28 ‘teacher'
́
GEN.SG’ : 'múokյ i. tǊoi֒ “mókytojo” ‘taught-GEN.SG.M.PNL’ (for details,
'
see [Girdenis 1966b: 57–59 and references (= Girdenis 2000b:
59f., 63)]). Such stresses are fairly frequently marked in Daukša’s
Postil [Postilla Catholicka, Vilnius, 1599—TRANS.], for example:
kríkßtitóias “krıլ ̖kštytojas” ‘baptist’ 1737, Prânaßâwo “pranašãvo”
‘prophesy-3PST’ 194–5, tóbuáúmo “tobulùmo” ‘perfection-GEN.SG’ 7419
[Girdenis 1984 (= Girdenis 2000c: 356f.)]. They can also be observed
in North Russian dialects [Paufošima 1983: 65–66].
Perhaps the most subtle and ingenious account of the hierarchy
of primary and secondary stress is that of metrical phonology, which
operates with concepts of the relative prosodic weight of all sorts of
noteworthy metrical feet and their components (most often syllables)
(cf. [Roca 1994: 204ff.]). But a more detailed analysis of their interpretations would take too much space; moreover, we do not yet have
preliminary studies of this type in Lithuanian linguistics.
A sort of framing stress, with weak “dynamic” stress on the first
syllable and secondary “musical” stress on the final syllable, has been
observed in Udege (Russian Far East), for example: jɷ̗ɝɞɢɝɷ̖ ‘boy’,
ɢ̗ɫɷɜɷɫɢɧɤɭ̖ ‘pointer’, ɤɭ̗ɫɢɝɷɜɷɧ(‘ װhis) knife-ACC.SG’ [Sunik 1968:
213]; it is also characteristic of Korean (cf. [Polivanov 1968: 158–
159]). This is quite similar to the combining of primary and secondary
stress among many Žemaitic speakers (see § 23).
The above secondary stresses are all slavishly dependent on the
primary stress, and therefore do not play an independent role; like the
Sanskrit pretonic anudƗtta, they only highlight primary stress and its
function, especially the delimitative one.29 French phonologists and
28

In many places, múoki.tu֡ojâ.us is more common.
In addition, secondary penultimate stress helps realize the final contour of
sentence intonation (like primary stress in this position; cf. § 231 and references).
29
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accentologists therefore aptly call this regular emphasis on certain preand post-tonic syllables echo stress (Fr. l’écho de l’accent [Martine
1960: 207; Garde 1968: 53–57, 152 et passim]; cf. also Hirt’s Gegenton [Hirt 1929: 16–17]).
§ 236. Non-phonological secondary stress, or echo stress, is
almost always weaker or lower than primary stress. However, this is
only a statistical, rather than “dynamic” pattern. In some (relatively
rare) cases, this echo can also be more salient than phonological
stress. This is the situation, for example, in North Žemaitic and in part
South Žemaitic words like gյ Ωèrã . “geraıլ ˾” ‘good, well’, pàrašã .
“parašaıլ ˾” ‘signature-NOM.PL’, kàáak͕̖ts “kalakùtas” ‘turkey’, etc.
[Girdenis 1967b: 119–120 (= Girdenis 2000b: 110f.); 1967c: 31
(= Girdenis 2000b: 76); 1971b: 23–24 (= Girdenis 2000b: 214)]. The
stress of the first syllable is unstable, since it shifts to a proclitic (cf.
nյ ègյ Ωerã . “negeraıլ ˾” ‘not well’, ıլ ̖š ֑ áaukǊ . “iš laukǐ˾ ” ‘from the fields’,
nè ֑ kaáak͕̖ts “ne kalakùtas” ‘not a turkey’), and can disappear in
emphasis (for example, gյ Ωerã . bû .s!30 “geraıլ ˾ bùs” ‘it will be good!’).
Moreover, it is quite easily predictable from the stress, quantity, and
pitch accent of the final syllable. Therefore, phonological stress is on
the final syllable in these words: gյ Ωèrã . = /gࡏ erã./, pàrašã . = /parašã./,
kàáak͕̖ts = /kalakӑҒts/. In the first syllable, we have only an echo of this
stress, with delimitative function and signalling that the word ends in a
short or circumflex syllable with phonological stress.31 The role of
30

See § 233, fn. 26. The likelihood of an absence of initial stress depends on
many factors (investigated in detail in Juozas Pabrơža’s above-mentioned dissertation [Pabreža 1984] and in articles published on this topic, for example,
[Pabrơža 1980; 1981; 1982; 1984]). What is important here is that all forms of
this type can be uttered with just a single (final-syllable) stress (see also
[Jablonskij 1897: xxxvi; Rokaitơ, Vitkauskas 1967; Grinaveckis 1973: 36;
Girdenis, Rosinas 1974: 189–190 (= Girdenis 2000b: 389ff.); 1976: 189
(= Girdenis 2000c: 14f.); Girdenis, Piroþkinas 1977–1978: 34–35 (= Girdenis
2000c: 32f.)]).
31
Kazlauskas attempted to explain these phenomena differently, though
hardly successfully [1968a: 21ff.] (for comments, see [Girdenis, Žulys 1972
(= Girdenis 2000b: 355ff.); Girdenis, Rosinas 1980: 195 (= Girdenis 2000c:
198ff.)]). An especially weighty argument demonstrating the non-phonological
nature of retracted stress is that in Telšiai dialects this stress does not block the
neutralization of vowel quantity oppositions, cf. vã .k͡.u “vaıլ k˾ ui” ‘child-DAT.SG’ :
tàk͡.u “tãkui” ‘path-DAT.SG’, vàkã . “vaikaıլ ˾ ” ‘child-NOM.PL’ : tàkã . “takaıլ ˾ ”
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echo stress here is essentially the same as the hard or soft pronunciation of an initial consonant in cases like Ш́֡.tյ ́nյ ͕̖ “rıլ ̖ tiniu” ‘roll, scrollINS.SG’ : rѓ֡ .tѓ
̙ ̙n͕̖ “rıլ ̖tinu” ‘roll-1SG.PRS’ (cf. § 220).
Garde even considers Serbo-Croatian rising tones, or pitch
accents, echoes of a following syllable stress (cf. § 250). In his view,
for example, SCr. grИdu ‘town-DAT.SG’ = /'grƗdu/, grádu ‘townLOC.SG’ = /grƗ'du/, etc. [Garde 1968: 152 et passim] (for critical
remarks, see [Magner, Matejka 1971: 34]).
§ 237. Distinctive secondary stresses, independently performing
a representative function, should be strictly distinguished from echoes
of primary stress.
Culminative secondary stress is very characteristic of the Germanic languages. Perhaps the simplest secondary stress system is that
of standard German (see § 22), in which every word, on becoming a
component of a compound word, retains its stress [Trubetzkoy 1977:
192–193 = Trubeckoj 1960: 239; Lehiste 1970: 104; Martine 1963: 443;
Martinet 1970: 367; Garde 1968: 75–79]. The stress of the first component usually becomes the primary, strongest stress, and a certain
hierarchy emerges among the secondary stresses, reflecting the word’s
“derivational history” (or, in simpler terms, the derivational hierarchy
of the components). For this reason, in words of more complex
derivation, several layers of secondary stress are possible (secondary,
tertiary, etc.).32 For example, the word 'Feder halter ‘penholder’33 has
'
two stresses—a primary (') and a secondary ( )—since it is formed
'
from two words, 'Feder ‘feather, pen’ and 'Halter ‘holder’. ''Vater '
lands'liebe ‘love for the fatherland’ has three stresses: a primary (''),
a secondary (') and a tertiary ( ) [Martinet 1970: 367]. This word
'
consists of the components 'Vater land ‘fatherland’ and 'Liebe ‘love’.
'
The first component is in turn formed from the words 'Vater ‘father’
and 'Land ‘land’. Still more complex is the word ''Bahn hofs'vor steher
'
'
‘path-NOM.PL’ and vakâ.ms “vaikáms” ‘child-DAT.PL’ : takâ.ms “takáms” ‘pathDAT.PL’ (see, for example, [Girdenis 1962: 141, fn. 2 (= Girdenis 2000b: 16f.,
fn. 2); Rokaitơ 1962; Zinkeviþius 1966: 41; Grinaveckis 1973: 95–96]).
32
The hierarchy of secondary stresses is strictly maintained only in clear
speech (cf. [Šþerba 1957: 21ff.; 1974: 141ff.]). In allegro style, it is significantly
levelled, since it is affected by various rhythmic factors.
33
Here and below, the German examples (except for a few rarer cases) are
presented after [Siebs 1969].
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‘stationmaster’. Its structure and stress hierarchy is most clearly
shown in a tree diagram (see figure 26).
''Bahn hofs'vor steher
'
'
'Bahn hof
'
'Bahn

'Vor steher
'
'Hof

'vor

'stehen

Figure 26. Prosodic structure of the German word Bahnhofsvorsteher

As we see, in a compound word, only the first component retains
its normal salience; the other components are “lowered” approximately one degree. Compound words are similarly stressed in English,
Danish, and Swedish, and even in some non-Indo-European languages
(for example, Finnish, Hungarian), only in the latter, phonetic and
rhythmic factors have a stronger effect on the prosodic structure of
words, making it less obvious.
This sort of stress is quite alien to Lithuanian (and also many
Slavic languages, such as Bulgarian and Russian [Maslov 1956: 24–
25; Švedova 1980: 91]). Exceptions include only numerals such as
'kͅturias dͅšimt ‘forty’, 'peñkias dͅšimt ‘fifty’, and a few longer inter'
'
nationalisms, for example aǊtosu'gèstija ‘autosuggestion’, nıլ ̖troglice'
'
'rıլ ̖nas ‘nitroglycerin’, ràdio'tèchnika ‘radio engineering’, or such
'
hybrids as sùperlai'dùmas ‘superconductivity’. For speakers of
'
Lithuanian, stress is a clear signal of an independent word, and
therefore structures with phonological secondary stresses of this sort
are perceived as a kind of foreign body.34 This is explainable at least
in part by a periodically recurring conversion of more frequent words
of this type into word collocations: kıլ ̖note'ãtras ‘movie theater’ ĺ
'
kıլ ̖no teãtras, kıլ ̖nome'chãnikas ‘projectionist’ ĺ kıլ ̖no mechãnikas,
'
ràdio'tèchnika ‘radio engineering’ ĺ rãdijo tèchnika.
'
§ 238. Phonological secondary stress is found not only in the
components of compound words; certain affixes may have it as well:
34

Exceptions are only words like tèle'pãtija ‘telepathy’, tèle'grãfas ‘tele'
'
graph’, where the secondary stress coincides with the trochaic echo of primary
stress. Lithuanian speakers usually do not even notice this stress here.
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cf. Ger. 'Frei heit ‘freedom’, 'Büch lein ‘book (dim.)’, etc., where the
'
'
suffixes -heit and -lein receive secondary stress [Siebs 1969: 115].
This is so-called morpheme stress, which stands in opposition to the
absence of stress and to normal word or phrasal stress [Martinet 1970:
367;35 Ginzburg 1971; Girdenis, Rosinas 1974: 198 (= Girdenis
2000b: 401)] (cf. [Boduơn de Kurtenơ 1963: vol. 2, 142]).36
This secondary morpheme stress is not quite alien to Lithuanian
and its dialects. Speakers of North Žemaitic, for example, distinguish
quite well such forms as nominative singular d͡unà “dúona” ‘bread’,
šâ.rkà “šárka” ‘magpie’ and accusative singular d͡.un a “dúoną,”
šâ .rk a “šárką” [Girdenis 1966c (= Girdenis 2000b: 310f.); 1967b:
121f. (= Girdenis 2000b: 111f.); 1971b: 22–23 (= Girdenis 2000b:
213); Grinaveckis 1973: 71]; and speakers from the West Aukštaitic
Kaunas region, nominative plural klơ̗ tys ‘granary’, dirv˾ os ‘soil’ and
locative plural 'klơ̗ týs, 'dir ˾ vós. Listening experiments performed
'
'
following the methodology described in § 45–48 have shown that
even East Aukštaitic Utena speakers distinguish quite well such forms
as third person (a֡ .nas) klյ ıլ ̗edյ i, kэ̗ .sյ tյ i, sѓ̗ .dյ i “(jis) klıլ ̗edi, kósti, sơ̗ di”
‘(he) is delirious, coughs, sits’ and second person (tu) 'klյ ıլ ̗e dյ ıլ ̖, 'kэ̗ . sյ tյ ıլ ̖,
'
'
'sѓ̗ . dյ ıլ ̖ “(tu) klıլ ̗edi, kósti, sơ̗ di” ‘(you) are delirious’, cough, sit’, or
'
nominative plural bэ̗ .ba.s “bóbos” ‘women’, ká.Шvյ Ωe.s “kárvơs” ‘cows’
and genitive singular 'bэ̗ . ba֡ .s, 'ká.Ш vյ Ωe֡ .s [Kosienơ, Girdenis 1979
'
'
(= Girdenis 2000c: 141ff.)]. Spellings in Old Lithuanian texts such as
Donelaitis’s genitive singular Ganyklôs “ganͿklos” ‘pasture’ 2824,*
Piewôs “pıլ ̗evos” ‘meadow’ 28126 (cf. nom. pl. Ganyklos “ganͿklos”
28210, Piewos “pıլ ̗evos” 28922) apparently also reflect a marking of
secondary stress, rather than a purely morphological diacritic (as is
generally assumed, cf. [Palionis 1979: 22]). Secondary morpheme
stress is also undoubtedly shown by such spellings in Daukša’s Postil
as genitive singular DwâǕiós “dvãsios” ‘spirit’ 5329, instrumental
singular kûnú/ “kǌ̗ nu” ‘body’ 4743, genitive plural ámҊլiú/ “ámžiǐ”
‘ages’ 12718 (see [Girdenis 1984 (= Girdenis 2000c: 356f.)]).
35

Martinet uses the term moneme stress, but a moneme in his system § morpheme (see, for example, [Martine 1963: 453ff.]).
36
Cf. also [Grinaveckis 1975: 194–195, fn. 18] and [Girdenis, Rosinas 1976:
192 and fn. 16 (= Girdenis 2000c: 18 and fn. 16)].
*
Examples cited according to K. Donelaitis. Raštai. Vilnius: Vaga, 1977—
TRANS.
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In all these cases, secondary stress contrasts with absence of
stress, and therefore differentiates word forms.
Characteristic of North Žemaitic dialects is a highly complex
system of phonological and non-phonological stresses. It is as if Baltic
(and Slavic) and Germanic prosodic tendencies intersect here. The
most characteristic feature of a derived word in this dialect is the preservation of suffixal stress even when the basic stem (most often the
root) receives primary stress: cf. genitive singular g͕֡.d́n a /gӑҒdҽna/
“Gùdino” [surname] : third person g͕̖d́֡.n a /gӑҒdҽҒna/ “gùdino” ‘trained’,
genitive singular p͕˾ .rv́n a /pӑѺrvҽna/ “purv˾ ino” ‘muddy’ : third person
p͕˾ .rv́֡.n a /pӑѺrvҽҒna/ “purv˾ ino” ‘soiled’ and gad́֡.n a “gadıլ ̖no” ‘ruined’,
š͕ƾյkյ ́֡.n a “šankıլ ̖no” ‘caused to jump’ (in detail, see [Girdenis 1966b
(= Girdenis 2000b: 56ff.); Girdenis, Rosinas 1974: 193 (= Girdenis
2000b: 394); Bukantis 1983]). A similar situation apparently once
existed in the Aukštaitic dialect as well: cf. examples from Daukša’s
Postil: átǕiú/ Ǖiu “atsiǐ˾siu” ‘send-1SG.FUT’ 21521, grînúma/ “grynùmą”
‘penury-ACC.SG’ 7932, paǕwéikíno “pasveıլ k˾ ino” ‘make healthy-3PST’
36811 [Girdenis 1984 (= Girdenis 2000c: 356f.)].
į) SUMMARY REMARKS
§ 239. In concluding this survey of accentual phenomena it must
be said that there is no categorical boundary between the various
functions performed by stress. Both purely culminative and delimitative stress and the relatively rare distinctive stress help differentiate,
shape, and perceive referential meaning. This becomes quite clear as
soon as we begin to compare not only similar sounding words, but
also word phrases and sentences. For example, the following Lithuanian phrases and words are distinguished only by stress: dù rıլ ̖s ‘two
will swallow’ : durıլ ̖s ‘door-ACC.PL’, ką˾ ràs ‘who/what will he/she/they
find?’ : kãras ‘war’, kur ˾ pͅlơs ‘where are the mice?’ : kurpͅlơs ‘sabots
(dim.)’, kur ˾ šıլ ̖s ‘where is this one?’ : kurš˾ is ‘Couronian’, tą˾ leñtą ‘that
board-ACC.SG’ : tãlentą ‘talent-ACC.SG’ or such sentences as Tù
mùlas? ‘Are you a mule?’ : Tùmulas? ‘A lump?’, Íeško tà kͅlio ‘That
one (fem.) is looking for the road’ : Íeško takͅlio ‘He/she/they is/are
looking for a path’, Paim˾ k sáu ją˾ ‘Take it for yourself’ : Paim˾ k sáują
‘Take a handful’, Pradơ̗ k tù skıլ ̖nti ‘Begin to pick’ : Pradơ̗ k tùskinti
‘Begin to shake’. The presence of two stresses immediately shows that
we are hearing a phrase, and at the same time strictly separates it from
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independent words, which can have only one clear stress37 (cf.
[Ondráþková 1961; Garde 1968: 8–9; Muljaþiü 1973: 220–221]). Thus
on the phrase or sentence level, the culminative stress function merges
with the distinctive function, or directly develops into it.
In this respect, there is no difference between free and fixed
stress: Latv. 'tu 'pele ‘you are a mouse’ : 'tupele ‘slipper’ and Cz. 'je
'den ‘it is day’ : 'jeden ‘one’ (cf. also Swed. làma djúr ‘lame animals’ :
làmur ‘llamas’ [Bruce 1977: 12–13]) differ in stress in precisely the
same way as Lithuanian tù mùlas and tùmulas. Thus, all types of stress
share a basic function: to distinguish phrases from individual words.38
Apparently the reason that free stress is so rare is that it is functionally
too complex, since it must simultaneously perform a twofold duty:
one which is characteristic of stress alone and one which is usually
performed by phonemes and their distinctive features.
Keeping in mind these obvious facts, we must negatively assess
incautious attempts to consider as phonological only stress which distinguishes words and their forms (distinctive function) (for example,
[Kazlauskas 1968a: 13ff.], and among theoretical works on phonology
[Hyman 1975: 204]). Such a view turns a secondary function, not particularly characteristic of stress, into a primary one (cf. [Ginzburg
1966: 102]). Only the secondary stress which, following Garde, we
have called echo stress, can be truly non-phonological (see § 235).

b) PITCH ACCENT AND TONE
Į) THE CONCEPT OF PITCH ACCENT AND TONE.
THE PITCH ACCENT SYSTEM OF LITHUANIAN.
§ 240. Knowing only the place of stress, we can easily stress and
pronounce only those Lithuanian words in which the syllable nucleus
37

In such cases we ignore secondary stress; what is important is just primary
stress; cf. Eng. 'black bird : 'black 'bird, 'black board : 'black 'board [Trager
'
'
1941: 137–138; Trager, Bloch 1972: 75–76].
38
It is interesting that in the North Žemaitic dialect, the phrase : word opposition remains even when the first syllable receives a strong echo of phonological
stress, cf. và ֑ kǊ .! “Và ką!” ‘I say!’  vàkǊ . “vaikǐ ˾ ” ‘child-GEN.PL’ (Tirkšliai,
etc.). This demonstrates especially clearly that the first syllable of forms of the
vàkǊ . type do not have phonological stress (see § 236).
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is a short (lax) vowel with no sonorant (i.e., R-type) consonant in the
coda. These are words such as Danùte ‘Danutơ-VOC’ : Danutè ‘DanutơINS’, lùpa ‘peel-3PRS’ : lupà ‘magnifying glass’, pàlikta ‘left-N’ :
paliktà ‘left-NOM.SG.F’, sunèšti ‘bring together-INF’ : suneštıլ ̖ ‘brought
together-NOM.PL.M’, vıլ ̖sa ‘all.N’ : visà ‘all-NOM.SG.F’. The stressed syllable can be pronounced in various ways—more abruptly or smoothly,
higher or lower, a bit longer or shorter, with rising or falling pitch, but
the referential meaning of the word will not thereby change; only the
emotional or expressive coloration of the words or forms may change.
Thus, words of this type do not differ from Russian, English, or
standard German words, which may differ only in place of stress, but
not in its actual phonetic realization. For example, in pronouncing
Russian ɫɨ̗ɪɨɤ ‘40’, what is important is what distinguishes this word
from the word ɫɨɪɨ̗ɤ ‘magpie-GEN/ACC.PL’; other specific features of
the stressed syllable are phonologically irrelevant. The same can be
said regarding the stress of such word pairs as Bulg. ɜɴ́ɥɧɚ ‘wool’ :
ɜɴɥɧɚ̗ ‘wave’ [Maslov 1956: 23–24], It. capíto ‘turn up-1SG.PRS’ :
cápito ‘understood’ [Muljaþiü 1972: 103] (for more examples, see
§ 234 and [Lichem 1970: 126–130]), Rom. copíi ‘children’ : cópii
‘copies’ [Reychman 1970: xviii], Eng. 'transport : trans'port [Trager,
Bloch 1972: 75], Ger. 'gebet ‘give!’ : Ge'bet ‘prayer’ [Garde 1968: 6];
in these as well, it is only the place of stress that has distinctive
function, and not how a stressed syllable is pronounced. Even variations in unstressed syllables—greater or lesser reductions, various
neutralizations—has no independent function; they only highlight the
stressed syllable, increasing the contrast which forms the essence of
stress39 (on this in Russian, see [Bondarko, Verbickaja, Zinder 1966],
in Catalonian [Mascaró 1978: 25–30]).
In all these cases, various stress models are the only prosodic
units which can differentiate words which are otherwise identical in
expression.
§ 241. The situation in Lithuanian becomes far more complex as
soon as we proceed to words in which the syllable nucleus (normal or
extended) is a long (tense) vowel or a combination of short vowel and
coda sonorant, rather than a short vowel. Even the most precise tran39

Garde has aptly termed such phenomena negative accentual processes (les
procédés accentuels négatifs) [Garde 1968: 57ff.].
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scription will not help us read and understand, without context, such
representations as ['dࡏ i.ktࡏ i], ['k˚á˚o.sࡏ tࡏ eࡡ .], ['r˚u.ksta], ['v˚o.ktࡏ i] (or
['wo.ktࡏ i]), ['k˚u܂pࡏ eࡡ .], [išࡏ 'vࡏ i܂sࡏ i], since it is not clear how the stressed
syllables or their nuclei should be pronounced. If we pronounce them
more abruptly and energetically, we will have the words dýgti ‘sproutINF’, klóstơ ‘spread, cover (with)-3PST’, rǌ̗ gsta ‘turn sour-3PRS’, vókti
‘gather in-INF’, kùrpơ ‘sabot’, išvıլ ̖rsi ‘boil-2SG.PRS’; if we pronounce
them more smoothly, in a more continuous and drawled manner, we
will have words of completely different meaning: dͿkti ‘become
spoiled (of a child)-INF’, klõstơ ‘pleat’, rǌ˾ksta ‘smoke-3PRS’, võgti
‘steal-INF’, kurp˾ ơ ‘botch, bungle-3PST’, išvirs˾ i ‘overturn, tumble2SG.FUT’. Thus the twofold (abrupt or smooth) pronunciation of the
nucleus of a stressed syllable has a distinctive function in Lithuanian—it distinguishes referential (lexical or grammatical) meaning.
If the above properties were to differentiate only those words in
which the nucleus of a stressed syllable consists of long vowels, we
could say that Lithuanian has two types of long vowel phonemes,
which are distinguished, for example, by the binary distinctive feature
“smooth” (/ıࡆ .Ѻ eࡡ .Ѻ …/)–“non-smooth” (/ıࡆ .ғ éࡡ .…/) or “abrupt” (/ıࡆ .ғ éࡡ .…/)–
“non-abrupt” (/ıࡆ .Ѻ eࡡ .Ѻ …/). The choice of one or the other feature pair
would depend on further phonological analysis, which would have to
show which phonemes should be considered marked members of
these oppositions and which should be considered unmarked. The fact
that these oppositions are realized only in stressed syllables40 is not
particularly important, since unstressed syllables often form a position
of neutralization for various vowel phonemes (see § 137 and 227), cf.
EAukšt. Širvintos pa֡ .dȣs ‘sole (of foot)’ “pãdas”  púэdȣs “púodas”
‘pot’, but padյ e֡ .lյ ѡs “padͅlis” ‘sole (dim.)’ = padյ e֡ .lյ ѡs “puodͅlis” ‘cup’,
EAukšt. Kupiškis kэ̗ .jΩe “kója” ‘foot, leg’  kúэjΩe “kúoja” ‘roach
(fish)’ but kэ.j́֡.áa. “kojͅlơ” ‘foot, leg (dim.)’ = kэ.j́֡.áa. “kuojͅlơ”
‘roach (fish)(dim.)’ (see § 143). Since in unstressed syllables, vowels
close to the smooth ([ıࡆ .Ѻ ]-type) vowels of stressed syllables usually
occur, the marked members should be considered the more abrupt
([ıࡆ .ғ ]-type) vowels, and the unmarked members the smooth vowels.
This conclusion is also confirmed by stressed endings, where almost
only [ıࡆ .Ѻ ]-type vowels are found.
40

This is the generally accepted view, but cf. § 244, fn. 48.
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Such an interpretation seems quite reasonable and logical; it is
not for nothing that it has been proposed in Lithuanian scholarly
works (for example, [Dambrauskaitơ 1957]). But the illusion of
acceptability immediately dissipates when we recall that similar
features distinguish not only those syllables formed by long vowels,
but also those in which a short vowel is followed by a coda sonorant,
that is, when a VR-type sequence is formed, for example: grùmdơ
[g˚r˚úmࡏ dࡏ eࡡ .] ‘rumple-3PST’ : grum˾ dơ ‘washboard’, kùrpơ [k˚ú܂pࡏ eࡡ .]
‘sabot’ : kurp˾ ơ ‘botch-3PST’, nuskùrsi [n˚us˚k˚ú܂sࡏ i ] ‘become poor‘separated; devoted’ : skirt˾ as
2SG.FUT’ : nuskurs˾ i, skıլ ̖rtas [sࡏ kࡏ ıࡆ rtas]
ғ
‘difference’, šiùrpis [šࡏ ˚ú܂pࡏ i s] ‘dishevelled person’ : šiurp˾ is ‘shudder’,
vıլ ̖rsi [vࡏ ıࡆ ܂ғ sࡏ i ] ‘boil-2SG.FUT’ : virs˾ i ‘overturn, fall-2SG.FUT’, etc. It
would be hopeless here to try to assign a distinctive feature of
intensity or duration to some phoneme, since greater or lesser vowel
intensity and greater or lesser length and salience of a sonorant are in
complementary distribution (see table 35), which clearly shows that,
for example, [ıࡆ ]Ғ and [i], and [r.Ѻ ] and [r], are allophones of the same
phonemes. There is only one correct way out: to assign to all syllables
the distinctive properties of all the above minimal pairs and consider
them prosodic units differentiating entire syllables, rather than
individual phonemes.
Table 35. Distribution of vowels and coda sonorants in Lithuanian stressed
syllables
Positions
Sound
Interpretation
types
[—RѺ .]
[—Rࡅ ]
[VҒ —]
[Vࡅ —]
[i]
+
/i/
[ıࡆ ]Ғ
+
[r]
+
/r/
[r.]Ѻ
+

Phonetic similarity and especially functional identity41 suggest
that the same prosodic units should also be assigned to the syllables
examined above which are formed by long vowels, as well as to such
minimal pairs as káltas [ká.átas] ‘chisel’ : kal˾tas ‘guilty’, láuk [áá.uk]ލ
41

Cf. the identical accentuation of such forms as blͿną ‘pancake-ACC.SG’ :
blynùs ‘pancake-ACC.PL’ = pirš˾ tą ‘finger-ACC.SG’ : pirštùs ‘finger-ACC.PL’ and
výrǐ ‘man-GEN.PL’ : výrus ‘man-ACC.PL’ = tıլ ̖ltǐ ‘bridge-GEN.PL’ : tıլ ̖ltus ‘bridgeACC.PL’.
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‘wait-2SG.IMP’ : laǊk ‘get away!’, mérkti ‘shut one’s eyes-INF’
[mࡏ é.܂ktࡏ i ] : merk˾ ti ‘soak-INF’, pláutas [páá.utas] ‘rinsed’ : plaǊtas
‘(sauna) shelf’, where the left-hand members have a more salient and
somewhat lengthened vowel [Pakeris, Plakunova, Urbelene 1972: 23;
Pakerys, Plakunova, Urbelienơ 1974: 8–10 and 14; Pakerys 1982:
158–163], which always shortens in unstressed position, cf.: [ká.átas]
‘chisel’ : [kalࡏ tࡏ Ӂ.lࡏ i s] “kaltͅlis” ‘chisel (dim.)’, [mࡏ Ǚ.rk“ ]ލmérk” ‘shut
one’s eyes-2SG.IMP’ : [mࡏ e܂kࡏ ıࡆ mas]
“merkıլ ̖mas” ‘shutting (one’s eyes)’.42
Ғ
These prosodic syllable units, differentiating otherwise identical
syllables and words, are called pitch accents or tones [Martine 1963:
434–437; Girdenis, Žulys 1967: 114–115 (= Girdenis 2000b: 163);
Muljaþiü 1973: 217–218]. The actual phonetic properties by which
these prosodic units are distinguished are not crucial; what is
important is that they distinguish units larger than the phoneme—syllables. Pitch accents are usually best distinguished by so-called prosodic features: modulations of pitch, loudness (intensity), and quantity
(cf. [Girdenis, Pupkis 1974 (= Girdenis 2000b: 272ff.)], and especially
[Pakerys 1982: 182–184 et passim]), but under certain conditions,
qualitative features of a syllable nucleus and their modulations can
have great, even decisive weight: see [Pakerys 1967b; 1968; 1974b;
1982: 184 et passim]; cf. also [Robinson 1968].43
The traditional view of acute (or abrupt) accent as falling or
strong-initial [tvirtapradơ] and circumflex (or smooth) as rising or
strong-final [tvirtagalơ] is objectively hardly demonstrable (cf.
[Purcell 1971; 1973; Girdenis, Pupkis 1974: 118 (= Girdenis 2000b:
281)]). But if we view the realization of these pitch accents as a kind
of modulation of a phrasal intonation contour—the fragment corresponding to the basis of the pitch accent—this approach may seem
quite acceptable. Acute (´) is perhaps a falling accent not in an absolute sense, but only from the standpoint of a “neutral” intonation
42

Here also, this interpretation is nicely supported by functional identity, cf.
tvıլ ̖rtą ‘firm-ACC.SG’ : tvıլ ̖rtus ‘firm-ACC.PL’ = stórą ‘thick-ACC.SG’ : stórus
‘thick-ACC.PL’ = kárštą ‘hot-ACC.SG’ : kárštus ‘hot-ACC.PL’, but tirš˾ tą ‘denseACC.SG’ : tirštùs ‘dense-ACC.PL’ = dõrą ‘honest-ACC.SG’ : dorùs ‘honest-ACC.PL’ =
kal˾tą ‘guilty-ACC.SG’ : kaltùs ‘guilty-ACC.PL’.
43
Pakerys’s work [1982] frees us from the need to stop in greater depth on
these issues. The main conclusion of this study should be strongly emphasized:
stress and pitch accent in the standard language are phenomena of a mixed
phonetic nature.
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contour, while circumflex (˜) is rising from the standpoint of a falling
or neutral contour. In rising sentence fragments both pitch accents, as
purely phonetic phenomena, can be rising, and in falling fragments,
falling, although the rising or falling of one will differ from the rising
or falling of the other (cf. [Martinet 1970: 364; Iviü 1987: 474]).
Kazlauskas [1968a: 7, 29–30] (seemingly uncritically following Jakobson
[Jakobson 1963a: 159 et passim]) tried to derive Lithuanian pitch accents from
an opposition of higher (acute) and lower (circumflex) tone, preserved, in his
view, in the Žemaitic dialect. Experiments have not confirmed this hypothesis;
Žemaitic (at least northern) pitch accents differ in the relative abruptness of a
change in all acoustic features (especially overall acoustic energy) and a different concentration of energy: the energy of the acute is concentrated at a single
point in a syllable nucleus and changes very abruptly; circumflex is a non-abrupt
accent of non-concentrated energy. The differences in relative pitch height are
quite insignificant and without question secondary (see [Girdenis 1974: especially 186 (= Girdenis 2000b: 300ff.) and references]). A certain rise in pitch in
acuted syllables is easily explained as a side effect of its glottalization (“breaking”) (cf. [Pike 1947: 106]).
Sometimes the terms syllable intonation, syllable accent, or even syllable
stress are used as synonyms of pitch accent or tone. The term syllable stress,
because of its novelty and vagueness, became very fashionable a dozen or so
years ago and even misled a number of specialists in Baltic linguistics (cf.
[Kazlauskas 1968a: 20 et passim; Grinaveckis 1973: 125ff.; Girdenis, Žulys
1972: 197 (= Girdenis 2000b: 361f.); Girdenis, Rosinas 1974: 197–198
(= Girdenis 2000b: 401); 1976: 190 and fn. 10 (= Girdenis 2000c: 16 and fn.
10)]). Where pitch accents are distinguished only on stressed syllables, there is
sometimes direct reference to types of stress [Martine 1963: 440], as
distinguished from tone or pitch accent (which is unconnected, or very little
connected, with stress), or to melodic or polytonic stresses [Kuznecov 1970b:
366]. This interpretation is hardly correct; it clearly ignores a hierarchy of
prosodemes (in fairness, Martinet noted this himself, cf. [Martine 1963: 440;
Martinet 1970: 374]).

§ 242. Like every other phonological phenomenon, pitch
accents, or tones, may have positional variants, sometimes called allotones [Fintoft 1970: 39 et passim].44 Their invariant properties (that is,
the phonetic features shared by all allotones of a pitch accent and distinguishing it from another pitch accent or other pitch accents) form a
toneme [Koefoed 1967: 157; Lehiste 1970: 92]. In positions of toneme
44

Hammarström suggests the more general term alloprosode [Hammarström
1966: 35], but so far it seems that no one else has used it (probably because of
too broad a derivational meaning).
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neutralization, the syllable features heard represent architonemes, or
archiprosodemes [Ivanov 1959: 136], of the corresponding pitch
accents. One member of a toneme opposition is unmarked; this is the
toneme which is acoustically and articulatorily close to the representative of the architoneme; the toneme which clearly differs from this
representative is the marked member of the prosodic opposition.45
This survey of terminology and concepts already shows that
pitch accents obey general principles of phonological analysis and
identification of phonological units; their paradigmatic (and in part
syntagmatic) relations are also analogous.
§ 243. Our analysis and examples have shown that, under identical phonetic and phonological conditions, only two types of pitch
accent can contrast in Lithuanian: 1) [Vࡃ ғ ] : [Vࡃ Ѻ ] (klóstơ : klõstơ),
2) [Vғ R] : [VRѺ .] (kùrpơ : kurp˾ ơ), 3) [Vғ .R] : [VRѺ .] (káltas : kal˾tas).
Each of these three groups differs quite a bit phonetically, but they
cannot contrast with one another and therefore must be considered
allotones of the same two pitch accents (two tonemes: /˜/  /´/).
It is most convenient to use for these pitch accents or tonemes
the above-mentioned neutral terms acute (the pitch accent of words of
the type klóstơ, kùrpơ, káltas) and circumflex (the pitch accent of
words of the type klõstơ, kurp˾ ơ, kal˾tas), which do not suggest any
categorical phonetic characteristics. The traditional terms tvirtapradơ
priegaidơ ‘“strong-initial” accent’ and tvirtagalơ priegaidơ ‘“strongfinal” accent’ seemingly preempt research and impose the notion that
pitch accents differ in the “strength” of the beginning or end of a syllable, although, as just mentioned, this has not been demonstrated thus
far; krintanþioji priegaidơ ‘falling accent’ and kylanþioji priegaidơ
‘rising accent’ similarly suggest in advance musical characteristics.46
45

Cf. [Kacnel’son 1966: 38 et passim], although we do not at all agree with
the actual interpretation of prosodeme markedness presented here; it is a purely
phonetic, rather than phonemic, approach.
46
But cf. § 241. This was also apparently the view of Simonas Staneviþius,
who used the Greek acute or grave (symbols of a rising toneme) to mark smooth
pitch accent and a curved or broken circumflex (symbols of a falling toneme) to
mark abrupt pitch accent [Girdenis 1968b (= Girdenis 2000b: 171ff.); 1992b
(= Girdenis 2001: 54ff.)]. But even this great authority cannot outweigh concrete
observations. Listening results of reverse recordings (on the method, see
[Dukel’skij 1962: 16–17]) clearly show that speakers of both Žemaitic and West
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The terms staiginơ priegaidơ ‘abrupt accent’ and tĊstinơ priegaidơ
‘smooth accent’ would be substantially better (cf. Fr. intonation rude
‘rough accent’ and intonation douce ‘smooth accent’ [Saussure 1922:
491]), characterizing these tonemes according to their auditory
impression. The most recent speech synthesis experiments (unfortunately, not yet published, but cf. [Girdenis 1998b (= Girdenis 2001:
403f.)]) also support the acoustic validity of these terms; at least the
Žemaitic acute differs first and foremost from the circumflex in an
abrupt change in pitch (in the adduced sentence, falling). But, as
noted, it is most convenient for the phonologist to use terms which do
not suggest actual phonetic properties.
§ 244. In general, the relations among the various prosodic types
of Lithuanian syllables can best be illustrated in the following tree
diagram (see figure 27; syllable nucleus type is given in parentheses;
see [Girdenis, Žulys 1967: 116 (= Girdenis 2000b: 164); Ambrazas
1985: 48; 1997: 40 (= Girdenis 2001: 227)]).47
Syllables
short (-Vի -)

long (-VR-, -Vթ -)

unstressed

stressed

unstressed

(˘)

(`)

(¯)

stressed
circumflex
(˜)

acute
(´)

Figure 27. Prosodic syllable types of standard Lithuanian
Aukštaitic distinguish “reversed” pitch accents (reproduced in the opposite
direction) just as well as regular ones (cf. [Girdenis 1974: 192–193, fn. 30
(= Girdenis 2000b: 304, fn. 30)]). More or less the same can be said of pitch
accents in whispered words: they are well distinguished in all languages and dialects investigated (see, for example, [Meyer-Eppler 1957; Jensen 1958; Miller
1962; Fintoft 1970: 40–43; 125–131 and references; Girdenis, Pupkis 1974: 118
(= Girdenis 2000b: 281); Girdenis 1974: 192–193 (= Girdenis 2000b: 304),
especially fn. 30]).
47
It is interesting that just the same sort of diagram was used a few years later
to represent the prosodic syllable types of Slovene [Neweklowsky 1973: 81] (cf.
also [Haugen 1967: 189]). See also [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1990: 42 (= Girdenis
2001: 25)], where the relative frequency of each syllable is also indicated.
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We see that pitch accents characterize and differentiate only
stressed long syllables, that is, those formed with tautosyllabic
VR-type sequences or long vowels (such syllables are now most often
called heavy; cf. [Hyman 1985]). Short syllables (that is, those formed
with short vowels; so-called light syllables) can only be stressed or
unstressed (see also [Garde 1976: 3–4]). If pitch accents are ever
shown to contrast on unstressed long syllables as well, the right
branch of the diagram would need to be transformed as follows (see
figure 28).
Long syllables (-VR-, -Vթ -)
unstressed
circumflex
(˜)

stressed
acute
(´)

circumflex
(˜)

acute
(´)

Figure 28. Syllable accents of long syllables (alternative version)

Many specialists believe that this must have been the distribution
of the Baltic proto-language (among more recent works, see, for
example, [Garde 1976: 4; Zinkeviþius 1980: 48; Dybo 1981: 12]).
This view has been categorically opposed by Kuryáowicz, who has
denied even the theoretical possibility of pitch accent on unstressed
syllables (see [Kuryáowicz 1958: 210; 1977: 159; Kuryáowicz 1960:
234–236 = Kuriloviþ 1962: 326–328]; cf. [Martinet 1970: 381]).48
In addition to acute and circumflex, a short pitch accent had also long
been noted in the Lithuanian linguistic literature, hence it was believed that
Lithuanian had three, rather than two, pitch accents (see, for example, [Ekblom
1922: 9; Gerullis 1930: xxvi; Vaitkeviþiǌtơ, Grinaveckis 1959; Ulvydas 1965:
48

There has accumulated quite a bit of credible evidence suggesting that pitch
accents (at least in some Lithuanian dialects) can contrast in unstressed syllables
as well. For example, the dialect of the West Aukštaitic Kaunas-region
(Suvalkija) distinguishes such minimal pairs as genitive singular ['pࡏ ıࡆ eғ v˚õ.s]
'
“pıլ ̗evos” ‘meadow’ : locative plural ['pࡏ ıࡆ eғ v˚ó.s] “pıլ ̗evos(e),” accusative singular
'
.
.
.
.
ࡏ
ࡏ
['sࡏ mࡏ Ӂࡡ lıࡆ Ѻ ] “smơ˾lƳ” ‘sand’ : locative singular ['sࡏ mࡏ Ӂࡡ lıࡆ ғ ] “smơ˾lyj(e),” genitive
'
'
singular (noun) ['m˚ó.kࡏ i. t˚õ.jo.] “mókytojo” ‘teacher’ : genitive singular (adjec'
.
.
.
.
ࡏ
tive) ['m˚ó ki t˚ó jo ] “mókytojo” ‘taught’ (see [Girdenis 1972b: 72 (= Girdenis
'
2000b: 265); 1973: 73 (= Girdenis 2000b: 320); Girdenis, Žulys 1972: 198
(= Girdenis 2000b: 363)]).
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135–136; Mikalauskaitơ 1975: 78–79]). The “theory” of three pitch accents
appeared when instrumental studies showed that short stressed syllables, like the
long, are pronounced with a certain melody—various fundamental frequency
and intensity curves. The treatment of these curves or modulations as an essential feature of pitch accent left no choice but to accept a short pitch accent.
Phonology, of course, does not support such a characterization of pitch
accent, nor the “short pitch accents” based on it. The essence of pitch accents is
the distinctive function they perform, rather than vocal modulations themselves.
Russian and French stressed and unstressed syllables are after all undoubtedly
pronounced with certain modulations of pitch, intensity, and duration, but it
would not be possible to speak of pitch accents here, since the melody of their
stressed syllables cannot differentiate referential meaning.49 Precisely the same
situation exists in Lithuanian words in which a stressed syllable is formed by a
short vowel without a coda sonorant. The voice modulations seen in oscillograms and kymograms of these words do not and cannot perform a distinctive
function, not least because they cannot be perceived by ear, as even advocates of
“short pitch accent” acknowledge (cf. [Vaitkeviþiǌtơ, Grinaveckis 1959: 30;
Grinaveckis 1973: 98]). Phonetic features which cannot be heard, which are
imperceptible and cannot be distinguished, cannot be phonological units of a
language; they are simply not in the linguistic system (cf. [Trubetzkoy 1977:
180 = Trubeckoj 224; Girdenis, Žulys 1967 (= Girdenis 2000b: 161ff.); Garšva
1977c: 114–115; 1977a: 78; 1982: 73]).
It is sometimes pointed out that “short pitch accent” can contrast with
acute and circumflex in minimal pairs such as kàsti ‘dig-INF’ : ką̗sti ‘bite-INF’,
plùkti ‘burst (into tears, sweat)-INF’ : plǌ˾kti ‘scutch-INF’, trèšti ‘rot-INF’ : trĊ˾šti
‘fertilize-INF’, etc. But this is false reasoning: these pairs are not distinguished
by pitch accent, but by vowel quantity. The members on the right have long
(tense) vowels in stressed syllables, while the members on the left have short
(lax) vowels, which, as we know, are independent phonemes.

§ 245. Kazlauskas [1968a: 6–7] had already shown that all
Lithuanian dialects have a system of two phonological pitch accents,50
49

Here and elsewhere, the clever linguistic rule 2 í 1 = 0 applies: we can
speak of a certain linguistic category or subsystem only when it consists of at
least two members [Panov 1967: 16–18]. There are no languages, and there can
be no languages, which would have only a single gender, a single verb tense, a
single case, etc. This also holds for pitch accent (cf. [Zinkeviþius 1966: 32–33]).
50
The view was once widespread that in eastern dialects the pitch accents of
monophthongs were lost (for example, [Kazlauskas 1968a: 14], but this has not
been confirmed (see, for example, [Girdenis 1971a: 206–207 (= Girdenis 2000b:
351f.); Zinkeviþius 1974; Eidukaitienơ 1977; Stundžia 1979; 1980; Kosienơ
1982], cf. [Pakerys 1982: 154]). Nevertheless, even now we must admit that the
pitch accents on monophthong syllables in eastern and southeastern dialects are
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although dialectologists and specialists in pure phonetics find a far
greater number. For example, stressed short syllables in many dialects
lengthen in certain cases and thereby receive so-called middle accent
(1). As a final circumflex syllable shortens, a middle accent with a
somewhat different pronunciation may appear, or an apocopated
accent (2). Yet another type of middle accent arises when stress is
retracted from an ending onto a long syllable (3). Finally, quite a few
Žemaitic speakers produce in certain cases an abrupt or “pushed”
[stumtinơ, ‘Stosston’] accent instead of acute, while others pronounce
a broken accent [laužtinơ] (4); rising [tvirtagalis] and smooth [tĊstinis]
circumflex also often differ (5) (cf. [Salys 1992: 45]).
Without going into a detailed analysis, we can say that in all the
above cases, we have two types of allotones, in complementary distribution, of the same prosodemes. In the first case (1) (cf. EAukšt.
kյ ıլ ֡ .šյ Ωe. “kıլ ̖šơ (standard kıլ ̖šo)” ‘thrust-3PST’ : kյ ıլ ̖֔ š “kıլ ̖š ” ‘thrust-3FUT’,
NŽem. kյ ́֡.š a : kյ ̖́š) middle accent is the realization of the stress of a
short non-final syllable; in the second case (2) (cf. EAukšt. páåǊ.kΩe
“plaǊkia” ‘swim-3PRS’ : páåu֡ ks “plaǊks” ‘swim-3FUT’), middle accent
(as well as apocopated accent) represents a word-final circumflex; in
the third case (3) (cf. EAukšt. Kupiškis tյ ıլ .˾ lյ i֔ “tͿli” ‘be silent-3PRS’ : tıլ ֡ .lıլ ̖֔
“tylıլ ̖ ” ‘be silent-2SG.PRS’), it represents the circumflex which
accompanies secondary phonological stress.51 The Žemaitic abrupt
quite unclear; we could say that their oppositions are optional (see also [Hasiuk
1978: 17–18 and references]).
51
This “middle” variant of circumflex functions in many dialects as the manifestation of a special phonological stress. In some dialects, a kind of opposition
of “strong” and “weak” stress has arisen due to stress retraction, cf. EAukšt.
northern Panevơžys áåǊ.k ɴs “laǊkas” ‘field-NOM.SG’  áåu֡ k ɴs “laukùs” ‘fieldACC.PL’, EAukšt. Utena nΩedэ˾.ra “nedõra” ‘immoral-N’  nΩedэ֡ .rà “nedorà”
‘immoral-NOM.SG.F; immorality-NOM.SG’ [Girdenis, Žulys 1972: 199 (= Girdenis
2000b: 365); Garšva 1977c: 65; Kosienơ 1978: 35–36] (cf. [Baranovskij 1898:
21; Ekblom 1922: 8; 1925: 55, 95–97; Girdenis 1978a (= Girdenis 2000c: 95f.)]
and § 251). The first to mark “weak” (two-peaked) stress was Daukša: SûdҊլiá
“sudžià” ‘judge-NOM.SG’ = [ su.'džࡏ æҒ ] Postil 1536, áĊ̗gwá [ áܭƾ'gvà] “lengvà”
'
'
‘easy-NOM.SG.F’ Postil 4342, gêriús [ gࡏ eࡡ .'܂ùs] “geriùs” ‘life of luxury-ACC.PL’
'
Postil 5015 (cf. [Girdenis 1984 (= Girdenis 2000c: 356f.)]).
It should be noted here that the opposition of two stress (or pitch accent) types
is also observed in forms where there never was regular stress retraction; cf.
NŽem. (1) kâ.áts “káltas” ‘chisel’ (“strong” stress) : kâáts “káltas” ‘forged297
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[staiginis] acute (4) and rising [tvirtagalis] circumflex (5) occur only
before a certain secondary stress, while the broken [laužtinis] acute
and smooth [tĊstinis] circumflex occur when no secondary stress
follows (cf.: dá .ktâ . “daiktaıլ ˾” ‘thing-NOM.PL’ : dâ .kt a “dáiktą, -o”
‘thing-ACC/GEN.SG’, bã.á.dâ . “bal˾dai” ‘furniture-NOM.PL’ : bã .ád u
“bal˾dǐ” ‘furniture-GEN.PL’; see, for example, [Girdenis 1967b: 31
(= Girdenis 2000b: 106–109); 1974: 160 (= Girdenis 2000b: 285)]).
Thus, here as well, we have only two pitch accents, realized by two
types of allotone.
ȕ) FUNCTIONS AND PARADIGMATIC RELATIONS
OF PITCH ACCENTS
§ 246. Pitch accents are close to phonemes and distinctive features; they perform the same distinctive function: they distinguish
otherwise identical syllables and words and their forms (see [Martine
1963: 441; Martinet 1970: 364; Koefoed 1967: 161]).52
In a morphological or morphonological system, pitch accents
function as an important auxiliary characteristic of morphemes [Garde
1968: 160–165; Garde’as 1971] (see also the article [Hjelmslev 1936–
1937], from which Garde’s basic idea derives).
NOM.SG.M’ (“weak” stress), sv͏.ists “svıլ ̗estas” ‘butter’ : sv͏ists “svıլ ̗estas”
‘thrown-NOM.SG.M’, sã .us i “saǊsƳ” ‘January-ACC.SG’ (cf. nom. sg. saǊsis) :
sã.u.s i “saǊsƳ” ‘aphid-ACC.SG’ (cf. nom. sg. sausͿs), (2) trâ.uk ́ “tráukơ” (inf.
tráukti) ‘pull-3PST’ : trâuk ́ “tráukơ” (inf. tráukyti) ‘pull (iterative)-3PST’,
brã .uk ́ “braǊkơ” (inf. braǊkti) ‘cross out, brush off-3PST’ : brã.u.k ́ “braǊkơ”
(inf. braukýti) ‘cross out (iterative)-3PST’, (3) kâ.iš “káišia” ‘scrape, shave-3PRS’ :
kâiš “kaıլ š˾ ” ‘scrape, shave-3FUT’, ḿ˾ .iš “miͅšia” ‘dilute-3PRS’ : ḿ˾.i.š “miͅš”
‘dilute-3FUT’. Similar oppositions have also been observed in Aukštaitic dialects
(see [Girdenis 1982a: 180 (= Girdenis 2000c: 274f.); Girdenis, Kaþjuškene 1987
(= Girdenis 2000c: 327ff.)]).
52
Pakerys has expressed and in a preliminary way tried to support the original
idea that pitch accents also have a culminative function: they signal a syllable
peak [Pakerys 1982: 144–154]. This view does not seem convincing (see
[Girdenis, Stundžia 1983: 178–179 (= Girdenis 2000c: 403); Vitkauskas 1983a]).
First, the syllable is neither a sign nor a meaningful unit, and therefore it hardly
needs a special distinguishing element; second, a function similar to culminative
is already performed in the syllable by a vowel (see, for example, [Padlužny
1969: 31 and references]).
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Every morpheme whose expression (or partial expression) consists of a stressed long vowel or tautosyllabic VR-type sequence is
either acute or circumflex. For example, the root of the word brólis
‘brother’ preserves acute accent in all forms and in all derivatives and
compounds, cf.: brólis ‘brother-NOM.SG’, bróliui ‘brother-DAT.SG’,
brólƳ ‘brother-ACC.SG’, brólienơ ‘sister-in-law’, bróliškas ‘fraternal’,
brólvaikis ‘nephew’; the root of the word rankà ‘hand’ in stressed
positions is always circumflex, cf.: rañkos ‘hand-GEN.SG/NOM.PL’,
rañkǐ ‘hand-GEN.PL’, rañkena ‘handle’, rañkininkas ‘handball player’,
rañkdarbis ‘needlework’, etc. Possible metatony (change of pitch
accent; from Gk. ȝİĲޠ- ‘a prefix meaning change’, ĲިȞȠȢ ‘stress,
syllable accent’) in certain cases (see [Bǌga 1959: 386–483; Ulvydas
1965: 142–150; Mikalauskaitơ 1975: 81; Laigonaitơ 1978: 19–27;
Ambrazas 1985: 67; 1997: 53 (= Girdenis 2001: 241f.); Mikulenene
1987]) does not contradict the general principle, since it is essentially
no different than similarly functioning vowel apophony, cf.: gražùs
‘beautiful’ : grõžis ‘beauty’, krıլ ̖to ‘fall-3PST’ : kráiþiojo ‘gradually
fall-3PST’ and stóras ‘thick, fat’ : stõris ‘thickness’, ǌ˾žơ ‘make a
noise-3PST’ : ǌ̗ žavo ‘id.’, plaǊkơ ‘swim-3PST’ : pláukiojo ‘swim about3PST’.
It is true that morphemes generally “lose” their pitch accents in
unstressed positions (cf., however, fn. 49), for example mérkti ‘shut
one’s eyes-INF’  merk˾ ti ‘soak-INF’, but merkıլ ̖mas ‘shutting one’s
eyes’ = merkıլ ̖mas ‘soaking’, várpą ‘ear (of grain)-ACC.SG’  varp˾ ą
‘bell-ACC.SG’, but (varpͅliai ĺ) varpͅliǐ ‘bells-GEN.PL’ = (varpͅlơs ĺ)
varpͅliǐ ‘ear (dim)-GEN.PL’. Pitch accents are essentially neutralized
in grammatical endings as well, since here (with a few exceptions)
only circumflex is possible,53 representing the architoneme (or
53

This traditional statement (incidentally, greatly exaggerated by Kuryáowicz
[1958: 167–168; 1968a: 114], not least because there are words like pusiáu ‘in
two, in half’, visái ‘quite, completely’) would still need to be checked by more
rigorous experiments. There are data which suggest that the second person
maišaıլ ˾ ‘mix’, sakaıլ ˾ ‘say’, vilkaıլ ˾ ‘dragged’, for example, and the nominative
plural maišaıլ ˾ ‘bags’, sakaıլ ˾ ‘resin’, vilkaıլ ˾ ‘wolves’ and other similar forms are
not homonyms; the pitch accents of the former appear to set off the first
component of the diphthong more (one hears as it were maišài, sakài, vilkài),
and the latter, the second component. Listeners hear this distinction quite well
(see, for example, [Valentas, Girdenis 1976; Kosienơ 1978: 32, fn. 18; 1979]).
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archiprosodeme) of both pitch accents, and showing that circumflex is
the unmarked member of the opposition (see [Trubetzkoy 1977: 213 =
Trubeckoj 1960: 265]). This is also suggested by the proximity of
unstressed (especially pretonic) syllables to circumflex [Pakeris 1966],
and likewise by the greater frequency of long circumflex syllables in
connected texts: they are approximately 1.4 times more frequent than
acute [Girdenis 1983b (= Girdenis 2000c: 354); Karosienơ, Girdenis
1990: 42–43 (= Girdenis 2001: 24–26)]. We have in this case a
phenomenon similar to the neutralization of oppositions of the type
/a/ : /ܧ/ in unstressed syllables in standard Russian and some Lithuanian dialects (see § 137, 227, 241). In this regard as well, pitch
accents function as phonemes.
The pitch accents stand in a different relationship in the North
Žemaitic dialect. Here the acute is not only freely used in stressed
endings (cf. the second person singular maišâ . /majšá./ “maišaıլ ˾ ”
‘mix’, sakâ . /saká./ “sakaıլ ˾” ‘say’, v́ákâ . /vҽlká./ “vilkaıլ ˾ ” ‘drag’ and
the nouns ma֡ išã . /majšã./ “maišaıլ ˾” ‘bags’, sàkã . /sakã./ “sakaıլ ˾”
‘resin’, v́֡ákã . /vҽlkã./ “vilkaıլ ˾” ‘wolves’), but is also the representative
of the archiprosodeme in the main position of neutralization: an
unstressed final syllable (for example: bàtâ . /bàta./ “bãtai” ‘boots’,
múokյ ê . /múokࡏ e./ “mókei” ‘you taught’, vàkâ .r /vàkar/ “vãkar” ‘yesterday’). Acute is unquestionably the unmarked member of the pitch
accent opposition and circumflex the marked member. This is also
shown by the relative frequency of these pitch accents; the ratio of
acute to circumflex long syllables here is approximately 1.32 : 1.
§ 247. The main functional property distinguishing pitch accents
from phonemes and distinctive features is their connection with stress
and stress paradigms. As we know, certain morphemes (especially
endings; we could call them “attracting” endings) attract the stress
from a neighboring short or circumflex morpheme according to
Saussure’s and Fortunatov’s law [Garde 1968: 163; Garde’as 1971:
Nor should it be forgotten that perhaps all Aukštaitic speakers pronounce the
pronominal forms anúo ‘that-INS.SG.M’, anúos ‘that-ACC.PL.M’, túo ‘thatINS.SG.M’, túos ‘that-ACC.PL.M’, etc., with acute endings. These were already
found in Kurschat’s grammar [Kurschat 1876: 236] (cf. [Laigonaitơ 1959: 66],
where such forms were justifiably proposed for the standard language; it is inexplicable why they were later abandoned and clearly fictive forms were codified).
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95; Garde 1976: 15–16].54 These endings include, for example, the
first and second persons singular of the verb, the accusative plurals of
nouns, etc. (they are characterized by long acute allomorphs in reflexive and pronominal forms), for example: plaǊkia ‘swim-3PRS’ ĺ
plaukiù ‘swim-1SG.PRS’, plaukıլ ̖ ‘swim-2SG.PRS’ (but láukia ‘wait3PRS’ ĺ láukiu ‘wait-1SG.PRS’, láuki ‘wait-2SG.PRS’; cf. keiþiúo-si
‘change-1SG.PRS.REFL’, keitıլ ̗e-si ‘change-2SG.PRS.REFL’), pirš˾ tą ‘fingerACC.SG’ ĺ pirštùs ‘finger-ACC.PL’, rañką ‘hand-ACC.SG’ ĺ rankàs
‘hand-ACC.PL’ (but tıլ ̖ltą ‘bridge-ACC.SG’ ĺ tıլ ̖ltus ‘bridge-ACC.PL’,
sáują ‘handful-ACC.SG’ ĺ sáujas ‘handful-ACC.PL’; cf. gerúos-ius
‘good-ACC.PL.PNL.M’, gerą̗s-ias ‘good-ACC.PL.PNL.F’). Synchronically
interpreted, Saussure’s and Fortunatov’s law essentially determines
the interaction between pitch accent and stress, and the particular
character of Lithuanian word prosody. Thus pitch accent and stress,
taken together, would form quite independent subsystems of word and
syllable prosodemes.
Pitch accents can also optionally be connected with sentence
intonation. One of the main instances of this interaction is the neutralization of pitch accent oppositions in conditions of strong emphatic
sentence stress; this occurs even in the North Žemaitic dialect, which
has particularly clear pitch accents, for example: ànà kap ֑ supյ ıլ .˾ k Ω,
nubյ i˜ega (ĸ nubյ ıլ ը eg Ω) ́ ֑ papàsakûoi֒ ́ pu˜on͡.u v̖́sk͕˾ .n “Anà kaip
supͿko, nubơ˾go ir papãsakojo põnui vıլ ̖ską” ‘She got angry and ran
off and told the master everything’ (Alsơdžiai), aš ֑ t͕̖r͕̖ lazd́֡.kյ ́ –
kap ֑ aš ֑ tâ.u dյ i˜es͕ (ĸ dյ ıլ ը es͕)! “Aš turiù lazdıլ ̖kĊ – kaip aš táu dơ̗ siu!”
‘I have a stick and I’m going to let you have it!’ (Klaipơda), vıլ ը .rùs
́š.ã .u.da (́š.âuda), ́ ֑ pàĺ˾ .ikt mûotŕšk as “Výrus iššáudo, ir paliͅkt
mótriškos” ‘They shoot the men and the women are left’ (Kaltinơnai),
nagյ Ωẽ .rk (ĸ nagյ Ωê .rk), – sa֡ .k Ω, – pav́˾ .Шsյ i á.rklյ elյ ù֔ “Negérk, – sãko, –
pavirs˾ i arkleliù” ‘Don’t drink, he says; you’ll turn into a horse’
(Plungơ), matâ.u, ka ֑ d́Њյã .u.sյ is (ĸ d́Њյâ.usյ is) vյ ıլ ը .rs pas ֑ pušյ ıլ ը .n Ω stûou֒
“MataǊ, kad didžiáusias výras pas pušýną stóvi” ‘I see that a huge
man is standing over by the pine woods’ (Telšiai), karve֡ .l ́ gràžյ ıլ ̖,
54

The fact that Fortunatov had discovered this law independently (and somewhat earlier than Saussure, that is, before 1891–1892) has long been demonstrated, but the evidence has somehow been overlooked; see [Torbiörnsson
1924: 11, fn. 1; 1932: 363–364, fn. 1].
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p͏.in Ω d͕˾ .u.d (ĸ d͡.ud) “Karvͅlơ gražıլ ̖, pıլ ̗eno dúoda” ‘The cow is
beautiful; she gives milk’ (Tirkšliai).55
§ 248. Pitch accent is unquestionably only an auxiliary morphological device, since it can never appear on morphemes which lack
stress (for example, dative or accusative singular noun endings), or on
morphemes which lack the necessary basis for pitch accent (a long
vowel or tautosyllabic VR-type sequence). The fact that their opposition is neutralized in some cases is not particularly significant, since
such neutralization is also often characteristic of vowel (especially
vowel quantity)56 oppositions.
Ȗ) TYPOLOGICAL REMARKS
§ 249. Pitch accent, or tone, is not a very exotic prosodic phenomenon. Quite a few languages and dialects have one system or
another, even in Europe.
Most popular are systems of two pitch accents or tones. Many
Latvian dialects have these, for example, as do some South Slavic
languages and a large group of Germanic languages and dialects: the
55

On this phenomenon in greater detail, see [Zinkeviþius 1966: 37 and
references; Girdenis, Lakienơ 1976: 73 (= Girdenis 2000c: 339)] (for other
languages: [Hansen 1943: 28; Jensen 1960: 28; Toporišiþ 1972]).
56
Apparently this (and, of course, also the “prosodic” nature of quantitative
features) has led more than one specialist to regard quantity as a suprasegmental
prosodic phenomenon (see, for example, [Toporova 1972: 141; Garšva 1977c:
101–102]).
Without going into greater detail on this issue, let us just say that such an
interpretation is possible and acceptable only when, first, the number of long
vowels does not exceed that of short vowels (cf. [Lehiste 1970: 43]), and
secondly, when such an interpretation indisputably facilitates the description of
various phonological and grammatical processes. A factor favoring this interpretation is the neutralization of quantity oppositions in unstressed syllables.
A prosodic interpretation of vowel quantity for standard Lithuanian and many
dialects would conflict with the first condition: Lithuanian has more long vowels
than short vowels (see [Girdjanis 1977: 305–306, fn. 17 (= Girdenis 2000c: 384,
fn. 17); Kaþjuškene 1980; Kaþiuškienơ 1982: 41ff.]). Moreover, Lithuanian
vowel quantity cannot be shifted to prosody for general phonological reasons,
since it distinguishes only speech fragments equal to a single phoneme (cf. § 34
and 215).
Therefore, Lithuanian vowel length (tenseness) and shortness (laxness) can
only be considered distinctive features of phonemes.
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German Rhine dialects, Danish, Swedish, and Norwegian. We all
know quite well the Ancient Greek opposition of acute and circumflex. The three degrees of vowel and consonant quantity in Estonian is
reminiscent of pitch accent (see [Liiv 1962a; 1962b]).57
§ 250. Among the South Slavic languages, closest to Lithuanian
is the pitch accent system of Slovene (cf. [Garde 1968: 154–160]), in
which stressed long syllables are pronounced with either a rising ([´])
or falling ([ ࡏ ] or [`]) accent, cf.: dán ‘given’ : dИn ‘day’, pót ‘road’ :
pФt ‘sweat’ [Toporišiþ 1970: 913], dialectal míӃza ‘table’ : mìӃza ‘tables’,
þĚӃna ‘black-NOM.SG.F’ : þr̖ Ӄna ‘black-NOM.SG.F.PNL’ [Neweklowsky
1973: 82]. In unstressed syllables these oppositions are neutralized.
In stressed and post-tonic syllables of standard Serbo-Croatian
and Štokavian dialects, it is first and foremost long and short vowels
which contrast, cf.: grЖd [`grad] ‘hail’ : grИd [`graޝd] ‘town’, vКsela
‘happy-NOM.SG.F’ : vКselƗ ‘happy-NOM.SG.F.PNL’. A stressed initial
syllable of any quantity may in turn have rising accent (on long syllables [´], on short syllables [`]) or falling accent ([ ࡏ ] and [ ࡍ ], respectively) (on their phonetic properties, see [Trager 1940; Lehiste, Iviü
1963; Pollok 1965], on pronunciation in connected speech [Purcell
1971; 1973]), cf.: mládƯh ‘young-GEN.PL’ : mlИdƯh ‘young-GEN.PL.PNL’,
pústƯm ‘become empty-1SG.PRS’ : pЬstƯm ‘empty-1SG.PRS’ (long syllables), pàra ‘money’ : pЖra ‘steam’, sr̖ þan ‘pertaining to the heart’ :
sЦþan ‘brave’ (short syllables) [Magner, Matejka 1971: 5–6] (cf. also
rávan ‘equal’ : rИvan ‘plain (n.)’, klòbǌk ‘hat’ : klТbǌk ‘vial’ [Peco
1965: 454]). In medial syllables the opposition of pitch accents is
neutralized in favor of rising accent ([´] or [`]); in monosyllabic
57

Cf.. vina ‘glow’ : viina ‘whiskey-GEN.SG’ : v`iina ‘whiskey-ACC.SG’ (the
symbol “ ` ” indicates an overlong sound), sada ‘100’ : saada ‘send-INF’ : s`aada
‘get-INF’, kolis ‘moved’ : koolis ‘school’ : k`oolis ‘died’, kalas ‘fish-LOC.SG’ :
kallas ‘shore’ : ka`llas ‘poured’. Some years ago, so-called lexical tones were
also observed in Estonian (see [Helimski 1977; Lippus, Remmel 1976]; cf.
[Lehiste 1980: 199–200]). There has recently been serious mention of tones in
Russian (see [Kodzasov 1989]; it is not difficult in some cases to observe the
presence of a tone-like phenomenon in this language: compare, for instance, the
nominative singular ɝɪɚɧáɬ ‘pomegranate’, ɫɨɥɞáɬ ‘soldier’, in which the
stressed syllable seems to be falling [tvirtapradiškas] and the corresponding
genitive plural form, where this syllable is almost rising [tvirtagalis], that is,
pronounced approximately [grݞnã.t], [sݞádã.t]).
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words, only falling accent is possible, for example: grИd ‘town’, lЬk
‘bow’, grЖd ‘hail’, lЪk ‘onion’ [Peco 1965: 455].58
§ 251. The German Rhine dialects are characterized by an opposition of so-called correption (abrupt accent) and extension (smooth
accent) [Žirmunskij 1956: 163–165; Kacnel’son 1966: 217ff.], reminiscent of the Lithuanian opposition of acute and circumflex,59 cf.:
[e.( ]ݦcorreption) = standard Au ‘meadow’ : [e.] (extension) = standard
Ei ‘egg’, [hu.ݦs] ‘of the house’ : [hu.s] ‘house’, [štru.ݦs] ‘of an ostrich’ :
[štru.s] ‘ostrich’ [Kacnel’son 1979: 208, 217].
This system is quite reminiscent of the Danish prosodic opposition “stød”–“non-stød” (stød–ikke-stød), which in many positions is
almost indistinguishable from the Žemaitic contrast of broken and
smooth accent; long vowels with stød (a glottal occlusion, or more
precisely, laryngealization [Lehiste 1970: 89–90]) sound almost the
same as corresponding Žemaitic and Latvian vowels with broken
accent (cf. [Ekblom 1933: 50] and [Lehiste 1972]).60 The following
minimal pairs are distinguished, for example, by “stød”–“non-stød”:
lΩeser ['l’ޝܭsԥ ” ’ “( ]ݓis the symbol for stød) ‘(I) read’ : lΩeser ['lޝܭsԥ]ݓ
‘reader’, pilen ['pi’ޝlԥn] ‘(the) arrow’ : pilen ['piޝlԥn] ‘haste’, taget
['tܵ’ޝܤԥð] ‘(the) roof’ : taget ['tܵޝܤԥð] ‘taken’. A specific feature of
Danish which has no direct counterpart in Baltic dialects is stød
concentrated on sonorants, cf.: maj [m‘ ]’ܼݞMay’ : mig [m‘ ]ܼݞme’,
hund [hݜn’] ‘dog’ : hun [hݜn] ‘she’. The place of stød on diphthongs
58

In works on Lithuanian historical grammar, Lithuanian pitch accents are
still associated with those of Serbo-Croatian (for example, [Zinkeviþius 1980:
44]), although in fact they are connected only with the vowel quantity of that
language: Lith. [´] = SCr. [`], Lith. [˜] = SCr. [ – ] (cf. Lith. dǌ̗ mas ‘smoke’,
várna ‘crow’ = SCr. dОm, vrЖna, Lith. žiͅmą ‘winter-ACC.SG’, varn˾ as ‘raven’ =
SCr. zímu, vrИn (in Czech, these relations are the diametric opposites: dým,
vrána and zimu, vran; the acute here denotes vowel length). In general, the pitch
accents of the modern Baltic and Slavic languages are not directly related; their
origin is presumably also different.
59
The renowned German dialectologist Theodor Frings has written specially
about the similarities and differences between pitch accents of the Rhine dialect
and Lithuanian; see [Frings 1934: 120–130].
60
For more detail on prosodic systems with stød and pharyngealization, see
[Ivanov 1959; 1975]; on developmental tendencies of such systems, see [Ivanov
1979]); on the phonetic realization of Danish stød, see [Smith 1938; 1944;
Jakobson, Waugh 1979: 149; Fischer-Jørgensen 1989].
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can even have distinctive function: fugl [fu’ޝl] ‘bird’ : fuld [fݜl’] ‘full’,
hvil [vi’ޝl] ‘rest’ : vild [vܼl’] ‘wild’ (cf. [Fischer-Jørgensen 1962: 101–
102; 1989: 8ff.; Koefoed 1967: 164–165]).61 This, presumably, is one
of the reasons for treating stød as a unit of the segmental plane (ɚ
“kinɚkeme,” a kind of distinctive feature; see, for example, [Plotkin
1979; 1982: 105 et passim]). Nevertheless, the traditional approach
appears more convincing: treating stød as a prosodic phenomenon and
accounting for its position in VR-type sequences by length or
shortness of the first component of these sequences (VӃR & /’/ ĺ
VӃ’R, VR & /’/ ĺ VR’ [Basbøll 1977: 148, fn. 3]).
In Swedish and Norwegian non-monosyllabic words (except for
some dialects), so-called accent 1 (“acute,” [´]) and accent 2 (“grave,”
[`]) contrast; these are also called pitch accents or tonal word accents
(but cf. [Kacnel’son 1966: 36]), for example: Swed. búren ‘(the) cage’ :
bùren ‘carried’, tánken ‘tank’ : tànken ‘idea’ [Malmberg 1971: 192],
stégen (-[e]ޝ-) ‘(the) step’ : stègen ‘(the) ladder’ [Bruce 1977: 15],
Norw. bǛnder [´bønޝԥr] ‘peasants’ : bø̖ nner [`bønޝԥr] ‘beans’, fárene
‘tracks’ : fàrene ‘dangers’ [Fintoft 1970: 15, 21], lǗnet [´lޝܧnԥ] ‘loan’ :
lå̖ ne [`lޝܧnԥ] ‘lend-INF’, hénder ‘hands’ : hènder ‘happens’ [Jensen
1961: 20–21]. Accent 1 of disyllabic words is always concentrated on
the first syllable and is usually marked by a falling tone and intensity;
accent 2 is fairly evenly distributed across two syllables, and the first
syllable of words containing it has a rising or at least even tone and
intensity. It is generally believed (especially after Malmberg’s subtle
experiments [Mal’mberg 1962: 362–377]) that musical features form
the essence of these accents, but there are other views (for example,
[Gårding, Lindblad 1973: 44–48; Makaev 1964: 131ff.]). From a phonological standpoint this is, of course, irrelevant; what is important is
just a contrast of two types of accentuation.
To the Lithuanian ear, these oppositions are rather reminiscent
of oppositions in eastern, non-stress-retracting dialects, such as gıլ ̗ .va
“gýva” ‘alive, living-N’ : gi .và “gyvà” ‘living-NOM.SG.F’, stэ̗ .ra “stóra”
‘thick, fat-N’ : stэ .rà “storà” ‘thick, fat-NOM.SG.F’ (cf. [Kosienơ 1978:
35–36]). The Norwegian pronunciation lǗnet [´l ޝܧnԥ] sounds to the
61

This is a bit reminiscent of the realization of circumflex in eastern dialects
in cases such as tĮıլ ֡ ‘that’, kur֡ ‘where’, and the “weak” stress of North Žemaitic
forms such as future kâiš ‘will scrape’ or iterative trâuk ́ ‘pulled’ (pronounced
almost as kaıլ ը š, traûk ́; see § 245, fn. 51).
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Lithuanian ear almost like [lࡏ ܧғ.nࡏ æ], and lå̖ ne [`lޝܧnԥ] like [lࡏ ࡻܧ.'nࡏ æҒ ] (with
eastern secondary stress on the syllable [lࡏ ࡻܧ.]-).62
The system of three pitch accents of standard Latvian and the
central dialect (vidus dialekta) is well known, cf. krîtu ‘net-ACC.SG’ :
krƭtu ‘chalk-ACC.SG’ : krìtu ‘fall-1SG.PRS’,63 luôgs (in ordinary spelling
logs) ‘window’ : luõks ‘leek’ : lùoks ‘bow’, raûšu ‘pull, tear-1SG.FUT’ :
raǊšu ‘oil cake-GEN.PL’ : ràušu ‘rake-1SG.PRS’, vâts ‘ulcer, wound’ :
vãts ‘vat’ : vàc ‘collect-2SG/3.PRS’ (cf. [GrƯsle 1970; 1972]; on the phonetic features of these pitch accents, see [Ekblom 1933; Stelle 1968
and references]). In medial and final syllables only two pitch accents,
smooth and broken, contrast in Latvian: mazuõs ‘small-ACC.PL.M.PNL’ :
mazuôs ‘small-LOC.PL.M’, mazãs ‘small-ACC.PL.F.PNL’ : mazâs ‘smallLOC.PL.F’ (but cf. šitâs ‘this-LOC.PL.F’ : šitàs ‘this-GEN.SG.F’ : šitãs
‘this-ACC.PL.F’. It is true that Kuryáowicz tried to treat broken tone as
the absence of pitch accent (see, for example, [Kuryáowicz 1958:
382]),64 but this is an entirely artificial interpretation, justifiably
criticized by Ivanov [Ivanov 1954: 134–136], who later wrote special
studies devoted to tonemes of this type [Ivanov 1959; 1975].
Nevertheless, in many Latvian dialects we find the usual system
of two pitch accents, either broken and non-broken (falling or smooth)
contrast, or falling and rising [EndzelƯns 1951: 39–41; Laua 1980:
85].65 The two-pitch-accent system is now also tolerated in the standard language (see, for example, [Laua 1980: 87; Liepa 1979: 47]).
§ 252. Ancient Greek also had an opposition of rising (acute, [´])
and falling (circumflex ([˜] or [ ࡏ ]) accent (cf. [Tronskij 1962: 37ff.;
Lur’e 1964; Garde 1968: 144–148]). These pitch accents contrasted
62

Apparently in a functional regard as well, Swedish and Norwegian accents
are closer to the Lithuanian opposition of “strong” and “weak” stress, rather than
to pitch accents (see § 245, fn. 51).
63
Recall that the symbol “ ˆ ” denotes broken accent, “ ˜ ” smooth, “ ` ”
abrupt or falling.
64
He considered smooth and falling accent (most likely following Trager
[Trager 1941: 141]) a sequence of moras of differing quantity.
65
On the realization of pitch accents in such a system and their paradigmatic
relations, see [Markus 1979: 120; 1982: 93–95; Sarkanis 1993]. Among other
things, these works show that the essential feature of broken tone in these dialects is the abrupt change of the acoustic pattern, contrasting with the smooth,
continuous change of falling (level) pitch accent. On systems with rising accent
instead of broken, see [AncƯtis 1977: 35–43].
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only in word-final position: genitive singular ܻȖȠȡߢȢ ‘square’, șİߢȢ
‘goddess’ : accusative plural ܻȖȠȡޠȢ ‘squares’, șİޠȢ ‘goddesses’. In
other syllables (if we disregard extremely rare cases like ȠݫțȠȚ ‘at
home’ : ȠݭțȠȚ ‘houses’ [Schwyzer 1934: 376]), the opposition of
circumflex and acute was neutralized: before a long ending and in the
third syllable from the end only acute could appear; in a penultimate
long syllable before a short ending, only circumflex, cf. ș߱ȡĮ ‘wild
animal-ACC.SG’, ȂȠࠎıĮ ‘Muse’ (see for example, [Kuryáowicz 1958:
168–169; 1968a: 141]). The acute of a short syllable, like Lithuanian
grave, undoubtedly marked simple stress, rather than pitch accent
[Tronskij 1962: 41]. A word-final grave most likely denoted a certain
allotone of acute, or the disappearance or at least significant weakening of stress (cf. § 228, fn. 15).
Superficially, this system seems quite similar to the Lithuanian
one, but in fact it is quite different, since the Greek pitch accents
contrast only word-finally, precisely where Lithuanian pitch accents
tend toward neutralization (see further [Kuryáowicz 1960: 236ff. =
Kuriloviþ 1962: 329ff.]).66
§ 253. As we see, many of the European languages and dialects with pitch
accent or tone are located around the Baltic Sea. In Jakobson’s view [Jakobson
1962a: 156–159ff.], they form the so-called Baltic basin linguistic area, or
polytonic Sprachbund, opposing the Eurasian Sprachbund, which is characterized by a timbre correlation and the absence of pitch accents (in other words,
monotonic stress). Lithuanian occupies an intermediate position in this regard,
since it has characteristics of both linguistic areas. This is a rather peculiar combination of nearly incompatible features, since pitch accents are usually found
only in languages which lack a timbre correlation, and those languages which
have a timbre correlation lack pitch accents.

§ 254. The Prague School phonologists termed languages having
pitch accent associated with stress (in other words, several types of
stress) polytonic languages, and strictly distinguished them from socalled monotonic languages, lacking pitch accents [Jakobson 1962:
122]. Polytonic languages include, for example, Lithuanian, Latvian,
66

This great typological difference, of course, does not prove (as Kuryáowicz
believed) that Greek and Lithuanian pitch accents must be of a totally different
origin (cf. [Ivanov 1954: 132]). Typological features of languages are not all that
constant; genetically related languages can belong to completely different typological groups.
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Serbo-Croatian, and Swedish, and monotonic, Russian, Polish, Czech,
English, and French.
So-called tone languages are often rather strictly distinguished
from polytonic languages, in which tones are associated with accentuation (only the pitch accents, or tonemes, of stressed syllables
essentially contrast). In tone languages, the various prosodic features
are independent of stress (or weakly dependent on stress); they
function more or less like distinctive features of phonemes [Pike 1947:
105ff.; Fischer-Jørgensen 1962: 102; Allen 1973: 84 and references]
(on the drawbacks of this distinction, see [Hockett 1955: 129], on the
spread and typology of tone languages, see [Maddieson 1978]). Tones
are distinguished from phonemes and distinctive features more for the
sake of convenience; there may be no functional reason for this distinction.
The number of tones varies greatly. Yoruba, mentioned at the
beginning of the present work (§ 13), distinguishes three distinctive
tones in both stressed and unstressed syllables: high, low, and mid.
The Dungan, who speak a distinctive dialect of Chinese,67 also have
three tones, although they are used and pronounced differently, cf. ɦá
‘mother’ : ɦà ‘horse’ : ɦƗ ‘scold’ [Kalimov 1968: 478]. Standard
(“Mandarin”) Chinese has a similarly moderate system of four tones,
for example: bƗo [bࡪ Ɨu] ‘wrap’ : báo [bࡪ áu] ‘thin’ : bo [bࡪ ӽu] ‘defend’ :
bào [bࡪ àu] ‘newspaper’ [Zadoenko, Chuan Šu-in 1973: 633ff.] (cf. also
§ 28). Vietnamese distinguishes six tones; Burmese and some Chinese
dialects eight, etc. (cf. [Andreev, Gordina 1957]). Various tonal systems are quite widespread in African and Native American languages.
There is no impassable gulf between tone languages and polytonic languages; their differences are more quantitative than qualitative.68 Even the criterion of association with stress is not absolute,
since in polysyllabic Chinese words, for example, only the tones of a
single syllable usually contrast; in other syllables they converge, for
example: mèi-mei ‘younger sister’, w΅-men ‘we’, ni-nai ‘grandmother’. This is quite similar to the neutralization of stress in
67

For the meanings of the diacritics, see §28, fn. 33.
For this reason, tone languages and polytonic languages are sometimes
combined into a single typological class, and are all called either polytonic
[Zinder 1979: 257] or tone [Martinet 1970: 364, 378f.] languages.
68
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unstressed syllables (cf. [Polivanov 1968: 140; Dragunov 1962: 37–38
and fn. 1; Martinet 1970: 381–385; Hyman 1975: 208]).
Also as purely acoustic phenomena, tones do not differ as
sharply from pitch accents as is sometimes imagined: most often they
too are elements of a mixed nature, realized by both musical and
dynamic and quantitative, and even qualitative (timbre), features. If
we were to assume that the nature of tones is only musical, it would be
incomprehensible why and how they are distinguished in whispered
speech (see, for example, [Abramson 1959; Segerbäck 1966] and
§ 243, fn. 46 and references).
į) MORAS
§ 255. If we were to accept the view that pitch accents are
essentially rising and falling pitch or increasing and decreasing (crescendo and decrescendo = diminuendo-type) vocal strength, we could
interpret pitch accent oppositions as contrasts in the place of stress.
In Lithuanian, the preconditions for such an interpretation would
be these: a) the phonemic basis for pitch accents includes not just long
vowels, but also diphthongal VR-type sequences; b) in certain cases,
metatony (pitch accent alternation) performs the same morphological
role as a change in stress placement, cf.: púodas ‘pot’ : puõdžius
‘potter’ = kùbilas ‘barrel’ : kubıլ ̖lius ‘cooper’; c) according to Saussure’s
and Fortunatov’s law, stress advances onto endings and other morphemes from both short and circumflex morphemes (see § 247 and
references). Sometimes broken tone (as in Latvian, Danish, and
Žemaitic) is indicated as a phonetic precondition for this interpretation, since it clearly breaks a syllable and its nucleus into two unequal
parts (see [Trubetzkoy 1977: 180, 186 = Trubeckoj 1960: 223, 233ff.;
Šaumjan 1962: 60]).
If a syllable has a coda sonorant forming a diphthong, pitch
accents can be converted to stress contrasts quite easily. We just need
to agree that acute accent is stress on the first component of a
diphthong and circumflex accent is stress on the second component,
that is, to assume that V̗ R = V̖ Rի and VR˾ = Vի R̖ , and correspondingly
change the phonological interpretation of words with sounds of this
type. We could then interpret and transcribe minimal pairs such as
káltas ‘chisel’ : kal˾tas ‘guilty’, skıլ ̖rtas ‘separated; devoted’ : skirt˾ as
‘difference’, šáukite ‘shoot-2PL.IMP’ : šaǊkite ‘shout-2PL.IMP’ as
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follows: /kàltas/ : /kalҒtas/, /sࡏ kࡏ ıࡆ rҒ tas/ : /sࡏ kࡏ irtҒ as/, /šàvkࡏ ite/ : /šavҒ kࡏ ite/ (or
/šàukࡏ ite/ : /šaùkࡏ ite/), etc. As can be seen, this is quite consistent with
the pitch accent properties of many Aukštaitic dialects, since they in
fact clearly emphasize either the first or second component of a
diphthong.
If we wish to generalize this interpretation so that it also applies
to syllables with a long-vowel nucleus, we would have to break down
these vowels, or at least their quantitative features, and treat them as
sequences of smaller units: moras (from Lat. mora ‘delay, interval’),
that is, as though they were diphthongs formed from two identical
vowels, or simply conventional units, equivalent in structural duration
to a single short syllable or half of a long one. We would then obtain
these interpretations: dýgti ‘sprout-INF’ : dͿkti ‘become spoiled (of
children)-INF’ = /dıࡆ iҒ kti/ : /diıࡆ kҒ ti/, rǌ̗ gsta ‘turn sour-3PRS’ : rǌ˾ksta
‘smoke-3PRS’ = /rùuksta/ : /ruùksta/, vókti ‘gather in-INF’ : võgti
‘steal-INF’ = /vòokti/ : /voòkti/, etc. (see [Trager 1941: 139; Trubetzkoy
1977: 180 = Trubeckoj 1960: 223;69 Martine 1963: 437–438; Garde
1968: 14–15 et passim], for a generative interpretation [Heeschen
1968: 195ff.; Kenstowicz 1969: 84ff.; 1972: 53ff.]). The abovementioned metatony púodas : puõdžius would appear as /pùodas/ :
/puòۤࡏus/ and would no longer differ from the stress alternation in
examples of the type kùbilas ‘barrel’ : kubıլ ̖lius ‘cooper’, kãtilas
‘cauldron’ : katıլ ̖lius ‘boiler-maker’. Saussure’s and Fortunatov’s law
could now be formulated as stress advancement from the mora
preceding certain endings and other morphemes, cf. /vࡏ ıࡆ šҒ tƗ/ “vištą”
‘chicken-ACC.SG’ : /vࡏ ištàs/ “vištàs” ‘chicken-ACC.PL’ = /raۮkƗ/ “rañką”
‘hand-ACC.SG’ : /rankàs/ “rankàs” ‘hands-ACC.SG’.
Moras can also greatly simplify the description of certain variations in vocalism in Lithuanian dialects. For example, Baranauskas
[Baranovskij 1898: 20–25] proposed a very logical mora-counting
interpretation for East Aukštaitic Anykšþiai and Utena vowel systems.
He treated long vowels as sequences of three moras (“moments”),
69

Trubetzkoy placed Lithuanian among the so-called mora-counting languages (morazählende Sprachen [Trubetzkoy 1977: 174]; languages for which
a mora-counting interpretation is not suitable are syllable-counting: silbenzählende Sprachen [ibid.]). In Stepanov’s view, Lithuanian is simultaneously
mora-counting and syllable-counting [Stepanov 1972: 175].
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half-long vowels two moras, and short vowels single-mora elements.70
The alternation of stressed [i.], [u.], [ie], [u ]ܧĺ unstressed [i.], [u.],
[a.] ([æ.]), characteristic of these dialects, can then be considered a
simple dropping of one mora (the first): /iii/ ĺ /ii/, /uuu/ ĺ /uu/,
/iaa/ ĺ /aa/, /uaa/ ĺ /aa/, cf. gıլ ̗ .vas /gࡏ ıࡆ iҒ ivas/ “gývas” ‘alive-NOM.SG.M’ :
gi.vu֡ . /gࡏ iivuù/ “gyvǐ˾” ‘alive-GEN.PL’, púэdas /pùaadas/ “púodas” ‘pot’ :
pa.du֡ .kas /paaduùkas/ “puodùkas” ‘pot (dim.), cup’ (for a present-day
treatment, see [Kosienơ 1978: 30–31]; cf. [Jasiǌnaitơ, Girdenis 1996
(= Girdenis 2001: 257ff.)]).
§ 256. While it may look elegant, a mora-counting interpretation
of pitch accent is not very suitable for Lithuanian. Lithuanian pitch
accents are not entirely “obedient” to accentuation: as we have seen
(§ 246), they function as a supplementary characteristic of certain
morphemes (rather than entire words or word forms) and are not much
associated with stress. Secondly, as experimental studies show, the
Lithuanian acute is not purely falling, and the circumflex is not purely
rising; nor can they be unambiguously characterized by features of
increasing (crescendo) or decreasing (decrescendo) vocal strength.
For example, as Pakerys has shown [1967b; 1968; 1974b; 1982: 180–
185], the pitch accents of diphthongs differ more in the quality of the
first component of the diphthong than in a prosodic contrast between
the first and second components. And if both pitch accents differ at
the very beginning of a syllable, it is rather difficult to speak of a first
and second mora.71 Third, this interpretation conflicts with the fact
that the vowels /o. eࡡ ./ lack short counterparts of which they could be
considered sequences; this would make moras a purely theoretical
construct, lacking a firm empirical basis (but cf. Alfonsas Tekorius’s
valid remarks [1984: 181], which are especially weighty in the context
of so-called autosegmental phonology).
70

Baranauskas ascribed the three-mora structure to Lithuanian in general (this
view was adopted by some Indo-Europeanists, for example, [Brugmann,
Delbrück 1897: 986–988]). Overall, this view is not quite correct, but it is far
more valid than is generally assumed, since non-final stressed [a e] lengthen
only to half-longs (in other words, they remain shorter than long vowels) in
perhaps all dialects (cf. § 174, fn. 117).
71
The results of reverse listening tests should not be forgotten here (see
§ 243, fn. 46); they also go against a mora-counting interpretation of Lithuanian
pitch accents.
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In general, there is a tendency at present to assume that a moracounting interpretation is more or less appropriate only for SerboCroatian ýakavian dialects and for Classical Greek [Garde 1968: 166
et passim] (cf. [Martine 1963: 437–438]).72 The stubborn desire to
interpret the pitch accents of all languages as a contrast solely of
moras has perhaps done the greatest harm to Kuryáowicz’s theory of
Baltic accentual development (see, for example, [Ivanov 1954: 135]
on the artificiality of this theory).

4. SUMMARY REMARKS
§ 257. Having completed this survey of suprasegmental and in
particular prosodic phonological units, we can state these more
important conclusions.
1. General.
a) Those simultaneous phonological phenomena which differentiate linear units or sequences larger than a single phoneme should be
considered suprasegmental units.
b) Prosodic units—intonations, accentuation, and pitch accent or
tone—form the main subclass of suprasegmental units. The essence of
their phonetic realization is most often modulations of pitch, vocal
strength, and articulatory duration and rate of speech.
c) We can interpret as suprasegmental units not just “true” prosodic features, but also various other phenomena performing a
distinctive function (for example consonantal softness, voicing, etc.),
if they differentiate speech fragments larger than a single phoneme.
d) In singling out non-prosodic suprasegmental units, the criterion of grammatical expediency is particularly relevant. If such elements prevent a simple and consistent description and explanation of
grammatical phenomena, the phonetic features in question are better
assigned to individual phonemes and considered distinctive features.
2. Stress.
a) Stress, or more precisely, accentuation, is the syntagmatic
contrast between more and less salient pronunciations of the syllables
of a single word (or other unit of content).
72

Elsewhere, Martinet [1970: 343–344] was correct in saying that the mora is
only a convenient tool for describing language, rather than an ontological unit of
language.
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b) The most important and universal function of stress is culminative: stress shows, first and foremost, how many units of content
there are in a text (or act of speech) and distinguishes words (or other
units of content) from word collocations (or sequences of other units
of content).
c) Fixed stressed, determined by simple phonological rules, also
performs a delimitative function: it indicates the boundaries of words
or other units of content.
d) Free stress occurs less often; alongside a culminative function, it also performs a distinctive function: like phonemes and distinctive features, it distinguishes words and word forms.
e) Any primary or secondary stress should be considered phonological as long as it has an independent representative function (it
does not need to be distinctive). Secondary stress is non-phonological
only if its position automatically depends on primary stress or other
purely phonological or phonetic factors.
3. Pitch accents, or tones.
a) Pitch accents, or tones, are formed by prosodic syllable features, which have an independent distinctive function: they differentiate words and word forms which otherwise have identical expression.
b) Lithuanian (and quite a few other languages) has two pitch
accents, acute and circumflex; the pitch accents contrast in stressed
long syllables (that is, in syllables in which the nucleus is formed by
long vowels or VR-type sequences). In Europe, only standard SerboCroatian and its Štokavian dialect have short-syllable pitch accents. In
Lithuanian, short syllables have no pitch accent.
c) Languages which have pitch accents or tones realized only in
stressed syllables are called polytonic languages. Languages characterized by only one type of stress (that is, those which lack pitch
accents) are called monotonic languages. Distinct from these are tone
languages, which have complex tone systems not associated with culminative stress.
d) The pitch accents or tones of some languages can be interpreted as a contrast of moras—different parts of the syllable. Stress on
the first mora of a syllable would correspond to pitch accents of the
falling type, and stress on the second mora to pitch accents of the
rising type. But there are not many languages for which the concept of
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mora is fully necessary and appropriate; Lithuanian hardly belongs to
these.
§ 258. A final remark. In studying and investigating the prosodic
aspect of a language, the most important thing to keep in mind is that
we establish and interpret stress, pitch accent, intonation, and other
prosodic phenomena on the basis of their function and interrelations,
and not their phonetic properties. Instrumentally established prosodic
properties can be declared facts of a given language only if the
speakers of that language perceive and actively employ them for
communication, and if they indisputably perform a representative
function. That which language informants do not perceive or distinguish can in general only be a physical phenomenon, and not a fact of
a linguistic system.
It is also worth noting that prosodic phonological units can be
expressed not only by prosodic, but also qualitative (spectral or
inherent) features. Whenever phonetic properties and the functions of
these phenomena are at odds with one another, the researcher should
be especially consistent in following functional criteria. This is a general axiom of phonology, but here it should be especially emphasized
and kept in mind, since prosodic phenomena are far more fluid, subtle,
and abstract than syllables, phonemes, or their distinctive features;
moreover, the Lithuanian writing system does not promote an intuitive
understanding of these phenomena (cf. [Jensen 1961: 165]).
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Appendix 1. Random numbers (see § 46)
7336
7653
4615
1764
966
4442
569
3137
8744
2039

8398
8046
3428
9149
6168
4455
4343
7510
3525
2895

8979
2594
2311
3626
8992
3592
5031
4152
9139
124

7332
5750
5005
5679
9432
442
5058
8138
9454
8655

2780
8950
7978
1917
3735
6738
9343
9852
951
8593

7532
7151
3661
4482
1883
3436
6471
2478
2377
8621

7152
6696
4498
2536
5499
3190
896
9946
5636
4689

168
7965
8243
7376
1790
9541
7925
561
2384
5992

9968
2431
3487
2117
2531
3194
7743
7482
156
4672

5623
5265
7574
6315
3379
478
5134
1944
5014
2539

3465
9226
8137
5062
5619
1846
3500
4709
619
3766

2563
4774
5264
1704
8324
7686
5503
9473
8057
124

6448
3814
3465
611
4286
5811
8060
2715
7695
1954

2191
653
9956
4811
7918
3318
7346
5615
9475
387

4963
221
2688
2191
6233
3680
5660
8356
7377
8405

5036
363
6425
6860
7362
3358
6066
2873
2958
4120

9467
1109
8768
7168
9634
8806
2215
4905
6301
3497

7766
7221
8020
4077
9196
3697
6429
5651
7184
3299

6469
3225
5570
2524
6309
6266
6521
7118
3300
2610

9443
9024
9534
6653
7761
8978
891
3903
9163
5986

4837
7510
2067
7464
6543
4078
2342
3876
6160
7857

1421
8801
8132
6839
7016
37
8611
7218
6852
5034

9820
2085
6001
1417
5192
1107
7455
9488
8918
7658

5628
3806
3575
4023
156
1910
147
8051
1378
5987

3792
9804
4205
8843
6963
9898
2855
4458
9760
1393

1719
5695
6590
6502
5931
2432
2024
9295
7128
2001

8158
9228
8615
2066
2395
7264
8707
6572
3082
695

751
1418
3981
62
3285
4681
2873
2491
9244
5089

4523
2282
1623
6089
3612
4046
2355
7123
9092
9400

1722
4999
8291
729
7109
4032
9104
4142
8326
2222
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8805
3139
6129
1346
4618
3099
5591
3841
9466
6223

4693
2443
5006
5030
9711
2354
133
8980
1536
9104

5952
7316
2192
7571
2826
8754
8065
4464
2546
5674

4933
6442
2616
2672
641
6971
5838
6627
3010
8053

6136
6513
97
3669
3701
5313
4077
5327
682
6463

3828
2894
2288
3382
6057
565
894
5569
6835
4163

4640
2152
4135
6337
6236
1215
2218
5090
6778
8581

2180
9638
1372
5561
3398
3322
8779
2971
8998
8861

9727
5005
2206
5514
5465
5
4936
3447
9412
4149

1303
9600
4444
2112
3644
434
1631
4307
2301
4702

2290
2255
3507
6699
4987
1723
1294
2795
1214
5834

3556
99
6879
2323
6175
5172
9271
9389
2585
5614

4039
70
3413
2631
5844
7470
3278
918
8139
5859

8803
8782
1825
5710
9005
9583
8221
5748
7157
1135

3692
4362
3660
2835
2406
377
5171
7947
4013
7991

2994
4691
8614
2254
381
9131
5970
1472
3856
2214

3635
834
2354
6983
6438
6859
2665
4956
1667
1633

9743
1015
401
2742
9796
4508
8188
4048
5508
2738

1319
9659
8239
3916
5691
5643
1140
7997
9285
9471

9897
6120
4443
5149
3417
5265
9684
7895
5679
9710

525
5611
6022
5389
791
7830
731
7140
2329
2468

2805
9189
4820
1218
5894
5863
6105
3906
5016
2552

8293
7317
3258
9293
1662
2849
9958
5444
2387
1522

8429
7508
945
953
7527
7618
8777
5713
3194
3741

2458
4713
1393
5597
6221
4187
5255
4104
9369
4323

9362
269
6972
5952
8876
2661
9785
4804
7977
1982

9775
5585
2099
7547
6865
5258
1002
9670
6976
2411

5853
8209
8230
3216
3547
753
7853
5424
1833
1057

8575
6037
8980
4550
1024
7389
6047
8365
7737
9862

3829
6191
3240
1426
2622
4167
9472
137
5501
581

1682
2552
4770
1621
8983
6542
5890
5218
5265
6236

4608
1481
8463
5154
7189
1371
100
6069
3147
4385

2178
4344
4023
9081
7777
7142
3425
1764
7291
4848

3538
5001
9452
8322
6329
5063
425
2345
229
2555

2893
5693
5765
8715
6929
2562
8981
5354
4070
5681

2608
9416
7260
4631
9754
380
8197
3825
3293
1973

879
4495
1762
6282
2222
8691
241
5660
2265
7856

6549
4570
5433
6093
2528
5332
6980
4184
3783
5610

4902
1238
5486
8473
1855
5069
7308
4196
3861
2093

8315
7072
9344
2569
8023
8715
2221
9397
4918
552
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359
9769
4425
9719
8491
7119
382
4780
4996
3191

3100
7953
7974
8463
3709
7464
7103
2420
4987
9014

9499
5043
2685
7085
1954
2380
6095
841
44
3974

4081
9077
4037
8293
5987
7820
6025
1005
3061
7663

1046
5375
3855
3538
1194
1808
7403
891
4619
8326

6891
3347
6797
5920
7822
1296
9092
5134
7600
3836

7546
7635
3725
5258
3671
6347
3561
597
2224
1737

768
8748
1845
280
6498
2052
5526
4937
3035
8958

1263
2712
7272
3624
9178
3159
6580
8810
5402
6881

7142
6212
7139
823
5810
7787
8389
4274
2371
2274

5824
7666
7727
6743
957
1833
6432
8114
2259
6690

9658
9702
559
8520
2206
2135
8369
7153
2503
3671

8586
9215
1328
5514
8898
172
417
6926
2198
5287

7689
1076
7312
1228
7497
4303
9602
8423
4639
5644

6168
7517
1220
7998
683
6964
4354
2038
9315
5299

8010
7469
8714
8950
4135
9472
3282
187
4555
132

1719
8742
9176
8296
9882
8496
1614
3818
225
1330

4678
9651
2151
682
3934
2714
2281
8529
6464
4390

3175
3382
5552
6181
4090
8400
5265
3067
753
9009

1691
5903
7158
4955
3131
4711
449
1991
5612
7456

1505
7976
1225
6356
2732
6080
3122
8408
8046
13

4425
5085
3248
4143
6554
5247
5832
3012
8148
7069

7718
1125
8824
8502
8194
2764
3048
4870
107
6984

3390
193
2778
2966
8479
2265
3798
796
4775
8903

9584
8552
7012
9856
3431
1294
4055
7993
2124
8408

6800
411
6612
4625
1893
5552
1653
8074
2066
8359

6482
8146
4155
145
9344
1925
1075
8017
3125
5348

2267
7659
7723
667
5114
827
9203
7004
1736
2134

8947
8006
7737
3185
8525
8670
1508
484
2194
8690

6211
4171
2606
2399
5856
663
1899
3051
1982
2766

5735
2627
2272
3940
8118
9752
5882
7363
9347
231

4085
3119
1915
239
8031
4433
3629
8444
7634
7802

1809
9307
3766
8164
3477
5343
287
8674
6598
3872

1560
4070
6027
6655
5643
1887
3584
8106
5102
1256

4806
5834
345
1188
6459
7024
9988
2817
7792
1478

8776
9290
5452
2145
8587
4527
8563
4541
6944
1229

7120
6947
6861
6912
3916
6614
4453
2164
7328
3121

2178
2085
4707
780
1457
1563
2011
4814
9138
1818

9178
797
3168
6403
7254
3096
8433
3603
385
4185

9342
1933
2134
7654
2608
4314
2544
2134
4929
1973
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4495
8532
8184
6339
5700
8473
6253
9054
7747
5293

7647
4518
9497
1412
1130
197
1679
8906
1776
7006

1379
2311
4758
7890
5302
5997
329
6342
9921
2231

2728
9836
2783
2697
849
4939
5842
987
6580
814

9732
5072
8080
2559
6675
6326
1183
7417
2941
1254

4502
9365
6681
4107
6829
802
5727
8352
973
9487

1028
1187
4561
9126
3370
6636
6771
5901
2154
6770

9415
2512
3381
894
8047
834
5470
4100
7933
2052

3964
483
4011
2665
188
9678
1317
6243
2169
570

5358
8770
2453
8467
3017
4211
631
6775
1103
9653

303
2864
8560
3325
549
3907
5967
4977
1659
5483

4222
530
8350
1053
4643
7592
1160
5461
8350
1174

1166
1414
1320
5393
217
1
7215
5058
3021
5930

324
8636
4523
6240
858
2501
5629
5655
5553
9885

9612
7789
6174
7781
9053
486
1208
3099
994
7233

6259
1537
9664
8876
2506
1078
5321
5867
2541
904

3385
671
2191
9546
7850
7627
5493
8840
8331
7682

4004
5139
5613
7339
245
2100
7280
1357
2556
4162

1563
2119
7358
4527
6151
4033
493
8692
1445
8710

9425
7052
6050
6340
9043
4045
3682
9445
6054
4814

7114
1713
7797
9651
9127
6276
8907
83
1030
6168

3807
7440
3519
7322
1198
1612
2228
8497
3806
9573

1679
4786
3057
4380
1123
2163
8347
7541
1519
89

3030
2790
9950
5293
4096
554
7208
3444
8765
7161

2602
2771
891
4393
8434
1083
7578
3949
5338
2643

2423
3497
3790
2272
6154
9887
4785
841
7277
3440

4120
6359
1183
6006
4285
4808
5689
819
1703
2306

228
6521
5961
8974
546
3502
7974
6296
7063
7988

9264
3206
62
3704
1223
9685
3408
6500
1952
951

2222
6398
9523
5172
1551
1448
3397
2386
8711
6488

8257
6166
6904
8373
1223
8352
308
5337
5333
4759

7842
1266
8170
5724
8642
250
3660
9330
7713
8318

9307
1532
6874
9315
7847
4560
8966
2235
7724
6340

4560
8523
4111
8522
5998
9694
5159
6868
1226
2854

3935
5723
4791
5235
8798
860
657
3918
128
6548

3180
9991
3271
4280
2
393
5713
1954
160
5829

24
3426
8196
8045
8491
9511
9538
9206
9991
1670

666
7871
1547
3691
8982
3567
5141
1603
5318
3754

5469
4871
4475
2000
7848
8474
9924
2238
6057
1703

5132
4117
9669
8123
581
3621
7322
995
5122
1189
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Appendix 2. Values of the function ĳ = 2 arcsin ¥p̄ (see § 47)1
p
(%)

0

1

2

3

Decimals
4
5

6

7

8

9

50 1.571 1.573 1.575 1.577 1.579 1.581 1.583 1.585 1.587 1.589
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

1.591
1.611
1.631
1.651
1.671
1.691
1.711
1.731
1.752
1.772

1.593
1.613
1.633
1.653
1.673
1.693
1.713
1.734
1.754
1.772

1.595
1.615
1.635
1.655
1.675
1.695
1.715
1.736
1.756
1.772

1.597
1.617
1.637
1.657
1.677
1.697
1.717
1.738
1.758
1.772

1.599
1.619
1.639
1.659
1.679
1.699
1.719
1.740
1.760
1.780

1.601
1.621
1.641
1.661
1.681
1.701
1.721
1.742
1.762
1.780

1.603
1.623
1.643
1.663
1.683
1.703
1.723
1.744
1.764
1.780

1.605
1.625
1.645
1.665
1.685
1.705
1.725
1.746
1.766
1.780

1.607
1.627
1.647
1.667
1.687
1.707
1.727
1.748
1.768
1.780

1.609
1.629
1.649
1.669
1.689
1.709
1.729
1.750
1.770
1.791

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

1.793
1.813
1.834
1.855
1.875
1.897
1.918
1.939
1.961
1.982

1.795
1.815
1.836
1.857
1.878
1.899
1.920
1.941
1.963
1.984

1.797
1.817
1.838
1.859
1.880
1.901
1.922
1.943
1.965
1.987

1.799
1.819
1.840
1.861
1.882
1.903
1.924
1.946
1.967
1.989

1.801
1.821
1.842
1.863
1.884
1.905
1.926
1.948
1.969
1.991

1.803
1.823
1.844
1.865
1.886
1.907
1.928
1.950
1.971
1.993

1.805
1.826
1.846
1.867
1.888
1.909
1.930
1.952
1.974
1.995

1.807
1.828
1.848
1.869
1.890
1.911
1.933
1.954
1.976
1.998

1.809
1.830
1.850
1.871
1.892
1.913
1.935
1.956
1.976
1.991

1.811
1.832
1.853
1.873
1.894
1.916
1.937
1.958
1.980
2.002

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

2.004
2.026
2.049
2.071
2.094
2.118
2.141
2.165
2.190
2.214

2.006
2.029
2.051
2.074
2.097
2.120
2.144
2.168
2.192
2.217

2.009
2.031
2.053
2.076
2.099
2.122
2.146
2.170
2.194
2.219

2.011
2.033
2.056
2.078
2.101
2.125
2.148
2.172
2.197
2.222

2.013
2.035
2.058
2.081
2.104
2.127
2.151
2.175
2.199
2.224

2.015
2.038
2.060
2.083
2.106
2.129
2.153
2.177
2.202
2.227

2.018
2.040
2.062
2.085
2.108
2.132
2.156
2.180
2.204
2.229

2.020
2.042
2.065
2.087
2.111
2.134
2.158
2.182
2.207
2.231

2.022
2.044
2.067
2.090
2.113
2.136
2.160
2.185
2.209
2.234

2.024
2.047
2.069
2.092
2.115
2.139
2.163
2.187
2.212
2.237

81 2.240 2.242 2.245 2.247 2.250 2.252 2.255 2.258 2.260 2.263

1

Abridged from [Urbach 1975: 285–287].
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82 2.265 2.268 2.271 2.273 2.276 2.278 2.281 2.284 2.286 2.289
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

2.292
2.319
2.346
2.375
2.404
2.434
2.465
2.498

2.294
2.321
2.349
2.377
2.407
2.437
2.469
2.501

2.297
2.324
2.352
2.380
2.410
2.440
2.472
2.505

2.300
2.327
2.355
2.383
2.413
2.443
2.475
2.508

2.302
2.330
2.357
2.386
2.416
2.447
2.478
2.512

2.305
2.332
2.360
2.389
2.419
2.450
2.482
2.515

2.308
2.335
2.363
2.392
2.422
2.453
2.485
2.518

2.310
2.338
2.366
2.395
2.425
2.456
2.488
2.522

2.313
2.341
2.369
2.398
2.428
2.459
2.491
2.525

2.316
2.343
2.272
2.401
2.431
2.462
2.495
2.529

91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

2.532
2.568
2.606
2.647
2.691
2.739
2.793
2.858
2.941

2.536
2.572
2.610
2.651
2.695
2.744
2.799
2.865
2.952

2.539
2.575
2.614
2.655
2.700
2.749
2.805
2.872
2.963

2.543
2.579
2.618
2.659
2.705
2.754
2.811
2.880
2.974

2.546
2.583
2.622
2.664
2.705
2.760
2.818
2.888
2.987

2.550
2.587
2.626
2.668
2.714
2.765
2.824
2.896
3.000

2.554
2.591
2.630
2.673
2.719
2.771
2.830
2.904
3.015

2.557
2.594
2.634
2.677
2.724
2.776
2.837
2.913
3.032

2.561
2.598
2.638
2.681
2.729
2.782
2.844
2.922
3.052

2.564
2.602
2.642
2.686
2.734
2.788
2.851
2.931
3.078

100 3.142
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(Z0.001) 67%

24

21

22

19

21

18

25

28

24

26

22

25

21

30

32

27

30

25

29

24

35

36

30

34

28

33

27

40

40

34

38

31

36

29

45

44

37

42

34

40

32

50

51

43

49

40

47

38

60

59

49

57

46

55

44

70

67

55

64

52

62

49

80

74

61

72

58

69

55

82

67

79

63

76

60

89

72

86

69

84

66

82

87

93

98 104

80

86

91

97 102 108

98 105 112 119 126 133

77

84

90

95 101 107 112

97 104 111 119 126 133 141

78

94 101 108 115 122 130 137

75

91

71

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180

50% 109 114 120 125 130 136 141 146 152 157 162 167 173 178 183 189 194 199 204 210 215

50% 113 119 124 130 135 140 146 151 157 162 167 173 178 184 189 194 200 205 210 216 221

(Z0.001) 67% 148 155 163 170 177 184 191 199 206 213 220 227 234 242 249 256 350 270 277 284 291

0.999 50% 118 124 129 135 140 146 151 157 162 168 173 179 184 190 195 201 206 212 217 222 228

(Z0.01) 67% 144 151 158 165 172 179 187 194 201 208 215 222 229 236 243 250 257 264 271 278 285

0.99

(Z0.05) 67% 140 147 154 161 168 175 182 189 196 203 210 217 224 231 238 245 252 259 266 273 280

0.95

P

20

17

18

16

18

15

20

190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 300 310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390

14

0.999 50%

n

14

(Z0.01) 67%

p0

13

50%

0.99

14

15

(Z0.05) 67%

n

12

p0

50%

0.95

P

Appendix 3. Estimating the u-criterion for listening experiments (see § 48)
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n

400 410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590 600

50% 220 225 231 236 241 246 252 257 262 267 272 278 283 288 293 298 304 309 314 319 325

p0

50% 226 232 237 242 248 253 258 263 269 274 279 285 290 295 300 306 311 316 322 327 332

n

610 620 630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 790 800 810

50% 330 335 340 345 351 356 361 366 371 376 382 387 392 397 402 408 413 418 423 428 433

p0

50% 337 343 348 353 358 364 369 374 379 385 390 395 400 406 411 416 421 427 432 437 442

The symbol n denotes the total number of responses, n1 – the number of correct responses, ZĮ – the critical number of
correct responses. The null hypothesis (H0) is accepted if n1 < Z0.05, and rejected (that is, a statistically significant
difference is stated) if n1  Z0.01. The data in the table have been newly calculated using a personal computer (TURBO
PASCAL 7.0 programming language).

(Z0.001) 67% 446 453 460 467 474 481 488 495 502 509 516 523 520 537 544 551 558 565 572 579 586

0.999 50% 346 351 357 362 367 373 378 383 389 394 399 405 410 415 421 426 431 436 442 447 452

(Z0.01) 67% 439 446 452 459 466 473 480 487 494 501 508 515 522 529 536 543 550 556 563 570 577

0.99

(Z0.05) 67% 432 439 445 452 459 466 473 480 487 494 500 507 514 521 528 535 542 549 555 562 569

0.95

P

(Z0.001) 67% 298 306 313 320 327 334 341 348 355 362 369 376 383 390 397 404 411 418 425 432 439

0.999 50% 233 239 244 250 255 260 266 271 276 282 287 293 298 303 309 314 319 325 330 335 341

(Z0.01) 67% 292 299 306 313 320 327 334 341 348 355 362 369 376 383 390 387 404 411 418 425 432

0.99

(Z0.05) 67% 287 294 300 307 314 321 328 335 342 349 356 363 370 376 383 390 397 404 411 418 425

0.95

P
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Appendix 4. Phoneme frequencies for standard Lithuanian
No. Phoneme
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

/a/
/i/
/s/
/o./
/j/
/e/
/k/
/u/
/t/
/v/
/r/
/eࡡ ./
/܂/
/n/
<tࡏ >
/nࡏ /
/sࡏ /
/lࡏ /
/p/
/i./
/m/
/a./
/d/
/vࡏ /
/u./
/kࡏ /
/l/
/g/

Absolute
frequency
10,455
7,175
5,883
5,010
4,811
4,542
4,066
3,713
2,850
2,777
2,763
2,613
2,583
2,513
2,494
2,395
2,242
2,155
2,003
1,939
1,689
1,621
1,549
1,520
1,472
1,355
1,355
1,317

%
10.46
7.18
5.88
5.01
4.81
4.54
4.07
3.71
2.85
2.78
2.76
2.61
2.58
2.51
2.49
2.40
2.24
2.16
2.00
1.94
1.69
1.62
1.55
1.52
1.47
1.36
1.36
1.32

Absolute
No. Phoneme
frequency
29
/e./
1,244
30
/ie/
1,212
31
/mࡏ /
1,208
32
/pࡏ /
1,175
33
<dࡏ >
1,059
34
/šࡏ /
989
35
/š/
911
36
/b/
837
37
/žࡏ /
742
38
/gࡏ /
734
39
/bࡏ /
663
40
/uo/
614
41
/þࡏ/
527
42
/ž/
472
43
/ۤࡏ/
199
44
/cࡏ /
145
45
<>ܧ
124
46
/z/
122
47
/zࡏ /
92
48
/c/
21
49
<f>
18
50
/ݤ/
11
51
/þ/
8
52
<fࡏ>
8
53
<hࡏ >
3
54
<x>
2
55
<xࡏ >
1
56
<h>
0

%
1.24
1.21
1.21
1.18
1.06
0.99
0.91
0.84
0.74
0.73
0.66
0.61
0.53
0.47
0.20
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.09
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

n = 100,001 phonemes; see [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1993 (= Girdenis 2001: 64ff.)].
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Appendix 5. Frequency of syllable type for standard Lithuanian
Syllable
type

Syllable
count
22,813
7,346
2,682
2,661
2,026
1,434
780
573
494
405
138
120

CV
CVC
CVw
CCV
VC
V
CCVC
CVwC
CCVw
CVCC
VCC
Vw

Relative
frequency
(%)
54.66
17.60
6.43
6.38
4.86
3.44
1.87
1.37
1.18
0.97
0.33
0.29

Syllable
type

Syllable
count

VwC
CCVwC
CCVCC
CCCV
CCCVC
CCCVw
CVwCC
CVCCC
CCCVCC
CCVwCC
CCVCCC

60
59
46
34
28
20
6
4
2
2
1

Relative
frequency
(%)
0.144
0.141
0.110
0.081
0.067
0.048
0.014
0.010
0.005
0.005
0.002

n = 41,734 syllables. V – vowel, C – consonant, V w – regular diphthongs; open syllables denoted in bold; see [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1994 (= Girdenis 2001: 116ff.)].

Appendix 6. Frequency of prosodic syllable type for standard Lithuanian
Unstressed syllables
Long

Short
(Vի )
13,261
(31.78%)

Vowels
(Vթ )

Diphthongs
(VR )

9,244
(22.15%)

4,776
(11.45%)

14,020 (33.60%)
27,281 (65.38%)

Short
(V̖ )
3,977
(9.52%)

Stressed syllables
Long
Acute (´)
Circumflex (˜)
Vowels Diphthongs Vowels Diphthongs
(Vթ ̖ )
(V̗ R )
(Vթ ˾ )
(VR˾ )
2,853
1,518
3,628
2,473
(6.84%)
(3.64%)
(8.69%) (5.93%)
4,371 (10.48%)
6,101 (14.62%)
10,472 (25.10%)
14,449 (34.62%)

n = 41,730 syllables; cf. [Karosienơ, Girdenis 1990 (= Girdenis 2001: 19ff.)].
Ratios for major syllable types:
short : long
short stressed : long stressed
short unstressed : long unstressed

= 17,238 : 24,492 = 41.30% : 58.70% = 1 : 1.42
= 3,977 : 10,472 = 9.52% : 25.10% = 1 : 2.63
= 13,261 : 14,020 = 31.78% : 33.60% = 1 : 1.06

long:
vowels : diphthongs
= 15,725 : 8,767 = 37.68% : 21.02% = 1.79 : 1
stressed vowel : stressed diphthong
= 6,481 : 3,991 = 15.53% : 9.57% = 1.62 : 1
unstressed vowel : unstressed diphthong = 9,244 : 4,776 = 22.15% : 11.45% = 1.94 : 1
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ɌȿɈɊȿɌɂɑȿɋɄɂȿ ɈɋɇɈȼɕ
ɅɂɌɈȼɋɄɈɃ ɎɈɇɈɅɈȽɂɂ
Ɋɟɡɸɦɟ

ȼ ɤɧɢɝɟ ɢɡɥɚɝɚɟɬɫɹ ɫɢɧɬɟɡɢɪɭɸɳɚɹ ɦɨɞɟɥɶ ɬɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ
ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ, ɫɥɨɠɢɜɲɚɹɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬ ɦɧɨɝɨɥɟɬɧɢɯ ɪɚɡɦɵɲɥɟɧɢɣ ɧɚɞ ɡɜɭɤɨɜɵɦ ɫɬɪɨɟɦ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɢ ɟɝɨ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɨɜ.
Ʉɨɫɬɹɤɨɦ ɷɬɨɣ ɬɟɨɪɢɢ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɜɨɡɡɪɟɧɢɹ Ʉɨɩɟɧɝɚɝɟɧɫɤɨɣ ɲɤɨɥɵ ɢ ɫɜɹɡɚɧɧɨɝɨ ɫ ɧɟɣ ɜɵɞɚɸɳɟɝɨɫɹ ɩɨɥɶɫɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɨɜɟɞɚ ȿ. Ʉɭɪɢɥɨɜɢɱɚ (Kuryáowicz), ɜ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩɢɚɥɶɧɨɟ ɩɨɥɨɠɟɧɢɟ ɞɚɧɧɨɝɨ ɧɚɩɪɚɜɥɟɧɢɹ ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɦɵɫɥɢ ɨ ɦɟɬɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɨɦ ɩɪɢɨɪɢɬɟɬɟ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ ɢ ɹɜɥɟɧɢɣ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɧɚɞ ɦɚɬɟɪɢɚɥɶɧɵɦɢ ɫɜɨɣɫɬɜɚɦɢ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ ɩɥɚɧɚ ɜɵɪɚɠɟɧɢɹ. ɇɚ ɷɬɨɦ ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɢɢ ɫɬɪɨɢɬɫɹ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɚ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɢ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɟɦ, ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɢɯ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ. ɇɟ
ɢɝɧɨɪɢɪɭɸɬɫɹ ɢ ɞɨɫɬɢɠɟɧɢɹ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ ɧɚɩɪɚɜɥɟɧɢɣ ɫɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɣ
ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɤɢ, ɧɟ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɪɟɱɚɳɢɟ ɞɭɯɭ (ɪɚɡɭɦɟɟɬɫɹ, ɧɟ ɛɭɤɜɟ)
«ɤɨɩɟɧɝɚɝɟɧɫɤɨɣ» ɤɨɧɰɟɩɰɢɢ, — ɩɪɟɠɞɟ ɜɫɟɝɨ ɉɪɚɠɫɤɨɝɨ ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɤɪɭɠɤɚ ɢ ɫɜɹɡɚɧɧɨɣ ɫ ɧɢɦ ɞɢɯɨɬɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ, ɞɟɫɤɪɢɩɬɢɜɧɨɣ ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɤɢ, Ɇɨɫɤɨɜɫɤɨɣ ɲɤɨɥɵ. ɇɟ ɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɟɬɫɹ ɜɨ ɜɧɢɦɚɧɢɟ ɥɢɲɶ ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɚɹ ɩɨɪɨɠɞɚɸɳɚɹ (ɝɟɧɟɪɚɬɢɜɧɚɹ) ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɹ, ɩɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɨɧɚ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɧɟ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɸ sensu stricto, ɚ ɨɫɥɨɠɧɺɧɧɨɟ ɨɬɜɟɬɜɥɟɧɢɟ ɦɨɪɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ —
ɧɚɭɤɢ, ɩɨɱɬɢ ɰɟɥɢɤɨɦ ɨɬɧɨɫɹɳɟɣɫɹ ɤ ɦɨɪɮɨɥɨɝɢɢ.

1. ȼȼȿȾȿɇɂȿ
1.1. ɂɋɏɈȾɇɕȿ ɉɈɇəɌɂə
ȼ ɞɚɧɧɨɦ ɪɚɡɞɟɥɟ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɟ ɢɫɯɨɞɧɵɟ ɩɨɧɹɬɢɹ ɫɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɣ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɨɣ ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɤɢ: ɹɡɵɤ ɢ ɪɟɱɶ,
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɜɵɪɚɠɟɧɢɟ ɢ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɧɢɟ, ɫɢɧɯɪɨɧɢɹ ɢ ɞɢɚɯɪɨɧɢɹ, ɫɢɧɬɨɩɢɹ ɢ
ɞɢɚɬɨɩɢɹ. ɉɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ, ɱɬɨ ɧɚɪɹɞɭ ɫ ɩɨɧɹɬɢɹɦɢ ɹɡɵɤɚ (ɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɵ) ɢ ɪɟɱɢ ɰɟɥɟɫɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɨ ɜɵɞɟɥɢɬɶ ɩɨɧɹɬɢɟ ɧɨɪɦɵ; ɫɢɧɯɪɨɧɢɹ ɢ
ɞɢɚɯɪɨɧɢɹ ɩɨɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ ɧɟ ɤɚɤ ɫɨɫɬɨɹɧɢɹ ɫɚɦɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ, ɚ ɤɚɤ
ɦɟɬɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɰɟɥɟɫɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɵɟ ɚɫɩɟɤɬɵ ɢ ɩɟɪɫɩɟɤɬɢɜɵ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɹ.

1.2. ɋɈɈɌɇɈɒȿɇɂȿ ɎɈɇȿɌɂɄɂ ɂ ɎɈɇɈɅɈȽɂɂ
Ȼɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɨ ɫɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɵɯ ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɨɜ, ɧɚɱɢɧɚɹ ɫ Ʌ. ȼ. ɓɟɪɛɵ (ɜ ɨɬɥɢɱɢɟ ɨɬ ɇ. ɋ. Ɍɪɭɛɟɰɤɨɝɨ ɢ ɟɝɨ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɟɣ), ɫɱɢɬɚɟɬ
ɷɬɢ ɞɢɫɰɢɩɥɢɧɵ ɨɬɜɟɬɜɥɟɧɢɹɦɢ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɧɚɭɤɢ — ɮɨɧɟɬɢɤɢ (ɜ ɲɢɪɨɤɨɦ ɫɦɵɫɥɟ). ɗɬɨ — ɟɞɢɧɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɶɧɚɹ ɬɨɱɤɚ ɡɪɟɧɢɹ,
ɩɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɹ ɧɟɦɵɫɥɢɦɚ ɛɟɡ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɤɢ, ɚ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɤɚ (ɞɚɠɟ
ɬɪɚɞɢɰɢɨɧɧɚɹ) — ɛɟɡ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ (ɯɨɬɹ ɛɵ ɢɧɬɭɢɬɢɜɧɨɣ).

1.3. ɎɍɇɄɐɂɂ ɁȼɍɄɈȼ ɂ ɂɏ ɉɊɂɁɇȺɄɈȼ
Ɉɛɵɱɧɨ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɬ ɬɪɢ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɟ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɢ ɡɜɭɤɨɜ ɢ ɢɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ: ɪɟɩɪɟɡɟɧɬɚɬɢɜɧɭɸ, ɷɤɫɩɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɭɸ ɢ ɚɩɟɥɥɹɬɢɜɧɭɸ. ɉɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɞɥɹ ɷɤɫɩɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɵɯ ɢ ɚɩɟɥɥɹɬɢɜɧɵɯ ɰɟɥɟɣ, ɤɚɤ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ,
ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɨɞɧɢ ɢ ɬɟ ɠɟ ɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɚ, ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɰɟɥɟɫɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɵɦ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɬɶ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɞɜɟ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɟ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɢ: ɪɟɩɪɟɡɟɧɬɚɬɢɜɧɭɸ ɢ ɧɟɪɟɩɪɟɡɟɧɬɚɬɢɜɧɭɸ (ɷɤɫɩɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɭɸ ɜ ɲɢɪɨɤɨɦ ɫɦɵɫɥɟ).
ɗɤɫɩɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɵɟ ɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɚ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɚ ɢɧɬɟɪɟɫɭɸɬ ɥɢɲɶ ɤɚɤ
ɹɜɥɟɧɢɹ, ɛɥɢɡɤɢɟ ɤ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɩɨ ɮɨɪɦɟ, ɧɨ ɧɟ ɹɜɥɹɸɳɢɟɫɹ
ɬɚɤɨɜɵɦɢ ɩɨ ɪɨɥɢ, ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɦɨɣ ɜ ɹɡɵɤɟ.

1.4. ɊȺɁɇɈȼɂȾɇɈɋɌɂ ɎɈɇɈɅɈȽɂɑȿɋɄɂɏ ȿȾɂɇɂɐ
1.4.1. ɋɚɦɚɹ ɤɪɭɩɧɚɹ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚ ɜɵɪɚɠɟɧɢɹ — ɷɬɨ ɜɵɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɧɢɟ: ɡɜɭɤɨɜɨɣ ɨɬɪɟɡɨɤ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɞɜɭɦɹ ɦɨɦɟɧɬɚɦɢ ɦɨɥɱɚɧɢɹ. ȼɵɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɧɢɟ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɹɦɢ (1), ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɟ — ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɫɥɨɜɚɦɢ (2) ɢ ɮɪɚɡɨɜɨɣ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɟɣ (3), ɫɥɨɜɨ — ɫɥɨɝɚɦɢ (4) ɢ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɺɧɧɨɣ ɦɨɞɟɥɶɸ ɚɤɰɟɧɬɭɚɰɢɢ (5), ɫɥɨɝ — ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦɢ (6) ɢ (ɜ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ) ɬɨɧɨɦ ɢɥɢ
ɫɥɨɝɨɜɨɣ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɟɣ (7); ɮɨɧɟɦɭ (ɫ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɨɣ ɨɝɨɜɨɪɤɨɣ) ɦɨɠɧɨ
ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɶ ɤɚɤ ɩɭɱɨɤ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ (8). Ɉɞɧɢ
ɢɡ ɷɬɢɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ (1–3) ɜɫɟɝɞɚ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ, ɞɪɭɝɢɟ (4–8) —
ɥɢɲɶ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɧɵɦɢ ɱɚɫɬɹɦɢ ɜɵɪɚɠɟɧɢɹ ɡɧɚɤɨɜ. Ɏɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɣ
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ɚɧɚɥɢɡ ɰɟɥɟɫɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɨ ɧɚɱɢɧɚɬɶ ɫɨ ɫɥɨɜɚ — ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ, ɧɚɯɨɞɹɳɟɣɫɹ ɧɚ ɝɪɚɧɢɰɟ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ ɢ ɧɟɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ.
ȿɞɢɧɢɰɵ 2, 4, 6 ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɥɢɧɟɣɧɵɦɢ: ɢɯ ɩɨɪɹɞɨɤ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɬ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɭɸ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɸ. ɉɨɪɹɞɨɤ ɫɢɦɭɥɶɬɚɧɧɵɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ
(3, 5, 7, 8) ɬɚɤɨɣ ɪɨɥɢ ɧɟ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɬ; ɫɪɟɞɢ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɧɢɯ ɜɵɞɟɥɹɸɬɫɹ
ɫɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɟ (ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ) ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ (3, 5, 7), ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɦɨɞɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɥɢɧɟɣɧɵɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ, ɛɨɥɟɟ ɤɪɭɩɧɵɯ,
ɱɟɦ ɨɞɧɚ ɮɨɧɟɦɚ.
1.4.2. ȼ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɚɯ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ
ɨɫɨɛɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ, ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɟ ɨɬɤɪɵɬɵɦɢ ɫɬɵɤɚɦɢ. Ɉɧɢ ɜɜɨɞɹɬɫɹ
ɜ ɬɟɯ ɬɨɱɤɚɯ ɫɥɨɜɚ ɢɥɢ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɹ, ɝɞɟ ɫɦɟɠɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɬɚɤ, ɫɥɨɜɧɨ ɨɧɢ ɧɟ ɫɬɨɹɬ ɪɹɞɨɦ, ɫɪ. ɪɭɫ. ɤ ɂ̗ɪɟ [ɤɵғɪƍɢɟ] :
Ʉɢ̗ɪɟ [ɤɢғɪƍɢɟ], ɥɢɬɨɜ. ɫ.-ɠɟɦ. nѓbѓըrs ‘ɧɟ ɛɭɞɟɬ ɛɨɥɶɲɟ ɪɚɫɩɚɞɚɬɶɫɹ’: nյ ebյ ͏rs ‘ɧɟ ɛɭɞɟɬ ɫɵɩɚɬɶɫɹ’ = /k+írƍe/ : /kírƍe/, /neb+ҽғrs/ :
/nebҽғrs/. ɋɬɵɤɢ — ɷɬɨ ɨɛɨɛɳɺɧɧɵɟ ɞɟɥɢɦɢɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ,
ɤɨɫɜɟɧɧɨ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɸɳɢɟ ɢ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɭɸ ɪɨɥɶ.

2. ɈɉɊȿȾȿɅȿɇɂȿ ɎɈɇȿɆ
2.1. ɉɊȿȾȼȺɊɂɌȿɅɖɇɕȿ ɁȺɆȿɑȺɇɂə
Ʌɸɛɨɟ ɭɫɬɧɨɟ ɜɵɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɧɢɟ, ɤɚɤ ɮɢɡɢɱɟɫɤɨɟ ɹɜɥɟɧɢɟ, ɭɧɢɤɚɥɶɧɨ ɢ ɧɟɩɨɜɬɨɪɢɦɨ. Ɉɞɧɚɤɨ ɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɢ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɮɢɡɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɟ ɡɜɭɤɢ ɢɥɢ ɢɯ ɤɨɦɩɥɟɤɫɵ ɪɚɫɰɟɧɢɜɚɸɬ ɤɚɤ
ɨɞɢɧɚɤɨɜɵɟ. Ɉɩɢɪɚɹɫɶ ɧɚ ɷɬɨɬ ɮɚɤɬ, ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɹ ɜ ɛɟɫɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɦ
ɦɧɨɝɨɨɛɪɚɡɢɢ ɮɢɡɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɡɜɭɤɨɜ ɨɛɧɚɪɭɠɢɜɚɟɬ ɧɟɦɧɨɝɨɱɢɫɥɟɧɧɵɟ ɞɢɫɤɪɟɬɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɹɦɢ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɜɨɫɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɧɟɢɡɦɟɧɧɵɟ ɢ ɧɟɬɨɠɞɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɫɬɶ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɫɜɹɡɚɧɚ
ɫ ɧɟɬɨɠɞɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɫɬɶɸ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɧɢɹ.

2.2. ɉȺɊȺȾɂȽɆȺɌɂɑȿɋɄȺə ɂȾȿɇɌɂɎɂɄȺɐɂə
ɎɈɇȿɆ
2.2.1. Ɉɫɧɨɜɧɵɦ ɩɪɢɺɦɨɦ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɫɭɛɫɬɢɬɭɰɢɹ (ɩɨɞɫɬɚɧɨɜɤɚ): ɢɫɫɥɟɞɭɟɦɵɟ ɡɜɭɤɢ ɩɨɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɨɞɢɧ ɜɦɟɫɬɨ ɞɪɭɝɨɝɨ ɜ ɨɞɢɧɚɤɨɜɨɦ ɡɜɭɤɨɜɨɦ ɤɨɧɬɟɤɫɬɟ
ɢ ɩɨɥɭɱɟɧɧɵɣ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬ ɩɪɟɞɥɚɝɚɟɬɫɹ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɧɬɚɦ. ȿɫɥɢ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɧɨɟ ɫɥɨɜɨ ɜɨɫɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɟɬɫɹ ɢɦɢ ɤɚɤ ɩɨɜɬɨɪɟɧɢɟ ɢɫɯɨɞɧɨɝɨ, ɬɨ
ɢɫɫɥɟɞɭɟɦɵɟ ɡɜɭɤɢ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɦɢ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɚɦɢ ɨɞɧɨɣ
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ɢ ɬɨɣ ɠɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ. ɋɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. ɸ.-ɚɭɤɲɬ. (ɒɜɹɧɞɭɛɪɟ ɢ ɞɪ.) [kࡏ ҽғ.vas]
‘ɨɬɟɰ’ = [tࡏ ҽғ.vas] = [k ҽғ.vas], ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɸɳɢɟ ɨ ɬɨɠɞɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ
[kࡏ ] = [tࡏ ] = [k ], ɢɥɢ ɡ.-ɚɭɤɲɬ. (ɀɚɝɚɪɟ, ɋɤɚɣɫɝɢɪɢɫ ɢ ɞɪ.) [áã.šĮš]
‘ɤɚɩɥɹ’ = [áã.sĮs] = [áã.ৠĮৠ], ɭɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɳɢɟ ɧɚ ɬɨ, ɱɬɨ [š], [ৠ] (ɲɟɩɟɥɹɜɨɟ «s») ɢ [s] ɜ ɷɬɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɵ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ /s/. ȿɫɥɢ ɜ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɟ ɩɨɞɫɬɚɧɨɜɤɢ
ɩɨɥɭɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɫɥɨɜɚ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɨɰɟɧɢɜɚɸɬɫɹ ɢɧɮɨɪɦɚɧɬɚɦɢ ɤɚɤ ɨɬɥɢɱɧɵɟ ɨɬ ɢɫɯɨɞɧɵɯ ɩɨ ɜɵɪɚɠɟɧɢɸ ɢ ɩɨ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɧɢɸ, ɬɨ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɭɟɦɵɟ ɡɜɭɤɢ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ. ɋɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. [k]
ɢ [t] ɜ kàs ‘ɤɬɨ; ɱɬɨ’  tàs ‘ɬɨɬ’, [s] ɢ [š] ɜ vès ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɜɟɫɬɢ’  vèš
‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɜɟɡɬɢ’.
ɂɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɸ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɜ ɡɧɚɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɫɬɟɩɟɧɢ ɨɛɥɟɝɱɚɸɬ
ɦɢɧɢɦɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɚɪɵ (ɤɜɚɡɢɨɦɨɧɢɦɵ) — ɪɚɡɧɵɟ ɩɨ ɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɸ
ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɵ, ɨɬɥɢɱɚɸɳɢɟɫɹ ɥɢɲɶ ɨɞɧɢɦ ɡɜɭɤɨɜɵɦ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɨɦ
ɢɥɢ ɞɚɠɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɦ. ɇɚɥɢɱɢɟ ɬɚɤɢɯ ɩɚɪ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɭɛɟɞɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɦ
ɞɨɤɚɡɚɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɨɦ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɹ ɡɜɭɤɨɜ. ɋɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ.
bókštas ‘ɛɚɲɧɹ’ : pókštas ‘ɲɭɬɤɚ’, ɞɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɳɢɟ, ɱɬɨ [b°]  [p°].
Ɉɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɟ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɩɪɢ ɩɨɦɨɳɢ ɤɜɚɡɢɨɦɨɧɢɦɨɜ ɢɧɨɝɞɚ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɸɬ ɤɨɦɦɭɬɚɰɢɨɧɧɵɦ ɬɟɫɬɨɦ ɢɥɢ ɩɪɨɫɬɨ ɤɨɦɦɭɬɚɰɢɟɣ.
2.2.2. ɋɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɦ ɲɚɝɨɦ ɜ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ
ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɟ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ (ɪɚɫɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɹ) ɡɜɭɤɨɜɵɯ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɨɜ.
Ɉɛɵɱɧɨ ɜɵɞɟɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɞɜɚ ɬɢɩɚ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ: ɨɩɩɨɡɢɬɢɜɧɚɹ ɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ. Ɉɩɩɨɡɢɬɢɜɧɚɹ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɹ — ɷɬɨ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɟ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɡɜɭɤɚɦɢ, ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɳɢɦɢɫɹ ɜ ɨɞɢɧɚɤɨɜɵɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ (ɫɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. [ž] ɢ [š] ɜ ɫɥɨɜɚɯ žalià ‘ɡɟɥɺɧɚɹ’ : šalià ‘ɪɹɞɨɦ’); ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ
ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ ɧɚɯɨɞɹɬɫɹ ɡɜɭɤɢ, ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɵɟ
ɥɢɲɶ ɜ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ (ɫɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. [n] ɢ [ƾ] ɜ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɚɯ
[raƾkà] ‘ɪɭɤɚ’, [baƾgà] ‘ɜɨɥɧɚ’ ɢ [nã.mas] ‘ɞɨɦ’, [bandà] ‘ɫɬɚɞɨ’).
Ɂɜɭɤɢ, ɧɚɯɨɞɹɳɢɟɫɹ ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ, ɧɟ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɬɶ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɵ; ɢɯ ɩɟɪɟɫɬɚɧɨɜɤɚ ɩɪɢɜɨɞɢɬ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɤ ɫɬɪɚɧɧɵɦ ɢ ɞɚɠɟ ɧɟɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɦ ɡɜɭɤɨɜɵɦ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɧɢɹɦ. Ɍɚɤɢɟ ɡɜɭɤɢ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɹɦɢ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ, ɟɫɥɢ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɨɧɢ ɨɛɥɚɞɚɸɬ ɨɛɳɢɦɢ ɡɜɭɤɨɜɵɦɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ. Ɍɚɤ, ɥɢɬɨɜ. [n] ɢ [ƾ] ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɧɨɫɨɜɵɦɢ ɧɟɝɭɛɧɵɦɢ ɫɨɧɨɪɧɵɦɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ, — ɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ, ɷɬɢ ɡɜɭɤɢ
ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɪɚɡɧɨɜɢɞɧɨɫɬɢ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ /n/. ɋɪ. ɬɚɤɠɟ
ɨɬɤɪɵɬɨɟ [æ.] ɢ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɡɚɤɪɵɬɨɟ [e.] ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ [—C] ɢ [—Cࡏ ]
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Ɉɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɟɮɨɧɟɦ

(ɧɚɩɪ., [nࡏ æѺ .ša] ‘ɧɟɫɺɬ’ : [nࡏ Ӂ.šࡏ eࡡ .] ‘ɧɺɫ’), ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɨɞɧɭ ɮɨɧɟɦɭ /e./.
Ɂɜɭɤɢ, ɧɚɯɨɞɹɳɢɟɫɹ ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ ɢ ɫɜɨɞɢɦɵɟ ɤ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɟ, ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɟɺ ɤɨɦɛɢɧɚɬɨɪɧɵɦɢ
(ɩɨɡɢɰɢɨɧɧɵɦɢ) ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɚɦɢ, ɢɥɢ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɚɦɢ. Ⱥɥɥɨɮɨɧ, ɨɬɥɢɱɚɸɳɢɣɫɹ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɫɜɨɛɨɞɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɟɣ ɢ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɩɪɨɫɬɵɦ ɡɜɭɤɨɜɵɦ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɨɦ, ɫɱɢɬɚɟɬɫɹ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɦ. ɉɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɨɣ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɛɵ ɧɨɪɦɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ, ɦɧɨɝɢɟ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɨɧɧɵɟ ɜɚɪɢɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɡɚɩɢɫɚɬɶ ɫɨɤɪɚɳɺɧɧɵɦɢ «ɩɨɪɨɠɞɚɸɳɢɦɢ»
ɮɨɪɦɭɥɚɦɢ ɬɢɩɚ /n/ ĺ [ƾ] / [— kg ], ɫɩɟɰɢɚɥɶɧɨ ɭɤɚɡɵɜɚɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ
ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɸ ɜɬɨɪɨɫɬɟɩɟɧɧɵɯ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɨɜ.
ɉɪɢ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɞɨɥɠɧɵ ɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɬɶɫɹ ɜɨ ɜɧɢɦɚɧɢɟ ɢ ɫɨɨɛɪɚɠɟɧɢɹ ɝɪɚɦɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɰɟɥɟɫɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɨɫɬɢ: ɩɪɢ ɩɪɨɱɢɯ ɪɚɜɧɵɯ ɭɫɥɨɜɢɹɯ ɩɪɟɞɩɨɱɬɟɧɢɟ ɨɬɞɚɺɬɫɹ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɹɦ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ
ɫɩɨɫɨɛɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɭɩɪɨɳɟɧɢɸ ɩɪɚɜɢɥ ɝɪɚɦɦɚɬɢɤɢ.
2.2.3. ɉɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɣ ɫɬɚɬɭɫ ɡɜɭɤɨɜ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɢɯ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɟɣ, ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɛɥɢɡɤɢɟ ɡɜɭɤɢ ɜ ɨɞɧɢɯ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɚɯ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɢɝɪɚɬɶ ɪɨɥɶ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɚ ɜ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ —
ɜɵɫɬɭɩɚɬɶ ɤɚɤ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɵ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɢ ɬɨɣ ɠɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɜ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ (ɢ ɜɨ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ) ɧɚɛɥɸɞɚɸɬɫɹ
ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ, ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɧɵɟ ɜ § 59 (ɬɚɛɥ. 5).
ȼ ɷɬɨɣ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ [a] ɢ [e] ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɵɦɢ ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦɢ,
ɬɚɤ ɤɚɤ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [#—]. ȼ ɸɠɧɨ-ɚɭɤɲɬɚɣɬɫɤɢɯ ɢ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɟ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɪɚɫɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɵ
ɩɨ-ɢɧɨɦɭ (ɫɦ. ɬɚɛɥ. 6). Ɂɜɭɤɢ ɷɬɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɨɜ ɩɨɱɬɢ ɩɨɥɧɨɫɬɶɸ
ɢɞɟɧɬɢɱɧɵ ɡɜɭɤɚɦ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ, ɨɞɧɚɤɨ [a] ɢ [e] ɜ ɧɢɯ
ɧɚɯɨɞɹɬɫɹ ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ ɢ ɩɨɷɬɨɦɭ
ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɚɦɢ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ /ɚ/.
2.2.4. Ɏɭɧɤɰɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɡɚɤɥɸɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɜ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɰɢɢ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɬɟɥɶɧɵɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ ɢ ɜ ɮɨɪɦɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɢ ɢɯ ɩɥɚɧɚ ɜɵɪɚɠɟɧɢɹ
(«ɡɜɭɤɨɜɨɣ ɨɛɨɥɨɱɤɢ»). Ɏɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɵ ɫɥɭɠɚɬ ɤɚɤ
ɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɨ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɝɨɜɨɪɹɳɢɯ; ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɯ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɨɜ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɷɤɫɩɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ (ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɟ ɷɦɮɚɬɢɤɢ). Ⱥɥɥɨɮɨɧɵ, ɩɨɹɜɥɹɸɳɢɟɫɹ ɧɚ
ɝɪɚɧɢɰɟ ɫɥɨɜ ɢɥɢ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɬɟɥɶɧɵɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ, ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɸɬ
ɞɟɥɢɦɢɬɚɬɢɜɧɭɸ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɸ. ȼ ɛɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɟ ɠɟ ɫɥɭɱɚɟɜ ɨɧɢ ɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɬ ɫɨɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦ ɢ ɞɪɭɝɢɦ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚɦ, ɩɪɟɞɭɩɪɟɠɞɚɹ ɨ ɢɯ ɧɚɥɢɱɢɢ ɜ ɫɦɟɠɧɵɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ. ɂɧɨɝɞɚ
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɵ ɞɚɠɟ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɨ ɡɚɦɟɳɚɸɬ ɬɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɢɥɢ ɢɯ
ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ, ɩɨɞ ɜɨɡɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɟɦ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɨɧɢ ɩɨɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ (ɫɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ.
ɫ.-ɠɟɦ. [۠.] = /ӑ/ + /n/ ɜ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ ɬɢɩɚ [d۠Ѻ.gӑҒs] || [d۠Ѻ.ƾgӑҒs] ‘ɧɟɛɨ’,
[ž۠ࡂ.sáas] || [ž۠ࡂ.nsáas] ‘ɭɞɢɥɚғ’).

2.3. ɋɂɇɌȺȽɆȺɌɂɑȿɋɄȺə ɂȾȿɇɌɂɎɂɄȺɐɂə
ɎɈɇȿɆ
2.3.1. ɋɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ explicite ɢɥɢ
implicite ɨɫɧɨɜɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ ɧɚ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɬɢɩɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɩɪɟɞɩɨɫɵɥɤɚɯ. ɋ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɫɬɨɪɨɧɵ, ɩɨɱɬɢ ɧɢɤɨɝɞɚ ɧɟ ɫɬɚɜɢɬɫɹ ɜɨɩɪɨɫ ɨ ɮɨɧɟɦɧɨɦ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɟ ɬɟɯ ɡɜɭɤɨɜɵɯ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɨɜ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɜɨ ɜɫɟɯ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɵɯ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɨɧɢɪɭɸɬ ɤɚɤ ɞɜɭɯɮɨɧɟɦɧɵɟ, — ɬɚɤɢɯ, ɤɚɤ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ, ɳɟɥɟɜɵɯ ɢ ɫɦɵɱɧɵɯ ɢ ɬ. ɞ. ɋ ɞɪɭɝɨɣ ɫɬɨɪɨɧɵ, ɬɳɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɦɭ ɪɚɫɫɦɨɬɪɟɧɢɸ, ɤɚɤ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ, ɩɨɞɜɟɪɝɚɸɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɵ, ɨ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɡɚɪɚɧɟɟ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɨ, ɱɬɨ
ɨɧɢ ɜ ɨɞɧɢɯ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɨɧɢɪɨɜɚɬɶ ɤɚɤ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ
(ɛɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ), ɜ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ — ɤɚɤ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ ɨɬɞɟɥɶɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ
(ɦɨɧɨɮɨɧɟɦɵ). Ʉ ɬɚɤɢɦ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɚɦ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɨɬɧɨɫɹɬɫɹ ɞɢɮɬɨɧɝɢ, ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɟ ɫɨɧɚɧɬɵ, ɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɵ, ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ.
ɇɨ ɬɢɩɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɫɨɨɛɪɚɠɟɧɢɹ ɢɦɟɸɬ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɨɪɢɟɧɬɢɪɨɜɨɱɧɨɟ
ɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɟ: ɨɧɢ ɩɨɦɨɝɚɸɬ ɨɛɧɚɪɭɠɢɬɶ ɩɨɬɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɨ ɞɜɭɯɮɨɧɟɦɧɵɟ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɵ.
2.3.2. ɂɡ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɤɪɢɬɟɪɢɟɜ ɞɜɭɯɮɨɧɟɦɧɨɫɬɢ ɞɨɤɚɡɚɬɟɥɶɧɵɦ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɪɢɧɚɞɥɟɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɨɬɞɟɥɶɧɵɯ ɱɚɫɬɟɣ (ɤɨɦɩɨɧɟɧɬɨɜ) ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɯ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɨɜ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɚ ɤ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɦ
ɫɥɨɝɚɦ: ɩɨ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɸ ɮɨɧɟɦɚ ɞɨɥɠɧɚ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɬɶɫɹ ɜ ɨɞɧɨɦ
ɫɥɨɝɟ. ȼɫɟ ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ (ɚɧɬɪɨɩɨɮɨɧɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ) ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ (ɬɚɤɢɟ, ɤɚɤ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɛɨɥɶɲɚɹ ɞɥɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɶ, ɧɟɨɞɧɨɪɨɞɧɨɫɬɶ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɢ ɢ ɞɪ.), ɤɚɤ ɢ ɬɢɩɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɫɨɨɛɪɚɠɟɧɢɹ,
ɢɝɪɚɸɬ ɥɢɲɶ ɜɫɩɨɦɨɝɚɬɟɥɶɧɭɸ ɪɨɥɶ.
ɂɡ ɦɧɨɠɟɫɬɜɚ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɩɪɚɜɢɥ ɢ ɤɪɢɬɟɪɢɟɜ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɫɚɦɵɦɢ ɨɛɳɢɦɢ
ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ: (1) ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩ ɦɢɧɢɦɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɢɧɜɟɧɬɚɪɹ ɢ (2) ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩ
ɪɟɝɭɥɹɪɧɨɫɬɢ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ. ɉɟɪɜɨɟ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ ɬɪɟɛɭɟɬ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɩɨɬɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɨ ɞɜɭɯɮɨɧɟɦɧɵɟ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɵ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɟɣ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɜɨ
ɜɫɟɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ, ɤɨɝɞɚ ɢɦɟɸɬɫɹ ɯɨɬɹ ɛɵ ɦɚɥɟɣɲɢɟ ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɢɹ. ɋɨɝɥɚɫɧɨ ɜɬɨɪɨɦɭ ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩɭ, ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɚɰɢɹ ɞɨɥɠɧɚ ɩɪɨɜɨɞɢɬɶɫɹ ɬɚɤ,
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Ɉɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɟɮɨɧɟɦ

ɱɬɨɛɵ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɚ, ɨɩɢɫɵɜɚɸɳɢɟ ɡɚɤɨɧɨɦɟɪɧɨɫɬɢ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɟɦɨɫɬɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɩɨɥɭɱɢɥɢɫɶ ɫɚɦɵɦɢ ɪɟɝɭɥɹɪɧɵɦɢ ɢ ɩɪɨɫɬɵɦɢ. Ʉɨɝɞɚ ɫɨɛɥɸɞɟɧɢɟ ɨɛɨɢɯ ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩɨɜ ɜɟɞɺɬ ɤ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɪɟɱɢɜɵɦ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɹɦ,
ɩɪɟɞɩɨɱɬɟɧɢɟ ɨɬɞɚɺɬɫɹ ɜɬɨɪɨɦɭ.
ɉɨ ɷɬɢɦ ɫɨɨɛɪɚɠɟɧɢɹɦ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɨɬɜɟɪɝɧɭɬɶ ɞɜɭɯɮɨɧɟɦɧɭɸ ɬɪɚɤɬɨɜɤɭ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬ: ɢɯ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɚɰɢɹ ɢɫɤɭɫɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ ɫɨɡɞɚɥɚ ɛɵ ɢɧɢɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɬɢɩɚ TS- ɢ ɩɹɬɢɱɥɟɧɧɵɟ ɦɟɞɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ (ɧɚɩɪ., virk˾ šþios ‘ɫɬɟɪɠɧɢ’). Ⱥɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɵ
[tšࡏ , džࡏ ] ɜ ɢɫɤɨɧɧɨɣ ɥɟɤɫɢɤɟ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɜ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɨɦ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɡɚɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ ɢ ɧɚɯɨɞɹɬɫɹ, ɩɨ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭ, ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ ɫ [tࡏ , dࡏ ], ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɳɢɦɢɫɹ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ, — ɷɬɨ ɤɚɤ ɛɭɞɬɨ ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɟɬ ɨ ɬɨɦ, ɱɬɨ
[tšࡏ , džࡏ ] ɢ [tࡏ , dࡏ ] ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɚɦɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ /tࡏ , dࡏ /. Ɉɞɧɚɤɨ ɜ ɫɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ [tšࡏ , džࡏ ] ɢɧɨɝɞɚ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɢ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɦɢ
ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ, ɚ [tࡏ ] ɜ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ ɞɚɠɟ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ [tšࡏ ] (ɜ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ ɷɬɢ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɫɬɚɥɢ ɨɛɵɱɧɵɦɢ
ɢ /tࡏ , dࡏ / ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɬɜɺɪɞɵɦ /t, d/, ɬɚɤ ɢ ɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɚɦ).
2.3.3. ȼ ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɨɦ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ
ɩɪɨɜɨɞɢɬɫɹ ɧɚ ɬɟɯ ɠɟ ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɢɹɯ, ɱɬɨ ɢ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ. Ɋɟɲɚɸɳɟɟ ɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɟ ɢɦɟɸɬ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɩɨɞɨɡɪɟɜɚɟɦɵɦɢ ɜ ɛɢɮɨɧɟɦɧɨɫɬɢ ɫɥɨɠɧɵɦɢ ɡɜɭɤɚɦɢ ɢ ɛɥɢɡɤɢɦɢ
ɤ ɧɢɦ ɩɨ ɡɜɭɱɚɧɢɸ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɚɦɢ, ɛɢɮɨɧɟɦɧɵɣ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ
ɧɟ ɜɵɡɵɜɚɟɬ ɫɨɦɧɟɧɢɣ. ɗɬɢ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ, ɤɚɤ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɨ, ɦɨɝɭɬ ɛɵɬɶ
ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɯ ɬɪɺɯ ɬɢɩɨɜ: 1) ɨɩɩɨɡɢɬɢɜɧɵɟ, 2) ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɟ,
3) ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ.
ȼ ɩɟɪɜɨɦ ɫɥɭɱɚɟ ɚɧɚɥɢɡɢɪɭɟɦɵɣ ɡɜɭɤ, ɧɟɫɨɦɧɟɧɧɨ, ɞɨɥɠɟɧ
ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶɫɹ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɨɣ (ɫɪ. ɩɨɥɶɫɤɢɟ Czech [þex]
‘ɱɟɯ’ : trzech [tšex] ‘ɬɪɺɯ’). ȼɨ ɜɬɨɪɨɦ ɫɥɭɱɚɟ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɟ ɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɟɬɫɹ ɜ ɩɨɥɶɡɭ ɛɢɮɨɧɟɦɧɨɣ ɬɪɚɤɬɨɜɤɢ: ɥɢɬɨɜ. ɫ.-ɠɟɦ. [۠.] = /ӑ/ + /n/
ɢ ɬ. ɞ. Ɋɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹɦɢ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɫɟɜɟɪɨɠɟɦɚɣɬɫɤɢɟ ɢ ɫɟɜɟɪɨɩɚɧɟɜɟɠɫɤɢɟ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɤɨɧɰɚ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦ, ɫɨɯɪɚɧɹɸɳɢɟ ɨɤɪɚɫɤɭ ɪɟɞɭɰɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ: ɜ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ
ɬɚɤɢɟ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɫɜɨɛɨɞɧɨ ɜɚɪɶɢɪɭɸɬ ɫ ɧɨɪɦɚɥɶɧɵɦɢ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɦɢ
ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦɢ ɬɢɩɚ C + V, ɩɪɢɡɧɚɧɢɟ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɧɨɫɬɢ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ
ɧɨɪɦɚɥɢɡɢɪɭɟɬ ɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɭ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ.
Ⱥɧɚɥɢɡɢɪɭɟɦɵɟ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɵ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦ ɮɨɧɟɦ
ɢ ɜ ɬɪɟɬɶɟɦ ɫɥɭɱɚɟ. Ʉ ɬɚɤɢɦ ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɚɦ ɨɬɧɨɫɹɬɫɹ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ,
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɟ ɞɢɮɬɨɧɝɢ, ɜɬɨɪɨɣ ɤɨɦɩɨɧɟɧɬ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧ
ɧɟɫɥɨɝɨɨɛɪɚɡɭɸɳɢɦɢ [i , u ]: [ai, au, ei, ui…]. ȼɫɬɪɟɱɚɹɫɶ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ
ɩɟɪɟɞ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɢ ɜ ɤɨɧɰɟ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦ, ɨɧɢ ɧɚɯɨɞɹɬɫɹ ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ ɫ ɝɟɬɟɪɨɫɢɥɥɚɛɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ
ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦɢ ɬɢɩɚ [a] + [j], [a] + [v] ([w]), ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɦɢ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ, ɢ ɩɨɷɬɨɦɭ ɧɟɫɨɦɧɟɧɧɨ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɨɧɧɵɟ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɵ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɬɢɩɚ /V/ + /j, v/ (ɬ. ɟ. /a/ + /j/, /a/ + /v/,
/e/ + /j/, ɫɪ.: saıլ t˾ as ‘ɫɜɹɡɶ’ : są̗saja ‘ɩɪɢɜɹɡɶ’, gáuti ‘ɩɨɥɭɱɢɬɶ’: gãvo
‘ɩɨɥɭɱɢɥ’, táu ‘ɬɟɛɟ’ : tavè ‘ɬɟɛɹ’). ȼ ɨɬɥɢɱɢɟ ɨɬ ɛɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɚ
ɞɢɮɬɨɧɝɨɜ, ɫɥɢɬɧɵɟ [ie, uo] (ɩɨɥɢɮɬɨɧɝɢ) ɞɨɥɠɧɵ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɢɪɨɜɚɬɶɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɞɨɥɝɢɟ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ. ɋ ɷɬɢɦɢ
ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɢɯ ɫɜɹɡɵɜɚɸɬ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɨɬɚɤɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɢ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ: ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɢɯ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɫ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ (ɫɪ.:
núoalpis ‘ɨɛɦɨɪɨɤ’, prıլ ̗eauglis ‘ɩɪɢɩɥɨɞ’), ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ
ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɯ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɣ ɢ ɬ. ɞ. ȼɨ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ ɫɟɜɟɪɧɵɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ ɷɬɨ
ɩɨɞɬɜɟɪɠɞɚɟɬɫɹ ɢ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɱɟɪɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɟɦ [ie, uo] ɫ ɛɟɡɭɞɚɪɧɵɦɢ «ɱɢɫɬɵɦɢ» ɦɨɧɨɮɬɨɧɝɚɦɢ.
ȼɫɟ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɹ ɩɨ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɢ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ
ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɞɨɥɠɧɵ ɬɳɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɩɪɨɜɟɪɹɬɶɫɹ ɩɪɢ ɚɧɚɥɢɡɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ. ɇɚɥɢɱɢɟ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɯ (ɬɟɦ ɛɨɥɟɟ — ɭɧɢɤɚɥɶɧɵɯ) ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɤɚɤ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ,
ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɟɬ ɨ ɬɨɦ, ɱɬɨ ɢɯ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɹ ɧɭɠɞɚɟɬɫɹ ɜ ɩɟɪɟɫɦɨɬɪɟ.

3. ɈɌɇɈɒȿɇɂə ɂ ɊȺɁɅɂɑɂɌȿɅɖɇɕȿ
ɉɊɂɁɇȺɄɂ ɎɈɇȿɆ
3.1. ɉɊȿȾȼȺɊɂɌȿɅɖɇɕȿ ɁȺɆȿɑȺɇɂə
ȼ ɫɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɣ ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɤɟ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɢ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɢ ɜɨɨɛɳɟ ɹɡɵɤɨɜɵɯ
ɟɞɢɧɢɰ.
ɉɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚɦɢ, ɡɚɦɟɧɹɸɳɢɦɢ ɞɪɭɝ ɞɪɭɝɚ ɜ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɢ ɬɨɣ ɠɟ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɢ ɬɟɦ
ɫɚɦɵɦ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɳɢɦɢ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɤɪɭɩɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ. ɋɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. bãras
‘ɩɨɥɨɫɚ (ɭɱɚɫɬɨɤ ɡɟɦɥɢ)’ : kãras ‘ɜɨɣɧɚ’ : gãras ‘ɩɚɪ’, ɝɞɟ ɜ ɬɚɤɢɯ
ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɯ ɧɚɯɨɞɹɬɫɹ /b/, /k/ ɢ /g/. ȼ ɤɚɠɞɨɦ ɤɨɧɤɪɟɬɧɨɦ ɫɥɭɱɚɟ
ɜɫɟɝɞɚ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɨɞɧɚ ɢɡ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɯ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

ɟɞɢɧɢɰ — ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɠɟ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɥɢɲɶ ɤɚɤ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɟ ɫɭɛɫɬɢɬɭɬɵ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɨɣ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ.
ɋɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ, ɜ ɨɬɥɢɱɢɟ ɨɬ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ, ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɬɚɤɢɦɢ ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦɢ ɢɥɢ ɞɪɭɝɢɦɢ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚɦɢ ɹɡɵɤɚ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɸɬɫɹ (ɢɥɢ ɜ ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩɟ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɬɶɫɹ) ɞɪɭɝ ɫ ɞɪɭɝɨɦ, ɨɛɪɚɡɭɹ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɤɪɭɩɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ (ɫɥɨɝɢ,
ɫɥɨɜɚ ɢ ɞɪ.). ɋɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. /b/ ɢ /a./ ɜ ɫɥɨɝɟ /ba.-/, ɫɥɨɝɢ /ba.-/ ɢ /-ras/
ɜ ɫɥɨɜɟ bãras ɢ ɞɪ. Ɉɛɵɱɧɨ ɷɬɢ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɩɨɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɥɢɧɟɣɧɵɟ, ɨɞɧɚɤɨ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵ ɢ ɫɢɦɭɥɶɬɚɧɧɵɟ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ: ɨɧɢ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɰɟɧɬɪɨɦ ɫɥɨɝɚ ɢ ɧɢɫɯɨɞɹɳɟ-ɜɨɫɯɨɞɹɳɢɦ ɬɨɧɨɦ ɜ ɤɢɬ. m ‘ɥɨɲɚɞɶ’.
Ⱥɧɚɥɢɡ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɢ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ
ɥɟɠɢɬ ɜ ɨɫɧɨɜɟ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɢ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɹ ɢɯ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ. ɉɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɧɟɩɨɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ ɧɚɛɥɸɞɚɸɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ, ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɸ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɰɟɥɟɫɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɨ ɧɚɱɢɧɚɬɶ ɢɦɟɧɧɨ ɫ ɧɢɯ, ɚ ɧɟ ɫ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɚɛɫɬɪɚɤɬɧɵɯ ɢ ɩɪɹɦɨɦɭ ɧɚɛɥɸɞɟɧɢɸ ɧɟɞɨɫɬɭɩɧɵɯ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ
ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ.

3.2. ɋɂɇɌȺȽɆȺɌɂɑȿɋɄȺə ɄɅȺɋɋɂɎɂɄȺɐɂə
ɎɈɇȿɆ
3.2.1. Ʌɸɛɨɣ ɹɡɵɤ ɢɡ ɨɝɪɨɦɧɨɝɨ ɤɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɚ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɯ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɮɨɧɟɦ «ɜɵɛɢɪɚɟɬ» ɥɢɲɶ ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɟɧɧɵɣ ɢɯ ɢɧɜɟɧɬɚɪɶ,
ɩɨɞɱɢɧɹɸɳɢɣɫɹ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɵɦ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɚɦ. Ɍɨɥɶɤɨ ɛɥɚɝɨɞɚɪɹ ɧɚɥɢɱɢɸ
ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɺɧɧɨɣ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɵ, ɫɥɨɜɚ ɢ ɞɪɭɝɢɟ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɬɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ ɜɨɫɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɰɟɥɨɫɬɧɵɟ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɧɢɹ.
3.2.2. ɉɨ ɪɨɥɢ, ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɦɨɣ ɜ ɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɟ ɫɥɨɝɚ, ɜɫɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ
ɪɚɡɞɟɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɧɚ ɞɜɚ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɯ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ: ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ. ɐɟɧɬɪɚɥɶɧɵɦɢ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚɦɢ ɫɥɨɝɚ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ: ɨɧɢ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɜɚɬɶ ɫɥɨɝ ɛɟɡ ɩɨɞɞɟɪɠɤɢ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ. ȼ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɷɬɨɬ ɤɥɚɫɫ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧ ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦɢ /i, e, a, u, i., ie, eࡡ .,
e., a., o., uo, u./. ɋɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ — ɷɬɨ ɩɟɪɢɮɟɪɢɣɧɵɟ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɳɢɟ
ɫɥɨɝɚ, ɬ. ɟ. ɮɨɧɟɦɵ, ɧɚɥɢɱɢɟ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɜ ɫɥɨɝɟ ɧɟ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɨɛɹɡɚɬɟɥɶɧɵɦ, ɧɚɩɪ.: ɥɢɬɨɜ. /p, t, k, b, d, g, s, š, z, ž, j, v, l, r, m, n…/. Ɍɚɤ
ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɟ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɟ ɫɨɧɚɧɬɵ, ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɵɟ ɜ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ
(ɫɪ. ɞɪ.-ɢɧɞ. vrֈ ka‘ ۊɜɨɥɤ’, ɱɟɲ. prst ‘ɩɚɥɟɰ’), ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ, ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɸɳɢɟ ɫɟɤɭɧɞɚɪɧɭɸ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɸ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ. ȼ
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ ɨɧɢ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɤɚɤ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɟ
ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɵ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɬɢɩɚ -RV(C)#, ɧɚɩɪ.: ɥɢɬɨɜ. ɫ.-ɠɟɦ. [g۠Ѻ.ndrࡢ ] ||
[g۠Ѻ.ndra] ‘ɚɢɫɬɚ’ (ɫɪ. ɥɚɬɵɲ. katls ‘ɤɨɬɟɥ’, putns ‘ɩɬɢɰɚ’).
3.2.3. ȼ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ, ɨɛɥɚɞɚɸɳɢɯ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɨɬɤɪɵɬɵɦɢ ɫɥɨɝɚɦɢ ɬɢɩɚ (C)V (ɫɪ. ɦɚɨɪɢ aroha ‘ɥɸɛɨɜɶ’, manawakino ‘ɞɭɪɧɨɣ’), ɨ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɤɥɚɫɫɚɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɢɧɨɝɞɚ ɫɭɞɢɬɶ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɨ
ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɟɧɢɹɦ ɢɯ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ, ɡɚɜɢɫɹɳɢɦ ɨɬ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɫɨɫɟɞɧɢɯ ɫɥɨɝɨɜ ɢɥɢ ɨɬ ɫɦɟɠɧɵɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ; ɢɧɨɝɞɚ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɟɧɚ ɢ ɬɚɤɚɹ
ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ. Ʉɚɤ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ, ɩɪɟɞɩɨɫɵɥɤɨɣ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɧɚɥɢɱɢɟ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɜ ɪɚɦɤɚɯ ɨɞɧɨɝɨ ɫɥɨɝɚ.
ȼ ɫɥɨɝɟ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ, ɤɪɨɦɟ ɝɥɚɫɧɨɝɨ, ɦɨɝɭɬ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɬɶɫɹ ɞɜɟ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ: ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɚɹ (ɧɚɱɚɥɶɧɚɹ) ɢ ɢɦɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɚɹ (ɤɨɧɟɱɧɚɹ). ɂɦɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɚɹ ɝɪɭɩɩɚ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɬɟɫɧɨ ɫɜɹɡɚɧɚ ɫ ɰɟɧɬɪɨɦ ɫɥɨɝɚ, ɨ ɱɺɦ ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɜɥɢɹɧɢɟ ɢɦɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɵɯ ɫɨɧɨɪɧɵɯ ɧɚ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɫɥɨɝɚ ɢ ɪɨɥɶ ɷɬɨɣ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ
ɜ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɪɢɮɦɚɯ; ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɚɹ ɱɚɫɬɶ ɜ ɷɬɨɦ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ
ɛɨɥɟɟ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɚ.
Ʉɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɸ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɭɞɨɛɧɨ ɧɚɱɢɧɚɬɶ ɫ ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɵɯ
ɝɪɭɩɩ ɩɟɪɜɨɝɨ ɫɥɨɝɚ, ɩɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɷɬɢ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ, ɤɚɤ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɱɬɨ ɨɬɦɟɱɟɧɨ, ɛɨɥɟɟ ɨɛɨɫɨɛɥɟɧɵ ɢ ɪɟɝɭɥɹɪɧɵ, ɚ ɝɪɚɧɢɰɚ ɫɥɨɜɚ ɧɟɫɨɦɧɟɧɧɨ ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɟɬ ɫɨ ɫɥɨɝɨɪɚɡɞɟɥɨɦ.
ȼ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɢɦɟɸɬɫɹ ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɟ ɞɜɭɱɥɟɧɧɵɟ ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɵɟ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ (ɟɫɥɢ ɨɬɛɪɨɫɢɬɶ ɧɟɚɫɫɢɦɢɥɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɡɚɢɦɫɬɜɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɢ ɭɫɥɨɜɧɨ ɧɟ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɬɶ ɬɜɺɪɞɵɯ ɢ ɦɹɝɤɢɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ):
bj-, bl-, br-, dr-, dv-, gl-, gn-, gr-, gv-, kl-, kn-, kr-, kv-, pj-, pl-, pr-,
sk-, sl-, sm-, sn-, sp-, sr-, st-, sv-, šþƍ-, šl-, šm-, šn-, šp-, št-, šv-, tr-, tv-,
zl-, zm-, zv-, žl-, žm-, žn-, žv-; ɜ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɢɡɦɚɯ ɢ ɨɧɨɦɚɫɬɢɤɟ ɬɚɤɠɟ
ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ šk-, zg-, zb-, zd-. Ɍɚɤɢɦ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɦ, ɜɫɟ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ,
ɜɨ-ɩɟɪɜɵɯ, ɪɚɫɩɚɞɚɸɬɫɹ ɧɚ ɞɜɚ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ: R (= /j, v, l, r, m, n/) — ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ, ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɵɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɧɟɩɨɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ, ɢ
C (= /p, t, k, b, d, g, þ, s, š, z, ž/) — ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ, ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɵɟ ɧɟ
ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ. ȼɨ-ɜɬɨɪɵɯ, ɤɥɚɫɫ ɋ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɪɚɫɱɥɟɧɢɬɶ ɧɚ
ɞɜɚ ɩɨɞɤɥɚɫɫɚ: S (= /s, š, z, ž/), ɱɥɟɧɵ ɤɨɬɨɪɨɝɨ ɜɵɫɬɭɩɚɸɬ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ
ɧɟɩɨɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ ɩɨɫɥɟ ɝɪɚɧɢɰɵ ɫɥɨɜɚ ɢ ɫɥɨɝɚ, ɢ Ɍ (= /p, t, k, b, d,
g, þ/), ɨɯɜɚɬɵɜɚɸɳɢɣ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ, ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɵɟ ɤɚɤ ɧɟɩɨɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ ɩɨɫɥɟ ɝɪɚɧɢɰɵ, ɬɚɤ ɢ ɧɚ ɜɬɨɪɨɦ ɦɟɫɬɟ.
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

Ⱦɚɧɧɚɹ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɹ ɱɺɬɤɨ ɫɨɛɥɸɞɚɟɬɫɹ ɢ ɜ ɬɪɺɯɱɥɟɧɧɵɯ
ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɯ, ɫɨɫɬɚɜ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɨɩɢɫɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ ɮɨɪɦɭɥɨɣ STR- : skl-,
skr-, skv-, spj-, spr-, str-, stv-; ɜ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɢɡɦɚɯ ɢ ɨɧɨɦɚɫɬɢɤɟ ɬɚɤɠɟ
ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ spl-, škr-, škl-, špr-, štr-, zdr-, zgr-. Ⱦɥɹ ɜɫɟɯ ɷɬɢɯ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ STR-  (ST- & TR-) ( — ɫɢɦɜɨɥ
ɦɚɬɟɪɢɚɥɶɧɨɣ ɢɦɩɥɢɤɚɰɢɢ).
ɇɚ ɪɟɚɥɶɧɨɫɬɶ ɢ ɧɟɨɛɯɨɞɢɦɨɫɬɶ ɜɵɞɟɥɟɧɧɵɯ ɤɥɚɫɫɨɜ ɭɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɬ ɢ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɞɪɭɝɢɟ ɮɚɤɬɵ. ȼɫɟ ɱɥɟɧɵ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ R ɛɟɡɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵ
ɤ ɚɫɫɢɦɢɥɹɰɢɢ (ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ) ɩɨ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɢ-ɝɥɭɯɨɫɬɢ: ɨɧɢ ɫɨɯɪɚɧɹɸɬ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɶ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɭɯɢɦɢ ɢ ɧɟ ɨɡɜɨɧɱɚɸɬ ɩɪɟɞɵɞɭɳɢɯ
ɝɥɭɯɢɯ. ɑɥɟɧɵ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ ɋ, ɧɚɨɛɨɪɨɬ, ɩɨɞɜɟɪɝɚɸɬɫɹ ɚɫɫɢɦɢɥɹɰɢɢ ɩɨ
ɞɚɧɧɨɦɭ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɭ (ɫɪ.: bơ̗ ga ‘ɛɟɠɢɬ’ : bơ̗ [k]ti ‘ɛɟɠɚɬɶ’); ɤ ɷɬɨɦɭ
ɤɥɚɫɫɭ ɜɫɟɝɞɚ ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɫɹ ɫɪɟɞɧɢɣ ɱɥɟɧ ɦɟɞɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɬɪɺɯɱɥɟɧɧɵɯ
ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ.
Ȼɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɨ ɢɦɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɵɯ ɝɪɭɩɩ ɤɨɧɰɚ ɫɥɨɜɚ ɜ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ
ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɡɟɪɤɚɥɶɧɨɟ ɨɬɪɚɠɟɧɢɟ
ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɵɯ: ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦ ɬɢɩɚ STR- ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ -RTS, ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦ SR- — -RS, ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦ TR- — -RT ɢ, ɧɚɤɨɧɟɰ, ST- — -TS,
ɫɪ.: skl- : -lks (vil˾ks ‘ɩɨɬɚɳɢɬ’), sn- : -ns (piñs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɫɩɥɟɬɚɬɶ’),
kl- : -lk (pıլ ̖lk ‘ɧɚɥɢɜɚɣ’), sk- : -ks (tóks ‘ɬɚɤɨɣ’); ɤ ɷɬɢɦ «ɡɚɤɨɧɨɦɟɪɧɵɦ» ɝɪɭɩɩɚɦ ɢɧɨɝɞɚ ɩɪɢɦɵɤɚɟɬ ɧɟɦɨɬɢɜɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɚɹ ɮɨɧɟɦɚ /k/
ɢɥɢ /t/.
3.2.4. ɋɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɭ ɥɸɛɨɝɨ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɫɥɨɝɚ ɬɟɩɟɪɶ ɦɨɠɧɨ
ɨɩɢɫɚɬɶ ɮɨɪɦɭɥɨɣ (S  T  R)  0/ V 0/  (R  T  S) ( (k  t))
( — ɞɢɡɴɸɧɤɰɢɹ,  — ɫɬɪɨɝɚɹ ɞɢɡɴɸɧɤɰɢɹ). ɋɥɨɝɢ, ɨɛɥɚɞɚɸɳɢɟ ɜɫɟɦɢ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɦɢ ɷɥɟɦɟɧɬɚɦɢ, ɤɪɨɦɟ ɧɟɦɨɬɢɜɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɨɝɨ
/k/ ɢɥɢ /t/, ɨɩɢɫɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɚɦɢ ɩɪɢɜɟɞɺɧɧɵɦɢ ɜ § 114
(ɫ. 130).
3.2.5. «ɉɨɥɧɵɟ» ɦɟɞɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɩɪɨɫɬɵɯ
ɫɥɨɜ (ɧɟɤɨɦɩɨɡɢɬɨɜ) ɫɨɫɬɨɹɬ ɢɡ ɱɟɬɵɪɺɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ; ɞɜɚ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɨɛɥɚɞɚɸɬ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɨɣ -TR STR- (irštvà ‘ɛɟɪɥɨɝɚ’, žiegždrà ‘ɝɪɚɜɢɣ’), ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɟ (ɟɫɥɢ ɨɬɧɟɫɬɢ ɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɵ
ɤ ɤɥɚɫɫɭ Ɍ) ɫɜɨɞɹɬɫɹ ɤ ɮɨɪɦɭɥɟ -RTSTR -, ɧɚɩɪ., garg˾ ždas ‘ɝɚɥɟɱɧɢɤ’, kulkšnıլ ̖s ‘ɳɢɤɨɥɨɬɤɚ’, urgzlͿs ‘ɜɨɪɱɭɧ’. ɂɯ ɫɜɹɡɶ ɫ ɛɨɥɟɟ
ɩɪɨɫɬɵɦɢ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦɢ ɫɬɪɨɝɨ ɩɨɞɱɢɧɹɟɬɫɹ ɢɦɩɥɢɤɚɰɢɢ -RTSTR - 
-TSTR -  -STR -: ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɨɜɚɧɢɟ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɫɥɨɠɧɨɝɨ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɩɪɟɞɩɨɥɚɝɚɟɬ ɧɚɥɢɱɢɟ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɩɪɨɫɬɨɝɨ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ, ɜɯɨɞɹɳɟɝɨ ɜ ɟɝɨ ɫɨɫɬɚɜ,
ɧɚɩɪ.:
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ
(a)-lkst-(a)
: (ny)-kst-(a)
(li)-nkst-(a)
: (sla)-st-(ai)
(a)-lpst-(a)
: (sla)-pst-(o)
(si)-rpst-(a)
(alksta ‘ɝɨɥɨɞɚɟɬ’, linksta ‘ɝɧɺɬɫɹ’, alpsta ‘ɩɚɞɚɟɬ ɜ ɨɛɦɨɪɨɤ’, sirpsta ‘ɡɪɟɟɬ’,
nyksta ‘ɢɫɱɟɡɚɟɬ’, slapsto ‘ɫɤɪɵɜɚɟɬ’, slastai ‘ɥɨɜɭɲɤɚ’)

ȼ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɨɛɳɟɦ ɜɢɞɟ ɞɚɧɧɚɹ ɡɚɤɨɧɨɦɟɪɧɨɫɬɶ ɮɨɪɦɭɥɢɪɭɟɬɫɹ
ɬɚɤ: RTx  Tx  x, ɝɞɟ ɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɢɥɢ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ -ST-, -SR-,
ɢɥɢ ɨɬɞɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɬɢɩɚ -S-, -T-, ɫɪ.: (mu)-rks-(o) ‘ɞɪɟɦɥɟɬ’ /
(ri)-nks-(i) ‘ɛɭɞɟɲɶ ɫɨɛɢɪɚɬɶ’ : (stû)-ks-(o) ‘ɬɨɪɱɢɬ’ : (vi)-s-(as)
‘ɜɟɫɶ’, (vi)-lkt-(ǐ) ‘ɨɧ ɜɨɥɨɱɢɥ ɛɵ’ / (pe)-nkt-(as) ‘ɩɹɬɵɣ’ :
(pi)-kt-(as) ‘ɡɥɨɣ’ : (ra)-t-(as) ‘ɤɨɥɟɫɨ’. Ɍɚɤɢɦ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɦ, ɞɥɹ ɦɟɞɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɣ ɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɬɟɥɶɧɚ ɷɤɜɢɜɚɥɟɧɬɧɨɫɬɶ -ST- Ł -SR- Ł
-S- Ł -T-. ɉɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɨɬɞɟɥɶɧɚɹ ɦɟɞɢɚɥɶɧɚɹ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɚɹ ɮɨɧɟɦɚ
ɧɟɫɨɦɧɟɧɧɨ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɨɣ ɱɚɫɬɶɸ ɧɟɧɚɱɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɫɥɨɝɚ,
ɬɚɤ ɠɟ ɞɨɥɠɧɵ ɬɨɥɤɨɜɚɬɶɫɹ ɢ ɷɤɜɢɜɚɥɟɧɬɧɵɟ ɟɣ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ -ST- ɢ
-SR-; ɬɟ ɠɟ ɱɚɫɬɢ ɜɵɞɟɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɢ ɜ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɫɥɨɠɧɵɯ ɝɪɭɩɩɚɯ, ɫɪ.:
stǌ˾k-so ‘ɬɨɪɱɢɬ’ ɢ murk˾ -so ‘ɞɪɟɦɥɟɬ’, pıլ ̖k-tas ‘ɡɥɨɣ’ ɢ pirk˾ -tas ‘ɤɭɩɥɟɧɧɵɣ’, slã-stai ‘ɡɚɩɚɞɧɹ’ ɢ álk-sta ‘ɝɨɥɨɞɚɟɬ’. ɋɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ,
ɝɪɚɧɢɰɚ ɫɥɨɝɚ ɩɪɨɯɨɞɢɬ ɜ ɬɨɣ ɬɨɱɤɟ ɦɟɞɢɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ, ɝɞɟ
ɧɚɱɢɧɚɟɬɫɹ ɦɚɤɫɢɦɚɥɶɧɚɹ ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɚɹ ɝɪɭɩɩɚ.
3.2.6. ɗɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɵɟ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɬɢɩɚ STR- (ɢ SR-,
TR-, ST-) ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɧɵ ɞɥɹ ɜɫɟɯ ɛɚɥɬɢɣɫɤɢɯ ɹɡɵɤɨɜ, ɧɚɩɪ.: ɥɚɬɵɲ.
spraûst ‘ɜɬɵɤɚɬɶ’, sleja ‘ɩɨɥɨɫɚ’, kluss ‘ɬɢɯɢɣ’, skudra ‘ɦɭɪɚɜɟɣ’,
ɩɪɭɫ. streipstan ‘ɫɭɫɬɚɜ’, smoy ‘ɱɟɥɨɜɟɤ’, blusne ‘ɫɟɥɟɡɺɧɤɚ’,
spurglis ‘ɜɨɪɨɛɟɣ’, — ɨɬɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɥɢɲɶ ɨɬɞɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɤɨɧɤɪɟɬɧɵɟ
ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ (ɫɪ. ɩɪɭɫ. tl-, ɧɟ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɨɟ ɜ ɥɚɬɵɲɫɤɨɦ ɢ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ,
ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɟ pj-, bj-, spj-, sr-, ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɭɸɳɢɟ ɜ ɥɚɬɵɲɫɤɨɦ). ȼ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɨɦ ɬɚɤ ɠɟ ɨɛɫɬɨɢɬ ɞɟɥɨ ɜ ɥɚɬɢɧɫɤɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɢ ɜ ɜɨɫɯɨɞɹɳɟɦ
ɤ ɧɟɦɭ ɢɬɚɥɶɹɧɫɤɨɦ; ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɨɬɥɢɱɢɹ ɢɫɩɚɧɫɤɨɝɨ ɨɛɴɹɫɧɹɸɬɫɹ
ɧɚɥɢɱɢɟɦ ɩɪɨɬɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɟ-, ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɨɝɨ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɪɭɩɩɚɦɢ ɧɚ s-.
Ʉ ɬɢɩɭ STR- ɫɜɨɞɹɬɫɹ ɢ ɷɤɫɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɵɟ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɫɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɵɯ ɝɟɪɦɚɧɫɤɢɯ ɹɡɵɤɨɜ, ɞɪɟɜɧɟɝɪɟɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɢ ɬ. ɞ. ɋɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ, ɨɬɤɥɨɧɟɧɢɹ ɨɬ ɷɬɨɣ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ (ɢ ɞɜɭɯɱɥɟɧɧɵɯ SR-, TR-,
ST-) ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɜɚɠɧɵɦɢ ɬɢɩɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

ɟɜɪɨɩɟɣɫɤɢɯ (ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨ, ɢ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɟɜɪɨɩɟɣɫɤɢɯ) ɹɡɵɤɨɜ (ɫɪ.
ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɢɟ ɢɧɢɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɝɪɭɩɩ ɜ ɮɢɧɧɨ-ɭɝɨɪɫɤɢɯ, ɫɛɥɢɠɚɸɳɟɟ
ɷɬɢ ɹɡɵɤɢ ɫ ɫɟɦɢɬɫɤɢɦɢ ɢ ɬɸɪɤɫɤɢɦɢ).
Ɉɬ ɪɚɫɫɦɨɬɪɟɧɧɨɣ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ ɪɟɡɤɨ ɨɬɤɥɨɧɹɸɬɫɹ ɫɥɚɜɹɧɫɤɢɟ
ɹɡɵɤɢ, ɜ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɡɚɩɚɞɧɵɟ ɢ ɜɨɫɬɨɱɧɵɟ.

3.3. ɇȿɃɌɊȺɅɂɁȺɐɂə
3.3.1. ȼ ɫɥɨɜɚɪɧɨɦ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɟ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɞɚɥɟɤɨ ɧɟ ɜɫɟ
ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɟ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ: ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɢɡ ɧɢɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɟ ɩɭɫɬɵɟ ɤɥɟɬɤɢ — ɩɨɬɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ, ɧɨ ɩɪɚɤɬɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɧɟ ɢɫɩɨɥɶɡɭɟɦɵɟ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ. Ʉ ɧɢɦ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ
ɨɬɧɟɫɬɢ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɥɢɬɨɜ. spl-, gm-, ɩɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɷɬɢ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɶɧɵɦ ɦɨɞɟɥɹɦ STR-, TR-, ɧɨ ɜ ɢɫɤɨɧɧɵɯ ɫɥɨɜɚɯ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɧɟ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ.
ɇɟɪɟɞɤɨ ɩɭɫɬɵɟ ɤɥɟɬɤɢ ɡɚɩɨɥɧɹɸɬɫɹ ɜ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɟ ɡɚɢɦɫɬɜɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɢɥɢ ɫɩɨɪɚɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɢɡɦɟɧɟɧɢɣ (ɫɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ.
štaıլ ˾ ‘ɜɨɬ’ ĸ šitaıլ ˾). ɋɯɨɞɧɵɦ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɦ ɡɚɩɨɥɧɹɸɬɫɹ ɢ ɩɭɫɬɵɟ
ɤɥɟɬɤɢ, ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɳɢɟ ɧɟɪɟɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ, ɧɨ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɟ ɤɨɦɛɢɧɚɰɢɢ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ. Ɍɚɤɢɟ ɢɡɦɟɧɟɧɢɹ ɩɨɪɨɠɞɚɸɬ ɧɨɜɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɢ ɭɜɟɥɢɱɢɜɚɸɬ ɫɢɦɦɟɬɪɢɱɧɨɫɬɶ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɵ.
ɋɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. ɞɢɚɥ. /þࡏ, ۤࡏ/ ɢɥɢ /cࡏ , ࡏݤ/ ĺ /tࡏ , dࡏ /, ɡɚɩɨɥɧɢɜɲɟɟ ɩɭɫɬɵɟ
ɤɥɟɬɤɢ ɜ ɦɢɤɪɨɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ /k/ : /kࡏ / = /t/ : = /p/ : /pࡏ / = /g/ : /gࡏ / = /d/ : =
/b/ : /bࡏ /.
3.3.2. ɇɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɟɧɢɹ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɟɦɨɫɬɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɜɩɨɥɧɟ ɪɟɝɭɥɹɪɧɵɦɢ, ɨ ɱɺɦ ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɱɟɪɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɬɢɩɚ
ɥɢɬɨɜ. kıլ ̖bo ‘ɩɪɢɰɟɩɥɹɥɫɹ, ɩɪɢɫɬɚɜɚɥ’ : kıլ ̖ [pࡏ ]ti ‘ɩɪɢɰɟɩɥɹɬɶɫɹ, ɩɪɢɫɬɚɜɚɬɶ’, daǊgelis ‘ɦɧɨɠɟɫɬɜɨ’ : daǊ[k] ‘ɦɧɨɝɨ’. ɂɡ-ɡɚ ɬɚɤɢɯ ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɟɧɢɣ ɥɢɬɨɜ. [b, d, g, z, ž] ɢ [p, t, k, s, š] ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ
ɥɢɲɶ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦɢ ɬɢɩɚ R ɢ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ, ɫɪ.:
glóstyti ‘ɝɥɚɞɢɬɶ’ : klóstyti ‘ɩɨɤɪɵɜɚɬɶ’, bǌ̗ ti ‘ɛɵɬɶ’ : pǌ̗ ti ‘ɫɝɧɢɜɚɬɶ’. ȼ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ([—#]) ɢ ɩɟɪɟɞ [p, t, k, s, š] ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɥɢɲɶ [s, š, k, t, p], ɩɟɪɟɞ [g, d, b, z, ž] — ɥɢɲɶ [z, ž, g, d, b].
Ȼɨɥɟɟ ɠɺɫɬɤɢɦ ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɟɧɢɹɦ ɩɨɞɜɟɪɠɟɧɵ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɧɟɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɢ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ
ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɡɚɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ ([—Vu]), ɫɪ.: kiùrti ‘ɩɪɨɞɵɪɹɜɥɢɜɚɬɶɫɹ’ : kùrti ‘ɫɨɡɞɚɜɚɬɶ’. ȼ ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ ɷɬɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɧɚɯɨɞɹɬɫɹ ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ:
C / [— C#], Cյ / [— VC ].
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

3.3.3. ɉɟɬɟɪɛɭɪɝɫɤɚɹ (Ʌɟɧɢɧɝɪɚɞɫɤɚɹ) ɲɤɨɥɚ ɢ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɢ ɞɟɫɤɪɢɩɬɢɜɧɨɣ ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɤɢ ɧɟ ɞɟɥɚɸɬ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɝɨ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɹ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɫɥɭɱɚɣɧɵɦɢ ɩɭɫɬɵɦɢ ɤɥɟɬɤɚɦɢ ɢ ɪɟɝɭɥɹɪɧɵɦɢ ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɟɧɢɹɦɢ ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ.
Ȼɨɥɟɟ ɭɛɟɞɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɚɰɢɹ ɩɪɚɠɚɧ (ɜɨ ɦɧɨɝɨɦ ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɸɳɚɹ ɫ ɤɨɧɰɟɩɰɢɟɣ Ɇɨɫɤɨɜɫɤɨɣ ɲɤɨɥɵ ɢ ɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɟɦɚɹ ɜ ɝɥɨɫɫɟɦɚɬɢɤɟ ɢ ɫɬɪɚɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɨɧɧɨɣ
ɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɤɟ), ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɨ ɤɨɬɨɪɨɣ ɜ ɪɚɫɫɦɨɬɪɟɧɧɵɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ ɢɦɟɟɬ
ɦɟɫɬɨ ɨɫɨɛɨɟ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɟ ɹɜɥɟɧɢɟ — ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ, ɡɚɧɢɦɚɸɳɚɹ, ɤɚɤ ɦɵ ɩɨɥɚɝɚɟɦ, ɩɪɨɦɟɠɭɬɨɱɧɨɟ ɩɨɥɨɠɟɧɢɟ ɦɟɠɞɭ
ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɤɨɣ ɢ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɤɨɣ. ȼ ɨɞɧɢɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ, ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɯ
ɫɢɥɶɧɵɦɢ (ɢɥɢ ɪɟɥɟɜɚɧɬɧɵɦɢ), ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɢ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɸɬ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɭɸ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɸ (ɫɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. [b, d…] ɢ [p, f…] ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ [—V] ɢ [—R], ɧɟɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɢ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ
ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [—Vu]), ɜ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ, ɫɥɚɛɵɯ, ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ, ɢɥɢ
ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ, ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɫɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ, ɢɥɢ, ɢɧɵɦɢ
ɫɥɨɜɚɦɢ, ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ (ɫɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. [b, d…] ɢ [p, t…] ɜ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɣ
ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [—#] ɢ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɬɢɩɚ T ɢ S, ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɭɸ
ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɸ ɧɟɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɢ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ [—Vi], [—Cࡏ ] ɢ [—C], [—#]).
ȼ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɢ ɜɨ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɚɯ,
ɤɪɨɦɟ ɪɚɫɫɦɨɬɪɟɧɧɵɯ, ɤ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɵɦ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɦ ɨɬɧɨɫɹɬɫɹ
ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɢɹ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ /a/ : /e/, /a./ : /e./, ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɵɟ ɜ ɚɛɫɨɥɸɬɧɨɦ ɧɚɱɚɥɟ ɫɥɨɜɚ ɢ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɵɟ ɩɨɫɥɟ ɜɫɟɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ,
ɤɪɨɦɟ (ɫ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɨɣ ɨɝɨɜɨɪɤɨɣ) /t, d/: ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ /a, a./ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ
ɩɨɫɥɟ ɧɟɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ, /e, e./ — ɩɨɫɥɟ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ (ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɵ ɬɢɩɚ ɜɢɧ. ɩ. ɦɧ. ɱ. giliàs ‘ɝɥɭɛɨɤɢɟ’ ɢ gilès
‘ɠɟɥɭɞɢ’ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɜ ɤɪɚɣɧɟ ɢɫɤɭɫɫɬɜɟɧɧɨɦ ɤɧɢɠɧɨɦ
ɩɪɨɢɡɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ). ȼ ɛɟɡɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ ɫɥɨɝɚɯ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ ɫɟɜɟɪɧɵɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɨɜ
ɫɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ ɤɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɟ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ. ȼ ɬɟɥɶɲɹɣɫɤɨɦ
ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɟ ɫɟɜɟɪɨɠɟɦɚɣɬɫɤɨɝɨ ɧɚɪɟɱɢɹ ɨɫɨɛɵɦ ɫɥɭɱɚɟɦ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɪɟɝɪɟɫɫɢɜɧɚɹ ɚɫɫɢɦɢɥɹɰɢɹ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɬɢɩɚ i/́, u/͕ ɩɨ
ɩɨɞɴɺɦɭ: ɨɧɢ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɥɢɲɶ ɜ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɵɯ ɫɥɨɝɚɯ
ɢ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɜɧɭɬɪɟɧɧɢɦ ɨɬɤɪɵɬɵɦ ɫɬɵɤɨɦ: ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɜɟɪɯɧɟɝɨ
ɩɨɞɴɺɦɚ ɢ /ie, uo/ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɥɢɲɶ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɬɢɩɚ [i, u], ɜɨ ɜɫɟɯ
ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ — [ҽ, ӑ]. ȼɨ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ ɜɨɫɬɨɱɧɨɚɭɤɲɬɚɣɬɫɤɢɯ
ɭɬɹɧɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ ɜ ɛɟɡɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ ɫɥɨɝɚɯ ɫɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ
/ie/ : /ҽ./, /uo/ : /ܧ./ — ɜɦɟɫɬɨ ɧɢɯ ɩɨɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɩɨɥɭɞɨɥɝɢɟ [æ.], [a.];
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

ɜ ɲɢɪɜɢɧɬɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ — /ie/ : /ҽ./ : /e./, /uo/ : /ܧ./ : /a./, ɜ ɫɥɚɛɵɯ
ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɸɳɢɟ ɜ [e] ɢ [a]; ɜ ɩɚɧɟɜɟɠɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ, ɝɞɟ
ɜɦɟɫɬɨ /ie/ : /eࡡ ./ : /i/, /uo/ : /o./ : /u/ ɜ ɛɟɡɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ ɫɥɨɝɚɯ, ɤɚɤ
ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ, ɜɵɫɬɭɩɚɸɬ [ҽ], [ӑ] ɢɥɢ ɨɬɤɪɵɬɵɟ [i ], [u ].
ɂɧɨɝɞɚ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɵ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɨɦ ɪɟɥɟɜɚɧɬɧɵɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɣ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɜ ɠɟɦɚɣɬɫɤɨɦ ɧɚɪɟɱɢɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɬɢɩɚ [p, t…]
ɢ [b, d…] ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ [—R], [—V], ɧɨ ɢ ɜ
ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [—#]; ɜɨ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ ɜɨɫɬɨɱɧɵɯ ɢ ɸɠɧɵɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ
ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɬɜɺɪɞɵɯ ɢ ɦɹɝɤɢɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɧɟ ɫɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ
ɜ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ, ɩɟɪɟɞ /i, i./ ɢ /ҽ./ ɢ (ɢɧɨɝɞɚ) ɩɟɪɟɞ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ.
3.3.4. ȿɫɥɢ ɭɫɥɨɜɧɨ ɨɬɛɪɨɫɢɬɶ ɫɢɥɶɧɵɟ (ɪɟɥɟɜɚɧɬɧɵɟ) ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɵɯ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɢɣ, ɡɜɭɤɢ, ɜɵɫɬɭɩɚɸɳɢɟ
ɜ ɫɥɚɛɵɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ, ɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɬɫɹ ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ
ɞɢɫɬɪɢɛɭɰɢɢ ɢ ɩɨɷɬɨɦɭ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɛɵɬɶ ɨɛɴɟɞɢɧɟɧɵ ɜ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɤɪɭɩɧɵɟ
ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ — ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɥɢɬɨɜ. [p] ɢ [b] ɜ ɫɥɚɛɵɯ
ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɹɦɢ (ɤɚɤ ɛɵ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɚɦɢ)
ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ /P/, ɚ [k] ɢ [g] — ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɹɦɢ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ /K/,
[n] ɢ [nࡏ ] — ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɹɦɢ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ /N/. Ⱥɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɚ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ, ɨɛɳɢɦɢ ɞɥɹ ɨɛɨɢɯ (ɢɥɢ, ɬɨɱɧɟɟ, ɜɫɟɯ) ɱɥɟɧɨɜ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɨɣ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ: /Ɋ/ — ɷɬɨ ɝɭɛɧɨɣ ɲɭɦɧɵɣ ɫɦɵɱɧɵɣ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ ɜɨɨɛɳɟ, ɛɟɡɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɣ ɤ ɝɥɭɯɨɫɬɢ-ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɢ
ɢ ɬɜɺɪɞɨɫɬɢ-ɦɹɝɤɨɫɬɢ, /N/ — ɫɨɧɨɪɧɵɣ ɧɨɫɨɜɨɣ ɧɟɝɭɛɧɨɣ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ ɜɨɨɛɳɟ, ɛɟɡɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɣ ɤ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɢ ɟɺ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɢɸ.
ȼ ɛɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɟ ɫɥɭɱɚɟɜ ɨɞɢɧ ɢɡ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɟɣ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɩɨ
ɫɜɨɢɦ ɮɢɡɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦ ɩɨɱɬɢ ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɟɬ ɫ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɟɣ ɨɞɧɨɝɨ ɱɥɟɧɚ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɨɣ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɥɢɬɨɜ. [p, t…]
ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [—#] ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɬɚɤɢɦɢ ɠɟ ɝɥɭɯɢɦɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ, ɤɚɤ
ɢ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ /p, t…/ ɜ ɫɢɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ. Ɋɟɠɟ ɤɚɤ
ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɶ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɜɵɫɬɭɩɚɟɬ ɩɪɨɦɟɠɭɬɨɱɧɵɣ ɡɜɭɤ (ɫɪ.
ɪɭɫ. [ɴ] ɤɚɤ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɶ /o/ : /a/ ɢɥɢ ‘ɩɨɥɭɦɹɝɤɢɟ’ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ,
ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɵɟ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ ɜ ɛɨɥɝɚɪɫɤɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ
ɢ ɜ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ). ɇɚɤɨɧɟɰ, ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɚ ɦɨɠɟɬ
ɛɵɬɶ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɚ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɨ ɱɟɪɟɞɭɸɳɢɦɢɫɹ ɡɜɭɤɚɦɢ, ɨɞɢɧ
ɢɡ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɜ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɯ ɱɟɪɬɚɯ ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɟɬ ɫ ɨɞɧɢɦ ɱɥɟɧɨɦ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ, ɞɪɭɝɨɣ — ɫ ɞɪɭɝɢɦ.
Ɏɨɧɟɦɚ, ɛɥɢɡɤɚɹ ɩɨ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɤ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɸ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ, ɧɟɡɚɜɢɫɢɦɨɦɭ ɨɬ ɜɥɢɹɧɢɹ ɫɦɟɠɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ,
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɦ (ɧɟɦɚɪɤɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɦ; ɫɥɚɛɵɦ) ɱɥɟɧɨɦ
ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ; ɮɨɧɟɦɚ, ɧɟ ɢɦɟɸɳɚɹ ɬɚɤɨɝɨ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɢɹ ɜ ɫɥɚɛɵɯ
ɩɨɡɢɰɢɹɯ, ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɦ (ɦɚɪɤɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɦ; ɫɢɥɶɧɵɦ)
ɱɥɟɧɨɦ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ. Ȼɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɨɬ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɯ ɢ ɛɨɥɶɲɟɣ ɱɚɫɬɨɬɨɣ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɨɫɬɢ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɥɢɬɨɜ.
ɥɢɬ. /k, t, p, s, š/ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɦɢ ɩɨ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɸ
ɤ /g, d, b, z, ž/, ɬɚɤ ɤɚɤ ɭ ɧɢɯ ɢɦɟɸɬɫɹ ɛɥɢɡɤɢɟ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɢɹ ɜ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɦ ɩɨɥɨɠɟɧɢɢ; ɨ ɬɚɤɨɦ ɠɟ ɫɨɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɫ.-ɠɟɦ. /k, t, p, s, š/
ɢ /g, d, b, z, ž/ ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɟɬ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɱɚɫɬɨɬɚ ɝɥɭɯɢɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ,
ɡɧɚɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɩɪɟɜɵɲɚɸɳɚɹ ɱɚɫɬɨɬɭ ɡɜɨɧɤɢɯ.
3.3.5. ɋɨɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɟ ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɨɝɨ ɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɨɝɨ ɱɥɟɧɚ
ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɟɣ, ɚ ɜɫɹ ɦɢɤɪɨɫɢɫɬɟɦɚ ɨɞɧɨɪɨɞɧɵɯ ɩɪɨɩɨɪɰɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɫɨɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ ɬɚɤɨɝɨ ɬɢɩɚ — ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɬɢɜɧɵɦ ɪɹɞɨɦ, ɧɚɩɪ.: /p/ : /b/ = /t/ : /d/ = /k/ : /g/. ɉɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɣ
ɱɥɟɧ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɨɬ ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɨɝɨ ɱɥɟɧɚ (ɢ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɳɟɣ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ) ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɦ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ. ɉɨɷɬɨɦɭ,
ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ, ɱɬɨ ɥɢɬɨɜ. /b/ = /p/ (/P/) & ‘ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɶ’
(ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ)2, /nࡏ / = /n/ (/N/) & ‘ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ’. ɋɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ, ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɣ ɱɥɟɧ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ ɩɨ ɫɜɨɟɦɭ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɦɭ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɧɢɸ ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɟɬ ɫ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɨɣ (ɫɪ. ɪɚɧɧɸɸ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɚɰɢɸ ɇ. ɋ. Ɍɪɭɛɟɰɤɨɝɨ). ȼɫɺ ɠɟ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɭɞɨɛɧɨɣ ɢ ɪɟɚɥɢɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɫɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɭɸ ɭɫɬɚɧɨɜɤɭ ɱɟɲɫɤɢɯ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɨɜ, ɫɱɢɬɚɸɳɢɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɟɣ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɚɦɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ,
ɛɥɢɡɤɢɯ ɢɦ ɩɨ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ.
3.3.6. Ʉɨɪɪɟɥɹɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɫɜɹɡɵɜɚɬɶ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ
ɩɚɪɵ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɧɨ ɢ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɤɪɭɩɧɵɟ ɢɯ ɝɪɭɩɩɵ — ɩɭɱɤɢ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɣ.
ɋɪ. ɞɪ.-ɢɧɞ. /p/ : /pލ/ : /b/ : /bލ/ = /t/ : /tލ/ : /d/ : /dލ/…, ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɵɟ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɩɚɭɡɨɣ ɜ ɩɨɥɶɡɭ [p], [t]… ɑɟɬɵɪɺɯɱɥɟɧɧɵɟ ɩɭɱɤɢ ɨɛɪɚɡɭɸɬ ɢ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɟ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɢ ɢ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɲɭɦɧɵɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ. ɗɬɢ ɩɭɱɤɢ ɩɨɥɧɨɫɬɶɸ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɥɢɲɶ ɩɟɪɟɞ
ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɡɚɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ. ȿɫɥɢ ɨɛɨɡɧɚɱɢɬɶ ɫɢɦɜɨɥɨɦ /P/ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɭ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ /p/ : /pࡏ /, ɫɢɦɜɨɥɨɦ /B/ — ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɭ /b/ : /bࡏ /
ɢ /P/ — ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɭ ɜɫɟɝɨ ɩɭɱɤɚ ɝɭɛɧɵɯ ɫɦɵɱɧɵɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ, ɩɨɥɭɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɤɚɪɬɢɧɚ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ, ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɧɚɹ ɜ § 151 (ɫ. 172).
2

Ɏɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɶ — ɷɬɨ ɢ ɤɨɥɟɛɚɧɢɹ ɝɨɥɨɫɨɜɵɯ ɫɜɹɡɨɤ, ɢ ɫɨɩɪɨɜɨɠɞɚɸɳɚɹ ɢɯ ɦɟɧɟɟ ɧɚɩɪɹɠɺɧɧɚɹ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɹ, ɢ ɨɫɥɚɛɥɟɧɧɚɹ ɷɤɫɩɢɪɚɰɢɹ. ɉɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɭɸ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɸ ɫɩɢɧɤɢ ɹɡɵɤɚ, ɧɨ ɢ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɢɟ ɜɟɥɹɪɢɡɚɰɢɢ.
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

3.3.7. ɇɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ ɢɦɟɟɬ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɜɚɠɧɨɟ ɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɟ, ɩɨɬɨɦɭ ɱɬɨ ɨɧɚ ɞɚɺɬ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɭɬɨɱɧɢɬɶ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɸ
ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɩɨɥɭɱɟɧɧɭɸ ɜ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɟ ɚɧɚɥɢɡɚ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ. Ɉɧɚ, ɤɚɤ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ, ɜɵɹɜɥɹɟɬ ɤɥɚɫɫɵ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɩɨɞɜɟɪɝɚɸɳɢɯɫɹ (ɢ ɧɟ ɩɨɞɜɟɪɝɚɸɳɢɯɫɹ) ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɨɣ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ, ɢ ɤɥɚɫɫɵ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɩɨɞ ɜɨɡɞɟɣɫɬɜɢɟɦ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɜɨɡɧɢɤɚɸɬ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɺɧɧɵɟ
ɫɥɚɛɵɟ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɜɵɲɟɭɩɨɦɹɧɭɬɚɹ ɚɫɫɢɦɢɥɹɰɢɹ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɬɢɩɚ ɫ.-ɠɟɦ. i/́, u/͕ ɩɪɟɠɞɟ ɜɫɟɝɨ ɪɚɫɱɥɟɧɹɟɬ ɜɫɟ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɧɚ
ɮɨɧɟɦɵ, ɧɟ ɩɨɞɜɟɪɠɟɧɧɵɟ ɷɬɨɣ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ (/a, e…/), ɢ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ, ɟɣ ɩɨɞɜɟɪɠɟɧɧɵɟ (/i, ҽ, u, ӑ…/); ɫɪɟɞɢ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɧɢɯ ɨɬɞɟɥɶɧɵɣ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɣ ɤɥɚɫɫ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ /i, u…/, ɩɟɪɟɞ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɦɢ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵ ɥɢɲɶ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɬɢɩɚ /i, u…/. Ʉɪɨɦɟ ɬɨɝɨ, ɜ ɷɬɨɦ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɟ
(ɤɚɤ ɢ ɜ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ) ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɟɪɟɞ /a, ӑ, u…/ — ɩɟɪɟɞ /e, ҽ, i…/ ɨɧɚ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ, ɱɬɨ ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɟɬ ɨ ɧɚɥɢɱɢɢ ɞɜɭɯ ɤɪɭɩɧɵɯ ɤɥɚɫɫɨɜ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ: ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɯ /a, ӑ, u…/ ɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɯ /e, ҽ, i…/.
ɗɬɨ ɜ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɦ ɫɱɺɬɟ ɞɚɺɬ ɬɚɤɭɸ ɤɚɪɬɢɧɭ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ: /(a : (ӑ : u)) :
(e : (ҽ : i))/. ɋɚɦɨɣ ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɨɣ ɜ ɞɚɧɧɨɣ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ
ɮɨɧɟɦɚ /a/, ɨ ɱɺɦ, ɤɫɬɚɬɢ, ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɟɬ ɢ ɟɺ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɚɹ
ɱɚɫɬɨɬɚ ɜ ɫɜɹɡɧɨɣ ɪɟɱɢ (§ 13,09 % ɜɫɟɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ).
Ʉɪɭɩɧɵɣ ɩɭɱɨɤ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɣ ɨɛɪɚɡɭɸɬ ɥɢɬɨɜ. /s, sࡏ , š, šࡏ , z, zࡏ ,
ࡏ
ž, ž/: ɩɟɪɟɞ ɪɨɞɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɦɢ ɲɢɩɹɳɢɦɢ ɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɚɦɢ /þࡏ, ۤࡏ/ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɜɫɟɯ ɷɬɢɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɫɧɢɦɚɸɬɫɹ ɜ ɩɨɥɶɡɭ [šࡏ , žࡏ ] (ɫɪ. zͿzia
‘ɠɭɠɠɢɬ’ : zͿ[šࡏ ]þiau ‘(ɹ) ɠɭɠɠɚɥ ɛɵ’). ɋɚɦɭɸ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɭɸ
ɮɨɧɟɦɭ ɷɬɨɝɨ ɩɭɱɤɚ /žࡏ / ɦɨɠɧɨ ɨɩɢɫɚɬɶ ɤɚɤ ɤɨɦɩɥɟɤɫ, ɫɨɫɬɨɹɳɢɣ
ɢɡ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ /S/ (ɢɥɢ ɫɚɦɨɝɨ ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɨɝɨ ɱɥɟɧɚ — /s/) ɢ
ɬɪɺɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ: ‘ɲɢɩɹɳɢɣ’ & ‘ɡɜɨɧɤɢɣ’ & ‘ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɣ’. ɉɨɥɧɭɸ ɤɚɪɬɢɧɭ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɱɥɟɧɚɦɢ ɷɬɨɝɨ
ɩɭɱɤɚ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɣ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɶ ɮɨɪɦɭɥɨɣ /((s : sࡏ ) : (z : zࡏ )) :
((š : šࡏ ) : (ž : žࡏ ))/. ɉɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɣ ɜ ɞɚɧɧɨɣ ɦɢɤɪɨɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ
(ɤɚɤ, ɜɩɪɨɱɟɦ, ɢ ɜ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ) ɨɞɧɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɢ
ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɦɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɵɯ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɣ.

3.4. ɉȺɊȺȾɂȽɆȺɌɂɑȿɋɄɂȿ ɈɌɇɈɒȿɇɂə ɎɈɇȿɆ
ɂ ɂɏ ȾɂɎɎȿɊȿɇɐɂȺɅɖɇɕȿ ɉɊɂɁɇȺɄɂ
3.4.1. ɉɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ, ɢɥɢ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ, ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭɸɬ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɦɟɠɞɭ ɩɟɪɜɵɦɢ ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦɢ ɬɚɤɢɯ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦ,
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɤɚɤ ɥɢɬɨɜ. sùsti ‘ɩɚɪɲɢɜɟɬɶ’ : [sࡏ ]ùsti ‘ɛɟɫɢɬɶɫɹ’ : šùsti ‘ɩɪɟɬɶ’ :
pùsti ‘ɩɭɯɧɭɬɶ’ : bùsti ‘ɩɪɨɛɭɠɞɚɬɶɫɹ’.
ɂɧɨɝɞɚ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɥɟɤɫɢɤɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɢ ɦɨɪɮɨɥɨɝɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɤɨ ɜɬɨɪɨɦɭ ɬɢɩɭ ɩɪɟɢɦɭɳɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ
ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɫɹ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɚɹ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ (ɬɟɦɛɪɨɜɚɹ
ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ), ɫɟɜɟɪɨɠɟɦɚɣɬɫɤɚɹ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɹ /i/ : /ҽ/, ɫɪ.: ɪɨɞ. ɩ.
ɟɞ. ɱ. [brûolࡏ ҽ] ‘ɛɪɚɬɚ’ : ɜɢɧ. ɩ. ɟɞ. ɱ. [brûolࡏ i]; ɫɭɝɭɛɨ ɥɟɤɫɢɤɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɚ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɹ ɥɢɬɨɜ. /š/ : /z/. Ɉɞɧɚɤɨ ɷɬɚ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɹ ɧɟ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɱɢɫɬɨ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ.
3.4.2. Ɋɟɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵ
ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɦɟɠɞɭ ɱɥɟɧɚɦɢ ɨɞɧɨɝɨ ɢ ɬɨɝɨ ɠɟ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ
ɤɥɚɫɫɚ. Ɍɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɟ ɤɨɫɜɟɧɧɵɟ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɧɟ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɟ, ɚ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɟ ɹɜɥɟɧɢɟ.
ɉɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ — ɷɬɨ ɞɜɚ ɜɡɚɢɦɨɢɫɤɥɸɱɚɸɳɢɯ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ, ɢɯ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɩɨ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭ ɧɟɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵ (ɡɚ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɟɧɢɟɦ ɪɟɞɤɢɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɟɜ ɬɢɩɚ ɫɤɪ. vi܈a‘ ۊɨɬɪɚɜɚ’ : vrֈ ܈a‘ ۊɛɵɤ’).
3.4.2.1. ɉɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ (ɜ ɢɯ ɫɜɹɡɢ
ɫ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɦɢ ɢ ɤɥɚɫɫɚɦɢ) ɦɨɠɧɨ ɩɪɨɞɟɦɨɧɫɬɪɢɪɨɜɚɬɶ ɧɚ ɩɪɢɦɟɪɟ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɵ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ.
ȼ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [(#)—T] ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ /S/ (= [s, sࡏ , z, zࡏ ]), /Š/ (= [š, šࡏ , ž, žࡏ ]). Ɋɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɦ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɦ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɭɫɥɨɜɧɨ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɚɥɶɜɟɨɥɹɪɧɭɸ (/Š/) ɢ ɡɭɛɧɭɸ (ɧɟɚɥɶɜɟɨɥɹɪɧɭɸ; /S/) ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɸ; ɩɪɢɟɦɥɟɦɚ ɢ ɩɚɪɚ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ɞɜɭɯɮɨɤɭɫɧɵɣ-ɨɞɧɨɮɨɤɭɫɧɵɣ. ɇɚ ɫɚɦɨɦ ɞɟɥɟ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɫɥɨɠɧɵɟ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɨɧɧɵɟ
ɢɥɢ ɚɤɭɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɤɨɦɩɥɟɤɫɵ, ɜɤɥɸɱɚɸɳɢɟ ɢ ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɭɸ
ɫɨɛɫɬɜɟɧɧɭɸ ɞɨɥɝɨɬɭ ɢ ɢɧɬɟɧɫɢɜɧɨɫɬɶ.
ȼ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [S—R] ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɞɪɭɝ ɞɪɭɝɭ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɬɢɩɚ Ɍ, ɬ. ɟ. /p/ : /t/ : /k/ ɢ (ɤɪɚɣɧɟ ɪɟɞɤɨ) /b/ : /d/ : /g/. ȼɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɵɣ ɡɞɟɫɶ [pࡏ ] ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɟɥɟɦ ɚɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ
/p/ : /pࡏ /. ɉɪɢɧɢɦɚɹ ɜɨ ɜɧɢɦɚɧɢɟ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɞɚɧɧɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɢ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɵ (ɧɚɩɪ., /t/ ɩɟɪɟɞ /r/ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ
ɤɚɤ ɚɥɶɜɟɨɥɹɪɧɵɣ [৬]), ɢɯ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɰɢɪɨɜɚɬɶ ɩɨɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɨɦ
ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɯ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ: ɚ) ɝɭɛɧɨɣ (/p, b/) —
ɧɟɝɭɛɧɨɣ (/k, g, t, d/), ɛ) ɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɹɡɵɱɧɵɣ (/t, d/) — ɡɚɞɧɟɹɡɵɱɧɵɣ
(ɧɟɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɹɡɵɱɧɵɣ) (/k, g/). Ɍɨɥɶɤɨ ɝɭɛɧɵɟ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɩɟɪɟɞ /j/
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

ɢ ɧɟ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɩɟɪɟɞ /v, vࡏ /; ɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɹɡɵɱɧɵɟ ɧɟ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɫɬɨɹɬɶ ɜ
ɧɚɱɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɝɪɭɩɩɚɯ ɩɟɪɟɞ /l, lࡏ /.
ȼ ɨɤɪɭɠɟɧɢɢ [(#)—R] ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɢ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ S, ɢ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ Ɍ. Ɂɞɟɫɶ, ɤɪɨɦɟ ɜɵɲɟɪɚɫɫɦɨɬɪɟɧɧɵɯ, ɮɭɧɤɰɢɨɧɢɪɭɸɬ ɟɳɺ ɞɜɟ ɩɚɪɵ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ: ɚ) ɱɥɟɧɵ
ɤɥɚɫɫɚ S ɢ ɱɥɟɧɵ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ Ɍ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɳɟɥɟɜɵɟ
(/s, z, š, ž/) ɢ ɫɦɵɱɧɵɟ (/p, t, k, b, d, g/); ɛ) ɜɧɭɬɪɢ ɤɚɠɞɨɝɨ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ
ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ ɡɜɨɧɤɢɯ ɢ ɝɥɭɯɢɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ. Ʉɪɨɦɟ ɬɨɝɨ,
ɢɡɪɟɞɤɚ ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [(#)—R] ɩɨɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɵ. ɂɦ ɦɨɠɧɨ
ɩɪɢɩɢɫɚɬɶ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ‘ɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɚ’.
ȼ ɤɨɧɬɟɤɫɬɟ [T—V] ɜɵɫɬɭɩɚɸɬ ɥɢɲɶ ɱɥɟɧɵ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ R: /j, v, l,
m, n, r/. Ɉɬɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɵɣ ɩɨɞɤɥɚɫɫ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ /m,
mࡏ , n, nࡏ /, ɧɟ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɳɢɟɫɹ ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [ST—V]: ɨɧɢ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɦ ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦ ɬɢɩɚ R ɤɚɤ ɧɨɫɨɜɵɟ ɧɟɧɨɫɨɜɵɦ
(ɪɬɨɜɵɦ). ɂɡ ɧɟɧɨɫɨɜɵɯ /j, v, vࡏ / ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɳɟɥɟɜɵɦɢ, ɚ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɫɬɨɹɳɢɟ ɢɦ /l, lࡏ , r, ܂/ — ɩɥɚɜɧɵɦɢ (ɧɟɳɟɥɟɜɵɦɢ). Ɏɨɧɟɦɚɦ /m, mࡏ ,
v, vࡏ / ɦɨɠɧɨ ɩɪɢɩɢɫɚɬɶ ɭɠɟ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɵɣ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ‘ɝɭɛɧɨɣ’ — /n, nࡏ , j,
l, lࡏ , r, ܂/ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɧɟɝɭɛɧɵɦɢ. Ɏɨɧɟɦɵ /r, ܂/ ɢ /l, lࡏ / ɦɨɠɧɨ ɨɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɡɨɜɚɬɶ ɤɚɤ ɚɥɶɜɟɨɥɹɪɧɵɟ (/r, ܂/) ɢ ɧɟɚɥɶɜɟɨɥɹɪɧɵɟ (/l, lࡏ /)
ɢɥɢ ɠɟ ɤɚɤ ɞɜɭɯɮɨɤɭɫɧɵɟ (/l, lࡏ /) ɢ ɨɞɧɨɮɨɤɭɫɧɵɟ (/r, ܂/); ɚɥɶɜɟɨɥɹɪɧɵɟ ɨɞɧɨɮɨɤɭɫɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɞɪɨɠɚɳɢɟ. ɇɚɤɨɧɟɰ, ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɡɚɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ (ɜ ɱɚɫɬɧɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [T—Vu])
ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ.
ȼ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [S—V] ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɤɥɚɫɫɨɜ Ɍ ɢ R. ɉɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɡɚɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɢ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ. ɋɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɤɥɚɫɫɚ R ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɦ ɬɢɩɚ Ɍ
ɤɚɤ ɫɨɧɨɪɧɵɟ ɲɭɦɧɵɦ ɢɥɢ ɠɟ ɤɚɤ ɩɪɨɦɟɠɭɬɨɱɧɵɣ ɤɥɚɫɫ, ɨɛɥɚɞɚɸɳɢɣ ɤɚɤ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɦ ‘ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ’, ɬɚɤ ɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɦ ‘ɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ’.
ȼɫɟ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɜɵɫɬɭɩɚɸɬ ɤɚɤ ɱɥɟɧɵ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɵ ɢ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɞɪɭɝ ɞɪɭɝɭ ɜ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ [(#)—V] (ɬɨɱɧɟɟ —
[(#)—Vu]), ɫɪ.: sùs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɩɚɪɲɢɜɟɬɶ’ : šùs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɩɪɟɬɶ’ : žùs
‘ɩɨɝɢɛɧɟɬ’: pùs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɝɧɢɬɶ’ : bùs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ’ : dùs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɡɚɞɵɯɚɬɶɫɹ’ : kùs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɩɨɩɪɚɜɥɹɬɶɫɹ’ : gùs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɩɪɢɜɵɤɚɬɶ’ : jùs
‘ɜɚɫ (Acc. Sg.)’ : mùs ‘ɧɚɫ (Acc. Sg.)’: rùs ‘ɛɭɞɟɬ ɪɠɚɜɟɬɶ’.
Ɉɫɧɨɜɨɣ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɣ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɜ ɷɬɨɦ ɤɨɧɬɟɤɫɬɟ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ
ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɤɥɚɫɫɨɜ: (1) ɫɨɧɨɪɧɵɣ — ɲɭɦɧɵɣ
ɢ (2) ɳɟɥɟɜɨɣ — ɫɦɵɱɧɵɣ. ȼɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɳɢɟɫɹ ɜ ɢɧɬɟɪɧɚɰɢɨɧɚɥɢɡɦɚɯ ɳɟɥɟɜɵɟ [f, x, h] ɬɚɤɠɟ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɬɶɫɹ ɫɦɵɱɧɵɦ
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

(ɫɪ.: fãktas ‘ɮɚɤɬ’ : pãktas ‘ɩɚɤɬ’, hãlĊ ‘ɡɚɥ (Acc. Sg.)’ : gãlią ‘ɫɢɥɭ’), ɨɞɧɚɤɨ ɢɯ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɩɟɪɢɮɟɪɢɣɧɵɦɢ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚɦɢ, ɧɟ
ɩɨɞɱɢɧɹɸɳɢɦɢɫɹ ɡɚɤɨɧɨɦɟɪɧɨɫɬɹɦ ɢɫɤɨɧɧɵɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ.
ɋɢɫɬɟɦɭ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɶ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɳɟɣ ɦɚɬɪɢɰɟɣ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ (ɫɦ. ɫ. 199 ɬɚɛɥ. 16) ɢ ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɨɣ (ɫ. 200).
ɐɢɮɪɵ ɭ ɪɚɡɜɟɬɜɥɟɧɢɣ ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɵ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦ,
ɩɪɢɜɟɞɺɧɧɵɦ ɜ ɦɚɬɪɢɰɟ: 1) ‘ɫɨɧɨɪɧɵɣ’–‘ɲɭɦɧɵɣ’, 2) ‘ɧɨɫɨɜɨɣ’–
‘ɪɬɨɜɵɣ’, 3) ‘ɳɟɥɟɜɨɣ’–‘ɧɟɳɟɥɟɜɨɣ’, 4) ‘ɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɚ’–‘ɧɟɚɮɮɪɢɤɚɬɚ’, 5) ‘ɝɭɛɧɨɣ’–‘ɧɟɝɭɛɧɨɣ’, 6) ‘ɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɹɡɵɱɧɵɣ’–‘ɧɟɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɹɡɵɱɧɵɣ’, 7) ‘ɚɥɶɜɟɨɥɹɪɧɵɣ’–‘ɡɭɛɧɨɣ’, 8) ‘ɡɜɨɧɤɢɣ’–‘ɝɥɭɯɨɣ’, 9) ‘ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɣ’–‘ɧɟɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɣ’. ȼ ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɟ ɜɢɞɧɵ
ɢ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɧɚ ɞɥɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɳɢɯɫɹ ɩɨ 9-ɣ
ɩɚɪɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ, ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ ɝɥɭɯɢɯ ɢ ɡɜɨɧɤɢɯ — ɞɥɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɳɢɯɫɹ ɩɨ 8-ɣ ɩɚɪɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ, ɢ ɬ. ɞ.; ɫ 7-ɣ ɩɚɪɵ ɧɚɱɢɧɚɟɬɫɹ
ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɵɣ ɩɭɱɨɤ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɣ /((s : sࡏ ) : (z : zࡏ )) : ((š : šࡏ ) : (ž : žࡏ ))/. Ⱥɪɯɢɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɧɟɩɨɥɧɨɫɬɶɸ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɰɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ
ɮɨɧɟɦɵ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɜɬɨɪɨɣ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦ vèsþiau ‘ɜɺɥ
ɛɵ’ ɢ vèžþiau ‘ɜɺɡ ɛɵ’ (ɬ. ɟ. [vࡏ èšࡏ þࡏæu]) ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɰɢɪɭɟɬɫɹ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ: ‘íɫɨɧɨɪɧɵɣ’ & ‘+ɳɟɥɟɜɨɣ’: ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ɩɨɞɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɬɫɹ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɟɣ.
3.4.2.2. ɂɧɜɟɧɬɚɪɶ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɫɨɫɬɨɢɬ ɢɡ ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɯ
ɟɞɢɧɢɰ: /i, i., eࡡ ., e, e., a, a., o., u, u./ («ɱɢɫɬɵɟ» ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ) ɢ /ie, uo/
(ɩɨɥɢɮɬɨɧɝɢ). Ʉɪɨɦɟ ɬɨɝɨ, ɜ ɡɚɢɦɫɬɜɨɜɚɧɢɹɯ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɩɟɪɢɮɟɪɢɣɧɚɹ ɝɥɚɫɧɚɹ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚ [( ]ܧɫɪ.: jònai ‘ɢɨɧɵ’, tòstas ‘ɬɨɫɬ’) ɢ ɬɚɤ
ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɣ ɢɧɬɟɪɧɚɰɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɵɣ [eࡡ ] — ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɣ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ,
ɜ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɵɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ ɫɨɜɦɟɫɬɧɨ ɫ [ɟ] ɨɛɪɚɡɭɸɳɢɣ ɫɨɰɢɚɥɶɧɨ ɨɤɪɚɲɟɧɧɭɸ Janus-ɮɨɧɟɦɭ.
ɋɢɫɬɟɦɚ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɦɢ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɦɢ: 1) ɮɨɧɟɦɵ /i., ҽ., ie, e., a., uo, o., u./,
ɜ ɨɬɥɢɱɢɟ ɨɬ /i, e, a, u/, ɷɤɜɢɜɚɥɟɧɬɧɵ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦ ɬɢɩɚ VR;
2) ɩɟɪɟɞ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ /i, i., eࡡ , ie, e, e./ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ
ɧɟɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɢ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ, ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɚɹ
ɩɟɪɟɞ /u, u., o., uo/; 3) ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ /ɚ/ : /ɟ/, /ɚ./ : /ɟ./ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ
ɩɨɫɥɟ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ; ɷɬɢ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɪɢɮɦɭɸɬɫɹ ɜ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɩɨɷɡɢɢ;
4) ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ /i/ ɢ /i./, /u/ ɢ /u./ ɨɛɪɚɡɭɸɬ ɩɚɪɵ, ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɳɢɟɫɹ ɩɨ ɤɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɭ ɢ ɧɚɩɪɹɠɟɧɢɸ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɢ (ɫɪ.: trıլ ̖s ‘ɬɪɢ
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

(Acc. Sg.)’ : trͿs ‘ɬɪɢ (Nom. Sg.)’, pùsti ‘ɩɭɯɧɭɬɶ’: pǌ˾sti ‘ɞɭɬɶ’), —
y /eࡡ ./, /o./, /ie/, /uo/ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɯ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɢɣ ɧɟɬ; ɨɛ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɣ
ɩɫɢɯɨɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɛɥɢɡɨɫɬɢ /ie/ ɢ /eࡡ ./, /uo/ ɢ /o./ ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɚɭɞɢɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɷɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɵ ɢ ɪɢɮɦɵ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɩɨɷɡɢɢ
(ɜɨ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɚɯ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ /ie/ : /ҽ./, /uo/ : /o./ ɩɨɞɜɟɪɠɟɧɵ
ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ).
ɉɟɪɜɨɣ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ‘ɞɨɥɝɢɣ’ — ‘ɤɪɚɬɤɢɣ’ ɢɥɢ ‘ɧɚɩɪɹɠɺɧɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɧɟɧɚɩɪɹɠɺɧɧɵɣ’. Ʉɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɨ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɡɧɚɱɢɦɨ ɞɥɹ
ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɧɢɠɧɟɝɨ ɩɨɞɴɺɦɚ, ɧɚɩɪɹɠɺɧɧɨɫɬɶ — ɞɥɹ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɜɟɪɯɧɟɝɨ ɩɨɞɴɺɦɚ. ȼɬɨɪɨɣ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ‘ɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɣ ɪɹɞ’ — ‘ɧɟɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɣ ɪɹɞ’: ɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɟ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɦɢ, ɩɨɬɨɦɭ ɱɬɨ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɫɧɢɦɚɟɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɟɪɟɞ ɧɢɦɢ. ɑɥɟɧɵ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ /ɚ/ : /ɟ/ = /ɚ./ : /ɟ./ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɦ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦ ɤɚɤ ɧɢɠɧɢɟ ɧɟɧɢɠɧɢɦ: /ɚ, ɚ./ —
ɷɬɨ ɫɚɦɵɟ ɧɢɡɤɢɟ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɡɚɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ, /ɟ, ɟ./ — ɫɚɦɵɟ ɧɢɡɤɢɟ
ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɩɟɪɟɞɧɟɝɨ ɪɹɞɚ. Ƚɥɚɫɧɵɟ /i, i./ ɢ /u, u./, ɜ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɥɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɜɫɟɦ ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɦ, ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɜɟɪɯɧɢɦɢ, ɨɞɧɚɤɨ ɞɥɹ ɩɟɪɜɵɯ
ɞɜɭɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ (ɜ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɞɥɹ /i/) ɞɚɧɧɵɣ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ɧɟɪɟɥɟɜɚɧɬɟɧ.
ɋɪɟɞɢ ɧɟɧɢɠɧɢɯ ɧɟɜɟɪɯɧɢɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ /ie, uo/ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɧɟɨɞɧɨɪɨɞɧɨɣ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɟɣ — /eࡡ ., o./ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɨɞɧɨɪɨɞɧɵɦɢ.
ȼ ɢɬɨɝɟ ɩɨɥɭɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɢɟɪɚɪɯɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɭɩɨɪɹɞɨɱɟɧɧɚɹ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɚ
ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ɢ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ,
ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɧɚɹ ɬɚɛɥ. 19 ɢ ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɨɣ ɧɚ ɫ. 213–214.
ɇɟɧɢɠɧɢɟ ɧɟɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɟ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɤɚɤ ɥɚɛɢɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ, ɧɨ ɷɬɨɬ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɜɵɬɟɤɚɟɬ ɢɡ ɩɭɱɤɚ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ‘íɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɣ’ & ‘íɧɢɠɧɢɣ’, ɩɨɷɬɨɦɭ ɧɟ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɦ. ȼ ɬɟɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ, ɜ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ /a/ :
/e/, /a./ : /e./ ɢ ɭ /i, i., ҽ./ ɢɦɟɸɬɫɹ ɧɟɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɟ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɵ, ɥɚɛɢɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ ɢ ɟɺ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɢɟ ɢɝɪɚɸɬ ɪɨɥɶ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ
(ɤɚɤ ɢ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɜ ɪɭɫɫɤɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ).
3.4.2.3. Ⱦɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɦɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ ɧɟɥɶɡɹ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɟ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɬ ɮɚɤɭɥɶɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɵ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɢɥɢ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɵ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɜɨ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ
ɜɨɫɬɨɱɧɨ-ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ ɮɨɧɟɦɚ /i/ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ
ɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɦ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɨɦ [i], ɧɨ ɢ ɧɟɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɦ [ɵ], ɮɨɧɟɦɚ /u/ — ɧɟ
ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɡɚɞɧɢɦ ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɨɦ [u], ɧɨ ɢ ɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɦ [ü] ɢ ɬ. ɞ., ɩɨɷɬɨɦɭ
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɦ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɦ ɷɬɢɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɥɢɲɶ
ɧɚɥɢɱɢɟ-ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɢɟ ɥɚɛɢɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ.
ȼ ɬɟɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ, ɤɨɝɞɚ ɧɟɥɶɡɹ ɨɩɟɪɟɬɶɫɹ ɧɚ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ
ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɢ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɸ, ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ɢ ɢɯ
ɢɟɪɚɪɯɢɹ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɧɚ ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɢɢ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɯ ɧɟɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɫɨɨɛɪɚɠɟɧɢɣ. ɂɫɫɥɟɞɭɹ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɵ (ɞɚɠɟ ɩɪɢ ɨɞɧɨɦ
ɢ ɬɨɦ ɠɟ ɧɚɛɨɪɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ), ɦɨɠɧɨ ɩɨɥɭɱɢɬɶ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɟ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɦɟɧɹɹ ɢɟɪɚɪɯɢɸ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ. ɉɨ ɧɚɲɟɦɭ ɦɧɟɧɢɸ,
ɞɚɠɟ ɜ ɬɚɤɢɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ ɜɵɛɨɪ ɨɞɧɨɣ ɢɡ ɧɟɫɤɨɥɶɤɢɯ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɯ ɦɨɞɟɥɟɣ ɧɟ ɞɨɥɠɟɧ ɛɵɬɶ ɫɨɜɟɪɲɟɧɧɨ ɩɪɨɢɡɜɨɥɶɧɵɦ. ɋɭɡɢɬɶ ɪɚɦɤɢ
ɫɭɛɴɟɤɬɢɜɧɨɝɨ ɢ ɩɪɨɢɡɜɨɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɦɨɠɧɨ, ɜɨ-ɩɟɪɜɵɯ, ɩɪɢɧɢɦɚɹ
ɜ ɪɚɫɱɺɬ ɞɚɧɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɬɢɩɨɥɨɝɢɢ. ȼɨ-ɜɬɨɪɵɯ, ɫɟɪɶɺɡɧɵɦ ɩɨɞɫɩɨɪɶɟɦ ɩɪɢ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɢ ɢɟɪɚɪɯɢɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ
ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɱɚɫɬɨɬɵ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɜ ɫɜɹɡɧɵɯ ɬɟɤɫɬɚɯ. ȼ-ɬɪɟɬɶɢɯ, ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɢɬɶ ɤɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɨ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɯ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɚɰɢɣ ɩɨɦɨɝɚɸɬ
ɩɫɢɯɨɥɢɧɝɜɢɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɷɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɵ, ɚ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɟ ɷɜɮɨɧɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɫɪɟɞɫɬɜ (ɪɢɮɦ, ɚɥɥɢɬɟɪɚɰɢɣ, ɚɫɫɨɧɚɧɫɨɜ) ɮɨɥɶɤɥɨɪɧɨɝɨ ɢ ɢɧɞɢɜɢɞɭɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɩɨɷɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɬɜɨɪɱɟɫɬɜɚ.
3.4.2.4. ɋɚɦɚɹ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɚɥɶɧɚɹ ɦɨɞɟɥɶ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ — ɷɬɨ ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɚ, ɩɨ ɫɜɨɟɣ ɮɨɪɦɟ ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɸɳɚɹ ɫɨ
ɫɯɟɦɚɦɢ, ɢɡɨɛɪɚɠɚɸɳɢɦɢ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ.
Ɉɫɧɨɜɧɨɣ ɧɟɞɨɫɬɚɬɨɤ ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦ ɡɚɤɥɸɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɜ ɬɨɦ, ɱɬɨ
ɨɧɢ ɨɛɹɡɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɩɪɢɩɢɫɵɜɚɸɬ ɫɬɪɨɝɭɸ ɢɟɪɚɪɯɢɸ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ɞɚɠɟ
ɬɚɤɢɦ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɚɦ, ɜ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɧɚ ɫɚɦɨɦ ɞɟɥɟ ɬɚɤɚɹ ɢɟɪɚɪɯɢɹ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɭɟɬ; ɤɪɨɦɟ ɬɨɝɨ, ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɵ ɜɫɟɝɞɚ ɞɨɥɠɧɵ ɛɵɬɶ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɟɧɵ ɦɚɬɪɢɰɚɦɢ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɢɥɢ ɯɨɬɹ ɛɵ ɫɩɢɫɤɚɦɢ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ.
Ȼɨɥɟɟ ɧɚɝɥɹɞɧɵɦɢ ɢ ɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɦɢ, ɱɟɦ ɞɟɧɞɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɵ, ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɬɚɛɥɢɰɵ ɮɨɧɟɦ (ɫɪ. § 188 ɬɚɛɥ. 23 ɢ 24), ɜ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɵ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɵ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ (ɜ ɫɤɨɛɤɚɯ < > ɩɪɢɜɟɞɟɧɵ ɩɟɪɢɮɟɪɢɣɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ, ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɟɦɵɟ ɥɢɲɶ ɜ ɧɟɚɫɫɢɦɢɥɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɯ ɡɚɢɦɫɬɜɨɜɚɧɢɹɯ).
ȿɫɥɢ ɩɨɞɨɛɪɚɬɶ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɳɟɟ ɪɚɫɩɨɥɨɠɟɧɢɟ ɮɨɧɟɦ ɢ
ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ, ɬɚɛɥɢɰɵ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɨɬɪɚɠɚɬɶ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ, ɧɨ ɢ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɮɨɧɟɦ.
Ɍɚɛɥɢɰɚɦ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɩɪɨɫɬɵɟ ɢ (ɟɫɥɢ ɩɪɢɧɹɬɶ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɵɟ ɫɨɝɥɚɲɟɧɢɹ) ɛɨɥɟɟ ɭɞɨɛɧɵɟ ɩɥɚɧɢɦɟɬɪɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ.
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

Ɉɫɨɛɨɣ ɩɨɩɭɥɹɪɧɨɫɬɶɸ ɩɨɥɶɡɭɸɬɫɹ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ ɜɨɤɚɥɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ
ɫɢɫɬɟɦ — ɬɪɟɭɝɨɥɶɧɢɤɢ, ɱɟɬɵɪɺɯɭɝɨɥɶɧɢɤɢ, ɬɪɚɩɟɰɢɢ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ.
ɋɪ., ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɱɟɬɵɪɺɯɭɝɨɥɶɧɭɸ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɭ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ
ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ (§ 189), ɚ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɛɨɥɟɟ «ɧɨɪɦɚɥɶɧɵɟ» ɜ ɬɢɩɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɦ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɬɪɟɭɝɨɥɶɧɢɤɢ ɪɭɫɫɤɢɯ, ɢɫɩɚɧɫɤɢɯ ɢɥɢ
ɝɪɭɡɢɧɫɤɢɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ:
/i/

/u/
/e/

/o/
/a/

ɋɪɚɜɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɪɟɞɤɨ ɜ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ ɩɪɢɦɟɧɹɸɬɫɹ ɫɬɟɪɟɨɦɟɬɪɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ, ɯɨɬɹ ɜ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ (ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɤɨɝɞɚ
ɫɢɫɬɟɦɚ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɢɡɜɟɫɬɧɨɣ ɫɥɨɠɧɨɫɬɶɸ, ɞɟɥɚɸɳɟɣ ɩɥɚɧɢɦɟɬɪɢɱɟɫɤɭɸ ɦɨɞɟɥɶ ɧɟɞɨɫɬɚɬɨɱɧɨ ɧɚɝɥɹɞɧɨɣ), ɨɧɢ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɞɚɬɶ ɛɨɥɟɟ
ɟɫɬɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɭɸ ɢ ɫɨɞɟɪɠɚɬɟɥɶɧɭɸ ɤɚɪɬɢɧɭ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ (§ 190).
3.4.3. Ⱦɢɯɨɬɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɹ
ɂɡ ɬɨɝɨ ɮɚɤɬɚ, ɱɬɨ ɚɧɚɥɢɡ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ
ɜ ɛɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɟ ɫɥɭɱɚɟɜ ɜɟɞɺɬ ɤ ɞɢɯɨɬɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ
ɮɨɧɟɦ, ɦɨɠɧɨ ɞɟɥɚɬɶ ɝɢɩɨɬɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɟ ɡɚɤɥɸɱɟɧɢɟ, ɱɬɨ ɜɫɟ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɞɨɥɠɧɵ ɛɵɬɶ ɩɪɢɜɚɬɢɜɧɵɦɢ, ɚ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ — ɛɢɧɚɪɧɵɦɢ, ɨɬɧɨɫɹɳɢɦɢɫɹ ɞɪɭɝ ɤ ɞɪɭɝɭ ɩɨ
ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭ ɬɚɤ ɠɟ, ɤɚɤ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɢ ɢ ɟɝɨ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɢɟ.
ɗɬɚ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɚ ɜ ɞɢɯɨɬɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ,
ɪɚɡɪɚɛɨɬɚɧɧɨɣ Ɋ. Ɉ. əɤɨɛɫɨɧɨɦ ɢ ɟɝɨ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɹɦɢ. Ɉɩɢɪɚɹɫɶ
ɧɚ ɞɨɫɬɢɠɟɧɢɹ ɚɤɭɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɤɢ, ɞɢɯɨɬɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɹ ɫɱɢɬɚɟɬ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɦ ɨɩɢɫɚɬɶ ɜɫɟ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɵ,
ɩɨɥɶɡɭɹɫɶ ɧɟɛɨɥɶɲɢɦ ɤɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɨɦ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɛɢɧɚɪɧɵɯ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ — ɷɥɟɦɟɧɬɚɪɧɵɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ ɫɜɨɟɨɛɪɚɡɧɨɝɨ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ «ɚɥɮɚɜɢɬɚ». Ʉɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɨ ɷɬɢɯ «ɷɥɟɦɟɧɬɨɜ»
ɤɨɥɟɛɥɟɬɫɹ ɨɬ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɹ ɤ ɢɫɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɸ — ɫɚɦ Ɋ. Ɉ. əɤɨɛɫɨɧ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɧɚɫɬɚɢɜɚɥ ɧɚ ɢɫɯɨɞɧɨɣ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ, ɫɨɫɬɨɹɳɟɣ
ɢɡ 12 ɩɚɪ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ.
3.4.3.1. Ɏɨɧɨɥɨɝɢ ɫ ɫɚɦɨɝɨ ɧɚɱɚɥɚ ɫɬɚɧɨɜɥɟɧɢɹ ɞɢɫɰɢɩɥɢɧɵ
ɩɨɞɱɺɪɤɢɜɚɥɢ ɩɪɢɨɪɢɬɟɬ ɚɤɭɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɫɬɢɤ ɡɜɭɤɨɜ, ɨɞɧɚɤɨ ɥɢɲɶ ɢɡɨɛɪɟɬɟɧɢɟ ɫɩɟɤɬɪɨɝɪɚɮɚ ɞɚɥɨ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɛɵɫɬɪɨ
ɢ ɬɨɱɧɨ ɪɚɫɱɥɟɧɢɬɶ ɫɥɨɠɧɵɟ ɡɜɭɤɨɜɵɟ ɜɨɥɧɵ ɧɚ ɢɯ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɳɢɟ ɢ ɩɨɥɭɱɢɬɶ ɤɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɟ ɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɹ ɷɬɢɯ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɳɢɯ —
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɮɨɪɦɚɧɬ ɢɥɢ ɮɨɪɦɚɧɬɧɵɯ ɡɨɧ. Ɍɚɤɢɦ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɦ, ɫɬɚɥɨ ɜɩɨɥɧɟ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɦ ɡɚɦɟɧɢɬɶ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɨɧɧɵɟ ɨɩɢɫɚɧɢɹ ɡɜɭɤɨɜ ɢ ɢɯ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ɚɤɭɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ. ɇɚ ɬɚɤɭɸ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ
ɭɤɚɡɵɜɚɟɬ ɢ ɹɜɧɚɹ ɤɨɪɪɟɥɹɰɢɹ (ɜ ɦɚɬɟɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɦ ɫɦɵɫɥɟ) ɦɟɠɞɭ
ɚɤɭɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɢ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɨɧɧɵɦɢ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɫɬɢɤɚɦɢ. ɗɬɨ
ɩɨɞɬɜɟɪɠɞɚɟɬɫɹ ɢ ɮɚɤɬɚɦɢ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ (ɫɦ. § 195, ɬɚɛɥ. 25).
ȿɫɥɢ ɨɬɥɨɠɢɬɶ ɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɹ ɩɟɪɜɨɣ ɮɨɪɦɚɧɬɵ (F1) ɧɚ ɨɫɢ ɨɪɞɢɧɚɬ ɢ ɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɹ ɜɬɨɪɨɣ ɮɨɪɦɚɧɬɵ (F2) ɧɚ ɨɫɢ ɚɛɫɰɢɫɫ ɬɪɟɬɶɟɝɨ
ɤɜɚɞɪɚɧɬɚ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɵ ɤɨɨɪɞɢɧɚɬ, ɩɨɥɭɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɤɚɪɬɢɧɚ, ɩɨ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭ
ɫɨɜɩɚɞɚɸɳɚɹ ɫ ɬɪɚɩɟɰɢɟɣ ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɨɧɧɵɯ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɫɬɢɤ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ (ɫɦ. ɫ. 238).
3.4.3.2. ɍɧɢɜɟɪɫɚɥɶɧɵɣ «ɚɥɮɚɜɢɬ» ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ, ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɧɵɣ Ɋ. Ɉ. əɤɨɛɫɨɧɨɦ, ɫɨɫɬɨɢɬ ɢɡ 12 ɩɚɪ ɤɨɧɬɪɚɪɧɵɯ ɢɥɢ ɤɨɧɬɪɚɞɢɤɬɨɪɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɫɬɢɤ. Ȼɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɨ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ
(9) ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɫɹ ɤ ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɦ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦ ɡɜɭɱɧɨɫɬɢ (ɫɨɧɨɪɧɨɫɬɢ) — ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɟ 3 ɩɚɪɵ ɨɬɧɨɫɹɬɫɹ ɤ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦ ɬɨɧɚ.
ȼ ɪɚɛɨɬɟ ɭɬɨɱɧɹɸɬɫɹ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɟ ɧɚɡɜɚɧɢɹ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ ɢ ɞɚɸɬɫɹ ɢɯ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɟ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɫɬɢɤɢ ɩɪɢɦɟɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɤ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦɭ ɹɡɵɤɭ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɭɤɚɡɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ, ɱɬɨ ɨɛɟ ɨɫɧɨɜɧɵɟ ɮɨɪɦɚɧɬɵ (F1 ɢ F2)
ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ [a., æ.] ɛɥɢɡɤɢ ɤ ɰɟɧɬɪɭ ɫɩɟɤɬɪɨɝɪɚɦɦɵ (ɜ ɨɬɥɢɱɢɟ ɨɬ ɞɢɮɮɭɡɧɵɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ), ɱɬɨ ɩɚɪɭ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ
‘ɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɞɢɮɮɭɡɧɵɣ’ ɧɟɨɛɯɨɞɢɦɨ ɪɚɫɱɥɟɧɢɬɶ ɧɚ ɞɜɚ ɛɢɧɚɪɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚ: ‘ɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɧɟɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɣ’ ɢ ‘ɞɢɮɮɭɡɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɧɟɞɢɮɮɭɡɧɵɣ’. Ɉɛɪɚɳɚɟɬɫɹ ɜɧɢɦɚɧɢɟ ɧɚ ɬɨ, ɱɬɨ ɞɨɥɝɢɟ
ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɨɬ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɯ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ
ɞɥɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɶɸ, ɧɨ ɢ ɚɤɭɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ ‘ɧɚɩɪɹɠɺɧɧɵɣ’ —
‘ɧɟɧɚɩɪɹɠɺɧɧɵɣ’: ɫɭɦɦɚɪɧɵɟ ɨɬɤɥɨɧɟɧɢɹ ɮɨɪɦɚɧɬ ɞɨɥɝɢɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɨɬ «ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ» ɝɥɚɫɧɨɝɨ ɩɪɟɜɵɲɚɸɬ ɨɬɤɥɨɧɟɧɢɹ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɳɢɯ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ. Ɉɬɦɟɱɚɟɬɫɹ, ɱɬɨ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ‘ɛɟɦɨɥɶɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɩɪɨɫɬɨɣ’ ɜ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɢ ɜ ɡɚɩɚɞɧɵɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɹ ɧɟ ɢɦɟɟɬ, ɧɨ ɫɨɩɪɨɜɨɠɞɚɟɬ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ, ɤɚɤ ‘+ɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ’ & ‘íɜɵɫɨɤɨɬɨɧɚɥɶɧɵɣ’ & ‘íɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɣ’
ɢ ‘íɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ’ & ‘íɞɢɟɡɧɵɣ’. ȼɨ ɦɧɨɝɢɯ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ (ɜ ɬɨɦ ɱɢɫɥɟ —
ɢ ɜ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ) ɛɟɦɨɥɶɧɨɫɬɶ ɢ ɞɢɟɡɧɨɫɬɶ ɧɚɩɨɦɢɧɚɸɬ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ: ɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɬ ɦɨɞɢɮɢɰɢɪɭɸɳɟɟ
ɜɥɢɹɧɢɟ ɧɚ ɫɦɟɠɧɵɟ ɡɜɭɤɢ ɢ ɞɚɠɟ ɫɥɨɝɢ, ɫɪ. ɟɝɢɩɟɬ. ɚɪɚɛ. ܒѠӃ۬ ‘ɝɥɢɧɚ’ : tiӃn ‘ɮɢɝɢ (ɞɟɪɟɜɨ, ɩɥɨɞ)’, ɥɢɬɨɜ. ɫ.-ɠɟɦ. [܂ҽࡻ.tࡏ ҽnࡏ ӑҒ] ‘ɫɜɢɬɤɨɦ’ :
[r ࡻܭ.tܭ
ҕ ҕnӑҒ] ‘ɤɚɱɭ, ɤɚɬɚɸ’.
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Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹɢɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢɮɨɧɟɦ

3.4.3.3. Ƚɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ
ɦɨɠɧɨ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɰɢɪɨɜɚɬɶ ɩɨ ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɦ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɦ
ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ «ɚɥɮɚɜɢɬɚ», ɬɨɱɧɨ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɳɢɦ
ɚɪɬɢɤɭɥɹɰɢɨɧɧɵɦ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦ (ɫɦ. § 208, ɬɚɛɥ. 27): 1) ‘ɧɚɩɪɹɠɺɧɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɧɟɧɚɩɪɹɠɺɧɧɵɣ’, 2) ‘ɜɵɫɨɤɨɬɨɧɚɥɶɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɧɢɡɤɨɬɨɧɚɥɶɧɵɣ’, 3) ‘ɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɧɟɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɣ’, 4) ‘ɞɢɮɮɭɡɧɵɣ’ —
‘ɧɟɞɢɮɮɭɡɧɵɣ’, 5) ‘ɧɟɨɞɧɨɪɨɞɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɨɞɧɨɪɨɞɧɵɣ’ (ɩɨɫɥɟɞɧɢɣ
ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤ ɧɟ ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɫɹ ɤ «ɚɥɮɚɜɢɬɭ» Ɋ. Ɉ. əɤɨɛɫɨɧɚ, ɧɨ ɨɧ ɧɟɨɛɯɨɞɢɦ ɞɥɹ ɢɞɟɧɬɢɮɢɤɚɰɢɢ /ie/ ɢ /uo/).
ɋɢɫɬɟɦɭ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɨɩɢɫɚɬɶ ɩɨɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɨɦ 8 ɩɚɪ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ (ɫɦ. § 209, ɬɚɛɥ. 28). ɉɨɪɹɞɤɨɜɵɟ ɧɨɦɟɪɚ, ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧɧɵɟ ɜ ɩɟɪɜɨɦ ɫɬɨɥɛɰɟ ɬɚɛɥɢɰɵ, ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ
ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɦ ɛɢɧɚɪɧɵɦ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦ: 1) ‘ɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɧɟɝɥɚɫɧɵɣ’,
2) ‘ɧɨɫɨɜɨɣ’ — ‘ɪɬɨɜɵɣ’, 3) ‘ɧɟɩɪɟɪɵɜɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɩɪɟɪɵɜɧɵɣ’,
4) ‘ɪɟɡɤɢɣ’ — ‘ɧɟɪɟɡɤɢɣ’, 5) ‘ɤɨɦɩɚɤɬɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɞɢɮɮɭɡɧɵɣ’,
6) ‘ɧɢɡɤɨɬɨɧɚɥɶɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɜɵɫɨɤɨɬɨɧɚɥɶɧɵɣ’, 7) ‘ɡɜɨɧɤɢɣ’ — ‘ɝɥɭɯɨɣ’, 8) ‘ɞɢɟɡɧɵɣ’ — ‘ɩɪɨɫɬɨɣ’.
Ɉɫɧɨɜɧɵɦ ɩɪɟɢɦɭɳɟɫɬɜɨɦ ɞɢɯɨɬɨɦɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɫɬɪɨɝɨ ɢ ɱɺɬɤɨ ɫɮɨɪɦɭɥɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɣ ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩ ɛɢɧɚɪɧɵɯ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɣ. Ʉɪɨɦɟ ɬɨɝɨ, ɞɚɧɧɚɹ ɬɟɨɪɢɹ ɭɞɚɱɧɨ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɨɜɚɥɚ ɢɞɟɢ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ ɫ ɞɨɫɬɢɠɟɧɢɹɦɢ ɚɤɭɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɬɢɤɢ ɢ ɫɨɡɞɚɥɚ ɧɚɭɱɧɵɣ ɚɩɩɚɪɚɬ ɞɥɹ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɚɰɢɢ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɨɜ
ɚɤɭɫɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɷɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɨɜ. ɇɨ, ɩɪɢɦɟɧɹɹ ɷɬɨɬ ɚɩɩɚɪɚɬ, ɧɟɥɶɡɹ
ɭɩɭɫɤɚɬɶ ɢɡ ɜɢɞɭ ɬɨɬ ɮɚɤɬ, ɱɬɨ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɚɥɶɧɵɣ «ɚɥɮɚɜɢɬ» ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɥɢɲɶ ɜɫɩɨɦɨɝɚɬɟɥɶɧɨɟ ɫɪɟɞɫɬɜɨ, ɞɚɸɳɟɟ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɜ ɩɪɟɞɟɥɶɧɨ ɷɤɨɧɨɦɧɨɦ ɢ ɨɛɳɟɞɨɫɬɭɩɧɨɦ ɜɢɞɟ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɶ
ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɵ ɤɪɨɩɨɬɥɢɜɨɝɨ ɚɧɚɥɢɡɚ ɫɢɧɬɚɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɢ ɩɚɪɚɞɢɝɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɣ.

4. ɋɍɉȿɊɋȿȽɆȿɇɌɇɕȿ (ɉɊɈɋɈȾɂɑȿɋɄɂȿ)
ȿȾɂɇɂɐɕ
4.1. ɉɊȿȾȼȺɊɂɌȿɅɖɇɕȿ ɁȺɆȿɑȺɇɂə
Ʉɪɨɦɟ ɥɢɧɟɣɧɵɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ ɢ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ,
ɜ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɢ ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɟ ɫɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ. Ɉɧɢ ɧɚɩɨɦɢɧɚɸɬ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ, ɧɨ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɨɬ ɧɢɯ ɬɟɦ, ɱɬɨ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɬ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɤɪɭɩɧɵɟ
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ, ɱɟɦ ɮɨɧɟɦɚ. Ɍɚɤɢɟ ɹɜɥɟɧɢɹ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɜɨ ɮɪɚɡɚɯ, ɫɥɨɜɚɯ, ɫɥɨɝɚɯ ɢ ɧɟɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ.

4.2. ɇȿɉɊɈɋɈȾɂɑȿɋɄɂȿ ɋɍɉȿɊɋȿȽɆȿɇɌɇɕȿ
ȿȾɂɇɂɐɕ
ɋɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɦɢ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚɦɢ ɩɪɢɧɹɬɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɮɪɚɡɨɜɵɟ
ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ ɢ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ ɫɥɨɜ ɢ ɫɥɨɝɨɜ, ɤɚɤ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ, ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɟ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ ɢ ɬɨɧɵ. Ɉɧɢ ɨɛɴɟɞɢɧɹɸɬɫɹ ɩɨɞ ɨɛɳɢɦ ɬɟɪɦɢɧɨɦ
ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɟɞɢɧɢɰ, ɢɥɢ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɟɦ.
ɇɚɪɹɞɭ ɫ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɟɦɚɦɢ ɢɧɨɝɞɚ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɜɵɞɟɥɢɬɶ ɢ ɧɟɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɫɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ — ɞɢɫɬɢɧɤɬɢɜɧɵɟ ɹɜɥɟɧɢɹ,
ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɦɵɟ «ɜɧɭɪɟɧɧɢɦɢ» ɮɨɧɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦɢ, ɧɨ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɚɸɳɢɟ ɧɟ ɨɬɞɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ, ɚ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɤɪɭɩɧɵɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ.
ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɜ ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩɟ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɚ ɬɚɤɚɹ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɚɰɢɹ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ. ȼ ɷɬɨɣ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ
ɩɨ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɧɟ ɨɬɞɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɢ ɧɟɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ (ɜɟɥɹɪɢɡɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ) ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ, ɚ ɰɟɥɵɟ
ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɬɢɩɚ (Cƍ)CƍV uլ  (C)CV u (ɫɪ.: [gražࡏ °uࡆ Ғ ] ‘ɤɪɚɫɢɜɵɦ’ :
[graž°ù] ‘ɤɪɚɫɢɜɨ’). ȼɨ ɜɫɟɯ ɨɫɬɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ ɢɥɢ
ɟɺ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɢɟ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɟɣ. ɋɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ, ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ, ɱɬɨ (Cƍ)CƍV uլ = /(C)CV u/ & ‘ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ’
([gražࡏ °uࡆ Ғ ] = /gražࢎ ù/; « ࢎ » — ɫɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɚɹ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ). Ɉɞɧɚɤɨ ɷɬɨ ɥɢɲɶ ɨɞɧɚ ɢɡ ɱɟɬɵɪɺɯ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɯ ɬɪɚɤɬɨɜɨɤ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣ
ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ. ɉɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɸ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ: ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɦ
ɚɥɥɨɮɨɧɨɜ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ, ɩɨɹɜɥɹɸɳɢɯɫɹ ɩɨɞ ɜɥɢɹɧɢɟɦ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɵɯ ɩɟɪɟɞɧɢɯ ɢ ɩɪɨɞɜɢɧɭɬɵɯ ɜɩɟɪɺɞ ɡɚɞɧɢɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ ɮɨɧɟɦ
([gražࡏ °uࡆ Ғ Ғ ] = /gražuࡆ Ғ Ғ /); ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɦ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɦ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ
(ɤɥɚɫɫɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɚɰɢɹ: [gražࡏ °uࡆ Ғ Ғ ] = /gražࡏ ù/); ɧɚɤɨɧɟɰ, ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɟɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɵ /j/ ([gražࡏ °uࡆ Ғ Ғ ] = /gražjù/), ɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɚɹ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ
ɤɨɬɨɪɨɣ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɚ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɜ ɩɨɫɬɜɨɤɚɥɶɧɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɢ ɧɚɱɚɥɶɧɵɯ
ɝɪɭɩɩɚɯ pj-, bj-. ɋ ɬɨɱɤɢ ɡɪɟɧɢɹ ɝɪɚɦɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ (ɦɨɪɮɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ) ɰɟɥɟɫɨɨɛɪɚɡɧɨɫɬɢ ɫɚɦɵɦ ɩɪɢɟɦɥɟɦɵɦ ɜɫɺ ɠɟ ɫɥɟɞɭɟɬ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɤɥɚɫɫɢɱɟɫɤɨɟ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɟ (ɫɪ.: 1 ɥ. ɟɞ. ɱ. kalù ‘ɤɭɸ’ : galiù [galࡏ °uࡆ Ғ Ғ ]
‘ɦɨɝɭ’, ɝɞɟ [u] ɢ [uࡆ ] ɧɟɫɨɦɧɟɧɧɨ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɸ
ɨɞɧɨɣ ɢ ɬɨɣ ɠɟ ɮɥɟɤɫɢɢ {-u}).
ȿɳɺ ɦɟɧɶɲɟ ɛɵɥɨ ɛɵ ɨɫɧɨɜɚɧɢɣ ɩɪɢɧɹɬɶ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɭɸ ɫɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɭɸ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɚɰɢɸ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɢ ɲɭɦɧɵɯ ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ (ɫɪ.:
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ɋɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɟ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ

/šࡏ nࡏ ipí
štù/ ~ šnibždù ‘ɲɟɩɱɭ’  /šࡏ nࡏ ipštù/ ~ šnipštù ‘ɧɟɭɞɚɱɟɣ’, ɝɞɟ
í
« » — ɫɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɚɹ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɶ) ɢɥɢ ɝɚɪɦɨɧɢɢ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ, —
ɜɫɟ ɷɬɢ ɹɜɥɟɧɢɹ ɨɛɹɡɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɨɬɧɨɫɹɬɫɹ ɤ ɫɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɦ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɚɦ (ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɦ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɹɦ, ɚɧɝɥ. prosodies) Ʌɨɧɞɨɧɫɤɨɣ
ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɲɤɨɥɨɣ. ɋɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɟ ɪɟɲɟɧɢɹ ɩɪɚɜɨɦɟɪɧɵ
ɥɢɲɶ ɜ ɬɟɯ ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ, ɤɨɝɞɚ ɜ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɯ ɧɟɥɶɡɹ ɨɛɧɚɪɭɠɢɬɶ ɮɨɤɭɫ
«ɢɡɥɭɱɟɧɢɹ» ɢɫɫɥɟɞɭɟɦɵɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ. ȼ ɪɚɫɫɦɚɬɪɢɜɚɟɦɵɯ ɩɪɢɦɟɪɚɯ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɮɨɤɭɫɵ ɧɚɥɢɰɨ: ɜ [galࡏ °uࡆ Ғ Ғ ] ‘ɦɨɝɭ’ (ɫɪ. [kaá°ù] ‘ɤɭɸ’) -[uࡆ ]
ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɛɚɧɚɥɶɧɵɦ ɚɥɥɨɦɨɪɮɨɦ ɮɥɟɤɫɢɢ {-u}: ɷɬɨ ɬɨɬ ɠɟ -[u],
ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɩɨɞɜɟɪɝɲɢɣɫɹ ɜɥɢɹɧɢɸ ɩɚɥɚɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ, «ɢɡɥɭɱɚɟɦɨɣ»
ɫɦɟɠɧɨɣ ɮɨɧɟɦɨɣ /lࡏ /; ɱɟɪɟɞɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɬɢɩɚ kãsa ‘ɪɨɟɬ’ : kà[z]davo
‘(ɦɧɨɝɨɤɪɚɬɧɨ) ɪɵɥ, ɤɨɩɚɥ’ ɭɛɟɠɞɚɸɬ ɜ ɬɨɦ, ɱɬɨ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɶ [z] ɜɨ
ɜɬɨɪɨɦ ɩɪɢɦɟɪɟ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɨɦ ɜɥɢɹɧɢɹ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɢ ɫɦɟɠɧɨɝɨ ɮɨɤɭɫɚ ɡɜɨɧɤɨɫɬɢ /d/, ɨɬɧɨɫɹɳɟɝɨɫɹ ɤ ɦɨɪɮɟɦɟ -dav(o).

4.3. ɉɊɈɋɈȾɂɑȿɋɄɂȿ ȿȾɂɇɂɐɕ (ɍȾȺɊȿɇɂȿ
ɂ ɌɈɇȿɆɕ)
4.3.1.1. ɇɚɥɢɱɢɟ ɜ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ, ɨɬɧɨɫɹɳɢɯɫɹ ɤ ɫɥɨɜɭ ɜ ɰɟɥɨɦ, ɞɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ
ɬɚɤɢɦɢ ɦɢɧɢɦɚɥɶɧɵɦɢ ɩɚɪɚɦɢ, ɤɚɤ 2 ɥ. ɟɞ. ɱ. ɛɭɞ. ɜ. rıլ ̖ši ‘ɛɭɞɟɲɶ
ɫɜɹɡɵɜɚɬɶ’: 2 ɥ. ɟɞ. ɱ. ɧɚɫɬ. ɜ. rišıլ ̖ ‘ɫɜɹɡɵɜɚɟɲɶ’. ɉɪɢɩɢɫɚɬɶ ɢɯ
ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɨɫɨɛɟɧɧɨɫɬɢ ɮɨɧɟɦɚɦ ɧɟɥɶɡɹ, ɩɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ «ɫɢɥɶɧɵɟ» ɢ «ɫɥɚɛɵɟ» ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɜ ɬɚɤɢɯ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɚɯ ɧɚɯɨɞɹɬɫɹ ɜ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɞɨɩɨɥɧɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɪɚɫɩɪɟɞɟɥɟɧɢɹ. ɋɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ, ɷɬɢ
ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɵ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɞɪɭɝ ɨɬ ɞɪɭɝɚ ɰɟɥɢɤɨɦ — ɤɚɤ ɫɢɦɭɥɶɬɚɧɧɵɟ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹ ɨɞɢɧɚɤɨɜɵɯ ɫɥɨɝɨɜ ɫ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɦɢ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɟɦɚɦɢ —
ɦɨɞɟɥɹɦɢ ɚɤɰɟɧɬɭɚɰɢɢ: rıլ ̖ši = /܂i-šࡏ i/ & /–|–/, rišıլ ̖ = /܂i-šࡏ i/ & /–|–/.
Ʉɨɦɩɥɟɤɫ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜ, ɫ ɩɨɦɨɳɶɸ ɤɨɬɨɪɨɝɨ ɨɞɢɧ (ɰɟɧɬɪɚɥɶɧɵɣ)
ɫɥɨɝ ɫɥɨɜɚ ɜɵɞɟɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɩɨ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɸ ɤ ɞɪɭɝɢɦ (ɧɟɰɟɧɬɪɚɥɶɧɵɦ),
ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟɦ. ȼ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ (ɢ ɪɭɫɫɤɨɦ) ɹɡɵɤɟ ɤɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɨ ɩɪɟɞɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ ɢ ɡɚɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ ɫɥɨɝɨɜ ɧɟ ɨɝɪɚɧɢɱɟɧɨ ɨɛɳɢɦ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨɦ, ɩɨɷɬɨɦɭ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɯ ɦɨɞɟɥɟɣ ɚɤɰɟɧɬɭɚɰɢɢ. ɗɬɨ ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɨɟ ɫɜɨɛɨɞɧɨɟ ɢɥɢ,
ɬɨɱɧɟɟ, ɞɢɫɬɢɧɤɬɢɜɧɨɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ. Ɍɚɤɨɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ, ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɸɳɟɟ
ɤɭɥɶɦɢɧɚɬɢɜɧɭɸ ɢ ɞɢɫɬɢɧɤɬɢɜɧɭɸ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɢ, ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɧɨ ɞɥɹ ɜɫɟɯ
ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɨɜ — ɞɚɠɟ ɞɥɹ ɬɟɯ, ɤɨɬɨɪɵɦ ɫɜɨɣɫɬɜɟɧɧɚ ɪɟɬɪɚɤɰɢɹ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ ɫ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɵɯ ɫɥɨɝɨɜ.
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ȼ ɛɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɟ ɹɡɵɤɨɜ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɬ ɤɭɥɶɦɢɧɚɬɢɜɧɭɸ ɢ ɞɟɥɢɦɢɬɚɬɢɜɧɭɸ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɢ. ɋɢɝɧɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɹ ɝɪɚɧɢɰ ɡɧɚɱɢɦɵɯ
ɟɞɢɧɢɰ (ɤɚɤ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɨ, ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɫɥɨɜ) ɦɨɠɟɬ ɛɵɬɶ ɩɪɹɦɨɣ
(ɭɞɚɪɹɟɬɫɹ ɩɟɪɜɵɣ ɢɥɢ ɩɨɫɥɟɞɧɢɣ ɫɥɨɝ, ɫɪ. ɥɚɬɵɲɫɤɢɣ, ɱɟɲɫɤɢɣ
ɢ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɦɧɨɝɢɟ ɬɸɪɤɫɤɢɟ ɢɥɢ ɢɪɚɧɫɤɢɟ ɹɡɵɤɢ) ɢɥɢ ɤɨɫɜɟɧɧɨɣ (ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ ɩɨɥɭɱɚɟɬ, ɧɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɩɪɟɞɩɨɫɥɟɞɧɢɣ ɫɥɨɝ, ɤɚɤ
ɜ ɩɨɥɶɫɤɨɦ ɢɥɢ ɫɨɜɪɟɦɟɧɧɨɦ ɚɫɫɢɪɢɣɫɤɨɦ); ɢɧɨɝɞɚ ɞɟɥɢɦɢɬɚɬɢɜɧɨɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ ɬɚɤ ɢɥɢ ɢɧɚɱɟ ɫɜɹɡɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ ɫ ɤɨɥɢɱɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɵɦɢ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɫɬɢɤɚɦɢ ɫɥɨɝɚ (ɫɪ. ɦɨɧɝɨɥɶɫɤɭɸ, ɥɚɬɢɧɫɤɭɸ ɢ ɚɪɚɛɫɤɭɸ
ɚɤɰɟɧɬɭɚɰɢɸ). ɋɭɳɟɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɢ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɹɡɵɤɢ, ɜ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ
ɜɨɨɛɳɟ ɧɟ ɮɢɤɫɢɪɨɜɚɧɨ ɧɚ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɺɧɧɨɦ ɫɥɨɝɟ ɢ ɩɨɥɧɨɫɬɶɸ ɡɚɜɢɫɢɬ ɨɬ ɮɪɚɡɨɜɨɣ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ.
ɋɚɦɵɦ ɪɚɫɩɪɨɫɬɪɚɧɺɧɧɵɦ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɞɟɥɢɦɢɬɚɬɢɜɧɨɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ, ɮɢɤɫɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɨɟ ɧɚ ɩɪɟɞɩɨɫɥɟɞɧɟɦ ɫɥɨɝɟ, ɱɬɨ ɨɛɴɹɫɧɹɟɬɫɹ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɨɧɧɵɦ ɭɞɨɛɫɬɜɨɦ ɬɚɤɨɣ ɦɨɞɟɥɢ. Ⱦɚɠɟ ɜ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ
ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ, ɧɟɫɦɨɬɪɹ ɧɚ ɟɝɨ ɹɜɧɭɸ «ɫɜɨɛɨɞɭ», ɜ ɫɜɹɡɧɨɣ ɪɟɱɢ ɱɚɳɟ
ɜɫɟɝɨ ɩɚɞɚɟɬ ɢɦɟɧɧɨ ɧɚ ɩɪɟɞɩɨɫɥɟɞɧɢɣ ɫɥɨɝ.
ȼɨ ɜɫɟɯ ɹɡɵɤɚɯ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɬ ɤɭɥɶɦɢɧɚɬɢɜɧɭɸ ɮɭɧɤɰɢɸ, ɤɨɬɨɪɚɹ ɧɚ ɭɪɨɜɧɟ ɩɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧɢɣ ɢ ɜɵɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɧɢɣ ɫɥɢɜɚɟɬɫɹ
ɫ ɞɢɫɬɢɧɤɬɢɜɧɨɣ; ɫɪ.: ɥɢɬɨɜ. dù rıլ ̖s ‘ɞɜɨɟ ɛɭɞɭɬ ɝɥɨɬɚɬɶ’ (2 ɫɥɨɜɚ) :
durıլ ̖ s ‘ɞɜɟɪɢ (Acc. Pl.)’ (1 ɫɥɨɜɨ), ɥɚɬɵɲ. 'tu 'pele 'esi ‘ɬɵ ɦɵɲɶ
(ɟɫɬɶ)’ (3 ɫɥɨɜɚ) : 'tupele 'esi ‘(ɬɵ) ɛɚɲɦɚɤ (ɟɫɬɶ)’ (2 ɫɥɨɜɚ). ɗɬɢ
ɮɚɤɬɵ ɹɜɧɨ ɫɜɢɞɟɬɟɥɶɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɨ ɧɟɩɪɚɜɨɦɟɪɧɨɫɬɢ ɬɨɱɤɢ ɡɪɟɧɢɹ,
ɫɨɝɥɚɫɧɨ ɤɨɬɨɪɨɣ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɞɢɫɬɢɧɤɬɢɜɧɨɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ.
4.3.1.2. Ʉɪɨɦɟ ɝɥɚɜɧɨɝɨ, ɜ ɫɥɨɜɚɯ ɢɧɨɝɞɚ ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɢ ɜɬɨɪɨɫɬɟɩɟɧɧɵɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ. ȼ ɛɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɟ ɫɥɭɱɚɟɜ ɨɧɢ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ
ɫɨɛɨɣ ɥɢɲɶ ɚɜɬɨɦɚɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɣ «ɨɬɡɜɭɤ» ɝɥɚɜɧɨɝɨ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ, ɩɨɞɱɢɧɹɸɳɢɣɫɹ ɟɦɭ ɩɨ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɺɧɧɵɦ ɫɬɪɨɝɢɦ ɩɪɚɜɢɥɚɦ, ɧɨ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵ
ɢ ɫɚɦɨɫɬɨɹɬɟɥɶɧɵɟ ɜɬɨɪɨɫɬɟɩɟɧɧɵɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ, ɨɬɪɚɠɚɸɳɢɟ ɦɨɪɮɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɭɸ ɫɬɪɭɤɬɭɪɭ ɫɥɨɜɚ (ɫɪ. ɧɟɦɟɰ. ''Bahn hofs'vor steher
'
'
‘ɧɚɱɚɥɶɧɢɤ ɜɨɤɡɚɥɚ’) ɢɥɢ ɞɚɠɟ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɸɳɢɟ ɮɨɪɦɨɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɭɸ ɪɨɥɶ (ɫɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. ɫ.-ɠɟɦ. ɢɦ. ɩ. ɟɞ. ɱ. [dӝunà] ‘ɯɥɟɛ’, [šâ.rkà]
‘ɫɨɪɨɤɚ’ ɢ ɜɢɧ. ɩ. ɟɞ. ɱ. [dӝ.una], [šâ.rka] ɢɥɢ, ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨ, ɬɚɤɢɟ
ɫɬɚɪɨɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɟ ɧɚɩɢɫɚɧɢɹ, ɤɚɤ ɪɨɞ. ɩ. ɟɞ. ɱ. Dirwôs ‘ɧɢɜɵ’,
Kammarôs ‘ɱɭɥɚɧɚ’ ɢ ɢɦ. ɩ. ɦɧ. ɱ. Dirwos, Kammaros).
ɉɪɢ ɧɚɥɢɱɢɢ ɝɥɚɜɧɨɝɨ ɢ ɜɬɨɪɨɫɬɟɩɟɧɧɨɝɨ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɨɛɵɱɧɨ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɝɥɚɜɧɨɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ. Ɉɞɧɚɤɨ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵ ɢ
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ɋɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɟ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ

ɢɫɤɥɸɱɟɧɢɹ. ɇɚɩɪɢɦɟɪ, ɜ ɫɟɜɟɪɨɠɟɦɚɣɬɫɤɢɯ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɚɯ ɬɢɩɚ
[gæҒ rã.] ‘ɯɨɪɨɲɨ’, [vaࡻ ikࡏ ӑҒks] ‘ɦɚɥɶɱɢɤ’ ɝɥɚɜɧɨɟ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ
ɥɢɲɶ ɞɟɥɢɦɢɬɚɬɢɜɧɵɦ ɨɬɡɜɭɤɨɦ ɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ, ɧɚɯɨɞɹɳɟɝɨɫɹ ɜ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ: ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟ ɩɟɪɜɨɝɨ ɫɥɨɝɚ ɦɨɠɟɬ
ɢɫɱɟɡɧɭɬɶ ɜ ɷɦɮɚɡɟ, ɨɧɨ ɨɛɹɡɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ ɩɟɪɟɯɨɞɢɬ ɧɚ ɩɪɨɤɥɢɬɢɤɭ
(ɫɪ.: [nègærã., nè  vaikࡏ ӑҒks]) ɢ (ɜ ɜɨɫɬɨɱɧɵɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ) ɧɟ ɦɟɲɚɟɬ ɧɟɣɬɪɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ ɞɨɥɝɢɯ ɢ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɯ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɯ (ɫɪ. [vã.ks] ‘ɪɟɛɺɧɨɤ’, [vã.ka] ‘ɪɟɛɺɧɤɚ’, ɧɨ [vàkã.] ‘ɪɟɛɹɬɚ’).
4.3.2.1. ɍɞɚɪɧɵɟ ɫɥɨɝɢ, ɰɟɧɬɪ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧ ɞɨɥɝɢɦɢ
ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦɢ ɢɥɢ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦɢ ɬɢɩɚ VR (ɞɢɮɬɨɧɝɚɦɢ ɢɥɢ ɞɢɮɬɨɧɝɢɱɟɫɤɢɦɢ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦɢ), ɜ ɨɞɧɢɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɫɥɨɜɨɮɨɪɦɚɯ ɩɪɨɢɡɧɨɫɹɬɫɹ ɪɟɡɤɨ (ɧɚɩɪ., [vࡏ ıࡆ ܂ғ sࡏ i ] ‘ɛɭɞɟɲɶ ɜɚɪɢɬɶ’, [k°á°ó.sࡏ tࡏ eࡡ .] ‘ɩɨɤɪɵɜɚɥ’),
ɜ ɞɪɭɝɢɯ — ɩɥɚɜɧɨ (ɧɚɩɪ., [vࡏ irࡏ Ѻ.sࡏ i ] ‘ɛɭɞɟɲɶ ɩɚɞɚɬɶ’, [k°á°õ.sࡏ tࡏ eࡡ .]
‘ɫɤɥɚɞɤɚ’). ɗɬɨ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɢɟ ɜɵɩɨɥɧɹɟɬ ɬɚɤɭɸ ɠɟ ɞɢɫɬɢɧɤɬɢɜɧɭɸ
ɪɨɥɶ, ɤɚɤ ɢ ɞɢɮɮɟɪɟɧɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɟ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɢ, ɧɨ ɞɨɥɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶɫɹ
ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɟɣ, ɩɨɬɨɦɭ ɱɬɨ ɪɟɚɥɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɢ ɧɚ ɧɟɨɞɧɨɮɨɧɟɦɧɵɯ ɨɬɪɟɡɤɚɯ (ɬɚɤɢɯ, ɤɚɤ [(vࡏ )-ıࡆ ܂ғ -(sࡏ i)] ɢ [(vࡏ )-irࡏ .Ѻ -(sࡏ i)]).
Ⱦɚɧɧɵɟ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɟɦɵ ɩɪɢɧɹɬɨ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɬɶ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɦɢ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɹɦɢ ɢɥɢ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɦɢ ɚɤɰɟɧɬɚɦɢ (ɫɪ. ɥɢɬɨɜ. prıլ ̗egaidơ ĸ ɝɪɟɱ.
ʌȡȠı࠙įަĮ) ɢ ɞɨɜɨɥɶɧɨ ɫɬɪɨɝɨ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɬɶ ɨɬ ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɯ ɬɨɧɨɜ —
ɩɪɨɫɨɞɟɦ ɫɥɨɝɚ, ɧɟ ɫɜɹɡɚɧɧɵɯ (ɢɥɢ ɫɥɚɛɨ ɫɜɹɡɚɧɧɵɯ) ɫ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɟɦ. Ɏɭɧɤɰɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɨɟ ɹɞɪɨ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɨɣ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ ɢɥɢ ɬɨɧɚ ɫɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɟɬ ɬɨɧɟɦɭ; ɢɯ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɨɧɧɵɟ ɜɚɪɢɚɧɬɵ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɸɬɫɹ ɚɥɥɨɬɨɧɚɦɢ.
ȼ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɦ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɞɜɟ ɬɨɧɟɦɵ:
ɚɤɭɬ (ɪɟɡɤɚɹ, «ɧɢɫɯɨɞɹɳɚɹ» ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɹ) ɢ ɰɢɪɤɭɦɮɥɟɤɫ (ɩɥɚɜɧɚɹ,
«ɜɨɫɯɨɞɹɳɚɹ» ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɹ). Ȼɟɡ ɫɩɟɰɢɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɷɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɨɜ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɜɵɞɟɥɢɬɶ ɩɨ ɦɟɧɶɲɟɣ ɦɟɪɟ ɬɪɢ ɚɥɥɨɬɨɧɚ ɚɤɭɬɚ (ɫɪ.: [k°á°ó.sࡏ tࡏ eࡡ .] :
[vࡏ ıࡆ ܂ғ sࡏ i ] : [mࡏ é.܂kࡏ eࡡ .] ‘ɡɚɤɪɵɜɚɥ (ɝɥɚɡɚ)’) ɢ ɞɜɚ ɚɥɥɨɬɨɧɚ ɰɢɪɤɭɦɮɥɟɤɫɚ
(ɫɪ.: [k°á°õ.sࡏ tࡏ eࡡ .] ɢ [mࡏ erࡏ Ѻ.kࡏ eࡡ .] ‘ɡɚɦɚɱɢɜɚɥ’). ɋɢɫɬɟɦɚ ɞɜɭɯ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɣ
ɧɚɛɥɸɞɚɟɬɫɹ ɜɨ ɜɫɟɯ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ: ɬɚɤɢɟ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ, ɤɚɤ
ɩɪɟɪɵɜɢɫɬɚɹ, ɫɪɟɞɧɹɹ ɢ ɞɪ., ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬ ɫɨɛɨɣ ɥɢɲɶ ɨɫɨɛɵɟ
ɚɥɥɨɬɨɧɵ ɚɤɭɬɚ ɢ ɰɢɪɤɭɦɮɥɟɤɫɚ. ɋɥɨɝɢ, ɰɟɧɬɪ ɤɨɬɨɪɵɯ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɥɟɧ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɦ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɦ, ɧɟ ɫɨɩɪɨɜɨɠɞɚɟɦɵɦ ɢɦɩɥɨɡɢɜɧɵɦ ɫɨɧɨɪɧɵɦ (ɬ. ɟ. ɬɚɤ ɧɚɡɵɜɚɟɦɵɟ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɟ ɫɥɨɝɢ), ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɹɦɢ ɧɟ ɨɛɥɚɞɚɸɬ.
Ɉɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɹ ɜɫɟɯ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɵɯ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɯ ɬɢɩɨɜ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɯ
ɫɥɨɝɨɜ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɩɪɟɞɫɬɚɜɢɬɶ ɫɯɟɦɨɣ, ɩɪɢɜɟɞɺɧɧɨɣ ɜ § 244: ɝɪɚɞɚɰɢɢ ɫɯɟɦɵ ɫɨɨɬɜɟɬɫɬɜɭɸɬ ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɦ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɫɜɨɣɫɬɜɚɦ
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Ɍɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɢɟɨɫɧɨɜɵɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣɮɨɧɨɥɨɝɢɢ

ɫɥɨɝɨɜ: trumpieji — ɤɪɚɬɤɢɟ, ilgieji — ɞɨɥɝɢɟ, nekirþiuoti —
ɛɟɡɭɞɚɪɧɵɟ, kirþiuoti — ɭɞɚɪɧɵɟ, akûtiniai — ɚɤɭɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ
(«ɧɢɫɯɨɞɹɳɢɟ»), cirkumfleksiniai — ɰɢɪɤɭɦɮɥɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ («ɜɨɫɯɨɞɹɳɢɟ»).
ɐɢɪɤɭɦɮɥɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɫɥɨɝɢ ɜ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɛɟɫɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɦɢ, ɚ ɚɤɭɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɫɥɨɝɢ — ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɨɜɵɦɢ.
ɗɬɨ ɞɨɤɚɡɵɜɚɟɬɫɹ ɫɥɟɞɭɸɳɢɦɢ ɮɚɤɬɚɦɢ: 1) ɛɟɡɭɞɚɪɧɵɟ ɫɥɨɝɢ ɩɨ
ɫɜɨɢɦ ɚɧɬɪɨɩɨɮɨɧɢɱɟɫɤɢɦ ɩɪɢɡɧɚɤɚɦ ɛɥɢɡɤɢ ɤ ɰɢɪɤɭɦɮɥɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɦ, 2) ɰɢɪɤɭɦɮɥɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɦɢ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɛɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɨ ɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ ɨɤɨɧɱɚɧɢɣ, 3) ɜ ɫɜɹɡɧɨɣ ɪɟɱɢ ɰɢɪɤɭɦɮɥɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ ɫɥɨɝɢ
ɜɫɬɪɟɱɚɸɬɫɹ ɱɚɳɟ, ɱɟɦ ɚɤɭɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɧɵɟ. Ɉɞɧɚɤɨ ɷɬɢ ɡɚɤɨɧɨɦɟɪɧɨɫɬɢ ɧɟ ɹɜɥɹɸɬɫɹ ɬɚɤɢɦɢ ɧɟɡɵɛɥɟɦɵɦɢ, ɤɚɤɢɦɢ ɨɧɢ ɫɱɢɬɚɥɢɫɶ
ɞɨ ɫɢɯ ɩɨɪ: ɩɨ-ɜɢɞɢɦɨɦɭ, ɜ ɨɩɪɟɞɟɥɺɧɧɵɯ ɢɫɤɥɸɱɢɬɟɥɶɧɵɯ
ɫɥɭɱɚɹɯ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ ɦɨɝɭɬ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɫɬɨɹɬɶ ɞɪɭɝ ɞɪɭɝɭ ɢ ɜ ɛɟɡɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ ɫɥɨɝɚɯ (ɫɪ.: ɜɢɧ. ɩ. ɟɞ. ɱ. [sࡏ mࡏ eࡡ .Ѻ lࡏ ıࡆ .Ѻ ] ‘ɩɟɫɨɤ’ : ɦɟɫɬ. ɩ. ɟɞ. ɱ.
'
[sࡏ mࡏ eࡡ .Ѻ lࡏ ıࡆ .ғ ] ‘ɜ ɩɟɫɤɟ’), ɚ ɬɚɤɠɟ ɢ ɜ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɣ ɭɞɚɪɧɨɣ ɩɨɡɢɰɢɢ.
'
4.3.2.2. ɇɚɢɛɨɥɟɟ ɛɥɢɡɤɨɣ ɤ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɣ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɟ ɬɨɧɟɦ, ɩɨɜɢɞɢɦɨɦɭ, ɹɜɥɹɟɬɫɹ ɫɢɫɬɟɦɚ ɫɥɨɜɟɧɫɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ. ɋɟɪɛɨɯɨɪɜɚɬɫɤɢɣ
ɹɡɵɤ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɟɧɧɨ ɨɬɥɢɱɚɟɬɫɹ ɨɬ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɨɝɨ ɬɟɦ, ɱɬɨ ɜ ɧɺɦ ɬɨɧɟɦɵ ɩɪɨɬɢɜɨɩɨɫɬɚɜɥɹɸɬɹ ɧɟ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɧɚ ɞɨɥɝɢɯ, ɧɨ ɢ ɧɚ ɤɪɚɬɤɢɯ
ɫɥɨɝɚɯ. Ⱦɪɟɜɧɟɝɪɟɱɟɫɤɢɣ ɹɡɵɤ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɡɭɟɬɫɹ ɧɚɥɢɱɢɟɦ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɨɧɧɵɯ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɣ ɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɜ ɤɨɧɟɱɧɨɦ ɞɨɥɝɨɦ ɫɥɨɝɟ. ȼɟɫɶɦɚ
ɛɥɢɡɤɢ ɤ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɦ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɦ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɹɦ ɬɚɤɢɟ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ
ɹɜɥɟɧɢɹ, ɤɚɤ ɤɨɪɪɟɩɰɢɹ ɢ ɷɤɫɬɟɧɫɢɹ ɪɟɣɧɫɤɢɯ ɞɢɚɥɟɤɬɨɜ ɧɟɦɟɰɤɨɝɨ ɹɡɵɤɚ ɢɥɢ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɹ «ɬɨɥɱɤɚ» (ɝɥɨɬɬɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ ɢɥɢ ɥɚɪɢɧɝɚɥɢɡɚɰɢɢ) ɢ ɟɝɨ ɨɬɫɭɬɫɬɜɢɹ ɜ ɞɚɬɫɤɨɦ ɹɡɵɤɟ. ɒɜɟɞɫɤɢɟ ɢ ɧɨɪɜɟɠɫɤɢɟ ɫɥɨɜɟɫɧɵɟ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ (ɫɪ. ɲɜɟɞ. kómma ‘ɡɚɩɹɬɚɹ’ : kòmma
‘ɩɪɢɯɨɞɢɬɶ’) ɧɚɩɨɦɢɧɚɸɬ ɧɟ ɫɬɨɥɶɤɨ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɟ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɟ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ, ɫɤɨɥɶɤɨ ɨɩɩɨɡɢɰɢɸ «ɫɢɥɶɧɨɝɨ» (ɨɞɧɨɜɟɪɲɢɧɧɨɝɨ) ɢ «ɫɥɚɛɨɝɨ» (ɞɜɭɯɜɟɪɲɢɧɧɨɝɨ) ɫɥɨɜɟɫɧɨɝɨ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ, ɪɚɫɩɪɨɫɬɪɚɧɺɧɧɭɸ
ɜ ɜɨɫɬɨɱɧɵɯ ɢ ɫɟɜɟɪɧɵɯ ɚɭɤɲɬɚɣɬɫɤɢɯ ɝɨɜɨɪɚɯ (ɫɪ. ɭɬɹɧɫɤɢɟ
['dܧѺ.ra] ‘ɱɟɫɬɧɨ’ : [ dࡻܧ.'rà] ‘ɱɟɫɬɧɚɹ’).
'
4.3.3. Ɏɨɪɦɚɥɶɧɨ ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɣ ɹɡɵɤ ɦɨɠɧɨ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɦɨɪɨɫɱɢɬɚɸɳɢɦ, ɩɨɫɤɨɥɶɤɭ ɜ ɧɺɦ ɞɨɥɝɢɟ ɝɥɚɫɧɵɟ ɜ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɨɦ ɨɬɧɨɲɟɧɢɢ ɷɤɜɢɜɚɥɟɧɬɧɵ ɞɜɭɯɮɨɧɟɦɧɵɦ ɫɨɱɟɬɚɧɢɹɦ ɬɢɩɚ VR (ɬ. ɟ.
Vթ Ł VR). ɋɥɟɞɨɜɚɬɟɥɶɧɨ, ɢɦɟɟɬɫɹ ɬɟɨɪɟɬɢɱɟɫɤɚɹ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɶ ɫɱɢɬɚɬɶ ɷɥɟɦɟɧɬɚɪɧɨɣ ɚɤɰɟɧɬɨɥɨɝɢɱɟɫɤɨɣ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɟɣ (ɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɟɦ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ) ɧɟ ɫɥɨɝ, ɚ ɦɨɪɭ — ɟɞɢɧɢɰɭ, ɪɚɜɧɭɸ ɤɪɚɬɤɨɦɭ ɫɥɨɝɭ ɢɥɢ
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ɋɭɩɟɪɫɟɝɦɟɧɬɧɵɟ ɩɪɨɫɨɞɢɱɟɫɤɢɟ ɟɞɢɧɢɰɵ

«ɩɨɥɨɜɢɧɟ» (ɩɟɪɜɨɣ ɢɥɢ ɜɬɨɪɨɣ ɱɚɫɬɢ) ɞɨɥɝɨɝɨ ɫɥɨɝɚ. ɉɪɢ ɬɚɤɨɦ
ɩɨɞɯɨɞɟ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɟ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ ɫɜɨɞɹɬɫɹ ɤ ɤɨɧɬɪɚɫɬɚɦ ɭɞɚɪɧɨɣ
ɢ ɛɟɡɭɞɚɪɧɨɣ ɦɨɪɵ ɢ, ɬɚɤɢɦ ɨɛɪɚɡɨɦ, ɫɥɢɜɚɸɬɫɹ ɫ ɚɤɰɟɧɬɭɚɰɢɟɣ:
V̗ R = /Vࡅ Ғ Rࡅ /, VR˾ = /Vࡅ Rࡅ Ғ /, Vթ ̗ = /Vࡅ Ғ Vࡅ /, Vթ ˾ = /Vࡅ Vࡅ Ғ /, ɬ. ɟ. [b°úrtas] ‘ɱɚɪɨɞɟɣɫɬɜɨ’ = /bùrtas/, [t°ur.tas]
‘ɛɨɝɚɬɫɬɜɨ’ = /turtҒ as/, [r°ú.ksta] ‘ɤɢɫɧɟɬ’ =
Ѻ
/rùǎksta/, [r°Ǌ.ksta] ‘ɞɵɦɢɬ’ = /rǎùksta/. Ɉɞɧɚɤɨ ɷɬɚ ɢɧɬɟɪɩɪɟɬɚɰɢɹ
ɭɞɚɱɧɨ ɨɛɴɹɫɧɹɟɬ ɥɢɲɶ ɪɟɞɤɢɟ ɫɥɭɱɚɢ ɦɟɬɚɬɨɧɢɢ, ɪɚɜɧɨɰɟɧɧɨɣ
ɩɟɪɟɧɨɫɭ ɭɞɚɪɟɧɢɹ, — ɜ ɛɨɥɶɲɢɧɫɬɜɟ ɠɟ ɫɥɭɱɚɟɜ, ɤɚɤ ɞɨɤɚɡɚɥ
ɮɪɚɧɰɭɡɫɤɢɣ ɹɡɵɤɨɜɟɞ ɉ. Ƚɚɪɞ (Garde), ɥɢɬɨɜɫɤɢɟ ɫɥɨɝɨɜɵɟ ɢɧɬɨɧɚɰɢɢ ɜɟɞɭɬ ɫɟɛɹ ɧɟ ɤɚɤ ɤɨɦɛɢɧɚɰɢɢ ɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ ɢ ɧɟɭɞɚɪɧɵɯ
(ɢɥɢ ɜɵɫɨɤɢɯ ɢ ɧɢɡɤɢɯ) ɦɨɪ, ɚ ɤɚɤ ɰɟɥɨɫɬɧɵɟ ɯɚɪɚɤɬɟɪɢɫɬɢɤɢ
ɦɨɪɮɟɦ.
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223, 225
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metatony, 299, 309, 310
metrical phonology, 2, 120, 281
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90, 91, 102
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289, 291, 292, 294, 309, 310, 313
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